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Preface
In recent years, it was realized that the Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) communication systems seems to be inevitable in accelerated evolution of high data rates
applications. The MIMO systems, have received considerable attention of researchers
and commercial companies due to their potential to dramatically increase the spectral
eﬃciency and simultaneously sending individual information to the corresponding
users in wireless systems. Today, the main question is how to include multiple antennas
at transmitter and receiver side and, what are the appropriate methods of detection and signal
processing strategies for specic applications?
This book, intends to provide highlights of the current research topics in the eld of
MIMO system, to oﬀer a snapshot of the recent advances in this area. This work is
mainly destined to cover an overview of the major issues faced today by researchers
in the MIMO related areas. Also, it is accessible to anyone with a scientic background
desiring to have an up-to-date overview of this domain.
The book is written by specialists working in universities and research centers all over
the world to cover the fundamental principles and main advanced topics on high data
rates wireless communications systems over MIMO channels. Various aspects of theses systems are deeply discussed by emphasis of their recent applications in ve part
and twenty-two chapters. Moreover, the book has the advantage of providing a collection of applications that are completely independent and self-contained; thus, the interested reader can choose any chapter and skip to another without losing continuity.
Each chapter provides a comprehensive survey of the subject area and terminates with
a rich list of references to provide an in-depth coverage of the application at hand.
The ve parts of the book is managed as follows:
Part 1 Introduction, Detection and Channel Estimation Strategies
The rst part contains four chapters that investigate an introduction to MIMO systems
models together with discussion about diversity, beam forming and, space time coding. The geometrical decoding in MIMO channels by name of lattice decoding, and
other type of decoding such as: LS, LMMSE, ML, MAP and joint LSML are considered,
too. Finally, the mathematical semi-deterministic MIMO channel model based on electromagnetic scattering and reecting is developed and discussed in details.
Part 2 Information Theory Aspects
Part2 focus on information theory aspects of MIMO systems, including diversity-gain
of MIMO systems, which highlight the trade-oﬀ between capacity and bandwidth
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eﬃciency and rate adaptive source encoding, where the rate is adapted to follow the
slow variations of the MIMO channel. Then, the capacity of MIMO system is investigated in the presence of both co-channel interference and spatial correlation. Finally,
theoretical analysis for both ergodic and outage capacities of downlink transmission
together with capacity analysis of uplink cellular MIMO systems by considering the
co-channel interference as well as the eﬀect of transmit power control are presented.
Part 3 Pre-processing and Post-processing in MIMO Systems
The non-linear precoder by name of Tomlinson-Harashima Precoder and beamfoming are the main core of this part. At rst, the capacity of MIMO- THP in perfect and
non-perfect CSI is obtained. In continue the conventional THP design is developed for
imperfect, correlated and channel estimator error as robust, improved and joint optimization, respectively. Joint THP transceiver design for the multi-user MIMO downlink system under both perfect and imperfect CSI is developed, too. Iterative optimization algorithm to determination of transmit and receive beam forming weights for
eigen-beam SDM in multi-user MIMO systems is discussed under constraint of both
total transmit power and the maximum transmit power. The recent advance in beam
forming based on nite-rate feedback from a communication-theoretic prespective is
addressed as ideal and non-ideal factors of feedback link. Finally, the problem of symbol detection in Multi-Device STBC-MIMO systems is addressed. So, two evolutionary
optimization methods by names, Biogeography-Based Optimization and Estimation of
Distribution Algorithm are proposed to solve the problem of detection in a MD-STBCMIMO system.
Part 4 Application and Case Studies
This part contain some advanced application of MIMO systems and some main notes
in their implementations, which started by MIMO-OFDM technique that investigate
the eﬀects of phase noise in centralized and distributed narrowband MIMO systems,
and discuss the feasibility of phase and frequency synchronization problem. In continue a novel threshold list subset detector that extends the List subset detector for an
iterative turbo-MIMO system is considered. Then, a narrowband interference suppression technique is discussed in MIMO systems. This part terminates with fundamentals
for pragmatic MIMO performance evaluation which consider some important notes in
implementation from antenna and propagation perspectives.
Part 5 Implementation and Experimental Evaluation
This part starts with some practical methods for capacity measurement and hardware
implementation of MIMO system with QPSK modulation. The implementation of the
MIMO system together with sphere decoding and space time coding is discussed, especially with emphasis on wireless sensor network perspective. The above hardware
implementation and practical measurement of MIMO system emphasis their potential
of dramatically increase of spectral eﬃciency and their bottlenecks where should be
considered in practice.
Finally, the editor would like to thank all the authors for their excellent contributions
in the diﬀerent areas of MIMO systems and hopes that this book will be of valuable
help to the readers.
H. Khaleghi Bizaki
Iran
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Introduction, Detection and
Channel Estimation Strategies
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1. Introduction
This chapter is attempted to provide a survey of the advanced concepts and related issues
involved in Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems. MIMO system technology has
been considered as a really signiﬁcant foundation on which to build the next and future
generations of wireless networks. The chapter addresses advanced MIMO techniques such
as polarization diversity and antenna selection. We gradually provide an overview of the
MIMO features from basic to more advanced topics. The ﬁrst sections of this chapter start by
introducing the key aspects of the MIMO theory. The MIMO system model is ﬁrst presented in
a generic way. Then, we proceed to describe diversity schemes used in MIMO systems. MIMO
technology could exploit several diversity techniques beyond the spatial diversity. These
techniques essentially cover frequency diversity, time diversity and polarization diversity.
We further provide the reader with a geometrically based models for MIMO systems. The
virtue of this channel modeling is to adopt realistic methods for modeling the spatio-temporal
channel statistics from a physical wave-propagation viewpoint. Two classes for MIMO
channel modeling will be described. These models involve the Geometry-based Stochastic
Channel Models (GSCM) and the Stochastic channel models. Besides the listed MIMO channel
models already described, we derive and discuss capacity formulas for transmission over
MIMO systems. The achieved MIMO capacities highlight the potential of spatial diversity for
improving the spectral efﬁciency of MIMO channels. When Channel State Information (CSI)
is available at both ends of the transmission link, the MIMO system capacity is optimally
derived by using adaptive power allocation based on water-ﬁlling technique. The chapter
continues by examining the combining techniques for multiple antenna systems. Combining
techniques are motivated for MIMO systems since they enable the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
maximization at the combiner output. The fundamental combing techniques are the Maximal
Ratio Combining (MRC), the Selection Combining (SC) and the Equal Gain Combining(EGC).
Once the combining techniques are analyzed, the reader is introduced to the beamforming
processing as an optimal strategy for combining. The use of multiple antennas signiﬁcantly
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improves the channel spectral efﬁciency. Nevertheless, this induces higher system complexity
of the communication system and the communication system performance is effected due to
correlation between antennas that need to be deployed at the same terminal. As such, the
antenna selection algorithm for MIMO systems is presented. To elaborate on this point, we
introduce Space time coding techniques for MIMO systems and we evaluate by simulation
the performance of the communication system. Next, we emphasis on multi polarization
techniques for MIMO systems. As a background, we presume that the reader has a thorough
understanding of antenna theory. We recall the basic antenna theory and concepts that are
used throughout the rest of the chapter. We rigorously introduce the 3D channel model
over the Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) propagation channel for MIMO system with polarized
antennas. We treat the depolarization phenomena and we study its effect on MIMO system
capacity. The last section of the chapter provides a scenario for collaborative sensor nodes
performing distributed MIMO system model which is devoted to sensor node localization in
Wireless Sensor Networks. The localization algorithm is based on beamforming processing
and was tested by simulation. Our chapter provides the reader by simulation examples for
almost all the topics that have been treated for MIMO system development and key issues
affecting achieved performance.

2. MIMO literature and mathematical model
This section gives an overview of the MIMO literature. MIMO technology has been a
subject of research since the last decade of the twentieth century. In 1984, Jack Winters
at Bell Laboratories wrote a patent on wireless communications using multiple antennas.
Jack Winters in (Winters, 1987) presented a study of the fundamental limits on the data
rate of multiple antenna systems in a Rayleigh fading environment. The concept of MIMO
was introduced for two basic communication systems which are a communication system
between multiple mobiles and a base station with multiple antennas and another one between
two mobiles with multiple antennas. In 1993, Arogyaswami Paulraj and Thomas Kailath
proposed the concept of spatial multiplexing using MIMO. They ﬁled a patent on spatial
multiplexing emphasized applications to wireless broadcast. Several articles which focused
on MIMO concept were published in the period from 1986 to 1995. We mainly cite the article
of Emre Teletar titled "Capacity of multi-antenna gaussian channels" (Telatar, 1995). This was
followed by the work of Greg Raleigh and Gerard Joseph Foschini in 1996 (Foshini, 1996)
which invented new approaches involving space time coding techniques. These approaches
were proved to increase the spectral efﬁciency of MIMO systems (Raleigh & John, 1998).
In 1999, Thomas L. Marzetta and Bertrand M. Hochwald published an article (Marzetta &
Hochwald, 1999) which provides a rigorous study on the MIMO Rayleigh fading link taking
into consideration information theory aspects. Afterwards, MIMO communication techniques
have been developed and brought completely on new perspectives wireless channels. The
ﬁrst commercial MIMO system was developed in 2001 by Iospan Wireless Inc. Since 2006,
several companies such as Broadcom and Intel have concerned a novel communication
technique based on the MIMO technology for improving the performance of wireless Local
Area Network(LAN) systems. The new standard of wireless LAN systems is named IEEE
802.11n. MIMO technology has attracted more attention in wireless communications. In fact,
it was used to boost the link capacity and to enhance the reliability of the communication
link. MIMO scheme is the major candidate technology in various standard proposals for
the fourth-generation of wireless communication systems. Enhanced techniques for MIMO
communications led to advanced technologies for achieving successful radio transmission. It
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promises signiﬁcant improvements in spectral efﬁciency and network coverage. We mainly
cite multiple access MIMO systems, Ad-hoc MIMO , cooperative MIMO (Wang et al., 2010)
and cooperative MIMO in sensor networks (Shuguang et al., 2004) . Note that cooperative
MIMO systems use multiple distributed transmitting devices to improve Quality of Service
(QoS) at one/multiple receivers. This was shown to bring saves in energy and to improve
the link reliability in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) where multiple sensor nodes can be
cooperatively functioned. In the following, we introduce the mathematical model for MIMO
systems. We brieﬂy describe the ﬂat fading MIMO channel and the continuous time delay
MIMO channel model.
Flat fading MIMO channel

Transmit antennas
Tx1

Receive antennas

x1

 h11
 h21

x2

 h12
 h

Tx2

..
.
Tx NT
x NT

..
.
 hN 1
R

22

..
 h.
NR 2

 h1N
T
h
2NT

..
 h N. N
R T

b1

  y1


b2

   y2

..
.
b NR

  y NR


Rx1

Rx2

..
.
Rx NR

Fig. 1. Generic MIMO system model
Generic MIMO system with NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas is depicted in
Fig. 1. Such model is typically used for cases where the frequency domain channel transfer
function remains approximately constant over the bandwidth of the transmitted waveform
and is referred to as the ﬂat fading scenario. The input output relationship for this MIMO
system is deﬁned as :
y = Hx + b
(1)
where :
• H is the ( NR × NT ) complex channel matrix described as :
H = [ h1 , . . . , hNT ]
hp = [h1p , . . . , hNR p ]T ; p = 1, . . . , NT is the complex channel vector which links the
transmit antenna Tx p to the NR receive antennas Rx1 , . . . , Rx NR .
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• x = [x1 , . . . , xNT ]T is the complex vector for the transmitted signal
• y = [y1 , . . . , yNR ]T is the complex vector for the received signal
• b = [b1 , . . . , bNR ]T is the complex vector for the additive noise signal
At the receive antenna Rxq , the received signal is expressed as :
yq =

NT

∑ hqp x p + bq

p =1

; q = 1, . . . , NR

(2)

In the literature, other cases of simpliﬁed MIMO systems are also explained :
• Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) is a simpliﬁed form of MIMO systems where the
transmitter system has a single antenna.
• Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) is a form of MIMO systems where the receiver
system has a single antenna.
• When neither the receiver nor the transmitter has multiple antennas, the radio system is
called Single Input Single Output (SISO) system.
The listed multiple antenna models are represented in Fig. 2.
x

SISO
x

 y

 H

 H

 y1
..
.

 y NR

x1
..
.
x NT



x1
..
.
x NT







H
MISO
H

 y
 y1
..
.

 y NR

MIMO

SIMO
Fig. 2. Multiple antenna system
Continuous time delay MIMO channel model

The continuous time delay MIMO channel model describes the dynamic behavior of
the MIMO channel. The spatio-temporel signal output y (t) is expressed in terms of the
spatio-temporel signal input x(t) , the ( NR × NT ) MIMO channel H associated time delay
and the noise signal b (t) as :
y (t) =


τ

H (t, τ ) x (t − τ ) dτ + b (t)

(3)

τ is the time delay.

3. Diversity schemes
This section is intended to present methods for improving the reliability of communication
system by using different types of diversity.
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3.1 Spatial diversity

The use of multiple antennas in MIMO systems improves the performance of communication
systems. Signal will not suffer the same level of attenuation as it propagates along different
paths. The use of multiple antennas is called spatial diversity. Joint transmit and receive
diversity are carried out in MIMO systems. Nevertheless, the spatial diversity scheme can
be efﬁciently exploited when the antenna array conﬁguration at receive and transmit sides is
properly performed to the propagation environment characteristic. This could be achieved if
multiple branches which are combined are ideally uncorrelated in order to reduce probability
for deep fades in fading channels.
Diversity gain

The spatial diversity systems are known for their reliability through the use of multiple
receive and transmit antenna arrays. The system reliability is represented by the diversity
gain. Diversity gain measures the increase of the error rate against the SNR and could be
expressed as the slope of the error rate as a function of SNR when SNR tends to inﬁnity. A
tractable deﬁnition of the diversity gain is (Jafarkhani, 2005):
d = − lim

SNR→ ∞

log( Pe (SNR))
log(SNR)

(4)

Pe (SNR) denotes the error rate measured at a ﬁxed SNR value. A MIMO system with NT
transmit antennas and NR receive antennas can achieve a maximum diversity gain of NT ×
NR .
Multiplexing gain

Thanks to the use of multiple antennas, MIMO systems perform spatial multiplexing.
Independent and separately data signals called streams are transmitted from each transmit
antenna. The data streams arrived at the receiver are demultiplexed and the maximum
number of independent transmission channels or degrees of freedom are min( NR , NT ) (Zheng
& Tse, 2003). Such technique leads to an increase in the system spectral efﬁciency without
any need neither for additional bandwidth nor for additional power allocation. The spatial
multiplexing order is expressed as :
r=

R (SNR)
log
(SNR)
SNR→ ∞
lim

(5)

R (SNR) denotes the capacity for a given SNR value.
Diversity-Multiplexing trade-off

We should note that there is a compromise between maximizing the diversity gain so that to
increase the link reliability against fading and maximizing the multiplexing gain in order to
achieve the best spectral efﬁciency. This trade-off is expressed as :
d(r ) = ( NT − r )( NR − r ) ; r = 0, . . . , min( NR , NT )

(6)

This implies that if r pairs of antennas (Each pair consists of one transmit antenna and
one receive antenna) are exploited for spatial multiplexing, it remains ( NT − r ) transmit
antennas and ( NR − r ) receive antennas to be exploited for diversity gain. Nevertheless,
coding techniques could be used as a solution for inherent diversity-multiplexing trade-off
(Freitas et al., 2005).
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3.2 Temporal diversity and Space Time processing for MIMO systems

If channel varies in time, repeated signal versions can beneﬁt from temporal diversity if they
are sent at different time intervals that is higher than the time coherence of the channel.
Space Time processing for MIMO systems

MIMO system can still achieve both spatial diversity and temporal diversity by exploiting
Space Time (ST) coding (Fig. 3). Let us review the ﬂat fading model. The complex channel
matrix H(NR × NT ) is expressed as :
⎛
⎞
h11 h12 . . . h1NT
⎜ h21 h22 . . . h2NT ⎟
⎜
⎟
H=⎜ .
.. . .
.. ⎟
⎝ ..
.
.
. ⎠
h NR 1 h NR 2 . . . h NR NT

Given a block time of length L, at time t, the transmitted signal is expressed as :
( t)

( t)

x(t) = [x1 . . . , xNT ]T
The input array signal X(NT × L) is given by :
⎛
( 1) ( 2)
x x
⎜ 1(1) 1(2)
⎜x x
2
⎜ 2
X=⎜ .
..
⎜ ..
.
⎝
( 1) ( 2)
x NT x NT

; t = 1, . . . , L

( L)

. . . x1

(7)

⎞

( L) ⎟
. . . x2 ⎟
⎟
. . .. ⎟
. . ⎟
⎠
( L)
. . . x NT

The received signal matrix Y(NR × L) is expressed as :
⎛
⎞
( 1) ( 2)
(L)
y1 y1 . . . y1
⎜ ( 1) ( 2)
⎟
⎜ y y . . . y( L ) ⎟
2
2 ⎟
⎜ 2
Y=⎜ .
.. . .
. ⎟
⎜ ..
. .. ⎟
.
⎝
⎠
( 1) ( 2)
(L)
y NR y NR . . . y NR

The noise signal matrix B(NR × L) is :

⎛

( 1)

b1

⎜ ( 1)
⎜b
⎜ 2
B=⎜ .
⎜ ..
⎝
( 1)
b NR

( 2)

b1

( L)

. . . b1

⎞

( 2)
( L) ⎟
b2 . . . b2 ⎟
⎟
.. . . .. ⎟
. . ⎟
.
⎠
( 2)
( L)
b NR . . . b NR

The input output relationship of such system is given by :
Y = H·X+B

(8)

Thereafter, the received signal at time t at the receiving antenna Rxq is expressed as :
( t)

yq =

NT

( t)

∑ hqp x p

p =1

( t)

+ bq ;

t = 1, . . . , L;

q = 1, . . . , NR

(9)
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Thus, ST coding is a class of a linear processing design. The transmitted matrix X is referred
as the ST code. ST codes are designed in order to achieve both maximum coding gain and
diversity gain. Thereafter, two main criteria should be satisﬁed when ST coding is performed.
These criteria are referred as the Rank criterion and the Determinant criterion (Tarokh et al.,
1998). Recently many types of ST coding structures were invented. Nevertheless, ST codes
Tx1

Rx1




Input signal

..
.
Tx NT

 ST encoding



H

..
.
Rx NR

ST decoding

 Receiver



Fig. 3. ST coding for MIMO systems
may be split into two main types which are listed in the following :
1. Space Time Trellis Code (STTC) was invented by Vahid Tarokh in 1998. This coding scheme
transmits multiple redundant copies of trellis code which are distributed in time and space.
Vahid Tarokh gave a detailed description for trellis code construction in (Tarokh et al., 1998)
2. Space Time Block Code (STBC) aims to provide a diversity gain by transmitting
block codes distributed over the transmit antennas. Development of STBC is based on
complex orthogonal design. STBC for communication over Rayleigh fading channels was
introduced in (Tarokh et al., 1999). The most famous orthogonal STBC (OSTBC) design is
the Alamouti scheme which was invented in 1998 for a MIMO system when two-branch
transmit diversity with one receive antenna and two-branch transmit diversity with two
receive antennas are considered (Alamouti, 1998). At the receiver, the transmitted signal
can be easily recovered due to the orthogonality of ST code. Thus, OSTBCs have received
much attention from the coding community as compared to STTCs owing to their simple
design and low complexity receivers (Ghrayeb, 2006). Performance analysis in terms of
BER for various OSTBCs was derived in (Tran & Sesay, 2003). It was shown that we can
obtain gain from OSTBCs if appropriate number of transmit antennas are deployed.
For more detailed lecture about the listed ST codes, the reader could refer to (Tarokh et al.,
1998) (Tarokh et al., 1999) and (Vucetic, B. & Yuan, J., 2003). The simplest Alamouti scheme
was presented in (Alamouti, 1998). For the case of two receive antennas, if we consider two
symbols x1 and x2 , then :
• At time slot 1, x1 and x2 are transmitted simultaneously from Tx1 and Tx2 .
• At time slot 2, − x2∗ and x1∗ are transmitted simultaneously from Tx1 and Tx2 .
The input output relationship involving two receive antennas is expressed as :
⎛
⎞
⎛
( 1)
⎛
⎞
( 1) ⎞
y1
b1
h
h
11
12
⎜ ( 1) ⎟
� � ⎜
( 1) ⎟
⎜ y
⎟ ⎜ h21 h22 ⎟
x1
⎜ b
⎟
⎜ 2
⎟=⎜ ∗
⎟
·
+ ⎜ (22) ⎟
⎜ ( 2) ∗ ⎟ ⎝ h − h ∗ ⎠
x
∗
⎝
2
12
11
⎝ ( y1 ) ⎠
( b1 ) ⎠
∗ − h∗
h22
( 2) ∗
21
(b2(2) )∗
( y2 )

(10)
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Time

Space

t=1

t =
2

x1

− x2∗

x2

x1∗

Tx1
Tx2



Fig. 4. Alamouti code
Let us denote :

⎛

h11
⎜ h21
Hequ = ⎜
⎝ h∗
12
∗
h22

⎞
h12
h22 ⎟
⎟
∗ ⎠
− h11
∗
− h21

The estimated transmitted signal at the receiver is given by :
⎛
⎞
( 1)
y1
⎜ ( 1) ⎟
� �
⎜
⎟
x̂1
+ ⎜ y2
⎟
=
H
∗
⎜
⎟
(
2
)
∗
x̂2
⎝ (y ) ⎠

(11)

1
( 2)
( y2 ) ∗

where H+ is the pseudo inverse matrix of Hequ. Simulation results of the Alamouti scheme
for both MIMO systems MIMO(1 × 2) and MIMO(2 × 2) in case of fading Rayleigh channel
with Additive White Gaussian Noise(AWGN) are depicted in Fig. 5. Transmitted data signals
are Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulated.
0

10

RayleighTx1Rx1
AlamoutiTx2Rx1
AlamoutiTx2Rx2
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10
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Fig. 5. BER curves for BPSK modulated signal with Alamouti coding
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3.3 Frequency diversity

Frequency diversity relies on the fact that signals are transmitted on different frequencies
so that different multipath structures in the propagation media are exploited. Transmitting
signals on different frequencies are referred as multicarrier transmission. One special case of
multicarrier transmission is Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). OFDM
has got a great interest by the researchers and it was shown that using this type of modulation
gives a signiﬁcant performance increase in wireless communications. OFDM modulation
technique was adopted by IEEE802.11a and IEEE 802.11b wireless LAN standards. When
using the OFDM technique, a single data stream is transmitted over a number of lower
rate carriers. This can be considered as a form of frequency multiplexing that could be
efﬁcient for wide band communication. The signal frequency band is divided into several
frequency subchannels in order to get narrow band channels. Orthogonality between different
modulated carriers is imposed in order to avoid overlapping subchannels. Therefore,
signals are received without adjacent carrier interference. Both transmitter and receiver are
implemented using respectively the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) and Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) techniques. The OFDM transmission scheme introduces guard bands /cyclic
preﬁx between the different carriers. This lowers the spectrum efﬁciency but it eliminates the
Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). It should be noted that when using OFDM technique, channel
equalization becomes simpler. Simulation of the OFDM system was performed in order to
measure the performance of such technique and compare it to the single carrier system. The
simulated OFDM system is given by Fig. 6.
Modulated Input
signal



S/P







..
.

..
.

..
.

IFFT



+ CP



P/S





H
b

Demodulated receive 
signal

P/S







..
.

..
.

..
.





FFT




− CP

..
.



S/P


 +



Fig. 6. General structure of OFDM system
• P/S: Parallel to serial conversion
• S/P: Serial to parallel conversion
• + CP: Adding the cyclic preﬁx
• − CP: Removing the cyclic preﬁx
• H: Channel matrix
• b: Additive noise
For simulation, we consider a BPSK modulation scheme, a FFT length equal to 52 and a FFT
size of 64. The simulation results are given by Fig. 7. OFDM can be used in conjunction with
a MIMO system. MIMO-OFDM (See Fig. 8) is interesting for high data rate systems. A design
and simulation of MIMO-OFDM was introduced in (Yu et al., 2004).
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Fig. 7. BER curve for BPSK modulated signal using OFDM in AWGN channel
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Fig. 8. MIMO-OFDM system
3.4 Pattern diversity

Pattern diversity consists of the use of several colocated antennas with different radiation
patterns. This type of diversity can provide a higher gain versus a single omnidirectional
antenna if antennas are enough spaced and adequately polarized.
3.5 Polarization diversity

Polarization diversity is a diversity technique where different polarizations are used.
Horizontal and vertical polarizations could be used so that to provide diversity. At the MIMO
receiver for example, the antennas take advantage of the multipath propagation characteristics
to receive separate uncorrelated signals.

4. MIMO channel modeling
4.1 Geometry-based Stochastic Channel Models (GSCM)

Geometry-based Stochastic Channel Models(GSCM) have an immediate relation to physical
reality. Such models are based on geometrical considerations, mainly scatterer locations and
channel impulse response behavior. We distinguish the Double Bounce Geometry-based
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Stochastic Channel Models (DB-GSCM) and the Single Bounce Geometry-based Stochastic
Channel Models (SB-GSCM).
4.1.1 Double Bounce Geometry-based Stochastic Channel Models (DB-GSCM)

Geometry based stochastic channel models represent the channel in a propagation-based
stochastic way in which the geometry is represented by statistical means. The GSCM is
based on the concept of clusters of scatterers around the transmitter and the receiver. The
scatterer locations are deﬁned according to a random fashion that follows a particular
probability distribution. Scatterers represent discrete channel paths and can involve statistical
characterizations of several propagation parameters such as delay spread, angular spread,
spatial correlation and cross polarization discrimination. These parameters will be detailed
in the following sections. Fig. 9 shows a random geometrical two circle model in which the
geometry of the scatterers follows a circular distribution. Each propagation path is able to have
two times of reﬂection by scatterers, one at transmitter side and another one at receiver side.
Local scatterers around the transmit antennas and receive antennas are respectively situated
in a circle of radius R T and a circle of radius R R . The distance between the receive antennas
and transmit antennas D is assumed to be longer than the radii R T and R R as depicted on Fig.
9.
Scatterers around the receiver
Scatterers around the transmitter













 RT







Tx1
..
Tx.NT


























D













Rx1




 ..

Rx.NR

 











 RR 
 






Fig. 9. Double Bounce Scattering Mechanism
4.1.2 Single Bounce Geometry-based Stochastic Channel Models (SB-GSCM)

When a single bounce of scatters is placed around the transmit antennas or the receive
antennas, this is referred as SB-GSCM. SB-GSCM models are originally considered in systems
where the base station is elevated and there is no local scattering obstruct while the mobile
station (at the receive side) is surrounded by scatterers (Raoof & Zhou, 2009).
4.2 Stochastic channel models

Stochastic channel models can be split into three categories :
1. Correlation based models
2. Stochastic models of scatterers
3. Based propagation models
In the following, we brieﬂy review the listed channel models.
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4.2.1 Correlation models
The independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) model

The listed models are normally calculated analytically. Hence, the channel matrix H can be
explicitly expressed. The simplest model is the i.i.d model. This supposes that multipath
channels in presence of scatterers are independent and uniformly distributed in all directions.
The MIMO channel coefﬁcients are statically independent with equal variance.
The Kronecker MIMO channel model

Kronecker model assumes that spatial transmit correlation and spatial receive correlation are
separable. Therefore, the full channel correlation matrix can be modeled by the Kronecker
product of the transmit and receive correlation matrix. Full channel correlation matrices is
expressed as :
(12)
Hcorr = RTx ⊗ RRx

where :

• RTx = E[ HH
Kron HKron ] is the transmit correlation matrix.
• RRx = E[ HKron HH
Kron ] is the receive correlation matrix.
• ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. The Kronecker product for matrices A and C is deﬁned
as :
⎞
⎛
A11 C A12 C . . .
A ⊗ C = ⎝ A21 C A22 C . . . ⎠
...
... ...

The channel matrix according to the Kronecker model is expressed as (Biglieri et al., 2007):
1/2
HKron = R1/2
Rx Hw (RTx )

(13)

Hw is an i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel. Note that there are others MIMO channel models
based on the Kronecker such as the Keyhole model and Weichselberger model. A review of
these models is presented in (Raoof & Zhou, 2009).
4.2.2 Stochastic scatterer model

This section gives a generic description of stochastic models of scatterers. Multipath channels
are grouped into clusters according to statistical considerations. Besides, parameters for the
channel impulse response are determined in a random manner without referring to the
geometry of a physical medium. We mainly focus on the Saleh & Valenzuela (SVA) model
(Saleh & Valenzuela, 1987). For ﬁnite numbers of clusters and multipath components, the
impulse response of the SVA channel model is expressed as :
h(t ) =

Lc K m

∑ ∑ αk,l exp( jΨk,l )δ(t − Tl − τk,l )

l =1 k =1

where :
• L c : Number of clusters which is Poisson distributed
• Km : Number of multipath propagation components which are grouped into a cluster
• αk,l : Tap weight of the k-th path component of the l-th cluster
• Ψk,l : The phase of the k-th path component of the l-th cluster

(14)
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• Tl : Delay of the l-th cluster
• τk,l : Delay of the k-th multipath component relative to the l-th cluster arrival time Tl
• δ(.) is the Dirac delta function
We assume that τk,l , k = 1, . . . , Km ; l = 1, . . . , L c are computed relatively to the ﬁrst
propagation component. Therefore, τ1,l = 0; l = 1, . . . , L c . Both cluster delay and multipath
component delay are given by Poisson processes. The described model was also extended
to the spatial domain by including direction of departure and direction of arrival. The
normalized directional channel impulse response can be written as :
Lc K m


h (t, φT , φR ) = √ L1K ∑ ∑ αkl exp( jΨk,l )δ t − Tl − τk,l
c m
l =1 k =1 


× δ φT − ΦT,l − φT,k,l δ φR − ΦR,l − φR,k,l

here :

(15)

• Tl : Initial arrival time
• ΦT,l : Mean departure angle of the l-th cluster
• ΦR,l : Mean arrival angle of the l-th cluster
• τk,l : Initial arrival time with respect to the l-th cluster
• φT,k,l : Departure angle with respect to the initial time and mean angle of the l-th cluster
• φR,k,l : Arrival angle with respect to the initial time and mean angle of the l-th cluster
The parameters L c and Km are important for channel modeling design. They respectively
depend on two other parameters which are the cluster decay factor and the ray decay
factor. Fig. 10 shows the simulation results for the SVA model channel where four clusters
of multipath components are obtained.
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Fig. 10. Saleh & Valenzuela channel impulse response model for a SISO link
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4.2.3 Geometrical propagation model

Several existing analytic models are not coinciding with real situation. In fact, they rarely
consider the effect of topology structure on radio channel propagation. Geometrical-based
propagation model shows a more general model in which propagation considerations are
involved. For seek of brevity, we consider the example of the ﬁnite scatterer model. Let us
consider the Uniform Linear Antenna (ULA) antennas at both the transmit and the receive
sides. Assume that the element spacing between two close antennas at transmit and receive
sides are respectively denoted by d T and d R . We consider ﬁnite number of scatterers that are
located far away from the transmitter and the receiver. In the ﬁnite scatterer model, each path
speciﬁes a Direction of Departure (DOD) φT from the transmitting array and the Direction of
Arrival (DOA) φR at the receiving array. According to these considerations, transmitting and
receiving steering vectors are expressed as (Burr, 2003):
aT (θT ) = [1, exp {− j2πθT } , · · · , exp {− j2π ( NT − 1) θT }] T
aR (θR ) = [1, exp {− j2πθR } , · · · , exp {− j2π ( NR − 1) θR }] T

(16)

• θT = d T sin (φT ) /λ
• θR = d R sin (φR ) /λ
• λ is the wavelength of radio propagation.
The discrete channel model with L s scatterers is therefore expressed via the array steering and
response vectors as:
HS =

Ls

∑ β l aR

l =1




 
θR,l aTH θT,l = AR ( θR ) HP ATH ( θT )

(17)

• β l is the complex amplitude of the l-th path
• HP = diag ( β1 , · · · , β Ls )
 
• AT θT,l = [ aT (θT,1 ) , · · · , aT (θT,Ls )]
 
• AR θR,l = [aR (θR,1 ) , · · · , aR (θR,Ls )]

5. Performance analysis of MIMO systems based on capacity
5.1 Some entropy terminologies (G.Proakis, 1995)

We brieﬂy review in this paragraph some terminologies that we need for the channel capacity
derivation.
Entropy: The entropy H( X ) of a variable X measures the uncertainty about the realization of
X. Let X be a random variable with a probability function p( x ) = P { X = x }, x = x1 , . . . , xn
are possible values of X from a set of possible realizations χ. The entropy H( X ) of the
variable X is expressed as :

H( X ) = E[−log2 (p(x))]
= − ∑ p( x )log2 (p(x))
x ∈χ

E denotes the expected function.

(18)
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Joint entropy: The joint entropy measures how much information is contained in a joint
system of two random variables. Given two random variables X and Y with respective
probability functions p( x ) and p(y), the joint entropy is expressed as :

H( X, Y ) = − ∑

∑ p(x, y)log2 (p(x, y))

x ∈ χy ∈ Y

(19)

Y denotes the set of possible values of y.
Conditional entropy : Suppose X and Y are random variables. Then, for any ﬁxed value x
of X, we get a conditional probability distribution on Y. We denote the associated random
variable by H(Y | X ). Conditional entropy is then :

H(Y | X ) = H( X, Y ) − H ( X )

(20)

Mutual information : Mutual information is a quantity that measures the dependence
between two arbitrary random variables. The mutual information between two discrete
random variables X and Y is deﬁned to be :

I( X, Y ) = H( X ) + H(Y ) − H( X, Y )
= H(Y ) − H(Y | X )

(21)

5.2 Capacity deﬁnition based on information theory
Deterministic capacity

Channel capacity measures the maximum amount of information that could be transmitted
through a channel and received with negligible error. Hence :
C = max I( X, Y )
p( x )

(22)

For a SISO link with input signal x, AWGN b and a constant channel gain h, the output signal
y is expressed as :
y = hx + b
(23)
The mutual information is expressed as :

I( x, y) = H(y) − H(b)
≤ log2 (πe( PT + σb2 )) − log2 (πeσb2 )


PT
= log2 1 + 2
σb
where :
• PT = E{|x|2 } is the transmit power
• σb2 = E{|b|2 } is the noise power

• log(e) = 1

Finally, the normalized channel capacity is given by :


PT
CSISO = log2 1 + 2
bits/s/Hz
σb
This is referred as the famous Shannon’s channel capacity.

(24)
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Ergodic capacity

In information-theoretical sense, ergodic capacity refers to the maximum rate that
communication can be achieved; assuming that the communication duration is long enough
to exploit all channel state. In fact, the propagation channel varies in time. This causes the
channel capacity varying in time. Consequently, to measure the ﬂuctuating channel capacity
in information theory, ergodic capacity is deﬁned. Ergodic capacity refers to the maximum
rate that can be achieved during a long observation communication to exploit all channel
information. Ergodic capacity C̄SISO is an expected value. For a SISO channel h, C̄SISO is
derived as :


C̄SISO = E

max

p(x):E{|x|2 }PT

I(x, y)

bits/s/Hz

(25)

which could be also expressed as :
C̄SISO



P
= E log2 (1 + T2 |h|2 )
σb



bits/s/Hz

(26)

Outage capacity

Outage capacity is an another statical parameter on which relies the channel performance.
Outage capacity is deﬁned as the probability that the capacity C (h) is lower than a certain
threshold Cout . Outage capacity is expressed as :
Pout = Pr (C (h) < Cout )

(27)

Outage probability is related to the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function
(CCDF):
(28)
CCDF = 1 − Pout

In the following, we consider a MIMO system with NT transmit antennas and NR receive
antennas. We assume that the channel is ﬂat fading. The received signal at antenna q, yq is
expressed as :
yq =

NT

∑ hqp x p + bq

p =1

; q = 1, . . . , NR

(29)

The MIMO channel capacity is derived as :

I(x, y ) = H(y ) − H(y |x)

(30)

H(y ) and H(y |x) are respectively the received signal entropy and the entropy of y |x. As
the received signal y and the signal noise b are independents, H(y | x) = H(b ). Thereafter,
the capacity is obtained by maximizing the received signal entropy. For MIMO capacity
derivation, we denote :


• Rx = E xxH : Covariance matrix of the transmit signal


• Rb = E bbH : Covariance matrix of the noise signal


• Ry = E yyH : Covariance matrix of the received signal

Advanced MIMO Techniques: Polarization Diversity and Antenna Selection

Thus :

Ry = HRx HH + Rb
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(31)

The mutual information is expressed as :


I(x, y |H) = log2 det πeRy − log2 det (πeRb )


= log2 det I NR + HRx HH (Rb )−1

(32)

For circularly symmetric Gaussian random vectors, the mutual information is maximum and
also expressed as :
CMIMO =

max

p (x) :E{xH x }≤PT

I(x, y |H)

bits/s/Hz

(33)

When no CSI (Channel State Information) is available at the transmitter, equal power
allocation is adopted. With the assumption that no correlation exits at the transmit side,
Rx =

PT
I
NT NT

PT is the total power available at the transmit side.
The MIMO capacity is then expressed as :


γ
HH H
CMIMO = log2 det I NR +
NT

bits/s/Hz

(34)

γ is the SNR.
5.3 MIMO capacity based on SVD: CSI known at the receiver

When CSI is available at the receiver, SVD factorization is used and MIMO channel capacity
could be easily derived. Let us ﬁrst review the SVD technique. SVD is a factorization method
for complex matrix which is widely used in signal processing. We take an ( N × M ) matrix A,
SVD theorem states:
(35)
A = USVH
• The eigenvectors of AAH make up the columns of U(N × N ) which is an unitary matrix
(UUH = IN ).
• The singular values in S (N × M) are square roots of eigenvalues from AAH or AH A. The
singular values are the diagonal entries of the S matrix and are arranged in descending
order.
• The eigenvectors of AH A make up the columns of V. V(M × M) is also a unitary matrix
(VVH = IM ).
Calculating the SVD of the MIMO channel matrix H leads to the following factorization :
H = USVH

(36)

We substitute H by its SVD decomposition. Hence, the received signal is expressed as :
y = USVH x + b

(37)
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Let :
�

y = UH y
�

x = VH x
�

b = UH b
�

(38)

�

As U and V are unitary matrix, variables x and b keep the same statistical densities as x and
b. Therefore, the channel model (y = Hx + b ) could be also presented as :
�

�

y = Sx + b
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

(39)

• y = [y1 , . . . , yNR ]T
• x = [x1 , . . . , xNT ]T
√
√
• S=diag( λ1 , . . . , λ R , 0, . . . , 0)

; R = min( NR , NT ) is the rank of the channel matrix H.

Equation (1) can be rewritten as:

�

yi =

√

�

�

λi xi + bi , i=1,. . . ,R;
bi ,
i=R+1,. . . ,NR .
�

(40)

According to the equation above, the MIMO channel consists of R uncorrelated subchannels.
�
�
�
The covariance matrix of the signals y , x and b are expressed as :
Ry� y� = U H Ryy U
Rx� x� = V H Rxx V
Rb � b � = U H Rbb U

(41)

and
tr(Ry� y� ) = tr(Ryy )
tr(Rx� x� ) = tr(Rxx )

tr(Rb � b � ) = tr(Rbb )

(42)

The capacity of the MIMO channel is the summation of the R uncorrelated subchannels.
Hence:


R
γ · λi
CSVD = ∑ log2 1 +
NT
i =1

R 
γ · λi
P
= log2 ∏ 1 +
(43)
; γ = T2 bits/s/Hz
NT
σb
i =1
One eigenvalue λ of HHH is obtained according to the following equation :

(λIR − Q)y = 0 ; y �= 0

(44)
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Q is the Wishart matrix :
Q=



HHH , NR < NT ;
HH H, NR ≥ NT .

(45)

λ is an eigenvalue of the matrix channel H. Hence :
det(λIR − Q) = 0

The associate characteristic polynomial of the channel matrix is the polynomial deﬁned by :
p(λ) = det(λIR − Q)
which is also expressed as :
p(λ) =

R

∏ (λ − λi )

(46)

i =1
σ2

If we substitute λ by (− NT PbT ) then :
R

∏ (1 +

i =1



γ · λi
ﬂ
) = det IR +
Q
NT
NT

;γ =

PT
σb2

(47)

If NR < NT then equation (43) becomes :
CSVD



γ
= log2 det I R +
HH H
NT



bits/s/Hz

(48)

bits/s/Hz

(49)

Finally,


γ
CSVD = R · log2 det 1 +
HHH
NT

Simulation results for the ergodic MIMO capacity when CSI is available at the receiver is
depicted in the Fig. 11. For a MIMO system with two transmit antennas, ergodic capacity
increases linearly with the number of antennas. Ergodic capacity depends on the SNR level.
Plotted curves show that capacity grows with the SNR.
5.4 MIMO capacity based on Water-ﬁlling technique : CSI known at both transmitting and
receiving sides

When CSI is available at both the transmitter and the receiver, an optimal power allocation
could be exploited. This is referred as the water-ﬁlling technique. The main idea of
water-ﬁlling strategy is to allocate more power to better subchannels with higher SNR so as
to maximize the sum of data rates in all subchannels where in each subchannel the data rate
is related to the power allocation by Shannon’s Gaussian capacity formula 12 log2 (1 + SNR).
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Fig. 11. Ergodic capacity derived by SVD
Water-ﬁlling strategy

The concept of the Water-ﬁlling technique (Yu & Ciofﬁ, 2001) relies on the maximization of the
MIMO channel capacity under a total transmit power constraint.
NT

∑ Pp = PT

p=1

; p = 1, . . . , NT

(50)



(51)

The channel capacity is given by :
CWF =
Let :
Z=

NT

NT

∑ log2

p =1

∑ log2

p =1





1+

1+

Pp
σb2

Pp
σb2

λp



λp

bits/s/Hz



+ L PT −

NT

∑ Pp

p=1



(52)

• L is the Lagrangian
• λ p is the p-th singular value of the channel
• σb2 is the noise signal variance
Allocated powers Pp

; p = 1, . . . , NT are obtained by solving :
∂Z
= 0 ; p = 1, . . . , NT
∂Pp

Hence,
Pp = μ −

σb2
λp

μ is a constant scalar that satisﬁes the total power constraint (See equation (50)).

(53)

(54)
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Capacity calculation based on Water-ﬁlling

Let R be the rank of H. The allocated power for the subchannel p is expressed as :
�
�+
σb2
; p = 1, . . . , R
Pp = μ −
λp

(55)

where :

a+ = max( a, 0)
The received power at the subchannel p is then :
�
�+
Pr p = λ p μ − σb2

Hence, the channel capacity is expressed as :
�
CWF = ∑ log2

1+

p

Finally, the channel capacity is :
CWF =

R

⎡�

∑ log2 ⎣

p =1

Pr p
σb2

λpμ
σb2

�

bits/s/Hz

�+ ⎤
⎦ bits/s/Hz

(56)

(57)

(58)

Some numerical results for Water-Filling technique

We present some numerical results in order to simulate the performance of the water-ﬁlling
technique. Let us consider a correlated MIMO(4 × 4) channel that follows the Kronecker
model. We simulate the ergodic capacity according to both cases:
1. Equal power allocation for the transmit antennas
2. Optimal power allocation with Water-ﬁlling (WF) algorithm
Simulation results are depicted in Fig. 12. The MIMO capacity is improved by optimal
power allocation strategy but stills affected by channel correlation. Simulation of the CCDF is
shown in Fig. 13. The CCDF is improved by exploiting the WF technique for optimal power
allocation. We present simulation results for the CCDF for two SNR values: SNR = 6dB and
SNR = 10dB.
Water-ﬁlling technique: discussion

Water-ﬁlling provides an optimal power allocation and is an attractive strategy for capacity
improvement. Nevertheless, capacity gain appears signiﬁcant when more transmit antennas
then receive antennas are deployed, i.e NR ≤ NT . Moreover, this gain is considerable for
low SNRs and is specially interesting in the case of correlated channels. Fig. 14 shows that
the capacity gain is negligible for low SNRs and is almost null for high SNR values. CCDFs
for the MIMO(4 × 2) are depicted in Fig.15 and Fig. 16 respectively for high SNR value that
is equal to 18 dB and low SNR of 2 dB. Simulation results conﬁrm that WF technique brings
more performances for high noise strength and correlated MIMO channel. Finally, at high SNR
value, the WF gain in ergodic capacity for MIMO(NR × NT ) is expressed as (Prayongpun,
2009):
�
0
� � if NT ≤ NR
(59)
C̄WF − C̄MIMO =
R log2 NRT if NT > NR

where R = min(NR , NT ).
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6. Combining techniques for MIMO systems
MIMO system can use several techniques at the receiver so that to combine the multiple
incoming signals for more robust reception. Combining techniques are listed below :
1. Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC): Incoming signals are combined proportional to the SNR
of that path signal. The MRC coefﬁcients correspond to the relative amplitudes of the pulse
replicas received by each antenna such that more emphasis is placed on stronger multipath
components and less on weaker ones.
2. Equal Gain Combining (EGC) simply adds the path signals after they have been cophased
(Sanayei & Nosratinia, 2004).
3. Selection Combining (SC) selects the highest strength of incoming signals from one of the
receiving antennas.
Combining techniques can be carried so that to satisfy one or more targets :
1. Maximizing the diversity gain
2. Maximizing the multiplexing gain
3. Achieving a compromise between diversity gain and multiplexing gain
4. Achieving best performances in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER)
5. Maximizing the Frobenius norm of the MIMO channel and therefore the MIMO channel
capacity
Let us recall the SIMO system model with NR receive antennas. The received signal at the q-th
receive antenna is expressed as :
yq = hq x + bq

; q = 1, . . . , NR

hq is the q-th complex channel gain, bq is an AWGN with zero mean and variance σb2 .
We keep for notations :

(60)
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• PT : Transmit signal power
• γ=

PT
σb2

is the SNR

We assume channel normalization and a perfect channel estimation. We will be more
interested in the combining module. Our aim is to derive the combining coefﬁcients gq ; q =
1, . . . , NR . The output signal at the combining module can be expressed as:
y=x

NR

NR

q =1

q =1

∑ gq h q + ∑ gq b q

(61)

Combining technique in MIMO system is depicted in Fig.17. Combining coefﬁcients relative
to the listed techniques are given by:
Combining technique Combining coefﬁcient
MRC

gq = h∗q

EGC

gq = | h q |
q
1,
gq =
0,

h∗

SC
Table 1. Combining coefﬁcients
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g1
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Rxq
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g NR

⊕ ⊗
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hq   |hk | , ∀k �= q;
otherwise.
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Fig. 17. SIMO system with combining technique
6.1 Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC)

The equivalent SNR of MRC has been calculated as :

2
NR  2


∑ hq
γy = γ ·

q =1
NR

 2
∑ hq 

= γ·

NR

q =1

q =1

 2

∑ h q 

=

NR

∑ γq

(62)

q =1

Thus, the instantaneous SNR γy is expressed as the sum of the instantaneous SNR at different
receive antennas. For normalized channel matrix, the SNR is then:
γy = NR · γ

(63)
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The system capacity with MRC is :
CMRC = log2



1+γ·

NR

∑

q =1

6.2 Equal Gain Combining (EGC)

 2
hq 



bits/s/Hz

(64)

The instantaneous SNR is expressed as :
γ
·
γy =
NR



NR

∑ | hq |

q =1

2

Resulting capacity has been calculated as :


γ NR  2
CEGC = log2 1 +
hq
·
NR q∑
=1

(65)

bits/s/Hz

(66)

6.3 Selection Combining(SC)

The receiver scans the antennas, ﬁnds the antenna with the highest instantaneous SNR and
selects it. We denote the highest received instantaneous SNR as :
γy = max (γ1 , . . . , γ NR )

(67)

The SNR at the output of the combiner for an uncorrelated channel is:
γy = γ ·

NR

1
q
q =1

∑

SC capacity is expressed as:


 2


CSC = log2 1 + γ · max hq
q


 2 
= max log2 1 + γ · hq 
q

; 1 ≤ q ≤ NR

(68)

bits/s/Hz

(69)

The ergodic capacity curves for all three combining strategies are shown in Fig. 18. MRC yields
best performances in terms of channel capacity. However, MRC is the optimal combining
technique, MRC is seldom implemented in a multipath fading channel since the complexity
of the receiver is directly resolvable paths (Zhou & Okamoto, 2004). In general, EGC performs
worse than does MRC. Obviously, lower capacity is obtained with SC since only one Radio
Frequency (RF) channel is selected at the receiver. A study of combining techniques in
terms of BER was presented in (Zhou & Okamoto, 2004). MRC steel achieves the best BER
performances.

7. Beamforming processing in MIMO systems
Beamforming is the process of trying to steer the digital baseband signals to one particular
direction by weighting these signals differently. This is named "digital beamforming" and
we call it beamforming for the sake of brevity, (Jafarkhani, 2005). The desired signal is then
obtained by summing the weighted baseband signals.
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Fig. 18. Capacity for MIMO(4 × 1) using various combining techniques-Rayleigh fading
channel
7.1 Beamforming based on SVD decomposition

In this section, we provide an overview of MIMO systems that use beamforming at both
the ends of the communication link. We consider a MIMO system with NT transmit
and NR receive dimensions. From a mathematical point of view, joint Transmit-Receive
beamforming is based on the minimization (or maximization) of some cost function such as
SNR maximization. This method includes determining the transmit beamforming coefﬁcients
and the receive beamforming coefﬁcients so that to steer relatively all transmit energy and
receive energy in the directions of interest. Joint Transmit-Receive beamforming is illustrated
in Fig. 19.
Rx1
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Fig. 19. Joint Transmit-Receive beamforming

⊕ ⊗

⊕ ⊗

• x: The transmit signal
• Wt = [ Wt1 ,. . .,WtNT ] T : The ( NT × 1) Transmit beamforming vector



y
 ∑
 BF
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• H: The (NR × NT ) channel matrix

• Wr = [ Wr1 ,. . .,WrNR ] T : The ( NR × 1) Receive beamforming vector

• b = [b1 , . . . , bNR ]T : The ( NR × 1) Additive noise vector with variance σb2
• yBF : The output signal

Joint Transmit-Receive beamforming can be described by equation (70).
yBF = WrH HW t · x + WrH · b

(70)

Eigen-beamforming could be performed by using eigenvectors to ﬁnd the linear beamformer
that optimizes the system performances. Thus, we exploit the SVD factorization for channel
matrix H (H = USVH ). Assigning U and V respectively to Wr and Wt is optimal for
maximizing the SNR given by :
SNRBF =

�WrH HWt�2 E(xxH )
σb2 �Wr�2

When SVD factorization is applied to MIMO channel matrix, equation (70) becomes :
yBF = S · x + UH · b

(71)

Note that Beamforming (Ibnkahla, 2009) is considered as a form of linear combining
techniques which are intended to maximize the spectral efﬁciency. The received SNR for
communication system with beamforming is expressed as :
γBF = γr · λmax (H)
λmax is the maximum eigenvalue associated to matrix S and γr is the mean received SNR.
Thereafter, the capacity for MIMO system with beamforming is expressed as :
CBF = log2 {1 + γr · λmax (H)}

bits/s/Hz

(72)

Simulation results for MIMO capacity where beamforming technique is performed are shown
in Fig. 20. The MIMO channel capacity with beamforming is improved thanks to the spatial
diversity.
Note that beamforming technique is shown to improve the performance of the communication
link in terms of BER. Fig. 21 shows the plotted curves of BER as a function of SNR relative to
three cases :
• System performing beamforming
• Transmission without applying beamforming
• Transmission with simply Zero Forcing (ZF) equalization
The MIMO (3 × 3) channel is randomly generated and input signal is BPSK modulated. We
adopt the correlated MIMO channel with a spreading angle of 90◦ and an antenna spacing of
λ
2 . Fig. 21 shows that associated SVD beamforming technique brings the best performances in
terms of BER.
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7.2 SINR maximization beamforming

Interference often occurs in wireless propagation environment. When several terminals are
densely deployed in the coverage area, Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) grows up
and efﬁcient techniques are required to be implemented. Beamforming is an efﬁcient strategy
that could be exploited so that to mitigate interference. Maximizing the SINR criteria could be
also considered so that to obtain optimal beamforming weights.
SINR maximization based beamforming in Multi user system
Model description
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.
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Fig. 22. Multi user system with beamforming
We denote :
• K: Number of users.
• E = [e1 , . . . , eN ]T : The transmit signal vector
• Wt=[ Wt1 ,. . .,WtK ] T : Weight vector for beamforming
• M1 , . . . , MK number of antennas respectively for users U1 , . . . , UK
• x: The transmit vector signal of size ( N × 1)
Transmit signal is expressed as :

x=

K

∑ Wtk · ek

(73)

k =1

We assume that transmit signals and beamforming weights are normalized. The received
signal (Of size ( Mi × 1)) by user Ui is :
yi = Hi

K

∑ Wtk · ek + bi

k =1

(74)
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bi is the additive noise with variance σi2 . The channel matrix Hi (Mi × N ) between user Ui with
Mi antennas and the N antennas at the Base Station (BS) is assumed to be normalized. User
Ui ; i = 1, . . . , K receives the signal :
yi = Hi Wti · ei +

K

∑

k=1,k� =i

Hi Wtk · ek + bi

(75)

At the receiver, the estimated signal for user i is:
êi =

H
WtH
i Hi yi
�Hi Wti �

(76)

The SINR is the ratio of the received strength of the desired signal to the received strength of
undesired signals (Noise + Interference). Associated SINR to user i is expressed as :

SI NRi = �

K

∑

� Hi Wti �2

k =1,k � = i

� Hi Wtk

�2

�

(77)

+ σi2

SINR could also be written as :

SI NRi = ⎛

K

� Hi Wti �2

H
2
∑ �WtH
i Hi Hi Wtk �

⎜ k =1,k �=i
⎝
�Hi Wti �2

⎞

(78)

⎟
⎠ + σi2

Optimal beamformer weights are obtained by maximizing the Signal Leakage Ratio (SLR)
metric expressed as :
� Hi Wti �2
SLR =
(79)
� H̃i Wti �2
where :

The optimal weights Wti
eigenvector of:

H
H
H H
H̃i = [HH
1 , . . . , Hi−1 , Hi+1 , . . . , HK ]

(80)

; i = 1, . . . , K are derived (Tarighat et al., 2005) as the maximum
H

((H̃i H̃i )−1 (HH
i Hi ))
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 23. These results show that the method is optimal for
determining the beamforming weights. Note that better performances in terms of BER are
achieved if more transmit antennas are used.
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Fig. 23. Multi user BF (K = 3, M = 3/M = 4)

8. Processing techniques for MIMO systems: Antenna selection
MIMO system gives high performances in terms of system capacity and reliability of
radio communication. Combining techniques such as MRC results in more robust system.
Nevertheless, the deployment of multiple antennas would require the implementation of
multiple RF chains (Dong et al., 2008). This would be costly in terms of size, power and
hardware. For example, when several antennas are deployed, multiple RF chains with
separate modulator and demodulator have to be implemented. To overcome these limitations,
antenna selection techniques can be applied.
8.1 Antenna selection

Antenna selection technique (Ben ZID et al., 2011) is depicted in Fig. 24. We consider a MIMO
system with NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas. The idea of antenna selection is
to select L T antennas among the NT transmit antennas and / or L R antennas among the NR
receive antennas. We distinguish different forms of antenna selection:
1. Transmit antenna selection
2. Receive antenna selection
3. Hybrid antenna selection: that is when antenna selection is carried among both transmit
antennas and receive antennas.
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Fig. 24. Antenna selection in MIMO system
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Antenna selection algorithms do not only aim to reduce the system complexity but also to
achieve high spectral efﬁciency. When L T antennas are selected at the transmitter and L R
antennas are selected at the receiver, the associated channel will be denoted HS . The capacity
of such system is expressed as :



γ H
HS HS
CSel = log2 det IL T +
LR



γ
H
(81)
= log2 det IL R +
H H
LT S S
γ denotes the SNR. The antenna selection algorithm is intended to ﬁnd the optimal subset
of the transmit antennas and /or the optimal subset of the receive antennas that satisfy
capacity system maximization. Nevertheless, it is obvious that the joint antenna selection
at the transmitter and the receiver brings more complexity when the number of antennas
increases.
Numerical results

Ergodic capacity of MIMO system with antenna selection at the transmitter and the receiver
is shown in Fig. 25. For simulation purposes, we generate a Rayleigh MIMO channel with
AWGN. Here, SVD factorization is applied. Plotted curves depict the ergodic capacity for the
MIMO(4 × 4). This evidently leads to the highest system capacity. When 3 transmit antennas
are selected among 4 transmit antennas and 3 receive antennas are selected among 4 receive
antennas, the maximum ergodic capacity that could be achieved is plotted in function of SNR.
Simulation results are also presented in the case when two antennas are selected at both the
transmitter and the receiver. According to the plotted curves in Fig. 25, it is obvious that one of
the important limitations of the antenna selection strategy is the important losses in capacity
at high SNR regime.
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8.2 Antenna selection involving ST coding

We present in this paragraph, the simulation results in terms of average BER when joint
Alamouti scheme and antenna selection at the receiver are applied. The MIMO (4 × 2) system
with a Rayleigh channel and AWGN was created. Emitted symbols are QAM (Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation) modulated. The simulation model is given by the Fig. 26 (b1 , . . . , b NR
denote the additive noise signals). Plotted curves concern subsets of receive antennas where
L R = 1 and L R = 3. Simulation results show that even with only one selected antenna at the
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Fig. 26. MIMO system with antenna selection and Alamouti coding
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Fig. 27. Joint Alamouti coding and antenna selection in MIMO (4 × 2)
receiver, performances in terms of BER still satisfactory. Nevertheless, when more antennas
are selected, better BER values are achieved thanks to receive diversity.
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Fig. 28. Angle spread
8.3 Antenna selection in correlated MIMO channel: Angular dispersion and channel
correlation

Angle spread refers to the spread of DOA of the multipath components at the transmit antenna
array. When scatterers are also distributed around the receive antennas, the scattering effect
leads also to an angle spreading relative to the DOA. In Fig. 28, the angle spread is denoted Δ R .
We present a SISO model rich of local scatterers. For seek of simplicity, we consider a MIMO
( NR × NT ) system with LOS channel and uniform antenna arrays at both the transmitter and
the receiver.
We denote :
• H: MIMO channel matrix
• dq,p : distance between antenna q and antenna p
• ρq,q� : correlation coefﬁcient
• λ: wavelength
• R = E[ HH H] Correlation matrix
• α: Angle of arrival
• p(α) : Probability density function of the DOA
• Δ R (= 2π ): Angle spread at the receiving side
When LOS propagation is assumed, the channel coefﬁcients can be expressed as :
hqp = e− j2π

dq,p
λ

; q = 1, . . . , NR , p = 1, . . . , NT

(82)

The correlation coefﬁcient at the receiving side between two receive antennas of indexes q and
�
q is expressed :
dq,q� sinα
)]
(83)
ρq,q� = E [ exp(− j2π
λ
Formula for correlation coefﬁcients is expressed as :
ρq,q� =



ΔR
2

−ΔR
2

exp(−

j2πdq,q� sin (α)
λ

) p(α)dα ; q �= q

Evidently :
ρq,q� = 1 ; q = q

�

�

(84)

(85)
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Following a uniform distribution, correlation coefﬁcients can be expressed as :
ρq,q� = J0 (2π

�

dq, q
)
λ

q = 1, . . . , NR ;

�

q = 1, . . . , NR

(86)
�

J0 (.) is the zeroth order Bessel function. When antennas are uncorrelated, ρq,q� = 0 if q �= q .
Which induces :
dq,q�
dq,q�
) � 0 ⇒ 2π
�π
J0 (2π
λ
λ
Thus, in order to mitigate correlation between antennas, antenna spacing between two
antennas should be at least equal to λ2 . Nevertheless, antenna correlation still depends on
angular dispersion. Fig. 29 presents the plotted curves of the spatial correlation as a function of
the antenna spacing divided by the wavelength for various values of angle spread. According
to simulation results depicted in Fig. 29, we conclude that spatial correlation between two
antennas depends on antenna spacing and is reduced by higher angle spread.
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Fig. 29. Impact of angle spread on spatial correlation
Better performances in terms of BER are achieved for AS = 30◦ . This is due to the fact that for
a given antenna spacing, system correlation is higher for lower angular spread. The impact of
angle spread on system performances is depicted in Fig. 30.

9. Multi polarization techniques
9.1 Basic antenna theory and concepts

We present in this paragraph, some basic concepts related to antenna. A rigorous analysis of
the antenna theory and the related concepts is available in (Constantine, 2005). Antenna is a
transducer for radiating or receiving radio waves. It ideally radiates all the power delivered
to it from the transmitter in a desired direction. The far electric ﬁeld of the electromagnetic
wave is written in spherical coordinates as :
E = Eθ (θ, φ)θ̂ + Eφ (θ, φ)φ̂

(87)
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Fig. 30. Impact of angle spread on system performances
Eθ and Eφ are the electric ﬁeld components. θ and φ denote respectively the elevation angle
and the azimuthal angle. We distinguish two categories of antennas :
1. Omnidirectional antenna is an antenna system which radiates power uniformly
2. Dipole antenna radiates power in a particular direction.
Electric dipole could be oriented along the x-axis, y-axis or the z-axis. Table 2 gives the
expressions of the electric ﬁeld components relative to each antenna orientation.
Eθ (θ, φ)
x − cos(θ ) cos(φ)
y − cos(θ ) sin(φ)
z sin(θ )

Eφ (θ, φ)
sin(φ)
− cos(φ)
0

Table 2. Radiation pattern for electric dipole
Radiation intensity

Antenna gain is deﬁned as the ratio of the intensity radiated by the antenna divided by the
intensity radiated by an isotropic antenna. Normalized radiation intensity (or Antenna gain)
is :
⎡
⎤
Eθ (θ, φ)
�
⎞⎥
⎛
⎢�
�2π�π
�2π�π
⎢� 1
⎥
⎢�
⎥
⎝
| Eθ (θ, φ) |2 dΩ +
| Eφ (θ, φ) |2 dΩ⎠ ⎥
⎢�
⎢ 4π
⎥
�
�
⎢
⎥
0 0
0 0
Gθ (θ, φ)
⎢
⎥
(88)
=⎢
G ( θ, φ) =
⎥
E
θ,
φ
(
)
Gφ ( θ, φ)
φ
⎢�
⎥
⎢�
⎞⎥
⎛
⎢�
⎥
�2π�π
�2π�π
⎢� 1
⎥
⎝
⎣�
| Eθ (θ, φ) |2 dΩ +
| Eφ (θ, φ) |2 dΩ⎠ ⎦
4π
0 0

0 0
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• Ω is the beam solid angle through which all the power of the antenna would ﬂow if its
radiation intensity is constant for all angles within Ω.
• Gθ (θ, φ) and Gφ (θ, φ) are respectively the elevation antenna gain and the azimuthal
antenna gain.
9.2 3D Geometric wide band channel model

The 3D Geometric wide band channel model is presented in Fig.31.
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Fig. 31. 3D Geometric model for MIMO channel (NR = 2, NT = 2)
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Two transmit antennas (ATx ,ATx ) and two receive antennas (ARx ,ARx ) are presented. Wide
band MIMO channel involves several local clusters of scatterers which are distributed around
the transmitter and the receiver. The cluster index is denoted ,  = 1, . . . , L. Cluster around
(,m)
the transmitter CTx () is assumed to be associated with a set of M () scatterers (STx ; m =
1, . . . , M () ). Cluster around the receiver CRx () is assumed to be associated with a set of N ()
(,n)

scatterers (SRx ; n = 1, . . . , N () ).
We take for notations:
()

• RTx : Transmit cluster radius of index 
()

• DTx : Distance between the reference transmit antenna and the transmit cluster center
( 1)

(,m)

( 2)

(,m)

• d1,,m : Distance between antenna ATx and a scatterer STx
• d2,,m : Distance between antenna ATx and a scatterer STx
• dTx : Transmit antennas spacing

• DTx↔Rx : Distance between the transmitter and the receiver
()

• RRx : Cluster radius at the receiver of index 
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()

( 1)

• DRx : Distance between the reference antenna ARx and the center of the cluster  at the
receiver.
( 1)

(,n)

( 2)

(,n)

• d1,,n : Distance between antenna ARx and the scatterer SRx

• d2,,n : Distance between antenna ARx and the scatterer SRx
The Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) channel coefﬁcients in 3D Geometric model are given by
(Prayongpun, 2009):

()
()
L
PDP () M N
( p) (q)
(,m) (,m)
NLos
hqp (t, f ) = lim ∑
G (θ
, φTx ; βTx , γTx ) am bn
() N () ∑ ∑ p Tx
M,N → ∞
M
m =1 n =1
=1
 

(,n) (,n)
(,m)
(,n)
()
Gq (θRx , φRx ; βRx , γRx )exp j 2π ( f Tx + f Rx )t + ϕmn + ϕ0
(89)

• q ∈ {1, . . . , NR }

• p ∈ {1, . . . , NT }

• PDP () is the power delay proﬁle which gives the intensity of a signal received through a
multipath channel connecting a pair of clusters.
(,m)

• G p (θTx

(,m)

, φTx

; βTx , γTx ) is the gain of antenna p with associated oriented direction
(,m)

(,m)

( βTx , γTx ) and a wave propagation direction (θTx , φTx ).
(,n)

(,n)

• Gq (θRx , φRx ; βRx , γRx ) is the gain of antenna q with associated oriented direction
(,n)

(,n)

( βRx , γRx ) and a wave propagation direction (θRx , φRx ).
( p)

(,m)

(q)

(,n)

• am = exp{ j2π ( p − 1)(dTx /λ)[cos(θTx

(,m)

(,m)

) cos( βTx ) + sin(θTx ) sin( βTx ) cos(φTx
(,n)

(,n)

• bn = exp{ j2π (q − 1)(dRx /λ)[cos(θRx ) cos( βRx ) + sin(θRx ) sin( βRx ) cos(φRx
(,m)

• f Tx
•
•

(,m)

(,m)

= (|vTx |/λ) sin(θTx ) cos(φTx

− γTx )]}

− γRx )]}

− αTx )

(,n)
(,n)
(,n)
f Rx = (|vRx | /λ) sin(θRx ) cos(φRx − αRx )
()
()
()
ϕ0 = −2π (DTx + DTx↔Rx + DRx )/λ

• ϕmn ∼ U [− π, π ]

We assume that the transmitter and the receiver have motions above the plan ( x, y) with
relative directions αTx and αRx . In 3D Geometric model, the distances are expressed as :
()

d1,,m ≈ DTx

()

(90)
(,m)

d2,,m ≈ DTx − dTx cos(θTx
d1,,n ≈
d2,,n ≈
d,m,n ≈

(,m)

(,m)

) cos( βTx ) − dTx sin(θTx ) sin( βTx ) cos(φTx

− γTx )

()
DRx
()
(,n)
(,n)
(,n)
DRx − dRx cos(θRx ) cos( βRx ) − dRx sin(θRx ) sin( βRx ) cos(φRx − γRx )
()
(,n)
(,n)
()
(,m)
(,m)
DTx↔Rx + DRx sin(θRx ) sin(φRx ) − DTx sin(θTx ) sin(φTx ) ≈ DTx↔Rx

(91)
(92)
(93)
(94)

When there are no scatterers around the transmitter or the receiver, the channel model is
referred as Line of Sight (LOS).
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9.3 Depolarization phenomena

The polarization of an antenna is deﬁned as the polarization of the wave radiated by the
antenna. At a given position, antenna polarization describes the orientation of the electric
ﬁeld. Suppose an electromagnetic wave radiated by a transmit antenna has an incident electric
ﬁeld Ei with two components Ei,θ and Ei,φ . In each scatterer’s environment, the electric ﬁeld
components are reﬂected (Fig.32). Reﬂected elevation and azimuth components of the incident
electric ﬁeld Ei are denoted Er,θ and Er,φ .

 Er,θ

Ei,θ




Ei,φ


 Er,φ
Fig. 32. Antenna depolarization
The radiation pattern is expressed as a function of the azimuth and elevation amplitudes of
polarization vectors in both the elevation and the azimuth directions (θ̂ and φ̂).
Ei = Ei,θ (θ, φ)θ̂ + Ei,φ (θ, φ)φ̂

(95)

The reﬂected electric ﬁeld is expressed as :
Er = SEi

(96)

where :
• Er is the matrix notation for the reﬂected electric ﬁeld expressed as:


Er,θ
Er =
Er,φ

(97)

• S is the scattering matrix given by:
S=



υθθ υθφ
υφθ υφφ



(98)

– υθθ and υφφ respectively measure the co-polarization gains relative to the elevation
transmission and the azimuth transmission.
– υθφ measures the depolarization gain of the elevation polarization relative to the
azimuth polarization.
– υφθ measures the depolarization gain of the azimuth polarization relative to the
elevation polarization.
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• The matrix notation for the incident electric ﬁeld is :
�
�
Ei,θ
Ei =
Ei,φ
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(99)

The depolarization effect is characterized by the Cross Polarization Discrimination
(XPD)(Raoof & Zhou, 2009)(Raoof & Prayongpun, 2007) which is deﬁned as the power ratio
of the co-polarization and cross-polarization components of the mean incident wave.
The polarization discrimination for the elevation transmission is :
XPDθ =

E| υθθ |2
E| υφθ |2

(100)

The polarization discrimination for the azimuth transmission is :
XPDφ =

E| υφφ |2
E| υθφ |2

(101)

In the following, we denote :
χθ =

1
XPDθ

and χφ =

1
XPDφ

GSCM channel model involving antenna depolarization

The wide band GSCM channel modeling with antenna depolarization is given by :
�
()
()
� �
��
L
PDP () M N ( p) ( q)
(,m)
(,n)
NLOS

hqp
(t, f ) = lim ∑
a
b
exp
j
2π
(
f
+
f
)
t
+
ϕ
+
ϕ
m
n
∑
∑

mn
0
Tx
Rx
M,N → ∞
M () N () m=1 n=1
=1
�T
�
�
�
(,n) (,n)
(,m) (,m)
Gq,θ (θRx , φRx ; βRx , γRx )
(,m,n) G p,θ (θTx , φTx ; βTx , γTx )
(102)
STx,Rx
(,n) (,n)
(,m) (,m)
Gq,φ (θRx , φRx ; βRx , γRx )
G p,φ (θTx , φTx ; βTx , γTx )
The scattering matrix with the depolarization mechanism is expressed as :
⎡
�
⎤
�
�
�
�
�
(,m,n )
χφ
(,m,n)
(,m,n)
1
exp jε θθ
⎢
⎥
(,m,n ) exp jε θφ
⎢ 1+χ(θ ,m,n)
⎥
1+ χ φ
(,m,n)
⎥
�
STx,Rx = ⎢
⎢
�
�
�
�
�⎥
(,m,n )
⎣
χθ
(,m,n)
(,m,n) ⎦
1
(,m,n ) exp jε φθ
(,m,n ) exp jε φφ
1+ χ θ

(,m,n)

where ε θθ

(,m,n)

, ε θφ

(,m,n)

, ε φθ

(103)

1+ χ φ

(,m,n)

and ε φφ

denote the phase offsets.

9.4 Impact of XPD on system capacity

We examine the impact of the XPD parameter on MIMO system capacity. For the seek of
simplicity, we consider the (2 × 2) MIMO channel generated according to the Kronecker
channel modeling. The dual polarized MIMO system is adopted (Fig. 33). Assuming that the
CSI is known at the receiver side, the MIMO system capacity can be derived by exploiting the
SVD technique. Fig.34 shows plotted curves of the CCDF for various inverse XPDs and the
curve of the MIMO channel capacity as a function of the XPD. Simulation results show that
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Fig. 33. Dual polarized antennas
XPD affects the performances of the MIMO system in terms of the CCDF and the capacity.
The MIMO system capacity is shown to be seriously reduced for high level of the polarization
discrimination. Thus, mismatch in polarization results in losses in the MIMO channel capacity.
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Fig. 34. Impact of XPD:(a) CCDF for dual polarized MIMO system, (b) Dual polarized MIMO
system capacity
9.5 GSCM channel correlation

NLOS (t, τ ) and h NLOS (t, τ ) are
Correlation coefﬁcients relative to the NLOS channels hqp
q̃ p̃
expressed as :
(104)
Rqp,q̃ p̃ (ξ, τ − τ � ) = E [ hqp (t, τ )hq̃∗p̃ (t − ξ, τ � )]

For zero phase offsets and one cluster of scatterers ( L = 1), if χθ = χφ = χ, then equation
(102) reduces to :
Rqp,q̃ p̃ (ξ ) =

 
 
1 M N ( p) ( q) ( p̃) ∗ ( q̃) ∗
(m)
(n)
a
b
a
b
exp
j
2π
(
f
+
f
)
ξ
∑ ∑ m n m n
Tx
Rx
M,N → ∞ MN m =1 n=1
T 



G p,θ · G p̃,θ
Gq,θ · Gq̃,θ
1 χ
χ 1
Gq,φ · Gq̃,φ
G p,φ · G p̃,φ
lim

(105)
(106)
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The continuous spatial correlation coefﬁcients are given by (Prayongpun, 2009):


 
2π ( p̃ − p)dTx
sin θTx cos φTx − j2π f Tx ξ sin θTx cos(φTx − γTx )
Rqp,q̃ p̃ (ξ ) =
exp j
λ


2π (q̃ − q )dRx
exp j
sin θRx cos φRx − j2π f Rx ξ sin θRx cos(φRx − γRx )
λ

T 


Gq,θ · Gq̃,θ
G p,θ · G p̃,θ
1 χ
p (γTx ) p (γRx ) p (ΩTx ) p (ΩRx ) dγTx dγRx dΩTx dΩRx
χ1
Gq,φ · Gq̃,φ
G p,φ · G p̃,φ
(107)
• Ω involves the elevation angle and the azimuth angle and dΩ = sin θdφdθ.
• p (ΩTx ) (= p (θTx , φTx )) and p (ΩRx ) (= p (θRx , φRx )) respectively denote the probability
distribution of the scatterers around the transmitter and the probability distribution of
scatterers around the receiver.
The spatial correlation coefﬁcients Rqp,q̃ p̃ (ξ ) is obtained as the product of three terms:
1. Transmit spatial correlation: R· p,· p̃ (ξ )
2. Receive spatial correlation: Rq·,q̃· (ξ )
3. Polarization correlation: 
where :
R· p,· p̃ (ξ ) =

 


G p,θ · G p̃,θ
exp { j2π ( p̃ − p)dTx sin θTx cos φTx /λ} ·
G p,φ · G p̃,φ

exp {− j2π f Tx ξ sin θTx cos(φTx − γTx )} p (γTx ) p (ΩTx ) dγTx dΩTx

 
Gq,θ · Gq̃,θ
Rq·,q̃· (ξ ) =
exp { j2π (q̃ − q )dRx sin θRx cos φRx /λ} ·
Gq,φ · Gq̃,φ

exp {− j2π f Rx ξ sin θRx cos(φRx − γRx )} p ( γRx ) p (ΩRx ) dγRx dΩRx


1 χ
=
χ 1

(108)

(109)
(110)

In literature, azimuth angles may follow uniform, gaussian, von Mises or Laplacien
distributions. For the elevation angle, three distribution functions can be used which are
uniform , cosinus or gaussian distributions. Depending on the propagation environment, we
should note that both von Mises distribution for the azimuth angle and uniform distribution
for the elevation angle perform better. Thus, azimuth distribution function is expressed as :
p(φTx ) =

exp {kTx cos (φTx − φ̄Tx )}
2π I0 (kTx )

(111)

1
2ΔθTx

(112)

The elevation distribution function is :
p(θTx ) =
where :
• φTx ∈ [− π, π ]
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• φ̄Tx is the mean azimuth angle
• I0 (·) is the modiﬁed Bessel function of zeroth order
• kTx is a measure of the azimuth angle dispersion. 1/kTx is analogous to the variance in the
uniform distribution.
• ΔθTx is the standard deviation of the Angle spread
• θTx ∈ [ θ̄Tx − ΔθTx , θ̄Tx + ΔθTx ] where θ̄Tx is the mean elevation angle
In the following, we present simulation results of the spatial correlation as a function of the
antenna spacing and variable values of the term f Tx ξ. We adopt the MIMO system with two
transmit antennas and two receive antennas and we present the plotted curves for the spatial
correlation coefﬁcient relative to the transmit antennas Tx1 and Tx2 . Plotted curves for the
spatial correlation are presented in two cases :
1. Single polarized antennas (Fig. 35(a))
2. Dual polarized antennas (Fig. 35(b))
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Fig. 35. (a) Spatial correlation for z dipole antennas
(kTx = 50, φ̄Tx = 90◦ , θ̄Tx = 90◦ , ΔθTx = 90◦ ), (b) Spatial correlation for dual polarized
antennas (z dipole antenna and x dipole
antenna)(kTx = 50, φ̄Tx = φmean , θ̄Tx = 90◦ , ΔθTx = 90◦ )
According to Fig. 35(a) and Fig. 35(b), it is obvious that single polarized antennas system
shows less correlation. When dual polarized antennas are deployed, spatial correlation
which is expressed as a function of antenna spacing can be reduced. The impact of dual
polarization depends on the mean azimuth angle φ̄Tx = φmean and spatial correlation is
shown to be negligible if φmean approaches 90◦ . Thus, spatial correlation can be nulled by
deploying orthogonal antennas. Finally, we present the impact of dual polarized antennas
on MIMO system capacity. The capacity gain brought by the dual polarized system relative
to the single polarized system is depicted in Fig. 36. The capacity gain that could be
achieved thanks to the use of dual polarized antennas is affected by the mismatch in antenna
polarization. Nevertheless, for low XPDs, the dual polarization scheme considerably improves
the channel capacity when comparing to the single polarized antennas system. Depolarization
phenomena in MIMO system and impact of correlation on MIMO system capacity were
rigorously discussed in references (Raoof & Prayongpun, 2007) and (Raoof & Prayongpun,
2005).
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Fig. 36. The capacity gain of (2 × 2) dual polarized antennas

10. RSS based localization in WSN with collaborative sensors
10.1 Scenario description

We propose the scenario depicted in Fig. 37 where two clusters of wireless sensor nodes are
presented. Cluster 1 consists of a source sensor S Tx and a set of K sensors which are randomly
distributed in the sensing area.
Cluster 2
Cluster 1

S Rx





 

  

S Tx 








Dc











Fig. 37. Scenario description
We assume that sensor nodes are equipped with omnidirectional antennas. The source sensor
S Tx sends redundant BPSK modulated data signal to the sensor nodes which are located at
Cluster 1. The main problem with the presented scenario is the localization of the sensor S Rx .
We adopt the 2D geometrical model. Sensors are distributed in the (x-y) plan and source node
is arbitrary placed at the origin of the system coordinate. The geometric spherical coordinates
are deﬁned by the triplet (r, θ, φ). Here, θ = π2 . The simulated layout for 10 sensors is depicted
in Fig.38. We propose a beamforming based localization algorithm involving Received Signal
Strength (RSS) measurements. We take into assumption that the radius from the origin to S Rx
is known. Thus, the detection of the target node relies on determining the steering vector that
corresponds to the location of S Rx .
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Fig. 38. Network layout (K=10)
10.2 System modeling

The wireless link between sensor Sk , k = 1, . . . , K and the target sensor is modeled by LOS
propagation. Each propagation link is characterized by :
1. A Rayleigh distributed attenuation denoted λk .
2. A delay τk relative to the reference sensor S Tx :
τk = dk ·

cos(αk )
c

(113)

where :
• dk : Distance between sensor k and the source node
• c : Speed of the light
• αk : Direction of arrival relative to the target sensor S Rx
3. A dephasing ψk :

ψk = 2π f c · τk

(114)

f c denotes the frequency carrier.
Each channel gain is therefore expressed as:

hk = λk e jψk

; k = 1, . . . , K

(115)

A Hadamard Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) code is designed
for redundant transmitted BPSK data spreading. Walsh Hadamard codes are perfectly
orthogonal and employed to avoid interference among users in the propagation link. These
codes are exploited for sensor identiﬁcation and help to mitigate noise effect. The codes for
users could be expressed as the columns (or the rows) of the Walsh-Hamadard matrix C. The
simplest Hadamard matrix codes are :
C1 = 1
and
C2 =



1 1
1 −1
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This can be extended to a generic matrix notation using a recursive technique. In fact, if C is a
Hadamard matrix of order l (the spreading code length), then becomes the 2l order Hadamard
matrix.


C C
C −C
and

C2l = C2 ⊗ C2l−1

(116)

where ⊗ is the Kronecker product and C2l−1 , 2 ≤ l is expressed as :


C2l−1 C2l−1
C2l =
C2l−1 − C2l−1

(117)

Collaborative sensor nodes are presented in Fig. 39.
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Fig. 39. Collaborative sensor nodes

• dkc : Distance between sensor k and the target node
• Dc : Distance between source node and the target sensor
• ζ k : Direction of transmitted signal vector relative to sensor k
Given a sensor Sk with cartesian coordinates ( xk , yk ), the associate spherical coordinates are :

• rk = x2k + y2k
y

• φk = tan −1 ( xkk )
Let β =

2π ,
λ

the steering vector is therefore :
Vs = [ exp(− jβR1 ), . . . , exp(− jβRK )]

(118)

Distance Rk is the Euclidean distance between the target sensor with spherical coordinates
( Dc , π2 , φc ) and sensor Sk
R k = | Dc − d k |
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The Euclidean distance between points, A and B with respective coordinates A( x A , y A )
B ( x B , y B ) is :

deuc = ( x A − x B )2 + (y A − y B )2
Euclidean distance Rk can be approximately expressed as (Ahmed & Vorobyov, 2009):

Rk = Dc2 + d2k − 2dk Dc cos(φc − φk ) � Dc − dk cos(φc − φk ) = Dc − dk cos(ζ k )

(119)

RSS based target sensor localization
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Fig. 40. The transmit location estimation process
The target sensor is said to be detected if the azimuthal coordinate φc is accurately estimated.
Antennas of sensors S1 , . . . , SK are steered in variable directions relative to a possible location
of the target sensor. In this way, the steering vector becomes a function of the angle φc . The
location estimation process starts by ﬁnding the location of the sensors within Cluster 1. The
set of K sensor nodes collaboratively form a common message in the direction of the target
sensor node S Rx (See Fig. 39). The target sensor node feedbacks the CDMA code to sensor
nodes within Cluster 1. The received data is then despreaded and broadcasted to sensor node
S Tx . The location of the target sensor node is estimated following the RSS measurements
performed for all possible locations with respect to a scanning step. The estimated angle of
the target sensor corresponds to the maximum measured RSS (measurement of the power
present in a received radio signal) value. The received SNR is then evaluated and the accuracy
of the proposed algorithm is evaluated in terms of the variation of the statistical parameters
as a function of the SNR. The transmit localization process is depicted in Fig. 40. We apply a
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square root cosine matched ﬁltering. The impulse response of the square root cosine ﬁlter is
shown in Fig. 41.
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Fig. 41. Square root Nyquist ﬁlter
10.3 Simulation results

We present in this section, the simulation results in terms of statistical parameters which are
obtained following the Monte Carlo method. The main simulation parameters are :
Simulation parameter

Value

Spreading factor
Dc
Number of angle scanning
Oversampling factor (Nyquist ﬁlter)

16
200 m
50
8

Mean square error

The mean square error (MSE) of an estimator is used to quantify the difference between an
estimator and the true value of the quantity being estimated.
MSE (φc ) = E [(φc − φ¯c )2 ]

(120)

φ¯c denotes the sample average of φc .
Statistical error measurement

Statistical errors are also computed for different number of sensors. This helps to measure
the deviation of the estimated location target node from its mean value. Plotted curves for
statistical estimator parameters including error estimator and MSE are shown in Fig.43 and
Fig.42. These are presented as a function of the received SNR. Simulation results are presented
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for variable numbers of sensors. The obtained results show that the target sensor location is
better estimated if more collaborative sensors are used. When 16 sensors are introduced, the
error estimation is almost negligible even for low SNR value. We should note that for far
target sensor node, we obtain higher error estimation. Fig. 44 shows the plotted curves of the
estimator error as a function of SNR for D = 200m and D = 400m. 8 collaborative sensors are
deployed in the network.
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Fig. 42. The mean square error for variable number of sensors

11. Conclusion
Throughout this chapter, we showed that MIMO technology brings signiﬁcant advances in
spectral efﬁciency by employing several antennas at both ends of the communication system.
The geometric channel model was rigorously described and correlated MIMO systems were
also considered. Correlation occurs in rich scattering environment mainly when antennas
are spaced close of each others. In this chapter, we were interested by MIMO processing
techniques such as diversity combining, antenna selection and beamforming. Performances
of MIMO systems involving combining techniques were evaluated. We showed that
selection schemes can reduce the system hardware complexity at the mobile while keeping
sufﬁcient performance in MIMO systems. Beamforming processing was also presented.
Some beamforming scenarios were studied and simulated in this chapter. Then, polarization
diversity for MIMO systems was investigated and depolarization phenomena was studied
and quantiﬁed by the cross polarization discrimination XPD. When orthogonal antennas
are used, the spatial correlation effect can be reduced or eliminated due to low radiation
pattern interference. Thus, colocated multi polarized antennas can be deployed. Capacity
gain for MIMO systems with dual polarized antennas compared to single polarized antennas
was evaluated. Numerical results show that for high XPD values, single polarized antennas
perform better. We have ﬁnally presented a communication model for WSN involving two
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clusters of sensors at both the transmit side and the receive side. The set of sensors located
at the transmit cluster communicating with sensor nodes located at another cluster perform
a distributed MIMO system. RSS based localization exploiting beamforming technique was
numerically developed. The mean square error and the estimator variance associated with
the target sensor location were evaluated as a function of SNR for various parameters of
simulation. The obtained results show that accurate target sensor localization based on
beamforming processing and RSS measurement could be achieved if the communication
model is properly conﬁgured. The performed localization technique could be also carried out
under more severe channel environment. Thus, convenient antenna polarization strategy for
sensors has to be determined in order to fulﬁll efﬁcient target sensor localization.
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Geometrical Detection Algorithm for
MIMO Systems
Z. Y. Shao, S. W. Cheung and T. I. Yuk

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, The University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong SAR,
China
1. Introduction
The channel capacity and error-rate performance of MIMO systems could be improved by
increasing the number of transmit antennas and receive antennas and the size of
constellation used for modulation (Foschini and Gans, 1998). A main bottleneck that restricts
the practical application of MIMO system is the unsatisfactory performance of the decoding
algorithms, due to either high computational complexity required or poor symbol error-rate
(SER) performance. Maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding which employs an exhaustive
search strategy under the minimum Euclidean-distance principle can exploit all the
available diversity and provide the optimum SER performance. However, its complexity
increases exponentially with the number of antennas and the size of constellation used.
Thus, for many cases, it is impractical to implement. Several sub-optimum decoding
algorithms such as equalization-based zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum-mean-square-error
(MMSE) detectors and nulling-and-cancelling detectors (NC) have been proposed for MIMO
systems (Paulraj, Nabar and Gore, 2003). Although their computation complexities are
dramatically less, these decoding algorithms have severe degradations in SER performances.
Sphere decoding (SD) (Viterbo and Boutros, 1999) is another search-based algorithm. Unlike
the exhaustive search engaged in ML decoding, SD confines the searching zone to be inside
some hyper sphere constructed in the space spanned by the received lattice points. It can
offer optimum SER performance with reasonable complexity. Several searching strategies
such as Fincke-Pohst (Fincke and Pohst, 1985) and Schnorr-Euchner (Schnorr and Euchner,
1994) have been developed to further improve the searching efficiency in SD.
Since the minimum Euclidean-distance principle could result in an optimum SER
performance, the purpose of this chapter is to introduce another perspective of
reconsidering this principle from the transmit lattice space. In the space spanned by the
transmit lattice points, the Euclidean distance in ML decoding is found to be related to a
series of concentric hyper ellipsoids. Searching the lattice point with the minimum
Euclidean distance from the received signal vector is equivalent to searching the lattice point
that is passed through by the smallest hyper ellipsoid. Decoding algorithms following this
perspective are often called geometrical detection (Artes, Seethaler and Hlawatsch, 2003). In
this Chapter, the geometrical analysis of signal decoding for MIMO channels is presented.
Then, the ellipsoid searching decoding algorithm (Shao, Cheung and Yuk, 2009) is
described. It is an add-on detection algorithm to standard suboptimal detection schemes
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and has better error-rate performance and higher diversity gains than the standard
suboptimal detection schemes.

2. Geometrical analysis of signal decoding for MIMO channels
Consider an uncoded MIMO system with MT transmit antennas and MR receive antennas
over a fading channel. The received signal matrix is given by:

ˆ ˆ + nˆ
rˆ = Hx

(1)

where rˆ ∈ ^ is the MR-dimensional received signal vector, xˆ ∈ ^ is the MT-dimensional
ˆ ∈ ^M ×M is the channel matrix and is assumed to be known at the
transmitted signal vector, H
receiver, and nˆ ∈ ^M is an independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean
Gaussian noise vector with elements having a fixed variance. Equation (1) represents a
complex transmission, and it can be transformed into a real matrix equation:
MR

MT

R

T

R

⎡ Re ( r ) ⎤ ⎡ Re ( H ) -Im ( H ) ⎤ ⎡ Re ( x ) ⎤ ⎡ Re ( n ) ⎤
⎢
⎥=⎢
⎥⎢
⎥+⎢
⎥
⎣Im ( r ) ⎦ ⎣Im ( H ) Re ( H ) ⎦ ⎣Im ( x ) ⎦ ⎣Im ( n ) ⎦

(2)

r = Hx + n

NR

NT

N R × NT

where r ∈ \ , x ∈ \ , H ∈ \
and n ∈ \ N .
In ML decoding, the optimal solution is given by:
R

xML = argmin r - Hs

2

(3)

s∈Ω

2

where Ω is the set of all the possible transmitted signal vectors, and the term r - Hs is
known as the Euclidean distance between the received vector and the transmitted vector
distorted by the channel matrix.
The Euclidean distance in ML decoding can be rewritten as:
f ( s ) = r - Hs

2

=
( s − xc ) M-1( s − xc )
H

(4)

where M = ( H T H ) and x c is the result of zero-forcing (ZF) equalization (Wolniansky,
Foschini, Golden and Valenzuela, 1998) and can be written as:
−1

(

x c = HT H

)

-1

(

HT r = x + HT H

)

-1

HT n= x + n

(5)

where ( HT H ) HT n = n . Substituting (4) into (3) yields:
-1

{

}

xML = arg min ( s - xc ) HT H ( s - xc )
s∈Ω

T

(6)

It can be seen from (5) and (6) that, in the absence of noise or equivalently the transformed

Gaussian noise term n = ( HT H ) HT n , both ZF detector and ML decoding will result in the
-1

same correct solution. The reason why ML decoding can offer much better SER performance
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than ZF lies on the fact that the transformed Gaussian noise has been minimized by the
exhaustive search used in ML decoding, but the ZF results are directly distorted by the
transformed Gaussian noise n .
Using eigenvalue decomposition, the matrix M in (4) can be decomposed as:
M=

(

(H H ) =
T

−1

VΛ V T

(7)

)

where Λ =diag λ1, λ2 ,..., λMT ∈ \ NT × NT are the eigenvalues of M arranged in descending
order, and V = ⎡ V1, V2 ," , VM ⎤ ∈ \ N
⎣
⎦

T

T

× NT

is the corresponding eigenvector matrix (Samuel and

Fitz, 2007).
In ML decoding, the Euclidean distance function f ( s ) given in (4) geometrically represents
an elliptic paraboloid (Horn and Johnson, 1985) in an NT + 1 dimensional space with its axis
perpendicular to an NT dimensional subspace spanned by the symbol vectors in Ω . x c is
the global minimum point of the elliptic paraboloid and is located on the subspace spanned
by the symbol vectors in Ω as shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen from (4) that the function f ( s )
reaches its minimum value at x c ,i.e., f (s) min = f (xc ) = 0 . The horizontal cross-section of the
elliptic paraboloid (4) is an NT dimensional hyper ellipsoid given by:

f (s) = a 2

(8)

where a 2 represents the height of the cross section above the NT dimensional space as
shown in Fig. 1. The length and direction of i-th semiaxis of the hyper ellipsoid are given as
2
a λi and Vi , respectively. With different values of a , a series of concentric hyper

Fig. 1. Elliptic paraboloid with axis perpendicular to a subspace spanned by lattice points.
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ellipsoids are obtained and can be projected onto the subspace spanned by the vectors as
shown by the dash lines in Fig. 1. Thus, searching the lattice point with minimum Euclidean
distance is equivalent to searching the lattice point that is passed through by the smallest
hyper ellipsoid.

3. Ellipsoid-searching decoding algorithm
From section 2, we know that f (s) = a 2 represents a hyper ellipsoid centered at point
xc with the length and direction of its i-th semiaxis given as a λi and Vi , respectively. By
choosing different values of a , a group of similar hyper ellipsoids can be obtained. Thus,
the solution of ML decoding must be located on a hyper ellipsoid which has the minimum
surface area among these similar hyper ellipsoids.

Fig. 2. Elliptic paraboloid in 3-dimensional space.
Fig. 2 shows a two dimensional lattice point space ( α1 − α 2 plane) with three lattice points
Point 1, Point 2, and Point 3 as shown in the figure. With different a 2 , a group of similar
hyper ellipsoids can be obtained, and their projection onto the α1 − α 2 plane are ellipses
which are all centered at the point x c . For each lattice point, there exists an ellipse that
passes through it. The corresponding ellipse of the ML solution is the one that has the
minimum area. As shown in Fig. 2, Point 1 is taken to be the ML solution while Point 2 and
Point 3 are not, since it is the inner-most ellipse and thus has the minimum area.
However, finding the smallest hyper ellipsoid containing the solution signal vector is not an
easy task. If we use the largest hyper ellipsoid which contains all the signal vectors, then the
complexity will be the same as ML decoding. Here we propose an ellipsoid-searching
decoding algorithm (ESA) that uses a small hyper ellipsoid containing the solution symbol
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vector to start the search and then identify all the symbol vectors inside. The ESA consists of
the following 3 steps:
3.1 Start with zero-forcing points
It is well known that zero-forcing (ZF) decoding is one form of linear equalization
algorithm. Although it cannot offer very high performance like ML decoding, its solution
however usually lies in the neighborhood of the transmit signal point. Thus we can consider
choosing the hyper ellipsoid that goes through the ZF solution to start the search. First, the
ZF equalized x zf is solved. Then its corresponding a zf2 is computed. The starting hyper
ellipsoid is obtained as:

f ( x zf ) = a zf2

(9)

3.2 Determine a circumscribed hyper rectangle
After determining the hyper ellipsoid, the next key task is to identify whether there are any
lattice points located inside this hyper ellipsoid. The axes of the NT -dimensional
rectangular coordinate system for the lattice point space are denoted as αi - axes. Since the
directions of the hyper ellipsoid’s semiaxes are not in parallel with the axes of the coordinate
system of the lattice point space, it is rather complicated to directly use the surface equation
(9) of the hyper ellipsoid. Here we propose to use a circumscribed hyper rectangle as
follows.
We set up a new NT -dimensional rectangular coordinate system with α i′ - axes
( i = 1, 2, 3,..., NT ) which coincide with the i-th semiaxis of the hyper ellipsoid and has the
origin coincides with the global minimum point xc . We use the superscript prime to denote
the variables in the new coordinate system. The coordinates of the 2 NT apexes of the
circumscribed hyper rectangle in this new coordinate system are given by:
k p′ = ⎡⎣ x′p 1 , x′p 2 ,...x′pNT ⎤⎦

(10)

where p = 1,2,3,...2 NT , x′pj = ± azf λ j , and azf is related to the hyper ellipsoid given by (9).
It can be easily shown that, by using coordinate transformation, the coordinates of the 2 NT
apexes in the original lattice point space are:

k Tp = V ⋅ ( k ′p ) + x c
T

(11)

where V is the eigenvector matrix in (7), and it serves as the transformation matrix:

⎡ v11
⎢
⎢ v12
VT = ⎡⎣ V1 , V2 ,� , VNT ⎤⎦ = ⎢ v13
⎢
⎢ �
⎢
⎢⎣v1NT

v21

v31

�

v22

v32

�

v23

v33

�

�

�

v2 NT

v3 NT

�
…

vNT 1 ⎤
⎥
v NT 2 ⎥
vNT 3 ⎥
⎥
� ⎥
⎥
vNT NT ⎥⎦

(12)
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Thus the value of the i-th component of k p can be obtained as:
NT

(

)

x pi = ∑ vqi x′pq + xci
q =1

(13)

where xci is the i-th component of xc . Since x′pq = azf λq , the maximum and minimum
boundaries in the α i′ - axes for each component in k p can be expressed as:
NT

xi _ max= xci + ∑ vqi azf λq

(14.1)

q =1
NT

xi _ min= xci − ∑ vqi azf λq

(14.2)

q =1

Since the circumscribed hyper rectangle encloses the hyper ellipsoid, so any lattice point
s = ⎡ s1 s2 ... sN ⎤ inside the hyper ellipsoid satisfies:

⎣

T

⎦

xi _ min < si < xi _ max

i = 1, 2,3,..., NT

(15)

It should be noted that this is not a sufficient condition for identifying the lattice points lying
inside the hyper ellipsoid.
From (15), we can obtain the possible value set ξi = {ε i1, ε i 2 , ε i 3 ,"} for the i-th element of the
lattice points located inside the hyper ellipsoid. So the search set becomes a larger hyper
rectangle that encloses the circumscribed hyper rectangle. For PAM and QAM, the elements
of ξ j are the odd numbers between x j _ max and x j _ min , and it can be easily shown that the
number of elements is:

⎢ NT
⎥
Numi = ⎢ ∑ vqi azf λq ⎥
⎣ q =1
⎦

(16)

3.3 Narrow the search set into ellipsoid
As mentioned before, the search set becomes a larger hyper rectangle and the number of

lattice points inside is

NT

∏ Num . If there is any

=i 1, i ≠ l

i

Numi equals zero, then it means that there is

no lattice point located inside the hyper ellipsoid. The searching process will terminate and
the zero forcing point chosen before is considered as the solution.
Otherwise, assuming the possible value set ξω has the largest number of elements among
all the possible value sets, we form the combinations from the other NT − 1 possible value
sets, and then substitute each of these combinations into (9), to determine the lattice point
elements of the possible value set ξω that are located inside the hyper ellipsoid. In doing so,
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the number of combinations that need to be considered is smaller and hence lesser
computation complexity. Denoting the k-th combination by:
(17)

Com k = ⎡⎣ε 1,k , ε 2,k ," ε ω −1,k , ε ω +1,k " , ε NT ,k ⎤⎦

k = 1, 2,...,

NT

∏

=j 1, j ≠ω

where

ε j ,k

Num j

represents an arbitrary element of the set

ξj .

Geometrically, the Comk is a line pierced through the hyper ellipsoid. The intersection of
the line and the hyper ellipsoid consists of two points, known as Emax,k and Emin,k along the

{

}

ω-th axis. Hence, the corresponding possible value set ζ ω , k = ς ω ,1, k , ς ω ,2, k ,...

for the ω-th

element of the lattice points are the odd numbers between Emax,k and Emin,k . Thus, any
lattice point that is located inside the hyper ellipsoid can be expressed as:

x d ,k = ⎡⎣ε1, k , ε 2,k ," ε ω −1,k , ς ω ,d , k , ε ω +1,k " , ε NT , k ⎤⎦

T

(18)

d = 1, 2,..., nk
where

nk is the number of the elements of ζ ω ,k for Comk.

Finally, we calculate the corresponding a 2 of each lattice point x d , k by (8). The point with
the minimum a 2 is the solution.
3.4 Examples
a. 2-D lattice space

For a 2 × 2 8-PAM MIMO system, the lattice set is a 2-dimensional space as shown in Fig. 3,
where it is assumed that the ellipse and its circumscribed rectangle have been determined
using our proposed method as described previously. The semiaxes of the ellipse are in
parallel with vectors V1 and V2 with lengths azf λ1 and azf λ2 , respectively. The global
minimum point xc is marked by a triangle on the figure. The coordinates of the four apexes,
A, B, C and D, in the new coordinate system are given by A =
−azf λ1 , −azf λ2 ,
,
and=
respectively.
B=
−azf λ1 , + azf λ2 =
C azf λ1 , −azf λ2 ,
D azf λ1 , + azf λ2 ,
Substituting these vectors into (13) yields the corresponding coordinates in the lattice point
space. From (14), the x1 coordinates of points A and D are chosen as x1_ min and x1_ max ,
respectively, and the x2 coordinates of points B and C are chosen as x2 _ min and x2 _ max ,
respectively. Using (15), we can obtain a possible set of values along each axis, i.e., two
values {1, 3} along the x1 -axis and one value {1} along the x2 -axis. Since the number of
values along the x1 -axis is larger than that along the x2 -axis, we substitute ε 2,1 = 1 into the
hyper ellipsoid equation (9). As shown in Fig. 3, the possible value along the x1 -axis
is ς1,1,1 = 3 , so the point x1,1 = [3 1]T is obtained. Since it is the only point located inside the
ellipse, it would be the final solution.

(

)

(

)

(

(
)

)
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Fig. 3. 2-D lattice space example

Fig. 4. 3-D lattice space example
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b. 3-D lattice space

Here, we continue to consider the case of 3-dimensional lattice space, namely 3 × 3 8-PAM.
Fig. 4 shows a 3-dimensional ellipsoid with its circumscribed rectangle which has been set
up by the method introduced in section 3.2. xc is the center of the ellipsoid, whose semiaxes
are aligned along vectors V1 , V2 , V3 , with their lengths being azf λ1 , azf λ2 and azf λ3 ,
respectively. By substituting the coordinates of the eight points A to H to (13) and (14), the
boundary points x1_ min and x1_ max , x2 _ min and x2 _ max , x3 _ min and x3 _ max , which are all marked as
dots, are obtained. The possible set of values along x1 -axis is {1, 3, 5}, and the possible set of
values along the x2 -axis is {1, 3}. Along x3 -axis, the possible set of value is {-1}. Since the
number of possible values along the x1 -axis is the largest compared to those along the other
2
axes, we substitute Com1 = ⎡ε 2,1 , ε 3,1 =
⎤⎦ [3, −1] into (9) to
⎣
⎦⎤ [1, −1] and Com = ⎡⎣ε 2,2 , ε 3,2=
determine Emax,k and Emin,k along the x1 -axis. As shown in Fig. 4, the possible value set ζ 1,1
T
along the x1 -axis is {1} for Com1 and ζ 1,2 is {5} for Com 2 , so the point
=
x1,1 [1 1 −1]
T
and the point x1,2 = [5 3 −1] are obtained. By calculating their corresponding a 2 , it can
be concluded that the point x1,2 that has a smaller a 2 is taken as the final solution.
3.5 Results and conclusion
The ESA algorithm for MIMO systems has been briefly introduced. It contains three main
steps: Firstly, determine the hyper ellipsoid. Secondly, find out the probable value sets for
each component of the lattice point that is located in the hyper ellipsoid. Finally, search for
the ML solution. In the first step, either ZF detector or MMSE detector can be selected for
determining the hyper ellipsoid. In the second step, we firstly determine a loose boundary
for each component of the lattice points that may be located in the hyper ellipsoid. Then, by
further shrink the value set of the NT-th component, all the redundant points can be
discarded and the lattice points inside the hyper ellipsoid are exactly detected.
Since the ESA algorithm uses the same criteria (3) of ML to make decision, it can thus
achieve the same performance as ML decoding. However, the ML decoding searches the
entire lattice space for solution while the ESA algorithm only searches a smaller subset, thus
ESA is more computation efficient. Simulation results of various algorithms on the error rate
performance are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for comparison. In the simulations, we used 4QAM, 16-QAM , 64-QAM in Rayleigh flat fading Channels with i.i.d. complex zero-mean
Guassian noise. Fig. 5 illustrates the SER performance of ESA compared with ML decoding,
ZF detector and MMSE detector using 4-QAM. Fig. 6 shows the SER performance of ESA
compared with ML decoding ZF detector and MMSE detector using 16-QAM and 64-QAM.
The performances of ESA can achieve the same performance as the ML decoding and are
much better than the sub-optimum detectors.

4. Conclusion
In this chapter, the geometrical analysis of signal decoding for MIMO channels is presented.
The ellipsoid searching decoding algorithm using geometrical approach is introduced. It is
an add-on to standard suboptimal detection schemes and has better SER performance and
higher diversity gains compared to the standard suboptimal detection schemes. It is able to
provide the same optimum SER performance as in the ML decoding but with less
complexity as only a subset of the lattice points are examined.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Comparison of SER performance of ESA, ML decoding, ZF and MMSE using 4-QAM.
(a) 4 × 4 MIMO systems. (b) 6 × 6 MIMO systems.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of SER performance of ESA, ML decoding, ZF and MMSE using 16-QAM
and 64-QAM in 4 × 4 MIMO system.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) communications are introduced as an
emerging technology to offer significant promise for high data rates and mobility required
by the next generation wireless communication systems. Using multiple transmit as well as
receive antennas, a MIMO system exploits spatial diversity, higher data rate, greater
coverage and improved link robustness without increasing total transmission power or
bandwidth (Tse & Viswanath, 2005). However, MIMO relies upon the knowledge of
Channel State Information (CSI) at the receiver for data detection and decoding. It has been
proved that when the channel is Rayleigh fading and perfectly known to the receiver, the
performance of a MIMO system grows linearly with the number of transmit or receive
antennas, whichever is less (Numan et al., 2009). Therefore, an accurate and robust channel
estimation is of crucial importance for coherent demodulation in wireless MIMO systems.
Use of MIMO channels, when bandwidth is limited, has much higher spectral efficiency
versus Single-Input Single-Output (SISO), Single-Input Multi-Output (SIMO), and MultiInput Single-Output (MISO) channels. It is shown that the maximum achievable diversity
gain of MIMO channels is the product of the number of transmitter and receiver antennas.
Therefore, by employing MIMO channels not only the mobility of wireless communications
can be increased, but also its robustness against fading that makes it efficient for the
requirements of the next generation wireless services. To achieve maximum capacity and
diversity gain, some optimization problems should be considered (Yatawatta et al., 2006).
The emergence of MIMO communication systems as practical high-data-rate wireless
communication systems has created several technical challenges to be met. On the one hand,
there is potential for enhancing system performance in terms of capacity and diversity. On
the other hand, the presence of multiple transceivers at both ends has created additional cost
in terms of hardware and energy consumption. For coherent detection as well as to do
optimization such as water filling and beamforming, it is essential that the MIMO channel is
known. However, due to the presence of multiple transceivers at both the transmitter and
receiver, the channel estimation problem is more complicated and costly compared to a
SISO system. Of concern, however, is the increased complexity associated with multiple
transmit/receive antenna systems. First, increased hardware cost is required to implement
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multiple Radio Frequency (RF) chains and adaptive equalizers. Second, increased
complexity and energy is required to estimate large-size MIMO channels. Energy
conservation in MIMO systems has been considered in different perspectives. For instance,
hardware level optimization can be used to minimize energy. On the other hand, energy
consumption can be minimized at the receiver by using low-rank equalization or/and
reducing the order of MIMO systems by selection of antennas both at the receiver and
transmitter, without degrading the system performance (Karami & Shiva, 2006).
In order to attain the advantages of MIMO systems and quarantee the performance of
communication, effective channel estimation algorithms are needed. Many channel
estimation (identification) algorithms have been developed in recent years. In the literature,
three classes of methods to estimate the channel response are presented. They include
Training Based Channel Estimation (TBCE) schemes relying on training sequences that are
known to the receiver (Xie et al., 2007: Biguesh & Gershman, 2006: Nooalizadeh et al., 2009:
Nooralizadeh & Shirvani Moghaddam, 2010), Blind Channel Estimation (BCE) methods
(Sabri et al., 2009: Panahi & Venkat, 2009: Chen & Petropulu, 2001), identifying channel only
from the received sequences, and Semi Blind Channel Estimation (SBCE) approaches as
combination of two aforementioned procedures (Cui & Tellambura, 2007: Wo et al., 2006:
Chen et al., 2007: Abuthinien et al., 2007: Khalighi & Bourennane, 2008).
One of the most usual approaches to identify MIMO CSI is TBCE. This class of estimation is
attractive especially when it decouples symbol detection from channel estimation and thus
simplifies the receiver implementation and relaxes the required identification conditions. In
this scheme, the channel is estimated based on the received data and the knowledge of
training symbols during training symbol transmit. Then, the acquired knowledge of the
channel is used for data detection. TBCE schemes can be optimal at high Signal to Noise
Ratios (SNRs), but they are suboptimal at low SNRs. The optimal choice of training signals
is usually investigated by minimizing Mean Square Error (MSE) of the linear MIMO channel
estimator. It is perceived that optimal design of training sequences is connected with the
channel statistical characteristics (Hassibi & Hochwald, 2003).
Many blind channel estimation techniques can be found in the literature, and a good
overview is given in (Tong & Perreau, 1998). The blind channel estimation methods can be
classified into Higher-Order Statistics (HOS) based techniques (Cardoso, 1989: Comon, 1994:
Chi et al., 2003) and Second Order Statistics (SOS) based techniques (Chang et al., 1997).
Blind algorithms typically require longer data records and entail higher complexity.
Semi-blind channel estimation schemes, as the main core of this chapter, use a few training
symbols to provide the initial MIMO channel estimation and exchange the information
between the channel estimator and the data detector iteratively (Fang et al., 2007). The main
steps of proposed SBCE-ML method (Shirvani Moghaddam & Saremi, 2010) are as follows:
Step 1. Initial channel estimation by using the training only;
Step 2. *Given channel knowledge, perform data detection;
*Given data decisions, perform channel estimation by taking the whole burst as a
virtual training;
Step 3. Repeat step 2 until a certain stopping criterion is reached.
Several solutions have been proposed to minimize the computational cost, and hence the
energy spent in channel estimation of MIMO systems. In (Yatawatta et al., 2006) authors
present a novel method of minimizing the overall energy consumption. Unlike existing
methods, this method considers the energy spent during the channel estimation phase
which includes transmission of training symbols, storage of those symbols at the receiver,
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and also channel estimation at the receiver. Also they developed a model that is
independent of the hardware or software used for channel estimation, and use a divide-andconquer strategy to minimize the overall energy consumption.
In (Numan et al., 2009), a better performance and reduced complexity channel estimation
method is proposed for MIMO systems based on matrix factorization. This technique is
applied on training based Least Squares (LS) channel estimation for performance
improvement. Experimental results indicate that the proposed method not only alleviates
the performance of MIMO channel estimation but also significantly reduces the complexity
caused by matrix inversion. Simulation results show that the Bit Error Rate (BER)
performance and complexity of the proposed method clearly outperforms the conventional
LS channel estimation method.
In (Song & Blostein, 2004), authors focused on the achievable Symbol Error Rate (SER)
performance of a MIMO link with interference. Prior results on estimation of vector
channels and spatial interference statistics for Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) SISO
systems. Most studies of channel estimation and data detection for MIMO systems assume
spatially and temporally white interference. For example, Maximum Likelihood (ML)
estimation of the channel matrix using training sequences was presented assuming
temporally white interference. Assuming perfect knowledge of the channel matrix at the
receiver, ordered Zero-Forcing (ZF) and Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) detection
were studied for both spatially and temporally white interference. However, in cellular
systems, the interference is, in general, both spatially and temporally colored. This paper
proposes a new algorithm that jointly estimates the channel matrix and the spatial
interference correlation matrix in an ML framework. It develops a multi-vector-symbol
MMSE data detector that exploits interference correlation.
In (Zaki et al., 2009), a training-based channel estimation scheme for large non-orthogonal
Space-Time Block Coded (STBC) MIMO systems is proposed. The proposed scheme
employs a block transmission strategy where an ܰ௧ × ܰ௧ pilot matrix is sent (for training
purposes) followed by several ܰ௧ × ܰ௧ square data STBC matrices, where ܰ௧ is the number of
transmit antennas. At the receiver, channel estimation (using an MMSE estimator) and
detection (using a low-complexity Likelihood Ascent Search (LAS) detector) will be iterated
till convergence or for a fixed number of iterations. Simulation results of this research show
that good BER and high capacity are achieved by the proposed scheme at low complexities.
Joint channel estimation, data detection, and tracking are the most important issues in
MIMO communications. Without joint estimation and detection, inter substream
interference occurs. Joint estimation and detection algorithms used in MIMO channels are
developed based on MultiUser Detection (MUD) algorithms in CDMA systems. ML is the
optimum detecor in these type of joint channel estimation and data detection algorithms. In
(Karami & Shiva, 2006), a new approach for joint data estimation and channel tracking for
MIMO channels is proposed based on the Decision-Directed Recursive Least Squares (DDRLS) algorithm. RLS algorithm is commonly used for equalization and its application in
channel estimation is a novel idea. In this paper, after defining the weighted least squares
cost function it is minimized and eventually the RLS MIMO channel estimation algorithm is
derived. The proposed algorithm combined with the Decision-Directed Algorithm (DDA) is
then extended for the blind mode operation. From the computational complexity point of
view being O(3) versus the number of transmitter and receiver antennas, the proposed
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algorithm is very efficient. Also, through various simulations, the MSE of the tracking of the
proposed algorithm for different joint detection algorithms is compared with Kalman
filtering approach which is one of the most well-known channel tracking algorithms.
The aim of (Rizogiannis et al., 2010) is to investigate receiver techniques for ML joint
channel/data estimation in flat fading MIMO channels, that are both data efficient and
computationally attractive. The performance of iterative LS for channel estimation combined
with Sphere Decoding (SD) for data detection is examined for block fading channels,
demonstrating the data efficiency provided by the semi-blind approach. The case of
continuous fading channels is addressed with the aid of RLS. The observed relative
robustness of the ML solution to channel variations is exploited in deriving a block QRbased RLS-SD scheme, which allows significant complexity savings with little or no
performance loss. The effects on the algorithms’ performance of the existence of spatially
correlated fading and Line-Of-Sight (LOS) paths are also studied. For the multi-user MIMO
scenario, the gains from exploiting temporal/spatial interference color are assessed. The
optimal training sequence for ML channel estimation in the presence of Co-Channel
Interference (CCI) is also derived and shown to result in better channel estimation/faster
convergence. The reported simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness, in terms of both
data efficiency and performance gain, of the investigated schemes under realistic fading
conditions. High throughput at a communication systems require high quality channel
estimation at the receiver in order to provide reliable data detection, such as that performed
by ML techniques. The channel estimation task is especially challenging in time varying
channels, such as the one soften arising in wireless communication links.
This paper (Wo et al., 2006) deals with joint data detection and channel estimation for
frequency-selective MIMO systems with focus on the analysis of the channel estimator. First,
it presents a scheme alternating between joint Viterbi detection and LS channel estimation
and analyze its performance in terms of unbiasedness. Since in the proposed technique the
channel estimator exploits both known pilot symbols (non-blind) as well as unknown
information bearing symbols (blind), this channel identification scheme is referred to as
semi-blind. Second, it derives the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for semi-blind channel
estimation of frequency selective MIMO channels, which provides a theoretical lower bound
of the achievable MSE of any unbiased estimator. By simulation the MSE performance of the
proposed algorithm is evaluated and compared to the CRLB. The obtained results are
universal for systems with an arbitrary number of antennas and an arbitrary channel
memory length. As an example, a SBCE algorithm with LS channel estimator and ML data
detector will be first introduced and analyzed. It will be shown that the presented semiblind
channel estimator is biased at low SNR but tends to be unbiased at high SNR. Interestingly
but reasonably, the MMSE achievable by any unbiased channel estimator at high SNR will
be the same as that all data symbols are a-priori known at the receiver, but only the training
symbols are known at low SNR. Simulation results show that the MSE performance of the
presented SBCE coincides with the CRLB at high SNRs but exceeds CRLB at low SNRs due
to biasing. Of particular interest is the SNR value where a semiblind channel estimator begin
to approach the CRLB, which means that a SBCE will be able to fully exploit the channel
information carried by all observations for SNRs larger than this value.
Reliable coherent communication over mobile wireless channels requires accurate
estimation of time-varying multipath channel parameters. Traditionally, channel estimation
is achieved by sending training sequences or using pilot channels. Recently, there is a
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growing interest in training or pilot-based channel estimation for Direct Sequence CDMA
(DS-CDMA) systems. In (Rizanera et al., 2005), authors address the problem of mobile radio
channel estimation at high channel efficiency using a small number of training symbols. A
decision aided channel estimation scheme is proposed for slow fading multipath DS-CDMA
channels. The approach is an extension of single-user LS channel estimation. It is
demonstrated that, due to the suggested channel estimate updating algorithm, the proposed
scheme improves the channel estimation accuracy significantly. An adaptive method has
been considered to provide channel estimates. In this method, the received signal is
correlated with the locally generated spreading code at each multipath delay for channel
estimation at each symbol interval.
By using MIMO technology an increase in the system capacity and/or an improvement in
the quality of service can be achieved. The key to fully utilize the MIMO capacity relies
heavily on the requirement of accurate MIMO channel estimation. This chapter have a
review on TBCE as well as SBCE methods and offers some comparative simulation results.
Simulations are done in different cases, MIMO 2×2 with and without space-time Alamouti
coding, and also MIMO 4×4 to see the effect of the number of antenna elements. In addition,
performance of different estimators, LS, Linear MMSE (LMMSE), ML and Maximum A‘
Posteriori (MAP) are evaluated based on BER and SER with respect to perfect channel
estimator. It also proposes the proper method to estimate flat fading MIMO channels that
uses LS estimator and ML detector in a joint state.

2. System model
Consider a MIMO system equipped with �� transmit antennas and �� receive antennas.
The block diagram of a typical MIMO 2×2 is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. General architecture of a MIMO 2×2.
where �� , �� are the input (transmitted) signals of time slot 1 in locations � and �,
respectively. ��� , ��� are associated input signals of time slot 2.

It is assumed that the channel coherence bandwidth is larger than the transmitted signal
bandwidth so that the channel can be considered as narrowband or flat fading. Furthermore,
the channel is assumed to be stationary during the communication process of a block.
Hence, by assuming the block Rayleigh fading model for flat MIMO channels, the channel
response is fixed within one block and changes from one block to another one randomly.
During the training period, the received signal in such a system can be written as (1)
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� � �� � � �

(1)

� � ���� � �� � ��� � �� � ���

(2)

where �, � and � are the complex �� -vector of received signals on the �� receive antennas,
the possibly complex �� -vector of transmitted signals on the �� transmit antennas, and the
complex �� -vector of additive receiver noise, respectively. The elements of the noise matrix
are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian random variables with
zero-mean and ��� variance, and the correlation matrix of � is then given by (Ma et al., 2005):
where (.)H is reserved for the matrix hermitian, ��� � is the mathematical expectation, and ���
denotes the �� � �� identity matrix. �� is the number of transmitted training symbols by
each transmitter antenna. The matrix � in the model (1) is the �� � �� matrix of complex
fading coefficients. The ��� ��-th element of the matrix � denoted by ���� represents the
fading coefficient value between the �-th receiver antenna and the �-th transmitter antenna.
Here, it is assumed that the MIMO system has equal transmit and receive antennas.
The elements of � and noise are independent of each other. In order to estimate the channel
matrix, it is required that �P � �T training symbols are transmitted by each transmitter
antenna. The function of a channel estimation algorithm is to recover the channel matrix �
based on the knowledge of � and � (Shirvani Moghaddam & Saremi, 2010).
As depicted in Fig. 1, output (received) signals in locations � and � are as follow:
���
��
��
�
����
�
����

� ��� � �� � ��� � �� � ��
� ��� � �� � ��� � �� � �� �
� ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� �
� ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� �

(3)

�
�
� ���
where ��� � ��� are the output signals of time slot 1 in locations � and �, respectively. ���
�
�
are associated output signals of time slot 2. �� � �� � �� � �� are independent Additive White
Gaussian Noises (AWGN). In (Alamouti, 1998), Alamouti proposed the first space-time
coding for a MIMO 2×2 system. The proposed matrix is as follow:

��
S=��� �
�

��
��� �

(4)

which means that in the first time slot, �� and �� will be sent and in the second one, ���� and
��� will be transmitted. Following equations can be used to decoding process:
�
�
�
�
�� � ���
� ��� � ��� � ���
� ���
� ��� � ��� � ���
� �
�
�
�
�
��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ��� � ���

(5)

This kind of coding is used in this research. Simulation results show its great effect on the
performance of the channel estimators in both TBCE and SBCE-ML schemes.

3. Channel estimators
As illustrated in Table 1, there are many algorithms to estimate the channel response from
training sequence. As shown in introduction and also (Leus & Von Der Veen, 2005: Murthy
et al., 2006), LS, LMMSE, ML, and MAP are the famous and more applicable estimators. In
this investigation, perfect estimator (inverse matrix) is a proper reference to compare the
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estimators. This reference method offers minimum BER in the case of a Rayleigh flat fading
MIMO channel or AWGN.
Channel Estimator

Estimation Formula
�������� � �. ���

Perfect
LS

��� � ��� . ���� . �� . �

LMMSE

������ � ���� . ���� � �� . ���� . �� . �

ML

��� � ��� . �� . ���� . �� . �� . �

MAP

���� � ��� . ���� . � � �� ��� . �� . ���� . �

Table 1. Different Channel Estimators
where �. ��� is reserved for the matrix inverse, �� and �� denote channel and noise
covariances, respectively.
3.1 Perfect estimator
Perfect estimator is the simplest algorithm to estimate the channel matrix. By setting the
noise equal to zero in (1), the perfect approach estimates the channel matrix as
�������� � �. ���

(6)

Using equation (6), sub-channel responses are simply obtained by
�
���
�

���

.���

���� � ��� � �� . � � ���� � �
��
��
�� � .��
��
�
�
�
�
���
� �� .���
���
��
��
���� � � � � . � � �� � �

�
�
�
�
�

�

��� �

��� �

�

�� � .��
��

(7)

� ���� .� �
���
�� �
�
��� � � .���
��
�
�
���
� �� .���
��
�
��� � � .���
��

Substituting (7) back into noise-free version of (3), input signals can be expressed as
� �� .�

��� .��� ���� .���

������ � �� �� ���.�������.���
���
�
��� .��� ���� .���
�
����� � � .� �� .�
��

��
�� ��
�� .� �� .��

�

�
���
���� .� �� �� �� �� �
� �
��� .��� ���� .���
�
�
� ����
���
�
�
�
���
.��� ���� .���
�
����� � � .� �� .�
�
�� ��
�� ��

(8)

where ����� � ����� are the estimated input signals of time slot 1 in locations � and �, and
�
�
�����
� �����
are associated estimated input signals of time slot 2, respectively.
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3.2 LS estimator
Considering (1), LS estimator finds ���� so that �. ���� � �. LS Algorithm, minimizes the
Euclidian distance of �. ���� � �. For this minimization we do following steps:
��. ���� � ��� � ��. ���� � ��� . ��. ���� � �� �
��. ���� �� . ��. ���� � � �� . �. ���� � ��. ���� �� . � � �� . �

(9)

By differentiating (9) with respect to ���� and setting the result equal to zero, it is obtained
that ���� should satisfy the equation (10)
��� . �. ���� � ��� . � � � � �� . �. ���� � �� . �

(10)

��� � ��� . ���� . �� . �

(11)

������ � ��� ���� � ���� �� �

(12)

������ � ���� . ���� � �� . ���� . �� . �

(13)

������ � ��� � ��� . �� . �� . �

(14)

Finally, the LS channel estimation algorithm is based on (11)

3.3 LMMSE estimator
For linear model (1), the MMSE and LMMSE estimators are identical. So, let us minimize the
estimation MSE of �. It can be expressed in the following form:
Assuming ���� � � and noise is AWGN, we can obtain that (12) will be minimized as
Comparing (13) and (11), it is obvious that

(14) shows that LMMSE needs to find an additional term compared to LS estimator. This
term depends on previous data and introduces more computational complexity.
3.4 ML estimator
To identify � from (1), the ML approach maximizes (15)

��� � ���� ���|��

(15)

��� � ��� . �� . ���� . �� . �� . �

(16)

where ���|�� is the conditional probability of received signal respect to channel response. It
is given that the ML channel estimator (15) yields

3.5 MAP estimator
In order to estimate the channel response, in addition training bits, MAP estimator needs to
find channel covariance as well as noise covariance. MAP channel estimate is in accordance
with previous conditional probability ���|�� ��. MAP channel estimate can be found by
solving the following equation:
� ������|�����
��

|������ � �

(17)
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By using the Bay’s identity (18) and solving the equation (17), MAP channel estimate can be
found as (19)
���|�� �� �

���|�����������
���|��

���� � ��� � ���� � � � �� ��� � �� � ���� � �

(18)
(19)

4. Simulation results of TBCE

In order to compare the performance of LS, LMMSE, ML, and MAP estimators in TBCE for
MIMO channels, three cases, MIMO 2×2 without coding, MIMO 4×4, and Alamouti coded
MIMO 2×2 are simulated. Simulation results show the performance of different estimators
in terms of three metrics (BER, SER, and required processing time). For the sake of
simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume Rayleigh flat fading MIMO channel
with AWGN, 4QAM modulation, 8 training bits for MIMO 2×2 (�� � �� � �) and 32 bits
for MIMO 4×4 (�� � �� � �) which are generated randomly and followed by 400 data bits.
It is notable that when each point in our figures is obtained by averaging over 1000
independent simulation runs, the numerical and analytical results are almost identical.
Fig. 2 shows the BER as well as SER of different estimators in the case of TBCE. As depicted,
LS estimator has the better peformace (Lower BER and SER) rather than LMMSE, ML and
MAP estimators and its performance is close to the perfect one.

Fig. 2. Performance metrics (BER, SER) versus SNR for a MIMO 2×2 (TBCE).
As shown in Fig. 3, increasing the number of transmit antennas leads to increase the
performance estimators, but it is highlighted in LS. It means, the performance of LS
algorithm in a MIMO 4×4 system is improved respect to MIMO 2×2. As before, increasing
the SNR is the reason for decreasing BER and SER of all estimators but it is more effective
for LS one.
The BER and SER of TBCE versus SNR for various channel estimators in the case of MIMO
2×2 with Alamouti coding, are shown in Fig. 4. Comparing Fig. 4 and Fig. 2, it is observed
that the BER and SER of all estimators are decreased using Alamouti coding especially at
low SNRs.
Considering the processing time of TBCE equipped with prefect estimator equal to 100, Fig.
5 shows the processing time for other estimators respect to the perfect one. As expected,
minimum processing time belongs to LS estimator.
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Fig. 3. Performance metrics (BER, SER) versus SNR for a MIMO 4×4 (TBCE).

Fig. 4. Performance metrics (BER, SER) versus SNR for an Alamouti coded MIMO 2×2 (TBCE).

5. Simulation results of SBCE
For pure TBCE schemes, a long training is necessary in order to obtain a reliable MIMO
channel estimate which reduces the system bandwidth efficiency considerably. SBCE-ML
schemes require less computational complexity than blind methods and fewer training
symbols than training-based methods, making them attractive for practical implementation.
TBCE algorithms use only the training sequences to perform channel estimation, while a
SBCE algorithm takes the data symbols also into account. Since the data symbols are
practically unknown, before they can be used for channel estimation, the receiver has to
perform detection in advance. Thus, the task of channel estimation changes into joint
estimation of channel and data symbols.
By refining the channel estimate and the data decisions in a recursive manner, considerable
performance gain can be achieved step by step. As depicted in Fig. 6, in an iterative
structure, output of estimator is applied to detector for detecting data bits and also output of
detector is applied to the estimator as virtual bits and to estimate the channel again. This
iterative procedure runs until a criterion is achieved [Shirvani Moghaddam & Saremi, 2010].
For example, difference of estimation for two successive iterations is lower than a level. LS,
LMMSE, ML and MAP estimators may be used in estimation part but ML detector is more
attractive in semi-blind joint estimation and detection schemes. In the first step, channel
response is estimated considering short training bits. Then, by using the ML detector,
symbols are detected according to (20):
ଶ

෩ ฮ ቅ
ࢄ௦௧ ൌ  ࢄഥ ࢄאቄฮࢅ െ ܪǤ ࢄ
ி

(20)
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Fig. 5. Relative processing time of different estimators with respect to perfect one in a
MIMO 2×2 (TBCE).

Fig. 6. Iterative structure of channel estimation and data detection in SBCE.
where ���� is used for detecting ���� and previous detected data is the virtual training
sequence to next estimation. ||. ||� denotes the Frobenius norm. This process will be
continued until (21) be satisfied.
������� � ������ � � ��������� � �������� �

(21)

The proposed method can be summarized as follow:
�. � � �� �� �� ������� ��� ��������� ������;

�. � � � � �;

�. �� ���� ���������

�. ������� ����������

�. ������ ���� � ����� ������� � ������ � � ��������� � �������� �

In the next subsections, simulation results of SBCE-ML method for a Rayleigh flat fading
MIMO system in three cases, MIMO 2×2 (with and without Alamouti coding) and MIMO
4×4 are presented. For this type of channel estimation, 8 and 32 training bits are used for
MIMO 2×2 and MIMO 4×4, respectively followed by 40000 data bits. simulation results of
SBCE scheme are presented to find the efficient estimator with good performance (BER as
well as SER) and lower processing time.
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Fig. 7 illustrates the BER as well as SER of SBCE-ML using various estimators versus
different SNR for a Rayleigh flat fading MIMO 2×2 channel. It is obvious that, increasing
SNR is the reason for decreasing both BER and SER. As depicted, not only the performance
of LS algorithm is better than other estimators but also is close to the perfect one.

Fig. 7. Performance metrics (BER, SER) versus SNR for a MIMO 2×2 (SBCE-ML).
Increasing the number of transmit antennas leads to decreasing the performance estimators,
except LS. As shown in Fig. 8, the performance of LS algorithm in a MIMO 4×4 system is
improved respect to MIMO 2×2. In the other hand, a power gain or SNR improvement will
be achieved. For example in SBCE-ML, transmitting power will be saved about 3 dB, if BER
equals to 0.3.

Fig. 8. Performance metrics (BER, SER) versus SNR for a MIMO 4×4 (SBCE-ML).
The BER and SER of SBCE-ML method versus SNR for various channel estimators in the
case of MIMO 2×2 with Alamouti coding, are shown in Fig. 9. it is observed that the LS
estimator outperforms the other estimators especially at low SNRs.

Fig. 9. Performance metrics (BER, SER) versus SNR for an Alamouti coded MIMO 2×2
(SBCE-ML).
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Fig. 10 shows the processing time for different estimators (LS, LMMSE, ML, MAP) with
respect to the perfect estimator in SBCE-ML scheme. In this figure, required time for perfect
one is considered as 100 and other estimators‘ processing time is evaluated based on the
perfect one. It is obvious that minimum processing time belongs to LS estimator.
SBCE-ML
100
95

95.8

96.4

LMMSE

ML

MAP

89

Perfect

LS

Fig. 10. Relative processing time of different estimators with respect to perfect one in a
MIMO 2×2 (SBCE).

6. Comparison of LS-based TBCE and joint LS-estimation & ML-detection
SBCE
Simulation results of TBCE and SBCE-ML methods show that the required processing time
and both BER and SER of LS estimator compared with other estimators is much better. In
this section by focusing on LS estimator, LS-based TBCE and LS-based SBCE-ML are
compared in a MIMO 2 × 2 (with and without Alamouti coding) and a MIMO 4×4, for
different SNRs based on BER, SER, required channel estimation processing time and relative
length of training bits.
Fig. 11 indicates the BER and SER metrics of LS-based TBCE and LS-based SBCE-ML
schemes for different SNRs. As shown, for both TBCE and SBCE-ML methods, increasing
SNR is the reason for decreasing both BER and SER. As depicted in this figure, SBCE-ML
offers a bit better performance rather than TBCE.

Fig. 11. Performance metrics (BER, SER) of LS-based TBCE and SBCE-ML schemes in
different SNRs for a MIMO 2×2.
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As shown in Fig. 12, the performance of both LS-based TBCE and SBCE-ML schemes in a
MIMO 4×4 system is improved respect to MIMO 2×2. In the other hand, a power gain or
SNR improvement will be achieved. For example in SBCE-ML, transmitting power will be
saved about 3 dB, if BER equals to 0.3. In TBCE method, for BER equals to 0.2, transmitting
power will be saved about 0.5 dB. It is worthwhile to note that the excess of transmit or/and
receive antennas in MIMO systems leads to a higher capacity.

Fig. 12. Performance metrics (BER, SER) of LS-based TBCE and SBCE-ML schemes in
different SNRs for a MIMO 4×4.
The BER and SER of both LS-based TBCE and SBCE-ML schemes versus SNR in the case of
MIMO 2×2 with Alamouti coding, are shown in Fig. 13. As shown in this figure, when SNR
equals to 0.25 dB, BER is 0.0130 for SBCE-ML and 0.0386 for TBCE. It means 3 times better
performance in lowest SNRs for SBCE-ML method rather than TBCE one. At higher SNRs,
the performance of LS estimator in both channel estimation schemes is analogous.
By considering the required processing time of LS-based TBCE and SBCE-ML schemes
rlated to prefect estimator, Fig. 14 shows that SBCE-ML method needs 25 percent more
processing time to estimate the channel than TBCE method. It is due to joint LS estimation
and ML detection of SBCE method.
Fig. 15, 16 show the required training sequences in each frame of data for TBCE and SBCEML schemes, respectively. As depicted in Fig. 15, in TBCE method, transmitter sends 8
training bits before 400 information bits in each burst for a MIMO 2×2 system and 32 bits for
a MIMO 4×4 system. Figure 16, illustrates the required number of training and information
bits in SBCE-ML method for both MIMO 2×2 and MIMO 4×4. Considering the same training
bits, 400 information bits in the case of TBCE method are changed to 40000 bits in SBCE-ML.
As mentioned before, TBCE method needs more bits to estimate the channel because
training sequences should be transmitted periodically. On the other word, SBCE-ML

Fig. 13. Performance metrics (BER, SER) of LS-based TBCE and SBCE-ML schemes in
different SNRs for an Alamouti coded MIMO 2×2.
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Fig. 14. Relative processing time of LS-based TBCE and SBCE-ML schemes in a MIMO 2×2.

Fig. 15. The burst of LS-based TBCE. A) MIMO 2×2, B) MIMO 4×4.

Fig. 16. The burst of LS-based SBCE-ML. A) MIMO 2×2, B) MIMO 4×4.
method needs to transmit just one training sequence. Therefore, redundancies of TBCE
method are 2% and 8% for MIMO 2×2 and MIMO 4×4 systems, respectively. In the case of
SBCE-ML method, redundancies are 0.02% and 0.08%, respectively. It means 100 times
lower training bits for SBCE-ML respect to TBCE.

7. Conclusion
MIMO systems play a vital role in fourth generation wireless systems to provide advanced
data rate. In order to attain the advantages of MIMO systems, it is necessary that the receiver
and/or transmitter have access CSI. The time-varying nature of the channel typically requires
the use of frequent channel retraining, which in turn increases the data overhead due to
training signals, thus reducing the system’s overall spectral efficiency. Hence, effective channel
estimation algorithms are needed to guarantee the performance of communication.
In this chapter, training based as well as semi-blind channel estimation schemes in Rayleigh
flat fading MIMO systems are investigated. After introducing LS, LMMSE, ML and MAP
estimators, they are simulated in a Rayleigh flat fading MIMO channel considering AWGN.
Simulation results show that LS estimator is the best choice in both TBCE and SBCE-ML
schemes. This selection is due to faster processing and lower BER as well as SER of LS
estimator with respect to other estimators. In addition, it is illustrated that when the number
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of transmitter or/and receiver antennas increases, the performance of both TBCE and SBCEML schemes significantly improves. Moreover, Alamouti coding has more effect on the
performance of SBCE-ML rather than TBCE.
Comparing LS-based TBCE and LS-based SBCE-ML methods based on BER, SER, required
training bits, and processing time, simulation results introduce most appropriate channel
estimation method that uses an iterative algorithm. This new proposed method is based on
LS estimator and ML detector. According to simulation results, LS-based SBCE-ML method
compared to LS-based TBCE method in different SNRs offers lower BER and also SER, 25
percent higher processing time, and 100 times lower training bits.
Some new research works and simulations can be considered to extend the above
mentioned results and techniques as follow:
1. Cosidering the TBCE and SBCE-ML methods for Rician flat fading MIMO channels and
extending the results of (Shirvani Moghaddam & Saremi, 2010) for these channels;
2. Applying the new versions of LS algorithm, Scaled LS (SLS) and Shifted SLS (SSLS)
proposed in (Nooralizadeh & Shirvani Moghaddam, 2010), for SBCE-ML scheme;
3. Considering the effect of type of training sequence, orthogonal as well as optimum
(Nooralizadeh et al., 2009), in channel estimation peformance;
4. Finding the channel estimation results based on MSE (or Normalized MSE) criteria;
5. Extending the results of (Nooralizadeh & Shirvani Moghaddam, 2011) and comparing
TBCE and SBCE-ML schemes in frequency selective fading MIMO channels;
6. Extending the analytical and simulation results of (Wo et al., 2006) considering the BER
and SER performance metrics instead of MSE one.
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1. Introduction
In systems which employ spatial filtering, Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems,
switched beam systems or adaptive antennas, distribution of the multipath components is
important in determining the performance of the channel [Liberty & Rappaport, 1999],
[Allen & Ghavami, 2005]. In this regard, intensive research efforts have been invested.
Different measurement campaigns [Ranvier et al., 2007], [Chizhik et al., 2003], [Howard et
al., 2002] and site specific propagation prediction methods [Seidel & Rappaport, 1994],
[Anderson & Rappaport, 2004], [Gesbert et al., 2002] have been realized to characterize the
wireless channel. However, to simulate these systems without using measured data or site
specific propagation prediction techniques, a model must be used to generate multipath
channel parameters. Therefore, a number of realistic spatial channel models are introduced
and the defining equations (or geometry) are described in [Liberty & Rappaport, 1999].
However, these models are only valid for particular environments with specific
assumptions. Most of these simple geometrical models such as Lee’s and GeometricallyBased Single-Bounce Circular Model (GBSBC) models are only applicable to outdoor
environments. In some of these models for instance, it is assumed that the transmitter (Tx)
and receiver (Rx) heights are the same which is a reasonable assumption only for some
outdoor applications where the Tx and Rx distance is quite large. Moreover, in these simple
models scatterers’ distribution is restricted into limited areas and the impact of channel
(including scatterers) on changing the polarization of the electric field and also antenna
pattern effect are not taken into account.
Therefore, there is a need for a general and more accurate model that is valid for both
outdoor and indoor environments with different scatterers’ distributions. Also a model that
includes effects of changing the electric field polarization and antenna characteristics on the
channel is required to make realistic conclusions about different environments.
Although ray-tracing may seem as another alternative that is more accurate in terms of
scattering environment and antenna characteristics, it is site specific, i.e. it needs exact
information about the study area and it is computationally intensive, needing very long
runtime. If general conclusions about system configuration based on statistics of the channel
are required, ray-tracing may not be a right choice as it demands to change the channel
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parameters several times and evaluate and compare the results for many runs. This can be
very time consuming if the runtime is too long.
In this chapter a method is introduced that can be used for channel estimation in both
indoor and outdoor envrionments. The method is called Single Interaction ScaTEring
Reflecting (SISTER) model [Emami, 2010]. This model is based on the method proposed in
[Svantesson, 2001]. In that work, a spatio-temporal channel model for MIMO systems is
proposed which is based on electromagnetic scattering and wave propagation. By studying
the scattering properties of objects of simple shapes, such as spheres and cylinders, a simple
function that captures the most important scattering properties is derived. A compact
formulation is obtained by using a dyad notation and concepts from rough surface
scattering. That model exploits the concept of positioning scattering objects and calculating
the received signal including polarization properties of the channel and the antennas and 3D wave propagation. However, it only accounts for uniformly distributed scatterers in the
surrounding environment and does not include different distributions for the scatterers,
reflection from the ground and antenna array factor in channel complex impulse response
calculations. Moreover, it is not suitable for indoor applications since it does not take into
account the reflections from the walls.
The SISTER model was developed to overcome the shortcomings of previous models
mentioned above. To keep it simple, spherical shape is chosen for scatterers in order to obtain
analytical expressions for scattered fields and only single interaction from each scatterer (or
reflector) is considered and the interactions between scatterers (or reflectors) are neglected.
Single bounce interaction has been used in some MIMO channel models such as GBSBC and
Geometrical Based Single Bounce Macrocell (GBSBM) channel models [Seidel & Rappaport,
1994] and ray-tracing models [Liberty & Rappaport, 1996]. While in reality multiple
interactions do exists, the level of interaction strongly depends on type propagation
environment. According to [Almers et al., 2007] for picocells, propagation within a single large
room is mainly determined by Line-of-Sight (LOS) propagation and single bounce reflections.
However if the Tx and Rx are in different rooms, then the radio waves either propagate
through the walls or they will be diffracted into the room with the Rx. The multiple-bounce
can be accounted using virtual single-bounce scatterers whose position and path-loss are
chosen such that they mimic multiple bounce contribution. With this approach SISTER model
can be utilized for environments with significant multiple bounce propagation.
The SISTER model not only is general in terms of different fading channels and antenna
configuration but also is simple and can run in a reasonable computation time. In SISTER
model, scatterers are located in an enclosed area containing Tx and Rx which can have
optional distance and heights. Any numbers and distributions including uniform and
cluster forms can be defined for scatterers. To increase the accuracy of the model, in addition
to scattering, reflections (from the ground for outdoors and from the walls for indoors) are
also included in it.

2. Summarized description of the SISTER model
In SISTER model different locations, configurations, radiation patterns and polarizations can
be defined for Tx and Rx antennas. Scatterers’ distribution, material and size can also be
defined. Simple shape of sphere is chosen for scatterers in order to obtain analytical
expressions for scattered fields.
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This model can be used for both indoor and outdoor applications and there is no limitation
on Tx and Rx heights, separation (as long as they are in each others far field) and element
spacing. In addition, both Line-of-Sight (LOS) and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) cases are
modeled.
Without losing the generality, it is assumed that the Mobile Station (MS) is the transmitter
and the Base Station (BS) is the receiver. Therefore, the electric waves are generated at the
MS and then propagate towards the scatterers (or reflectors) and finally scatter (or reflect)
towards the BS. In order to use far field expressions for antennas, scatterers are located in
the far field of both Tx and Rx. From antenna theory, if the distance between the antenna
2
and the object is r ≥ 2D where D is the largest dimension of the corresponding antenna and
λ

λ is the wavelength, object is located in the far_field.
As mentioned earlier, to keep this model simple, only single interaction from each scatterer
(or reflector) is considered and the interactions between scatterers (or reflectors) are
neglected (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Single interaction for each scatterer is considered; rsb and rms are Rx and Tx distances
to the scatterer, respectively.

3. Analytical calculations
In this section, different required calculations will be explained first. Then it will be shown
how these calculations are used to compute the channel complex impulse response matrix
(H-matrix) and the channel capacity. By considering an NT×NR -MIMO system, where NT is
the number of transmitters and NR is the number of receivers, H-matrix will consist of
NT×NR entries each of which corresponds to a different channel:
⎡ h 11 h 12
⎢
h 11
⎢h
H= ⎢ 21
⎢ h 11 h 11
⎢h
⎣ 11 h 11

h 11 h 11 ⎤
⎥
h 11 h 11 ⎥
⎥
h 11 h 11 ⎥
h 11 h 11 ⎥⎦

(1)
N T ×N R

where hij is the channel impulse response between ith Tx and jth Rx antennas.
Here, two cases of space and angle diversity are considered for the analysis. For space
diversity, multiple antennas and for angle diversity, multiple simultaneous beams are
assumed at both Tx and Rx.
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To calculate each entry of the channel complex impulse response matrix, hij, first radiated
electric field from the first Tx antenna (or beam) which is received by the first scatterer
should be calculated. After that, scattered field from the scatterers which is received by the
first Rx antenna (or beam) should be calculated. This procedure should be repeated for all
scatterers, antennas and beams. The scattered fields then should be summed over all the
scatterers at the receiver. Reflected field also should be calculated and added to the resultant
field. In the LOS case, electric field for direct path between Tx and Rx should also be
included in the summation.
3.1 Transmitter and receiver antenna pattern calculation
To calculate channel complex impulse response, electric field of the antenna elements used
at both ends and array factor in case of using the arrays are needed. In order to take mutual
coupling into account for the array case, array radiation pattern should be found by full
wave analysis using one of antenna design software tools. However, for the sake of
simplicity mutual coupling is not considered here. The SISTER model can be applied to
different antenna patterns but for convenience, the antenna pattern which is presented here
is for a half-wavelength dipole antenna.
Electric field of a z-directed half-wavelength dipole antenna is as follows [Balanis, 1997],
[Allen & Ghavami, 2005]:

Eθ = jη

⎡
⎛π
⎞⎤
− jkr ⎢ cos ⎜ cosθ ⎟ ⎥
2
⎝
⎠⎥
⎢
2πr ⎢
sinθ
⎥
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

I 0e

(2)

G
where Eθ, η , I0, θ and r are electric field in aθ direction, intrinsic impedance of free space,
current amplitude, elevation angle and radial distance of observation point. Assuming that
the array axis is in z direction, array factor formula can be obtained by [Balanis, 1997], [Allen
& Ghavami, 2005]:

j(n − 1)Ψ
⎧⎪AF = N
∑e
=
n
1
⎨
⎪⎩Ψ = kdcosθ + β

(3)

where N, Ψ, k, d, θ and β are the number of array elements, progressive phase, wave
number, elements’ spacing, elevation angle of observation point and progressive phase lead
current excitation, respectively.
For an array, different scan angles can be used for different MIMO elements. Recalled from
antenna theory, scan angle of θ0 can be achieved by choosing β as follows [Balanis, 1997],
[Allen & Ghavami, 2005]:

β = −kdcosθ0
3.2 Scattered field calculation
Consider a sphere of radius a located at the origin as it is shown in Fig. 2.

(4)
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Fig. 2. A sphere of radius a located at the origin as a scatterer.
Assuming a uniform plane wave polarized in the x direction traveling along the z-axis is
incident upon this sphere, the incident electric field is given by:
⎧E = E e − jkr aG
⎪ i
x
0
⎨
⎪⎩k = ω με

(5)

where E0 is the incident field amplitude, ω is angular velocity, k , μ and ε are the wave
number, electric permeability and permittivity of surrounding medium, respectively. Then
the far-field expressions for scattered field from the spherical scatterer at a point (r, θ i , ϕi )
can be written as:
− jkr
G
G
e
s aG )
Es = E0
(Es aθ + Eϕ
ϕ
θ
r

where E

(6)

s
s
and E ϕ are as follows [Svantesson, 2001]:
θ
∞
⎧ G s j cos ϕi
× ∑ jn
⎪E θ =
k
⎪
n =1
⎨
G
∞ n
j
sin
ϕ
⎪ s
i
⎪E ϕ = k × ∑ j
n =1
⎩

2n + 1
[a n u 1 (θi ) − b n u 2 (θi )]
n ( n + 1)
2n + 1
[a n u 2 (θi ) − b n u 1 (θi )]
n ( n + 1)

(7)

where u 1 (θ i ) and u 2 (θi ) are:
⎧u (θ ) = sinθ P 1'(cosθ )
i n
i
⎪⎪ 1 i
1
⎨
P (cosθi )
⎪u 2 (θi ) = n
⎪⎩
sinθi

(8)

where, Pnm is the “Associated Legendre Function” [Balanis, 1989] and assuming that the
permeability of the sphere is the same as surrounding environment, a n and b n can be
written as:
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⎧
− k 2 jn (s)[s1 jn (s1 )]' + k 12 jn (s1 )[sjn (s)]'
⎪a =
(2 )
(2 )
⎪ n
k 2 h n ( s)[s1 j n (s1 )]' − k 12 j n ( s1 )[sh n ( s)]'
⎪
⎨
⎪
− j n (s )[s1 jn (s1 )]' + jn (s1 )[sjn (s)]'
⎪b n =
(2)
(2)
⎪
h n (s)[s1 j n (s1 )]' − j n (s1 )[sh n (s)]'
⎩

(9)

where jn ( x ) is the “Spherical Bessel Function” of order n, h(2)n (x) is the “Spherical Hankel
Function” of the second kind of order n [Balanis, 1989] and a n , b n are coefficient dependent
on the electrical size of the spherical scatterer and s and s1 are defined by:
⎧s1 = k 1a
⎨
⎩s = k a

(10)

where k 1 , k and a are the wave number for the spherical scatterer, free space wave
number and scatterer radius, respectively.
The infinite summation is approximated by taking only a limited number of terms (nc). A
rule of thumb of how many terms that should be evaluated is [Svantesson, 2001]:
n c = s + 4.05s 1 / 3 + 2

(11)

Finally in order to have large amount of scattering, electrical conductivity should be chosen
high enough. Therefore, the dielectric properties of the conducting scatterers are assumed as
follows:
⎧ε s = ε 0 (1 − j100 )
⎨
⎩μ = μ 0

(12)

where ε 0 and μ0 are surrounding medium’s (air) electrical permittivity and magnetic
permeability, respectively.
3.3 Reflected field calculation
To simulate the indoor scenario, transmitter, receiver and the scatterers are located in a
simple cubic room, the dimensions of which can be changed. For each single antenna at Tx
and Rx in a simple cubic room, six reflecting points exist. For example for a 4×4 MIMO. for
the sixteen existing channels, 96 reflection points exist. For each transmitter and receiver set,
reflecting points from different walls are found in terms of the dimensions of the wall and
the position of Tx and Rx.
To visualize the geometry easier, two reflecting points A1 and A5 corresponding to walls1
and 5 and their planes of incidence are shown in Fig. 3.
As it is shown in Fig. 4, two triangles of ABC and AB’C’ are similar and hence reflecting
point, A, can be obtained as follows:

BC
⎧ AB
⎪ ' = ' ' = Known
BC
⎨ AB
⎪
'
⎩BA + AB = BB' = Known

⇒

AB and AB' can be obtained

(13)
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Fig. 3. 3-D geometry of two reflecting points.
where BB’ is the distance between projection points of Rx and Tx on the wall and BC and
B’C’ are the distances between Rx and Tx and the wall, respectively.

Fig. 4. 2-D Geometry of reflecting points in the plane of incidence.
As an example, A5, reflecting point of wall5 can be found from two equations given below:
z RX − z wall 5
B 5C 5
⎧ A 5B 5
⎪⎪ A B' = B' C' = z
5 5
TX − z wall 5
⎨ 5 5
⎪
2
2
⎪⎩B 5 A 5 + A 5 B' 5 = B 5 B' 5 = ( x RX − x TX ) + ( y RX − y TX )

(14)

Other reflecting points can also be found in a similar way.
After finding all the reflecting points, the electric fields originated at Tx side and reflected from
theses points and terminated at Rx side can be calculated. These fields must be added to those
obtained from all scatterers and the direct path between Tx and Rx to get the total electric field.
Since the reflection coefficient is different for transverse or perpendicular (ΓTE) and parallel
(ΓTM) polarization of electric field relative to the plane of incidence, received electric field on
the boundary should be decomposed into Transverse Electric (TE) and Transverse Magnetic
(TM) polarizations. Plane of incidence is the plane containing both a normal to the boundary
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and the incident wave’s propagation direction [Wentworth, 2005]. This plane is shown in
Fig. 4.
To decompose electric field components for wall5, for instance, Ex and Ey, each are split into
TE
TM
TE
two polarizations of E TM
x , E x and E y , E y , respectively (Fig. 5):
⎧E TM = E cos(ψ )Γ
⎪ x
x
TM
⎨
TE
⎪⎩E x = E x sin(ψ )ΓTE

(15)

⎧E TM = E sin(ψ )Γ
y
TM
⎪ y
⎨
TE
⎪E y = E y cos(ψ )ΓTE
⎩

(16)

y cross
and ΓTE and ΓTM are reflection coefficients of TE and TM
x cross
polarizations, respectively and are shown in Fig. 5.

where ψ = arctan

Fig. 5. 3-D view of electric field decomposition to TM and TE polarizations at the reflecting
point.
Since Ez itself is the parallel component (TM), it does not need to be decomposed and hence
to find its corresponding reflected field, it should be simply multiplied by ΓTM.
After finding TM and TE components of reflected waves, they should be converted to
previous global coordinates for further process:

⎧E ' = E TM cos(ψ ) + E TE sin(ψ )
x
x
⎪ x
⎨ '
TE
TM
⎪⎩E y = E y sin(ψ ) + E y cos(ψ )

(17)
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where E 'x and E 'y are the x and y components of the reflected electric field from wall5.
The same procedure is applicable for other walls. To find ΓTM and ΓTE, angles of incidence
and transmission are required [Wentworth, 2005]:
η 2 cos(θ i ) − η 1 cos(θ t )
⎧
⎪ΓTE = η cos(θ ) + η cos(θ )
⎪
2
i
1
t
⎨
cos(
)
cos(
η
θ
−
η
θ
t
1
i)
⎪Γ
= 2
⎪⎩ TM η 2 cos(θ t ) + η 1 cos(θ i )

(18)

where (η1, η2), (θi, θt) are the intrinsic impedances of free space and wall material and angles
of incidence and transmission, respectively. Referring to Fig. 5, one can easily calculate
angles of incidence and transmission for wall5 as follows:
h Rx
π
⎧
⎪θ i = 2 − arctan B A
⎪
5 5
⎨
k
sin(
θi )
⎪θ = arcsin 1
t
⎪⎩
k2

(19)

where (θi, θt), hRx, (k1, k2) are angles of incidence and transmission, Rx height and wave
number of air and wall material, respectively.
3.4 Channel capacity calculation
Assuming that the channel is unknown to the transmitter and the total transmitted power is
equally allocated to all NT antennas, the capacity of the system is given by [Foschini & Gans,
1998]:
⎛
⎡
⎤ ⎞
SNR
HH*
×
] )⎟
C=log 2 ⎜ (det[ ⎢IN T +
* ⎥ ⎟
⎜
N T norm(HH ) ⎥⎦ ⎠
⎢⎣
⎝

bps/Hz

(20)

where IN T is the identity matrix, SNR is the average signal to noise ratio within the receiver

aperture, NT is the number of transmitter antennas, H is the NT×NR channel matrix and H*
is the conjugate transpose of H. To calculate H-matrix baseband channel complex impulse
response should be computed for scatterers, reflectors and direct path corresponding to each
channel.
1. Scatterers
G
G
Ns − jk( rmsq + rsqb )
G
G
G
G
e
h scatterers = ∑
[Eθ ( rbs ) ⋅ Aeffθ + Eϕ ( rbs ) ⋅ Aeffϕ ]
(21)
G
G
rmsq × rsqb
q =1
G
G
G
G
where N s , rmsq , rsqb , (E θ , E ϕ ), ( A effθ , A effϕ ) are the number of scatterers, distance vector
from Tx (MS) to qth scatterer, distance vector from Rx (BS) to qth scatterer, effective radiation
G
G
pattern at Rx in aθ and aφ directions (radiation patterns of Tx and Rx are included in
G
effective radiation pattern), and effective lengths of the half-wavelength dipole in aθ and
G
aφ directions, respectively.

(

)
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Assuming that the half-wavelength dipole antenna is connected to a matched load and
current distribution is sinusoidal, two components of effective complex length of dipole can
be obtained from [Collin, 1985]:
λ
⎧G
⎪ Aeffθ = π
⎪
⎨G
⎪ Aeff = λ
ϕ
⎪
π
⎩

Eθ
E0

(22)

Eϕ
E0

where E θ and Eφ are the electric fields radiated by the half-wavelength dipole while it is
in transmitting mode.
2. Reflectors
G
G
Nr − jk( rmrq + rrqb )
G
G
G
G
e
h reflectors = ∑
[ Eθ ( rbr ) ⋅ Aeffθ + Eϕ ( rbr ) ⋅ Aeffϕ ]
(23)
G
G
rmrq × rrqb
q =1
G
G
G
G
where N r , rmrq , rrqb , (E θ , E ϕ ), ( A effθ , A effϕ ) are the number of reflectors, distance vector
from Tx to qth reflector (wall), distance vector from Rx to qth reflector, effective radiation
G
G
pattern at Rx in aθ and a φ directions, and effective lengths of the half-wavelength dipole in
G
G
aθ and aφ directions, respectively.
3. Direct Path
To obtain direct field between Tx and Rx, the following equation is used:

)

(

hdirect
=

e

G
-jk rmb

G
G
G
G
G [E θ (rbm ) ⋅ Aeffθ + E j (rbm ) ⋅ Aeffϕ ]
rmb

(24)

G G
G
where rmb ,(E θ ,Eφ ),( Aeffθ , Aeffφ ) are the distance vector from Tx to Rx, effective radiation pattern
G
G
G
at Rx in aθ and aφ directions and the effective lengths of the half-wavelength dipole in aθ
G
and a φ directions, respectively.

3.5 Coordinate transformations
To find the total electric field at Rx which is the last destination of the traveled wave, many
coordinate transformations should be performed. Since, it is much easier to transform
rectangular coordinates of local and global systems rather than spherical ones, before each
transformation step, electric field in rectangular coordinate should be found.
Equation (25) is used frequently while developing the mathematical model. It is a general
formula to rotate a coordinate system and convert it to the other one by knowing the angles
between their axes.
⎡ uˆ 1 ⎤
⎡ aˆ 1 ⋅ uˆ 1
⎢ˆ ⎥
⎢ˆ ˆ
⎢ u2 ⎥ = ⎢ a1 ⋅ u2
⎢⎣ uˆ 3 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ aˆ 1 ⋅ uˆ 3
N


New _ System

aˆ 2 ⋅ uˆ 1
aˆ 2 ⋅ uˆ 2
aˆ 2 ⋅ uˆ 3
Rotation _ Matrix

aˆ 3 ⋅ uˆ 1 ⎤
⎥
aˆ 3 ⋅ uˆ 2 ⎥
aˆ 3 ⋅ uˆ 3 ⎥⎦

⎡ aˆ 1 ⎤
⎢ˆ ⎥
⎢ a2 ⎥
⎢⎣ aˆ 3 ⎥⎦
N

Old _ System

(25)
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The given solution in (7) is for an x oriented field propagation along the z-axis. However,
these conditions will rarely be met since the same coordinate system is used for all
scatterers. By employing a local coordinate system for each object, the mentioned solution
can be applied.
Different local and global coordinates are shown in Fig. 6 and defined as follows:
• Gmain (xGmain, yGmain, zGmain) is the global coordinate.
• G1 (xG1, yG1, zG1) is a parallel coordinate system with Gmain and its origin is on the
center of Tx.
• L1 (xL1, yL1, zL1) is the local coordinate for Tx antenna and its origin is the same as that
of G1 and also for this coordinate system zL1 is chosen along the direction of Tx dipole
and xL1 is defined on the plane of xG1 and yG1.
• L2 (xL2, yL2, zL2) is the local coordinate for scatterers and its origin is on the scatterer
center and for this coordinate system zL2 is chosen along the direction of rL1 and xL2 is
chosen along the direction of θ̂L1 . rL1, θL1, φL1 are spherical coordinate components of

•

each scatterer in respect to L1 coordinate. It is worth mentioning that for each scatterer
an L2 coordinate is defined.
L3 (xL3, yL3, zL3) is the local coordinate for Rx antenna the origin of which is on the
center of Rx and also for this coordinate system zL3 is chosen along the direction of Rx
dipole and xL3 is defined on a plane parallel to the plane of xGmain and yGmain.

Fig. 6. Global and local coordinates and dipole antennas at both ends.
The local coordinates L1 and L3 are defined to provide the possibility of using different
polarizations for Tx and Rx antennas, respectively.
Now to fulfill the condition required for using the scattering formulas, L1 coordinate system
should be converted to L2 coordinate system which is the local coordinate system of each
scatterer. If the scatterer is located at (rL1, θL1, φL1) in respect to L1 coordinate system, to
convert L1 into L2 coordinates system, one can use:

⎡⎣ xˆ yˆ zˆ ⎤⎦ L 2 = ⎡⎣ xˆ yˆ zˆ ⎤⎦ L1

⎡ cos θ L1 cos ϕ L1 − sin ϕ L1 sin θ L1 cos ϕ L1 ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢ cosθ L1 sin ϕ L1 cos ϕ L1 sin θ L1 sin ϕ L1 ⎥
⎢⎣ − sin θ L1
0
cos θ L1 ⎥⎦

(26)
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where θL1 and φL1 are scatterer’s coordinates referring to L1.
If the Tx antenna type is something other than dipole or generally, is an antenna with

electric field in both θ̂ and φ directions then the relation between the L1 and L2 coordinate
systems is more complicated and the corresponding rotation matrix is as follows:

[x̂

1
ŷ ẑ ]L 2 = [x̂ ŷ ẑ ]L 1 ×
×
A

⎡Eθ cos θL1 cos ϕL 1 − Eϕ sin ϕL 1 − Eϕ cos θL 1 cos ϕL1 − Eθ sin ϕL 1 A sin θL 1 cos ϕL1 ⎤ (27)
⎢
⎥
⎢E θ cos θL 1 sin ϕL1 + E ϕ cos ϕL 1 − E ϕ cos θL 1 sin ϕL 1 + Eθ cos ϕL1 A sin θL 1 sin ϕL 1 ⎥
⎢
⎥
− E θ sin θL 1
+ E ϕ sin θL1
A cos θL 1
⎣
⎦

where Eθ, Eφ are the electric field components at each scatterer center referred to L1 and θL1
and φL1 are scatterer’s coordinates and A= Eθ2 +Eφ2 . Equation (27) is simplified to rotation
matrix in (26) if Tx antennas has electric field only in θ direction.
Finally, after all conversions of coordinate systems, the vectors which are necessary to find
channel complex impulse response such as electric fields and effective lengths should be
converted to the main global coordinate which is specified as Gmain in Fig. 6.
4. Verifying the SISTER model
To verify the obtained results from developed model, “Wireless Insite” software by Remcom
Inc. [Remcom Inc., 2004] is used. This software is a three-dimensional ray tracing tool for
both indoor and outdoor applications which models the effects of surrounding objects on
the propagation of electromagnetic waves between Tx and Rx.
In order to accomplish this verification, different steps have been taken. First, only a direct
path between Tx and Rx is considered for a Single Input Single Output (SISO) system and
received power is verified by both Friis equation and ray tracing tool.
It is assumed that a half wavelength dipole antenna (Gain=2.16dBi) is used at both ends, TxRx distance is 2.7m, both Tx and Rx heights are 1.5m and transmitted power is 0dBm
(1mW). For the mentioned system configuration, numerical results obtained from both
proposed mathematical model and ray tracing are summarized in Table 1.
Preceived

|Ez| (V/m)

Phase Ez (degree)

SISTER Model

-44.362 dBm
(3.663×10-8 W)

0.117

76.917

Ray Tracing

-44.350 dBm
(3.673×10-8 W)

0.117

73.496

Friis Equation

-44.337dBm
(3.684×10-8 W)

-------

-------

Table 1. Numerical results for a SISO system.
As it can be seen the result obtained from the SISTER model matches well with a fractional
error less than 0.006 with both ray tracing tool and also Friis transmission equation given in
(28) [Balanis, 1997]:
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Pr
λ 2
=(
) Gr G t
Pt
4 πR

(28)

where Pr, Pt, λ, R, Gr and Gt are received power, transmitted power, wavelength, Tx-Rx
distance and Rx and Tx antenna gains, respectively.
In the next step (Fig. 7) one wall is added to the previous system configuration and the
reflected ray is evaluated as well. For this case, summarized results can be found in Table 2
which again shows an acceptable match with those of the ray tracing. The same procedure
to validate the reflected field has been done for all six walls and all have shown good match.

Fig. 7. Ray tracing visualization of a SISO system in an indoor environment considering
reflection from one wall.
Preceived

|Ez| (V/m)

Phase Ez (degree)

SISTER Model

-48.442 dBm
(1.432×10-8 W)

0.073

-115.719

Ray Tracing

-48.461 dBm
(1.425×10-8 W)

0.073

-121.210

Table 2. Numerical results for a SISO system configuration shown in Fig. 7
Channel capacity for the MIMO system configuration illustrated in Fig. 8 is compared for
both proposed model and ray tracing tool. Fig. 9 shows the results for three cases; direct
path only, reflected paths only, total paths.

Fig. 8. Ray tracing visualization of a 4×4-MIMO system in an indoor environment
considering six walls.
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As the final step to verify the results, the capacity of MIMO systems with different NT×NR
antenna numbers are evaluated in an outdoor environment for NLOS case and the results
are compared with Rayleigh model for similar antenna numbers. Fig. 10 shows the
capacities obtained from simulated Rayleigh channel by MATLAB and SISTER model
applied to an outdoor NLOS environment with 30 scatterers for different numbers of
antennas.
As these results show good agreement with both ray tracing tool and Rayleigh model is
achieved.

Fig. 9. Comparing MIMO channel capacity obtained from SISTER model and ray tracing tool
for different rays.
Outdoor Channel Capacity for Different MIMO Element Numbers (NLOS)

Capacity (bps/Hz)

14
13

SISTER 4*2
SISTER 2*4
SISTER 2*2
SISTER 1*1
Rayleigh 2*2
Rayleigh 2*4

10
8
6
4
2
0

0

5

10

15

SNR (dB)

20

25

30

Fig. 10. Comparing channel capacity obtained from SISTER model and Rayleigh model.
The MIMO configuration is the same as Fig.8 and the room dimensions are 5×4×3 m3 and a
wall exists to block the LOS path.

5. Results of applying SISTER model for different scenaris
Although the SISTER model is sufficiently general to be applied to any distributions and
locations for the scatterers, here we concentrate only on picocell environments.
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Moreover, “Angle Diversity” which is a new promising solution and has recently attracted
considerable attention in MIMO system designs [Allen et al., 2004] is also evaluated model
and compared with well-known “Space Diversity” method by applying the SISTER. In this
method, instead of multiple antennas used in space diversity case, multiple simultaneous
beams are assumed at both sides. The main advantage of this technique comparing is that it
allocates high capacity not to all the points in space, but the desired ones. This results in
minimum undesired interference. The main difficulty in such systems, however, is the beam
cusps (beam overlaps) [Allen & Beach, 2004] and finding the optimal angles where the
different beams should be directed towards. We have investigated the use of antenna array
in angle diversity case to implement the narrow beams needed in this method. We also have
addressed some problems with beam cusps which introduce correlations in MIMO
channels, and suggested some solutions to overcome this problem.
Here, various results are presented which are ultimately useful to set the system design
parameters and to evaluate and compare the performance of MIMO systems using space or
angle diversity for both outdoor and indoor environments. Due to space limitations only some
of the results are presented here and more results can be found in [E.Forooshani, 2006].
5.1 SISTER results for outdoor environments
Outdoor system specifications considered are summarized in Table 3. Tx refers to
transmitter and Rx refers to receiver antennas. Without loosing the generality, it is assumed
that mobile set (MS) is the transmitter and the base station (BS) is the receiver side. All
simulations are done based on working frequency of 2.4GHz. For results shown in Figs 1115, a 4×4 MIMO system is considered.
Two common scatterer distributions for outdoor environments are uniform distribution
around each end and cluster distribution, as shown in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b), respectively.

Outdoor
System

Tx (MS)
height

Rx (BS) height

Relative height of Tx and
Rx

Distance between
Tx and Rx

24λ (3m)

40λ (5m)

16λ (2m)

102λ (13m)

Table 3. Outdoor system specifications.

Fig. 11. Outdoor system configuration for: (a) NLOS scenario with uniformly distributed
scatterers around both ends, (b) LOS scenario with cluster form scatterers in a cubic volume
(200λ×150λ×50λ or 25×18.75×6.25, m3).
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5.1.1 Impact of ground material
For outdoor environment, impact of two types of ground material, high and low conductive
ones (Fig. 12) are investigated. Reflection from the high conductive ground contributes as
much as the direct path and its presence can suppress the effect of direct path and hence
increase the capacity comparing to the low conductive ground case. It also shows that for a
ground with conductivity more than 100 S/m, capacity is mainly controlled by the reflected
path from the ground and scatterers do not contribute much in the channel capacity.

Direct Path
+Reflection

Direct Path

Fig. 12. Channel capacity at signal to noise ratio, SNR=30dB for different ground materials
(εr=4, εr=25) considering 30 uniformly distributed scatterers, the LOS case.
5.1.2 Impact of number of scatterers
Figs. 13 and 14 show the impact of number of uniformly distributed scatterers in terms of
channel capacity versus SNR. Typical number of scatterers for this study is 30. In NLOS
case, it is assumed that there is no direct path but reflection from the ground exists (blocked
LOS or quasi-LOS). Fig. 13 shows the LOS case. In this case reflection from the high
conductive ground contributes as much as the direct path. Therefore, its presence can
suppress the effect of direct path and hence increase the capacity in compare to the low
conductive ground case.
For NLOS case, shown in Fig. 14, when the number of scatterer is not high (30 scatterers)
reflection from the high conductive ground creates the dominant path and capacity is low.
When the number of scatterers is high enough (100 scatterers), they are able to lessen the
effect of reflection from the ground and in this case capacity is higher. For low conductive
ground, on the other hand, the reflection from the ground is so weak that no dominant path
exists and hence for both cases of 30 and 100 scatterers, channel capacity is high.
5.1.3 Comparing space and angle diversities
To compare space and angle diversity methods for a 4×4-MIMO system, a scenario
consisting of four clusters of scatterers is considered. The length occupied by antenna
elements is the same for both space and angle diversity methods. It is essential to keep the
array length the same if we intend to have a fair comparison between the two methods in
terms of system size and length. Antenna array length at both ends is 1.5λ.
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For space diversity case, four antenna elements are used while in angle diversity the same
four elements are used along with a Butler matrix to create four simultaneous beams with
different scan angles. Assumptions made for space and angle diversity methods are
summarized in Table 4.

σ=∞
σ = 0.001

Fig. 13. Channel capacity for different number of scatterers distributed uniformly around
both ends in LOS case (σ=ground’s electrical conductivity, S/m).

σ = 0.001
σ =∞

Fig. 14. Channel capacity for different numbers of scatterers distributed uniformly around
both ends in NLOS case including reflection from the ground but not the direct path
(σ=ground’s electrical conductivity).
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Number of
elements at
BS

Number of
elements at
MS

BS element
spacing (d-Rx)

MS element
spacing (d-Tx)

Space Diversity

4

4

0.5λ

0.5λ

Angle Diversity

4

4

0.5λ

0.5λ

Table 4. Assumptions for space and angle diversity methods.
For space and angle diversities channel capacity is calculated based on equations (29) and
(30), respectively.
⎛
⎡
⎤ ⎞
SNR
HH*
C(SNR)=log 2 ( ⎜ det[ ⎢I N T +
×
⎥ ]) ⎟
*
⎜
N T norm(HH ) ⎥⎦ ⎟⎠
⎢⎣
⎝

(29)

⎛
⎡
⎤ ⎞
SNR
HH*
C(SNR)=log 2 ( ⎜ det[ ⎢IN T +(G Tx ×G Rx )
×
⎥ ]) ⎟
*
⎜
N T norm(HH ) ⎦⎥ ⎟⎠
⎣⎢
⎝

(30)

where C is the channel capacity, IN T is the Identity matrix, SNR is the signal to noise ratio,

NT is number of transmitter antennas (or beams) and H is the channel matrix, whose
elements are calculated using the SISTER model. For space diversity hij is the path gain
between antenna element i at BS and j at MS. For angle diversity each hij represents the path
gain between ith beam at BS and jth beam at MS.
Factor (GTx × GRx) in (30) shows the array gain of angle diversity method. When an array
consists of elements with the spacing of 0.5λ, then its gain is equal to the number of elements
if antenna losses are ignored (GTx × GRx =4×4=16). Since it is assumed that the total power is
the same for two systems, it is required to take the array gain into account while comparing
capacities of two methods in terms of SNR. Note that no mutual coupling effect is assumed
in this calculation.
Fig.15 shows four beams angels at MS and BS sides for angle diversity case.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Four multibeams which are pointed towards four clusters located in different θ
angles (a) MS (Tx) (N-array=4, beam angles=62o, 70o, 91o, 105o), (b) BS (Rx) (N-array=4, beam
angles=60o, 83o, 117o, 132o).
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Table 5 and Fig. 18 (a) show singular values of normalized H-matrix and capacity results for
both methods in LOS case, respectively. Table 6 and Fig. 16 (b) show singular values of
normalized H-matrix and capacity results for both methods in NLOS case, respectively.
As Fig. 16 show angle diversity surpass space diversity significantly, mostly due to the array
gain. Even though angle diversity often shows better channel orthogonality, improperly
chosen angles caused not to achieve the maximum available capacity for the angle diversity.
Singular Value1

Singular Value2

Singular Value3

Singular Value4

Space Div.

1.0000

0.0016

0.0004

0.0000

Angle Div.

1.0000

0.0024

0.0008

0.0000

Table 5. Singular values for 30 scatterers in 4 clusters for LOS.
Singular Value1

Singular Value2

Singular Value3

Singular Value4

Space Div.

1.0000

0.4424

0.0062

0.0003

Angle Div.

1.0000

0.4481

0.0007

0.0000

Table 6. Singular values for 30 scatterers in 4 clusters for NLOS.
For NLOS case, the rays from Tx towards clusters behind the block are stopped which cause
reduction in the number of channels. Another reason which has caused getting undesirable
results for angle diversity method in both LOS and NLOS cases is the beam cusps.
Considering above discussion, for the given scenario, angle diversity seems to be an
appropriate alternative for space diversity which can provide similar orthogonality with less
interference.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. Channel capacity for 30 scatterers in 4 clusters for (a) LOS, (b) NLOS.
5.1.4 Impact of number of clusters
The impact of the number of clusters on the channel capacity for a NLOS scenario, similar to
what was shown in Fig. 11(b) is also studied. To consider the effects of number of clusters,
clusters in this configuration are located in such a way to avoid blockage by the defined
obstacle in the middle of the study area. Fig. 17 shows that for a certain amount of SNR, as
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the number of clusters increases, at first, channel capacity increases but after a while it
remains constant. This is expected as by increasing the number of clusters multipath
components are increased and correlation between channels is decreased. However, after a
certain point the slope of capacity increase decreases because as the space is limited the
clusters are going to be closer to each other and after a while they will have overlaps. This
reduces the orthogonality of the channels. These results are also in agreement with those
cited in [Burr, 2003] based on “finite scatterer channel model” Also note that as the number
of scatters increases and the spacing between them decreases due to the increase in mutual
interactions a single interaction models such as SISTER is not accurate anymore.

Fig. 17. Channel capacity at SNR=30 dB for different numbers of clusters which contain 10
scatterers each.
5.2 SISTER results for indoor environments
5.2.1 Office area
In order to characterize the indoor channel, the outdoor model is enhanced in such a way
that it includes not only the scatterers and reflection from the ground but also reflection
from the walls for a typical office area of 5×4×3 m3. Indoor system specifications considered
in this study are summarized in Table 7.

Office

Tx
height

Rx
height

Relative
height of
Tx and
Rx

Distance
between
Tx and
Rx

Room’s
dimension

Scatterers’
radius

Scatterers’
number

10.4λ
(1.3m)

14.4λ
(1.8m)

4λ (0.5m)

32.24λ
(4.3m)

5×4×3(m3)

0.1m

30

Table 7. A typical office area specifications.
Two distributions of uniform and cluster form for scatterers are considered to study an
office area (Fig. 18).
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Fig. 18. An office area including Tx, Rx and 30 scatterers distributed (a) uniformly and (b) in
cluster form.
5.2.2 Comparing space and angle diversities
Space and angle diversities are compared for different scenarios in [E.Forooshani, 2006] but
only results for 30 uniformly distributed and cluster scatterers in indoor are presented here.
Selected antenna beams in 2×2-MIMO angle diversity were (62o, 121o) for Tx and (72o, 119o)
for Rx. In 4×4-MIMO systems beams were selected at (48o, 65o, 130o, 138o) for both sides.
Capacities of both systems are shown in Fig. 19.
The composition of singular values is also given in Table 8. The results show that for the
4×4-MIMO system for both LOS and NLOS cases, angle diversity surpasses space diversity
method in terms of channel orthogonality. Moreover, it offers array gain which leads in an
increase in the capacity shown in Fig. 19(b). Based on these results, for this system, it is more
convenient to apply angle diversity method since LOS and NLOS capacities are similar if the
beams are selected properly while this is not true for space diversity. Furthermore, applying
angle diversity helps to lessen the interference effects (compare to omnidirectional antennas,
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the power is directed to limited angles) in an indoor environment which is a real concern
nowadays.
By try and error, it was found that, particularly for LOS case, higher capacity can be
achieved by choosing angles far away from the direct path which in most cases is
approximately around horizontal plane (θ=90o).
In the 2×2-MIMO for space diversity, instead of 4 elements, there are 2 elements at each end
with the spacing of 3λ/2 and for angle diversity; there are two arrays with λ spacing
between array centers. Each array consists of 2 dipoles with λ/2 spacing.
To study angle diversity method for this 2×2-MIMO system in LOS case where 30 scatterers
are uniformly distributed, two beams are directed towards the reflecting points of ceiling
and the floor which actually are the two angles far from the direct path. For NLOS case,

Fig. 19. Capacity for (a) 2×2-MIMO and (b) 4×4-MIMO systems.
SV1

SV2

SV3

SV4

Space Div. (LOS) 4×4-MIMO

1.0000

0.0067

0.0008

0.0000

Angle Div. (LOS) 4×4-MIMO

1.0000

0.1120

0.0011

0.0005

Space Div. (NLOS) 4×4-MIMO

1.0000

0.0208

0.0087

0.0002

Angle Div. (NLOS) 4×4-MIMO

1.0000

0.2252

0.0658

0.0000

Space Div. (LOS) 2×2-MIMO

1.0000

0.0094

-------

-------

Angle Div. (LOS) 2×2-MIMO

1.0000

0.1529

-------

-------

Space Div. (NLOS) 2×2-MIMO

1.0000

0.0011

-------

-------

Angle Div. (NLOS) 2×2-MIMO

1.0000

0.1816

-------

-------

Table 8. Comparing singular values for the 2×2-MIMO and 4×4-MIMO systems (SV:
Singular Value).
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however, since no direct path exists, there is more freedom to find the desirable angles.
Therefore, different angles for the NLOS case are chosen for beams that one of them is not
that far from the horizontal plane.
In practical application, even though it would not be feasible to perform angle optimization
every time there is a change in the Tx and Rx position, there is a possibility to develop a
method for finding optimum angles. In the systems that reference signals are used even
infrequently, the initial optimization based on these signals can be done and followed by
updates by estimating the Angle of Arrival (AOA). The assumption in this work was that
receiver has no information about the channel. This means beamforming methods that need
temporal and spatial reference (training signals) is not applicable. In that case semi-blind
adaptive beamforming techniques can be utilized to find the optimum angles [Allen &
Ghavami, 2005]. Main concern in this work can be if the angle diversity with non-optimum
angles can still outperform space diversity. Therefore, angles were chosen heuristically and
no optimization was performed to find the best possible ones. The results show, for the 2×2MIMO system similar to what was obtained for the 4×4-MIMO system, angle diversity
works better for both LOS and NLOS cases. Although angle diversity for 4×4-MIMO system
shows better performance, still 2×2-MIMO system gives desirable results. If one uses
beamforming techniques more desirable results might be achieved.
Space and angle diversity methods are also compared for office area where scatterers are in
cluster form. First beam angles were chosen based on the clusters’ location and they were
(61o, 77o, 103o, 121o). It can be noted that these beams are very close to each other and have
some cusps. These cusps cause increase in the correlation among the channels and show
decrease in channel capacity, therefore they were changed in such a way that have less cusp
(43o, 73º, 108o, 136o), but they were not directed to clusters any more. This improved the
capacity. The capacity results for both sets are given in Fig. 20. In general cluster location
can give a good guide to find the beam angles and then by considering the cusps between
beams and blockage by walls a correction should be applied to improve the capacity.

Fig. 20. Channel capacity for 30 scatterers in cluster form in the 4×4-MIMO system.
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6. Conclusion
In this chapter a mathematical model to characterize wireless communication channel is
developed which falls into semi-deterministic channel models. This model is based on
electromagnetic scattering and reflecting and fundamental physics however it has been kept
simple through appropriate assumptions.
Based on the results obtained from the SISTER model, impact of different factors on the
channel capacity were studied for different scenarios which represent possible wireless
MIMO systems such as Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) systems in real outdoor and
indoor environments. Performance of space and angle diversity methods in MIMO systems
are also compared and evaluated. Some of the main achievements are as follows.
The results obtained by SISTER model confirms that higher capacities are achieved for
NLOS cases compare to LOS or quasi-LOS cases. However, in LOS or quasi-LOS cases
where there is a single dominant path which introduces correlation among the MIMO
channels, strong path’s dominancy can be lessened by another strong path obtained from
either a strong reflection or a resultant path of large number of scatterers and hence channel
capacity will be improved. A better alternative to space diversity to improve the channel
capacity (especially for LOS case) is the use of angle diversity method. This technique is a
promising solution in MIMO systems whose main advantage is to allocate high capacity not
to all the points but to the desired ones which results in minimum interference for undesired
areas. Therefore, it can be very attractive for environments where interference is the main
consideration. Probably the main advantage of angle diversity over space diversity is the
similar performance of LOS and NLOS cases, while the space diversity shows a significant
reduction in performance for the LOS case.
For angle diversity method in LOS case, high performance can be achieved by selecting
beams such that they are not close to horizontal plane where usually a direct path exists. In
fact, in LOS cases nulls of the beams should be directed towards the direct path between Tx
and Rx to create decorrelated channels.
Even though angle diversity often shows better channel orthogonality, improperly chosen
angles lessen the probability of obtaining the maximum achievable capacity. Therefore,
choosing the right angles is very important. Improper selection can degrade the
performance of a 4×4-MIMO system to that one of a 2×2-MIMO system. In general locations
of clusters of scatterers can give a good guide to find the beam angles. However, after the
initial selection correction has to be done to avoid beam cusps and blockage by walls. This is
because the beam cusps can degrade the capacity due to increase correlation between
channels. Based on this study, only in some scenarios, angle diversity shows better
performance in LOS cases compare to NLOS as some scatterers which can be those with
high contributions on channel orthogonality are blocked. Consequently, for most scenarios,
angle diversity seems to be an appropriate alternative for space diversity which can provide
similar orthogonality with less interference. Even if in some cases it shows less
orthogonality still better performance than space diversity can be achieved because of
higher SNR due to the array gain.
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1. Introduction
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (or the so-called MIMO) system, which employs multiple
antennas at both ends of the receiver and transmitter terminals, has been the subject
of intensive research efforts in the past decade with potential application in high speed
wireless communications network. This is chieﬂy motivated by the beneﬁts of 1) the spatial
multiplexing gain, which makes use of the degrees of freedom in communication system by
transmitting independent symbol streams in parallel through spatial channels, to improve
bandwidth efﬁciency; 2) diversity gain, which can be achieved by averaging performance over
multiple path gains to combat fading, to improve channel capacity and/or bit-error rate (BER).
Information theoretical analysis reveals that MIMO systems indeed offer high spectral
efﬁciency (Foschini, 1996; Goldsmith et al., 2003; Telatar, 1999). It has been shown in (Tse
and Viswanath, 2005) that the capacity of an Nr × Nt MIMO system with Nt transmit and Nr
receive antennas over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels scales with the minimum of the number
Nt of transmit antennas and the number Nr of receive antennas at the high SNR regime. With
ideal capacity achieving Gaussian codes, capacity is attained by minimum mean squared error
successive interference cancellation (MMSE-SIC) at the receiver (Tse and Viswanath, 2005) if
the number of receive antennas is equal to or larger than the number of transmit antennas.
The receive diversity achieved by endorsing multiple receive antennas have been utilized
in practical communication systems. Recently, Space-Time codes have also been developed
to obtain transmit antenna diversity gain (Alamouti, 1998; Caire and Shamai, 1999; Ma and
Giannakis, 2003; Tarokh et al., 1999; Xin et al., 2003). Performance gains induced by different
schemes of MIMO systems were comprehensively compared in (Catreux et al., 2003).
It is well-known that there is a tradeoff between multiplexing gain and diversity gain.
The diversity gain is usually measured by the slope of the BER curve. Over i.i.d. Rayleigh
distributed channels, the diversity order of Nr × Nt systems with linear equalization is given
by Nr − Nt + 1 at high SNR at full multiplexing (Winters et al., 1994). This implies that given a
ﬁxed number Nt of transmit antennas, increasing the number Nr of receive antennas increases
the diversity order. Conversely, given a ﬁxed Nr , an increase in Nt (which contributes to
multiplexing gain) decreases the diversity order. In (Narasimhan, 2003), by exploiting the
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tradeoff, an adaptive control of the number of transmit antennas and symbol constellations
is proposed to improve the performance of spatial multiplexing in correlated fading channels.
Moreover, theoretical analysis that shows a fundamental tradeoff between multiplexing gain
and/or diversity gain including Vertical-Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST)
and Space-Time Codes (STC) have been reported (Tse and Viswanath, 2005; Zheng and Tse,
2003).
Capacity or ergodic capacity, which is the capacity averaged over fading channels, are often
utilized to evaluate capacity gain. On the other hand, BER or average BER, which is the BER
averaged over fading channels, relate to diversity gain. These gains have been analyzed by
approximate expressions for these measures at the SNR extremes, or by directly evaluating
them for a particular channel probability density function (pdf), e.g., i.i.d. complex-normal
distribution (Chiani et al., 2003; Marzetta and Hochwald, 1999; Smith et al., 2003). However,
since the full diversity order appears only at high SNR, having higher diversity order does not
necessarily mean having better performance at a particular value of SNR. Moreover, diversity
gain of Rayleigh channels does not necessarily imply the existence of diversity gain for other
distributed channels. In this chapter, we study universal properties of the performance of
MIMO system as in (Ohno and Teo, 2007), which is independent of channel probability density
functions and hold at any SNR.
We only consider the case where the performance measure is a convex or concave function of
SNR. However, it is shown that important performance measures, including channel capacity
and BER, are convex or concave. Thus, our results are signiﬁcant. To get more insights into
MIMO systems, we study capacity gain from a different point of view. A similar approach is
adopted in (Ohno and Teo, 2007) to analyze the impact of antenna size of MIMO systems on
BER performance with zero-forcing (ZF) equalization.
Take channel capacity for example. Let us suppose that you can install an additional receive
antenna in the Nr × Nt system to construct an ( Nr + 1) × Nt system. Assume that the
underlying channel environment is not time-varying (i.e., static). Then, can any other gain
(besides power gain) be obtained by increasing the number of receive antennas? Without the
values of channel coefﬁcients or the associated channel pdf, no one can answer this question
or evaluate the possible gain correctly. Now, we look at the problem from another perspective.
For simplicity, we put Nr = 2 and Nt = 2. From a 3 × 2 system, we can remove one receive
antenna in three different ways to obtain three possible 2 × 2 systems. Then, we compare the
performance of the original 3 × 2 system with the average performance of the three 2 × 2
systems. We show in this chapter that without the knowledge of channel coefﬁcients and at
any value of SNR, the capacity of the original 3 × 2 system is greater than the average capacity
of the three 2 × 2 systems. More generally, our analysis reveals that increasing the number of
receive antennas generates capacity gain even in static channels. From this, we can prove that
the mean capacity with respect to channel pdf, which is mathematically equivalent to the
so-called ergodic capacity for fading channels, increases as the number of receive antennas
increases at any value of SNR. Our proof relies not on the channel pdf but on the concavity
of the capacity function. This implies that the concavity is indispensable to obtain receive
antenna diversity.
Next, we consider removing a transmit antenna from an Nr × Nt system and compare the
capacity of the Nr × Nt system with the average capacity of Nr × ( Nt − 1) systems. Clearly,
removing one transmit antenna reduces the multiplexing gain. For comparison, we adopt
the capacity per transmit antenna as a parameter. Then, we prove that reducing the number
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of transmit antennas improves the capacity per transmit antenna. It follows that the mean
capacity per transmit antenna degrades as the number of transmit antennas increases at any
value of SNR irrespective of channel pdf. This means that increasing the number of transmit
antennas improves the multiplexing gain but degrades the capacity per transmit antenna.
There exists a tradeoff between multiplexing gain and capacity gain regardless of channel pdf
and SNR.
Although we do not evaluate how much gains there actually are, which requires the
knowledge of channel coefﬁcients or channel pdf, our results are universal in the sense that
performance ordering with the number of transmit antennas and the number of receive
antenna is independent of channel pdf and holds true at any value of SNR. We also study
the achievable information rate of block minimum mean squared error (MMSE) equalization
to obtain similar results.

2. Preliminaries and system model
We consider a MIMO transmission with Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas over ﬂat
non-frequency-selective channels. Let us deﬁne ρ/Nt as the transmit power at each transmit
antenna for the Nr × Nt MIMO system. We denote the path gain from transmit antenna n
(n ∈ [1, Nt ]) to receive antenna m (m ∈ [1, Nr ]) as hmn . The path gains are assumed to be
unknown to the transmitter but perfectly known to the receiver.
Let the received signal at receive antenna m be xm . The Nr received signals are arranged in a
vector as x = [ x1 , . . . , x Nr ] T , where [·] T denotes transposition. Then, x is expressed as
�
ρ
Hs + w,
(1)
x=
Nt
where the Nr × Nt channel matrix H, the Nt × 1 combined data vector s having i.i.d. entries
with unit variance, the Nr × 1 vector w of zero mean circular complex additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) entries with unit variance are respectively given by
⎡
⎤
h11 . . . h1Nt
⎢
⎥
H = ⎣ ... . . . ... ⎦ ,
(2)
h Nr 1 . . . h Nr Nt
�
�T
(3)
s = s1 . . . s Nt ,
�
�T
w = w1 . . . w Nr .
(4)
Let the mth row (which corresponds to the mth receive antenna) of the channel matrix H be
hm for m ∈ [1, Nr ], and the nth column (which corresponds to the nth transmit antenna) of the
channel matrix H be h̃n for n ∈ [1, Nt ] so that we can also express the channel matrix as
⎡
⎤
h1
�
⎢
⎥ �
(5)
H = ⎣ ... ⎦ = h̃1 · · · h̃ Nt .
h Nr

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at receive antenna m is found to be ρ||hm ||2 /Nt , where || · || is
the 2-norm of a vector, while the overall receive power of the symbol transmitted from antenna
n, i.e., the sum of power from transmit antenna n at all receive antennas, is ρ||h̃n ||2 /Nt .
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With capacity achieving Gaussian codes, for a given channel H, the information rate of the
Nr × Nt MIMO system is expressed as (see. e.g. (Telatar, 1999; Tse and Viswanath, 2005))







ρ
ρ H 
H


(6)
C Nr ,Nt = log I Nr + HH  = log I Nt + H H  ,
Nt
Nt

where (·)H stands for complex conjugate transposition. Over fading channels, MIMO system
offers the beneﬁts of multiplexing gain and/or capacity/diversity gain (Larsson and Stoica,
2003; Tse and Viswanath, 2005).
For our analysis that follows, we utilize the achievable information rates of non-linear
Maximum Likelihood (ML) equalization and minimum mean squared error (MMSE)
equalization. MMSE equalizations at the receiver becomes available if the channel matrix has
column full rank, which requires Nr ≥ Nt .
Let us shortly review MMSE equalization for MIMO systems.
 If we employ block-by-block
ρ

ρ

H
H
−1
equalization, the MMSE equalizer is given by G =
Nt H ( Nt HH + I Nr ) . The
equalized output is thus expressed as ŝ = Gx. We deﬁne the nth entry of the equalized output
as ŝn = pn sn + vn , where vn is the effective noise contaminating the nth symbol. Then, we can
show that the signal-to-interference noise ratio (SINR) of symbol n after MMSE equalization
is expressed as (Kay, 1993; Tse and Viswanath, 2005)

SINR Nr ,Nt ,n

ρ H
h̃
=
Nt n



Nt
ρ
h̃ h̃H
I Nr +
∑
Nt l =1,l �=n l l

 −1

h̃n .

(7)

Block-by-block MMSE equalization can be easily implemented but cannot achieve the
capacity except for some special cases. Capacity is achieved by MMSE successive interference
cancellation (MMSE-SIC) at the receiver. Then, SIC with optimal cancellation order is utilized
in Vertical-Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) (Foschini et al., 1999). Although
cancellation order affects the BER performance, it does not change the achievable information
rate (Tse and Viswanath, 2005, Chapter 8). Thus, it is convenient in what follows to only
consider the simplest MMSE-SIC that does not perform the optimal ordering (i.e., arbitrary
ordering) procedure. We ﬁrst equalize symbols from transmit antenna 1. Then after decoding
them, the contribution of the signal due to the symbol from transmit antenna 1 is reconstructed
and eradicated from the received vector. The same procedure is repeated for the remaining
symbols from transmit antenna 2 to transmit antenna Nt . If we denote the SINR of the
equalized output at the nth step of MMSE-SIC as SINRSIC
and there is no error propagation,
n
then the capacity in (6) can be adequately expressed as (Tse and Viswanath, 2005, Chapter 8)
Nt

C Nr ,Nt =

∑ log

n =1




1 + SINRSIC
.
n

(8)

3. Decreasing the number of receive antennas
Based on the mathematical tools in the previous section, we investigate information rates of
MIMO systems when we decrease the number of receive antennas, while ﬁxing the number of
transmit antennas. As the number of receive antennas decreases/increases, the overall receive
power decreases/increases, which is known as power loss/gain. Thus, it seems obvious that
capacity degrades as the number of receive antennas decreases. However, the MIMO system
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may have different receive power from each transmit antenna and the same conclusion is not
self-evident. This begs the question: Given the “fair” condition that the overall receive power
from each transmit antenna is kept constant even if the number of receive antennas decreases,
does capacity decreases or increases? We study how the capacity is affected by the number of
receive antennas when the overall receive power from each transmit antenna is ﬁxed.
Let us deﬁne a sample correlation of the channel matrix H as
R Nr ,Nt = H H H =

Nr

∑

m =1

hH
m hm .

(9)

Assuming that Nr ≥ 2, we ﬁx the number of transmit antennas at Nt and decrease the number
Nr of receive antennas by one. When receive antenna μ is removed from the Nr × Nt system,
the corresponding channel matrix is denoted as H ( μ) . The ( Nr − 1) × Nt channel matrix H ( μ)
(μ)

yields the Nt × Nt correlation matrix R Nr −1,Nt , corresponding to (9), expressed as
(μ)

R Nr −1,Nt = H ( μ)H H ( μ) =

Nr

∑

m =1,m � = μ

hH
m hm .

(10)

(μ)

It is easy to see that the matrices R Nr ,Nt and R Nr −1,Nt are related as
Nr

(μ)

∑ RN −1,N

μ =1

r

t

= ( Nr − 1)R Nr ,Nt .

(11)

If we remove one receive antenna from the Nr × Nt system, there are Nr possible systems
having Nr − 1 receive antennas. We compare the capacity of the Nr × Nt system with the
average capacity of ( Nr − 1) × Nt systems with respect to antenna selection. This average
capacity is equivalent to the average capacity when we uniformly remove one receive antenna
among Nr antennas, i.e., the selection of any one receive antenna has the same probability
1/Nr .
If receive antenna μ is removed from the Nr × Nt system, then the overall receive power
Nr
2
from transmit antenna n reduces to ρ ∑m
=1,m� = μ | hmn | /Nt . Thus, for ( Nr − 1) × Nt system,
the average overall receive power from antenna n with respect to random receive antenna
dropping is given by
⎛
⎞
�
�
1 Nr ⎝ Nr
Nr − 1
| hmn |2 ⎠
||h̃n ||2
ρ
=
,
(12)
ρ
∑
∑
Nr μ=1 m=1,m�=μ
Nt
Nr
Nt
which depicts a reduction in the average overall receive power from antenna n. To ensure
that the average overall receive power from each transmit antenna remains constant even
when the number of receive antennas is reduced by one, we increase the transmit power of
r
r
the ( Nr − 1) × Nt system by a factor of NN
, i.e., we replace ρ in (12) by NN
ρ. Then, for
r −1
r −1
ρ ||h ||2

m
r
and
this ( Nr − 1) × Nt system, the receive SNR at receive antenna m increases to NN
Nt
r −1
hence the average overall receive power of the ( Nr − 1) × Nt systems is equal to the overall
receive power of the Nr × Nt system. Thus, the effects of power loss due to the reduction of
the number of receive antennas disappears on the average.
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The information rate of the ( Nr − 1) × Nt system without receive antenna μ is expressed as






Nr ρ
(μ)
(μ)
(13)
C Nr −1,Nt = log I Nt +
R Nr −1,Nt  .
Nr − 1 Nt
Then, we have from (11) that

ρ
1 Nr
R Nr ,Nt =
Nt
Nr μ∑
=1



Nr ρ
Nr − 1 Nt



(μ)

R Nr −1,Nt .

(14)

At this stage, we utilize a fundamental property of log det function: its concavity property.
Since log det is a concave function in positive deﬁnite matrices, substituting (14) into (6), we
ﬁnd that






Nr ρ
1 Nr
(μ)


R Nr −1,Nt 
C Nr ,Nt = log I Nt +
∑


Nr μ=1 Nr − 1 Nt






Nr ρ
1 Nr
1 Nr ( μ)
(μ)

R Nr −1,Nt  =
≥
log I Nt +
C Nr −1,Nt ,
(15)
∑
Nr μ=1
Nr − 1 Nt
Nr μ∑
=1
(μ)

where the equality holds if and only if all R Nr −1,Nt for μ ∈ [1, Nr ] can be diagonalized with
the same unitary matrix.
Eq. (15) shows that for a ﬁxed channel, the capacity of the Nr × Nt system is not smaller
than the average capacity of ( Nr − 1) × Nt systems taken over antenna dropping. It should
be noted that the average is not taken over fading channels. For a static channel, we ﬁnd
another disadvantage/advantage of decreasing/increasing the number of receive antennas in
addition to power loss/gain. Indeed, (15) is fundamental, from which we will see later that
the mean capacity of MIMO systems is also an increasing function in the number of receive
antennas at any value of SNR irrespective of channel pdf. Eq. (15) comes only from the basic
property of the log det function. It is worth emphasizing that the capacity gain achieved by
increasing the number of receive antennas is a direct consequence of the concavity of the
log det function.
To analyze the average capacity over random channels, let us denote the channel probability
density function (pdf) of channel H as P (H ) and similarly for H ( μ) as P (H ( μ) ). We consider
the following channel characteristics:
Assumption 1.

P (H (1) ) = P (H (2) ) = · · · = P (H ( Nr ) ).

(16)

This implies that when any one row is removed from the Nr × Nt channel matrix, the resultant
( Nr − 1) × Nt channel matrix has the same probability density function. Clearly, if the entries
of H are i.i.d., then (16) holds true. However, it should be remarked that a more general
class of channels which includes for example, non i.i.d. channels having correlation between
channel gains, meets (16).
The mean capacity is deﬁned as the expectation of the capacity with respect to channel pdf,
i.e.,

E {C Nr ,Nt } =

C Nr ,Nt P(H )dH,

(17)
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where E {·} denotes the expectation operator. This is mathematically equivalent to the
so-called ergodic capacity if the channel is slowly fading and the channel statistics are ergodic.
Consequently, it follows from (15) that
E {C Nr ,Nt } >

1 Nr
Nr μ∑
=1



1 Nr
(μ)
E {C Nr −1,Nt },
Nr μ∑
=1

(μ)

C Nr −1,Nt P(H )dH =

(18)

where the equality sign is removed since the equality in (15) holds only for some special
(μ)

channel realizations. Under Assumption 1, E {C Nr −1,Nt } = E {C Nr −1,Nt }, where E {C Nr −1,Nt }
is the mean capacity of ( Nr − 1) × Nt system. Thus, we can conclude that:

Theorem 1. Let the capacity of an M × N MIMO system be C M,N . If the MIMO channel satisﬁes
Assumption 1, then the average capacity taken over channel pdf is an increasing function in the number
of receive antennas, i.e.,
E {C Nr ,Nt } > E {C Nr −1,Nt },
(19)
where Nr × Nt system and ( Nr − 1) × Nt system have the same receive power.

Theorem 1 clearly states the capacity gain in MIMO transmission that can be acquired by
simply increasing the number of receive antennas. A special case of Theorem 1 is well-known
where at high SNR, the diversity order of Nr × Nt systems over i.i.d. Rayleigh distributed
channels with linear equalization is Nr − Nt + 1 at full multiplexing (Winters et al., 1994).
Here, no approximation is made and no channel pdf is speciﬁed except for Assumption 1 to
obtain Theorem 1. It is universal in the sense that (19) holds not just for a speciﬁc channel
pdf but for all kinds of channel pdf meeting Assumption 1, and at all values of SNR. The
capacity gain that arises from increasing the number of receive antennas always exists, since
it is a result not attributed to the distinct characteristic of Rayleigh fading but attributed to
the basic property of the log det function. Hypothetically, if log det were convex (which is
never the case), the inequality in (15) and hence the inequality in (19) would be reverse. Thus,
the concavity of the log det function is indispensable to obtain receive antenna diversity. To
know how much the actual gain is, one has to evaluate the expectation using the underlying
channel pdf. In some special channel pdf, e.g., complex-normal distribution, one could derive
an analytical expression of the corresponding capacity gain, e.g., as in (Winters et al., 1994).
3.1 Block MMSE equalization case

Assuming that the channel matrix H is tall and has column full rank, let us analyze the
achievable information rate with block MMSE equalization.
After block MMSE equalization, we have Nt parallel channels. Then, the achievable
B
information rate, denoted as C N
, of Nr × Nt system with block MMSE equalization can
r ,Nt
be expressed as
B
CN
=
r ,Nt

Nt

∑ log (1 + SINRN ,N ,n ) .

n =1

r

t

(20)

If we deﬁne the (post-processing) SINR for symbol sn after block MMSE equalization when
(μ)

receive antenna μ is removed as SINR Nr −1,Nt ,n for n ∈ [1, Nt ], then the achievable information
rate of the ( Nr − 1) × Nt system is
B,( μ )

C Nr −1,Nt =

Nt

∑

n =1



(μ)
log 1 + SINR Nr −1,Nt ,n .

(21)
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We utilize the following inequality in (Ohno and Teo, 2007):
SINR Nr ,Nt ,n ≥

1 Nr
(μ)
SINR Nr −1,Nt ,n .
Nr μ∑
=1

(22)

The R.H.S. of (22) denotes the average SINR of symbol n when one receive antenna is
randomly dropped.
Since log is a concave function, we have from (22) that
B
CN
≥
r ,Nt



1 Nt Nr
1 Nr B,( μ)
(μ)
log 1 + SINR Nr −1,Nt,n =
C Nr −1,Nt .
∑
∑
Nr n=1 μ=1
Nr μ∑
=1

(23)

This states a deterministic yet universal characteristics of the achievable information rate
of MIMO systems with block MMSE equalization. For a given channel environment, if a
receive antenna is randomly dropped, the average information rate with respect to random
antenna dropping degrades except for some special cases. Indeed, the average information
rate depends on the number of receive antennas and a fortiori deteriorates as the number of
receive antennas is lessened.
By using a similar derivation of Theorem 1, averaging (23) over channel pdf leads to:
B , when block
Theorem 2. Let the achievable information rate of an M × N MIMO system be C M,N
MMSE equalization is adopted. If the MIMO channel satisﬁes Assumption 1, then the achievable
information rate averaged over channel pdf is an increasing function in the number of receive antennas,
i.e.,
B
B
E {C N
} > E{C N
},
(24)
r ,Nt
r −1,Nt

where Nr × Nt system and ( Nr − 1) × Nt system have the same receive power.

Theorem 2 states that capacity gain with increasing number of receive antennas exists
even for block MMSE equalization. Theorem 1 as well as Theorem 2 highlight the
advantage/disadvantage of MIMO system upon increasing/decreasing the number of receive
antennas.

4. Decreasing the number of transmit antennas
In this section, we consider the information rate for a ﬁxed number Nr of receive antennas
when the number Nt of transmit antennas is reduced by one, assuming that 2 ≤ Nt ≤ Nr . For
comparison between Nr × Nt system and Nr × ( Nt − 1) system, as in the previous section, we
uniformly remove one transmit antenna among Nt transmit antennas, i.e., the selection of any
one transmit antenna has the same probability 1/Nt .
It is often the case that the sum of total transmit power of all transmit antennas is kept
constant for different numbers of transmit antennas. But, here we ﬁx the transmit power of
each transmit antenna to be ρ/Nt . This implies that the sum of transmit power reduces from
ρ to ρ( Nt − 1)/Nt , if one transmit antenna is removed. In this case, the overall receive power
from a transmit antenna remains constant, while the average receive power at each receive
antenna of Nr × ( Nt − 1) system with respect to antenna dropping is ( Nt − 1)/Nt of the receive
power at each receive antenna of the original Nr × Nt system.
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For analysis, we recall block MMSE equalization and MMSE-SIC equalization. If there is no
error propagation in SIC, then we have
SINR Nr ,Nt ,n ≤ SINRSIC
n ,

(25)

where SINR Nr ,Nt ,n and SINRSIC
are respectively the SINR of symbol from transmit antenna n
n
in block MMSE equalization and in MMSE-SIC equalization. For all n ∈ [1, Nt ], the equalities
in (25) hold if and only if the channel matrix H has orthogonal columns.
We can decompose the capacity of Nr × Nt system by the following manipulation:




ρ Nt


C Nr ,Nt = log I Nr +
h̃n h̃H
∑
n 


Nt n=1


 

 −1



Nt
Nt

ρ
ρ
ρ


H 
H
H
h̃n h̃n  I Nr + I Nr +
h̃n h̃n
h̃ν h̃ν 
= log I Nr +
∑


Nt n=∑
N
N
t n=1,n� = ν
t


1,n� = ν
[ν]

= C Nr ,Nt −1 + log (1 + SINR Nr ,Nt ,ν ) ,

(26)

[ν]

where C Nr ,Nt −1 is the capacity of the Nr × ( Nt − 1) system without transmit antenna ν. It
follows from (26) that
Nt C Nr ,Nt =

Nt

∑

ν =1




[ν]
C Nr ,Nt −1 + log (1 + SINR Nr ,Nt ,ν ) .

(27)

On the other hand, from (8) and (25), we have the relation:
Nt

∑ log (1 + SINRN ,N ,ν ) ≤ C N ,N ,

ν =1

r

t

r

t

(28)

where the equality holds if and only if SINR Nr ,Nt ,n = SINRSIC
for all n ∈ [1, Nt ], i.e., the
n
channel matrix H is orthogonal. Combining (27) and (28) results in

C Nr ,Nt ≤

Nt
1
[ν]
C
.
∑
Nt − 1 ν=1 Nr ,Nt −1

(29)

Capacity per transmit antenna for Nr × Nt system can be deﬁned as C¯Nr ,Nt = N1t C Nr ,Nt .
[ν]
[ν]
Similarly for Nr × ( Nt − 1) system, as C¯Nr ,Nt −1 = Nt1−1 C Nr ,Nt −1 . Then, we obtain from (29)
that
1
1 Nt
1
1 Nt ¯[ν]
[ν]
C¯Nr ,Nt =
C Nr ,Nt ≤
C Nr ,Nt −1 =
C Nr ,Nt −1 .
(30)
∑
Nt
Nt ν=1 Nt − 1
Nt ν∑
=1

This means that the capacity per transmit antenna of Nr × Nt system is in general smaller than
the average capacity per transmit antenna of Nr × ( Nt − 1) system. The relation in Eq. (30) is
satisﬁed for any channel (channel-independent) and for any SNR.
To get more insights, we assume that
Assumption 2.
where

H [ν]

P (H [1] ) = P (H [2] ) = · · · = P (H [ Nt ] ),

(31)

denotes the channel matrix when transmit antenna ν is dropped from the Nr × Nt system.
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Multiplying both sides of (30) by P (H ) and taking the average over P (H ), we can conclude
that
Theorem 3. Suppose an Nr × Nt system where Nr ≥ Nt ≥ 2. Let the capacity per transmit antenna of
M × N MIMO system be C¯M,N . If the MIMO channel satisﬁes Assumption 2, then the mean capacity
per transmit antenna is an decreasing function in the number of transmit antennas, i.e.,
E {C¯Nr ,Nt } < E {C̄ Nr ,Nt −1 },

(32)

where Nr × Nt system and Nr × ( Nt − 1) system have the same transmit power at each antenna.
Intuitively, this result may be quite reasonable, since in the original Nr × Nt system, symbols
from transmit antenna ν can be considered as an interference to symbols from transmit
antenna n and the effect of symbols from transmit antenna ν is absent if transmit antenna
ν is removed. For i.i.d. Rayleigh channels at high SNR, the diversity order of Nr × Nt systems
is Nr − Nt + 1 and hence reducing Nt increases diversity order (Winters et al., 1994), while the
capacity scales with min( Nt , Nr ) (Tse and Viswanath, 2005). However, diversity or capacity
gain at high SNR for Rayleigh channels does not imply capacity gain at all SNR for other
channels. Thus, our result is not self-evident. From (32), we can ﬁnd a fundamental tradeoff
between bandwidth efﬁciency and capacity gain for any channel pdf at any value of SNR, i.e.,
if one increases the number of transmit antennas, then bandwidth efﬁciency or multiplexing
gain is enhanced but the average capacity per transmit antenna is degraded.
Theorem 3 is in sharp contrast to Theorem 1. The mean capacity per transmit antenna is an
increasing function in the number of receive antennas, which is easily concluded from Theorem
1, while the mean capacity per transmit antenna is a decreasing function in the number of
transmit antennas.
4.1 Block MMSE equalization case

We return to block MMSE equalization case and will see that similar results for MMSE-SIC
equalization also hold for block MMSE equalization.
Let us denote the (post-processing) SINR of symbol n of the Nr × ( Nt − 1) system without
[ν]

transmit antenna ν after block MMSE equalization as SINR Nr ,Nt −1,n . It has been shown in
(Ohno and Teo, 2007) that for n �= ν,
[ν]

SINR Nr ,Nt −1,n ≥ SINR Nr ,Nt ,n .

(33)

Hence, removing one transmit antenna, i.e., reducing the bandwidth efﬁciency, improves the
SINR of each symbol transmitted from the remaining antennas and hence its information rate,
i.e., if we denote the achievable information rate from antenna n of Nr × Nt system and of
B,[ ν ]

B
Nr × ( Nt − 1) system respectively as C N
and C Nr ,Nt −1,n , then
r ,Nt ,n
B,[ ν ]

B
C Nr ,Nt −1,n ≥ C N
, for n �= ν.
r ,Nt ,n

(34)

The achievable information rate of Nr × Nt system per transmit antenna is expressed as
1
B
C¯N
=
r ,Nt
Nt

Nt

∑ C NB ,N ,n .

n =1

r

t

(35)
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Similarly, the achievable information rate of Nr × ( Nt − 1) system without transmit antenna ν
is
Nt
1
B,[ ν ]
B,[ ν ]
C¯Nr ,Nt −1 =
C
.
(36)
∑
Nt − 1 n=1,n�=ν Nr ,Nt −1,n

Subsequently, we have



Nt
1
1 Nt ¯B,[ν]
1 Nt B
1 Nt
B,[ ν ]
B
¯
C Nr ,Nt −
C Nr ,Nt −1 =
C Nr ,Nt ,n −
∑ C Nr ,Nt −1,n
Nt ν∑
Nt n∑
Nt ν∑
=1
=1
=1 Nt − 1 n=1,n� = ν



Nt
1
1 Nt
B,[ ν ]
B
.
=
C Nr ,Nt ,n −
C Nr ,Nt −1,n
Nt n∑
Nt − 1 ν=∑
=1
1,ν � = n

(37)

One ﬁnds from (34) that the argument in the brackets of (37) is less than or equal to 0, which
leads to
1
B
C¯N
≤
r ,Nt
Nt

Nt

B,[ ν ]

∑ C¯N ,N −1 .

ν =1

r

t

(38)

This shows that if one transmit antenna is randomly removed with probability 1/Nt , for a
ﬁxed number of receive antennas, the achievable information rate per transmit antenna of
the Nr × Nt system is never larger than the average achievable information rate per transmit
antenna of Nr × ( Nt − 1) system. Since the equality sign holds only for some special cases,
on the average, reducing the number of transmit antennas improves information rate per
transmit antenna. We can again ﬁnd a pure tradeoff between bandwidth efﬁciency and
capacity gain.
If we average (38) with respect to channel pdf satisfying Assumption 2, we can state that:
Theorem 4. Suppose an Nr × Nt system with block MMSE equalization where Nr ≥ Nt ≥ 2. Let
B . If the MIMO
the achievable information rate per transmit antenna of M × N MIMO system be C¯M,N
channel satisﬁes Assumption 2, then the average capacity per transmit antenna is a decreasing function
in the number of transmit antennas, i.e.,
B
B
E {C¯N
} < E{C̄ N
},
r ,Nt
r ,Nt −1

(39)

where Nr × Nt system and Nr × ( Nt − 1) system have the same transmit power per antenna.

5. Numerical simulations
To validate our theoretical ﬁndings, we perform computer simulations on the MIMO system
for different antenna sizes. The results for both MMSE-SIC and block MMSE equalizations
are presented. In our simulations, we always keep the average overall receive power of each
symbol the same as in our theoretical analysis. We plot the information rate per transmit
antenna with respect to Eb /N0 where at each Eb /N0 , the average receive power of each symbol
is kept constant regardless of the antenna conﬁguration.
In simulations 1 and 2, we see the effect of the number of receive antennas on the information
rate averaged with respect to random receive antenna dropping over a ﬁxed channel. Fig. 1
and Fig. 2 illustrate the results for a ﬁxed Nt = 4 and Nr varying from 8 to 4 for MMSE-SIC
equalization (which achieves the capacity) and block MMSE equalization, respectively. As
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one may see from these ﬁgures, the information rate averaged with respect to random receive
antenna dropping degrades with a decrease in Nr . Especially for block MMSE equalization,
the degradation of the information rate is signiﬁcant when Nr is decreased. These results hold
true not just for this ﬁxed channel but also for other channels we have tested, which conﬁrm
the ﬁdelity of (15) and (23), i.e., our analysis of the ordering of the information rate based on
concavity of the log det is correct.
Then, in the next two simulations, we test the impact of the number of transmit antennas on
the information rate averaged with respect to random transmit antenna dropping over a ﬁxed
channel. We set Nr = 8 and decrease Nt from 8 to 4. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4 for MMSE-SIC equalization and block MMSE equalization respectively. We observe
that as the number of transmit antennas is reduced, the information rate averaged with
respect to random transmit antenna dropping improves even when the transmit power of each
transmit antenna remains the same. The information rate increase for MMSE-SIC equalization
is small but is quite signiﬁcant for block MMSE equalization when we decrease the number
of transmit antennas. Evidently, this ordered information rate performances validate (30) and
(38).
In our subsequent simulations, instead of simulating over a ﬁxed channel, we take the average
over 105 Rice channels of Rice factor 2 that compose of zero mean Gaussian taps with unit
variance in order to verify the effect of the number of receive antennas on the information
rate per transmit antenna averaged over random channels. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 depict the results
for a ﬁxed Nt = 4 and Nr varying from 8 to 4 for MMSE-SIC and block MMSE equalizations
respectively. We can see that the information rate averaged over random channels degrade
with a decrease in Nr for both MMSE-SIC and block MMSE equalizations, demonstrating that
the information rate averaged over random channels is an increasing function in the number
of receive antennas. These are in good agreement with Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, which hold
true for all SNR.
Lastly, to see the effect of the number of transmit antennas on the information rate per
transmit antenna averaged over random channels, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the results for a
ﬁxed Nr = 8 and Nt varying from 8 to 4 for MMSE-SIC and block MMSE equalizations
respectively. The simulation results conﬁrm Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 as the information rate
averaged over random channels improves with a decrease in Nt (or equivalently, decrease
in both bandwidth efﬁciency and multiplexing gain). In other words, the information rate
averaged over random channels is a decreasing function in the number of transmit antennas.
These ordered performances show unequivocally that there is an undisputed tradeoff between
the information rate and bandwidth efﬁciency (and/or multiplexing gain).

6. Conclusions
Based on our novel point of view, we have demonstrated theoretically that under the condition
of a ﬁxed overall received power and a ﬁxed number of transmit antennas, the information
rate averaged over random receive antenna dropping and the information rate averaged
over random channels degrade with a decrease in the number of receive antennas. These
results are derived from the basic property of the log det function. On the other hand, for
a ﬁxed number of receive antennas, we have proven that a decrease in the number of transmit
antennas translates into an amelioration in both the information rate averaged over random
transmit antenna dropping as well as the information rate averaged over random channels,
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Fig. 1. Information rate per transmit antenna with respect to random receive antenna
dropping for MMSE-SIC over a ﬁxed channel for a ﬁxed Nt = 4 and varying Nr .
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Fig. 2. Information rate per transmit antenna with respect to random receive antenna
dropping for block MMSE over a ﬁxed channel for a ﬁxed Nt = 4 and varying Nr .
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Fig. 3. Information rate per transmit antenna with respect to random transmit antenna
dropping for MMSE-SIC over a ﬁxed channel for a ﬁxed Nr = 8 and varying Nt .
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Fig. 4. Information rate per transmit antenna with respect to random transmit antenna
dropping for block MMSE over a ﬁxed channel for a ﬁxed Nr = 8 and varying Nt .
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Fig. 5. Information rate per transmit antenna averaged over random channels for MMSE-SIC
for a ﬁxed Nt = 4 and varying Nr .
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Fig. 6. Information rate per transmit antenna averaged over random channels for block
MMSE for a ﬁxed Nt = 4 and varying Nr .
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Fig. 7. Information rate per transmit antenna averaged over random channels for MMSE-SIC
for a ﬁxed Nr = 8 and varying Nt .
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which highlight the tradeoff between capacity and bandwidth efﬁciency (and multiplexing
gain). All these results hold for any kind of i.i.d. channel regardless of the channel pdf and is
valid at any SNR. Numerical simulations corroborated our analysis.
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1. Introduction
In the context of wireless communication, a Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) system
is a system that employs multiple antennas both at the transmitter and receiver. The ﬁrst
theoretical analysis of MIMO systems were developed by Winters (1987), Foschini (1996) and
Telatar (1999), and since then there have been many research efforts on this subject. What
mainly makes MIMO systems interesting is their potential ability to achieve an increase in
system capacity or in link reliability without requiring additional transmission power or
bandwidth (Goldsmith, 2005).
In this work, we focus on the utilization of MIMO systems for the lossy transmission of
source information. In particular, we want to compare several different strategies for the
transmission of a zero mean Gaussian source over Rayleigh-fading MIMO channels, assuming
rate-adaptive source encoding. The MIMO transmission strategies are based on techniques
such as Repetition coding (REP), Time Sharing (TS), the Alamouti scheme (ALM) and Spatial
Multiplexing (SM) (Alamouti, 1998; Tse & Viswanath, 2006).
Depending on its characteristics, each strategy will be used either for the transmission of a
Single Description (SD) or the transmission of a Multiple Description (MD) representation of
this source. In SD coding, a single stream of information describing the source is transmitted
over a single channel. In MD coding (Gamal & Cover, 1982), the source is represented
using two different descriptions that are transmitted over two independent channels. If both
descriptions are correctly received, they can be combined together at the receiver to obtain a
reconstruction of the source at a certain quality. If only one of the two descriptions is correctly
received, a reconstruction of the source is still possible but at a lower quality.
We consider adaptive source encoding, where the rate is adapted to follow the slow variations
of the channel (due e.g. to shadowing and path loss) or the fast variations of the channel (due
to fading), leading to two scenarios that we call ﬁxed-outage and zero-outage, respectively.
In the ﬁrst case, we consider Gaussian source transmission over MIMO systems when CSI is
not available at the transmitter. In this scenario, since the transmitter does not have knowledge
of channel state information (CSI), it does not know the instantaneous rate supported by
the channel, i.e. its capacity, and hence it is not able to adapt the source coding rate to the
channel conditions to ensure the decoding of the information at the receiver with an arbitrarily
small probability of error. Instead, it encodes and transmits the source information using a
rate chosen to achieve a selected outage probability. When the channel does not support the
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transmission of information at the chosen coding rate, data are lost and the system experiences
an outage. We call this the ﬁxed-outage rate-adaptive approach.
In the second scenario (zero-outage rate-adaptive), we consider the different MIMO strategies
under the assumption of perfect CSI at the transmitter. In this case, the transmitter is able to
follow the variations of the channel by adapting the source coding rate to the instantaneous
capacity, since it is aware of the particular channel realization in every time instant. In
such a situation there is no outage since the source rate is always adapted to achieve the
instantaneous channel capacity (Choudhury & Gibson, 2007). This observation has a direct
impact on the usefulness of the TS strategies in the zero-outage scenario. These strategies
employ a time sharing approach to the transmit antennas to create independent channels from
our MIMO system (Zoffoli et al., 2008a). These independent channels are then used to provide
path diversity by transmitting multiple description representations of the source over them.
However, path diversity is useful only if the channels are unreliable, i.e. if they suffer outages.
For this reason, in the zero-outage scenario we do not consider the TS strategies.
The different strategies for both the ﬁxed-outage and the zero-outage rate adaptation
approaches are described in the following sections, where we also evaluate their performance
by studying the statistics of the distortion at the receiver.
In the presence of outage, it is usually assumed either implicitly or explicitly that
retransmissions will be used for data scheduled to be transmitted during an outage; indeed,
choosing an operational outage rate may be associated with an acceptable retransmission
rate. Although retransmissions are the natural response to outage for data sources, relying
on retransmissions may or may not be appropriate for compressed voice or video for several
reasons. First, it is not unusual to rely on packet loss concealment for voice and video up to
some non-trivial packet loss rate. Second, it may be more desirable not to retransmit for voice
and video in order to reduce latency or to maximize access point throughput. As a result, the
suitable measure of performance for lossy source coding of voice and video is the average
distortion of the source reproduced at the receiver. Average distortion is also the appropriate
performance indicator for the zero outage rate case, since we are adapting the source coding
rate to the instantaneous capacity of the channel, and it is desired to determine the reproduced
quality of the source delivered to the user. Therefore, for our work here, we choose the mean
squared error (MSE) ﬁdelity criterion.
In Section II, we present the basic assumptions and set up the particular MIMO problems we
are addressing. Section III contains the development of the ﬁxed outage rate adaptive source
encoding scenarios we examine, including the repetition strategy and single description
source coding, the time sharing strategy and the three multiple descriptions source coding
methods (no excess marginal rate, no excess joint rate, and optimized multiple descriptions
source coding), the Alamouti strategy with single description source coding, and spatial
multiplexing with single description source coding. Zero outage rate adaptive source
encoding, wherein CSI is available at the transmitter and the source coding is adjusted to
match the instantaneous capacity, is described in Section IV, including the developments
and derivations of the distributions of the reconstructed source distortion for the repetition,
Alamouti, and spatial multiplexing strategies. Extensive results for each of the methods and
comparisons of the results are presented in Section V, while Section VI summarizes the
conclusions from the work.
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2. Assumptions and preliminaries
Our main goal is to discuss how MIMO techniques impact on adaptive source encoding.
Although most of our results can be easily extended to cover the general Nt × Nr MIMO
channel case, for the sake of simplicity we consider the frequency-ﬂat 2 × 2 MIMO channel.
The system is characterized by the channel matrix H, having the form


h11 h12
H=
h21 h22
Each entry hij of the channel matrix H represents the gain of the channel between the j-th
transmit antenna and i-th receive antenna. These channels are assumed to be independent,
random and with very slow Rayleigh fading. The hij are then i.i.d. complex Gaussian random
variables with zero mean and unit variance, which remain constant over the transmission of
a large number of symbols. Under these assumptions, the squared magnitude of the channel
gains can be written as
1
|hij |2 = xij ,
i, j = 1, 2
(1)
2
where the xij are random variables distributed according to a chi-square distribution with 2
degrees of freedom (Hogg & Craig, 1970). Perfect CSI, i.e. knowledge of H, is assumed to be
always available at the receiver, while the transmitter has a full or partial CSI depending on
the scenario, as will be discussed later.
The total transmitted power by the transmit antennas is constrained to Pt . If both transmit
antennas are transmitting simultaneously, each antenna will transmit with equal power Pt /2,
while, if only one antenna is transmitting at a given time, it can make use of full transmit
power Pt . The noise at the receiver is AWGN, with i.i.d. statistics and the same average power
N at each receive antenna.
We denote with γij the instantaneous Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the signal transmitted by
the j-th antenna and received by the i-th antenna. Thus,
γij =

Pt
|h |2 = γ̄|hij |2 ,
N ij

i = 1, 2

(2)

if only the j-th antenna is transmitting at a given time, and
γij =

Pt
γ̄
|h |2 = |hij |2 ,
2N ij
2

i, j = 1, 2

(3)

if both antennas are transmitting at the same time.

H

Fig. 1. 2×2 MIMO model.
The source is assumed to be a zero-mean memoryless Gaussian source with a variance
normalized to unity. The system bandwidth is also assumed to be normalized to unity.
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In the following, we will denote with γ̄ the ratio Pt /N and with Γ(z) and Γ( a, z), respectively,
the gamma function and the incomplete gamma function (Hogg & Craig, 1970). We will also
denote with χ2k the distribution of a chi-square random variable with k degrees of freedom,
(k)

with Fχ (z) its CDF and with
k −2
z
1
(k)
f χ (z) =   k z 2 e− 2
k
Γ 2 22

its probability density function (PDF) (Hogg & Craig, 1970).

3. Fixed-Outage rate-adaptive source encoding (FORA)
In a wireless channel, due to multipath propagation and users’ mobility, the capacity is
varying in time. In this section we assume that the source encoder knows only the statistical
distribution of the wireless channel mutual information, and that it adapts its rate accordingly.
The source encoder rate is chosen to produce a certain outage probability, determined to
minimize the distortion at the received end. This could be assumed a slow-adaptive technique,
since the source encoder rate will follow the variations of the channel statistics due, for
instance, to shadowing and path loss changes.
3.1 Repetition

The REP strategy is based on repetition coding (Tse & Viswanath, 2006). The basic idea is to
transmit the same symbol over the two transmit antennas in two consecutive time slots. In
each time slot, only one of the two transmit antennas is used for transmission, while the other
antenna is turned off.
Thus, in the ﬁrst time slot the symbol S1 is transmitted on the ﬁrst transmit antenna and it
is observed by the receiver through the two channels with gains h11 and h21 . In the second
time slot, the same symbol S1 is transmitted on the second transmit antenna and it is observed
by the receiver through the two channels with gains h12 and h22 . A Maximal Ratio Combiner
(MRC) (Goldsmith, 2005) is then used at the receiver to optimally combine the four signals
received by the two receive antennas in the two different time slots.
The instantaneous SNR γ of the signal at the output of the MRC is given by the sum of the
instantaneous SNRs γij of its input signals (Goldsmith, 2005), that are given by Eq. (2)
γ=

2

∑

i,j=1

γij = γ̄

2

∑

i,j=1

|hij |2

(4)

In this way, a single channel is obtained from the four independent channels available in our
MIMO system. This strategy is then suitable for the transmission of a SD representation of the
source.
The instantaneous capacity of this single channel in [bits/channel use] is given by (Goldsmith,
2005)




2
1
1
2
C = log2 1 + γ = log2 1 + γ̄ ∑ |hij |
(5)
2
2
i,j=1

where the factor 1/2 arises because we are transmitting the same symbol over two consecutive
time slots.
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The source coding rate R REP of the SD coder is chosen to be equal to the outage capacity at a
given value for the outage probability Pout , i.e. it is chosen such that


Pr C < R REP = Pout

Thus, with probability 1 − Pout the system is not in outage, which means that it can support
the transmission at a rate R REP with an arbitrarily small probability of error, since its capacity
is higher than R REP (Cover & Thomas, 1991). In such case, the receiver is able to reconstruct
the source information with a distortion D1 equal to (Cover & Thomas, 1991)
D1 = 2−2RREP
If the system results in outage, which happens with probability Pout , the receiver is not able
to correctly decode the transmitted information with an arbitrarily small probability of error
and achieves a distortion equal to 1.
The expected distortion D at the receiver is then
D = (1 − Pout ) D1 + Pout
The outage rate Rout
REP , deﬁned as the average rate correctly received over many transmission
bursts (Goldsmith, 2005), is given by
Rout
REP = (1 − Pout ) R REP
3.2 Time sharing - multiple description (TS-MD)

In this strategy a TS approach is adopted to obtain two independent channels from the MIMO
system. The idea behind this strategy is to transmit two different symbols over the two
transmit antennas in two consecutive time slots. In each time slot, only one of the two transmit
antennas is used for transmission, while the other antenna is turned off. Thus, in the ﬁrst time
slot the ﬁrst symbol S1 is transmitted over the ﬁrst antenna and it is observed by the receiver
through the two channels with gains h11 and h21 . In the second time slot, the second symbol
S2 is transmitted over the second antenna and it is observed by the receiver through the two
channels with gains h12 and h22 . The receiver will then combine the two signals received in
the same time slot using a MRC.
Since each received signal has a SNR given by Eq. (2), the signal at the output of the MRC in
the j-th time slot has a SNR equal to (Goldsmith, 2005)
γj =

2

2

i =1

i =1

∑ γij = γ̄ ∑ |hij |2

In this way, two independent channels are effectively created in the two time slots, making
this strategy suitable for the transmission of a MD representation of the source.
The channel at the j-th time slot has an instantaneous capacity Cj equal to (Goldsmith, 2005)


1
1
Cj = log2 1 + γ j = log2
2
2



2

1 + γ̄ ∑ |hij |
i =1

2



where the factor 1/2 arises because each channel is used only half of the time.

(6)
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The side description rate R MD /2, which equals the transmitted rate over each channel, is
chosen to be equal to the outage capacity for a given Pout , i.e. is chosen such that


R
Pr Cj < MD = Pout
2
The expected distortion D at the receiver is then given by
2
D = (1 − Pout )2 D0 + 2Pout (1 − Pout ) D1 + Pout

(7)

where D0 and D1 are the distortions achieved by the receiver when observing, respectively,
both descriptions or only one of the two descriptions.
Depending on the type of MD coder used, D0 and D1 can have different expressions (Balam
& Gibson, 2006) and different TS-MD strategies can be obtained. The No Excess Marginal
Rate coder (MD-NMR) (Balam & Gibson, 2006) is employed in the TS-MD-NMR strategy.
The side descriptions are then rate distortion optimal and the distortions have the following
expressions (Balam & Gibson, 2006; Effros et al., 2004)
2− R MD
2 − 2− R MD
D1 = 2− R MD
D0 =

The No Excess Joint Rate coder (MD-NJR) (Balam & Gibson, 2006) is employed in the
TS-MD-NJR strategy. Here the joint description is rate distortion optimal and the distortions
have the following expressions (Balam & Gibson, 2006; Effros et al., 2004)
D0 = 2−2R MD


1
D1 =
1 + 2−2R MD
2
The optimal coder (MD-OPT) (Effros et al., 2004) is employed in the TS-MD-OPT strategy.
In this case, neither the side descriptions nor the joint description is rate distortion optimal,
but they are chosen to minimize the expected distortion D in Eq. (7) for a given Pout . The
distortions D0 and D1 are given by the following expression (Balam & Gibson, 2006; Effros
et al., 2004)





1+a 1−a
2−2R MD
D0 , D1 = a,
−
1−
2
2
a

with



a∈ 2

−2R MD

2− R MD
,
2 − 2− R MD



Thus, the MD-OPT coder chooses the proper value for a to minimize the expected distortion
D.
The outage rate Rout
MD is given by
2
Rout
MD = (1 − Pout ) R MD + 2Pout (1 − Pout )

= (1 − Pout ) R MD

R MD
2
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3.3 Alamouti

This strategy employs the Alamouti scheme (Alamouti, 1998; Tse & Viswanath, 2006) to obtain
two independent channels from the MIMO system. Since both channels have the same gain
given by ∑2i,j=1 |hij |2 (Tse & Viswanath, 2006), it is evident that it is impossible to have, for a
given realization of the channel matrix H, one channel in outage and the other not in outage,
i.e. both channels can only be simultaneously in outage or simultaneously not in outage.1 This
strategy is then not suitable for the transmission of a multiple description representation of the
source, as also pointed out in (Effros et al., 2004). Instead, it could be used for the transmission
of a single description representation, demultiplexing it into two half-rate substreams which
are then transmitted over the two channels.
The signals at the output of the Alamouti decoder have the same instantaneous SNR γ, equal
to the sum of the SNRs of the signals on each branch (Goldsmith, 2005). Thus, from Eq. (3) we
have
2
γ̄ 2
γ = ∑ γij =
|hij |2
2 i,j∑
i,j=1
=1
The instantaneous capacity of this system is then given by (Sandhu & Paulraj, 2000)




γ̄ 2
2
C = log2 1 + γ = log2 1 +
|hij |
2 i,j∑
=1

(8)

and the source coding rate R ALM is chosen such that


Pr C < R ALM = Pout
The expected distortion is then

D = (1 − Pout ) D1 + Pout
where D1 is the distortion achieved by the receiver when the system is not in outage, which is
equal to (Cover & Thomas, 1991)
D1 = 2−2R ALM
(9)
The outage rate Rout
ALM is given by
Rout
ALM = (1 − Pout ) R ALM
3.4 Spatial multiplexing

In the SM strategy (Tse & Viswanath, 2006), a single symbol stream is ﬁrst demultiplexed and
encoded into two separate and independent substreams. Each substream is then transmitted
simultaneously over each transmit antenna and, at the receiver, an optimal joint decoder is
employed for retrieving the original symbol stream.
Since this strategy requires one single symbol stream, it can only be used for the transmission
of a SD representation of the source.

1

This is true also because the transmitted rate on each channel is the same, which is the only case of
interest for us.
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The instantaneous capacity achievable with this strategy is given by (Foschini & Gans, 1998)


γ̄
H
(10)
C = log2 det I2 + HH
2
where I2 is the 2×2 identity matrix and H H denotes the conjugate transpose of the channel
matrix H. In a similar way as before, given the outage probability the source coding rate RSM
is chosen such that
Pr {C < RSM } = Pout
This CDF can be computed for a general MIMO channel without resorting to MonteCarlo
simulation as indicated in (Chiani, Win & Zanella, 2003). For the particular case of the 2 × 2
MIMO, a simple closed form expression is derived in the Appendix.
The expected distortion D at the receiver is then
D = (1 − Pout ) D1 + Pout
where

D1 = 2−2RSM

(11)

is, as usual, the distortion achieved when the system is not in outage.
The outage rate Rout
SM is given by
Rout
SM = (1 − Pout ) RSM

4. Zero-outage rate-adaptive source encoding (ZORA)
In this section we assume that the source encoder knows the (instantaneous) value of the
wireless channel mutual information. Thus, it encodes the source at a rate just below the
mutual information, leading to the best achievable distortion at the receiver side. Note that
this is a zero-outage strategy, that is expected to provide better results than the ﬁxed-outage
strategy, at the cost of increased system complexity due to the need for complete CSI at the
transmitter side. Furthermore, this is a fast-adaptive technique compared to the ﬁxed-outage,
since the rate of adaptation is determined by the variations of the channel fading.
4.1 Repetition

Since transmitter side information does not increase capacity unless transmitted power is also
adapted (Goldsmith, 2005), the capacity of this strategy in a given fading realization has the
same expression as in (5) which can be rewritten using (1) as




1
1
γ̄ 2
γ̄
C = log2 1 +
log
x
+
x
=
1
s
ij
2
2
2 i,j∑
2
2
=1
where ∑2i,j=1 xij = xs ∼ χ28 (Hogg & Craig, 1970).
Since the transmitter has CSI knowledge, in every time instant the source coding rate R REP
can be adapted to achieve the instantaneous capacity C. The distortion Dr observed at the
receiver is then (Cover & Thomas, 1991)
Dr = 2−2RREP =

1
1 + γ̄2 xs
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which is a continuous random variable. Its expected value is
   +∞
DREP = E Dr =
0

=
which yields
DREP

1
48

1
1 + γ̄2 z

 +∞
0

(8)

f χ (z)dz

z
z3
e− 2 dz
2 + γ̄z



1
1
2
3
γ̄
1 γ̄ − γ̄ + 2γ̄ − e Γ 0, γ̄
= ·
6
γ̄4

The CDF FREP (d) of the distortion at the receiver can be derived as




2 − 2d
FREP (d) = Pr Dr < d = Pr xs >
γ̄d


(8) 2 − 2d
= 1 − Fχ
γ̄d
4.2 Alamouti

This strategy (Zoffoli et al., 2008a) employs the Alamouti scheme to obtain two independent
channels from the MIMO system. These two channels are then used for the transmission of
a single description representation of the source, after demultiplexing it into two half-rate
substreams. The capacity for the ALM strategy is given by (8) that, from (1), can be expressed
as




γ̄ 2
γ̄
C = log2 1 +
x
=
log
+
x
1
s
ij
2
4 i,j∑
4
=1
where ∑2i,j=1 xij = xs ∼ χ28 (Hogg & Craig, 1970).
Using transmitter side information, the source coding rate R ALM can be adjusted to follow the
variations of the capacity C. Thus, the distortion at the receiver is given by (Cover & Thomas,
1991)
1
Dr = 2−2R ALM = 
2
1 + γ̄4 xs
Its expected value can be evaluated as

   +∞
D ALM = E Dr =


=

1

(8)
2 f χ (z)dz
γ̄
0
1+ 4z
 +∞
z
1
z3
e− 2 dz
2
6 0
(4 + γ̄z)

which ﬁnally results in
D ALM





 
2 
γ̄ 3γ̄ + 2 Γ 0, 2
−
4
−
4
+
4e
γ̄
γ̄
γ̄
γ̄
2
= ·
3
γ̄5
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The CDF FALM (d) of the distortion is

√ 
4−4 d
√
FALM (d) = Pr Dr < d = Pr xs >
γ̄ d
√ 

(8) 4 − 4 d
√
= 1 − Fχ
γ̄ d






4.3 Spatial multiplexing strategy

Here, a single description of the source, i.e. a single symbol stream, is ﬁrst demultiplexed and
encoded into two separate and independent substreams. Each substream is then transmitted
simultaneously over each transmit antenna and, at the receiver, an optimal joint decoder is
employed for retrieving the original symbol stream. The capacity of this strategy is given by
(10).
In the Appendix it is shown that the expected distortion for ZORA over SM MIMO system is
given by

DSM = −

2


 2 
16 γ̄ − γ̄ + 2 e γ̄ Γ 0, γ̄2
γ̄6

+



 



 2 
2
8 γ̄ − 2e γ̄ Γ 0, γ̄2
γ̄ γ̄ + 2 − 4 γ̄ + 1 e γ̄ Γ 0, γ̄2
γ̄6

The CDF of the distortion observed at the receiver is obtained in the Appendix as




1
FSM (d) = Pr Dr < d = 1 − Pr x1 x2 < √
d


1
= 1−F √
d

.

(12)

where
2 4
F (z) = 3 e γ̄
γ̄



 z



2 
− γ̄2 x2
− γ̄2
2
e
· e
γ̄ − 2γ̄ x2 − 1 + 2 x2 − 1
1

−e

− γ̄2

z
x2



γ̄2 + 2γ̄


2 
 z
 z
− x2 + 2
− x2
dx2
x2
x2

5. Numerical results
5.1 Discussion for the ﬁxed-outage strategies

We begin the discussion by comparing only the three TS-MD strategies. Then, we compare
TS-MD-OPT with the remaining three strategies.
Figure 2 compares the expected distortions achievable with the TS strategies at a ﬁxed γ̄
of 10 dB. These results can be explained using the same observations we made in (Zoffoli
et al., 2008b), where we considered MD strategies over two parallel and independent fading
channels. For completeness, we now brieﬂy restate here these conclusions.
As expected, TS-MD-OPT achieves the lowest distortions, since it is designed to minimize
Eq. (7). At low outage probabilities, both descriptions are correctly decoded most of the time
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Fig. 2. FORA: expected distortion vs. outage probability for the different TS strategies with γ̄
= 10 dB.
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Fig. 3. FORA: expected distortion vs. outage probability for the different strategies with γ̄ =
10 dB.
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and optimal performance is achievable with the TS-MD-NJR strategy, since it is designed to
minimize the distortion D0 . As the outage probability gets higher, the receiver becomes able
to correctly decode only one description most of the time and TS-MD-NMR achieves optimal
performance, since it is designed to minimize the distortion D1 .
Figure 3 compares the remaining strategies and TS-MD-OPT at a ﬁxed γ̄ of 10 dB. As can be
seen, the lowest distortions are achieved with the SM strategy. However, this performance
comes at the expense of complexity, mainly due to the presence of the joint decoder at the
receiver. Interestingly, the ALM strategy, which can be employed for reducing this complexity,
shows only a very small loss in performance with respect to SM. Looking at the source coding
rates of the different strategies, reported in Fig. 4, it can be seen that ALM obtains rather high
coding rates, but still signiﬁcantly lower than those of SM.
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Outage probability
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Fig. 4. FORA: source coding rates vs. outage probability for the different strategies with γ̄ =
10 dB.
This observation, at a ﬁrst analysis, might erroneously lead to the expectation of a more
evident difference in performance between these two strategies. In fact, it must be recalled
that the distortions D1 are exponential decaying functions of the coding rate (see Eqs. (9) and
(11)). So, due to this type of dependency, the distortions D1 are very similar even though the
coding rates are signiﬁcantly different.
Returning to Fig. 3, as the outage probability grows, performance of SM and ALM quickly
worsen and the lowest distortions become achievable with the TS-MD-OPT strategy. This
happens because SM and ALM are both transmitting over a single unreliable channel, while
TS-MD-OPT employs path diversity over two independent and equally unreliable channels
reducing the overall system outage probability. The REP strategy has in general the worst
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performance, except for very low values of outage probabilities where it performs slightly
better than TS-MD-OPT.
We now consider the outage rates achievable with the various strategies, plotted in Fig. 5. In
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Fig. 5. FORA: outage rate vs. outage probability for the different strategies with γ̄ = 10 dB.
(Choudhury & Gibson, 2007) it has been shown that, when considering the lossy transmission
of information over a single channel with very slow Rayleigh fading, designing the system
to maximize outage rate does not lead to the minimization of the distortion at the receiver.
Inspired by this observation, we want to determine if the same result applies to our MIMO
case.
We denote by pd the outage probability that minimizes expected distortion and by pr the
outage probability that maximizes outage rate. Table 1 shows the values of pd , pr , the
corresponding distortions and the percent differences in distortion for the various strategies
with γ̄ = 10 dB, obtained from Figs. 3 and 5. As can be seen, the outage probabilities that
minimize distortion are very different from the outage probabilities that maximize outage
pd
ALM

pr D (pd ) D (pr ) ΔD%

0.015 0.130 0.0458 0.1372 199.41

TS-MD-OPT 0.084 0.212 0.0825 0.1058 28.24
REP

0.026 0.108 0.1069 0.1551 45.01

SM

0.013 0.157 0.0338 0.1589 369.76

Table 1. pd , pr and respective distortions for the various strategies with γ̄ = 10 dB.
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rate. Thus, if the system is designed to maximize outage rate instead of minimizing distortion,
suboptimal performance is achieved. In some cases this approach could result in much higher
distortions, as in the SM strategy where the percent difference between the two distortions
is almost 370%. TS-MD-OPT is the less sensitive strategy to this design error, but still has a
distortion that is more than 28% higher than the minimum distortion.
5.2 Discussion for the zero-outage strategies

Figure 6 plots the expected distortion as a function of γ̄ for the different strategies. As
can be seen, the lowest distortion is achieved with the SM strategy at all values of γ̄. This
performance, however, comes at the expense of realization complexity, due to the presence
of the joint ML decoder at the receiver (Zoffoli et al., 2008a). Similarly to the case of CSI at
the receiver only of (Zoffoli et al., 2008a), if the ALM strategy is employed to reduce this
complexity, only a small decrease in performance is observed, especially at high values of γ̄.
Signiﬁcantly higher distortion is produced with the REP strategy.
Figures 7, 8 and 9 plot the CDF of the distortion for different values of γ̄ respectively for
the REP, ALM and SM strategies. The square markers in the plots represent the value of the
expected distortion for the respective value of γ̄. Interestingly, an increase in the value of γ̄ not
only improves the value of expected distortion for every strategy (as it appears evident also
from Fig. 6), but also improves the probability pe (γ̄) of achieving that distortion. The values
of pe (γ̄) for the different strategies and for different values of γ̄ are reported in Table 2. It can
pe (γ̄ )
γ̄ = 1 dB γ̄ = 3 dB γ̄ = 5 dB γ̄ = 10 dB
ALM

0.630

0.658

0.684

0.731

REP

0.594

0.608

0.621

0.637

SM

0.641

0.678

0.712

0.787

Table 2. Probability of achieving expected distortion for the various strategies with different
values of γ̄.
be observed that, given the same increase of γ̄, the increase in pe (γ̄) in the REP strategy is
signiﬁcantly lower than the increase in pe (γ̄) for the remaining two strategies. For example,
if γ̄ increases from 1 dB to 10 dB, pe (γ̄) in the REP strategy increases by about 0.04, while in
ALM and SM it increases by about 0.10 and 0.14, respectively. Moreover, returning to Figs. 7,
8 and 9, an increase of γ̄ also causes an increase in the slope of the CDF for all strategies,
suggesting that the values of distortion become less variable as γ̄ increases.
A comparison of the CDF of the distortion for the various strategies at a ﬁxed γ̄ of 5 dB is
reported in Fig. 10. Both ALM and SM strategies have similar and very steep CDFs, which
means that it is possible with these strategies to achieve low values of distortion with high
probability. For example, with a probability of 0.9, SM achieves a distortion approximately
equal to 0.05, while ALM achieves a distortion approximately equal to 0.07. The REP strategy
has a much less steep CDF than the other two strategies, and indeed, with a probability of 0.9
it achieves a signiﬁcantly higher distortion, approximately equal to 0.15.
5.3 Comparison between ﬁxed-outage and zero-outage

The zero outage strategies require CSI at the transmitter, fast adaptation at the transmitter to
respond to the CSI, and commensurate additional complexity compared to the ﬁxed outage
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Fig. 6. ZORA: expected distortion as a function of γ̄ for the different strategies.
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Fig. 8. ZORA: CDF of distortion for ALM strategy with different values of γ̄.
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Fig. 9. ZORA: CDF of distortion for SM strategy with different values of γ̄.
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Fig. 10. ZORA: CDF of the distortion at the receiver for the different strategies at a ﬁxed γ̄ of
5 dB.
approaches. As a result, we would hope for and expect some gain in performance. Using SNR
to denote the ratio Pt /N, a comparison of the FORA minimum distortion values in Fig. 3 for an
SNR of 10 dB, with the minimum expected distortion achieved by the Alamouti and Spatial
Multiplexing schemes at a 10 dB SNR, available in Fig. 6 for ZORA, reveals that the more
complex zero outage rate strategies have more than an order of magnitude lower distortion.
In fact, the Alamouti scheme under the zero outage approach achieves the same minimum
average distortion as in Fig. 3 but at less than a 6 dB SNR, and the spatial multiplexing scheme
under ZORA produces the minimum average distortion in Fig. 3 but at an SNR of around 4
dB. Thus, 4 to 6 dB gains in SNR are available with the more complex zero outage strategies
compared to the ﬁxed outage methods.

6. Conclusions
The results for the Fixed Outage Rate strategies used in a TS MIMO mode show that of the
three MD methods, namely, the No Excess Joint Rate coder (MD-NJR), the No Excess Marginal
Rate coder (MD-NMR), and the optimized MD coder (MD-OPT), the MD-OPT performs
best across all outage probabilities since if follows the envelope of the other two methods.
However, to optimize the MD-OPT coder, we need to know the packet loss rate to minimize
the average distortion. While the TS-MD-OPT outperforms the other MD approaches studied,
the TS-MD-OPT scheme performs worse for low outage probabilities than the REP, ALM,
and SM MIMO schemes that use an SD coder and is only able to take advantage of the MD
source coding method as the outage probability moves toward 0.1 and higher. Perhaps the
most important result obtained is that the outage probability that maximizes outage rate
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is much different from the outage probability that minimizes expected distortion for all of
the methods, and that the performance penalty for ignoring the expected distortion in the
optimization can be substantial. Thus, the usual approach of selecting the outage probability
to maximize outage rate is suboptimal for lossy source coding.
For the ZORA methods, wherein CSI is available at the transmitter and the source coding rate
is adapted to match the instantaneous channel capacity, it is shown that SM performs best
among REP, ALM, and SM, but that ALM performs very well, particularly in light of its lower
complexity. Plots of the cumulative distribution of the distortion as a function of SNR indicate
that not only does an increase in SNR reduce the expected distortion, but it also increases the
probability that that distortion will be achieved. Additionally, the CDFs of the distortion have
a much steeper slope with increased SNR, thus implying a much narrower range of variation
for the performance. The more complex and adaptive ZORA approach using transmitter CSI
is also shown to achieve more than an order of magnitude reduction in average distortion
over the FORA methods and to yield a reduction of 4 to 6 dB in required SNR for the same
performance.

7. Appendix: Statistics of the distortion for ZORA
To determine the expression of the expected distortion at the receiver for the zero-outage
strategy, we ﬁrst need to introduce the characteristic function φC (z) of the capacity C, deﬁned
as (Chiani, Win & Zanella, 2003)




φC (z) = E e j2πCz = K det U (z)

where, for a 2 × 2 uncorrelated MIMO Rayleigh fading channel, K = 1 and U (z) is a 2 × 2
matrix with ik-th elements given by (Chiani, Win & Zanella, 2003)
uik (z) =

 +∞
0

 j 2πz

ln 2
γ̄
x i + k −2 e − x 1 + x
dx
2

(13)

Since the source coding rate RSM is adapted, in every time instant, to the capacity C, we can
now express the expected distortion DSM in terms of the function φC (z) as (Cover & Thomas,
1991)






ln 2
−2RSM
−2C ln 2
=E e
= φC j
DSM = E 2
π
 

ln 2
= det U j
= û11 û22 − û12 û21
(14)
π


where we deﬁned ûik = uik j ln 2/π . Developing the expression in (13), we get for the 2 × 2
MIMO
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û11 = 2 ·
û12 = 4 ·



2
γ̄ − 2e γ̄ Γ 0, γ̄2

γ̄2

 2 

2 + γ̄ e γ̄ Γ 0, γ̄2 − γ̄
γ̄3

û21 = û12
û22 = 4 ·





 2 
γ̄ 2 + γ̄ − 4 1 + γ̄ e γ̄ Γ 0, γ̄2
γ̄4

and, after substituting these expressions into Eq. (14), we derive the ﬁnal expression of DSM
as

DSM = −

2

 2 

16 γ̄ − γ̄ + 2 e γ̄ Γ 0, γ̄2
γ̄6

+

 





 2 
2
8 γ̄ − 2e γ̄ Γ 0, γ̄2
γ̄ γ̄ + 2 − 4 γ̄ + 1 e γ̄ Γ 0, γ̄2
γ̄6

The CDF FSM (d) of the distortion at the receiver is related to that of the capacity via the
relationship


1
FSM (d) = Pr { Dr < d} = 1 − Pr C > log2 √
.
d
For MIMO, the CDF of the capacity can be derived starting from the characteristic function
(Chiani, Win & Zanella, 2003; Shin et al., 2006). For small MIMO systems results for the PDF
and CDF can also be found in (Smith et al., 2003).
For the particular case of the 2 × 2 MIMO of interest here, we derive below a closed form
expression for the CDF. We ﬁrst need to rewrite the expression of the capacity in (10) using the
singular value decomposition of H, to obtain (Telatar, 1999; Winters, 1987)

2 
γ̄
C = log2 ∏ 1 + λi = log2 ( x1 x2 )
2
i =1
where

γ̄
i = 1, 2
(15)
λ,
2 i
and the λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ 0 are the two ordered nonzero eigenvalues of the matrix HH H , giving
xi > 1 and x1  x2 .
The distortion observed at the receiver is then (Cover & Thomas, 1991)
xi = 1 +

Dr = 2−2RSM =

1
( x1 x2 )2
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and FSM (d) results




1
FSM (d) = Pr Dr < d = 1 − Pr x1 x2 < √
d


1
= 1−F √
d


where F (z) = Pr x1 x2 < z .
We now deﬁne S as the set of points ( x1 , x2 ) such that


S = ( x1 , x2 ) ∈ R2 : x1 > 1; x2 > 1; x1  x2 ; x1 x2 < z

(16)

If X is the vector X = ( x1 , x2 ) with joint PDF f X ( x1 , x2 ), F (z) can then be evaluated as
F (z) =



=

S

f X ( x1 , x2 )dx1 dx2

 z

1
2

1

z
x2

1

f X ( x1 , x2 )dx1 dx2

(17)

The joint PDF of X can be expressed in terms of the joint PDF f Λ (λ1 , λ2 ) of the vector of the
eigenvalues Λ = (λ1 , λ2 ) as (Papoulis & Pillai, 2001)
f X ( x1 , x2 ) =

f Λ ( λ1 , λ2 )
4
= 2 f Λ ( λ1 , λ2 )
det( J )
γ̄

(18)

where J is the Jacobian matrix of X. Since from Eq. (15) we have
λi =
we can rewrite Eq. (18) as


2
xi − 1 ,
γ̄

4
f X ( x1 , x2 ) = 2 f Λ
γ̄



i = 1, 2

 2

2
x1 − 1 ,
x2 − 1
γ̄
γ̄



(19)

The joint PDF of the eigenvalues of HH H for a MIMO system with uncorrelated fading
between antenna elements can be written as (Chiani, Win & Zanella, 2003; Chiani, Win,
Zanella, Mallik & Winters, 2003; Telatar, 1999)
f Λ ( λ1 , λ 2 ) = e − λ1 e − λ2 ( λ1 − λ2 )2
which, substituting into Eq. (19), yields
f X ( x1 , x2 ) =

16 γ̄4 − γ̄2 ( x1 + x2 )
e e
( x1 − x2 )2
γ̄4

Substituting this last expression into (17) gives
F (z) =

8 γ̄4
e
γ̄4

 z

− γ̄2 x2
1

e

z
x2

1

e

− γ̄2 x1

( x1 − x2 )2 dx1 dx2
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which can be ﬁnally written as
F (z) =

2 γ̄4
e
γ̄3

 z
− γ̄2 x2
1

e






2 
2
· e− γ̄ γ̄2 − 2γ̄ x2 − 1 + 2 x2 − 1

 z
 z

2 
− γ̄2 xz
2
2
−e
− x2 + 2
− x2
γ̄ + 2γ̄
dx2
x2
x2

By using this expression into (16), it is then possible to evaluate the CDF of distortion for the
SM strategy.
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Analysis of MIMO Systems in the Presence of
Co-channel Interference and Spatial Correlation
Dian-Wu Yue and Qian Wang
Dalian Maritime University
China

1. Introduction
Wireless communication systems employing multiple antenna elements at the transmitter
and the receiver have been attracting much interest in recent years due to the signiﬁcant
capacity gain promised by the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems [Teletar
(1999)], [Foschini & Gans (1998)]. The MIMO systems have been analyzed deeply from two
different perspectives [Teletar (1999)]-[Yue & Zhang (2010)]: one concerns the evaluation of the
information-theoretic (Shannon) capacity, the other concerns performance evaluation in terms
of outage probability or symbol error probability of practical systems. Both of the capacity
analysis and performance analysis strongly rely on random matrix theory and matrix variate
distributions.
So far the capacity issues of MIMO systems have been extensively studied in the literature,
yet with main focus on the scenario without interference [Teletar (1999)]-[Kiessling (2005)].
In cellular systems, however, multiple users share the same radio spectrum, which typically
causes co-channel interference. It is well known that co-channel interference ultimately limits
the quality of service offered to the users. There have been initial investigations for the MIMO
capacity with co-channel interference in fading environments [Catreux et al. (2000)]-[Kang &
Alouini (2003a)]. In particular, Song and Blostein [Song & Blostein (2002)] studied the behavior
of MIMO capacity with varying number of interferers through simulations. In [Kang et al.
(2007)] and [Kang & Alouini (2003a)], Kang et al. obtained exact closed-form expressions for
the moment generating function, mean, variance of MIMO capacity. Speciﬁcally, the paper
[Kang et al. (2007)] considered MIMO Rayleigh fading channels in the presence of additive
noise and interferers with arbitrary average powers, but requiring that there is no spatial
correlation both among transmit antenna elements and among receive antenna elements for
the desired user, and there is no correlation among receive antenna elements for any interferer.
Reference [Kang & Alouini (2003a)] considered MIMO Rician channels in the presence of
Rayleigh co-channel interference, but requiring that there is an identical correlation structure
among receive antenna elements for both the desired user and interferers, and there is no
correlation among their transmit antenna elements.
In many practical situations, however, signal correlation among the antenna elements exists
in realistic environments due to poor scattering conditions. A typical example of this is an
uplink transmission from a mobile station (MS) to a base station (BS) , where around the
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BS the number of scatterers is usually smaller than around mobile terminals, thus leading
to the fact that the correlation at the BS is stronger than at the MS. Another typical example
of this is a downlink transmission from a BS to a MS, where the antennas at the BS can be
spaced sufﬁciently far to achieve uncorrelation among them. On the other hand, it is more
difﬁcult to space the antennas far apart at the mobile terminals due to physical size constraints,
and consequently correlation arises among the antenna elements in such scenarios. The
above factors have given us an impetus for studying the capacity of MIMO channels with
interference and receive correlation [Wang & Yue (2009)]. In Section 3, we will investigate
the capacity issue in the case where the MIMO channels of the desired user and co-channel
interferers are all subject to Rayleigh type of fading.
A MIMO system can be conﬁgured differently. One conﬁguration is transmit/receive diversity
(TRD) which has been widely used due to its simplicity and good performance. The
performance of MIMO systems with optimal TRD depends on their operational environments.
Their performance in a Rayleigh fading environment without co-channel interference was
investigated by Dighe et al. [Dighe et al. (2001)] by assuming that the MIMO channels follow
independent and identical (i.i.d.) Rayleigh distribution. The resulting outage probability
is expressible in the form of a determinant. This result was subsequently extended by
Kang and Alouini [Kang & Alouini (2003b)] to a general case of independent, but not
necessarily identically distributed, Rician fading channels. The results, again, takes the
form of determinants. For the case using dual antennas at the transmitter or receiver
end, they obtained [Kang & Alouini (2004a)] an explicit expression for outage probability
complementing the result of Dighe [Dighe et al. (2001)]. The performance of MIMO systems
with optimal TRD in the presence of co-channel interference was tackled in [Dighe et al.
(2003)] and [Kang & Alouini (2004b)] under various fading environments allowing for the
MIMO fading channels of the intended user and interferers to be non-i.i.d. Rician/Rayleigh,
i.i.d. Rician/Rayleigh, and Rayleigh/Rayleigh. All these studies focus on MIMO systems with
uncorrelated or semi-correlated antennas.
By semi-correlation, we mean that the spatial correlation exists only at one side, transmitter
or receiver end, of the MIMO systems. Even for the case with semi-correlation, it is usually
assumed that the intended user and interferers have the same correlation structure to simplify
the mathematical analysis. In fact, the use of this assumption leads to the same mathematical
treatment as the one with i.i.d. channels. The i.i.d. or uncorrelated assumption is often
invalid in many practical applications. Signiﬁcant correlation among the antennas exists in
realistic environments due to, for example, limited spacing between antennas. Furthermore,
the spatial structure (and even the fading distribution) of the interference usually differ from
its counterpart for the intended user since their signals propagate over different multi-paths,
suffer from different fading, and arrive at the receive antenna array with different incident
angles. To handle these general fading situations, we must take different methodology [Yue &
Zhang (2010)]. In Section 4, we will investigate the performance issue of MIMO systems with
optimal TRD mainly over general Rayleigh/Rayleigh fading channels in a uniﬁed framework.
Throughout the paper, we use extensively relevant notations and results from multivariate
statistical theory, in particular, various matrix-variate distributions. Although relevant results
are available in the statistical literature [Muirhead (1982)], [Gupta & Nagar (2000)] and [Mathai
et al. (1995)], they are given only for real variables. The extension of these results to their
complex counterparts, as required in this paper, is straightforward. Such results, though
useful for wireless communications, are not found in the open references. We therefore ﬁrst
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summarize deﬁnitions of various special functions with complex matrix arguments and their
properties in Section 2 for the use in this paper which, we hope, are also useful to researchers
in the area of wireless communications.
Moreover, we will use the following notations throughout the paper. By In we denote the
identity matrix of size n × n (the subscript will be omitted wherever the size of the matrix is
clear from the context), 0 signiﬁes the all-zero matrix, diag( x1 , . . . , xn ) denotes the diagonal
matrix with elements x1 , . . . , xn , the determinant of the matrix X is denoted by |X| or det(X),
[ xij ] is a matrix with xij representing its (i, j)th element and correspondingly, | xij | denotes
its determinant. eig(X) denotes the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of X. The symbol X > 0
indicates that X is positive deﬁnite; likewise, X > A means X − A > 0. We use notation
tr(X) to signify the trace of the square matrix X, etr(X) to denote exp(trX), X† to mean the
Hermitian transposition. The symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product of two matrices, ‘∼’
means ‘distributed as’, CWp (n, Σ) is a complex Wishart distribution , CN (μ, Σ) is a complex
vector variate Gaussian distribution, CNp,q (M, A ⊗ B) means a complex p × q matrix variate
Gaussian distribution and EX [·] denotes expected value with respect to X.

2. Deﬁnitions and properties for random functions of complex matrix arguments
2.1 Zonal polynomials

Zonal polynomials were introduced by James [James (1964)], and have become an essential
tool for studying and expressing some useful special functions of matrix arguments (such as
Hypergeometric functions of matrix arguments we will discuss).Using these special functions
in matrix arguments, many distributions of quadratic forms can be obtained in a very compact
form.
p
For k > 0, we denote κ = (k1 , k2 , . . . , k p ) such that k = ∑ j=1 k j , k1 ≥ k2 ≥ . . . ≥ k p ≥ 0. Then
we call κ a partition of k into p parts. Partitions may be ordered lexicographically as follows. If
κ = (k1 , k2 , . . .) and λ = (l1 , l2 , . . .), then we say κ > λ if k i > li for the ﬁrst index i where the
k

partitions differ. Now let y1 , . . . , y p be p variables. Then we say that the monomial y1k1 · · · y pp
k

l

is of order κ and that y1k1 · · · y pp is of higher order than y1l1 · · · y pp if κ > λ. The degree of a
monomial in p variables is the sum of degrees of the individual variables. The degree of a
polynomial is the maximum degree of the monomials making up the polynomial. We denote
by Vk the vector space of symmetric homogenous polynomials of degree k in p variables.
Further let Vκ be the subspace of Vk deﬁned by polynomials of order κ. Then Vk is the direct
sum of the irreducible invariant subspaces Vκ .
Deﬁntion 1. Let Vk be deﬁned on the eigenvalues of a p × p Hermitian matrix X. Then the polynomial
(trX)k ∈ Vk has a unique decomposition into polynomials Cκ (X) ∈ Vκ according to

(trX)k = ∑ Cκ (X).

(1)

k

The component of (trX)k in Vκ , Cκ (X), is called a zonal polynomial of X.
The zonal polynomial Cκ (X) is deﬁned for all k and p, but for a partition κ of k into more than
p parts, it is identically zero. The zonal polynomials have the following useful properties.
Property 1. For a scalar a,

Cκ ( aX) = ak Cκ (X).

(2)
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Let κ = (k1 , k2 , . . . , k p ) be a partition of k. We will denote the complex multivariate hypergeometric
coefﬁcient by
p

[ a ] κ = ∏ ( a − i + 1) k i

(3)

i =1

where ( x )n = x ( x + 1) · · · ( x + n − 1) is the Pochhammer symbol [James (1964)]. Note that
( x )0 = 1.
Property 2. For p and q,

Property 3.

Cκ (I p )
[ p]κ
=
Cκ (Iq )
[ q ]κ

(4)

Cκ (X) = Cκ (UXU† )

(5)

where U ∈ U( p), and U( p) is the group of all p × p complex unitary matrices.
Property 4.



U( p )

Cκ (U† XUY)[ dU] = Cκ (X)Cκ (Y)/Cκ (I p )

(6)

where [ dU] is the invariant measure on the unitary group U( p) normalized to make the total measure
unity.
A general formula for the coefﬁcients of zonal polynomials has not been found. For more
detail study of zonal polynomials, the reader is referred to [Muirhead (1982)].
2.2 Hypergeometric functions of matrix arguments

Many matrix variate distributions, especially central quadratic form distributions, can be
written in terms in hypergeometric functions of matrix argument [James (1964)]-[Khatri
(1965)]. Hypergeometric functions of matrix argument is a natural generalization of
(generalized) hypergeometric functions of scalar argument, which have been used widely in
the ﬁeld of science and engineering.
Deﬁntion 2. Let X be a p × p Hermitian matrix. Then hypergeometric functions of one complex
matrix argument is deﬁned by
( p)
m F̃n ( a1 , . . . , am ; b1 , . . . , bn ; X)

=

∞

∑∑

k =0 κ

[ a1 ]κ . . . [ am ]κ Cκ (X)
[b1 ]κ . . . [bn ]κ k!

(7)

where a1 , . . . , am ; b1 , . . . , bn are arbitrary complex numbers, ∑κ denotes summation over all partition
κ.
For the conditions for convergence of the mentioned-above series, the reader is referred to
[Gupta & Nagar (2000)]. From Deﬁnition 2 it follows that
( p)
0 F̃0 (X)

and

( p)
1 F̃0 ( a; X)

= etr(X)

=| I − X |− a

(8)
(9)
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Deﬁntion 3. Let q ≤ p. Then the hypergeometric functions of two Hermitian matrices X( p × p) and
Y(q × q ) is deﬁned by
( p,q )
( a1 , . . . , am ; b1 , . . . , bn ; X, Y)
m F̃n

∞

=

∑∑

k =0 κ

[ a1 ]κ . . . [ am ]κ Cκ (X)Cκ (Y)
[b1 ]κ . . . [bn ]κ Cκ (I p )k!

(10)

The hypergeometric functions of two Hermitian matrices have the following properties.
Property 5.


U( p )

( p,p )
( a1 , . . . , am ; b1 , . . . , bn ; XUYU† )[dU]
m F̃n

=

( p,p )
( a1 , . . . , am ; b1 , . . . , bn ; X, Y).
m F̃n

(11)

Property 6.
( p,p )
( a 1 , . . . , a m ; b1 , . . . , b n ; I p , X )
m F̃n

=

( p)
m F̃n ( a1 , . . . , am ; b1 , . . . , bn ; X).

(12)

For more detail study of hypergeometric functions of matrix arguments, the reader is referred
to [Gupta & Nagar (2000)]. The hypergeometric functions of two Hermitian matrices can be
expressed in terms of scalar hypergeometric functions [Khatri (1966)], which is the practical
relevance of our some results given in follow-up parts.
2.3 Generalized Hermitian polynomials of matrix arguments

Hayakawa in 1969 gave the deﬁnition of generalized Hermite polynomial of real matrix
argument Hκ (T), and extended the deﬁnition to the case of two real matrix arguments:
Pκ (T, A). Crowther in 1975 further extended it to the case of three real matrix arguments :
Pκ (T, A, B). Now we introduce the deﬁnition of generalized Hermite polynomial of complex
matrix argument and its extensions. These functions of matrix arguments play an important
role in the study of the distribution of some quadratic forms.
Deﬁntion 4. Let T : p × q and W : p × q, be arbitrary complex matrices, then the generalized
Hermite polynomial with a complex matrix argument Hκ (T) which corresponds to the partition κ =
(k1 , k2 , . . . , k p ) of k is deﬁned as:
Hκ (T) = π − pq etr(TT† )
where ı =

√



W

etr[−WW† − ı(TW† + WT† )] Cκ (−WW† )dW

(13)

−1.

It should be noted that (13) can be regarded as the Fouier transform of etr[−WW† ] Cκ (−WW† ).
The distributions of the latent roots of a noncentral Wishart matrix and of related statistics can
be expressed as series of generalized Hermite polynomials.
Deﬁntion 5. Let p ≤ q, and let T : p × q and W : p × q, be arbitrary complex matrices, and
let A : q × q and B : p × p be Hermitian positive deﬁnite matrices; then the generalized Hermite
polynomial with three complex matrix arguments Pκ (T, A, B) which corresponds to the partition κ =
(k1 , k2 , . . . , k p ) of k is deﬁned as:
Pκ (T, A, B) = π − pq etr(TT† )



W

etr[−WW† − ı(TW† + WT† )] Cκ (−BWAW† )dW.

(14)
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The generalized Hermite polynomial with three complex matrix arguments Pκ (T, A, B) has
several simple properties as follows.
Property 7.
Property 8.

Pκ (T, Iq , I p ) = Pκ (T, Iq ) = Hκ (T).

(15)

Pκ (T, A, I p ) = Pκ (T, A).

(16)

Property 9.
Pκ (0, A, B) = (−1)k [ q ]κ

Cκ (A)Cκ (B)
.
Cκ ( Iq )

(17)

Crowther has calculated the polynomial Pκ (T, A, B) for some special κ. With general κ,
however, there is no formula available for their calculation. For more detail study of Hermitian
functions of matrix argument, the reader is referred to [Gupta & Nagar (2000)] and [Mathai et
al. (1995)].

3. Ergodic capacity of MIMO systems with interference and correlation
3.1 System model

We consider a wireless link equipped with t antenna elements at the transmitter and r antenna
elements at the receiver. It is assumed that the system is interference-limited, and there are a
total of  interfering users each equipped with ti antenna elements, i = 1, . . . , . The received
r × 1 vector at the desired user’s receiver can thus be modeled as


y = Hs + ∑ Hi si

(18)

i =1

where H is the r × t normalized channel complex matrix with Gaussian distribution [Gupta
& Nagar (2000)]: H ∼ CNr,t (0, Σ ⊗ Ψ), Σ ⊗ Ψ is the covariance matrix of random matrix H; s
is the t × 1 transmitted data vector for the desired user with covariance matrix E (ss† ) = Rs
and total transmitting power tr(Rs ) = Es . Similarly, for the i-th co-channel interferer, Hi and
si are the r × ti normalized channel matrix and the ti × 1 transmitted vector with short-term
average power Ei per antenna, respectively. It is assumed that Hi ∼ CNr,ti (0, Σi ⊗ Ψi ) and
si ∼ CNti (0, Ri ).
Now we take a closer look at the correlation structure of H and Hi in (18). The correlations
of the matrices H and Hi are speciﬁed by Σ ⊗ Ψ and Σi ⊗ Ψi , respectively. Physically, Σ
and Σi represent the r × r correlation matrices of incoming signal and interference at the
receiver, respectively. Correspondingly, the transmit-antenna correlations for the desired user
is characterized by the t × t correlation matrix Ψ, whereas its counterpart for interferer i
is speciﬁed by the ti × ti correlation matrix Ψi . The structure of these correlation matrices
depends on channel’s fading characteristics, geometry and polarization of antenna arrays,
and signal/interferers angle of arrival and spread, as described in various references [Chuah
et al. (2002)].
The mentioned-above correlated MIMO channel model is one of several classical correlated
MIMO channel models [Kermoal et al. (2002)]. It is very convenient for mathematical
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tractability, and has been used by many papers [Kiessling (2005)], [Paulraj et al. (2003)]. With
it, the MIMO channel correlation is separable [Kermoal et al. (2002)], [Paulraj et al. (2003)], i.e.,

where

H � A† Hw B

(19)

Σ = A† A

(20)

†

Ψ=B B

(21)

and Hw ∼ CNr,t (0, Ir ⊗ It ) is a r × t random matrix of i.i.d Gaussian elements. For simplicity,
just as in [Blum et al. (2002)], [Kang et al. (2003)] and [Kang et al. (2007)], all of the interfering
signals si , i = 1, . . . , , are assumed to be not known at the desired user’s receiver, and they
are all modeled as complex Gaussian vectors. Hence, the interference ∑i=1 Hi si conditioned
on Hi , i = 1, . . . , , is complex Gaussian with covariance matrix
Rc =

where
and



∑ Hi Ri H†i

i =1

= H I R I H†I

(22)

H I = (H1 , · · · , H )

(23)

R I = diag(R1 , · · · , R ).

(24)
Rc−1/2 .

This implies that the interference is whitened by multiplying y by
For analytical tractability, it is assumed ﬁrstly that Σ1 = Σ2 = · · · = Σ = Σ I . Note
that our assumption is more general than in the literature [Catreux et al. (2000)]-[Kang &
Alouini (2003a)] where all correlation receive matrices for interferers are identity ones, namely
Σ1 = Σ2 = · · · = Σ = I . In order to obtain easy-to-compute closed-form expressions
which provide useful insight, we have to assume further that E1 = E2 = · · · = E = E I ,
Ψ = It and Ψ1 = It1 , Ψ2 = It2 , · · · , Ψ = It . These assumptions are valid when the interfering
signals come from approximately same distance from the receiver and the shadowing effects
are small. However, it will lead to a pessimistic estimate of system performance if the total
interfering power is ﬁxed [Ye & Blum (2005)]. Exactly, under these assumptions, what we
will ﬁnally obtain is indeed a lower bound on the ergodic capacity for the general case. To
make the problem mathematically tractable, these assumptions are usually adopted for the
performance analysis of MIMO systems [Kang & Alouini (2003a)], [Kang & Alouini (2004b)],
and [Zhang & Cui (2004)]. Moreover, we assume that perfect channel information is available
to the receiver, but the transmitter has no channel information. Then the optimum Rs to
maximize the instantaneous capacity is given by Rs = Ets It . For that, we can assume that
Rs = Ets It , and R1 = E1 It1 , R2 = E2 It2 , · · · , R = E It .
Under all these assumptions made above, we will derive some statistical expressions only
Es
with respect to the random matrix ρH† (H I H†I )−1 H, where ρ = tE
. It should be noticed that
I
from Chapter 3 of [Gupta & Nagar (2000)] for the general settings of { Ei } and {Σi } we can
approximate with high precision Rc by only using a single Wishart-distributed matrix (e.g.,
H1 H1† ), and thus (18) can be still used as a good approximating model for the general case.
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3.2 Moment-generating function of mutual information

The instantaneous mutual information I (s, y) between input vector s and output y of the
MIMO link according to (18) is given by Blum et al. (2002)

where
Now let H̃ ∼ CNr,t (0, Σ̃ ⊗ It ) with

I (s, y) = log2 | It + Q |,

(25)

Q = Rs H† Rc−1 H.

(26)

1
Σ̃ = A† Σ−
I A,

(27)

here A is deﬁned in (20), and let H̃ I ∼ CNr,t I (0, Ir ⊗ It I ) with
tI =



∑ ti .

(28)

i =1

From the proof of Theorem 7.4.1 of [Gupta & Nagar (2000)], it can follow that Q can be
reexpressed as
Q = ρH̃† (H̃ I H̃†I )−1 H̃
(29)
The MGF of mutual information I (s, y) is deﬁned as
M (θ ) = EQ [exp(θ I (s, y)/ log2 e)] = EQ | It + Q | θ .

(30)

Furthermore, the MGF M (θ ) can be written in terms of hypergeometric functions of one
(r )

matrix argument over complex ﬁeld 2 F̃1 .
Theorem 1. Suppose that the number of receive antennas for the desired user is equal to or less than
the total number of transmit antenna for the interferers, namely r ≤ t I . Then we have that
M (θ ) =

Γ̃r (t + t I )Γ̃r (t I − θ ) (r )
2 F̃ (− θ, t; t + t I − θ; I − ρΣ̃ );
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃r (t + t I − θ ) 1

(31)

where Γ̃r (·) is the complex multivariate gamma function deﬁned by
r

Γ̃r (m) = π r (r −1) /2 ∏ Γ (m − i + 1).

(32)

i =1

The proof of Theorem 1 is placed in 6.1.
It should be pointed out that in order to make the problem mathematically tractable, the
assumption of r ≤ t I is usually adopted for the performance analysis of MIMO systems
[Kang & Alouini (2003a)], [Kang & Alouini (2004b)], and [Zhang & Cui (2004)]. In downlink
transmission, this particularly true for small and lightweight hand-held/portable receive
terminals for which the size of practical adaptive array will typically be restricted to one or
two antenna elements.
A general hypergeometric function of one Hermitian matrix argument can be expressed in
terms of scalar hypergeometric functions [Kiessling (2005)], which is of the practical relevance
of Theorem 1.
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The Vandermonde matrix with respect to a p × p diagonal matrix Λ = diag(λ1 , λ2 , · · · , λ p )
with λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λ p can be denoted by
p− j

V (Λ) = (λi

)

(33)

Lemma 1. Let W be a p × p Hermitian matrix. Deﬁne Θ = eig(W) = diag(ω1 , . . . , ω p ) with
ω1 > . . . > ω p . Then
|F|
( p)
(34)
m F̃n ( a1 , . . . , a m ; b1 , . . . , bn ; W) =
|V (Θ)|
where F = [ f ij ] with

p− j

f ij = ω i

m Fn ( a1

− j + 1, . . . , am − j + 1; b1 − j + 1, . . . , bn − j + 1; ω i )

(35)

for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , p.
Remark 1. The scalar hypergeometric functions appearing in the above lemma are built-in functions
in computational software packages such as Mathematica.
Remark 2. When some of the ω j ’s are equal, we obtain the results as limiting case on the right of (34)
via L’Hospital’s rule.
3.3 Ergodic capacity of MIMO systems

A MGF uniquely deﬁnes a probability distribution. Once we can ﬁnd the MGF of mutual
information, we can determine all moments, including the practically important ﬁrst moment,
which is also known as ergodic capacity in MIMO literature[Catreux et al. (2000)]-[Kang et al.
(2007)]:
C = EQ I (s, y) = EQ log2 | It + Q | .
(36)

The standard approach to determine the ergodic capacity is just to ﬁnd ﬁrst the related MGF.
Specially,
∂M (θ )
C = log2 e ·
| .
(37)
∂θ θ =0
Furthermore, After a lengthy process (see 6.2 for details), we can obtain the following
expression of the ergodic capacity of MIMO systems in terms of scalar hypergeometric
functions.
Theorem 2. Suppose that r ≤ t I . Let Δ = eig(Ir − ρΣ̃) = diag(δ1 , δ2 , · · · , δr ) with δ1 > δ2 >
· · · > δr .
a) When r ≤ t, then
C=

log2 e · ∑rh=1 | D(h) |
log2 e
+
∑ ∑ t −k+1+j
|V (Δ)|
k =1 j =0 I
r t −1

where D (h) = (di,j (h)) is an r × r matrix satisfying
⎧
r− j +k
⎪
⎨ ∑ j−1 (− j+1) k( t− j+1) k δi
,
j �= h
k =0
( t+ t I − j+1) k k!
di,j (h) =
r− j +k
⎪
⎩ hi,j − (∑t− j 1 ) ∑ j−1 (− j+1) k( t− j+1) kδi
,j=h
b =0 t I + b
k =0
( t+ t I − j+1) k k!

(38)

(39)
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b) When r > t, then
C=

log2 e · ∑th=1 | D(h) |
log2 e
+
t −k+1+j
|V (Δ)|
k =1 j =0 I
r t −1

∑∑

where D (h) = (di,j (h)) is an r × r matrix satisfying
⎧
r− j +k
j −1 (− j +1) k( t− j +1) k δi
⎪
⎪
,
j �= h, j ≤ t
⎪ ∑ k =0
( t+ t I − j+1) k k!
⎨
r−j
di,j (h) = δi ,
j �= h, j > t
⎪
r− j +k
⎪
⎪
(−
j
+
1
)
(
t
−
j
+
1
)
δ
t
−
j
j
−
1
k
k i
1
⎩ h − (∑
, j = h.
i,j
b =0 t I + b ) ∑ k =0
( t+ t I − j+1) k k!

(40)

(41)

Here

r−j

hi,j = δi

Γ ( t + t I − j + 1)
Γ ( t I ) Γ ( t − j + 1)

� 1
0

x t− j (1 − x )t I −1 (1 − δi x ) j−1 [ ln (1 − δi x ) − ln (1 − x )] dx. (42)

3.4 Numerical examples and remarks

Now we offer some numerical examples validating the analysis and showing the effect of
various system parameters on the ergodic capacity of MIMO systems. For simplicity, we adopt
the correlation model of exponential type (see [Loyka (2001)] and [Kiessling (2005)]) at the
receiver with
Σ = [ β| i− j| ]
(43)
|i− j|

ΣI = [βI

]

(44)

The correlation coefﬁcients β and β I are for the desired user and interferers, respectively. They
range from 0 to 1. Here 0 means that the correlation is the weakest, and 1 means
�
�that the

correlation is the strongest. Furthermore, the SIR in dB is deﬁned by 10 log10 t IEEs I which
characterizes the signal to interference ratio in the considered physical condition.
The ergodic capacity versus the SIR is depicted in Fig.1 where the four curves are shown for
four different correlation coefﬁcients equal to β = 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, respectively. The considered
MIMO system possesses 4 transmit antennas and 4 receive antennas with 10 interfering
antennas. The correlation coefﬁcient β I is set at 0.4. As expected, the ergodic capacity decreases
with increasing β. It can be further seen that the effect of strong correction on the capacity is
signiﬁcant.
Fig.2 depicts the ergodic capacity versus the SIR for four different correlations. The four
curves in Fig.2 are shown for interfering correlation coefﬁcients equal to β I = 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9,
respectively. The considered MIMO system is with 2 transmit antennas and 4 receive antennas
and interfered by a user with 8 antennas. The correlation coefﬁcient is set at β = 0.5. It can be
seen from Fig.2 that the impact of correlation for interferers on the ergodic capacity increases
with increased interfering correlation coefﬁcient β I . Therefore, the interference correlation is
beneﬁcial, especially the strong correlation.
Simulation results are included in Figs.1-2 for comparison. Each point in the simulation curves
are obtained by averaging over 100, 000 independent computer runs. The theoretical and
simulation results are nearly identical verifying the validity of the theory. Consequently, in
the following evaluations, we only consider the theoretical results.
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Fig. 1. Ergodic capacity versus SIR for different signal channel correlations.
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Fig. 2. Ergodic capacity versus SIR for different interfering correlations.
In Fig.3, a MIMO system with 4 transit antennas and 4 receive antennas is considered. We
assume only 1 interferer is involved in this system. We observe the ergodic capacities with
various interference antennas. In Fig.3, the four curves correspond to the number of total
interfering transmit antennas t I = 4, 5, 6, 7, respectively. It can be observed that the ergodic
capacity drops as t I increases, and the drop becomes gradually slow.
Finally, in Fig.4, we compare our analytical results (neglecting the noise component) with the
Monte-Carlo simulation results with Gaussian noise involved in the corresponding physical
conditions. We set the transmit power in the interest system at 30dB, and let β and β I be qual
to 0.4 and 0.8, respectively. Furthermore, we assume the system is interfered by a user with 10
antennas. We plot the curves with t = r = 2, 3 and 4, respectively. As shown in the ﬁgure, our
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Fig. 3. Ergodic capacity versus SIR for various interfering antenna conﬁgurations.
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Fig. 4. Ergodic capacity versus SIR for various antenna conﬁgurations.
analytical results match the simulation results under low SIRs, however, we lose the precision
gradually as SIR grows.

4. Outage performance of TRD MIMO systems with interference and correlation
4.1 System model

Suppose the intended user employs r antennas to receive signals transmitted from t antennas.
The channels that link the t transmit and r receive antennas are characterized by an r × t matrix
H, which is assumed to follow the joint complex Gaussian distribution with mean matrix M
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and covariance matrix Σ ⊗ Ψ. Symbolically, we will write
H ∼ CNr,t (M, Σ ⊗ Ψ)

(45)

where Ψ and Σ deﬁne the correlation structure at the transmit and receive ends, respectively.
It is assumed that the intended signal is corrupted by  independent interferers, and the ith
interferer transmits its signal with ti antennas where i = 1, . . . , . The desired information
symbol b0 is weighted by the transmit beamformer u before being feeded to the t transmit
antennas. The transmit beamformer is normalized to have a unit norm u† u = 1 so that the
transmit energy equals Es = | b0 |2 . The r × 1 vector at the desired user’s receiver can thus be
written as
y = b0 Hu +



∑ Hi si + n,

(46)

i =1

where Hi is the r × ti the channel matrix characterizing the links from the desired user’s r
receive antennas to the ti transmit antennas of interferer i; and si is the symbols transmitted
by interferer i, such that E [si s†i ] = Ei Iti with Ei denoting the average symbol energy. In the
way similar to deﬁning H, we assume
Hi ∼ CNr,ti (Mi , Σi ⊗ Ψi )

(47)

We assume the additive noise vector n to follow the r × 1 complex Gaussian distribution of
mean zero and covariance matrix Rn . Conditioned on Hi , i = 1, . . . , , the covariance matrix
of interference-plus-noise component is given by
Rc =



∑ Ei Hi H†i + Rn .

(48)

i =1

4.2 Formulation

The TRD system transmits one symbol at a time, and employs a weighting vector
w to combine received vector y to form a single decision variable. The transmit and
receive weighting vectors, u and w should be chosen to maximize the output signal to
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at every time instant, as deﬁned by
γ=



w† (Hu)(Hu)† w


w† En (∑i=1 Hi si + n)(∑i=1 Hi si + n)† w

(49)

where En denotes the expectation with respect to n. The result of expectation equals Rc
given in (48). Optimization of γ is the problem of Rayleigh quotient. Given the channel-state
information and conditional on u, we optimize γ with respect to w to obtain [Kang & Alouini
(2004b)]
u† ( Es H† Rc−1 H)u
γ (u ) =
(50)
u† u
where we have used the fact that u† u = 1 to represent the second line in the form of Rayleigh
quotient. Thus, we can upper bound γ (u) by
γmax = λ(1)

(51)
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where λ(1) ≥ λ(2) ≥ · · · λ( q) are the non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix product
F = Es H† Rc−1 H

(52)

in the descending order, and v(1) , v(2) , · · · , v( q) are their corresponding eigenvectors.
The non-ordered eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be denoted by λ1 , λ2 , · · · , λq and
v1 , v2 , · · · , vq , respectively.
The outage probability of TRD systems can be deﬁned directly in terms of the instantaneous
SINR γmax = λ(1) or by channel capacity [Kang et al. (2003)]
C = log2 (1 + λ(1) ).

(53)

Both leads to the same expression for an outage event: λ(1) < Λ, but with the protection ratio
Λ deﬁned differently as shown by

γ0 ,
outage in terms of γ
Λ=
(54)
2C0 − 1, outage in terms of C.
In either case, we can write the outage probability as
Pout = Pr{λ(1) < Λ}.

(55)

To determine the outage performance, the central issue is to determine the probability density
function (PDF) of λ(1) or equivalently, its cumulative density function (CDF).
Determination of the CDF of the principal eigenvalue of a rank-q non-negative deﬁnite matrix
of the form F = Es H† Rc−1 H has been addressed intensively in the literature [Muirhead (1982)].
The predominant methodology, however, is to arrange the sample eigenvalues in a descending
order and then to determine the PDF of the largest one. The methodology is also prevailing
in the area of communications [Kang & Alouini (2004b)]. Such methodology, however, often
leads to mathematically intractability except for some simple cases. In this paper, we therefore
consider the non-ordered sample eigenvalues instead. The key step is to represent the outage
event λ(1) < Λ, alternatively, by virtue of non-ordered eigenvalues. To this end, we write the
sample space
q
{F : λ(1) < Λ)} = {F : ∩i=1 (λi < Λ)}.
(56)

The right-hand side is further expressible in matrix form. Hence,

{F : λ(1) < Λ} = {F : F < ΛI}

(57)

where F < ΛI means that (ΛI − F) is a positive deﬁnite matrix. The equivalence of the two
expressions is obvious, in much the same way as what we do in selection combining. Let V
denote the matrix of eigenvectors of F. Namely, V = (v1 , · · · , vq , · · · , vt ). Hence we can write
ΛI − F = Vdiag(Λ − λ1 , · · · , Λ − λq , 0, · · · , 0)V†

(58)

The positive deﬁniteness of (ΛI − F) implies that all of eigenvalues Λ − λi are positive, and
vice versa, thus showing the correctness of (57). This equivalence was previously used in
Chapter 9 of [Muirhead (1982)].
We use it here to represent the outage probability yielding
Pout = Pr{F < ΛI}.

(59)
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The matrix representation of outage event, though simple in principle, provides a novel
framework to tackle the outage issue of the optimal TRD system. The key to success along
this direction is to ﬁnd the joint cumulative distribution function of matrix F.
For ease of presentation, we deﬁne variables

and the v × u complex matrix

u = max{r, t}

(60)

v = min{r, t}

(61)

 −1/2
Σ
MΨ−1/2 , r < t
Υ=
−
1/2
M† Σ−1/2 , t ≤ r.
Ψ

(62)

4.3 Outage performance with co-channel interference

We ﬁrst proceed to operational environments with co-channel interference. For mathematical
tractability, let us ﬁrst simplify the interference covariance matrix given in (48). We assume
that the operating environment is interference-dominated, so that the noise component is
negligible. Hence, we can rewrite (48) as
Rc =

�

∑ Ei Hi H†i

(63)

i =1

where Hi H†i ∼ CWr (ti , Σi ). For the case with E1 = E2 = · · · = E� = E I and Σ1 = Σ2 = · · · =
Σ� = Σ I , it is easy to use Theorem 3.2.4 of Muirhead [Muirhead (1982)] to assert that Rc , up to
a factor of E I , follows the Wishart distribution, as shown by
Rc ∼ CWr (t I , Σ I )

(64)

where t I = ∑�i=1 ti . Clearly, this is the extension of the closure property of chi-square
distribution. For the general setting of Ei ’s, we can accurately approximate Rc by using a single
Wishart-distributed matrix, say Q1 , in much the same as what we do for a sum of chi-square
variables [Pearson & Hartley (1976)]. The resulting matrix Q1 has the following distribution
Q1 ∼ CWr (t1 , Σ1 ),

(65)

for which the parameters t1 and Σ1 can be determined by equating the ﬁrst two moments of
Q1 and Rc ; for details, see Chapter 3 of [Gupta & Nagar (2000)]. From the above analysis, it
follows that we can use a single a Wishart-distributed matrix, say Q1 , to replace Rc to simplify
the analysis. It also follows that t1 is usually much greater than the number of antennas of the
intended user. Thus, without loss of the generality, we can write the decision matrix (52) as
F = ( Es /E1 )H† Q1−1 H

(66)

whereby, for a given power protection ratio Λ, the outage probability can be written as
Pout ( x ) = Pr{F < ΛI}

= Pr{J < xI}

(67)
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where x = ΛE1 /Es and J is deﬁned in terms of random channel matrices H and Q1 , as shown
by
J = H† Q1−1 H.
(68)
We assume the signal suffers from Rician fading so that the corresponding channel matrix
H ∼ CNr,t (M, Σ ⊗ Ψ). Suppose that the interferer employs t1 transmit antennas such that
r ≤ t1 . We also assume that the t1 channel-gain vectors for the interferer that link each transmit
antenna to the r receive antennas are independent and identically distributed as CNr (0, Σ1 ).
Then, we can assert that Q1 ∼ CWr (t1 , Σ1 ). Under these assumptions and by introducing the
following matrix notations:
 −1
Σ Σ1 , t ≤ r
Δ=
(69)
Ψ −1 , r < t

and

Θ=

 −1
Σ Σ1 , r < t
Ψ −1 , t ≤ r

(70)

we can explicitly work out the outage probability deﬁned in (67), obtaining results
summarized in the following theorem. The proof of this theorem is placed in 7.1.
Theorem 3. The outage probability of the optimal TRD system with co-channel interference is given
by
∞
x uv+k
[ t + t ]κ
Pout ( x ) = d ∑
(71)
∑ [u + v1]κ Pκ (Υ, Δ, Θ)
k!
κ
k =0
where
d=

Γ̃ v (t + t1 )Γ̃ v (v)
|Δ|v |Θ|u · etr [− ΥΥ† ]
Γ̃ v (t + t1 − u )Γ̃ v (u + v)

The above generalized Hermite polynomial Pκ (·, ·, ·), though difﬁcult in numerical calculation
[Gupta & Nagar (2000)], serve as a fundamental tool in the study of the distribution of some
quadratic forms. Eq.(71) is a general formula, providing a solid foundation for further study.
This combination can be treated as a special Rayleigh case by setting M = 0. Namely, H ∼
CNr,t (0, Σ ⊗ Ψ). With the condition, Theorem 3 leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let M = 0. Then

( u,v )

Pout ( x ) = d1 x uv 2 F̃1
where

∼

(u, t + t1 ; u + v; xΔ, − Θ)
∼

Γ v ( t + t1 ) Γ v ( v )

d1 = ∼
| Δ| v | Θ| u
∼
Γ v ( t + t1 − u ) Γ v ( u + v )

(72)

(73)

The corollary is made by inserting M = 0 into (71) and invoking Property 9 in Section 2 (i.e.
the complex counterpart of Expression (1.8.3) in [Gupta & Nagar (2000)]).
Our concern is whether (72) can be further simpliﬁed. To this end, we note that when r = t, the
( u,v )

hypergeometric function 2 F̃1
involved in (72) can be converted to scalar hypergeometric
functions which are much easier to calculate by using for example, the built-in functions in
Matlab, Mathematica and Maple. The simpliﬁcation can be done by invoking the following
lemma (see Lemma 2 in [Kiessling (2005)]).
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Lemma 2. Let A = eig(X) = diag(λ1 , . . . , λ p ) and B = eig(Y) = diag(ω1 , . . . , ω p ) with λ1 >
. . . > λ p and ω1 > . . . > ω p . Furthermore deﬁne
Γ p ( p) =

p

∏ Γ ( p − i + 1),

(74)

i =1

α p (A) = ∏(λi − λ j )

(75)

i< j

and
p

Ψ n (b ) =

p

n

∏ ∏ ( b j − i + 1) i − 1

(76)

i =1 j =1

for b = (b1 , b2 , . . . , bn ). Then
( p,p )
( a1 , . . . , am ; b1 , . . . , bn ; X, Y)
m F̃n

p

=

Γ p ( p ) Ψ n (b ) | L |
p

α p ( A ) α p ( B ) Ψ m (a )

(77)

where L = [ lij ] with
lij =

m Fn ( a1

for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , p.

− p + 1, . . . , am − p + 1; b1 − p + 1, . . . , bn − p + 1; λi ω j )

(78)

When some of the λi ’s or ω j ’s are equal, we obtain the results as limiting case on the right of
(77) via L’Hospital’s rule (see [Kiessling (2005)] for a detail process.)
Let us return to the general case with r �= t. There is a simple method to convert this problem
into the corresponding one with r = t. The basic skill is to obtain the exact outage probability
as the result of a limiting process. The interested reader is referred to [Kiessling (2005)] for
details. By the same token, we can simplify (72) to obtain an alternative expression which is
much easier in numerical calculation.
Corollary 2. Let DΔ = eig(Δ) = diag(δ1 , . . . , δu ) and DΘ = eig(Θ) = diag(θ1 , . . . , θv ) with
δ1 > . . . > δu and θ1 > . . . > θv . Then
Pout ( x ) = d2 x uv−u( u−1) /2|Z|

(79)

where d2 is deﬁned as follows
d2 =

(−1)u( u−1) /2Γ v (v)[Γ (t + t1 − u + 1)]v |Δ|v |Θ|v
Γ v (t + t1 − u )[ Γ (v + 1)] v αu (DΔ )αv (DΘ )

(80)

and the entries of matrix Z = [ zij ] are given by
zij =

⎧
⎨ 2 F1 (1, t + t1 − u + 1; v + 1; − xθi δj ), i ≤ v;
⎩

( xδj )( i−v−1),

(81)

i > v.

The expression in (71) is a general result. Its correctness can be examined by showing that the
main result of [Kang & Alouini (2004b)] is one of its special cases.
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Corollary 3. Let M = 0 and Ψ = It . Then
Pout ( x ) =

| β( 1+x x ) | ·Γ (t + t1 − i + 1)
∏ Γ ( t + t 1 − u − i + 1) Γ ( u − i + 1) Γ ( v − i + 1)
i =1
v

(82)

where β(y) is an v × v matrix function of the scalar y with entries

[ β(y)]ij = β y (u − v + i + j − 1, t1 − r + 1).
The function β y ( p, q ) is called the incomplete beta function (see [Gradshteyn & Ryzhik (1994)],
Eqn.[8.391]).
This result is exactly the same as Eqn.(11) of [Kang & Alouini (2004b)]. The proof is a little
complicated, yet not important to us, and thus is omitted.
4.4 Outage performance without co-channel interference

When co-channel interference is absent, we can set Ei = 0, i = 1, . . . , � to rewrite (48) as
Rc = N0 Φn

(83)

where Φn has been normalized to signify the branch noise correlation matrix whereas N0
denotes the noise variance at each branch. Now we need a difference treatment due to the
replacement of the random matrix summation Rc = ∑ �i=1 Ei Hi H†i with a constant matrix
N0 Φn in the quadratic form F. Nevertheless, the procedure is parallel.
Given the change in covariance matrix Rc , we need to modify x and J accordingly, as shown
by
x = ΛN0 /Es , J = H† Φn−1 H.
(84)
Correspondingly, matrices Δ and Θ are modiﬁed to
 −1
Σ Φn , t ≤ r
Δ=
r < t.
Ψ −1 ,
and
Θ=

 −1
Σ Φn , r < t
t ≤ r.
Ψ −1 ,

(85)

(86)

With these notations, we can write Pout = Pr{J < xI} which, after some manipulations as
shown in 7.2, leads to the following result.
Theorem 4. The outage probability of the optimal TRD system without co-channel interference is
given by
∞
x uv+k
Pκ (Υ, Δ, Θ)
Pout (Q < xI) = c ∑
(87)
∑
k! κ [ u + v]κ
k =0
where
c=

Γ̃ v (v)
|Δ|v |Θ|u · etr[− ΥΥ† ].
Γ̃ v (u + v)

An important case is Rayleigh faded signals for which M = 0 and (87) can be simpliﬁed.

(88)
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Corollary 4. when M = 0, we have that
( u,v )

Pout = c1 x uv 1 F̃1
where
c1 =

(u; u + v; xΔ, − Θ)

Γ̃ v (v)
| Δ| v | Θ| u .
Γ̃ v (u + v)

(89)

(90)

This corollary’s proof is similar to that of Corollary 2 and thus is omitted.
( u,v )

( u,v )

Similar to 2 F̃1
, the hypergeometric function 1 F̃1
involved in (89) can be also
easily calculated by representing it in terms of scalar hypergeometric functions for ease of
calculation. Speciﬁcally, by using the same techniques as used by Kiessling [Kiessling (2005)],
we can obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5. Let DΔ = eig(Δ) = diag(δ1 , . . . , δu ) and DΘ = eig(Θ) = diag(θ1 , . . . , θv ) with
δ1 > . . . > δu and θ1 > . . . > θv .
Pout ( x ) = c2 x uv−u( u−1) /2|Y|
where c2 is given by
c2 =

(−1)u( u−1) /2Γ v (v)|Δ|v |Θ|v
,
[Γ (v + 1)]v αu (DΔ )αv (DΘ )

(91)

(92)

and the entry of the matrix Y = [ yij ] is given by


yij =

1 F1 (1; v + 1; − xθ i δj ), i ≤ v;
( xδj )( i−v−1),
i > v.

(93)

To examine the correctness of our results given in (89), let us consider the special case of
independent noise and i.i.d. fading Rayleigh channels such that Φn = I and Ψ = Σ = I. These
conditions, when inserted into (89) and simpliﬁed, leads to (94) shown below.
Corollary 6. Let Φn = I and Ψ = Σ = I. Then
Pout =

| A( x ) |

∏vk=1 Γ (u − k + 1)Γ (v − k + 1)

(94)

where A( x ) is a v × v matrix function with its (i, j)th entries given by

[A( x )]ij = γ(u − v + i + j − 1, x )
for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , v.
This result is identical to the corresponding one in [Dighe et al. (2001)] and [Kang & Alouini
(2003b)]. If we further set v = 2, then (94) can be rewritten as
Pout =

γ (u − 1, x )γ (u + 1, x ) − γ (u, x )2
,
Γ ( u ) Γ ( u − 1)

(95)

which is exactly the same as the known result described in [Kang & Alouini (2004a)]. Its proof
is not difﬁcult but not important and thus, is omitted.
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4.5 Numerical results and remarks

The validity of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 has been rigorously examined by showing that they
include most of existing results in the literature as special cases. In this section, we examine the
correctness of Corollary 1 and Corollary 4 with numerical results. For simplicity, we assume
that the spatial correlation among antennas follows the exponential model with correlation
between antennas p and q given by c( p, q ) = g| p−q| exp( j( p − q )π/12). Physically, g| p−q|
denotes the correlation magnitude, and g stands for the correlation coefﬁcient.
We assume that the receiver is equipped with r antennas for the reception of Rayleigh
faded signals from t intended transmit antennas. The received signals are corrupted by
Rayleigh faded interference from  interferers. Thus, Corollaries 2 and 5 are applicable in
theoretical evaluation. Simulation results are also included for comparison. Each point in the
simulated curves is produced by averaging over at least 100, 000 independent computer runs.
Throughout this section, we set t = 4 and r = 2, and assume that the correlation at the
intended transmit and receive ends is characterized by gt and gr , respectively.
We ﬁrst investigate the case with co-channel interference. For ease of illustration, assume
the presence of only one co-channel interferer (i.e.,  = 1) which employs t1 antennas for
transmission. Further assume that the correlation structure at the both sides of the t1 × r
interfering channel matrix is the same, characterized by g1 .
Fig.5 shows the variation of outage probability with the number of the interferer’s transmit
antennas. The parameter setting is: gt = 0.5, gr = 0.9, and g1 = 0.5. The curves in the ﬁgure
are for t1 = 2, 3, 4, 10, 14, respectively. As expected, the outage performance becomes worse
as t1 increases, but the decrease magnitude becomes smaller and smaller. It is also observed
that the simulated results coincide with their theoretical counterparts.
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Fig. 5. Variation of outage probability with the number of interfering antennas.
The inﬂuence of the interferer’s correlation coefﬁcient on the outage probability is shown in
Fig 6 where t1 is set to 3 and the three curves are shown for g1 = 0.3, 0.8 and 0.9, respectively.
Other parameters are set to be gt = 0.5 and gr = 0.95. We observe that over the region
of moderate and high SIR, the outage performance improves with increased g1 . This is is
easy to understand since a higher interference correlation implies a sharper directional beam
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which is easier to be nulliﬁed by using interference-covariance matrix inversion involved in
our quadratic form. Clearly, unlike the effect of the intended user’s correlation, the spatial
correlation of co-channel interference is an advantage to the outage performance of TRD
systems. From these curves, we can see, again, a nearly perfect agreement between the
theoretical and simulated results.
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Fig. 6. Inﬂuence of interference correlation g1 on the outage performance.
In Fig.7, the outage probability versus the number of transmit antennas under different SIRs
are plotted. The parameters are set at r = 2, gt = 0.5, gr = 0.9 and g1 = 0.5. The three curves in
the ﬁgure are for SIR= 10dB, 15dB and 20dB, respectively. As shown in the ﬁgure, the outage
performances improves almost linearly with the number of transmit antennas t increasing.
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Fig. 7. Inﬂuence of signal transmit correlation on the outage probability.
Fig.8 considers the case when 2 interfering users involved. The 2 interfering channel matrixes
are with the same correlation coefﬁcient g1 = 0.5, in the receive end. The equivalent t1 and
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Σ1 are determined by equating the ﬁrst two moments of Q1 and Rc as we introduced in
the previous section. The other parameters are set at t = 3, r = 3, gt = 0.5 and gr = 0.9.
We observe the loss of precision as we change the interference power distribution which is
denoted by a ratio  = E1 /E2 . It is shown in the ﬁgure that our analysis has high precision
when the ratio  is close to 1, however, when the ratio loses balance, say  = 5, the theory
curve can only be considered as a lower bound of the real performance.
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Fig. 8. Inﬂuence of the number of transmit antennas on the outage probability.
We next consider the case without co-channel interference. Fig.9 shows the outage probability
as a function of SIR for different values of gt . Here we set gr = 0.5. The three curves are for
gt = 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9, respectively. It is clear that the outage performance drops with increased
transmit correlation coefﬁcient gt . This is quite intuitive since high transmit correlation means
the lose of more degrees of freedom in transmit diversity. A perfect agreement between
simulation and theoretic results are observed again.

5. Conclusions
Wireless transmission using multiple antennas has attracted much interest due to its
capability to exploit the tremendous capacity inherent in MIMO channels. However, the
performance of MIMO systems is very sensitive to the presence of co-channel interference
or spatial fading correlation. In this chapter, based on the theory of complex matrix variate
distributions, we have investigated the performance of MIMO systems in the presence of
both co-channel interference and spatial correlation. We ﬁrst have derived several exact
closed-form expressions of the MIMO ergodic capacity in Rayleigh fading environments,
and demonstrated by experimentation the inﬂuences of co-channel interference and spatial
correlation on the ergodic capacity. Then we have tackled the outage performance issue
of MIMO systems with optimal transmit/receive diversity, and obtained two formulas of
outage probability for general cases of Rayleigh faded signals with and without Rayleigh
faded interference, respectively. Finally, we have presented numerical results to validate
the theoretical analysis of outage probability. It can been found that the theoretical analysis
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Fig. 9. Inﬂuence of the interference power distribution on the outage probability.
of MIMO systems with co-channel interference and spatial correlation depends heavily on
multivariate statistics knowledge, especially the theory of matrix variate distributions.

6. Appendix: Proofs of theorem 1 and theorem 2 in section 3
6.1 Proof of theorem 1

Proof of Theorem 1 : a) Suppose that t ≤ r. From Equation (61) of [Khatri (1966)], the PDF of the
random matrix Q can be written as
f (Q) =

Γ̃r (t + t I )
|ρIt |−r |Σ̃|−t |Q|r −t
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃ t (r )
( t,r )

|It + (qρ)−1 Q|−( t+t I ) 1 F̃0

(t + t I , Q(qρIt + Q)−1 , Ir − qΣ̃−1 )

(96)

where q is an arbitrary scalar constant. Let q = ρ−1 . Then we get after simplifying
f (Q) =

Γ̃r (t + t I )
|ρΣ̃|−t |Q|r −t
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃ t (r )
( t,r )

|It + Q|−( t+t I ) 1 F̃0
Make the transformation

(t + t I , Q(It + Q)−1 , Ir − (ρΣ̃)−1 )

L = (It + Q)−1 Q,

(97)
(98)

and the Jacobian of the transformation is given by Equation (5.1.3) of [Khatri (1965)]
J (Q; L) = |It − L| −2t

(99)

Thus the MGF of mutual information I (s, y) is expressed as
M (θ ) =



|I + Q|θ f (Q)dQ
Q>0

Γ̃r (t + t I )
( t,r )
=
|L|r −t |I − L|t I −r −θ 1 F̃0 (t + t I , L, Ir − (ρΣ̃)−1 )dL (100)
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃ t (r )| ρΣ̃| t 0< L<It
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Using Equation (7) of [Khatri (1966)] and Deﬁnition 2 here, we further have
M (θ ) =

Γ̃r (t + t I )Γ̃ t (t + t I − r − θ )
( t,r )
|ρΣ̃|−t 2 F̃1 (t + t I , r; t + t I − θ; It , Ir − (ρΣ̃)−1 ).
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃ t (t + t I − θ )

(101)

From Equation (54) of [Shin & Lee (2003)] or Property 2 in Section 2, we have

[ t ]κ
Cκ (It )
=
Cκ (Ir )
[r ]κ

(102)

Therefore, we have by noting relationship between the hypergeometric function of two matrix
arguments and the hypergeometric function of one matrix argument (involving Property 2
and Property 6)
( t,r )
(t + t I , r; t + t I
2 F̃1

(r )

− θ; It , Ir − (ρΣ̃)−1 ) = 2 F̃1 (t + t I , t; t + t I − θ; Ir − (ρΣ̃)−1 )

(103)

Applying (49) of James [James (1964)] to the above expression, we further get
M (θ ) =

=

Γ̃r (t + t I )Γ̃ t (t + t I − r − θ )
(r )
|ρΣ̃|−t 2 F̃1 (t + t I , t; t + t I − θ; Ir − (ρΣ̃)−1 )
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃ t (t + t I − θ )
Γ̃r (t + t I )Γ̃ t (t + t I − r − θ ) (r )
2 F̃1 (− θ, t; t + t I − θ; Ir − (ρΣ̃ )).
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃ t (t + t I − θ )

It is obvious that

Γ̃r (t I − θ )
Γ̃ t (t + t I − r − θ )
=
Γ̃ t (t + t I − θ )
Γ̃r (t + t I − θ )

(104)

(105)

Thus we obtain the desired result
M (θ ) =

Γ̃r (t + t I )Γ̃r (t I − θ ) (r )
2 F̃ (− θ, t; t + t I − θ; I − ρΣ̃ ).
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃r (t + t I − θ ) 1

(106)

b) Now we consider the case where r ≤ t. It follows easily that

| I + Q| = | I + F |

(107)

where F = R̃−1/2 H̃H̃† R̃−1/2 . In order to get an expression of M (θ ) , we can make use of the
PDF of the random matrix F to replace the PDF of Q . Based on Equation (62) of [Khatri (1965)],
the PDF of the random matrix F is given by
f ( F) =

Γ̃r (t + t I )
|ρΣ̃|−t |F|t−r
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃r (t)
(r,t)

·|Ir + (qρΣ̃)−1 F|−( t+t I ) 1 F̃0

(t + t I , F(qρΣ̃ + F)−1 , It − qIt )

(108)

where q is an arbitrary scalar constant. By taking q → ∞, the PDF of F can be rewritten as
f ( F) =

Γ̃r (t + t I )
(r,t)
|ρΣ̃|−t |F|t−r 1 F̃0 (t + t I , F(ρΣ̃)−1 , −It ).
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃r (t)

(109)
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From Deﬁnitions 2 and 3, we obtain with the help of Equation (90) of James [James (1964)]
f ( F) =

Γ̃r (t + t I )
(r )
|ρΣ̃|−t |F|t−r 1 F̃0 (t + t I , (ρΣ̃Ir )−1 F)
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃r (t)

=

Γ̃r (t + t I )
|ρΣ̃|−t |F|t−r |Ir + (ρΣ̃Ir )−1 F|−( t+t I ) .
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃r (t)

(110)

Thus the MGF of mutual information I (s, y) can be expressed as
M (θ ) =



F

|I + F|θ f (F)dF



Γ̃r (t + t I )
=
|F|t−r |Ir + F|θ |Ir + (ρΣ̃Ir )−1 F|−( t+t I ) dF.
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃r (t)| ρΣ̃| t F>0

(111)

Using Problem 1.18 of [Gupta & Nagar (2000)], we get the following desired result with the
help of (49) of James [James (1964)]
M (θ ) =

Γ̃r (t + t I )Γ̃r (t I − θ ) (r )
2 F̃ (− θ, t; t + t I − θ; I − ρΣ̃ ).
Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃r (t + t I − θ ) 1

(112)

6.2 Proof of theorem 2

Proof of Theorem 2: By Theorem 1 we get
∂M (θ )
| θ =0
∂θ
∂ Γ̃r (t + t I )Γ̃r (t I − θ ) (r )
= log2 e · {
F̃ (− θ, t; t + t I − θ; I − ρΣ̃)}
∂θ Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃r (t + t I − θ ) 2 1

C = log2 e ·

∂ Γ̃r (t + t I )Γ̃r (t I − θ )
(r )
{
}|
F̃ (0, t; t + t I ; I − ρΣ̃)
∂θ Γ̃r (t I )Γ̃r (t + t I − θ ) θ =0 2 1
∂
(r )
+ log2 e · { 2 F̃1 (− θ, t; t + t I − θ; I − ρΣ̃)} | θ =0
∂θ
= log2 e( A + B)

= log2 e ·

(113)

In what follows, we will derive expressions of A and B in order to compute C. By (87) of James
[James (1964)], we can have
(r )
(114)
2 F̃1 (0, t; t + t I ; I − ρΣ̃ ) = 1.
For an integer r ≤ a, we get with the deﬁnition of gamma function

∂
∂ r
Γ r ( a − θ ) | θ =0 =
Γ ( a − θ − i + 1) | θ = 0
∂θ
∂θ i∏
=1
r
r
∂
= ∑ ∏ Γ ( a − i + 1) Γ r ( a − k − θ + 1) | θ = 0
∂θ
k =1 i =1,i � = k

= − Γr ( a)

r

∑ ψ ( a − k + 1)

k =1

(115)
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Here ψ (·) is the digamma function deﬁned by (8.360) of [Gradshteyn & Ryzhik (1994)]
ψ(x) =

Γ� (x)
.
Γ(x)

(116)

With the help of (8.365) in [Gradshteyn & Ryzhik (1994)], we can have
A=

=
=

∂ Γr (t I − θ )
∂
Γr (t + t I )
} | θ =0 + {
}|
{
∂θ
Γr (t I )
∂θ Γr (t + t I − θ ) θ =0
r

r

k =1

k =1

∑ ψ ( t + t I − k + 1) − ∑ ψ ( t I − k + 1)
r t −1

1
t −k+1+j
k =1 j =0 I

∑∑

(117)

Now we consider how to compute B. From Lemma 1 it is known that
(r )
2 F̃1 (− θ, t; t + t I

|G|
|V (Δ)|

− θ; I − ρΣ̃) =

(118)

where G = [ gi,j ] with
r−j

gi,j = δi

2 F1 (− θ −

j + 1, t − j + 1; t + t I − θ − j + 1; δi )

(119)

for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , r. In particular, we get by (3) of James [James (1964)]
gi,j | θ =0 =

r − j+k

j −1

(− j + 1)k (t − j + 1)k δi
(t + t I − j + 1)k k!
k =0

∑

.

(120)

a) For r ≤ t, it follows with the help of (48) of James [James (1964)]

 1
∂gi,j
r − j ∂ Γ ( t + t I − θ − j + 1)
|θ =0 = δi
x t− j (1 − x )t I −θ −1 (1 − δi x ) j−1+θ dx | θ =0
∂θ
∂θ Γ (t I − θ )Γ (t − j + 1) 0
r−j

= δi

Γ ( t + t I − j + 1)
Γ ( t I ) Γ ( t − j + 1)

 1

Γ ( t + t I − j + 1)
Γ ( t I ) Γ ( t − j + 1)

 1

r−j

+ δi

r−j

= δi

0

x t− j (1 − x )t I −1 (1 − δi x ) j−1 [ ln (1 − δi x ) − ln (1 − x )] dx

(ψ (t I ) − ψ (t I + t − j + 1)) 2 F1 (− j + 1, t − j + 1; t + t I − j + 1; δi )
0

x t− j (1 − x )t I −1 (1 − δi x ) j−1 [ ln (1 − δi x ) − ln (1 − x )] dx
r − j+k

j −1
(− j + 1)k (t − j + 1)k δi
1
)∑
t + b k =0
(t + t I − j + 1)k k!
b =0 I
t− j

−( ∑

.

(121)

Therefore, we have when r ≤ t
∂
(r )
{ F̃ (− θ, t; t + t I − θ; I − ρΣ̃)} | θ =0
∂θ 2 1
∑r | D( h ) |
= h =1
|V (Δ)|

B=

(122)
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where D (h) = (di,j (h)) with

di,j (h) =
Here hi,j is deﬁned by
r−j

hi,j = δi

⎧
r− j +k
j −1 (− j +1) k ( t− j +1) kδi
⎪
,
⎪
⎨ ∑ k =0
( t+ t I − j+1) k k!
⎪
⎪
⎩

t− j 1
hi,j − ∑b=0 t I +
b

Γ ( t + t I − j + 1)
Γ ( t I ) Γ ( t − j + 1)

� 1
0

j �= h
r− j +k

j −1 (− j +1) k( t− j +1) k δi
∑ k =0
( t+ t I − j+1) k k!

(123)

, j = h.

x t− j (1 − x )t I −1 (1 − δi x ) j−1 [ ln (1 − δi x ) − ln (1 − x )] dx (124)

b) When t < r, we note that for j > t
gi,j =

r − j+k

j −1− t

(− θ − j + 1)k (t − j + 1)k δi
(t + t I − j + 1 − θ )k k!

∑

k =0

.

(125)

After some column operations on the determinant | G |, we can have for t < r
B=

∑th=1 | D(h) |
|V (Δ)|

(126)

where D (h) = (di,j (h)) with
⎧
r− j +k
j −1 (− j +1) k( t− j +1) k δi
⎪
⎪
,
∑
⎪
k =0
( t+ t I − j+1) k k!
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

j �= h, j ≤ t

r−j

di,j (h) =

δi ,
j �= h, j > t
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
r− j +k
⎪
⎩ h − ∑t− j 1 ∑ j−1 (− j+1) k( t− j+1) kδi
, j = h.
i,j
b =0 t I + b k =0
( t+ t I − j+1) k k!

(127)

7. Appendix: Proofs of theorem 3 and theorem 4 in section 4
7.1 Proof of theorem 3

The Distributions of quadratic forms in matrix argument have been investigated extensively
by many authors. For more details, the reader is referred to [Gupta & Nagar (2000)] and
[Mathai et al. (1995)]. In order to prove Theorem 3, we ﬁrst extend a lemma for real data
to its complex counterpart to obtain the following.
Lemma 3. Let X ∼ CNm,n (M, Σ ⊗ Ψ), Σ > 0,Ψ > 0 and let A be a n × n Hermite positive deﬁnite
matrix. Then the PDF of quadratic form S = XAX† is given by
f ( S) = f

∞

1

∑ ∑ k![n]κ ×

k =0 κ

Pκ (Σ

− 12

1

1

1

1

MΨ− 2 (In − qB)− 2 , B−1 − qIn , Σ− 2 SΣ− 2 )

(128)
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where κ denotes a partition of k, q ≥ 0, B = Ψ1/2 AΨ1/2 , In − qB > 0 and
etr(− qΣ−1S) | S | n−m
f = ∼
· etr[− Σ−1 MΨ−1 M† ].
Γ m (n ) | Σ | n | Ψ | m | A | m

(129)

Note that q is an arbitrary scalar constant. The PDF for q > 0 is called the Wishart type
representation, and for q = 0 is called the power series type representation.
To prove Theorem 3, we also need two properties of the generalized Hermite polynomial with
three complex matrix arguments, as described below.
Lemma 4.


S> 0

etr[−GS] | S | q− p Pκ (T, A, B−1/2 SB−1/2 )dS

∼

= Γ p (q, κ ) | G |−q Pκ (T, A, B−1/2 G−1 B−1/2 )
where

(130)

p

∼

Γ p ( a, κ ) = π p( p−1) /2 ∏ Γ ( a + k i − i + 1).

(131)

i =1

Lemma 5.


=

| S |q− p Pκ (T, A, B−1/2 SB−1/2 )dS

0 < S< V
∼
∼
Γ p (q, κ ) Γ p ( p)
∼
Γ p ( p + q, κ )

| V |q Pκ (T, A, B−1/2 VB−1/2 )

(132)

where V is an arbitrary Hermite positive deﬁnite matrix.
Proof of Theorem 3: We begin with the case of t ≤ r and determine the PDF of the quadratic
form J in (68). Under the condition of given matrix Q1 , by plugging q = 0 into (128) of Lemma
3, the conditional PDF of J can be expressed as
f (J)| Q1 = q0
Pκ (Ψ
where

− 12

∞

1

∑ ∑ k![r]κ ×

k =0 κ

† − 12

M Σ

1

1

1

1

, Σ− 2 Q1 Σ− 2 , Ψ− 2 JΨ− 2 )

| J |r − t
q0 = ∼
etr[−(Σ)−1 MΨ−1 M† ].
Γ t (r ) | ΣQ1−1 | t | Ψ |r

(133)

(134)

Then by applying Lemma 4 we carry on the expectation of f (J)| Q1 with respect to Q1 ∼
CWr (t1 , Σ1 ) yielding
f (J ) = q 1
Pκ (Ψ

− 12

∞

∑∑

k =0 κ

1

[ t + t1 ]κ
×
k![r ]κ
1

1

1

1

M† Σ− 2 , Σ− 2 Σ1 Σ− 2 , Ψ− 2 JΨ− 2 )

(135)
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where

∼

| J |r − t Γ r ( t + t1 )
etr[−(Σ)−1 MΨ−1 M† ].
q1 = ∼
∼
−1 t
Γ t (r ) Γ r (t1 ) | ΣΣ1 | | Ψ |r
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(136)

The desired outage probability is nothing but the integration of f (J) over J < xI. The
integral, however, involves matrix arguments and needs to be simpliﬁed. To this end, we
invoke a property of the generalized Hermite polynomial, i.e., Lemma 5. By applying this
property,setting Ω = xI, and using the deﬁnitions of Δ and Θ , we complete the proof for this
case of t ≤ r.
We next consider the case of r < t. Let
J1 = H1† H1

(137)

Pout = Pr(J < xIt ) = Pr(J1 < xIr ),

(138)

where H1 = {Q1−1/2 H}† . Due to the fact

then in this case the proof is quite similar to the proof given for the case where t ≤ r, and so is
omitted.
∼
∼
∼
∼
Finally, we need the identity, Γr (t + t1 )Γ t (t + t1 − r ) = Γr (t1 )Γ t (t + t1 ), to give the uniﬁed
representation of (71).
7.2 Proof of theorem 4

The following property of the generalized Hermite polynomial with three complex matrix
arguments is useful in the proof.
Lemma 6. For a p × q random matrix V ∼ CN (0, Iq ⊗ I p ),

where ı =

√

Pκ (T, A, B) = EV [ Cκ (−B(V − ıT)A(V − ıT)† )].

(139)

−1.

In [Teletar (1999)], Telatar gave the following useful limiting result for a Wishart-distributed
matrix sequence.
Lemma 7. Let Sn ∼ CWr (n, n1 Ir ). When n → ∞, then
Sn → Ir .

(140)

Proof of Theorem 4: Without loss of generality, we can assume from (85) and (86) that
Φn = I. Under the condition of Theorem 3, we ﬁrst let t1 = n be a variable, and
further let Q1 (n ) ∼ CWr (n, n1 In ). Then, according to Lemma 7, we can assert that when
n → ∞, the TRD system with co-channel interference will reduce to the TRD without
co-channel interference. Correspondingly, the outage probability of the optimal TRD system
with co-channel interference (71) will reduce to the outage probability of the optimal TRD
system without co-channel interference, which is just (87) in Theorem 4. Let us verify this
assertion. By inserting Σ1 = n1 Ir into (71) and comparing the two expressions of (71) and (87),
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we only need to prove Eqs.(141) and (142) shown below.
a) For t ≤ r, when n → ∞, then
Pn =

∼

Γ r (t + n, κ )
∼
nrt Γ r (n )

1
Pκ (Υ, Σ−1 , Ψ−1 ) → Pκ (Υ, Σ−1 , Ψ−1 ).
n

(141)

1
Pκ (Υ, Ψ−1 , Σ−1 ) → Pκ (Υ, Ψ−1 , Σ−1 ).
n

(142)

b) For t > r,when n → ∞, then
Pn =

∼

Γ r (t + n, κ )
∼
nrt Γ r (n )

Here, we have used the fact that

[ a ]κ =

∼

Γ m ( a, κ )
∼

Γ m ( a)

.

(143)

Based on Lemma 6 , the proof of (141) and (142) can be done by showing the validity of the
following assertion. Namely, for an arbitrary r × r Hermite matrix S and n → ∞, we have
P�n

=

∼
Γ r (t + n, κ )
1
Cκ ( Σ−1 S )
∼
n
nrt Γ r (n )

→ Cκ (Σ−1 S ).

(144)

To this end, we invoke Property 1 to simplify (144). It remains to show
∼

Γ r (t + n, κ )
∼

nrt+k Γ r (n )

→1

(145)
∼

whose validity can be checked by directly using the deﬁnition of Γ p ( a, κ ) given in (131).
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1. Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) has been accepted as a promising technology for its
potential to achieve low bit error rate (BER) by space time coding [1] or to achieve large
capacity by multiplexing [2]. MIMO multiplexing has been widely adopted to realize high
speed data communications. The capacity of MIMO systems in the point-to-point
transmission without external interferences has been studied in [3, 4] to show that large
capacity can be achieved in a rich scattering environment. In a cellular environment, the
same frequency/frequencies can be used in neighboring cells. As a result, co-channel
interference exists and the channel between the base-station (BS) and the mobile-station
(MS) is changed from noise-limited channel to interference-limited channel.
Recently, the capacity of MIMO systems in the cellular environment has attracted much
interest. Uplink (transmission from MS to BS) capacity with variable-rate transmissions is
studied in [5]. By modeling the co-channel interference as additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN), the uplink capacity is also studied in [6, 7]. On the other hand, from the users’
stand point, the downlink capacity may be more interesting. However, the results for the
downlink capacity of cellular MIMO systems presented in the literature are mainly based on
the simulation results. Very detailed simulation results for the downlink MIMO capacity in
3G FDD WCDMA cellular systems can be found in [8]. By assuming single-frequency-reuse
(the frequency reuse factor (FRF) equals to 1), the capacity of downlink cellular MIMO
systems is studied by simulations and the results are presented in [9, 10]. These results are
given in terms of the number of antennas, the modulation schemes, the propagation
parameters as well as the cell size. However, FRFs other than 1 are not considered. By taking
various FRFs into consideration, a comparative study on the capacity of cellular MIMO
systems is presented in [11]. A comprehensive comparison between the capacity of SISO,
SIMO, STBC-MISO and MIMO systems in a cellular environment is made based on the
simulation results.
In general, fixed FRF has been considered in cellular systems. It is reported in [12] that a
flexible FRF may help to improve the capacity for cellular single antenna (SISO) systems.
However, flexible design of FRF for cellular MIMO systems is rarely available in the
literature.
In this chapter, the downlink capacity of cellular MIMO systems is theoretically analyzed in
terms of both the ergodic and outage capacities. The theoretical results of the best and worst
situation capacities suggest that the greatest capacities may be achieved by using FRF 1 or
FRF 3 adaptively according to the situations. Therefore, a hybrid frequency reuse scheme is
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introduced to maximize the overall downlink capacity. It is shown by numerical results that
the average ergodic and outage capacities can both be increased by the hybrid frequency
reuse scheme when compared with the schemes using fixed FRF 1 or FRF 3. Especially,
when compared with the commonly accepted FRF 1 scheme, the average outage capacity
can be increased as much as 50%. Therefore, by using the hybrid frequency reuse scheme,
the coverage problem of the single-frequency-reuse cellular systems can be greatly
alleviated.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model of the
point-to-point MIMO systems. Some useful results for the capacity of point-to-point MIMO
systems are also presented. Section 3 describes the system model of the cellular MIMO
systems. The currently existing frequency reuse schemes are introduced. And the ergodic
and outage capacities are theoretically analyzed based on the cellular structures of different
frequency reuse schemes. The hybrid frequency reuse scheme is proposed in Section 4.
Numerical results are then presented in Section 5. Finally, the chapter is concluded in
Section 6.

2. Point-to-point MIMO systems
A. System model
The received signal in a point-to-point MIMO system with N t transmit and N r receive
antennas can be written as
y = Hx + n ,

(1)

where H is an N r × N t channel matrix. The elements of H are identical and independently
distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian variables with zero mean and unit variance (This
means that we assume Rayleigh fading). y is the N r − dimensional received signal vector.
x is the N t − dimensional transmitted signal vector. n is the N r − dimensional additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with variance σ 2 .
B. Capacity analysis for point-to-point MIMO systems
The capacity C of the MIMO systems from the view point of information theory is the
mutual information between input signals and output signals, given by [13]

(

)

{(

C = I x;( y, H) = E I x; y H = H

)} ,

(2)

where E{}
⋅ represents the expectation over channel realizations and H represents the
instantaneous channel matrix.
It is assumed that the receiver has perfect channel state information (CSI) but the transmitter
does not. Therefore, the transmitted power is allocated equally to each transmit antenna.
According to (2), the capacity for a system with N t transmit and N r receive antennas is
generally given by [3, 4]
⎛
⎞ ⎪⎫
P
⎪⎧
C MIMO = E ⎨log 2 det ⎜⎜ I Nr + t 2 HH * ⎟⎟ ⎬ ,
N tσ
⎝
⎠ ⎭⎪
⎩⎪

(3)
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{ }

where Pt = E x

2

is the average total transmitted power and superscript * represents

conjugate transpose. Let S = HH* if N r < N t and S = H* H otherwise, n = max {N r , N t } and

m = min {N r , N t } . The capacity in (3) can be rewritten in respect of the eigenvalues λ1 ," , λm
of the matrix S as [4]
⎛
⎞ ⎪⎫
P
⎪⎧ m
C MIMO = E ⎨∑ log 2 ⎜⎜ 1 + t 2 λi ⎟⎟ ⎬ .
N tσ
⎝
⎠ ⎪⎭
⎩⎪ i = 1

(4)

When the components of noise vector and transmitted signal vector are i.i.d. and
rank ( H ) = m , C MIMO in (4) can be rewritten as [4]
∞
⎛
⎞
P
C MIMO = m ∫ log 2 ⎜⎜ 1 + t 2 λ ⎟⎟p ( λ ) dλ .
0
N tσ ⎠
⎝

(5)

Since we are assuming Rayleigh fading, the probability density function (p. d. f) of λ , p ( λ ) ,
is given by
p (λ ) =

2
1 m−1
k!
⎡Lnk− m ( λ ) ⎤ λ n − m e − λ ,
∑
⎣
⎦
m k =0 ( k + n − m)!

(6)

1 λ m−n d k −λ n−m+ k
.
e λ
e λ
k!
dλ k
Increasing the number of receive antennas will increase degree of freedom and therefore
improve the capacity performance. However, MSs could not employ large number of
antennas due to the size limitation. Therefore, in this study, the number of the receive
antennas is assumed to be equal to the number of transmit antennas. Under this assumption,
the capacity in (5) becomes

(

where Lnk− m ( λ ) =

=
C MIMO

)

∫

∞

0

⎛
⎞m − 1
2
P
log 2 ⎜⎜ 1 + t 2 λ ⎟⎟ ∑ ⎡⎣Lk ( λ ) ⎤⎦ e − λ dλ ,
N tσ ⎠ k = 0
⎝

(7)

1 λ d k −λ k
e
e λ . Note that although the expression in (7) yields the ergodic
k ! dλ k
capacity, the outage capacity can also be evaluated similarly. For example, the outage
capacity C 10% (which represents an outage of 10%) can be obtained by

where Lk ( λ ) =

(

)

⎛
⎞
P
C 10% m log 2 ⎜⎜ 1 + t 2 λ10% ⎟⎟ ,
=
N
σ
t
⎝
⎠

where λ10% satisfies P ( λ < λ10% ) =
0.1 .

(8)
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3. Cellular MIMO downlink transmission
A. System model
In the cellular circumstance, there exists co-channel interference from the neighboring cells
due to the frequency reuse. The received signal vector in (1) should be modified to include
the path loss effect and shadowing loss effect as well as the co-channel interference as
B

y cellular = d0−α 10 −ξ 10 Hx + ∑ di−α 10 −ξ 10 Hi x i + n
i =1

−α
0

= d 10

−ξ 10

.

(9)

Hx + v

In (9), d0 represents the distance between the MS and the desired BS, di ( i = 1," , B)
represents the distance between the MS and the i th co-channel BS, α represents the path
loss exponent and B is the number of considered co-channel BSs; ξ represents the
shadowing loss in dB, which follows the Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
standard derivation σ ξ . It is reported in [10] that the system capacity will decrease when

σ ξ increases. However, such decrease will not exceed 50% (3dB) when σ ξ increases from 0
dB to 8 dB. To simplify the analysis, in this study, ξ = 0 (no shadowing loss) is assumed; Hi
represents the channel matrix between the MS and the i th co-channel BS and xi is the
I

transmitted signal vector from the i th co-channel BS; v = ∑ di−α Hi xi + n represents the
i =1

interference plus noise term.
The co-channel interference is usually modeled as Gaussian distributed [6, 7]. Under this
assumption, v can be treated as equivalent AWGN with zero mean and variance [14]
⎧B
⎫
=
=
=
σ v2 var
{v} var ⎨∑ di−α H
i xi + n ⎬
i
1
=
⎩
⎭

∑ d α E{ x
B

i =1

−
i

2
i

}+σ

2

,

(10)

{ } is the average total transmitted power of x .

where E xi

2

i

B. Frequency Reuse schemes
There are two types of frequency reuse schemes where integer FRFs or non-integer FRFs are
used. The non-integer FRF was recently introduced by [12]. In the following, the frequency
reuse schemes with integer FRFs and non-integer FRFs will be described respectively.
a. Frequency Reuse Scheme with Integer FRFs
Fig. 1 shows the co-channel interference from the neighboring cells to a MS in the central
cell. Integer FRFs of 1, 3, 4 and 7 are used for example. Here, the best situation and the worst
situation are defined according to the received signal-to-noise- ratio (SNR). The best
situation happens with the MS near the center of the cell where the desired BS locates. The
worst situation happens with the MS at the boundary of the cell, where the distance
between the MS and the desired BS is largest [5]. Let K represent the FRF. As shown in Fig.
1, when K ≥ 3 , the co-channel interferers in the second and above tiers are far away from
the MS and therefore their interference can be ignored. However, when K = 1 , the
interferers in the second tier are no more negligible. Therefore, when K = 1 , co-channel
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Fig. 1. Co-channel interference with integer FRFs.
interferers in both the first and second tiers will be considered. The signal-to-interferenceplus-noise-ratio (SINR) at the MS is approximated by [11]

Γ inte , K

⎧
Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 ⋅ ε −α
,K = 1
⎪
−α
−α
⎡ 6 ⎛d
⎤
12 ⎛
⎞
⎞
d
⎪
−α
2
K ,1, i
K ,2 , i
⎟ + ∑⎜
⎟ ⎥+1
⎪ Pt ⋅ r0 σ ⋅ ⎢ ∑ ⎜
r
r0 ⎠ ⎥
⎢
1
1
=
=
i
i
0
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎪
⎣
⎦
,
≈⎨
−α
2
−α
Pt ⋅ r0 σ ⋅ ε
⎪
,K ≥ 1
⎪
−α
6
⎪ P ⋅ r −α σ 2 ⎛ dK ,1, i ⎞ + 1
⎜
⎟
∑
⎪ t 0
i = 1 ⎝ r0
⎠
⎩

(12)

where r0 is the cell radius, ε = d0 r0 is the normalized distance between the MS and the
desired BS; dK , l , i represents the distance between the MS and the i th co-channel BS in the
lth ( l = 1, 2 ) tier when the FRF equals to K . Note that the SINR expression in (12) can be
used for the MS at arbitrary positions within a cell.
b. Frequency Reuse Scheme with Non-integer FRF
In this situation, the frequencies are allocated in a more sophisticated way. Here two noninteger FRFs, 7/3 and 7/4 (following the definitions in [12]), are considered. The
corresponding frequency allocation schemes are shown in Fig. 2 where symbols f1, …, f7
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Fig. 2. Co-channel interference with non-integer FRFs.
represent the frequencies used in each cell. Take FRF=7/3 as an example. The frequency set
{ f 1, f 2, f 4} is used by the desired BS in the center. The neighboring cells use the frequency
sets { f 2, f 3, f 5} , { f 3, f 4, f 6} , { f 4, f 5, f 7} , { f 5, f 6, f 1} , { f 6, f 7, f 2} and { f 7, f 1, f 3} ,
respectively. As a result, each neighboring BS uses one frequency in common with the
desired BS. Therefore, when non-integer FRF is used, the considered co-channel interferers
are located similarly to the situation when FRF=1. However, the power of the interference is
different. The SINR at the MS is approximated by
Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 ⋅ ε −α

Γ non − inte , K ≈

ηK Pt ⋅ r0−α

−α
−α
⎡ 6 ⎛d
12 ⎛
⎞
⎞ ⎤
d
σ 2 ⋅ ⎢ ∑ ⎜ K ,1, i ⎟ + ∑ ⎜ K ,2 , i ⎟ ⎥ + 1
⎢ i = 1 ⎝ r0 ⎠
i = 1 ⎝ r0
⎠ ⎥⎦
⎣

, K is non-integer ,

(13)

where ηK is determined by the FRF K ; η7 /3 = 1 3 and η7 /4 = 1 2 .
C. Capacity analysis for cellular MIMO systems
The capacities in (7) and (8) for point-to-point MIMO systems should be modified
accordingly to calculate their counterparts in cellular environment. In addition, the
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capacities for an MS in the cellular environment should be normalized by the total
bandwidth. Therefore, the ergodic and outage capacities are given as
CK ≈
C out%, K ≈

⎛
2
Γ ⎞ Nt − 1
1 ∞
log 2 ⎜⎜ 1 + K λ ⎟⎟ ∑ ⎣⎡Lk ( λ ) ⎦⎤ e − λ dλ ,
∫
K 0
N
t
⎝
⎠ k =0

⎛
⎞
1
Γ
m log 2 ⎜⎜ 1 + K λout% ⎟⎟ .
K
Nt
⎝
⎠

(14)

(15)

where Γ K =Γ int e , K when K is integer and ΓK = Γnon − int e , K otherwise; C out%, K represents the
outage capacity with an outage of

out%

when FRF = K

and

P ( λ < λout% ) =
out% .

λout%

satisfies

Calculating from (14) and (15), the best situation and the worst situation capacities are
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. The parameters used to generate the results are as
follows. The number of antennas ( N t = N r ) is set to be 4; the received SNR at the boundary
( Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 ) is set as {0 dB,10 dB, 20 dB, 30 dB} ; the path loss exponent α is set as {2.5, 3.5} ;
the path loss from the cell center to the cell boundary is set as -15dB (i.e., the cell radius is
3.98 km when α equals to 2.5 and 2.68 km when α equals 3.5); Finally, the FRFs are set as
{1,7 4 ,7 3, 3, 4,7} .
When considering the best situation, it can be observed from Fig. 3 that:
1. The greatest ergodic capacity is achieved by the single-frequency-reuse systems. This
observation also coincides with the conclusions in [15].
2. The greatest outage capacity ( C 10% ) is achieved by systems using FRF=7/4 or integer
FRF=3.
When considering the worst situation, it can be observed from Fig. 4 that:
1. The greatest ergodic capacity is achieved by systems using FRF=3.
2. For low and moderate values of Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 (0 dB or 10 dB), the greatest outage capacity
( C 10% ) is achieved by systems using FRF=3.
3. For higher Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 (20 dB or 30 dB), even greater outage capacities can be obtained
by using FRFs > 3 . However, the increase is insignificant.
Therefore, considering the ergodic/outage capacities under best/worst situations as a
whole, the optimal capacity performance may be achieved by using FRF=1, 7/4 or 3.

4. Hybrid frequency reuse scheme for cellular MIMO systems
The widely accepted approach to design the FRF is to use a fixed FRF within the entire cell.
However, from the results in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, it is obvious that a fixed FRF cannot
guarantee the greatest capacities in different circumstances. For example, K = 1 is the
optimal FRF when the MS is at the center of the cell, but it cannot support high capacity for
the MSs at the cell boundary; On the other hand, K = 3 is a good choice when the MS is at
the cell boundary. However, it cannot support high capacity for the MSs near the center of
the cell. Enlightened by hybrid frequency reuse scheme for cellular SISO systems in [12], we
propose a hybrid frequency reuse scheme for the cellular MIMO systems. In this hybrid
frequency reuse scheme, both FRF 1 and FRF 3 will be used and adaptively allocated. One
possible solution to realize the hybrid frequency reuse scheme is shown in Fig. 5 where all
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Cellular MIMO Ergodic capacity
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Fig. 3. Capacities of cellular MIMO systems under the best situation.
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Fig. 4. Capacities of cellular MIMO systems under the worst situation.
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the BSs use a frequency set of three frequencies

{ f 1 , f 2 , f 3 } . For each MS, FRF 1 or FRF 3 will

be used according to its position within the cell. When the MS is near the cell center,
{ f 1 , f 2 , f 3 } will all be used (FRF=1). Otherwise, when the MS is near the cell boundary, only
one frequency, f 1 or f 2 or f 3 , will be used (FRF=3).

Fig. 5. Hybrid frequency reuse scheme. When the MS is near the center, three frequencies
{f_1, f_2, f_3 } will be used(FRF=1); When the MS is near the boundary, only one frequency
will be used (FRF=3).
For a given MS, we have determined the FRF by the following steps:
Step 1. As the pre-knowledge, the cell radius r0 , the path loss exponent α , the transmitted
power Pt and the variance of the noise σ 2 should be estimated.
Step 2. For a given MS, estimate its distances to the desired MS d0 and the co-channel MSs
di , i = 1," , B .
Step 3. Calculate the SINR by (12) and then evaluate the system capacities by substituting
the SINR into (14) /(15) to get the ergodic/outage capacities. The capacities for
K = 1 and K = 3 will be calculated respectively to get C 1 / C out ,1 and C 3 / C out ,3 .
Step 4. Select FRF so that K = max {C K } for maximum ergodic capacity or K = max {C out , K }
K

K

for maximum outage capacity.
Following these steps, the FRF allocation within a cell is shown in Fig. 6 as an example
where polar coordinate is used. In the figure, the hexagonal areas represent one cell, the
circle areas within each cell are the areas where FRF 1 will be used. Otherwise, FRF 3 will be
used. It is observed from Fig. 6 that:
1. The FRF 1 areas shrink slightly as the path loss exponent increases.
2. The FRF 1 areas shrink as the received SNR at the cell boundary ( Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 ) increases.
It is indicated that the co-channel interference problem cannot be alleviated by increasing
the transmit power if single-frequency-reuse scheme is employed. Therefore, for the areas
near the cell boundary, the proposed hybrid frequency reuse scheme will be a good solution
to reduce the co-channel interference.
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Fig. 6. FRF allocation within a cell.
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5. Numerical results
It is assumed that the MS is uniformly located within a cell. The average capacities can then
be calculated by averaging (14) and (15) over the entire cell. The parameters used to generate
the numerical results are listed in Table I.
The capacities of cellular MIMO systems using the proposed hybrid frequency reuse scheme
(hybrid FRF) are compared with those using FRF 1 and FRF 3 schemes in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. It
can be observed from that the proposed hybrid frequency reuse scheme can increase both
the average ergodic and outage capacities. When compared with the FRF 1 scheme, the
increase is mainly on the average outage capacities as shown in Fig. 7. The increase can be as
significant as about 50% when Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 =30 dB for the MS equipped with 8 antennas. Even
for the noisy environment when Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 =10 dB, such increase is more than 10% for the
MS equipped with 2 antennas. On the other hand, when compared with the FRF 3 scheme,
the increase is mainly on the average ergodic capacities as shown in Fig. 8. The increase is
over 60% when Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 =10 dB and over 47% when Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 =30 dB.
To make it clearer, the increase of average capacities gained by the hybrid FRF over the FRF
1 scheme and FRF 3 scheme is summarized in Table II in percentage.
Number of antennas ( N t = N r )

2~8

Received SNR at the cell boundary
Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2

10dB, 30dB

Path loss exponent α
Path loss from the cell center to the cell
boundary

3.5
-15dB
FRF1, FRF 3, proposed hybrid frequency
reuse scheme

Frequency allocation schemes
Table I. Parameters

2
Over
FRF 1

Over
FRF 3

Outage
Ergodic
Outage
Ergodic

3

Number of antennas
4
5
6

7

8

−α
0

σ =
10 dB 10.5% 12.8% 14.3% 15.3% 16.7% 17.5% 17.8%

−α
0

σ2 =
30 dB 21.7% 29.8% 37.8% 43.7% 47.4% 49.5% 49.9%

Pt ⋅ r
Pt ⋅ r

2

Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 =
10 dB 1.6%

1.6%

1.6%

1.6%

1.6%

1.6%

1.6%

−α
0

σ =
30 dB 3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

−α
0

σ =
10 dB 13.6%

7.6%

3.8%

1.4%

0.5%

0.1%

-*

−α
0

σ =
30 dB 2.9%

-

-

-

-

-

-

−α
0

σ =
10 dB 62.9% 63.1% 63.4% 63.5% 63.6% 63.7% 63.7%

Pt ⋅ r
Pt ⋅ r
Pt ⋅ r
Pt ⋅ r

2
2
2
2

Pt ⋅ r0−α σ 2 =
30 dB 47.3%

47.6%

47.8%

47.9%

48.0%

48.1%

48.1%

*represents no increase

Table II. The increase of average capacities of the proposed hybrid frequency reuse scheme
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Cellular MIMO Outage Capacity C10%
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Fig. 7. Average 10% outage capacities of the cellular MIMO systems using FRF 1 scheme and
the hybrid frequency reuse scheme.
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Fig. 8. Average ergodic capacities of the cellular MIMO systems using FRF 3 scheme and the
hybrid frequency reuse scheme.
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Remark: As we know, the coverage problem (the transmission between the BS and MS fails
at the cell boundary due to the co-channel interference) has been the major problem for the
commonly used single-frequency-reuse cellular systems. From the numerical results, it is
seen that such problem can be greatly alleviated by using the proposed hybrid frequency
reuse scheme.

6. Conclusions
In this chapter, the downlink capacity of cellular MIMO systems has been theoretically
analyzed in terms of both ergodic and outage capacities. The FRF has been considered and a
hybrid frequency reuse scheme has been introduced. Numerical results have shown that
both the ergodic and outage capacities can be increased by the hybrid FRF scheme.
Especially, when compared with the commonly used FRF 1 scheme, the outage capacity can
be increased as much as 50%. Therefore, the hybrid FRF scheme can greatly alleviate the
coverage problem of the single-frequency-reuse cellular systems.
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Iran
1. Introduction
In recent years, it was realized that designing wireless digital communication systems to
more efficiently exploit the spatial domain of the transmission medium, allows for a
significant increase of spectral efficiency. These systems, in general case, are known as
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems and have received considerable attention
of researchers and commercial companies due to their potential to dramatically increase the
spectral efficiency and simultaneously sending individual information to the corresponding
users in wireless systems.
In MIMO channels, the information theoretical results show that the desired throughput can
be achieved by using the so called Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) method which employs at the
transmitter side. However, due to the computational complexity, this method is not
practically used until yet. Tomlinson Harashima Precoding (THP) is a suboptimal method
which can achieve the near sum-rate of such channels with much simpler complexity as
compared to the optimum DPC approach. In spite of THP's good performance, it is very
sensitive to erroneous Channel State Information (CSI). When the CSI at the transmitter is
imperfect, the system suffers from performance degradation.
In current chapter, the design of THP in an imperfect CSI scenario is considered for a
MIMO-BC (BroadCast) system. At first, the maximum achievable rate of MIMO-THP system
in an imperfect CSI is computed by means of information theory concepts. Moreover, a
lower bound for capacity loss and optimum as well as suboptimum solutions for power
allocation is derived. This bound can be useful in practical system design in an imperfect
CSI case.
In order to increase the THP performance in an imperfect CSI, a robust optimization
technique is developed for THP based on Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) criterion.
This robust optimization has more performance than the conventional optimization method.
Then, the above optimization is developed for time varying channels and based on this
knowledge we design a robust precoder for fast time varying channels. The designed
precoder has good performance over correlated MIMO channels in which, the volume of its
feed back can be reduced significantly.
Traditionally, channel estimation and pre-equalization are optimized separately and
independently. In this chapter, a new robust solution is derived for MIMO THP system,
which optimizes jointly the channel estimation and THP filters. The proposed method
provides significant improvement with respect to conventional optimization with less
increase in complexity.
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Notation: Random variables, vectors, and matrices are denoted by lower, lower bold, and
upper bold italic letters, respectively. The operators E(.), diag(.), ⊥ , PDF, and CDF stand for
expectation, diagonal elements of a vector, statistically independent, Probability Density
Function, and Cumulative Distribution Function, respectively.

2. MIMO-BC-THP systems
2.1 Type of MIMO channels
There are three types system can be modeled as MIMO channel [1]:
a. point-to-point MIMO channel
This type of MIMO system is a multiple antenna scenario, where both transmitter (TX) and
receiver (RX) use several antennas with seperate modulation and demodulation for each
antenna. We refer this type of channel as MIMO channel (Central transmitter and receiver).
b. multipoint-to-point MIMO Channel
The uplink direction of any multiuser mobile communication system is an example of a
MIMO system of this type. The joint receiver at the base station has to recover the individual
users’ signals. We will refer to this type of channel as the MIMO multiple access channel
(Decentralized transmitters and central receiver).
c. point-to-multipoint MIMO Channel
The downlink direction of mobile multiuser communication systems is an example of what
we call a MIMO broadcast channel (Central transmitter and decentralized receivers).
2.2 Precoding strategy
The main difficulty for transmission over MIMO channels is the separation or equalization
of the parallel data streams, i.e., the recovery of the components of the transmitted vector
x which interfere at the receiver side. The most obvious strategy for separating the data
streams is linear equalization at the receiver side.
It is well-known that linear equalization suffers from noise enhancement and hence has poor
power efficiency [2]. This disadvantage can be overcome by spatial decision-feedback
equalization (DFE). Unfortunately, in DFE error propagation may occur. Moreover, since
immediate decisions are required, the application of channel coding requires some clever
interleaving which in turn introduces significant delay [2].
The above methods require CS) only at the receiver side. If CSI is (partly) also available at
the transmitter, the users can be separated by means of precoding. Precoding, in general
case, stands for all methods applied at the transmitter that facilitate detection at the receiver.
If a linear transmitter preprocessing strategy is used, we prefer to denote it as
preequalization or linear precoder. In other case we refer it as non-linear precoder.
In MIMO channels a version of DFE by name, matrix DFE is used where is a non-linear
spatial equalization strategy at the receiver side. The feedback part of the DFE can be
transferred to the transmitter, leading to a scheme known as THP. It is well known that
neglecting a very small increase in average transmit power, the performance of DFE and
THP is the same, but since THP is a transmitter technique, error propagation at the receiver
is avoided [3]. Moreover, channel coding schemes can be applied in the same way as for the
ideal additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) or flat fading channel.
The analogies between temporal equalization methods (in Single Input Single Output (SISO)
channels) and their direct counterparts as spatial equalization methods (in MIMO channels)
are depicted in Table I [2].
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linear
Non-linear

ISI channel H (z )
(temporal Equalization)

MIMO channel H
(spatial Equalization)

at Rx

Linear equalization via 1 / H ( z )

Linear equalization via H t−1

at Tx

Linear pre-equalization via
1 / H ( z)

Linear pre-equalization via
H r−1

at Tx / Rx
at Rx

OFDM/DMT, vector precoding
DFE

SVD
Matrix DFE

at Tx / Rx

THP

MIMO-THP

Table 1. Corresponding Equalization Strategies for ISI Channels and MIMO Channels.
2.3 The Principle of THP
The information theory idea behind the THP is based on Costa’s “writing on dirty paper
result” for interference channels [4], which can be informally summarized as follows:
"When transmitting over a channel, any interference which is known apriori to the transmitter does
not affect the channel capacity. That is, by appropriate coding, transmission at a rate equal to the
capacity of the channel without this interference is possible."
If we extend the Costa precoding concepts for multiple antenna with Co-Antenna
Interference (CAI) then THP structure can be obtained [1, 3]. Consider these subchannels in
some arbitrary order. In this case, the encoding for the first subchannel has to be performed
accepting full interference from the remaining channels, since at this point the interference is
unknown. For the second subchannel, however, if the transmitter is able to calculate the
interference from the first subchannel, “Costa precoding” of the data is possible such that
the interference from the first subchannel is taken into account. Generally, in the kth
subchannel considered, Costa precoding is possible such that interference from subchannels
1 to k-1 is ineffective.
We can apply this result to the MIMO channel [5]: If the precoding operation contains a
Costa precoder, no interference can be observed from lower number subchannels into
higher number subchannels.
Note that it is possible to transform H into a lower triangular matrix with an orthonormal
operation [6]. In this way interference from lower-index subchannels into higher-index
subchannels is completely eliminated, and together with Costa precoding adjusted to this
modified transmission matrix, effectively only a diagonal matrix remains for the
transmission. It turns out that a simple scheme for Costa precoding works analog to the
feedbackpart of DFE, now moved to the transmitter side and with the nonlinear decision
device replaced by a modulo-operation. This is also known as THP [7, 8], and the link
between THP and Costa precoding was first explored in [9].
2.4 MIMO-THP system model
The base station with nT transmit antenna and nR user (in which nT ≤ nR ) with single
antenna can be considered as MIMO broadcast system. A block diagram of this MIMO
system together with THP is illustrated in Fig. 1 and is briefly explained here.
The nT dimensional input symbol vector a passes through feedback filter B , which is
added to the intended transmit vector to pre-eliminate the interference from previous users.
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Fig. 1. THP model in a MIMO system
Then the resultant signal is fed to modulo-operator, which serve to limit the transmit power.
The output signal of modulo-operator is then passed through a feed forward filter to further
remove the interference from future users [10]. Finally, the precoded signal is launched in to
the MIMO channel. As all interferences are taken care of at the transmitter side, the receivers
at the mobile user side are left with some simple operations including power scaling
(diagonal elements of matrix G ), reverse modulo-operation, and single user detection.
According to Fig. 1, the base band received signal can be modeled as:
r = Hx~ + n

(1)

where x~ ∈ C nT ×1 , r ∈ C , H ∈ C
and n ∈ C
are transmitted, received, channel and
noise matrices, respectively ( C denotes complex domain). The elements of the noise vector
are assumed as independent complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and
variance σ 2 , i.e., n ~ CΝ (0,σ 2I nR ) . The elements of matrix H are considered as complex
Gaussian random variables (i.e. flat fading case). In other words, the channel tap gain from
transmit antenna i to receive antenna j is denoted by h ji which is assumed to be
independent zero mean complex Gaussian random variables of equal variance, that is
E[| h ji |2 ] = 1 .
The operation of THP is related to the employed signal constellation A . Assume that in each
of the parallel data streams an M -ary square constellation ( M is a squared number) is
employed where the coordinates of the signal points are odd integers, i.e.,
=
A {aI + jaQ | aI , aQ ∈{±1,±3,...,± ( M − 1)}} . Then the constellation is bound by the square
region of side length t = 2 M which is needed for modular operation [3].
Note: In the rest of the chapter, for means of simplicity, the number of transmit and receive
antennas are assumed to be the same (i.e., nT = nR = K ). Also, we consider the flat fading
case. Whenever these assumptions are not acceptable we clarify them.
The lower triangular feedback matrix B , unitary feed forward matrix F and diagonal
scaling matrix G can be found by ZF or MMSE criteria as [11]. The received signal before
modulo reduction can be given as:
n R ×1

n R ×nT

n R ×1

~
y=
Gr =
GHFB −1v + n

(2)

where n~ = Gn ,and v = a + d is effective input data, and d is the precoding vector used to
constrain the value of ~
x [13]. If ZF criterion is used, it requires GHFB −1 = I . Thus, the
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processing matrices G , B , and F can be found by performing Cholesky factorization of
HHH as [13]:

HH H = RR H
−1
)
G = diag (r11−1 ,...,rKK

B = GR

(3)

F = H −1 R
where R = [rij ] is a lower triangular matrix. The error covariance matrix can be shown as:
2
Φ n~n~ =
E[(Gn)(Gn) H ] = diag[σ n2 / r112 ,..., σ n2 / rKK
]

(4)

i.e, the noise is white.
If MMSE criterion is used the matrix R can be found through Cholesky factorization of [5]:
( H H H + ζI ) =
RH R

(5)

where ζ = σ n2 / σ a2 . The matrices G , B and F can be found as:
−1
G = diag[ r11−1 ,..., rKK
]

(6)

B = GR
F=R H
−H

H

The error covariance can be shown as:
2
Φ ee =
E[ee H ] =
σ n2G 2 =
diag[σ n2 / r112 ,..., σ n2 / rKK
]

(7)

i.e. error can be considered as white.
In outdated CSI case, the system model, which is considered in Fig. 1, operates in a feedback
channel where the CSI is measured in downlink and fed to the transmitter in uplink
channel. Time variations of channel lead to a significant outdated (partial) CSI at the
transmitter. In fact there will always be a delay between the moment a channel realization is
observed and the moment it is actually used by the transmitter. The effect of time variations
=
H Hˆ + ΔH , where H , Hˆ and ΔH are true, estimated and
(or delay) can be considered as:
channel error due to time variations [13]. We assume that the channel error has Gaussian
probability density function with moments E[ΔH ] = 0 and E[ΔH .ΔH H ] =
C ΔH .
According to Fig. 1, the received signal can be considered as:

y= Gr= G ( Hˆ + ΔH ) FB −1v + n~

(8)

where n~ = Gn and v is effective data vector [12]. If ZF criterion is used, it requires:

GHˆ FB −1 = I

(9)

The processing matrices R, G , B and F can be found by doing Cholesky factorization of
Hˆ Hˆ H as [11]:
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Hˆ Hˆ H = RR H
−1
)
G = diag ( r11−1 ,..., rKK

(10)

B = GR
F = Hˆ −1 R

~ = GΔHFx + Gn is considered as an error vector and the term w stands for
where e = w + n
channel imperfection effect due to outdated CSI. The error covariance matrix can be
obtained as:
Φ ee =
E[ee H ] =
σ x2G (C ΔH + ζI )G H

(11)

Note that, with a small channel error assumption (i.e. C ΔH → 0 ), the error covariance matrix
in an imperfect case tends to the error covariance matrix in a perfect case, i.e.
2
Φ ee =
σ x2 Diag (1 / r112 ,1 / r222 , ... ,1 / rKK
)

(12)

3. MIMO-THP capacity
The first attempt to calculation of achievable rates of THP is done by Wesel and Cioffi in
[15]. The authors considered THP for discrete-time SISO consists of Inter-Symbol
Interference (ISI) and AWGN. They derived an exact expression for maximum achievable
information rate for ZF case and provided information bound for MMSE case. In this
section, we develop the achievable rates analysis provided in [15] for MIMO-THP in flat
fading channel. We obtain the maximum achievable rate and some upper and lower bounds
of it for ZF and MMSE cases with perfect and imperfect CSI.
3.1 Achievable rates of point-to-point MIMO-THP
Consider a point-to-point MIMO system with THP as Fig. 2.

a

Γt (.)

x

n
H

r

GF

y

Γt (.)

z

I-B
Fig. 2. THP model in a point-to-point MIMO system
The received signal vector can be expressed as:
z= Γt [GFHB −1v + GFn=] Γt [ a + w + n′]

(13)

where w is residual spatial interference after MMSE criterion on THP filters (in the ZF case
w = 0 ) and Γt (.) is modulo t operator so eliminate its output on interval
=
T [−tk / 2, tk / 2) × [− jtk / 2, jtk / 2) . As n′ = GFn is white Gaussian noise and with the
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assumption that wi ⊥ w j & ai ⊥ w j for ∀ i ≠ j (so that symbol ⊥ stand for statistical
independence) the received vector r can be decoupled in K parallel streams as1 [17]:
=
z k Γt [ak + wk + n′k ] ; k = 1 ~ K

(14)

Because of the decoupling of the received information symbols in (14) and assuming
independence between elements in a the mutual information between the transmitted
symbols and the received signal vector can be expressed as the sum of the mutual
information between elements of each vector:
K

I (a; z ) = ∑ I (ak ; z k )

(15)

k =1

where I (.) denote mutual information. Each term in the sum is independently can be
considered as:
I (=
ak ; z k ) h(z k ) − h(z k=
| ak ) h[Γt (ak + wk + nk′ )] − h[Γt (( ak + wk + nk′ ) | ak )]

[

]

= h[Γt (ak + wk + nk′ )] − h Γt (( wk + n′k ) | ak )

(16)

where h(.) denotes differential entropy. Calculation of the above mutual information seems
to be difficult and we try to find an upper and lower bound of (16) by some approximations.
Remark 1: An upper bound on the achievable rate of the channel produced by MMSE-THP of
(16) can be found as [17]:
K

(

[

])

IUpper (a; z ) = ∑ 2 log 2 (t ) − h Γt (n′k )
k =1

(17)

Also, the upper bound can be obtained essentially by neglecting the spatial interference
term wk in (16) [17]. The lower bound depends largely on the variance of wk [15]. A lower
bound on achievable rate can be found as [17]:
K

I Lower (a; z ) = ∑ 2 log 2 (t ) − log 2 (2πσ 2 ) −
k =1

γ2
log 2 e − 2 log 2 (2erf (t / 2σ ))
σ2

(18)

Thus, a truncated Gaussian [17] with variance=
of γ 2 var(wk + Γt (n′k ) ) produces a slightly
tighter bound but requires the computation of var(Γt (n′k ) ) .
Remark 2: The upper bound attained in (17) can be simplified if some approximations are
allowed so that a quasi-optimal (or sub-optimal) closed form solution can be found. This
approximations can be done based on the value of t / σ (See [17]).
3.2 General THP in point-to-point MIMO with perfect CSI
Whenever CSI is available at the transmitter in a communication system, since the
transmitter has knowledge of the way the transmitted symbols are attenuated and
distributed by the channel, it may adjust transmit rate and/or power in an optimized way.
1 For MMSE case the above assumption for high value of SNR is acceptable and the above results can be
true in asymptotic case, so MMSE performance for high SNR values converge to ZF [2].
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For instance, in the multi-antenna scenario some of the equivalent parallel channels might
have very bad transmission properties or might not be present at all. In this situation, the
transmitter might want to adjust to that by either dropping some of the lower diversity
order sub channels or by redistributing the data and the available transmission power to
improve the average error rate. This can be done by generalization of THP concepts as
GTHP by enabling different power transmission for each antenna. GTHP can be done in two
main scenarios [17]:
First: If the loading is made according to capacity of system; this structure enables different
transmission rate per antenna.
Second: If it is needed to ensure reliable transmission rate for each antenna, the loading
should be made according to minimize error rate of system.
Here we consider two different optimization scenarios for loading strategies of THP and
extend it's concept in structure that t is not constant, so the modulo interval is different for
each sub channel ( t k ) [17].
3.2.1 Capacity criterion
In this section, the power adaptation strategy of the second type of GTHP concept is
employed. The optimal power allocation is calculated in MIMO-GTHP systems, while
regarding the modulation schemes is given. If the loading is made according to capacity of
system, this structure enables different transmission rate per antenna. One of the good
features of this scenario is that it is scalable architecture, because it allows adding or
removing transmitters without losing the precoding structure as explained in [16].
If a assumed as an i.i.d. uniform distribution on T, for such a case, x is also i.i.d. uniform
on T (regardless of the choice of matrix B ). Thus the transmitted power from kth antenna
will be pk = E{| xk |2 } = t k2 / 6 (for real case pk = t k2 / 12 ). Its corresponding rate will equal the
maximum achievable mutual information in (17):

I (tk ) = I (ak ; zk , tk ) = 2 log 2 (tk ) − h[Γtk (nk′ )]

(19)

Then the maximum achievable rate for a system with THP will be the maximum of the sum
of the rates of each stream subject to a maximum total transmitted power constraint, i.e.
K
K
⎧C
=
=
max
(
)
max
( 2 log 2 (tk ) − h[Γtk (nk′ )])
I
t
∑
∑
General
k
{tk } k =1
{tk } k =1
⎪⎪
⎨
K
1 K 2
⎪ s.t. ∑ pk =
PT
∑ tk =
⎪⎩
k =1
6 k =1

(20)

In order to maximize (20) we assume that all the available streams are classified into two
groups2 ( g -Gaussian and u –uniform) based on t / σ values [16]. As shown in [17], the
achievable rate of streams belonging to u tends to zero; no power is assigned to these
streams, i.e. t k = 0 ∀k ∈ u . Thus the solution of the maximization problem in (20) can be
found as assigning the same power to the entire stream in g (and no power to those in u ).
The optimal solution can be shown to be [17]:

2

Based on the value of

t /σ

for each stream
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⎛
Adaptive
CGeneral
= ∑ Ik ⎜
⎜
k∈g
⎝

6 pT ⎞⎟
, k∈g
g σ n2'k ⎟
⎠

(21)

where g denotes the number of active antennas and σ n2'k is variance of n'k . Then some kind
of adaptive rate algorithm is necessary to achieve the maximum capacity of the GTHP.
3.2.2 Minimum SER criterion
In some application it is needed to ensure reliable transmission rate for each antenna
(especially in MIMO broadcast channels). In this section we try to find the optimal sub
channel power allocation in MIMO GTHP systems, while regarding the modulation
schemes is given. As mentioned, for each sub channel we have:
z k = ak + n' k

(22)

k = 1,2,..., K

where we assumed that w k tend to zero. For simplicity assume MQAM transmission in all
sub channels is used. In this case the approximate average SER for a fixed channel H
simply given as [17]:
K

SER ≈ ∑ (1 −
k =1

2

1
Mk

)Q(

3 rkk
Ek )
M k − 1 σ n'2

(23)

2

where Bk =

rkk
3
and we assumed modulation order (i.e. M k ) can be varied for each
M k −1 M k

sub-channel, so that variable bit allocation is possible (that we didn't consider here). In this
case we have [17]:

Ek =
where Ak =

M k ( M k − 1)

( M k − 1)2 rkk

2

1
B
W ( k Λ)
Bk
Ak

(24)

and W ( x) is the real valued Lambert’s W -function defined as

=
f ( x) x.e x ; x ≥ 0 , i.e., W ( x) =
a ⇔ a.e a =
x.
the inverse of the function
Since the W ( x) function is real and monotonically increasing for real x > −1 / e , the value of
K

λ such that ∑ Ek (λ ) − K =
0 holds which can be found by using some classical methods as
k =1

denoted in [17]. On the other hand, W ( x) is a concave and unbounded function with

W(0) = 0 and W ( x) ≤ x , the unique solution for E = [ E1 ,..., EK ]T can be found by the
following simple iterative procedure[14]:
i. Chose a small positive Λ which satisfy
K

∑

k =1

ii.

Calculate

Λ
≤ ET
Ak

(25)
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1
B
W( k Λ)
k =1 Bk
Ak
K

(26)

ÊT = ∑

iii. If ÊT is not yet sufficiently close to ET , multiply Λ by ET /EˆT and go back to step (ii).
iv. Compute E = [ E1 ,..., EK ]T according to (24).
Note that since W ( x) for x > −1 / e is monotonic function, then according to relation (24) the
highest power (max Ek ) assign to the weakest signal so that the SNR value almost stay
constant for all sub channels.
3.3 Achievable rate in imperfect CSI
In [17] the scheme proposed in [18] for MIMO THP system was modified by allowing
variations of the transmitted power in each antenna. The authors stated the problem of
finding the maximum achievable rate for this modified spatial THP scheme and found that
Uniform Power Allocation (UPA) with antenna selection is a quasi-optimal transmission
scheme with a perfect CSI.
In this sub-section, based on previous researches about SISO and point-to-point MIMO
channels, an analytical approach to attain the maximum achievable rate bound in an
imperfect CSI case is developed for broadcast channel. It will be shown that this bound
depends on the variance of the residual Co-Antenna Interference (CAI) term. Moreover, it
will be shown that the power allocation obtained by the UPA in [17] is sub-optimal in an
imperfect CSI, too.
3.3.1 Maximum achievable rates
The received signal after modulo operation can be considered as z = a + Γtk [GΔHFx + n~ ] . Since
x has i.i.d. distribution, W = GΔHFx can be considered as an unknown interference with an
i.i.d. distribution. Also, for such an a , z is i.i.d. uniform on T . In this case, the received
information can be decoupled in K independent parallel data steams and the mutual
information between k th element of data vector, ak , and the corresponding element of the
received signal, zk , is [13]:
⎡ ⎛ K δ kj′
⎞⎤
I (=
ak ; z k ) h(z k ) −=
h(z k | ak ) h(z k ) − h[Γtk (( wk + n~k ) | ak )] ≤ log 2 (6 pk ) − h ⎢Γtk ⎜⎜ ∑ x j + n~k ⎟⎟⎥
j
=
1
r
⎠⎦⎥
⎣⎢ ⎝ kk

(27)

′ [ΔHF ]kj and h(.) denotes differential entropy. Let us define the random variable
where δ=
kj

δ kj′

σ n2 K p j
x j + n~k where its power is =
σ ek2
+∑
δ kj
j =1 r
rkk2 j =1 rkk2
kk
K

ek as ek = ∑

2

and δ kj = [ΔH ]kj . With the

assumption of small error, ek can be approximately modeled as a complex Gaussian
random variable. In the case where, the above assumption is true, the mutual information
expression (27) can be very well approximated as [13]:

I (a k ; z k ) ≈ log 2 [χ k ]

+

where

(28)
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⎧ χ = 6r 2 p / π e(σ 2 + K δ 2 p )
∑ kj j
kk k
n
⎪ k
j =1
⎨
⎪log[ x]+ = max[log( x),0]
⎩

(29)

The achievable rates for THP in an imperfect CSI case will then be the sum of the mutual
information of all K parallel steams as [13]:
K
K
⎧
+
⎪C = max ∑ I (ak ; zk ) ≈ max ∑ log 2 [ χ k ]
{ pk } k =1
{ pk } k =1
⎪
⎨
K
⎪ s.t.
∑ pk =PT
⎪
k =1
⎩

(30)

2

Observed that C (or χ k ) depends on three components: δ kj , rkk2 and p k . In order to
maximize χ k , some kind of spatial ordering is necessary in order to maximize it. For this
purpose, it is required to decompose H (in Cholesky factorization) so that the elements of
rkk2 to be maximized (finding the ordering matrix similar to [11]).
On the other hand, it was assumed that by making small error assumption, ek can be
approximately modeled as a complex Gaussian random variable. This is equivalent to
assuming max | δ kj |2 p j ≤ σ n2 ; ∀ j . Now, we assume that the entries of error matrix are
j

bounded as max | δ kj |2 ≤ α kj ; ∀ k , j [13]. In addition, for the sake of simplicity and without
k, j

loss of generality, we assume that α = max α kj . Then, the power distribution that will
k, j

maximize the achievable rates will be the solution of the following maximin problem:

⎧C = max min K log [χ ]+
∑ 2 k
⎪⎪
k =1
δ ij
pi
⎨
K
⎪s.t. ∑ p = p , max δ 2 ≤ α ; ∀ i, j
k
T
ij
i, j
k =1
⎩⎪

(31)

In order to solve the above maximin problem the worst-case is assumed, i.e.
α = max | δ ij |2 ; ∀ i, j . With this assumption, the minimum mutual information will be
i, j

attained for each term in the summation. Then, the resulting maximization problem leads to
[13]:
+
⎧
K
⎡
⎤
6 pk rkk2
⎪C = max ∑ log 2 ⎢
⎥
2
⎪
k =1
pi
⎣ π e(σ n + α pT ) ⎦
⎨
K
⎪
⎪s.t. k∑=1 pk = pT
⎩

(32)

The resulting maximization problem is a standard constrained optimization problem, and
can be solved with the use of the Lagrange method in which the solution result is pk = const.
It means that the p k is independent of k , i.e the distribution of the power, in worst-case, is
UPA.
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Note that, if we consider different noises with different powers for each user, the
distribution of power may not be the UPA.
3.3.2 Capacity loss
In the previous section, it is shown that the capacity of MIMO-THP can be obtained by the
UPA. More over, it can be observed from (32) that this capacity, in worst case, depends on
the channel error value (i.e. α ). We define the capacity loss as difference between the
capacity of MIMO-BC-THP in a perfect CSI and in an imperfect CSI, i.e. relation (32), as [19]:
K
⎡6 p r2 ⎤ K
⎡
⎤
6 pk rkk2
ΔCˆ = C1 − Cˆ 2 =∑ log2 ⎢ k kk2 ⎥ − ∑ log2 ⎢
⎥ ≤ K log2 [1 + K ]
2
k =1
⎣ π eσ n ⎦ k =1
⎣ π e(σ n + α pT ) ⎦

(33)

The above bound for capacity loss only is valid for values of α so that the approximation of
max | δ kj | p j ≤ σ n ; ∀ j is valid [19]. It means that this bound depends on SNR value and is
2

2

j

acceptable for high SNR value, i.e., this capacity loss bound is asymptotic bound for worstcase in which bounds the capacity loss of MIMO-THP . It is desired to bounding the capacity
loss of optimal solution of (29). Assume C 2 is the capacity of optimal solution that can be
obtained by exactly analysis or by numerical simulation. In this case we can bound
ΔC = C1 − C 2 as [19]:
⎡⎛
p ⎞⎤
=
ΔC K log 2 [1 + K ] − K log 2 ⎢⎜⎜1 + T2 α ⎟⎟⎥ + ε
⎢⎣⎝ σ n ⎠⎥⎦

(34)

where ε is a positive value. The lower bound can be obtained by choosing ε = K − 2 [19]:
⎡
⎤
⎡⎛
p ⎞⎤
ΔC ≥ ⎢ K log 2 [1 + K ] − K log 2 ⎢⎜⎜1 + T2 α ⎟⎟⎥ + ( K − 2)⎥
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
⎢⎣⎝ σ n ⎠⎥⎦

+

(35)

where [ x]+ = max[ x,0] . In simulation we refer (35) as theoretic loss.
3.4 Spatial ordering
The VBLAST-Like ordering can be used in order to improve the power loading performance of
MIMO-GTHP system in Fig. 1 [1]. To do this, since the loading is based on the SNR values of
2
the equivalent parallel sub-channels, which in turn are proportional to rkk , the distribution of
these diagonal entries is an essential parameter in power loading performance. It turns out that
by introducing a permutation matrix in the decomposition of H, i.e, allowing different
2
ordering of the sub channels, the distribution of the rkk values can be modified as [1]:
2

Popt = arg min (1 / | r11 |2 ,1 / | r22 |2 ,...,1 / | rKK |2 ) = arg min ( G )
P

P

It means that in the cholesky factorization of (4), the decomposition should be made so that
the square value of diagonal elements of matrix R minimized. It means that the matrix P is
selected so that the column of H corresponding to minimum square value of diagonal
elements of G is permuted to the left. Deleting this column from the matrix H, and forming
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the cholesky factorization of this modified matrix, we can obtain second column of matrix P.
Continuing this way, constantly updating P, the decomposition of H is constructed. The
pseudo-code for the algorithm is given in Fig. (3).
Initialization :
P = [pi.j ] = 0
for i = 1 to K do :
[ Q R ] = qr( H )

;

R = chol( HH + ζI ) ;
G = diag(inv( R ))^2
H

for ZF
for MMSE

li = arg min (g i, j )
j

Pli ,i = 1
H :,li = zeros(size( H :,li ))
end

Fig. 3. The pseudo code for ordering
Note that for ZF or MMSE-THP, the system performance will be dominated by the signal
component with the largest noise variance, and we can find the ordering algorithm in the
minimax noise variance sense as [1].
3.5 Simulation and results
3.5.1 Perfect CSI
The mutual information for real xk with i.i.d uniform distribution on the module interval [t/2, t/2) is plotted in fig. 4, where the average transmitter energy is t 2 / 12 . This figure also
shows the mutual information curves for the upper (17) and lower (18) bounds for each sub
channel. For comparison we also plotted the well-known AWGN channel capacity (with no
ISI). Observe that the upper bound lies above the AWGN capacity and lower bound lies
below this capacity (especially for high SNR values).
Figs. 5 and 6 give the performance comparison of the MMSE-GTHP with/without power
loading (relation (24)) when 4QAM and 16QAM modulations are used, respectively. From
these figures, it is clearly seen that the MMSE-GTHP with ordering can achieve better
performance than the MMSE-GTHP with or without power allocation (4QAM or 16QAM,).
When 4QAM modulation is used, at BER=2×10-4 we can observe that the MMSE-GTHP with
power allocation achieves about 7dB gain, while this structure with power loading and
ordering gives about 11.5dB gain. When 16QAM is used, at BER=5×10-4 the MMSE-GTHP
with power allocation gives approximately 6.5dB gain, while this structure with power
loading and ordering gives about 10dB gain. As can be seen from these figures, the
performance of power loading is noticeable, especially when it combined with sub-channel
ordering.
3.5.2 Imperfect CSI
For simulation purposes we have considered K=4 users. The entries of Ĥ and ΔH have
been assumed to be zero mean i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables, i.e., Hˆ ~ CN (0,1)
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Fig. 4. Upper and lower bound of mutual information

Fig. 5. Performance comparison of MMSE-GTHPwith power loading and ordering for
4QAM.

Fig. 6. Performance comparison of MMSE-GTHP. with power loading and ordering for
16QAM
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Fig. 7. Validation of approximation of α

Fig. 8. Capacity with K=4 user and different value of α

Fig. 9. Capacity loss for K=4 user
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Fig. 10. Capacity loss for different user and ρ = 0.05
and

2
ΔH ~ CN (0, ρ 2 ) . The validity of the approximations of ( α p j ≤ σ n ; ∀ j ) for

PT / σ n2 = 16 dB is shown in Fig. 7 by plotting the fraction of channel realizations in which the

approximations are valid for different values of α . The simulation is done for more than 104
channel realization and the validity is calculated as the number of iteration where the
inequality is valid. It can be seen that, for the particular values of the simulation parameters
taken in this section, the capacity analysis is valid for values of α up to −10 dB. In Fig. 8, we
have plotted the mean of the maximum achievable rates for the UPA scheme for different
values of α . It can be seen that for values of α ≤ 0.01 the capacity loss due to the presence of
channel errors are negligible and by increasing the SNR value, the capacity increases up to a
constant value. It means that by increasing the SNR value the capacity remains almost
constant. Figs. 9 and 10 depict asymptotic capacity loss in a time varying channel for
different values of ρ and different users, respectively. It can be seen that the attained
aproximated bound is valid for variety of rang of the channel errors and number of users,
especially for high SNR value (asymptotic case).

4. Robust MIMO-THP
4.1 Design criterion
The error, that is needed to be considered for the system illustrated in Fig. 1, should be the
difference between the effective data vector v and the data vector entering the decision
module y , i.e.:

~
=
e y −=
v [G ( Hˆ + ΔH ) F − B ] x + n

(36)

The MMSE solution should minimize the error signal as:
⎧arg min E [G ( Hˆ + ΔH ) F − B ] x + n
~
⎪ B ,F ,G
⎨
2
⎪s.t. E ~
x ≤ PT
⎩

2

(37)
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Instead of solving (37), it is easier to use the orthogonallity principle [1]. In this case, the
MMSE solution should satisfy:
E[er H ] = 0

(38)

GΦ rr = BΦ xr

(39)

Thus, according to (36) we have:

The matrices Φ rr and Φ xr can be computed by using (36) as [13]:

Φ rr =
E[rr H ] =
σ x2 ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI + C ΔH )

(40.a)

Φ xr =
E[ xr H ] =
σ x2 F H Hˆ H

(40.b)

where ζ = σ n2 / σ x2 . Substituting relation (40) for (39) and some manipulation, yielding [13]:
F H = B −1G ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI + C ΔH ) Hˆ − H

(41)

Since F is a unitary matrix [1]:
=
RR H ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI + C ΔH ) Hˆ − H Hˆ −1 ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI + C ΔH )

(42)

where R = G −1B is assumed. The matrix R can be found through Cholesky factorization of
(42) and the matrices G, B, and F can be obtained as [13]:
−1
G = diag[r11−1 ,..., rKK
]

B = GR
F = Hˆ −1 ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI + C ΔH ) R − H

(43)

Using the B, F and G obtained in (43), the error covariance matrix can be computed as [13]:
Φ ee =
E[ee H ] =
σ x2G (ζ 2 Hˆ − H Hˆ −1 + ζI + C ΔH )G H

(44)

It means that the error covariance matrix in imperfect CSI is the sum of covariance matrix in
perfect CSI plus the term σ x2GC ΔH G H . This term tends to zero with low channel error
assumption (perfect CSI), i.e.:
Φ ee =
E[ee H ] =
σ n2G (ζHˆ − H Hˆ −1 + I )G H

(45)

In this case, R can be found through:

=
RR H ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI ) Hˆ − H Hˆ −1 ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI )

(46)

and the matrices G, B and F can be computed as:
−1
G = diag[r11−1 ,..., rKK
]

B = GR
F H = Hˆ −1 ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI ) R − H

(47)
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The above results (45-47) are the same as [12], where it is assumed that the perfect CSI is
available. In this section, relations 45 to 47 are referred to as conventional optimization and
relations (42-44) are referred to as robust optimization.
4.2 Robust optimization with channel estimation consideration
4.2.1 Channel estimation
The received signal at the base station during training period (uplink) , at time stand i, can
be modeled as [13]:

=
y (i ) H T a (i ) + n(i )

(48)

During the training period of N symbols in uplink transmission, the received signal can be
constructed as [13]:
ys = shs + n

(49)

where y s = [ y (0), ... , y ( N − 1)]T , n = [n(0),..., n( N − 1)]T , hs = vec[ H T ] , s = [ A(0), ..., A( N − 1)]T ,
and A(i) can be constructed as block diagonal matrix with elements of a(i)T. Based on the
received signal in (49), the Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) channel estimation can
be performed as [20]:
hˆs = ( s H C n−1s ) −1 s H C n−1 ys = ( s H s ) −1 s H y s = Wys

(50)

with the covariance matrix of:
C hˆ = ( s H C n−1s ) −1 = σ n2 ( s H s ) −1
s

(51)

4.2.2 Improved robust optimization
In the robust optimization, only THP filters were optimized according to the MMSE
criterion and the channel estimator was optimized separately from THP. Here, the above
solution is extended to optimize THP filters together with the channel estimator conditioned
on observed data. In this case, cost function should be optimized with respect to THP filters
and the observed data. Thus, the goal is to optimize the precoder directly based on the
available observation ys.
Based on the linear model of (49), the conditional PDF phs | ys (hs | y s ) is a complex Gaussian
and C h| ys E[(hs − μh| ys )(hs − μh| ys ) H | y s ] [18].
process with moments μ h| ys = E[hs | ys ] =

According to the Bayesian Gauss-Markov theorem, the Bayesian estimator can be written as
[20]:

μ h| ys = C hs s H ( sC hs s H + σ n2 I ) −1 ys = Ws y s

(52)

and the covariance matrix of channel estimator is:

C h| ys = C hs − Ws sC hs

(53)

where C hs = E[hs hsH ] . In order to optimize the THP filters, the cost function in the previous
section should be modified conditional to the observed data, i.e.:
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Φ ee =
E H [ee H | y s ]

(54)

By using the orthogonallity principle, the MMSE solution should be equivalent to:

E H [er H | y s ] = 0

(55)

As relation (39) it is possible to write [13],

GΦ rr| ys = BΦ xr| ys

(56)

Like the sub-section 4.1, the matrix R can be found through Cholesky factorization of [13]:
=
RR H ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI + C h| ys ) Hˆ − H Hˆ −1 ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI + C h| ys )

(57)

and matrices G, B and F can be found as:
−1
G = diag[r11−1 ,..., rKK
]

B = GR
F = Hˆ −1 ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI + C h| ys ) R − H

(58)

In this case, the error covariance matrix has the form [13]:
Φ ee =
σ x2G (ζ 2 Hˆ − H Hˆ −1 + ζI + C h| ys )G H

(59)

It means that the improved robust optimization can be done by replacing C ΔH in the robust
optimization with its equvalent, i.e. C h| ys .
4.3 Power loading in imperfect CSI
In sub-section 3.4, we discussed about power loading of point-to-point MIMO-THP in
perfect CSI. Now we develop this power loading in MIMO-BC-THP for imperfect case.
4.3.1 Optimal solution
It is easy to approximate the SER of each sub-streams for imperfect CSI as [13]:
K

SER ≈ ∑ (1 −
k =1

1
Mk

)Q(

3
pk
)
M k − 1 σ e2

(60)

so pk is the power of transmitted symbols of kth user and from (59) we have,
K
2
1 ⎛
⎞
[Φ ee ]kk = 2 ⎜ σ n2 + ∑ p j δ kj + β k ⎟
σ e2 =
j =1
⎠
rkk ⎝

(61)

K ~ 2
~
[ ΔH ]ij , β k = σ n4 ∑ hkj / p j , and hij = [ Hˆ − H Hˆ −1 ]ij . Assuming small error in (61), i.e.
where δ=
ij
j =1

α p j ≤ σ ; ∀ j , σ can be approximated as [13]:
2
n

2
e
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σ e2 ≈

1
rkk

2

(σ

2
n

+ α pT + β k

)

(62)

Where, similar to previous section, the worst-case is assumed, i.e., α = max | δ ij |2 ; ∀ i, j . Thus
i, j

power distribution that will minimize the average SER, when imperfect CSI is presented,
can be found with the use of the Lagrange method as [13]:
K

=
L ∑ (1 −
k =1

1
Mk

K

)Q ( pk Bk ) − λ( K − ∑ pk )
k =1

(63)

2

rkk
3
. Unfortunately, we did not find any explicit solution to
M k − 1 σ n2 + α pT + β k
solve (63). Therefore, some numerical or suboptimal solutions are necessary to solve it.
where Bk =

4.3.2 Suboptimal solution
In (63) since β k is a function of p k it is difficult to find explicit solution. One simple method
to overcome this problem is that the initial power can be approximated as p j ≈ PT / K , so
that in this case β k is not a function of p k and,
K ~
=
β k β ≈ σ n4 ( pT / K )∑ hkj
j =1

2

(64)

It means that the initial power distribution is assumed to be uniform, where the power
distribution can be attained according to power allocation policies, i.e., relation (63). The
simpler solution can be attained by distributing the power according to noise and channel
error values, but without the interference term, i.e. neglecting the interference term and
assuming β = 0 . (These assumptions are only valid for the case of small error, i.e.,
β ≤ σ n2 + α pT .) In this case, the initial power is assigned as a uniform distribution with zero
value. Solving ∂L / ∂pk = 0 for pk, yielding [13]:

pk =
where Ak =

B
1
W ( k Λ)
Bk
Ak

(65)

2

rkk
1
3
, Bk =
, Λ = cte , and W ( x) is the real valued
2
2
M k − 1 σ n + α pT + β
( M k − 1) Bk
Mk

Lambert W -function. The unique solution for P = [ p1 ,..., pK ] can be found by the simple
iterative procedure same as sub-section 3.2.2 [13]:
It should be noted that, the above power loading can be combined with conventional (equal
to before section), robust, or improved robust optimization strategies. In the former cases,
the power loadings are similar to conventional power loading in imperfect CSI but THP
filters should be calculated according to robust/ improved robust optimization.
4.4 Simulation and results
For simulation purposes, K=4 user with 4-QAM signaling are assumed. The entries of
Ĥ and ΔH have been assumed to be zero mean i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables,
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i.e., Ĥ ~ CN(0,1) and ΔH ~ CN(0, ρ 2 ) , respectively. In simulations, in order to compare our
results more simply with other contributions, the BER is ploted instead of the SER.
Fig. 11 plots the mean BER versus Eb/No for Robust optimization together with
conventional optimization for 4QAM modulation. It is observed that the robust
optimization has better performance for all channel imperfection values, especially for high
SNR. Fig. 12 compares the performance of the proposed improved robust optimization with
conventional optimization. As can be realized, the proposed improved robust optimization
algorithm substantially outperforms the conventional optimization, over the whole
observation data lengths. In fact, the performance is noticeable for smaller Ns, where the
channel estimator estimates the channel erroneously, especially for high SNR values.
In order to demonstrate the performance of power loading, for simplicity, the suboptimal
solution is considered. The validity of the approximation of β ≤ σ n2 + α pT is shown in Fig.
13 by plotting the fraction of channel realizations in which the approximations are valid for
different values of ρ . It can be seen that for the values of SNR>20dB the approximation is

Fig. 11. Robust THP optimization performance

Imp. Robust Opt.
Imp. Robust Opt.
Imp. Robust Opt.

Fig. 12. Improved robust optimization performance with different N value
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Fig. 13. Validation of approximating β ≤ σ n2 + α pT

Fig. 14. Suboptimal power loading in conventional optimization

Fig. 15. Suboptimal power loading in robust optimization
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Fig. 16. Suboptimal power loading in improved robust optimization
valid. In figures 14-16 we can observe the performance of power loading for conventional,
robust and improved robust optimizations, respectively, with the assumption that β = 0 . As
can be seen from these figures, the performance of power loading is noticeable, especially
for low errors and high SNR values.

5. Joint channel estimation and spatial pre-equalization
Traditionally, channel estimation and pre-equalization are optimized separately and
independently in which results to performance degradation. This loss may be causing some
poor performance, especially, in erroneous conditions, as can be seen from previous section.
In [21] Dietrich et. al proposed a new method for joint pilot symbol assisted channel
estimation and equalization and applied it to the design of the space-time decision feedback
equalizer. Their research was developed in [13] for MIMO-BC-THP system with the
assumption of the BLUE, as discussed in sub-section 4.2.2. The authors in [13] extracted the
explicit solution for THP optimization with a good performance against to separate design
of THP and channel estimator.
In this section, their work is extended as joint optimization in which the THP filters are
optimized together with the channel estimation conditioned on observation data (with,
approximately, the same order of complexity as a separate design). In the other words, in
joint optimization, in contrast to separate optimization, the average cost function should be
optimized with respect to THP filters and channel estimation, i.e. the expectation is taken
with respect to the unknown channel parameters conditioned on the available observation
data. It means that in contrast to improved robust optimization in which different channel
estimation methods have to be investigated for a given optimized THP to find out the best
combination, the best channel estimation can be chosen directly by minimizing the MMSE
criterion. As a result, it will be shown that the joint optimization lead to a Linear MMSE
(LMMSE) channel estimator and a new structure for THP filters based on the error
covariance matrix of the channel estimator.
5.1 Channel estimation
By using the Bayesian Gauss-Markov theorem, the Bayesian LMMSE estimator can be
obtained for linear model of (49) [20]:
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hˆ =
E[h | y s ] =
C hs s H ( sC hs s H + σ n2 I ) −1 y s = W s y s

(66)

C h| ys = C hs − Ws sC hs

(67)

and

where ĥ indicate the estimation of h and:
C hs = E[hs hsH ]
W s = C hs s H ( sC hs s H + σ n2 I ) −1

(68)

5.2 Joint optimization
In conventional THP optimization the error, by using the orthogonality principle of (38), the
THP can be optimized in perfect CSI as [11] or in imperfect CSI as [13] in which a specific
channel estimator (i.e., BLUE) is assumed and THP is optimized according to this estimator
structure (i.e. improved robust optimization). In general aspect, this is not a desired method
because it is necessary to select different channel estimators and optimize the THP filters to
find the best combination where it is cumbersome work. Nevertheless, in the joint
optimization the best channel estimator is determined in which the THP filters and channel
estimation can be optimized jointly without any trial method. In this case, since the training
sequence and y s are given, the channel can be modelled as a random variable from point of
view of the receiver. Thus, the cost function in (38) is a random variable and should be
considered as (55), i.e.:

E[er H | y s ] = 0

(69)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the unknown channel parameters. The above
equation can be written simpler as:

GΦ rr| ys = BΦ xr| ys

(70)

where the matrices Φ rr | y s and Φ xr| ys can be computed by using (1) as [22]:

Φ rr| ys =
E[rr H | y s ] = E[( HFx + n)( HFx + n) H | ys ] = V + ζI

(71.a)

E[ xr H | y s ] = E[ x ( HFx + n) H | y s ] =
Φ xr| ys =
σ x2 F H Hˆ H

(71.b)

where ζ = σ n2 / σ x2 and V = E[ HH H | ys ] . In order to find a closed form solution for THP filters,
it is needed to calculate the conditional mean estimate of T = HH H over observed data, i.e.,
y s . The matrix T is well known as Gramian matrix where its probability distribution is a
Wishart distribution [1]. In order to calculate V , consider the cost function as:

=
J Tˆ − T

2
F

(72)

where the lower index stands for Frobenius norm and T̂ is a nonlinear function of y s
where should be determined. The minimization of (72) lead to a non-linear conditional
mean estimator as [22]:
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K

Tˆ =
E[T | y s ] =
E[ HH H | ys ] = ∑ E[hk hkH | ys ]
k =1

(73)

where H = [ h1 ,..., hK ] . It is possible to consider each expression in the summation of (73) as
[24]:

E[hk hkH | ys ] = E[hk | y s ]E[hk | y s ]H + C hk | ys = hˆk hˆkH + C hk | ys

(74)

where

=
C hk | ys E[(hk − hˆk )(hk − hˆk ) H | ys ]

(75)

Since the error hk − hˆk is statically independent from the observation data, we have:

=
C hk | ys E[(hk − hˆk )(hk − hˆk ) H ]

(76)

By substituting the relations (74) and (76) in (73) and rearrange the resultant sub-matrices in
its original matrix form, we have [22],

Tˆ Hˆ Hˆ H + C H | ys
=

(77)

where,

C H | ys = C hs - Ws SC hs

(78)

The matrices W s and C hs are the same as (68) where is used in Bayesian LMMSE channel
estimator. On the other hand, it is possible to show that hˆ =
E[h | y s ] =
W s y s [20], i.e., this
joint optimization lead to a Bayesian LMMSE channel estimator (in the joint optimization,
the explicit channel estimation is not needed). In this case, the matrices Φ rr | y s in (71.a) can be
obtained as [22]:

Φ rr| ys= Hˆ Hˆ H + C H | ys + ζI

(79)

Substitution relations (71.b) and (79) in (70) and by some manipulating, the matrix R can be
found through the Cholesky factorization of [22]:

=
RR H ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI + C H | ys ) Hˆ − H Hˆ −1 ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI + C H | ys )

(80)

and matrices G , B and F can be found as:
−1
]
G = diag[r11−1 ,..., rKK

B = GR
F H = Hˆ −1 ( Hˆ Hˆ H + ζI + C H | ys ) R − H

(81)

In this case, the error covariance matrix can be computed as [22]:
Φ ee =
σ x2G (ζ 2 Hˆ − H Hˆ −1 + ζI + C H | ys )G H

(82)
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Note that if the perfect CSI is assumed, i.e. C H | ys = 0 , the relations (80-82) are the same as
conventional THP optimization where denoted in [12] and here it is referred to as
conventional optimization.
5.3 Simulation and results
For simulation purposes, K=4 user with 4-QAM signalling is assumed. The entries of H is
assumed to be zero mean i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables, i.e., H ~ CN(0,1) . Fig.
16 compares the performance of the proposed joint optimization with conventional
optimization. As can be realized, the proposed joint optimization algorithm substantially
outperforms the conventional optimization, over the whole observation data lengths. In fact,
the performance is noticeable for smaller Ns, where the channel estimator estimates the
channel erroneously, especially for high SNR values. In order to observe the detailed results
more precisely, some of the main part of Fig. 17 is reproduced again in Fig. 18.

Fig. 17. Joint optimization performance with different observation data length

Fig. 18. A detailed reproduction of Fig. 17
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6. THP optimization in correlated channel
Mobile channels suffer from multi path fading phenomenon so that it is necessary to adapt
the transmitter resources (such as power and rate) with channel characteristics in order to
achieve channel capacity. The capacity achieving transmitter adaptation strategy depends
on how much CSI is available at the transmitter and the receiver. The use of channel
feedback from receiver to transmitter is a standard method in precoding systems, as
discussed in previous sections. While knowledge of the channel at the transmitter tends to
good performance in precoding systems over slowly time-varying channels, the generation
of reliable channel feedback is complicated in fast time-varying channels. This fast time
variations impose a significant challenge for precoding design.
In order to increase the THP performance in fast time-varying channels, the THP should be
optimized in each (or approximately some) symbol time. On the other hand, the generation
of reliable channel feedback in each symbol time is complicated in fast time-varying channel
and can be led to high bandwidth overhead. From practical implementation point of view,
most of the THPs have been designed assuming that the wireless channel can be regarded as
constant over a block of data. In mobile applications where the channel is time-varying, the
assumption that the channel is constant over some periods only holds approximately and
will affects the THP performance that are designed based on this assumption. Hence, a
judicious and innovative THP system design that takes the time-varying nature of the
channel into account is the key to solve the above problems.
Based on previous section on precoding and also works denoted in [25], this section extend
and unify the THP concepts to time-varying MIMO channels, which will allow us to
improve mobile systems performance, as well as to provide guidelines for future precoder
designs employing low feedback overhead. A first-order Auto-Regressive (AR) model is
used to characterize the channel coefficients that vary from symbol to symbol. Although,
traditional THP with a perfect channel estimation in each symbol time has an advantage
over MIMO channels, new THP design provides a significant advantage over correlated
MIMO channels where the volume of feedback dominate to 1/N ( N is data block length).
6.1 Correlated channel model
In time-varying channel, it is assumed that the perfect CSI in known at the beginning of each
data block, but not during the block. It is desired to optimize THP at time t with the
assumption that the outdated CSI, H t −τ , is available. H t −τ corresponds to the channel state
τ seconds earlier (i.e. the beginning of block) where τ = lTs ; l ≤ N . l and Ts denote as
number of symbol and symbol time, respectively. Under the assumption of rich scattering,
the MIMO channel matrix H t can be modeled as a complex matrix whose entries are i.i.d.
zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with common variance σ h2 , i.e.
H t ~ CN 0, σ h2 I [25]. H t and H t −τ are correlated realizations of the latter channel
distribution. Thus, given the outdated CSI, Ht-τ, we can characterize the unknown current
CSI, H t , using the conditional CSI model introduced in [25], as follows:

(

)

(

(

2

))

H t ~ CN ρ t H t −τ , σ h2 1 − ρ t I

(83)

where ρ t is the common time-correlation of the i.i.d. time-varying MIMO channel
coefficients, defined as:
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ρ t = E {[H t ] i , j [H t −τ ] iH, j }/ σ h2 = R(τ )

(84)

where R (τ ) depending on the channel time-variation model.
6.2 THP optimization
The error that is needed to be considered for the system illustrated in Fig. 1, should be the
difference between the effective data vector, v t , and the data vector entering the decision
module, yt , i.e.:
et = y t − v t = [Gt H t Ft − Bt ] x t + n~t

(85)

where n~t = Gt nt . The MMSE solution should minimize the error signal as:

{

~
⎧arg min E
H t | H t −τ Ea,x [Gt H t Ft − Bt ] x t + nt
⎪ B ,F ,G
⎨
2
⎪s.t. E ~
xt ≤ PT
⎩

2

}

(86)

where, PT is total available power at transmitter. Similar to previous section, instead of
solving (86), it is easier to use the orthogonallity principle [13]. In this case, the MMSE
solution should satisfy [25]:
EHt |H t −τ Ea,x [et rt ] = 0

{

}

(87)

Gt Φ rr ,t = Bt Φ xr ,t

(88)

H

Thus:

The matrix Φ rr ,t can be computed by using (1) as:

{

H

}

H

Φ rr ,t =
EHt |H t −τ Ea,x [rt rt ] = EHt |H t −τ [σ x2 H t H t + σ n2 I ]

(89)

H

The matrix H t H t is well known as Gramian matrix where its probability distribution is a
Wishart distribution. Calculation of the conditional expectation, as required in (89), seems to
be difficult. We consider an approximate solution to solve it. To do this, by using the
channel distribution of (83), we first instantiate the true channel H t as
=
H t H t + Δ t , where
2
H t = ρ t H t −τ and Δ t is the CN (0, σ h2 (1 − ρ t ) I ) -distributed uncertainty on the true channel
given the outdated CSI [25]. Under the assumption of isotropic scattering and moving
terminal, this model describes the time-correlation function as R(τ ) = J 0 (2πf Dτ ) , where J 0 is
the zero-th order Bessel function of the first kind and f D is maximum Doppler frequency
[26]. Then, we use the following expression as statistical model for the time variations of the
channel [25]:
2

=
H t ρ t H t −τ + σ h 1 − ρ t E t

(90)

where ρ t denotes the correlation coefficient between the time instants t − τ and t , and Et
is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian matrix with i.i.d. entries, i.e. E t ~ CN (0, I ) . In
this case [25],
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H

Φrr,t =
EHt |Ht −τ [σ x2 (Ht + Δt )(Ht + Δt )H + σ n2 I ] =
σ x2 Ht Ht + CΔ,t + σ n2 I

(91)

2

=
C Δ ,t σ h2 (1 − ρ t ) I . The matrix Φ xr ,t in (88) can be computed as [25]:
where

{

H

H

}

{

H

H

H

}

Φ xr ,t =
E[ x t rt ] =
EH t |H t −τ Ea,x [ x t rt ] = E Ht |H t −τ Ea,x [ x t x t Ft H t ]
H

H

= E H t |H t −τ [σ x2 Ft ( H t + Δ t ) H ] =
σ x2 Ft H t

H

(92)

Substituting relations (89) and (92) in (88) and after some manipulations lead to [25]:
H

H

−1

Ft = Bt Gt ( H t H t + ζI + C Δ ,t ) H t

−H

(93)

where ζ = σ n2 / σ x2 . Since Ft is unitary matrix, we have:
H

H

−H

H

−1

=
Rt Rt (Ht Ht + ζI + CΔ,t )Ht Ht (Ht Ht + ζI + CΔ,t )

(94)

−1

where Rt = Gt Bt is assumed. The matrix Rt can be found through Cholesky factorization
of (94) and the matrices G t , Bt , and Ft can be found as:
−1
Gt = diag[ r11−1 ,..., rKK
]

(95)

Bt = Gt Rt
H

2

2

Ft = ( ρ t H t −τ ) ( ρ t H t −τ H t −τ + σ (1 − ρ t ) I + ζI ) Rt
−1

2
h

−H

with Bt , Ft and G t that found in (95), the error covariance matrix can be computed as [25]:
H

2

2

Φ ee ,t =
E [e t e t ] =
σ x2Gt (ζ 2 ρ t H t−−Hτ H t−−1τ + ζI + σ h2 (1 − ρ t ) I )Gt

H

(96)

In situation where the channel is assumed to be quasi-static (i.e. ρ t → 1 ), the relations (9496) tends to what is considered as conventional THP in relations (45-47) and also in previous
section.
6.3 Simulation and results
In this section, we illustrate the improvement, in term of average BER, that our proposed
MMSE-THP design offers over conventional THP designs that assumes the channel is
constant over N symbol time. In order to do that, we use the well-known Jakes model [27] to
instantiate a realistic outdated CSI model based on (83). In our simulations, we use the
normalized Doppler frequency f DT = 0.001 , f DT = 0.005 , and f DT = 0.01 according to slow,
medium, and fast fading, respectively [28]. We further consider the case of a (4, 4) MIMO
set-up with 4QAM-modulated data streams.
Figures (19a) to (19c) plot the average BER performances for N=5, 10, 20, respectively.
Clearly, our robust MMSE-THP design exhibits a lower average BER performance when
compared to the conventional design. More specifically, from the figures, it can be observed
that the proposed method have more advantage in fast fading over the state-of-the-art
design for shorter N where the channel correlation is noticeable.
Figures (20a) to (20c) plot the average BER performances for slow, medium, and fast fading,
respectively. Observe that for slow fading case, our proposed method has good performance
over all values of N while in the fast fading case; the performance is noticeable for shorter Ns.
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(a) N=5

(b) N=10

(c) N=20

(a) f DT = 0.001

(b) f DT = 0.005

(c) f DT = 0.01

Fig. 19. BER performance for different N values Fig. 20. BER performance for different
Doppler values
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1. Introduction
The multiuser multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) downlink has attracted great research
interests because of its potential of increasing the system capacity(Caire & Shamai, 2003;
Vishwanath et al., 2003; Viswanath & Tse, 2003; Weingarten et al., 2006). Many transmitter
precoding schemes have been reported in order to mitigate the cochannel interference
(CCI) as well as exploiting the spatial multiplexing of the multiuser MIMO downlink.
Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP) has become a promising scheme since the successive
interference pre-cancelation structure makes THP outperform linear precoding schemes (Choi
& Murch, 2004; Zhang et al., 2005) with only a small increase in complexity. Many THP
schemes based on different criteria have been reported in the literature(Doostnejad et al.,
2005; Joham et al., 2004; Mezghani et al., 2006; Schubert & Shi, 2005; Stankovic & Haardt,
2005; Windpassinger et al., 2004), in which one is the zero-forcing (ZF) criterion and the other
is the minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion. This chapter will consider the above
two criteria based THP schemes’ analysis and design, respectively.
For the ZF-THP scheme, initial research mainly focuses on the scenarios that each receiver
is equipped with a single antenna (Windpassinger et al., 2004), where there exists only
the transmit diversity, but without any receive diversity. Presently, the receive diversity
due to multiple antennas at each receiver is taken into account (Stankovic & Haardt, 2005;
Wang et al., 2006).In these literatures, it is commonly assumed that the total number of
receive antennas is less than or equal to that of transmit antennas. Under this assumption,
ﬁrstly the layers are divided into groups which correspond to different users, and then the
dominant eigenmode transmission is performed for each group. Hereby, this kind of schemes
is regarded as per-user processing. Actually, it is more common in the cellular multiuser
downlink systems that the number of users is not less than that of transmit antennas at the
base station (BS), which is investigated as the generalized case with THP in this chapter.
In order to avoid complicated user selection and concentrate on the essential of transceiver
ﬁlters design, our consideration is limited into a unique case that the number of users equals
the number of transmit antennas, denoted as M. Besides, it is assumed that the channels
of these M users have the same large-scale power attenuation.1 In this case a so-called
per-layer processing can be applied by the regulation that each user be provided with only one
1

In practice, when the number of users is large enough, we can ﬁnd M users whose large-scale power
attenuations are approximately equal by scheduling.
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subchannel and all the M users be served simultaneously. Based on the criterion of maximum
system sum-capacity, two per-layer joint transmit and receive ﬁlters design schemes can be
employed which apply receive antenna beamforming (RAB) and receive antenna selection
(RAS), respectively. Through a theorem and two corollaries, the differences of the equivalent
channel gains and capacities between these two schemes are developed. Theoretical analysis
and simulation results indicate that compared with linear-ZF and per-user processing, these
per-layer schemes can achieve better rate region and sum-capacity performance.
For the MMSE-THP scheme, we address the problem of joint transceiver design under both
perfect and imperfect channel state information (CSI). The authors in (Joham et al., 2004)
designed THP based on the MMSE criterion for the MISO system where the users are
restricted to use a common scalar receiving weight. This restriction was relaxed in (Schubert &
Shi, 2005), i.e., the users may use different scalar receiving weights, where the authors used the
MSE duality between the uplink and downlink and an exhaustive search method to tackle the
problem. The problem of joint THP transceiver design for multiuser MIMO systems has been
studied in (Doostnejad et al., 2005) based on the MMSE criterion. However, a per-user power
constraint is imposed, which may not be reasonable in the downlink. Morevoer, only the
inter-user interference is pre-canceled nonlinearly, whereas the data streams of the same user
are linearly precoded. The work of (Doostnejad et al., 2005) has been improved in (Mezghani
et al., 2006) under a total transmit power constraint, where the users apply the MSE dualtiy
between the uplink and downlink and the projected gradient algorithm to calculate the solution
iteratively. Again, only the inter-user interference is pre-subtracted.
The above schemes have a common assumption that the BS, has perfect CSI. In a realistic
scenario, however, the CSI is generally imperfect due to limited number of training symbols
or channel time-variations. Therefore, the robust transceiver design which takes into account
the uncertainties of CSI at the transmitter (CSIT) is required. Several robust schemes have been
proposed for THP in the multiuser MISO downlink, which can be classiﬁed into the worst-case
approach (Payaro et al., 2007; Shenouda & Davidson, 2007) and the stochastic approach
(Dietrich et al., 2007; Shenouda & Davidson, 2007). The worst-case approach optimizes the
worst system performance for any channel error in a predeﬁned uncertainty region. In (Payaro
et al., 2007) a robust power allocation scheme for THP was proposed, which maximizes the
achievable rates for the worst-case errors in the CSI in the small errors regime. The authors
of (Shenouda & Davidson, 2007) designed the THP transmitter to minimize the worst-case
MSE over all admissible channel uncertainties subject to power constraints on each antenna,
or a total power constraint. On the other hand, the stochastic approach optimizes a statistical
measure of the system performance assuming that the statistics of the uncertainty is known.
A robust nonlinear transmit zero-forcing ﬁlter with THP was presented in (Hunger et al.,
2004) using a conditional-expectation approach, and has been extended lately in (Shenouda
& Davidson, 2007) by relaxing the zero-forcing constraint and using the MMSE criterion. The
problem of combined optimization of channel estimation and THP was considered in (Dietrich
et al., 2007) and a conditional-expectation approach is adopted to solve the problem. All the
above robust schemes are designed for the MISO downlink where each user has only one
single antenna.
In this chapter for the MMSE scheme, we propose novel joint THP transceiver designs
for the multiuser MIMO downlink with both perfect and imperfect CSIT. The transmitter
performs nonlinear stream-wise (both inter-user and intra-user) interference pre-cancelation.
We ﬁrst consider the transceiver optimization problem under perfect CSIT and formulate
it as minimizing the total mean square error (T-MSE) of the downlink (Zhang et al., 2005)
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of ZF-THP in multiuser MIMO downlink system.
under a total transmit power constraint. Under the optimization criterion of minimizing the
T-MSE, the stream-wise interference pre-cancelation structure is superior to the structure
of inter-user only interference pre-cancelation combined with intra-user linear precoding
adopted in (Doostnejad et al., 2005) and (Mezghani et al., 2006), which has already been
proven to be true in a particular case, i.e., the single-user MIMO case (Shenouda & Davidson,
2008). By some convex analysis of the optimization problem, we ﬁnd the necessary conditions
for the optimal solution, by which the optimal transmitter and receivers are inter-dependent.
We extend the iterative algorithm developed in (Zhang et al., 2005) to handle our problem.
Although the iterative algorithm does not assure to converge to the globally optimal solution,
it is guaranteed to converge to a locally optimal solution. Then, we make an extension of
our design under perfect CSIT to the imperfect CSIT case which leads to a robust transceiver
design against the channel uncertainty. The robust optimization problem is mathematically
formulated as minimizing the expectation of the T-MSE conditioned on the channel estimates
at the BS under a total transmit power constraint. An iterative optimization algorithm
similar to its perfect CSIT counterpart can also be applied. Extensive simulation results are
presented to illustrate the efﬁcacy of our proposed schemes and their superiority over existing
MMSE-based THP schemes.
The organization of the rest of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2, the system models for
the multiuser MIMO downlink with THP established. In Section 3, two per-layer ZF-THP
schemes are proposed and the analysis of the equivalent channel gains is given. In Section 4,
the problem of the MMSE-THP design and analysis under both perfect and imperfect CSI is
addressed. Simulation results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the chapter.

2. System models of multiuser MIMO downlink with THP
In this section, we will consider two system models for ZF-THP and MMSE-THP schemes,
respectively.
2.1 System model for ZF-THP scheme

As mentioned in Section 1, for ZF-THP scheme, we consider the unique case that the number
of users equals the number of transmit antennas at BS, denoted as M. Therein, each user is
equipped with N receive antennas, as shown in Fig. 1. Perfect CSI is assumed at the transmitter
(Windpassinger et al., 2004).
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THP transmit ﬁlter group consists of a forward ﬁlter F, a backward ﬁlter B, and a modulo
operator (Windpassinger et al., 2004). The transmit data symbol is denoted by the M × 1 vector
a. After a passes through the THP transmit ﬁlter, the precoded symbol, which is denoted by
the M × 1 vector x, is generated. It is assumed that the channel is ﬂat fading. Denote the MIMO
channel of user k by an N × M matrix Hk . Each entry in Hk satisﬁes zero-mean unit-variance
complex-Gaussian distribution, denoted by CN (0, 1). Through the channels, each user’s N × 1
received signal vector is
yk = Hk x + wk , k = 1, 2, · · · , M.
(1)

Therein the noise wk is an N × 1 vector, whose entries are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with the distribution CN (0, σn2 ).
Under the regulation that only one sub-channel be allocated to a user and all the M users be
served simultaneously, every user’s receive ﬁlter is a 1 × N row vector, denoted by rk . For
normalization, we assume �rk �22 = 1, where � · �2 stands for the Euclidean norm of a vector.
Thus, the detected signal can be expressed as
 k x + rk wk ,
âk = rk Hk x + rk wk = h

k = 1, 2, · · · , M,

(2)

 k  rk Hk is the equivalent channel row vector of user k. Construct the entire equivalent
where h
 H
H
1 h
2H · · · h
H
 h
.
channel as H
M

2.2 System model for MMSE-THP scheme

Different from the above system model for ZF-THP scheme, we consider a more generalized
model for MMSE-THP scheme, in which the number of users is not necessarily equal to that
of transmit antennas. Therein, the BS is with M transmit antennas and K users are with Nk
receive antennas at the kth user, k = 1, . . . , K (see Fig. 2). Let Hk ∈ C Nk × M denote the channel
between the BS and the kth user. The vector dk ∈ C Lk ×1 represents the transmitted data vector
for user k, where each entry belongs to the interval [− τ/2, τ/2) + j · [− τ/2, τ/2) (τ is the
modulo base of THP as introduced later) and L k is the number of data streams transmitted for
user k. The data vectors are stacked into d  [d1T d2T . . . dKT ] T , which is ﬁrst reordered by a
permutation matrix Π ∈ C L× L (ΠΠ T = Π T Π = I L , L  ∑ K
k =1 L k ) and then successively
precoded using THP (see Fig. 2). The feedback matrix F ∈ C L× L is a lower triangular
matrix with zero diagonal. The structure of F enables inter-stream interference pre-cancelation
and is different from the one used in (Mezghani et al., 2006) which only enables inter-user
interference pre-cancelation. The modulo device performs a mod τ operation to avoid transmit
power enhancement. Each entry of the output w of the modulo device is constrained in the
interval [− τ/2, τ/2) + j · [− τ/2, τ/2). A common assumption in the√literature is that the
entries of w are uniformly distributed with unit variance (i.e., τ = 6) and are mutually
uncorrelated. Then w is linearly precoded by a feedforward matrix P ∈ C M× L and transmitted
over the downlink channel to the K users.
At the kth receiver, a decoding matrix Gk ∈ C Lk × Nk and a modulo device are employed to
estimate the data vector dk . Denote the estimate of dk by d̃k , then it is given by
d̃k = (Gk Hk Pw + Gk nk ) mod τ,

(3)

in which nk ∈ C Nk ×1 is the additive Gaussian noise vector at user k with zero mean and
2 I . We assume that there is a total power constraint P at
covariance matrix E {nk nkH } = σn,k
Nk
T
 H 
the BS so that tr P P = PT .
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of MMSE-THP in multiuser MIMO downlink system.

3. Per-layer ZF-THP design and analysis
In this section, we will ﬁrstly propose two per-layer ZF-THP schemes for multiuser MIMO
downlinks based on the system model in Fig. 1.
3.1 Capacity analysis for ZF-THP

 in (2)
Perform QR factorization to the conjugate transpose of the equivalent channel matrix H
in Section 2.1. This generates
 = SF H ,
(4)
H

where F is a unitary matrix and S is a lower-triangular matrix. In (Windpassinger et al., 2004),
it is given that without account of the precoding loss (Yu et al., 2005), the sum-capacity of all
layers is equivalent to
2


M
M
σx,l
(5)
C sum = ∑ Cl = ∑ log 1 + 2 | sll |2 ,
σn
l =1
l =1

2 is the signal power in layer l. | s |2 can be interpreted as the equivalent channel gain
where σx,l
ll
of the lth layer.
 have the distribution CN (0, 1), | sll |2 is a random variable with the
If all the entries in H
chi-square distribution of 2( M − l + 1) degrees of freedom (Windpassinger et al., 2004).
Nevertheless, when the total number of receive antennas is more than that of transmit
 will change with different precessing methods for
antennas, the distribution of entries in H
receive antennas.
With the assumption that the channels of all the users have the same power attenuation,
serving all the M users simultaneously means that the obtained receive diversity gain, which
is deﬁned by the negative slope of the outage probability versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
curve on a log-log scale (Tse & Viswanath, 2005), can be scaled by MN. In comparison, in
per-user processing only � M
N � users are served at one time, so the obtained receive diversity
gain is scaled by M. Therefore, the strategy of serving all the M users simultaneously leads to
N times larger receive diversity gain, which implies that each user should be provided with
only one subchannel.

3.2 Per-layer transmit and receive ﬁlters design

 is derived from the receive ﬁlters {rl , l = 1, · · · , M }.
From (2), the equivalent channel matrix H
Due to the channel matrix trianglization in (4), the higher layers will
 interfere with, but
 not
be inﬂuenced by the lower ones. Denote the mapping f l : h̄l = f l {r p , p = 1, · · · , l } , then


|sll |2 = �h̄l �22 = � f l {r p } �22 .
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So the optimal {rl , l = 1, · · · , M } that maximizes the sum-capacity can be expressed as

M
σ2

 
o pt
{rl } = arg max ∑ log 1 + x,l
� f l {r p } �22 ,
2
σn
{ rl } l = 1

s. t. �rl �22 = 1,

l = 1, · · · , M.

(6)

According to (6), the design of one layer should take into account of its impact upon all the
lower layers, and for each layer except the last one, there are multiple candidate users. So the
solution of this optimization problem is very complicated. To make it practical, we employ a
suboptimal approach, which conducts a per-layer optimization from high to low and converts
the global optimization (6) into a series of greedy optimization as follows.
o pt

rl


σ2

 
= arg max log 1 + x,l
� f l {r p } �22 ,
2
rl
σn

s. t. �rl �22 = 1,

l = 1, · · · , M.

(7)

When processing one layer, say layer l, we disregard its impact upon other layers and just
maximize the power in h̄l . Speciﬁcally, we suppose all the rest users as candidates, and
generate their own receive ﬁlters according to some proper criterion. Thus, for layer l and user
 equi , can be obtained. Here, H̄null represents
k, the equivalent channel row vector, denoted by h
H

l,k

l −1

 p , p = 1, · · · , l − 1}, and the projection power
the subspace orthogonal to that spanned by {h
equi,H


onto H̄null
of h
l −1 is interpreted as user k’s residual channel gain in layer l. Then, the user
l,k
with the largest residual channel gain is selected and placed into layer l. In this way, all the
users can be arranged into the sequence of layers and {h̄l , l = 1, · · · , M } can be obtained
sequentially. Within this per-layer approach, the key is how to design the receive ﬁlters. For
(l )

layer l and user k, we denote H̄k as the projection of HkH onto H̄null
l −1 , then the optimal receive
ﬁlter rk,l can be obtained by
 (l )  H 2
o pt
�2 , s. t. �r�22 = 1.
(8)
rl,k = arg max �r H̄k
r

The solution of this maximization problem can be given by the theory of Rayleigh
o pt
quotient (Horn & Johnson, 1985). That is, rl,k is the conjugate transpose of the eigenvector
 (l )  H (l )
H̄k . In essential, this
corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix H̄k
processing method aims to maximize power gain and diversity gain of each layer through the
design of receive antenna beamforming (RAB). The per-layer RAB scheme is summarized in
Table 1-a. Therein EVD(·) returns the set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and Householder(·)
returns the Householder matrix. I N stands for an N × N identity matrix.
By this scheme, the user ordering {π l }, the receive ﬁlters {r̂l }, and the transmit ﬁlter
F̂ = F( M) · · · F(1) are all generated. However, the operations of eigenvalue decomposition
(EVD) still consume a certain complexity. To further reduce the complexity and employ
less analog chains at the receivers (Gorokhov et al., 2003), RAB can be replaced by receive
antenna selection (RAS). Speciﬁcally, for a layer and a candidate user, instead of computing
the the eigenvector, we just select the receive antenna whose equivalent channel vector has
the maximum Euclidean norm, as shown in Table 1-b.
Remarks:
• For each layer, the aim of the receive ﬁlter design is to adjust the weights of receive
antennas to maximize the power in the equivalent channel vector’s component orthogonal
to the higher layers’ dimensions (i.e., �h̄l �22 ), but not the power in the equivalent channel
 l �2 ).
vector itself (i.e., �h
2
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(a) The scheme of per-layer RAB
Given all user’s N × M channel matrices Hk ,
k = 1, 2, · · · , M.
Initialization: The candidate user set
Φ = {1, 2, · · · , M },

(b) The scheme of per-layer RAS
Given all user’s N × M channel matrices Hk ,
k = 1, 2, · · · , M.
Initialization: The candidate user set
Φ = {1, 2, · · · , M },

( 0)

( 0)

F(0) = I M , H̄k = HkH , k = 1, 2, · · · , M.
For the layer index l : 1 → M
For the user index k ∈ Φ
(l )

F(0) = I M , H̄k = HkH , k = 1, 2, · · · , M.
For the layer index l : 1 → M
For the user index k ∈ Φ

( l −1)

(l )

H̄k = F( l −1) H̄k
( l ),proj

H̄k

( l ),proj

H̄k

is comprised by the
(l )
H̄k

lth to Mth rows of
{[λn un ], n = 1, · · · , N } =
 ( l ),proj H ( l ),proj
EVD (H̄k
) H̄k
n max = arg maxn {λn }
rk = unHmax
λ( k) = λnmax
end
k = arg maxk∈Φ {λ( k) }
Φ = Φ\{k}
π l = k
r̂l = rk

( l −1)

H̄k = F( l −1) H̄k

is comprised by the
(l )

lth to Mth rows of H̄k
pn is the Euclidean norm of

( l ),proj

(l )

the nth column of H̄k
n max = arg maxn { pn }
rk is a 1 × N vector, [0, · · · , 0, ]
p( k) = pnmax
end
k = arg maxk∈Φ { p( k) }
Φ = Φ\{k}
π l = k
r̂l = rk

(l )

h̄l is comprised by the lth to Mth rows of H̄ rH h̄l is comprised by lth to Mth rows of H̄ rH
k k

k k

0
0
I
I
l
−
1
l
−
1
(
l
−
1
)×(
M
−
l
+
1
)
(
l
−
1
)×(
M
−
l
+
1
)
F( l ) =
F( l ) =
0( M−l +1)×( l −1) Householder(h̄l )
0( M−l +1)×( l −1) Householder(h̄l )
end
end
Table 1. The schemes of per-layer RAB and per-layer RAS.
• In the successive mechanism of THP, the higher a layer, the less it costs for the interference
suppression. In the per-layer schemes, the users with large residual channel gains are
placed into the high layers. In this way, the power wasted in the interference suppression
can be decreased, but the power contributing to the sum-capacity can be increased.
• As a suboptimal solution of (8), per-layer RAS is inferior to per-layer RAB. However, for
the sake of practice, in per-layer RAS only the indexes of the selected antennas should be
informed to the receivers, but in per-layer RAB, the counterparts are the designed receive
ﬁlter weights.
3.3 Comparison between per-layer RAB and RAS

Here, we do not order the users and consider the lth layer’s projected channel matrix
 ( l ),proj H
, ∀k, whose entries have i.i.d. CN (0, 1) distribution. Using per-layer RAB, the
H̄k
equivalent channel gain is the square of its maximum singular value, while using per-layer
RAS, the equivalent channel gain is the square of its maximum row vector’s Euclidean norm.
2
2
We denote these two kinds of channel gains by δRAB
(l ) and δRAS
(l ), respectively. With the
2
2
decrease of l, the relative difference between δRAB (l ) and δRAS (l ) tends to decrease, which
can be deduced below.
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Theorem 1. Given a 2 × n matrix A such that all its entries have i.i.d. CN (0, 1) distribution. Denote
the eigenvalues of AA H as λ�i , i = 1, 2. Let λ1  maxi {λ�i }, λ2  mini {λ�i }, and denote Δλ 
λ1 − λ2 . Then with n → ∞, the ratio E(Δλ)/E (λ1 ) → 0.

Proof: By the bidiagonalization (Th. 3.4 in (Wang et al., 2006)), A is unitarily similar to a
lower-triangular matrix Λ, where


0
··· 0
x2n
Λ
,
(9)
y2 x2 ( n − 1 ) · · · 0

2 , x2
and y22 are independent chi-square distributed random variables with the degrees
x2n
2( n −1)

of freedom 2n, 2(n − 1) and 2, respectively. Then,


2
x
y
x
2n
2
2n
AA H = ΛΛ H =
.
x2n y2 x22( n−1) + y22

(10)

Therein we denote a new chi-square random variable y22n  x22( n−1) + y22 . Further, the
eigenvalues of AA H can be obtained as

2 + y2
2 
 2
x2n
2n ±
2 y2 + x2n + y2n 2 − x2 y2 .
λ1,2 =
x2n
(11)
2
2n 2n
2
2
2 + y2 by x2 , then
Substitute x2n
2n
4n

Δλ = 2



2 y2 +
x2n
2

 

E (Δλ) ≤ E (Δλ)2 = 2



2 
 x4n
2
2 y2 .
− x2n
2n
2

(12)

 x2  
 2 2
 2 2 
4n 2
E x2n
y2 + E
− E x2n
y2n .
2

According to the character of chi-square distribution (Horn & Johnson, 1985), we have
 2   2
 2 2
E y2 = 2n · 2 = 4n,
y2 = E x2n
E x2n
 x2   4n (4n + 2)
4n 2
=
= 4n2 + 2n,
2
4
 2   2 
 2 2 
E y2n = 2n · 2n = 4n2 .
y2n = E x2n
E x2n
E

Plunging to (13),

√
E (Δλ) ≤ 2 6n.

On the other hand,


x2 + y22n
+
E (λ1 ) ≥ E 2n
2



2 + y2 
 x2n
2n 2 − x2 y2
2n 2n
2



 2 
= E x2n
= 2n.

(13)

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

(18)
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√ −1/2
.
So E (Δλ)/E (λ√
1 ) ≤ 6n
With n → ∞, 6n −1/2 → 0. Considering E (Δλ)/E (λ1 ) ≥ 0, it can be concluded that with
n → ∞, E (Δλ)/E (λ1 ) → 0.

Corollary 1. Given the same conditions as Theorem 1. Additionally denote the row vectors of A as ai ,
i = 1, 2. Then with n → ∞, the ratio E (λ1 − maxi �ai �22 )/E (λ1 ) → 0.

Proof: By the character of Rayleigh quotient (Horn & Johnson, 1985), ∀r ∈ C1×2 , rr H = 1, the
maximum and minimum values of rAA H r H are λ1 and λ2 , respectively. Let r � = [0 1] or
r � = [1 0], then the value of r � AA H r � H is surely between λ1 and λ2 . Obviously, r � AA H r � H is
equivalent to �ai �22 , i = 1, 2. Thus,
0 ≤ λ1 − max �ai �22 ≤ Δλ.

(19)

i



According to Theorem 1, with n → ∞, the ratio E λ1 − maxi �ai �22 /E (λ1 ) → 0.



According to Corollary 1, when the number of transmit antennas K tends to be inﬁnite, from
the bottom layer (l = K) to the top layer (l = 1), the relative difference between δRAB (l ) and


δRAS (l ), denoted by ΔGl  δRAB (l ) − δRAS (l ) /δRAB (l ), tends to decrease until zero.
Next, consider the capacity of each layer in both per-layer RAB and per-layer RAS. Denote the
capacities of layer l in these two schemes as ClRAB and ClRAS , respectively, and denote their
difference as ΔCl  ClRAB − ClRAS . Let n = K − l + 1, which means the degree of freedom
in layer l, then ΔCl can be rewritten as ΔC (n ). Denote γ  σx2 /σn2 . In the medium and high
(SNR) scenarios, the characteristic of ΔC (n ) is described in the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Given the same conditions as in Corollary 1,







E ΔC (n ) = E log 1 + γλ1 (n ) − log 1 + γ max �ai (n )�22 .
i

(20)



In the medium and high SNR scenarios, with n → ∞, it holds that E ΔC (n ) → 0.

The details of the proof of Corollary 2 are omitted due to page limit2 . Then, we consider the
low SNR scenarios, where γ → 0,






(21)
E ΔC (n ) ≈ E γλ1 (n ) − γ max �ai (n )�22 ≤ E γΔλ(n ) .
i



From (17), it can be inferred that in the low SNR scenarios E ΔC (n ) increases with n. This
trend is opposite to that in the medium and high SNR scenarios.
Theorem 1 and its corollaries indicate the case of a two-row matrix, which corresponds to the
scenarios with two receive antennas at each receiver. Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that
when the number of transmit antennas increases inﬁnitely, both ΔGl and ΔCl (at medium and
high SNR) in those high layers will asymptotically tend to zero. This implies that in the case of
a large number of transmit antennas, for those higher layers, whether applying RAB or RAS,
the differences of channel gains could be approximately negligible, but RAS consumes much
less complexity.
2

Please refer to (Huang et al., 2010).
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Scheme
per-layer RAB
per-layer RAS
per-user

Layer 1
 max,2
λ
M −2l +2
pmax,2
M −2l +2

λmax,2
M −2l +2

Layer 2
 max,2
λ
M −2l +1
pmax,2
M −2l +1

λmin,2
M −2l +2

Table 2. The equivalent channel gains of a unit in per-layer RAB, per-layer RAS and per-user
processing.
3.4 Comparison with per-user processing

We still consider the case of two receive antennas for each receiver. In the per-user processing,
each receiver owns a group of two adjacent layers, represented by a 2 × M channel matrix.
The channel matrices of lower groups should be orthogonally projected onto those of higher
groups. Hence the equivalent channel matrix for group l, which includes layers 2l − 1 and 2l,
is a 2 × ( M − 2l + 2) matrix, and all its entries can be assumed to be i.i.d. CN (0, 1) random
variables. Here, each group of two adjacent layers is interpreted as a basic unit. For the lth
unit, the two equivalent channel gains are the squares of singular values of a 2 × ( M − 2l + 2)
 min,2
matrix, denoted by 
λmax,2
M −2l +2 and λ M −2l +2 , respectively.
Accordingly, we also bind every two adjacent layers as a unit in both per-layer RAB and
per-layer RAS schemes. In this way, for the lth unit, in per-layer RAB, one equivalent channel
gain equals the square of the maximum singular value of a 2 × ( M − 2l + 2) matrix, and
the other equals the square of the maximum singular value of a 2 × ( M − 2l + 1) matrix,
 max,2
denoted by 
λmax,2
M −2l +2 and λ M −2l +1 , respectively; while in per-layer RAS, they are the squares
of the maximum row-norm of a 2 × ( M − 2l + 2) matrix and the maximum row-norm of
max,2
a 2 × ( M − 2l + 1) matrix, denoted by pmax,2
M −2l +2 and p M −2l +1 , respectively. The equivalent
channel gains of a unit in these three schemes are summarized in Table 2.
Remarks:
• In layer 1, per-layer RAB and per-user processing have the same equivalent channel gain,
which is larger than that of per-layer RAS.
• In layer 2, the chances of exploiting the maximum singular value or the maximum
row-norm still exist in per-layer RAB and per-layer RAS; while in per-user processing only
the minimum singular value is used, and hence, the diversity gain is lost.
Based on the above observations, per-layer RAB outperforms the other two schemes evidently.
But the relation between per-layer RAS and per-user processing is indistinct. We analyze
two extreme cases: with very low SNR, where the maximum sum-capacity is approximately
achieved by allocating all the signal power into the best layer, or with very high SNR, where
by allocating the power into all the layers averagely (Tse & Viswanath, 2005).

 max,2 


It can be derived from (19) that E pmax
K −2l +2 < E λ K −2l +2 , thus, at low SNR, per-layer RAS
has smaller sum-capacity than per-user processing.
At very high SNR, the capacity depends on the product of the channel gains of two layers.
Let n = K − 2l + 2, then the lower bounds can be developed in Appendix A that for per-user


 max,2 min,2 

pmax,2
≥ 4n2 − 6n and for per-layer RAS E pmax,2
≥ 4n2 − 4n.
λn
processing E 
λn
n
n −1
Though the tightness of these two lower bounds are not proved, the advantage of per-layer
RAS over per-user processing at high SNR can be additionally validated by the simulation
results in Subsection 5.1.
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4. Stream-wise MMSE-THP design and analysis
In this section, we ﬁrstly propose our joint THP transceiver design under perfect CSIT
using a minimum total mean square error (MT-MSE) criterion. Using convex analysis for
the optimization problem we derive the necessary conditions for the optimal transceiver in
Subsection 4.1.1. Then the iterative algorithm proposed in (Zhang et al., 2005) is extended in
Subsection 4.1.2 to obtain a locally optimal transceiver. Furthermore, we introduce a robust
THP transceiver design for the multiuser MIMO downlink in Subsection 4.2, which is more
effective against the uncertainty in the CSIT than the above simple solution. The robust
optimization problem is mathematically formulated as minimizing the expectation of the
T-MSE conditioned on the channel estimates at the BS under a total transmit power constraint.
Then the iterative algorithm proposed in Subsection 4.1 is applied to solve the problem.
4.1 Transceiver optimization under perfect CSIT
4.1.1 Problem reformulation

Our design is based on the linear representation (Joham et al., 2004) (see Fig. 3) of the system in
Fig. 2, where the modulo devices at the transmitter and receivers are replaced by the additive


vector a  [a1T a2T . . . aKT ] T and −ãk , k = 1, ..., K, where a ∈ τ Z L×1 + j · Z L×1 and ãk ∈

 L ×1
τ Z k + j · Z Lk ×1 . The vectors a and ãk are chosen to make the same w and d̃k as the
modulo devices at the transmitter and receivers output respectively.

b Ȇ

d
a

b 1

P

w
L

M

H1

N1

n1

G1

b K

F

HK

NK

nK

L1

GK

d 1

−a 1
d

d̂1

K

dˆ K

LK

−a K

Fig. 3. Equivalent linear representation of THP in Fig. 2.
Deﬁne bk  dk + ak and b̃k  d̃k + ãk and stack them into b  [b1T . . . bKT ] T and b̃ 

T

T
T
T
[b̃1 . . . b̃K ] T . Let H  H1T ... HKT , n  n1T ... nKT and G  blockdiag (G1 , ..., GK ), then
from Fig. 3 we have
and

Πb + Fw = w ⇒ b = Π T (I L − F)w

(22)

b̃ = GHPw + Gn.

(23)

We consider the MSE between b and b̃ rather than d and d̃ in order to bypass the impact of the
modulo operations and deﬁne it as the total MSE (T-MSE) of the downlink, which is written as
follows:
 
2 


2 


T


T-MSE = Ew,n b̃ − b 2 = Ew,n  GHP − Π (I L − F) w + Gn

2


= GHP − Π T (I L − F) + tr(G H GΣn ),
F

2

(24)
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2 I , ..., σ2 I
where Σn  E {nn H } = blockdiag σn,1
N1
n,K NK .


So our transceiver design problem is to ﬁnd a set Π, F, P, {Gk }K
k =1 that minimizes the
T-MSE deﬁned in (24) under a total transmit power constraint. Mathematically it can be
formulated as follows:

min

Π, F, P, {Gk }Kk=1

T-MSE



s.t. tr P H P = PT ,

[F]m,n = 0, ∀ 1  m, n  L and m  n.

(25)

4.1.2 Iterative algorithm

In this subsection, through some analysis, we ﬁnd the necessary conditions for the optimal
Π, F, P and {Gk }K
k =1 , which form an inter-dependence among them. This kind of
inter-dependence leads to an iterative algorithm similar to the one proposed in (Zhang et al.,
2005). In each iteration, we ﬁrst determine the suboptimal reordering matrix Π and update P
K
and F using the updated {Gk }K
k =1 in the last iteration, then update {Gk } k =1 using the above
updated Π, P and F.
For ease of derivation, we introduce two new matrix variables T  β−1 P and R  βG to
replace P and G, where β is a positive real number. Then (24) is rewritten as

2


T-MSE = RHT − Π T (I L − F) + β−2 · tr(R H RΣn ).
F

(26)

Moreover, using the total power constraint in (25) we obtain
− 1
1 
2
.
β = PT2 tr(TT H )

(27)

Note that F only appears in the ﬁrst term of (26). We expand the ﬁrst term of (26) as follows:
2



RHT − Π T (I L − F)

F

where

= �ΠRHT − (I L − F)�2F (for Π T Π = ΠΠ T = I L )
2
 
L 
 Ai


t
= ∑ 
−
e
+
f
i
i
i ,
 B
i
2
i =1


Ai
Bi



= ΠRH, Ai ∈ C i× M , Bi ∈ C ( L−i)× M,

(28)
(29)

(30)

ti , ei and fi are the ith columns of T, I L and F respectively. The equality in (28) follows from
the fact that the Frobenius norm of a matrix remains constant after the multiplication of a
unitary matrix (Horn & Johnson, 1985). For ﬁxed Π, T and R, each term in the summation in
(29) can be minimized separately. With the lower triangular and zero diagonal structure of F,
the optimal fi that minimizes the ith term of (29) is easily computed as:


0
fi = − i× M ti , i = 1, . . . , L.
(31)
Bi
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By substituting (27) and (31) into (26), we rewrite the T-MSE as:
2
 
L 
L
 Ai

H

T-MSE = ∑ 
t
−
e
i  + ξ ∑ tr(ti ti ),
 0 i
2
i =1
i =1

 H 
2
where ξ  PT−1 ∑K
k =1 σn,k tr Rk Rk is a nonnegative real number, i.e., ξ ≥ 0.
For ﬁxed Π and R, the optimization problem in (25) can be reformulated as:
2
 
L 
L
 Ai

H

−
e
min g(T)  ∑ 
t
i
i  + ξ ∑ tr(ti ti ).

T
0
2
i =1
i =1
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(32)

(33)

Notice that by the introduction of β the power constraint in the original optimization problem
has been absorbed into the objective function, so (33) is an unconstraint optimization problem.
The Hessian matrix of (32) with respect to ti is calculated and shown below:


∇tT ∇t∗i g(T) = AiH Ai + ξI M � 0.
(34)
i

The Hessian matrix in (34) being positive semideﬁnite indicates that g(T) is convex respect to
ti . Then the optimal ti is derived by calculating the ﬁrst order derivative with respect to t∗i and
setting it to zero, i.e.,
 H


 −1 
∂g(T)
Ai
H
H
H
=
A
A
t
−
e
+
ξt
=
0
⇒
t
=
A
+
ξI
0
ei .
A
A
M
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
∂t∗i
0

(35)

Now we consider the problem of the optimal ordering, i.e., the optimal Π. (32) can be rewritten
as:
 





L 
Ai
ti + 1 .
(36)
T-MSE = ∑ tiH AiH Ai + ξI M ti − tiH AiH 0 ei − eiH
0
i =1
Substituting (35) into (36) and after some algebraic manipulations, we rewrite the T-MSE as
T-MSE = L −

  
 
 −1 
H Ai
H
H
tr
e
A
+
ξI
0
ei .
A
A
M
∑
i
i
i
i
0
i =1
L

(37)

The T-MSE in (37) is a function of Π for ﬁxed R. An exhaustive search is needed to ﬁnd
the optimal reordering matrix that minimizes (37). To avoid the high complexity of this
global optimal approach, we adopt a suboptimal successive reordering algorithm that only
maximizes one term of the summation in (37) and starts from the L-th term till the 1st term.
The maximization of the ith term determines the ith row of Π. The procedure of the reordering
algorithm is listed in Table 3.
Till now we have found the suboptimal Π, the optimal F, T and β for ﬁxed R. Next we calculate
the optimal R under ﬁxed Π, F and T.
The T-MSE in (26) can be expanded as the summation of the K users’ MSEs, and the MSE for
the kth user is written as follows:
2

2  


(38)
MSEk = Ew,n b̃k − bk 2 = Rk Hk T − EkT Π T (I L − F) + ζ k · tr(RkH Rk ),
F



in which Ek  e∑k −1 L +1 , . . . , e∑k
i= 1

i

i= 1

Li



2 tr(T H T) ≥ 0.
and ζ k  PT−1 σn,k
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Initialization:
 H 
2
A = RH, Π = 0 L× L , ξ = PT−1 ∑K
k =1 σn,k tr Rk Rk .
For i = L : −1 : 1,

 −1
M = A A H A + ξI M
AH .
l ∗ = max [M] l,l .
1≤ l ≤ L

The ith row ß i of Π is obtained as: ß i = elT∗ .
Then set the entries of the l ∗ th row of A to zeros.
end
Table 3. The suboptimal ordering algorithm for THP.
Since Rk is only related to MSEk , the Hessian matrix of T-MSE with respect to Rk is equal to
that of MSEk , which is calculated as




∂T-MSE
∂MSEk
∂
∂
=
∂(vec(Rk )) T ∂(vec(Rk ))∗
∂(vec(Rk )) T ∂(vec(Rk ))∗

T
= Hk TTH HkH + ζ k I Nk ⊗ I Lk � 0.
(39)

The Hessian matrix in (39) being positive semideﬁnite indicates that the T-MSE is also convex
with respect to Rk . Then the optimal Rk is calculated in the same way as (35) :
∂MSEk
∂T-MSE
=
= Rk Hk TTH HkH − EkT Π T (I L − F)T H HkH + ζ k Rk = 0.
∂R∗k
∂R∗k

 −1
⇒ Rk = EkT Π T (I L − F)T H HkH Hk TT H HkH + ζ k I Nk
.

(40)

As the inter-dependence among the optimal Π, F, T, β and {Rk }K
k =1 has been found, we now
summarize our iterative algorithm in Table 4, where the notations with the superscript (·)( n)
denote the related variables in the nth iteration.
The convergence of our proposed iterative algorithm can be guaranteed. The proof of
convergence is in Appendix B.
4.2 Robust optimization of transceivers under imperfect CSIT
4.2.1 Channel uncertainty model

We consider a TDD system where the BS estimates the CSI using the training sequences in the
uplink. The maximum-likelihood estimate of the actual channel matrix Hk can be modeled as
 k = Hk + ΔHk , where ΔHk denotes the error matrix whose
(Hassibi & Hochwald, 2003) H
2 . ΔH is
entries are i.i.d. complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance σe,k
k
statistically independent of Hk . According to (Kay, 1993), the distribution of Hk conditioned
 k is Gaussian and can be expressed as
on H
 k,
 k = ρk H
 k + ΔH
Hk | H

(41)

2 /(σ2 + σ2 ) and the entries of ΔH
 k are i.i.d. complex Gaussian distributed
where ρk = σh,k
h,k
e,k
2
2
2
2
2 ). We assume that the information of
with zero mean and variance σ̃k = σe,k σh,k /(σh,k + σe,k
 k , σ2 and σ2 , k = 1, . . . , K is known at the BS.
H
h,k
e,k
Note that the channel uncertainty caused by the slow time-variations of the channel can also
be modeled in the same manner as (41) except that ρk has a different relationship with σ̃k2
(Khaled et al., 2004).
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Step (1) Set the iteration number n = 0 and initialize Π(0) = I L and
( 0)

Rk = UkH , where Uk comprises the L k dominant left singular
vectors of Hk .
 using the
Step (2) Set n = n + 1. Calculate the reordering matrix Π
(
n
−
1
)
algorithm described in Table 3 and R
.

 and R( n−1) and denote the result as C.
Calculate (37) using Π
Calculate (37) using Π( n−1) and R( n−1) and denote the result as C.
If C  C

Π( n) = Π,
else
Π ( n ) = Π ( n −1) .
end
Update transmit processing:


 −1 
( n)
( n),H ( n)
( n),H
ti = A i
Ai + ξI M
0 ei ,
Ai


( n)
0
( n)
fi = − B(n) ti , i = 1, . . . , L,
i
− 1
1 
2
and β( n) = PT2 tr(T( n) T( n),H )
,
where


(n)

Ai

( n)

( n)

= Π( n) R( n−1) H, Ai ∈ C i× M , Bi ∈ C ( L−i)× M,


2 tr R( n−1),H R( n−1) .
and ξ = PT−1 ∑K
σ
k =1 n,k
k
k
Update receiver processing:
( n)
Rk = EkT Π( n),T (I L − F( n) )T( n),H HkH ·

 −1
, k = 1, . . . , K,
Hk T( n) T( n),H HkH + ζ k I Nk
(n)
Bi

2 tr(T( n),H T( n) ).
where ζ k = PT−1 σn,k

( n)

( n −1)

Step (3) If � Rk − Rk
�2F ≥ �, ∃ k ∈ {1, . . . , K }, then go
to Step (2). Otherwise, stop the iteration and the solution is given by

 −1
( n)
Π = Π( n) , P = β( n) T( n) , F = F( n) , β = β( n) and Gk = β( n)
Rk .

Table 4. The iterative algorithm for joint THP transceiver design.

4.2.2 Robust optimization problem formulation and iterative algorithm

 k , k = 1, . . . , K are available at the BS, the deﬁnition of
When only the channel estimates H
T-MSE in (26) and MSEk in (38) cannot be directly applied to the transceiver design. Instead,
 k is an applicable performance measure and provides
the expectation of MSE conditioned on H
the robustness against the channel uncertainties in an average manner (Dietrich et al., 2007;
Shenouda & Davidson, 2007). By (38), the conditional expectation of MSE of user k is expressed
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as


2


T T
H
R
=
E
MSE
H
T
−
E
Π
(
I
−
F
)
+
ζ
·
tr
(
R
R
)
{
}

L

k  k k
k
k
k
k k
Hk | H
k | Hk
F



H
 T T
H H
= tr Rk · EHk |H
· RkH − Rk · EHk |H
 k Hk TT Hk
 k { H k } · T Ek Π ( I L − F )

EH

−EkT Π T (I L

H

− F) T · E H k | H
k

+ ζ k · tr(RkH Rk ).



HkH



· RkH

+ EkT Π T (I L

− F)



EkT Π T (I L

− F)

H


(42)

Using (41) it can be easily veriﬁed that

EH



k | Hk

 k,
{H k } = ρ k H

(43)



H
 kH .
E Hk | H
= ρk H
 k Hk

(44)



H

H
=
Next we calculate the quadratic term Qk  EH |H
 k Hk TT Hk . Let Hk
k

T
T
T
T
hk,2
. . . hk,N
, where hk,m is the mth row of Hk . Then the element at the mth row and
hk,1
k
nth column of Qk can be written as


 

H H
H H
[Qk ]m,n = EHk |H
 k hk,m TT hk,n = EHk |H
 k tr hk,m TT hk,n

 




H
H
H
H
= EH |H
h
TT
=
tr
E
h
tr
h
h
TT
.
(45)


k,n k,m
k,n k,m
H |H
k

k

k

k

According to (41), we have




H
H
2 H
ĥ
ĥ
EH |H
h
=
ρ
+
E
Δ
h̃
h
Δ
h̃

k,m ,
k,n
k,n k,m
k k,n k,m
k

k

where

E
Therefore,



[Qk ]m,n =

H
Δh̃k,n Δh̃k,m





=



(46)

σ̃k2 I M , m = n
0.
m �= n



H
ρ2k ĥk,m TTH ĥk,n + σ̃k2 tr TT H , m = n
H

ρ2k ĥk,m TTH ĥk,n .

m �= n

Finally, Qk can be expressed as


 k TT H H
 kH + σ̃2 tr TT H I N .
Qk = ρ2k H
k
k

(47)

By substituting (43), (44) and (47) into (42), we can obtain the explicit expression of
EH k |H
 k {MSEk } as follows:

EH


k | Hk


2

 k T − E T Π T (I L − F ) 
{MSEk } = ρk Rk H
 + ζ̃ k · tr(RkH Rk ),
k
F

(48)
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2 + σ̃2 ) · tr(T H T). Then the conditional expectation of the T-MSE can be
in which ζ̃ k  ( PT−1 σn,k
k
expressed as:

EH |H
 {T-MSE} =

K

∑

k =1


2
 

T
H
E Hk | H
 k {MSEk } = RHT − Π (I L − F) + ξ̃ · tr(T T),
F

(49)


T

 

−1 2
H
2
  ρ1 H
 1T ... ρK H
 KT and ξ̃  ∑K
where H
k =1 PT σn,k + σ̃k tr Rk Rk .
Finally, the robust transceiver optimization problem is mathematically formulated as below:
min

Π, F, T, {Rk }Kk=1

E H| H
 {T-MSE}

s.t. [F] m,n = 0, ∀ 1  m, n  L and m  n.

(50)

Following the derivation of transceiver design under perfect CSIT, we can easily obtain the
necessary conditions for the optimal robust transceiver under imperfect CSIT as follows. For
ﬁxed Π and R, the optimal fi and ti are listed below:


0i× M
ti ,
(51)
fi = −
i
B
 H
 −1  H 
i A
 i 0 ei , i = 1, . . . , L,
 i + ξ̃I M
ti = A
(52)
A
where



i
A
i
B



 i ∈ C i× M , B
 A
 i ∈ C ( L−i)× M.
= ΠRH,

(53)

By substituting (51) and (52) into (49), we reformulate EH|H
 {T-MSE} as:
L

E H| H
 {T-MSE} = L − ∑ tr
i =1



eiH





 −1  H 
i  H
A



Ai Ai + ξ̃I M
Ai 0 e i .
0

(54)

Then the suboptimal successive ordering algorithm presented 
in Table 3 can be applied with


K

P −1 σ2 + σ̃2 tr R H Rk .
H replaced by H and the expression of ξ replaced by ξ̃ = ∑
k =1

For ﬁxed Π, F and T, the optimal Rk is given by

T

n,k


 −1
Rk = ρk EkT Π T (I L − F)TH HkH ρ2k Hk TT H HkH + ζ̃ k I Nk
.

k

k

(55)

Now that we have found the inter-dependence among Π, F, T and {Rk }K
k =1 as shown in
(51)-(55), the thread of the iterative algorithm proposed in Subsection 4.1 can be again adopted
here to compute the robust transceiver. In each iteration, we ﬁrst determine the suboptimal
reordering matrix Π and update T and F using {Rk }K
k =1 updated in the last iteration, then
K
update {Rk }k=1 using the above updated Π, T and F until convergence. The formulation of
the algorithm is similar to that described in Table 4 except for some notation and expression
changes so we do not list the details of the modiﬁed algorithm.
The convergence of the iterative algorithm is also guaranteed. The proof of convergence is
also similar to that in Appendix B.
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Fig. 4. The cumulative distribution function of equivalent channel gains of four layers
applying per-layer RAB and RAS in (2 × 4) × 4 systems.

5. Simulation results
In this section, we will present some simulation results to verify the effectiveness of our
proposed per-layer ZF-THP schemes and stream-wise MMSE-THP schemes, respectively.
5.1 Results of per-layer ZF-THP

We consider the system settings of one transmitter with M antennas and M receivers each with
N antennas, denoted by ( N × M ) × M. For comparison, we also simulate the performance of
the parallel linear-ZF precoding where each user combines its receive antennas according to
the eigenmode, and the performance of the per-user processing which selects � M
N � users with
the largest channel gains and allocates each of them with N adjacent layers.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 compare the equivalent channel gains and capacities respectively of the four
layers by per-layer RAB and RAS with the equal power allocation among layers. Here, we
place users into layers according to their indexes, i.e., πl = l, l = 1, · · · , 4. It can be found that
for the layers from 4 to 1, the relative differences of channel gains between these two schemes
gradually decrease, though the rates of decreasing get slower. At the same time, the order of
layers according to the differences of channel capacities between per-layer RAB and per-layer
RAS exhibits two results. When SNR<3dB, the capacity difference is the largest in layer 1, and
the smallest in layer 4. On the contrary, when SNR>7dB, the order from large to small is layer
4 to layer 1. These results are consistent with Corollary 1 and 2.
In Fig. 6, the rate regions of the (2 × 2) × 2 systems are considered, whose boundaries are
generated by averaging channel realizations. For THP, the rate regions are asymmetric, which
means the higher layer has the larger capacity than the lower one. With the ideal power
allocation among layers, the order of the maximum sum-capacities from large to small is RAB,
RAS, per-user, and linear-ZF.
In Fig. 7, the ergodic sum-capacity of the (2 × 4) × 4 system is evaluated. Here, in order to
achieve the potential sum-capacity, the water-ﬁlling power allocation (Tse & Viswanath, 2005)
among layers is applied. Among these four curves, the advantage of THP over linear-ZF, and
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Fig. 5. The channel capacity differences of four layers between per-layer RAB and per-layer
RAS in (2 × 4) × 4 systems.
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Fig. 7. The ergodic sum-capacities in (2 × 4) × 4 systems. The water-ﬁlling power allocation
is applied.
the advantage of RAB over RAS and per-user are obvious; the curves of RAS and per-user
are intersected at SNR≈5dB, i.e., when SNR<5dB, per-user outperforms RAS, but when
SNR>5dB, it is the opposite.
To sum up, the essential of these comparison results among THP schemes is as follows.
• With the larger power gain and diversity gain, per-layer beamforming outperforms
per-user processing.
• Per-layer RAS and per-user processing actually exploit the same number of receive
antennas, though for the former, these antennas belong to K users, while for the latter,
K
they belong to � N
� users. In the low SNR scenarios, per-user method can obtain larger
power gains due to its dominant intra-user processing and less inter-user interference
suppression. However, in the high SNR scenarios, this effect of power gains makes trivial
contribution to the system sum-capacity, but the larger multiuser and multi-antenna
selection diversity gain in per-layer RAS turns to the dominant factor.
5.2 Results of stream-wise MMSE-THP

In this subsection, some results are presented to show the performance superiority of our
proposed joint stream-wise THP transceiver designs in comparison with some existing THP
schemes. The illustration is divided into two parts. The ﬁrst part illustrates the performance
under perfect CSIT and the second part focuses on the performance under imperfect CSIT. We
assume quasi-static i.i.d. Rayleigh ﬂat fading channel with unit channel variance between each
2 = 1, k =
transmit antenna at the BS and each receive antenna at each user. We also assume σn,k

1, . . . , K. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the following ﬁgures is deﬁned as SNR  10 ·
log10 PT . QPSK or 16-QAM modulations are used in the simulations. We set the convergence
threshold in the iterative algorithms � = 10−5 .
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Fig. 8. Performance comparison of different schemes with M = 6, K = 3, Nk = 2, L k = 2, ∀k
and QPSK.
5.2.1 Performance under perfect CSIT

We examine the performance of our proposed joint THP transceiver design under perfect CSIT
in comparison with some existing MMSE-based THP schemes.
Figs. 8-9 compare our proposed stream-wise THP transceiver (denote as “SW-THP”) with
the user-wise THP transceiver in (Mezghani et al., 2006) (denoted as “UW-THP”) and
“TxWF-THP” in (Joham et al., 2004) in terms of average uncoded bit error rate (BER). In
Fig. 8, we set M = 6, K = 3, Nk = N = 2, L k = L = 2, ∀k and use QPSK. For
“TxWF-THP” we assume that the 2 antennas at the same receiver are decentralized, i.e., there
are 6 virtual users in the system. From the simulation results we can see that our scheme
clearly outperforms the other two schemes. The superiority over “UW-THP” comes from
that our scheme performs stream-wise interference pre-cancelation while “UW-THP” only
enables inter-user interference pre-cancelation and multiple streams of the same user are
linearly precoded. Moreover, our scheme outperforms “TxWF-THP” because in our scheme
the received signals from multiple antennas of one user can be jointly processed while in
“TxWF-THP”, the receive antennas of the same user are assumed to be decentralized and
a common scaling factor is imposed for each single receive antenna, which is apparently
suboptimal.
In Fig. 9, we increase N by 1 and keep the other parameters unchanged. Since N > L,
“TxWF-THP” cannot be directly applied. Here we simply select UkH as the receiver for user
k, where Uk comprises the L k dominant left singular vectors of Hk , then apply UkH Hk as the
equivalent L k × M channel matrix, which is suitable for implementation of “TxWF-THP”. It is
shown in this ﬁgure that our scheme still performs best.
It is an interesting phenomenon that the comparison results of “UW-THP” and “TxWF-THP”
in Fig. 8 and 9 are just opposite, so are those for 16-QAM3 . This can be explained that for Fig. 8,
more interferences are pre-canceled in “TxWF-THP” than in “UW-THP”. For Fig. 9, however,
3

Due to page limit, we don’t show the results of 16-QAM here. Please refer to (Miao et al., 2009).
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Fig. 9. Performance comparison of different schemes with M = 6, K = 3, Nk = 3, L k = 2, ∀k
and QPSK.
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Fig. 10. verage uncoded 16-QAM BER performance of SW-THP under different number of
iterations at SNR = 22dB.
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison of non-robust and robust SW-THP with
M = 6, K = 3, L = 2, σe2 = 0.01 and 16-QAM.
the additional receive antenna at each user provides more diversity for each data stream
in “UW-THP” through joint transceiver design while the simple and suboptimal receiver
structure we have adopted for “TxWF-THP” restricts its performance improvement.
We also present some simulation results to verify the convergence of our proposed iterative
algorithm. We use the notation [ M, N1 ( L1 ), ..., NK ( L K )] to denote a K-user MIMO system that
has M antennas at the BS and Nk antennas at the kth receiver to support L k data streams for
user k, k = 1, ..., K. Fig. 10 shows the average uncoded BER of 16-QAM versus the number
of iterations for our scheme under two system conﬁgurations at a ﬁxed SNR = 22dB. The
dashed lines denote the steady state performance. It can be seen that after about 10 iterations
(for [6, 2(2), 2(2), 2(2)]) or 25 iterations (for [6, 3(2), 3(2), 3(2)]) the BER performance is quite
close to the steady state performance. Similar results hold for QPSK, thus are not shown here
for brevity.
5.2.2 Performance under imperfect CSIT

In this subsection, we examine the performance of SW-THP introduced in Subsection 4.1 and
the robust version of SW-THP introduced in Subsection 4.2 under imperfect CSIT.
Fig. 11 compare “SW-THP” and “Robust SW-THP” for M = 6, K = 3, L k = 2, Nk =
N = 2 and 3 (the parameters are consistent with those in Subsection 5.1). We assume
2 = σ2 = 0.01, k = 1, . . . , K for 16-QAM. It can be seen that the non-robust and robust
σe,k
e
schemes have close performance at low SNR since the noise is dominant in this regime.
However, the gap between the two schemes enlarges as the SNR increases because the channel
uncertainty gradually dominates and the efﬁcacy of the robust scheme shows up.
In Fig. 12 we test the performance of “SW-THP” and “Robust SW-THP” under different
channel errors. The antenna conﬁgurations are the same as above, i.e., M = 6, K = 3, L k =
2, Nk = N = 2 and 3. We ﬁx SNR = 40 dB, and change σe2 from 0.01 to 0.1 for 16-QAM
in Fig. 12. The simulated curves reveal that “Robust SW-THP” always holds a considerable
superiority over the non-robust “SW-THP” as the channel error increases.
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Fig. 12. Performance comparison of non-robust and robust SW-THP with
M = 6, K = 3, L = 2, SNR = 40dB and 16-QAM for different channel errors.
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Fig. 13. Performance comparison of robust SW-THP and Stat. Robust THP in (Shenouda &
Davidson, 2007) with M = 4, K = 2, N = 2, L = 2 and 16-QAM.
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We also compare our robust THP scheme with “Statistically Robust Tomlinson-Harashima
precoding” (denoted as “Stat. Robust THP”) reported lately in (Shenouda & Davidson, 2007).
The results are shown in Fig. 13. We choose M = 4, K = 2, L k = L = 2, Nk = N = 2. For
2 = σ2 = 0.005 and 0.01. Since “Stat. Robust THP” is designed only for the
16-QAM we set σe,k
e
MISO downlink, it cannot be directly applied here. So for “Stat. Robust THP”, we assume that
the 2 antennas at the same receiver are decentralized, i.e., there are 4 virtual users in the system.
From Fig. 13 we can ﬁnd out that “Robust SW-THP” outperforms “Stat. Robust THP” in the
entire SNR regime and also has a much lower BER ﬂoor at high SNR. The advantage of our
scheme comes from two aspects. First, we jointly optimize the transmitter, the receivers and
the precoding order with consideration of the channel errors. In contrast, only the transmitter
of “Stat. Robust THP” is robustly designed and the receivers and the precoding order are
determined as if the estimated CSI was the true one. Second, the received signals from the
two antennas of the same user can be jointly processed using “Robust SW-THP” but can only
be processed independently by “Stat. Robust THP”.

6. Conclusions
In this chapter, the multiuser MIMO downlink systems with THP based on ZF and MMSE
criteria have been investigated, respectively.
For the ZF-THP schemes, based on the criterion of maximum system sum-capacity, two
per-layer joint transmit and receive ﬁlters design schemes have been studied, which apply
RAB and RAS, respectively. Furthermore, the comparison between equivalent channel gains
and capacities within these two per-layer schemes have been proved, including the trend with
the layers from low to high and the trend with the increase of the number of transmit antennas
to inﬁnite.
For the MMSE-THP schemes, we have jointly designed the THP transceiver under both
perfect and imperfect CSIT. First, we deal with the perfect CSIT case. Based on the equivalent
linear representation of the THP downlink, we formulate a T-MSE minimization problem
under the total power constraint. After some analysis, an iterative algorithm is proposed to
obtain a locally optimal solution. Next, we consider the imperfect CSIT case. By minimizing
the conditional-expectation of the T-MSE, we extend the algorithm derived under perfect
CSIT to the robust version that is more effective against the channel uncertainty. The two
characteristics of our schemes, i.e., the stream-wise interference pre-cancelation and the joint
design of transceiver, ensure its performance superiority over the existing MMSE-based THP
schmes, which has been veriﬁed by the simulation results.4

7. Appendix
7.1 Appendix A: Lower bounds for per-user processing and per-layer RAS

2
 max,2
n
Derived from the proof of Theorem 1, E λ
−
= 24n. Besides,
λmin,2
n
 max,2
2   max,2
 2
min,2
n


E λ
+
≥
+
= (4n )2 .
λmin,2
λ
E
λ
n
n
n

4
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For per-user processing,
2 
 max,2 min,2 
 max,2
1   max,2  min,2 2

E 
λn
= E 
+ λn
−E 
λn
−
≥ 4n2 − 6n.
λn
λmin,2
λn
n
4

For per-layer RAS, due to the operations of maximization,


 2 2

pmax,2
≥ E x2n
x2n−2 = 2n · (2n − 2) = 4n2 − 4n,
E pmax,2
n
n −1

(57)

(58)

2 and x2
where x2n
2n−2 stand for two chi-square distributed random variables with 2n and 2n − 2
degrees of freedom, respectively.

7.2 Appendix B: Proofof convergence of the
 proposed iterative algorithm

We use the notation f Π( n) , F( n) , T( n) , R( n) to represent the T-MSE calculated after the nth
iteration of our iterative algorithm. If we ﬁx Π( n) and R( n) , and update F( n) and T( n) using the
optimal conditions derived in (31) and (35), then due to the convexity of T-MSE with respect
to ti , we have the following inequality:




(59)
f Π ( n ) , F ( n ) , T( n ) , R ( n )  f Π ( n ) , F � , T � , R ( n ) ,
where F� and T� are the updated matrices using Π( n) and R( n) .
We deﬁne h (Π, R)  min f (Π, F, T, R). Obviously h (Π, R) is equal to (37). From the deﬁnition
of h we know that

F,T





h Π ( n ) , R ( n ) = f Π ( n ) , F� , T � , R ( n ) .

(60)

We denote the permutation matrix calculated using R( n) and the suboptimal ordering
algorithm in Table 3 as Π� . As stated in Table 4, if Π� leads to a smaller value of (37) than
Π( n) , then Π( n+1) = Π� . Otherwise, Π( n+1) = Π( n) . Then the following inequality holds:




(61)
h Π ( n ) , R( n )  h Π ( n +1) , R( n ) .

From the deﬁnition of h and iteration procedure, we have:




h Π ( n +1) , R( n ) = f Π ( n +1) , F ( n +1) , T( n +1) , R( n ) .

(62)

Combing (59)-(63) we ﬁnally get:




f Π ( n + 1 ) , F ( n + 1 ) , T ( n + 1 ) , R ( n + 1 )  f Π ( n ) , F( n ) , T ( n ) , R ( n ) .

(63)

Since f is also convex with respect to Rk , the following inequality holds:




f Π ( n + 1 ) , F ( n + 1 ) , T ( n + 1 ) , R ( n )  f Π ( n + 1 ) , F( n + 1 ) , T ( n + 1 ) , R ( n + 1 )

The inequality in (63) indicates that during the iterations of our proposed iterative algorithm,
the T-MSE is decreasing. Moreover, T-MSE is obviously lower bounded by 0. Therefore, the
iterative algorithm guarantees the convergence.
Thus, we have completed the proof.
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1. Introduction
As a technology to realize high data rates and high capacity in wireless communication
systems, Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) system has received increasing attention.
In MIMO systems, high spectral efficiency is achieved by spatially multiplexing multiple
data streams at the same time and frequency [1].
The MIMO system with space division multiplexing (SDM) technique is categorized into
two cases, i.e., no channel state information (CSI) is needed at the transmitter or CSI is
exploited in both transmitter and receiver. As a method used in the former systems, spatial
filtering and maximum likelihood detection (MLD) are known [1], where the received SDM
signal is de-multiplexed with signal processing at the receiver. One of the latter MIMO
systems is called the Eigenbeam SDM (E-SDM) [1][2], where data streams are transmitted
through multiple orthogonal eigenpath channels between the transmitter and the receiver.
Thus, the E-SDM system with power control based on the water-filling theorem [3] improves
the MIMO channel capacity, provided that accurate CSI is known to the transmitter and the
receiver. Therefore, it is expected that the E-SDM system achieves significant increase of
spectral efficiency. In the E-SDM system, it is important to find optimum transmit and receive
weights for maximizing its capacity. Such the optimum weights are determined based on
eigenvector of HHH, where H denotes channel matrix and suffix H denotes complex conjugate
transpose. As a method to find these eigenvectors, eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of HHH or
singular value decomposition (SVD) of H is well-known. Generally, SVD or EVD requires
matrix decomposition operation based on QR decomposition.
MIMO techniques can be used for multiple access systems where multiple signals are sent
from multiple terminals at the same time and same frequency, i.e., Space Division Multiple
Access (SDMA) or multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) [6]-[9]. When such a multi-antenna
system is used at a transmitter, the transmit weights are optimized under the constraint of
total transmit power [5]-[9]. However, the maximum transmit power for each antenna
element in SDMA systems is not restricted in general assumptions. Therefore, in the worst
case, an amplifier whose maximum output power is the same as total transmit power is
needed for each antenna element; these amplifiers cause an increase in cost. From this point
of view, it is desirable to use a reasonable (i.e., low cost) power amplifier for each antenna
element, where per-antenna transmit power is limited within a permissible output power.
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To meet this requirement, it is necessary to determine weight coefficients so that the
transmit power for each antenna is limited below a given threshold.
In Ref.[10], a method to maximize transmission rate in eigenbeam MIMO-OFDM system
under constraint of the maximum transmit power for an antenna has been reported, where the
weights are determined by considering only the suppression of inter-stream interference (i.e.,
the optimum weights are first determined without considering the constraint of per-antenna
power, and then the total transmit power is normalized to meet the power constraint).
However, this method does not optimize weight coefficients in presence of noise and
interference. To find the optimum weights under per-antenna power constraint, these two
factors (inter-stream interference and signal-to-noise power ratio) have to be taken into
consideration simultaneously.
In this paper, first we propose an iterative optimization algorithm to find optimum transmit
and receive weights in an E-SDM system, where the transmitter is equipped with a virtual
MIMO channel and virtual receiver to obtain the optimum transmitter weight. The
transmitter estimates the optimum transmitter weights by minimizing the error signal at the
virtual receiver. Second, we propose an optimization method of transmit and receive
weights under constraints of both total transmit power and the maximum transmit power
for an antenna element in MU-MIMO systems, where the transmit weights are optimized by
minimizing the mean square error of the received signal to obtain the minimum bit error
rate (BER) under the per-antenna power constraint, provided that the knowledge of channel
state information (CSI) and the receive signal to noise power ratio (SNR) is given. In our
study, we solve this optimization problem by transforming the above constrained
minimization problem to non-constrained one by using the Extended Interior Penalty Function
(EIPF) Method [11]. After descriptions of the weight optimization methods, BER and signalto-noise and interference power ratio (SINR) performance of MIMO systems are evaluated
by computer simulation.

2. A least mean square based algorithm to determine the transmit and
receive weights in Eigen-beam SDM
2.1 Eigen-beam SDM in MIMO systems
Figure 1 shows a MIMO system model considered in this paper, where Nt and Nr stand for
the number of transmit and receive antenna elements, respectively. Wt denotes Nt×Ns
transmitter weight matrix whose row vectors are given as eigenvector of channel
autocorrelation matrix HHH, where Ns is the number of data streams. Wr denotes Ns×Nr
receiver weight matrix. H is Nr×Nt channel matrix. To achieve the maximum capacity, the
receive weight matrix Wr is determined as

Wr = WtH H H

(1)

When the transmit and receive data stream vectors are defined as s= (s1, s2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, sNs)T and
so=(so1, so2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, soNs)T, respectively, the received data stream in E-SDM system is given as

=
so Wr HWt s + W=
WtH H H HWt s + WtH H H n
rn
where n=(n1, n2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, nNr)T is noise signal vector.

(2)
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2.2 Iterative optimization of transmit- and receive-weights in E-SDM
a. System Description
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of an E-SDM system using the proposed LMS based
algorithm, where it is assumed that the transmitter is equipped with a virtual MIMO
channel and virtual receiver. Figure 3 shows transmission frame structure assumed in this
paper, where transmission frame is composed of pilot and data symbols. Pilot symbols are
used for weight determination at the receiver. In this paper, for simplicity, we assume that
channel state information is perfectly estimated at the receiver and correctly informed to the
transmitter by a feedback channel.
#1

#1

#Nr

Wｒ

sNs

・
・
・

・
・
・

H

#Nt

Wt

so1

・
・
・

・
・
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Fig. 1. MIMO System Model
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・・・
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Fig. 2. E-SDM system with iterative weight optimization
Nd data symbols
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Fig. 3. Frame format
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The optimum weight matrices are obtained by minimizing the error signal attributable to
inter-stream interference and noise at the receiver side, i.e., the error signal is defined as the
difference between transmit and receive signal vectors. This means that, in E-SDM system
using the proposed algorithm, weight optimization cannot be performed at the transmitter.
To solve this problem, we employ a virtual MIMO channel and virtual receiver on the
transmitter side as shown in Fig.2. The received signal at the virtual receiver is expressed as
H H
=
s′o W
=
r HWt s Wt H HWt s

(3)

where s'o= (s'o1, s'o2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, s'oNs) and s'oi is i-th receive stream at the virtual receiver. After
determining optimum transmitter weight matrix, the weighted data steam is transmitted to
MIMO channel. At the receiver, optimum receiver weight matrix is calculated by observing
the pilot symbols. It is noteworthy that the receiver can find optimum receive weight by
minimizing the error signal at the receiver, if the optimum transmit weight is multiplied at
the transmitter.
b. Iterative Algorithm to Determine the Transmit and Receive Weights
The detailed algorithm to determine optimum weights in the proposed method is explained as
follows. For simplicity of discussion, it is assumed that channel matrix H is known to the
transmitter. From the relation of Eq.(1), it can be seen that the maximum capacity in E-SDM
system is achieved by constructing the matrix Wt whose row vectors are given as eigenvectors
of HHH. Therefore, in the proposed method, eigenvector of channel matrix is sequentially
obtained by using a recursive calculation such as least mean square (LMS) algorithm. In the
following discussion, we consider 2×2 MIMO system for simplicity, i.e., two eigenpaths exist.
The detailed expression of the received signal in 2×2 MIMO system can be given as

⎡ so1 ⎤ ⎡ wt∗11
⎢ ⎥=⎢ ∗
⎣so 2 ⎦ ⎢⎣ wt 12

wt∗21 ⎤ H ⎡ wt 11
⎥H H⎢
wt∗22 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ wt 21

wt 12 ⎤ ⎡ s1 ⎤ ⎡ wtH1 ⎤ H
⎥⎢ ⎥ = ⎢
⎥ H H ⎡⎣ wt 1
wt 22 ⎥⎦ ⎣s2 ⎦ ⎣⎢ wtH2 ⎦⎥

⎡s ⎤
wt 2 ⎤ ⎢ 1 ⎥
⎦ s2
⎣ ⎦

(4)

where wt1= (wt11,wt21)T and wt2= (wt12, wt22)T denote column vectors of weight matrix, i.e.,
the transmit weight vectors for data streams of s1 and s2. It is noteworthy that the discussion
for 2×2 MIMO system can be easily extended to the case of arbitrary number of transmit and
receive antennas as explained later.
First, we consider the optimization of the first weight vector wt1 corresponding to data
stream s1. The first received data stream in E-SDM system is given as

so1 = w tH1H H Hwt 1s1

(5)

where the effect of noise is neglected here. The above equation suggests that the condition
for orthogonal multiplexing of data streams in E-SDM system is given as w tH1H H Hwt 1 = 1 ,
i.e., when this condition is satisfied, wt1 becomes one of eigenvectors of HHH. Thus, the error
signal e1 corresponding to the first data stream is defined as
e=
s1 − so 1
1

(6)

In this case, the error signal defined in Eq.(6) cannot be obtained at the transmitter.
Therefore, by substituting so1 for the first virtual received stream s'o1 in Fig.2, the error signal
is modified to
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(7)

Thus, the mean square error is obtained as

(

2
2
2
E ⎡ e1 ⎤ = E ⎡ s1 ⎤ − 2 wtH1E ⎡H H H ⎤ wt 1E ⎡ s1 ⎤ + w tH1E ⎡ H H H ⎤ wt 1
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣⎢
⎦⎥
⎣⎢
⎦⎥
⎣⎢
⎦⎥

) E ⎡⎣⎢ s
2

1

2⎤

⎦⎥

(8)

In Eq.(8), we can see that local minimum value does not exist and therefore optimum
solution is obtained with a simple iterative algorithm such as LMS method, since Eq.(8) is
the fourth order equation with respect to the weight vector wt1 and the first, second and
third terms of right side in Eq.(8) are the zero-th, second and fourth order expressions with
respect to wt1, respectively.
By differentiating Eq. (8) with respect to wt1, we can obtain
2
2
∇w t 1E ⎡ e1 ⎤ =
−4E ⎡H H H ⎤ wt 1E ⎡ s1 ⎤ + 4E ⎡H H H ⎤ w t 1 wtH1E ⎡H H H ⎤ w t 1
(9)
⎥⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣⎢
⎣⎢
⎦⎥
∂
∂
=
−j
where ∇w
(w = wx +jwy). Thus, the recursive equation to obtain the first
∂w x
∂w y

weight vector is given as
1) wt 1 (m) −
=
w t 1 (m +

μ
4

2
∇wt 1E ⎡ e1 ⎤
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

(10)

In this paper, to achieve fast convergence time, we employ the normalized LMS
algorithm[4]. Hence, after substituting Eq.(9) for the above equation and expectation
operation is removed, Eq.(10) is reduced to

w t 1 (m +=
1) wt 1 ( m) +

μ
r1 ( m)

2

H H r1 (m)e1∗ (m)

(11)

where m is an integer number corresponding to the number of iterations in the LMS
algorithm and μ denotes step size. r1 (m) is the received signal given by r1(m)=Hwt1(m)s1.
After the first weight vector is determined, we consider optimization of the second weight
vector wt2 corresponding to data stream s2. Similarly in the first case, the error signal for the
second data stream is defined as

e2 = s2 − wtH2 H H Hwt 2 s2 − wtH2 H H Hwt 1s1

(12)

where wt1 is set to the optimum value obtained in the first case in Eq. (11). In Eq.(12), the
second and third terms in right hand side of this equation mean that "condition where the
second eigenvector exists" and the third term means "condition where a target vector wt2 is
orthogonal to the first eigenvector wt1". Hence, if e2=0, we can obtain the second eigenvector
wt2. Thus, mean square error of the error signal e2 is given as

(

2
2
2
E ⎡⎢ e2 ⎤⎥ = E ⎡⎢ s2 ⎤⎥ − 2 wtH2 E ⎡H H H ⎤ wt 2 E ⎡⎢ s2 ⎤⎥ + wtH2 E ⎡H H H ⎤ wt 2
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
2
+ wtH2 E ⎡H H H ⎤ w t 1 wtH1E ⎡H H H ⎤ w tH2 E ⎡⎢ s1 ⎤⎥
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦

) E ⎡⎢⎣ s
2

2

2⎤

⎥⎦

(13)
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The above equation implies that local minimum solution does not exist and the optimum
solution with minimum square error is definitely determined as well as in Eq. (8). Thus, by
differentiating this equation respect to wt2, we can obtain
2
2
∇w t 2 E ⎡ e2 ⎤ =
−4E ⎡H H H ⎤ wt 2 E ⎡ s2 ⎤ + 4E ⎡H H H ⎤ wt 2 wtH2 E ⎡H H H ⎤ wt 2
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
2
+2 E ⎡H H H ⎤ w t 1 wtH1E ⎡H H H ⎤ w t 2 E ⎡⎢ s1 ⎤⎥
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦

(14)

After substituting this equation for Eq.(10) and removing the expectation operation, Eq.(10)
is reduced to

1) wt 2 (m) +
w t 2 ( m +=

μ

1 H
2⎞
⎛ H
∗
H
⎜ H r2 (m)e2 (m) − 2 H wt 1 wt 1Hwt 2 (m) s1 ⎟
⎠
r2 (m) ⎝
2

(15)

where r2(m)=H(wt1(m)s1+wt2(m)s2). The optimum weight matrix Wt is obtained by updating
weight vectors of these two recursive equations, i.e., Eqs. (11) and (15).
The above discussion on 2×2 MIMO system is easily extended to Nt×2 or 2×Nr MIMO
system, i.e., for Nt×2 MIMO system, the received signal at the virtual receiver can be given
as
⎡w
∗
∗
t 11
⎡ s′o1 ⎤ ⎡ wt 11 " wtNt 1 ⎤ H ⎢
⎢
⎥
H
H
#
=
⎢
⎢ ′ ⎥
∗
∗
⎢
⎣so 2 ⎦ ⎢⎣ wt 12 " wtNt 2 ⎥⎦
⎣⎢ wtNt 1

⎤
⎥ ⎡ s1 ⎤ ⎡ wtH1 ⎤ H
⎥ ⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ H ⎥ H H ⎡⎣ wt 1
⎥ ⎣s2 ⎦ ⎢⎣ wt 2 ⎥⎦
wtNt 2 ⎦⎥
wt 12
#

⎡s ⎤
wt 2 ⎤ ⎢ 1 ⎥
⎦ s2
⎣ ⎦

(16)

where wt1= (wt11, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , wtNt1) T and wt2= (wt12, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , wtNt2)T. From this equation, it is clear that
optimum weight matrixes for Nt×2 MIMO system are obtained by the same way as 2×2
MIMO case, since channel autocorrelation matrix HHH is given as Nt×Nt matrix. For case of
2×Nt MIMO system, since the autocorrelation matrix HHH is given as 2×2 matrix, the same
discussion as 2×2 MIMO case can be applied.
In addition, the proposed method can be applied to case where the rank of channel matrix is
more than two, e.g., when the rank of channel matrix is 3, optimum weight matrix is
obtained by minimizing the error function defined so that the third weight vector wt3 is
orthogonal to both the first and second weight vectors of wt1 and wt2, where the weight
vectors obtained in the previous calculation, i.e., wt1 and wt2, are used as the fixed vectors in
this case. Thus, it is obvious that this discussion can be extended to case of channel matrix
with the rank of more than 3.
In the proposed method, the parameter convergence speed depends on initial values of
weight coefficients. When continuous data transmission is assumed, the convergence time
becomes faster by employing weight vectors in last data frame as initial parameters in
current recursive calculation.
2.3 Simulation results
We evaluate the performance of a MIMO system using the proposed algorithm by computer
simulation. For comparison purpose, obtained eigenvalues, bit error rate (BER) and capacity
performance of the E-SDM systems using the proposed algorithm are compared to cases
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with SVD. Simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1. QPSK with coherent detection
is employed as modulation/demodulation scheme. Propagation model is flat uncorrelated
quasistatic Rayleigh fading, where we assume that there is no correlation between paths. In
the iterative calculation, an initial value of weight vector is set to (1, 0, 0, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 0)T for both wt1
and wt2. The step size of μ is set to 0.01 for wt1 and 0.0001 for wt2, respectively. A frame
structure consisting of 57 pilot and 182 data symbols in Fig.3 is employed. For simplicity, we
assume that channel parameters are perfectly estimated at the receiver and sent back to the
transmitter side in this paper.
Number of users

1

Number of data streams

1, 2

(Number of the transmit antennas ×
Number of the receive antennas)

(2×2), (3×2), (4×2), (2×3), (2×4)

Data modulation /demodulation

QPSK / Coherent detection

Angular spread (Tx & Rx Station)

360°

Propagation model

Flat uncorrelated quasistatic
Ralyleight fading

Table 1. Simulation parameters
Figure 4 shows the first and second eigenvalues measured by the proposed method as a
function of the frame number in 2×2 MIMO system, where these eigenvalues are obtained
by using channel matrix and the transmit and receive weights determined by the proposed
algorithm. Figure 4 also shows eigenvalues determined by the SVD method. In Fig. 4,
although the first eigenvalue obtained by the proposed method occasionally takes slightly
smaller value than that of SVD, the proposed method finds almost the same eigenvectors as
the theoretical value obtained by SVD.
Figure 5 shows BER performance of Ntx2 MIMO diversity system using the maximum ratio
combining (MRC) as a function of transmit signal to noise power ratio, where average gain
of channel is unity. Figure 6 also shows BER performance of 2xNr MIMO MRC diversity
system. In Figs. 5 and 6, the data stream is transmitted by the first eigenpath. Therefore, it
can be seen that both methods (LMS, SVD) achieve almost the same BER performance. This
result suggests that the eigenvector corresponding to the highest eigenvalue is correctly
detected as the first weight vector, i.e., the first eigenpath. It can be also qualitatively
explained that the highest eivenvalue is first found as the most dominant parameter
determining the error signal.
Figures 7 and 8 show BER performance of Nt×2 and 2×Nr E-MIMO, respectively. The number
of data streams is set to two, since the rank of channel matrix is two. Based on the BER
minimization criterion [1], the achievable BER is minimized by multiplying the transmit signal
by the inverse of the corresponding eigenvalue at the transmitter. In Figs. 7 and 8, we can see
that both methods (LMS and SVD) achieve almost the same BER performance.
Figures 9 and 10 show the MIMO channel capacity in case of two data streams. In this paper,
for simplicity, MIMO channel capacity is defined as the sum of each eigenpath channel
capacity which is calculated based on Shannon channel capacity in AWGN channel [3];
C = log2 (1+SNR)

[bit/s/Hz]

(17)
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The transmit power allocation for each eigenpath is determined based on the water-filling
theorem [3]. In Figs.9 and 10, it can be seen that the E-SDM system with the proposed
method achieves the same channel capacity as that of the ideal one (SVD).

Fig. 4. Measured eigenvalues

Fig. 5. Bit error rate performance (1 data stream, Nt×2)
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Fig. 6. Bit error rate performance (1 data stream, 2×Nr)

Fig. 7. Bit error rate performance (2 data stream, Nt×2)
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Fig. 8. Bit error rate performance (2 data stream, 2×Nr)

Fig. 9. Channel capacity performance (Nt×2)
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Fig. 10. Channel capacity performance (2×Nr)

3. Iterative optimization of the transmitter weights under constraint of the
maximum transmit power for an antenna element in MIMO systems
3.1 System model
Figure 11 shows MU-MIMO system considered in this paper, where K antenna elements
and single antenna element are equipped at the Base Station (BS) and Mobile Station (MS),
respectively. Single antenna is assumed for each Mobile Station (MS). The number of users
in SDMA is N. The receive signal at receive antenna Y=[y1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,yN]T is expressed as

Y = WrH HWtH X + WrH n

(18)

where superscript T and superscript H denote transpose and Hermitian transpose,
respectively. H is N×K complex channel metrics, Wt is N×K complex transmit weight
matrices, Wr=diag(w1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅, wN) is receive weight metrics, X=[x1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅,xN]T is transmit signal,
and μ=[n1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅,nN]T is noise signal. The average power of transmit signal is unity (i.e., E[xi2]
=1), where E[ ] denotes ensemble average operation) and there is no correlation between
each user signal (i.e., E[xi1 xi2] =0), the condition to keep the total average transmit power to
be less than or equal to Pth is given as
N K

∑∑ wij

=i 1=j 1

2

≤ Pth

(19)

where wij denotes the transmit weight of antenna #j for user #i. Then, the condition to
constrain the average transmit power per each antenna to be less than or equal to pth is
given as
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N

∑ wij

2

i =1

≤ pth ∀j

(1 ≤ j ≤ K)

(20)
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Fig. 11. MU-MIMO Systems
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Fig. 12. System configurations

Pilot

N psymbols

Data

N d symbols

Fig. 13. Frame format
3.2 Transmitter and receiver model
Figure 12 shows the system configuration of the transmitter and receiver in MU-MIMO
system considered in this paper, where the number of transmit antennas and the number of
receive antennas are K and 1, respectively. A virtual channel and virtual receiver are
equipped with the transmitter to estimate mean square error at the receiver side, where
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ˆ =diag( ŵ , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , ŵ ) and n̂ =[ n̂ , . . . , n̂ ]T denote the virtual receive weight and the
W
r
1
N
1
N
virtual noise, respectively. We assume that the average power of additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) is known to the transmitter, i.e., we assume E ⎡ n̂ i2 ⎤ =E[ni2]. Then, the receive
⎣ ⎦

signal at the virtual receiver Ŷ is given as
ˆ H HW H X + W
ˆ H nˆ
Yˆ = W
r
t
r

(21)

The transmit weights are optimized by minimizing the error signal between transmit and
receive signals at the virtual receiver under constraints given as Eqs.(19) and (20). Figure 13
shows a frame format assumed in this paper, where each frame consists of Np pilot symbols
and Nd data symbols. Pilot symbols are known and used for optimizing the receive weights
on the receiver side.
3.3 Weight optimization
a. Problem Formulation
The transmit weights are optimized by minimizing the mean square error between transmit
and receive signals at the virtual receiver under constraint given as Eqs. (19) and (20). From
Eq.(21), the error signal between transmit signal X and receive signal at the virtual receiver
Ŷ is given as
ˆ H HW H X − W
ˆ H nˆ
e = X − Yˆ = X − W
r
t
r

(22)

where e=[e1, . . . ,eN]. From Eqs.(19) and (20), the problem to minimize the mean square error
under two constraints can be formulated as the following constrained minimizing problem;
2
Minimize E ⎡ e( W ) ⎤
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
N K

2

Subject to g( W ) = ∑∑ wij − Pth ≤ 0

(23)

=i 1=j 1

N

2

h j ( W ) = ∑ wij − pth ≤ 0

∀j

i =1

where

⋅

ˆ ].
denotes vector norm. W is N×(N+K) complex matrix defined as W=[Wt, W
r

b. A EIPF based Approach for Weight Optimization
By introducing the extended interior penalty function (EIPF) method into the problem
shown in Eq.(23), this problem can be transformed into the following non-constrained
minimizing problem [11];
2
Minimize E ⎡ e( W ) ⎤ + r {Φ( W ) + Ψ( W )}
⎥⎦
⎣⎢

⎧ − g( 1W )
⎪
Subject to Φ( W ) =
⎨ 2ε − g( W )
⎪⎩− ε 2

if g( W ) ≤ ε
if g( W ) > ε
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K

Ψ( W ) =
∑ψ j ( W )
j =1

⎧ − 1
⎪ hj (W )
ψ j ( W ) = ⎨ 2ε − h ( W )
j
⎪−
ε2
⎩

if h j ( W ) ≤ ε
if h j ( W ) > ε

Here, ε(<0) and r(>0) denote the design parameters for non-constrained problem. In Eq.(24),
Φ( W ) and Ψ( W ) increase rapidly as approaches to the boundary. When g(W) = ε and
hj(W)=ε, the continuity of Φ( W ) and Ψ( W ) is guaranteed as well as derivatives of these
two functions. Thus, Eq. (24) can be minimized by using the Steepest Descent method; W is
updated as
2
1) W (m) − μ∇w ⎛⎜ E ⎡ e( W ) ⎤ + r {Φ( W ) + Ψ( W )} ⎞⎟
W (m +=
⎦⎥
⎝ ⎣⎢
⎠

(28)

where μ is a step size to adjust the updating speed. ∇w denotes a gradient with respect to
W, which is defined as

∇W

⎡ ∂
∂
∂
"
⎢
∂w1K ∂wˆ 1
⎢ ∂w11
⎢
%
#
= #
⎢
∂
∂
⎢
"
0
⎢ ∂w
∂wNK
⎣ N1

⎤
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
%
⎥
∂ ⎥
∂wˆ N ⎥⎦

(29)

where j denotes an imaginary unit and
∂
∂
∂
,
=
+j
∂wij ∂ Re( wij )
∂ Im( wij )

(30)

∂
∂
∂
=
+j
,
∂wˆ i ∂ {Re( wˆ i )}
∂ {Im( wˆ i )}

(31)

{

}

{

}

When W is updated as in Eq. (28) at every symbols, Eq. (28) can be reduced to
2
+ 1) W( m) − μ∇ W ⎡ e( W ) + r {Φ( W ) + Ψ( W )}⎤ .
W (m=
⎣⎢
⎦⎥

(32)

3.4 Performance evaluation
Performance of MU-MIMO system using the considered algorithm is evaluated by
computer simulation. Simulation parameters are shown in Table 2. As a channel model, we
consider a set of 8 plane waves transmitted in random direction within the angle range of 12
degrees at the BS. Each of the plane waves has constant amplitude and takes the random
phase distributed from 0 to 2π. All users are randomly distributed with a uniform
distribution in a range of the coverage area of a BS. Channel states and distribution of users
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change independently at every frame. Transmit weights are determined with recursive
calculation given in Eq.(32). Receive weights are determined by observing the pilot symbols.
The upper limit of the average transmit power for an antenna element normalized by the
upper limit of the total transmit power is denoted as
pth
,
Pth

(33)

1
≤γ ≤1
K

(34)

γ=
where

In Eq.(34), γ=1 corresponds to the case without constraint of per-antenna transmit power.
The minimum value of γ is 1/K which corresponds to, the strictest case where per-antenna
transmit power is limited within the minimum value. The maximum permissible power per
user (Pth/N) to noise power ratio is defined as

SNR max =

Pth / N
E[|ni |2 ]

(35)

where E[ni2] denotes the average noise power corresponding to the user #i.
Channel Model

Flat uncorrelated quasistatic Rayeigh fading

Modulation Method

QPSK

Number of Pilot Symbols (Np)

34 [symbols/frame]

Number of Data Symbols (Nd)

460 [symbols/frame]

Average propagation loss

0 [dB] (Except for Figs.20 and 21)

Antenna element spacing

5.25λ

Table 2. Simulation Parameters
Figures 14(a) and (b) show complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of
average transmit power of transmit signal measured at every frames with respect to antenna
#1. The number of transmit antennas is set to 4 and 8, respectively. The number of users is 2.
The maximum permissible transmit power is set to Pth=1.0, and average noise power is set
to E [ni2]=0.1. From these figures, we can see that transmit power of the signal at antenna #1
can be kept below pth.
Figures 15 and 16 show the received SINR as a function of γ, where SNRmax is set to 10 dB.
Note that SINR is the same as SNR when the number of users is 1. In these figures, we can
see that the degradation in SINR at γ=1/K is about 0.5dB and 0.6～1.0dB for K=4 and 8 as
compared with the case of γ =1. It is shown that SINR is slightly degraded when γ ≤ 0.4 and
γ ≤ 0.3 for K=4 and K=8, respectively. This is because the probability that transmit power of
the signal at a certain antenna element exceeds γ becomes low as γ increases. The received
SINR is degraded as the number of users increases, because the diversity effect is reduced
attributable to the decrease of a degree of freedom on the number of antennas.
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Figures 17 and 18 show BER performance as a function of SNRmax, where the number of
users is set to 1∼3 for K=4 in Fig.17, and set to 3 for K=8 in Fig.18. In these figures, we can
see that, when the maximum per-antenna transmit power is limited to 1/K, BER
performances is degraded by about 0.7∼0.8 dB at BER=10-2 as compared with case of γ=1.

(a) K=4, N=2

(b) K=8, N=2
Fig. 14. CCDF of average transmit power of the signal measured at every frames with
respect to antenna #1
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Fig. 15. SINR vs. γ (K=4, SNRmax=10dB)

Fig. 16. SINR vs. γ (K=8, SNRmax=10dB)
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Fig. 17. Bit Error Rate Performance (K=4)

Fig. 18. Bit Error Rate Performance (K=8, N=3)
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4. Conclusion
We proposed optimization algorithms of transmit and receive weights for MIMO systems,
where the transmitter is equipped with a virtual MIMO channel and virtual receiver to
calculate the transmitter weight. First, we proposed an iterative optimization of transmit
and receive weights for E-SDM systems, where a least mean square algorithm is used to
determine the weight coefficients. The proposed method can be easily extended to the case
of E-SDM in MIMO system with arbitrary number of transmit and receive antennas. Second,
we proposed a weight optimization method of MIMO systems under constraints of the total
transmit power for all antenna elements and the maximum transmit power for an antenna
element. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated for QPSK signal in MUMIMO system with K antenna elements on the transmitter side and single antenna element
at the receive side. It is clarified that the degradation of received SINR attributable to
constraint of per antenna power is 0.5∼1.0 dB in case where the maximum transmit power
for an antenna element is limited to 1/K for the number of antenna of K=4 and 8. These
results mean that the proposed optimization algorithm enables to use a low cost power
amplifier at base stations in MIMO systems.
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1. Introduction
Multiple-input multi-output (MIMO), emerged as one of the most signiﬁcant breakthroughs
in wireless communications theory over the last two decades, is considered as a key to meeting
the increasing demands for high data rates and mass wireless access services over a limited
spectrum bandwidth. Transmit beamforming with receive combining is a low-complexity
technique to exploit the beneﬁts of MIMO wireless systems. It has received much interest
over the last few years, because it provides substantial performance improvement without
sophisticated signal processing. In order to enable the beamforming operation, either full or
partial channel state information (CSI) has to be furnished to the transmitter. With full CSI,
the optimal transmit beamforming scheme is maximum ratio transmission (MRT) [Dighe et
al. (2003a)], where the principal right singular vector of the channel matrix is used as the
beamforming vector. In Rayleigh fading, exact expressions for the symbol error rate (SER)
of MRT were derived in [Dighe et al. (2003a;b)], and the asymptotic error performance was
studied in [Zhou & Dai (2006)].
However, in certain application scenarios, e.g. frequency division duplex (FDD) systems,
CSI is not usually available at the transmitter. To cope with the lack of CSI, a beamforming
scheme based on ﬁnite-rate feedback has been proposed in the literature, where the CSI is
quantized at the receiver and fed back to the transmitter. This scheme has been adopted
in current 3GPP speciﬁcations. Under the assumption of independent block-fading and
the assumption of delay- and error-free feedback, the design and performance analysis of
quantized beamforming systems have been well investigated. Different beamformer design
methods were developed in [Mukkavilli et al. (2003); Love & Heath (2003); Xia & Giannakis
(2006)]. In multiple-input single-output (MISO) cases, lower bounds to the outage probability
and symbol error rate (SER) were derived in [Mukkavilli et al. (2003)] and [Zhou et al. (2005)],
respectively. In MIMO cases, the average receive signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and outage
probability were studied in [Mondal & Heath (2006)]. Analytical results showed that full
diversity order can be achieved by a well-designed beamformer [Love & Heath (2005)].
This chapter highlights recent advances in beamforming based on ﬁnite-rate feedback from a
communication-theoretic perspective. We ﬁrst study the SER performance when the feedback
link is delay- and error-free. Then non-ideal factors in the feedback link are investigated, and
countermeasures are proposed to compensate the performance degradation due to non-ideal
feedback.
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Fig. 1. A beamforming system based on ﬁnite-rate feedback.
The notations used in this chapter are conformed to the following convention. Bold upper
and lower case letters are used to denote matrices and column vectors, respectively. (·) T , and
(·)∗ refer to transpose and conjugate transpose, respectively. � · � and � · �F stand for vector
2-norm and matrix Frobenius norm, respectively. I N refers to the N × N identity matrix.
CN (μ, σ2 ) stands for the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with mean μ
and covariance σ2 . Pr and denote the probability and expectation operators, respectively.

2. An upper bound on the SER
In this section, we evaluate the SER of a beamforming system based on ﬁnite-rate feedback.
Assuming a delay- and error-free feedback link, we derive an upper bound on the average
SER, and prove that the bound is asymptotically tight in high SNR regions.
2.1 System model

Consider an MIMO system with Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas. The wireless channel is
assumed to be frequency-ﬂat, and is modeled as an Nr × Nt random matrix H. The (m, n)-th
entry of the channel matrix, hm,n , denotes the fading coefﬁcient between the n-th transmit
antenna and the m-th receive antenna. We assume an independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading. Then the fading coefﬁcient hm,n ’s are independent of each other and
distributed as CN (0, 1).
The system adopts transmit beamforming with receive combining, as shown in Figure 1.
is weighted by a beamforming
At the transmitter, the information-bearing symbol s ∈
vector, and transmitted simultaneously from all antennas. Then the Nt × 1 transmitted signal
vector is given by x = w s, where w = [w1 , · · · , w Nt ] T denotes the beamforming vector. The
beamforming vector is a unit-norm vector, satisfying �w� = 1. At the receiver, the Nr × 1
received signal vector can be expressed as
y = Hw s + η,

(1)

where η refers to the noise vector with independent CN (0, N0 ) entries. Assuming that the
receiver knows the channel H and the beamforming vector w, it performs receive combining
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to the received signal, using the maximum ratio combining (MRC) vector [Love & Heath
(2003)]
Hw
z=
.
�Hw�
The signal r ∈ after receive combining can be written as
r = z∗ y = z∗ Hw s + z∗ η,

(2)

and the corresponding instantaneous receive SNR is given by
γ = γS �Hw�2 ,

where

γS 

(3)

(|s|2 )/N0

(4)

is the average symbol SNR.
In a beamforming system based on ﬁnite-rate feedback, the beamforming vector w is restricted
to lie in a ﬁnite set (codebook) that is known to both the transmitter and receiver. The
codebook, denoted as C , is designed in advance and consists of Nc = 2B unit-norm codewords
C = {c1 , · · · , c Nc }. The receiver selects the favorable codeword from the codebook according
to
(5)
copt = arg max �Hc�2 .
c∈C

If the codeword ck is selected (copt = ck ), its index k is sent to the transmitter via a feedback
link, requiring B bits each time. In this section, we focus on the case of delay- and error-free
feedback. The transmitter obtains the index of the optimal codeword, and uses the codeword
as beamforming vector. Then we have
w = copt

(delay- and error-free feedback).

(6)

As in [Love & Heath (2005)], we assume the beamforming codewords {c1 , · · · , c Nc } span Nt .
This property guarantees the soundness of several steps in the following derivation. We note
that it is a mild condition. To our knowledge, all well-designed codebooks, e.g. those in [Love
& Heath (2003); Xia & Giannakis (2006)] and 3GPP speciﬁcations, satisfy this condition.
2.2 SER analysis

For notation brevity, phase-shift keying (PSK) signals are assumed in the derivations.
Conditioned on the instantaneous SNR γ, the SER of M-ary PSK can be expressed as [Simon
& Alouini (2005), Eq.(8.23)]
PE =

1
π



( M −1) π
M

0

 g γ
dθ,
exp − PSK
sin2 θ

(7)

where gPSK = sin2 (π/M) is a constellation-dependent constant. Applying (6) and (5) to (3),
the instantaneous SNR of the beamforming system is given by
γ = γS �Hw�2 = γS �Hcopt �2 = γS max �Hc�2
c∈C

(8)

Then substituting (8) into (7) and taking expectation, the average SER of the beamforming
system can be written as
PE 

PE =

1
π



( M −1) π
M

0


 g γ
exp − PSK2 S max �Hc�2 dθ,
sin θ c∈C

(9)
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where the expectation is respect to the channel matrix H.
To ﬁnd an upper bound on the average SER, we ﬁrst study the expectation term in the
right-hand-side of (9), as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let H be an Nr × Nt random matrix with i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries, and deﬁne
H̃  H/�H�F .

Then for a given beamforming codebook C , and a given t ≥ 0, we have

 
− Nt Nr
exp − t · max �Hc�2 ≤ 1 + t · gCB
,

(10)

c∈ C

where

gCB 

 

max �H̃c�2
c∈ C

− Nt Nr − Nt1Nr

(11)

is a codebook-dependent parameter.
Proof: Since the channel matrix H has i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries, �H�2F is chi-square distributed
and independent of H̃ . The moment generating function of �H�2F is given by


exp − s�H�2F = (1 + s)− Nt Nr .
(12)
Therefore we have


exp − t · max �Hc�2 =
c∈C

=

Notice that when x, t > 0,

 



 

exp − t · �H�2F · max �H̃c�2 H̃
c∈C

1 + t · max �H̃c�
c∈C



2 − Nt Nr

.

(13)


− Nt Nr
− 1
f ( x ) = 1 + t · x Nt Nr

is a concave function with respect to x. We can apply Jensen’s inequality to the right-hand-side
of (13), and obtain





− Nt Nr 
− Nt Nr − Nt1Nr − Nt Nr
1 + t · max �H̃c�2
=
1 + t · max �H̃c�2
c∈C
c∈C





treated as a r. v.

≤ 1+t·

 

max �H̃c�2
c∈C

Substituting this into (13), we reach the desired result (10).

− Nt Nr − Nt1Nr



− Nt Nr

.

(14)



In Lemma 1, the deﬁnition of gCB is not given in a closed-form. Its value has to be evaluated
numerically. In the following lemma, we will further study the parameter, and derive a
closed-form approximation for it.
Lemma 2. The parameter gCB satisﬁes 0 ≤ gCB ≤ 1 . Moreover, for a well-designed codebook, it can
be approximated by
− Nt Nr
gCB

� Nc C1 ( Nt Nr − 1)! ( Nt − 1)

Nt −2 

∑

n =0


−( N N −1−n)
− 1)
Nt − 2 (−1)n (C2 t r
,
Nt Nr − 1 − n
n

(15)
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where
C1  Nt Nr
and

min( Nt ,Nr )

∏

n =1

[min( Nt , Nr ) − n]!
( Nt + Nr − n)!

�
� 1
C2  1 − 1/Nc Nt −1 .

(16)

(17)

Proof: We ﬁrst prove 0 ≤ gCB ≤ 1. It is clear from the deﬁnition that gCB ≥ 0. To see gCB ≤ 1,
consider the following equality
��
�
�− Nt Nr �
�
�− Nt Nr �
1 + t · max �H̃c�2
lim t Nt Nr 1 + t · max �H̃c�2
=
lim t Nt Nr
t→∞
t→∞
c∈C
c∈C
��
�
�
−
N
N
t
r
max �H̃c�2
.
(18)
=
c∈C

By the deﬁnition (11), (18) implies that

��

− Nt Nr
gCB
= lim t Nt Nr
t→∞

1 + t · max �H̃c�2
c∈C

Notice that �H̃�F = 1 and �c� = 1, ∀c ∈ C . Therefore

�− Nt Nr �

(19)

max �H̃c�2 ≤ 1
c∈C

and
So we have

��

1 + t · max �H̃c�2
c∈C

− Nt Nr
gCB
= lim t Nt Nr
t→∞

≥ lim t

Nt Nr

t→∞

�− Nt Nr �

��

≥ (1 + t)− Nt Nr .

1 + t · max �H̃c�2

(1 + t )

c∈C
− Nt Nr

�− Nt Nr �

= 1,

(20)

which implies β C ≤ 1.
To obtain (15), recall Equation (13) in the proof of Lemma 1. Substituting it into (19) yields
�
�
− Nt Nr
(21)
= lim t Nt Nr exp − t · max �Hc�2 .
gCB
t→∞

c∈C

Let the eigen-decomposition of the channel be denoted as
⎡
⎤⎡ ∗ ⎤
u1
λ1
�
�⎢
⎥ ⎢ .. ⎥
∗
.
..
H H = u1 , · · · , u Nt ⎣
⎦⎣ . ⎦
u∗Nt
λ Nt

(22)

where λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ Nt ≥ 0 and u1 , · · · , u Nt denote the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors,
respectively. We have the following inequality

�Hc�2 = c∗ H∗ Hc =

Nt

∑ λn |u∗n c|2 ≥ λ1 |u1∗ c|2 .

n =1

(23)
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Substituting (23) into (21), one obtains


exp − tλ1 · max |u1∗ c|2 .

− Nt Nr
gCB
≤ lim t Nt Nr
t→∞

c∈C

(24)

In an i.i.d. Rayleigh fading scenario, H∗ H is Wishart distributed. The eigenvalue and
eigenvector of a Wishart matrix are independent of each other. So (24) can be expressed as
  ∞
  

− Nt Nr
≤ lim t Nt Nr
e−txz pλ1 ( x ) dx d Pr max |u1∗ c|2 < z
gCB
t→∞

=

 

0

lim t

Nt Nr

t→∞

 ∞
0

e

−txz

c∈C

  

pλ1 ( x ) dx d Pr max |u1∗ c|2 < z
c∈C

(25)

Since H∗ H is Wishart distributed, the probability density function (PDF) of its largest
eigenvalue λ1 has the asymptotic property [Zhou & Dai (2006)]
x → 0+ ,

pλ1 ( x ) = C1 x Nt Nr −1 + o ( x Nt Nr −1 ),

(26)

where C1 is deﬁned in (16), and o ( x Nt Nr −1 ) stands for a function a( x ) satisfying
limx→0+ a( x )/x Nt Nr −1 = 0. Then we have
lim t Nt Nr

t→∞

 ∞
0

 ∞

e−txz pλ1 ( x ) dx = lim t Nt Nr
e−yz pλ1 (y/t) d(y/t)
t→∞
0


 ∞
−yz
Nt Nr −1
e
pλ1 (y/t) dy
=
lim t
0

=

0

t→∞

e−yz C1 y Nt Nr −1 dy

= C1 ( Nt Nr − 1)! z− Nt Nr

Substituting (27) into (25) yields
− Nt Nr
gCB
≤ C1 ( Nt Nr − 1)!

 ∞



 

z− Nt Nr d Pr max |u1∗ c|2 < z .
c∈C

(27)

(28)

For a well-designed codebook, the Voronoi cells of the codewords can be approximated by
’spherical caps’, which leads to a very tight bound [Zhou et al. (2005)]


Pr max |u1∗ c|2 < z ≥ 1 − Nc (1 − z) Nt −1 , C2 ≤ z ≤ 1,
(29)
c∈C

where C2 is deﬁned in (17). The inequalities (28) and (29) are both tight. We now treat
then as approximations, and substitute (29) into (28). After performing the integration, the

right-hand-side of (15) is obtained.

We then apply the results in Lemma 1 and 2 to the SER analysis. Setting t = gPSK γS / sin2 θ
and after some manipulations, (10) becomes
 Nt Nr
 
 g γ
sin2 θ
PSK S
2
.
(30)
max �Hc� ≤
exp −
sin2 θ c∈C
gPSK gCB γS + sin2 θ

Substituting this into (9), we obtain an upper bound on the average SER of M-ary PSK signal
 Nt Nr
 ( M −1) π 
M
sin2 θ
1
ub
PE ≤ PE =
dθ,
(31)
π 0
gPSK gCB γS + sin2 θ
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which is the main result of this section.
At last, we give two remarks on the SER bound.
Remark 1 (Asymptotic behavior). The upper bound has the merit of being asymptotically
tight. In fact, at high SNR, we have
G = lim γSNt Nr P E
γS → ∞

 ( M −1) π
 g γ

M
1
lim γSNt Nr
exp − PSK2 S max �Hc�2 dθ
π γS → ∞
0
sin θ c∈C




 ( M −1) π 

 g γ
2
N
N
t
r
M
sin θ
gPSK γS Nt Nr
1
PSK S
2
=
exp
−
�
Hc
�
max
lim
dθ
γS → ∞
π 0
gPSK
sin2 θ
sin2 θ c∈C

 ( M −1) π 
(21) 1
M
gPSK γS Nt Nr
=
( gCB )− Nt Nr dθ
π 0
sin2 θ
(9)

=

=

1
π



( M −1) π
M

0

(sin θ )2Nt Nr
dθ .
( gPSK gCB ) Nt Nr

(32)
−1

This equation shows that as γS → ∞, P E decreases as GγS− Nt Nr + o (γS− Nt Nr ). G Nt Nr is usually
referred to as the coding gain. On the other hand, it is easily veriﬁed that
ub

lim γSNt Nr P E = G .

γS → ∞

Therefore, (31) is asymptotically tight at high SNR. Moreover, when γS = 0, both sides of (31)
are equal to ( M − 1)/M. So the bound holds with equality. This guarantees the tightness of
the bound at low SNR.
Remark 2 (Extension to other constellations). For brevity, we have assumed a phase-shift
keying (PSK) signal in the derivation of the SER bound. However, the same procedure can
be applied to other 2-D constellations. For example, the SER of square quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM), conditioned on the instantaneous SNR γ, can be expressed as [Simon &
Alouini (2005)]
√
√




 g
 g
4( M − 1) π/4
4( M − 1) π/2
QAM γ
QAM γ
√
dθ
dθ,
exp −
+
exp
−
PE,QAM =
πM
0
π/4
sin2 θ
sin2 θ
π M

where M is the constellation size, and gQAM = 1.5/( M − 1). This equation has a similar form
to (7). Using the procedure of deriving (31), we can obtain an upper bound on the average
SER of QAM
√
 Nt Nr


sin2 θ
4( M − 1) π/4
P E,QAM = PE,QAM ≤
dθ
πM
0
gQAM gCB γS + sin2 θ
√
 Nt Nr


sin2 θ
4( M − 1) π/2
√
dθ .
(33)
+
π/4
gQAM gCB γS + sin2 θ
π M
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2.3 Extension to correlated rayleigh fading

In a correlated Rayleigh fading channel, the system model is the same as in Section 2.1, except
that the channel matrix is modeled as
vec(H) = Φ hw ,

(34)

where hw refers to an Nt Nr × 1 random vector with independent CN (0, 1) entries; Φ is an
Nt Nr × Nt Nr positive deﬁnite matrix; and vec(H) denotes the Nt Nr × 1 vector of stacked
columns of H. Φ 2 (= ΦΦ ∗ ) is usually called the channel correlation matrix.
The idea used in Section 2.2 can be extended to correlated Rayleigh fading scenarios. For
M-ary PSK signals, we can prove that the average SER is upper bounded by
1
PE ≤
π



( M −1) π
M

0

where



sin2 θ
gPSK gCB gCor γS + sin2 θ

 Nt Nr

dθ,

(35)


 1
gCor  det(Φ 2 ) Nt Nr

is a parameter depends on the channel correlation matrix. The proof of this bound is out
of the scope of this book. Interesting readers are referred to [Zhu et al. (2010)] for detailed
derivations.
The bound (35) is asymptotically tight at high and low SNRs [Zhu et al. (2010)]. However, at
medium SNR, the tightness of the bound is not guaranteed because it does not fully reﬂect
the effect of channel correlation. Based on extensive simulations, we propose the following
conjectured SER formula
PE

conjectured

≤

1
π



( M −1) π
M

0

Nt Nr

sin2 θ
dθ,
2
i =1 gPSK gCB γS λΦ2, i + sin θ

∏

(36)

where λΦ2, i denotes the i-th eigenvalue of Φ2 . We have not been able to prove the conjecture
as yet. Some discussion in support of it is presented in [Zhu et al. (2010)].
2.4 Numerical results

Simulations are carried out for 2Tx-2Rx and 4Tx-2Rx antenna conﬁgurations. QPSK and
16-QAM constellations are used in the simulations. The 2Tx-2Rx system uses the 2-bit
Grassmannian codebook ([Love & Heath (2003)]-TABLE II), and the 4Tx-2Rx system adopts
the 4-bit codebook in 3GPP speciﬁcation ([3GPP TS 36.211 (2009)]-Table 6.3.4.2.3-2).
Figure 2 and 3 show the average SER in uncorrelated Rayleigh fading. The SER bounds (31)
(33) are tight in these ﬁgures.
We also consider a correlated Rayleigh fading channel. The channel correlation matrix Φ2 is
generated according to the 802.11n model D [Erceg et al. (2004)]. We assume uniform linear
arrays with 0.5-wavelength adjacent antenna spacing, as in [Erceg et al. (2004), Section 7].
Figure 4 and 5 plot the average SER in this fading environment. In both ﬁgures, the gap
between the simulation result and the bound (35) is no more than 2 dB. The conjectured SER
formula (36) is even tighter than the bound.
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Fig. 2. SER of the 2Tx-2Rx beamforming system in Rayleigh fading environment.
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Fig. 3. SER of the 4Tx-2Rx beamforming system in Rayleigh fading environment.
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Fig. 4. SER of the 2Tx-2Rx beamforming system in correlated Rayleigh fading environment.
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Fig. 5. SER of the 4Tx-2Rx beamforming system in correlated Rayleigh fading environment.
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Fig. 6. A ﬁnite-rate beamforming system with index permutation.

3. Effect of feedback error and index assignment
In Section 2, the feedback link is assumed to be error-free, but feedback error is inevitable
in practice. In this section, we study a ﬁnite-rate beamforming system with feedback error.
It is shown that feedback error deteriorates not only the array gain but also the diversity
gain. To mitigate the effect of feedback error, IA technique is adopted, which is popular
in conventional VQ designs (see [Zeger & Gersho (1990)] [Ben-David & Malah (2005)]
and references therein). IA technique is preferable to other error-protection methods, e.g.
error-control coding, because it requires neither additional feedback bits nor additional signal
processing, i.e. it is redundancy-free.
3.1 System model

The ﬁnite-rate beamforming system with feedback error is illustrated in Figure 6. The forward
part of this system is similar to that in Section 2.1. The wireless channel is modeled as an
Nr × Nt random matrix with i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries. The input-output of the forward part is
given by
(37)
r = z∗ Hw s + z∗ η,
where
-

H denotes the Nr × Nt channel matrix. Assuming i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, the entries of H
are independent CN (0, 1) random variables;
s∈

w∈

is the information-bearing symbol;
Nt

stands for the unit-norm beamforming vector;

z = Hw/�Hw� is the MRC combining vector;

η∈
r∈

Nr

refers to the noise vector with independent CN (0, N0 ) entries;

denotes the signal after receive combining.

The instantaneous receive SNR in (37) is given by
γ = γS �Hw�2 ,
where

γS 

(|s|2 )/N0

(38)
(39)

is the average symbol SNR.
In the system, the beamforming vector w is determined by feedback information. The receiver
conveys the feedback information to the transmitter via a low-rate feedback link, which
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consists of the ﬁve blocks at the bottom of Figure 6. The ‘Index permutation’ and ‘Inverse
permutation’ blocks are used to cope with feedback error. A codebook C = {c1 , · · · , c Nc }
is designed in advance and stored at both the transmitter and the receiver. The codewords
ck ’s are unit-norm vector. The receiver selects the optimal codeword that maximize the
instantaneous receive SNR, i.e.
(40)
copt = arg max �Hc�2 .
c∈C

If the codeword ck is selected (copt = ck ), its index k is fed into the ‘Index permutation’
block, which performs permutation Π on this index and outputs Π(k). The permutation Π
is an invertible (one-to-one and onto) operator from the index set {1, · · · , Nc } to itself. For
each index k, Π uniquely maps it to another index Π(k) ∈ {1, · · · , Nc }. Given the codebook
cardinality Nc , there are Nc ! permutations [Ben-David & Malah (2005)]. For example, when
Nc = 3, one possible permutation is to map 1 → 3, 2 → 1, and 3 → 2, respectively.
The permutated index Π(k) is then sent to the transmitter via the ’feedback channel’, which is
modeled as a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) with transition probability


i, j = 1, · · · , Nc .
(41)
T [ i, j ] = Pr DMC output is j | DMC input is i ,

Due to possible feedback error, the feedback channel does not always output the correct
information. Supposing that the output of the feedback channel is Π(�), the transmitter
performs the inverse-permutation Π−1 on Π(�) and obtains the index �. The corresponding
codeword c� is used to update the beamforming vector. Conditioned on the optimal codeword
copt = ck , the probability that the transmitter uses c� as the beamforming vector is given by
Pr(w = c� |copt = ck ) = Pr (DMC output is Π(�) | DMC input is Π(k))

= T [ Π(k), Π(�)],

k, � = 1, · · · , Nc .

(42)

Feedback error will deteriorate the performance of beamforming. In the following, we will
quantify the effect of feedback error on the diversity gain and array gain.
3.2 The diversity gain

Diversity gain refers to the slope of SER-vs-SNR curve (on a log-log scale) as SNR approaches
inﬁnity. With error-free feedback, a well-designed beamformer can provide full diversity gain
Nt × Nr if the codebook cardinality Nc ≥ Nt [Love & Heath (2005)]. However, the diversity
gain may decrease to Nr due to feedback error, as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. For the beamforming system described in Section 3.1, the diversity gain equals to Nr , if the
transition probability of the DMC feedback channel satisﬁes
T [ i, j ] ≥ Tmin > 0,

i, j = 1, · · · , Nc .

(43)

Proof: According to [Tse & Viswanath (2005)], the diversity gain is equal to
lim −

γS → ∞

log Pout
,
log γS

(44)

where Pout denotes the outage probability. For the beamforming system based on ﬁnite-rate
feedback, the outage probability is given by [Mukkavilli et al. (2003); Mondal & Heath (2006)]


Pout = Pr log2 (1 + γS �Hw�2 ) < R


(45)
= Pr �Hw�2 < (2R − 1)/γS ,
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where R denotes the desired transmission rate. By the law of total probability, the
right-hand-side of (45) can be expanded to give




2R − 1 
Pout = ∑ ∑ Pr �Hc� � <
 copt = ck Pr w = c� , copt = ck
γ
S
k=1 �=1



Nc Nc
R
(42)
2 − 1 
2
copt = ck T [ Π(k), Π(�)] Pr(copt = ck )
= ∑ ∑ Pr �Hc� � <
γS 
k=1 �=1



Nc Nc
(43)
2R − 1 
≥ Tmin ∑ ∑ Pr �Hc� �2 <
=
c
c
opt
k Pr(copt = ck )
γS 
�=1 k=1


Nc
2R − 1
= Tmin ∑ Pr �Hc� �2 <
.
γS
�=1
Nc Nc



2

(46)

Similarly, because T [ Π(k), Π(�)] ≤ 1 holds trivially, we have
Pout ≤



2R − 1
2
Pr
�
Hc
�
<
.
∑
�
γS
l =1
Nc

(47)

Since the codeword c� is deterministic and unit-norm, Hc� is a Gaussian distributed random
vector with zero mean and covariance I Nr . So �Hc� �2 has a central chi-square distribution
with 2Nr degrees of freedom. Hence

 R


m

2R − 1
2 − 1 Nr −1 1 2R − 1
Pr �Hc� �2 <
= 1 − exp −
,
∑ m! γS
γS
γS
m =0




∀ �.

(48)

 f ( γS )

Substituting this equation into (46) and (47), one obtains

Tmin Nc f (γS ) ≤ Pout ≤ Nc f (γS ) .
Then, using the squeezing theorem, we get the diversity gain
lim −

γS → ∞

log Pout
log f (γS )
= lim −
= Nr ,
γS → ∞
log γS
log γS

(49)

where the last equality can be derived by repeatedly applying L’Hospital’s rule. This is the

desired result.
Two remarks about Lemma 3 are in order.
Remark 1 (BSC). The constraint (43) is satisﬁed by many DMC’s. For example, binary
symmetric channel (BSC) is an important DMC, whose transition probability is
TBSC [ i, j ] = p dH (i−1, j−1) (1 − p) B−dH (i−1, j−1)

i, j = 1, · · · , Nc ,

(50)

where p is a parameter of the BSC; Nc = 2B ; and dH (i − 1, j − 1) denotes the Hamming distance
between the binary representations of i − 1 and j − 1. The BSC satisﬁes (43) if p > 0. Hence, a
beamforming system based on ﬁnite-rate feedback can only achieve a diversity gain of Nr , if
the feedback channel is a BSC.
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Remark 2(Comparison with STBC). With error-free feedback, ﬁnite-rate beamforming
outperforms space-time block coding (STBC), because beamforming provides not only
diversity gain but also array gain. However, this conclusion should be reconsidered if there
exists feedback error. According to Lemma 1, a beamforming system based on ﬁnite-rate
feedback may suffer from a large diversity gain loss due to feedback error. So at sufﬁciently
high SNR, the performance of beamforming will be worse than that of STBC. The comparison
at low-to-medium SNR is of practical importance, but out of the scope of this book.
3.3 The array gain

The array gain is deﬁned as the ratio of the average receive SNR γ and the symbol SNR γS .
It reﬂects the increase in average receive SNR that arises from the coherent combining effect
of multiple antennas.
Consider the case that the receiver selects ck as the optimal codeword, but the transmitter uses
c as the beamforming vector due to feedback error. The average receive SNR conditioned on
this case is
�
�
�
γS �Hc �2 � copt = ck = γS c∗ (H∗ H|copt = ck ) c .
Therefore, by the law of total expectation, the array gain can be written as
Nc Nc
(γ)
= ∑ ∑ c∗
γS
k=1 =1

(42)

=

Nc Nc

∑ ∑ c∗

k=1 =1

� ∗ �
�
�
�
H H � copt = ck c Pr w = c , copt = ck

� ∗ �
�
H H � copt = ck c T [ Π(k), Π(l )] Pr(copt = ck ).

(51)

� ∗
�
In the right-hand-side of (51), the accurate values of
H H|copt = ck and Pr(copt = ck ) are
hard to obtain, but their approximations can be derived as follows.
Since the channel matrix H has independent CN (0, 1) entries, H∗ H is Wishart distributed. Its
eigen-decomposition is denoted as
⎡
λ1
�
⎢
..
H∗ H = u1 , · · · , u Nt ⎣
.
�

⎤
u1∗
Nt
⎥ ⎢ .. ⎥
∗
⎦ ⎣ . ⎦ = ∑ λn un un
n =1
u∗Nt
λ Nt
⎤⎡

(52)

where λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ Nt ≥ 0 and u1 , · · · , u Nt denote the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors,
respectively.
�
�The distribution of nonzero eigenvalues is known. The eigen matrix U =
u1 , · · · , u Nt is uniformly distributed on the group of Nt × Nt unitary matrices and
independent of the eigenvalues [Love & Heath (2003), Lemma 1].
If the feedback channel is perfect, the transmitter uses the eigenvector u1 as the beamforming
vector, which is called maximum ratio transmission (MRT). But this is not the case in
practice, where the quantized information — the optimal codeword copt — is fed back to the
transmitter. Then, one would expect that the ideal feedback information u1 and the quantized
version copt are ‘close’. Since both u1 and copt belong to the unit hypersphere
Ω Nt  {x ∈

Nt

: x ∗ x = 1},

a suitable measure of their ‘closeness’ is the chordal distance, deﬁned as
�
x1 , x2 ∈ Ω Nt .
dc (x1 , x2 ) = 1 − |x1∗ x2 |2 ,

(53)

(54)
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Now deﬁne a spherical cap centered at the codeword ck as

√ 
S(ck ) = x ∈ Ω Nt : dc (x, ck ) < α


= x ∈ Ω Nt : |x∗ ck |2 > 1 − α , k = 1, · · · , Nc .

(55)

We use the event {u1 ∈ S(ck )} to approximate the event {copt = ck }, which leads to the
following approximations
 ∗

H H | copt = ck �

(52)

{H∗ H | u1 ∈ S(ck )} =

Nt

∑

n =1

(λn )

Pr(copt = ck ) � Pr {u1 ∈ S(ck )} .




un u∗n | u1 ∈ S(ck ) ,

(56)
(57)

In order to simplify the right-hand-side of (56), we derive the following result.
Lemma 4. If U = [u1 , · · · , u Nt ] is uniformly distributed on the group of Nt × Nt unitary matrices,
then
α
I + (1 − α) ck c∗k , k = 1, · · · , Nc ;
(58)
{u1 u1∗ | u1 ∈ S(ck )} =
Nt Nt

{un u∗n | u1 ∈ S(ck )} =

Nt − α
1−α
I −
c c∗ ,
Nt ( Nt − 1) Nt Nt − 1 k k

n = 2, · · · , Nt , k = 1, · · · , Nc .

(59)

Proof: Since U is uniformly distributed, u1 is uniformly distributed on the unit hypersphere
Ω Nt . Conditioned on a particular realization of u1 , un , n = 2, · · · , Nt , is uniformly distributed
on the set [Marzetta & Hochwald (1999)]

O(u1 ) = {un ∈ Ω Nt : u∗n u1 = 0}.
Therefore

{u1 u1∗ | u1 ∈ S(ck )} =
{un u∗n | u1

∈ S(ck )} =

where
C0 =
such that



S(ck )




S(ck )
S(ck )

C0 u1 u1∗ du1 ,
C0



( Nt − 1)!
,
2π Nt α Nt −1

C0 du1 = 1,

(60)

C1 un u∗n dun

O(u1 )

C1 =


O(u1 )



du1 ,

( Nt − 2)!
,
2π Nt −1

n = 2, · · · , Nt ,

(61)

(62)

C1 dun = 1.

The calculation of (60). Let Θ = [ck , Θ0 ] be a unitary matrix, where Θ0 is chosen arbitrarily
with the constraint that Θ is unitary. Using the transformation v = Θ∗ u1 , S(ck ) is rotated to

S(e1 ) = {x ∈ Ω Nt : |x∗ e1 |2 > 1 − α},
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where e1  [1, 0, · · · , 0] T . The Jacobian of this transformation is 1, because Θ is unitary. Hence,
applying the transformation v = Θ∗ u1 to the right-hand-side of (60) gives
� �
�
�
C0 Θvv∗ Θ∗ dv = Θ C0
vv∗ dv Θ∗ .
(63)
{u1 u1∗ | u1 ∈ S(ck )} =
S(e1 )

�

S(e1 )

The surface integration S(e1 ) vv∗ dv can be converted to 2Nt − 1 dimensional multiple
integration [Fleming (1977)]. Let
�
�
G = y ∈ 2Nt −1 : −π < y1 < π, y22 + · · · + y22Nt −1 < α .
(64)

Construct the transformation g : G → S(e1 )
�
⎧
⎪
�(
v
)
=
g
(
y
)
=
1 − y22 − · · · − y22Nt −1 cos y1 ,
⎪
1
1
⎪
⎪
�
⎪
⎪
⎨ �(v ) = g (y) = 1 − y2 − · · · − y2
2
1
2
2Nt −1 sin y1 ,
⎪
⎪
�(vn ) = g2n−1 (y) = y2n−2 ,
n = 2, · · · , Nt ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
�(vn ) = g2n (y) = y2n−1 ,
n = 2, · · · , Nt ,

(65)

where �(vn ) and �(vn ) denote the real and imaginary parts of the nth entry of v respectively.
It can be veriﬁed that
�
J g  det [( Dg)T ( Dg)] = 1 ,
(66)
where Dg denotes the 2Nt × (2Nt − 1) differential matrix. The (i, j)-th entry of Dg is given by

[ Dg]i,j =

∂gi
,
∂y j

i = 1, · · · , 2Nt , j = 1, · · · , 2Nt − 1.

Then, under the transformation v = g(y),
�
��
�
�
�
�
�
vv∗ dv
=
�(vn )�(v� ) + �(vn )�(v� ) + j �(vn )�(v� ) − �(vn )�(v� ) dv
S(e1 )

n,�

S(e1 )

� ��

��
g2n−1 g2l −1 + g2n g2l ] + j [ g2n g2l −1 − g2n−1 g2l J g dy
G
��
�
�
�
�
=
g2n−1 g2l −1 dy + g2n g2l dy + j
g2n g2l −1 dy − g2n−1 g2l dy

=

G

G

G

G

The calculation of these integrations is straightforward, e.g.
�

G

g3 g3 dy =

�

G

y22 dy =

� π

−π

dy1

�

y22 +···+y22N −1 <
t

α

y22 dy2 · · · dy2Nt −1 =

πα Nt
.
Nt !

Collecting the results, one obtains
C0

�

S(e1 )

vv∗ dv =

Substituting (67) into (63), we get (58).

α
I + (1 − α) e1 e1∗ .
Nt Nt

(67)
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The calculation of (61) . The derivation of the inner integration in the right-hand-side of (61)
is along the line of the calculation of (60). So it is omitted here. The result is


1 
(68)
I Nt − u1 u1∗ .
C1 un u∗n dun =
Nt − 1
O(u1 )

Substituting this into (61) yields





C0
C0
I du −
u u∗ du
Nt − 1 S(ck ) Nt 1 Nt − 1 S(ck ) 1 1 1
Nt − α
1−α
c c∗ ,
=
I Nt −
Nt ( Nt − 1)
Nt − 1 k k

{un u∗n | u1 ∈ S(ck )} =

which is the desired result (59).



Applying Lemma 4 to (56) and using the fact
Nt

∑

n =1

(λn ) =

(�H�2F ) = Nt Nr ,

we obtain



 ∗

Nr ( Nt − α)
Nt (1 − α) 
1−α
∗
(λ1 ) − Nr ck ck +
−
(λ1 ) I Nt
H H | copt = ck �
Nt − 1
Nt − 1
Nt − 1
k = 1, · · · , Nc .

(69)

Moreover, according to the results in [Mukkavilli et al. (2003)], the right-hand-side of (57) can
be simpliﬁed as
Pr(copt = ck ) � Pr {u1 ∈ S(ck )} = α Nt −1 ,

k = 1, · · · , Nc .

(70)

The calculation is straightforward, and omitted here. To consist with
Nc

∑ Pr(copt = ck ) = 1,

k =1

we set


 1
α = 1/Nc Nt −1 .
Substituting (69) and (70) into (51), the array gain of the beamforming system can be
approximated by

(γ)
Nr ( Nt − α)
1−α
�
−
( λ1 )
γS
Nt − 1
Nt − 1
 Nc Nc
N (1 − α ) 
(λ1 ) − Nr ∑ ∑ |c∗k c |2 T [ Π(k), Π(l )],
+ t
Nc ( Nt − 1)
k=1 =1

(71)

which is the main result about the array gain.
We note that, in general, (λ1 ) can be obtained by numerical integration or simulation. It has
closed-form expressions in some cases. In MISO systems, H reduces to a vector h. Therefore

( λ1 ) =

(�h�2 ) = Nt ,

when

Nr = 1.

(72)

If min( Nt , Nr ) = 2, a closed form expression of (λ1 ) is derived in [Kang & Alouini (2004)].
As a special case, when the feedback is error-free, we have T [ i, j ] = δi,j . In this case, (71)
reduces to the result in [Mondal & Heath (2006)].
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3.4 The index assignment

In the beamforming system, the adopted IA scheme Π affects the behavior of the feedback of
the codeword index, which in turn impacts on the overall system performance. In this section,
we focus on the design of the IA scheme, using the array gain (or equivalently, the average
receive SNR) as a design metric.
According to (71), an IA scheme Π that maximizes the array gain can be obtained by solving
maximize :
Π

Nc Nc

∑ ∑ |c∗k c� |2 T [ Π(k), Π(�)]

k=1 �=1

subject to : Π is a permutation

(73)

Maximization of the cost function in (73) over all of the Nc ! possible permutations is a special
case of the quadratic assignment problem (QAP), and is known to be NP-complete. If Nc is
small, it can be solved by brute-force search. But for a large codebook, e.g. Nc ≥ 16, brute-force
search is prohibitive since 16! > 1013 , and suboptimal methods have been proposed in the
literature [Zeger & Gersho (1990); Ben-David & Malah (2005)].
BSC is an important case of DMC. The optimization problem (73) can be simpliﬁed in the case
of BSC feedback channel. In practice, feedback errors seldom occur, and the effect of multiple
bit errors can be neglected. So the transition probability (50) can be approximated by
⎧
B
⎪
dH (i − 1, j − 1) = 0;
⎨ (1 − p ) ,
B
−
1
(74)
TBSC [ i, j ] � TAP [ i, j ] =
p (1 − p )
, dH (i − 1, j − 1) = 1;
⎪
⎩
0,
dH (i − 1, j − 1) ≥ 2,
and (73) can be simpliﬁed to

maximize :
Π

Nc Nc

∑ ∑ |c∗k c� |2 TAP [ Π(k), Π(�)]

k=1 �=1

subject to : Π is a permutation

(75)

The advantage of (75) is two-fold. 1) The computational complexity of the cost function is
reduced, since most of TAP ’s are zero. 2) Its solution doesn’t depend on the parameter p of the
BSC [Zeger & Gersho (1990)]. Once we solve (75) for a particular value of p, the solution is
valid for other values.
3.5 Numerical results

Simulations are carried out in (2,1,8) and (4,2,64) systems, where ( Nt , Nr , Nc ) denotes a system
with Nt transmit antennas, Nr receive antennas, and codebook cardinality Nc . A BSC feedback
channel is adopted in the simulations, Codebooks are downloaded from [Love’s webpage
(2006)]. We design good IA’s for these codebooks by solving the simpliﬁed problem (75). To
study the worst-case performance, bad IA’s are also designed by minimizing the cost function
of (75). The IA’s of the (2,1,8) system are obtained by brute-force search, and shown in Table 1.
The IA’s of the (4,2,64) system are designed using the binary switching algorithm [Zeger &
Gersho (1990)].
From the IA results in Table 1, we can gain an insight into how the good IA improves the
system performance. For example, the ﬁrst codeword is closest (with respect to the chordal
distance) to the last codeword. The Hamming distance between their original indexes (1
and 8 respectively) is 3, while the Hamming distance between their good indexes (7 and
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Original IA, k Good IA, Πgood (k) Bad IA, Πbad (k)

Codeword

[0.8393 − j 0.2939, −0.1677 + j

0.4256] T

1

7

1

[−0.3427 + j 0.9161, 0.0498 + j

0.2019] T

2

1

4

[−0.2065 + j 0.3371, 0.9166 + j

0.0600] T

3

6

2

[0.3478 − j 0.3351, 0.2584 + j

0.8366] T

4

8

8

[0.1049 + j 0.6820, 0.6537 + j

0.3106] T

5

2

5

[0.0347 − j 0.2716, 0.0935 − j

0.9572] T

6

4

3

0.4719] T

7

3

6

[−0.7983 + j 0.3232, 0.5000 + j 0.0906]T

8

5

7

[−0.7457 + j 0.1181, −0.4553 − j

Table 1. Index assignment schemes for a 3-bit codebook
Array gain of the (2,1,8) system.
1.9

Good IA, simulation
Bad IA, simulation
Original IA, simulation
Analytical result (71)
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Fig. 7. The array gain of the (2,1,8) system.
5 respectively) is 1. Similarly, the second codeword is closest to the ﬁfth codeword. The
Hamming distance between their original indexes (2 and 5) is 2, and that between their good
indexes (1 and 2) is 1. It is shown from these examples that the good IA scheme has assigned
close indexes (in term of Hamming distance) to close codewords (in term of chordal distance).
Figure 7 and 8 show the variation of the array gain with the increase of p. In the simulations,
the SNR is ﬁxed at γS = 10 dB. As shown in both ﬁgures, the good IA always outperforms
the bad IA and the original IA. Furthermore, we can see that the analytical result (71) is tight.
Figure 9 and 10 depict the SER simulation results. QPSK and 16-QAM modulations are used in
(2,1,8) and (4,2,64) systems respectively. In the simulations, thirty-six symbols are transmitted
in a block, and ideal coherent detection is adopted. In Figure 9, the SER of ‘good IA’ is much
lower than that of ‘bad IA’, and approaches that of ‘error-free feedback’. In Figure 10, the good
IA outperforms the bad IA, though it cannot reach the performance of error-free feedback. In
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Array gain of the (4,2,64) system
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Fig. 8. The array gain of the (4,2,64) system.
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Fig. 9. SER of QPSK in the (2,1,8) system.
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Fig. 10. SER of 16-QAM in the (4,2,64) system.
this case, IA technique shows its limitation. Other technique, such as error-control coding
and automatic repeat-request (ARQ), is required to further compensate the performance
degradation caused by feedback errors.
Moreover, it is observed from Figure 9 and 10 that the diversity gain (the slope of SER curve
at high SNR) ﬁts well with the conclusion of Lemma 3, except that the diversity gain of (2,1,8)
system with good IA is not clear because the SNR is not large enough.

4. Effect of feedback delay and channel prediction
Feedback delay is harmful to a beamforming system based on ﬁnite-rate feedback, resulting
in signiﬁcant capacity loss [Huang et al. (2006)] and error-performance degradation [Ma &
Zhang (2007)]. As an effective countermeasure against the feedback delay, channel prediction
has been used in beamforming systems [Zhou & Giannakis (2004); Ma et al. (2008)]. For
example, the minimum mean square error (MMSE) channel predictor was used in the
predictive feedback scheme proposed in [11], where the authors analyzed the joint effect of
imperfect channel estimation and feedback delay on the capacity of a beamforming system
based on ﬁnite-rate feedback.
4.1 System model

Consider a beamforming system with Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas, as shown in Figure
11. The wireless channel is frequency-ﬂat, and its temporal variation is slow enough to be
considered quasi-static within some time interval TB (called a block). Let hm,n ( j) denote the
fading coefﬁcient of the (m, n)th channel branch (between transmit antenna n and receive
antenna m) at block j. The fading coefﬁcients are assumed to be zero-mean and jointly
Gaussian. The channel is spatially white and temporally correlated according to Jakes’ model,
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Fig. 11. A ﬁnite-rate beamforming system with channel prediction. ( Top: system model.
Bottom: frame structure.)
that is,

{hm,n ( j)h∗m� ,n� ( j� )}

=



J0 (2π f d TB | j − j� |), m = m� and n = n� ,
0,
else,

(76)

where f d denotes the Doppler spread; and J0 (·) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the ﬁrst
kind. The channel coefﬁcients at block j are collected into the Nr × Nt matrix H( j). We further
assume that the receiver performs channel estimation at every block, and the estimation is
perfect.
The frame structure is illustrated in the bottom of Figure 11. The system adopts a codebook
based feedback scheme. A B-bit beamforming codebook C = {c1 , · · · , c Nc } is designed in
advance, where c1 , · · · , c Nc ∈ Nt are unit-norm codewords and Nc = 2B In each feedback,
the receiver selects a favorable codeword from the codebook and feeds back a B-bit codeword
index to the transmitter. The feedback link is error-free, but has a delay of D blocks. Moreover,
the feedback is carried out every K blocks, so that the average feedback rate B/(KTB ) bps
satisﬁes the feedback rate constraint.
The process of the ith feedback is described as follows. At block iK, the receiver predicts
the MIMO channel, using a Pth order linear predictor. The predictor buffers the latest P + 1
channel realizations H(iK ), · · · , H(iK − P), and calculates the channel prediction according to
 [iK ] =
H

P

∑ a∗ ( p)H(iK − p),

p =0

(77)
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where a  [ a(0), · · · , a( P)] T is the predictor coefﬁcient vector. The prediction is passed to the
quantizer, which selects a favorable codeword from the beamforming codebook


 [iK ]c2 .
w[iK ] = arg max H

(78)

c∈C

The index of w[iK ] is sent to the transmitter via the feedback link. After a delay of D blocks,
the transmitter obtains this index and updates the beamforming vector at block iK + D.
As shown in Figure 11, the beamforming vector w[iK ] is used from block iK + D to block
iK + D + K − 1. In block iK + k, the Nr × 1 received signal vector can be expressed as
y(iK + k) = H(iK + k)w[iK ]s(iK + k) + η (iK + k) ,
where s(iK + k) ∈
is the data symbol; and η (iK + k) denotes the noise vector with i.i.d.
CN (0, 1) entries. The receiver performs maximum ratio combining on the received signal with
the combining vector
H(iK + k)w[iK ]
.
z(iK + k) =
�H(iK + k)w[iK ]�2

Then the post-combining signal is given by

r (iK + k) = z H (iK + k) y(iK + k)

= s(iK + k) +

(79)

w∗ [iK ]H∗ (iK + k)

�H(iK + k)w[iK ]�2

η (iK + k).

We assume no temporal power control is used, i.e., the average symbol SNR
γS 

{|s(iK + k)|2 }/N0

is time-invariant. So the receive SNR of the post-combining signal is given by

2
γ(iK + k) = γS H(iK + k)w[iK ] ,

k = D, · · · , D + K − 1.

(80)

4.2 SER analysis

We assume PSK signal in the analysis. Conditioned on the instantaneous SNR, the symbol
error probability of M-ary PSK is given by Equation (7) shown at the beginning of Section 2.2.
Therefore, according to (80), the SER at block iK + k, k = D, · · · , D + K − 1, can be written as
  ( M −1) π
 

M
1
gPSK γ(iK + k)
dθ .
exp −
Pe (iK + k) =
π
0
sin2 θ


 ( M −1) π
2
M
1
gPSK γS 


=
H(iK + k)w[iK ]
exp −
dθ .
(81)
π 0
sin2 θ

where gPSK = sin2 (π/M) depends on the constellation size.
According to (77) (78), the beamforming vector w[iK ] is determined by the channel matrices
H(iK − p), p = 0, · · · , P. Then Pe (iK + k) depends on the joint distribution of H(iK + k) and
H(iK − p), p = 0, · · · , P. Since this joint distribution is related to k and independent of i, so is
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Pe (iK + k). That is, Pe (iK + k) is periodic with period K. Therefore we can conﬁne our attention
to just one period, and calculate the average SER of the system according to
Pe =


1 D + K −1
Pe (iK + k) i=0
∑
K k= D

 ( M −1) π
M
1 D + K −1 1
=
∑
πK k= D π 0




2
gγS 


exp − 2
H ( k ) w [0]
dθ
sin θ

(82)

Since the random variables H(k) and w[0] in (82) are both related to the channel prediction
 [0], some relationship can be established between the expectation in (82) and the statistics of
H
the channel prediction, as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 5. Given t ≥ 0 and k = D, · · · , D + K − 1, we have




 
Nr
2 
 −1

1
t [1 − β(k)]
 [0] c 2 ,
H
exp −tH(k)w[0] =
exp −
max σPrd
1 + t β(k)
1 + t β(k ) c∈ C
(83)
where the parameters
β(k)  1 −
σPrd 



 P
∑

2

p=0 a ( p ) J0 (2π f d TB | p + k |)
∑ Pp=0 ∑qP=0 a∗ ( p) a(q) J0 (2π f d TB | p − q|)

,

∑ Pp=0 ∑qP=0 a∗ ( p) a(q) J0 (2π f d TB | p − q|) ,

(84)

(85)

depends on the predictor coefﬁcients a(0), · · · , a( P).
Proof: By the law of total expectation, the left-hand-side of (83) can be written as
 





 [0] .
exp −t �H(k)w[0]�2 H
exp −t �H(k)w[0]�2 =

(86)

The inner
in the right-hand-side of (25) depends on the conditional distribution of
 expectation


 [0] , which can be obtained as follows. For the (m, n)th channel branch, the channel
H(k)H
prediction is given by ĥm,n [0] = ∑ p a∗ ( p)hm,n (− p). Since the channel coefﬁcients are jointly


Gaussian, the conditional distribution of hm,n (k)|ĥm,n [0] must be Gaussian. This type of
conditional distribution has been well studied in the literature. Applying the existing result to
our case, we can easily obtain the conditional mean and variance, and write




hm,n (k) | ĥm,n [0] ∼ CN ρ(k)ĥm,n [0] , β(k) , m = 1, · · · , Nr , n = 1, · · · , Nt ,
(87)
where β(k) is given by (84) and
ρ(k) 

∑ Pp=0 a( p) J0 (2π f d TB | p + k|)

∑ Pp=0 ∑qP=0 a∗ ( p) a(q) J0 (2π f d TB | p − q|)

.

(88)




 [0] is
Since no spatial correlation exists, the result of (87) implies that H(k)H
 [0] and covariance β(k) I N ⊗ I N . To proceed,
matrix-Gaussian distributed with mean ρ(k)H
r
t
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 [0]. Then conditioned on H
 [0],
notice that w[0] is a unit-norm codeword determined by H

H(k)w[0] is a Gaussian random vector with mean ρ(k)H[0]w[0] and covariance β(k) I Nr . So
the inner expectation in the right-hand-side of (86) can be derived as [Zhou & Giannakis
(2004), Eq.(36)]


 



 
 [0] w [0] 2
Nr

t ρ2 ( k )  H
1
2  
. (89)
exp −
exp −t �H(k)w[0]�  H[0] =
1 + t β(k)
1 + t β(k)
Substituting (89) into (86) and noticing





H
 [0] c 2 ,
 [0]w[0]2 = maxH
c∈C

−2
ρ2 (k) = σPrd
[1 − β(k)] ,



we reach the desired result of (83).
Applying (83) to (82), the average SER can be written as
Pe =

Nr
 ( M −1) π 
M
sin2 θ
1 D + K −1
πK k∑
0
sin2 θ + gPSK γS β(k)
=D


 −1
2
gPSK γS [1 − β(k)]



× exp − 2
max σPrd H[0]c
dθ .
sin θ + gPSK γS β(k) c∈C

(90)

−1 
H[0] as a random matrix, whose distribution can be obtained as follows.
In (90), we treat σPrd

The entries of H[0] must be Gaussian and independent of each other, because the predictor is
linear and the channel is spatially white. Using (76) (77), it is can be veriﬁed that all entries

 [0] have zero mean and variance σ2 . This implies that σ−1 H
of H
Prd
Prd [0] is an Nr × Nt random
matrix with i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries. Therefore Lemma 1 in Section 2.2 can be applied to the
right-hand-side of (90). After some manipulations, we obtain the following upper bound on
the average SER

Pe ≤

( N −1) Nr

 ( M −1) π
sin2Nr θ sin2 θ + gPSK γS β(k) t
M
1 D + K −1
 2
 N N dθ ,
πK k∑
0
sin θ + gPSK γS β(k) + gPSK gCB γS (1 − β(k)) t r
=D

(91)

which is the main result of the SER analysis. Note that the value of the codebook-dependent
parameter gCB can be calculated numerically according to (11), or using the closed-form
approximation (15).
4.3 Predictor design

We will utilize the SER bound (91) to a design good predictor in terms of error performance.
But the integral in the bound complicates the optimization problem. To make the problem
tractable, we focus on high SNR regime. When γS is large, the “sin2 θ” in the denominator of
(91) can be omitted. and the following inequality is obtained


≥ 


( N −1) Nr
sin2Nr θ gPSK γS β(k) t

N N
gPSK γS β(k) + gPSK gCB γS (1 − β(k)) t r
( N −1) Nr

sin2Nr θ sin2 θ + gPSK γS β(k) t

sin2 θ + gPSK γS β(k) + gPSK gCB γS (1 − β(k))

 Nt Nr
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Therefore, the average SER can be further upper bounded by
 D + K −1
  ( M −1) π
M
1
[ β(k)]( Nt −1) Nr
2Nr
Pe ≤
sin
θ
dθ

N N .
∑
N
r
πK ( gPSK γS )
0
β(k) + gCB (1 − β(k)) t r
k= D

(92)

It is observed that the SER decreases at a speed of γS− Nr, i.e., the diversity order is Nr . Since
full diversity order Nt Nr can be achieved by ﬁnite-rate beamforming without feedback delay
[Love & Heath (2005)], the diversity from transmit antennas is lost due to feedback delay.
Based on (92), the predictor design can be formulated as a minimization problem. To get a
concise description, we collect the predictor coefﬁcients into a vector a  [ a(0), · · · , a( P)] T ,
and deﬁne the following notations
• The temporal correlation matrix R ∈

( P+1)×( P+1) ,

[R] p,q  J0 (2π f d TB | p − q|),

with the (p, q)-th entry
p, q = 0, 1, · · · , P.

(93)

• The cross-correlation vector r(k) ∈ ( P+1) with lag k, k = D, · · · , D + K − 1. The p-th entry
of r(k) is
[r(k)] p  J0 (2π f d TB | p + k|), p = 0, 1, · · · , P.
(94)

In the right-hand-side of (92), only the parameter β(k) is related to the predictor. So only the
summation needs to be considered in the predictor design. Since
β(k) = 1 − |r∗ (k) a|2 /a∗ Ra

by deﬁnition, the summation in (92) can be expressed as
 


D +K −1 a∗ Ra Nr a∗ Ra − | r∗ (k ) a |2 ( Nt −1) Nr
N N ,
∑ ∗
a Ra − (1 − gCB ) |r∗ (k) a|2 t r
k= D

(95)

subject to : a∗ Ra = 1 .

(96)

which is used as the metric
√ of the predictor design. Because a coefﬁcient vector a and its
“normalized” version a/ a∗ Ra ∈ {x : x∗ Rx = 1} yield the same value of (95), we impose the
constraint a∗ Ra = 1, and propose the following predictor design criterion

( N −1) Nr
D + K −1
1 − | r∗(k) a|2 t
minimize : ∑ 
N N
a
1 − (1 − gCB ) |r∗(k)a|2 t r
k= D

The closed-form solution to (96) is hard to obtain. So we have to use numerical methods
to solve it. Since the predictor can be designed ofﬂine, the computational complexity is
affordable. However, there are still some issues that need to be addressed.
a) The minimization problem (96) is not always convex. (The convexity of the cost function
depends on the values of Nt , Nr , gCB .) For a non-convex problem, most optimization
algorithms can only guarantee convergence to a local minimum, i.e., a suboptimal solution.
b) An initial value for numerical methods can be obtained in a heuristic way. In the
summation in (96), the term with index k = D is a decreasing function of |r∗ ( D ) a|2 . The
predictor that maximizes |r∗ (k) a|2 under the constraint a∗ Ra = 1 is given by

− 1
(97)
aini = r∗ ( D )R−1 r( D ) 2 R−1 r( D ) .
This initial value gives satisfactory results in our simulations.
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3Tx-2Rx system 2Tx-2Rx system
Antenna Conﬁguration Nt = 3, Nr = 2

Nt = Nr = 2

3 bit (Nc = 8)

2 bit (Nc = 4)

Codebook
Channel correlation

Jakes’ model

Carrier frequency

1.8 GHz

Block period (TB )

1/3 ms

Terminal speed

60 km/h

30 — 120 km/h

Doppler spread ( f d )

100 Hz

50 — 200 Hz

Feedback interval (K)

6 blocks

4 blocks

Feedback delay (D)

6 blocks

2, 4, 6 blocks

Predictor order (P)

2, 8, 16, 86

8

Modulation
Average symbol SNR

QPSK
0 — 30 dB

15 dB

Table 2. System parameters in numerical simulations.
c) The temporal correlation matrix R (deﬁned in (93)) is ill-conditioned (see [Baddour
& Beaulieu (2005), Section III-B] and references therein). To avoid possible numerical
instability, one may add a small perturbation, namely, replacing R by R + I, where  is a
small positive number.
4.4 Numerical results

Numerical results are presented for a 3Tx-2Rx system and a 2Tx-2Rx system, as speciﬁed in
Table 2. In both systems, the average feedback rate B/KTB is ﬁxed at 1.5 kbps. This feedback
rate is adopted in 3GPP speciﬁcations. Moreover, we use the beamforming codebooks listed
in [Love & Heath (2003)].
Predictors are designed by solving (96). Speciﬁcally, we use the fmincon function in MATLAB
and the initial value given in (97). To avoid possible numerical instability, the correlation
matrix R is replaced by R + (1.6 × 10−3 )I. We also consider the case of delayed feedback [Huang
et al. (2006); Ma & Zhang (2007); Ma et al. (2008)]. This case is equivalent to a trivial zeroth
order channel predictor with a single coefﬁcient a(0) = 1. The results in Section 4.2 and 4.3
are applicable to this case (setting P = 0 and a(0) = 1).
Figure 12 illustrates the SER of the 3Tx-2Rx system for different symbol SNR’s and predictor
orders. We can see that compared with delayed feedback, even the 2nd order predictor
improves the error performance considerably. The SER decreases with the increase of the
predictor order, but the decrease of SER is no longer remarkable when P > 16. It is also
observed that the analytical result (91) is tight, and the diversity gain is 2, as discussed in
Section IV-A.
Figure 13 depicts the SER of the 2Tx-2Rx system for different terminal speeds and feedback
delays. It is shown that the system with channel prediction is more robust to the movement
of the terminal. However, the SER is sensitive to the value of the feedback delay D both in the
case of delayed feedback and in the case of predicted feedback.
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Terminal speed 60 km/h
Delayed feedback
P = 2 (2nd order predictor)
P=8
P = 16
P = 86
(91)
Upper bound (16)
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Fig. 12. SER performance of the 3Tx-2Rx system.
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Fig. 13. SER performance of the 2Tx-2Rx system.
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5. Conclusion
This chapter highlighted recent advances in beamforming based on ﬁnite-rate feedback from
a communication-theoretic perspective. We ﬁrst studied the SER performance of the ﬁnite-rate
beamforming system. In a Rayleigh fading environment, an upper bound on the average SER
was derived, which has a simple structure and is tight at all SNRs. Secondly, feedback error
problem in a ﬁnite-rate beamforming system was investigated. The effect of feedback error
on the diversity and array gains was quantiﬁed analytically. Index assignment technique was
introduced to provide a redundancy-free protection against feedback error, and a good index
assignment scheme was designed to maximize the array gain. Thirdly, we investigated the
effect of feedback delay on ﬁnite-rate beamforming, and proposed to use a channel prediction
scheme to compensate the performance degradation. For a beamforming system with delayed
ﬁnite-rate feedback, an upper bound on the SER was derived, and a predictor was designed to
provide good SER performance. The derived analytical results and the proposed performance
enhancement schemes in this section were all veriﬁed by simulations under typical system
conﬁgurations.
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Computationally Efficient Symbol Detection
Schemes in Multi-Device STBC-MIMO Systems
Daniel C. Lee and Muhammad Naeem

Simon Fraser University, School of Engineering Science, Burnaby, BC,
Canada
1. Introduction
The multi input multi output (MIMO) communication system has significantly higher
channel capacity than the Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) system for the same total
transmission power and bandwidth (Foschini et al., 1998 & Telatar, 1999). It is known that
the use of Space Time Block Code (STBC) can realize the increased capacity of MIMO
systems and thus improve data throughput and spectral efficiency (Tarokh et al., 1998). In
this work, we focus on the system that comprises one receiving station and multiple
transmitting devices (e.g., uplinks in cellular systems). The receiver’s front end has multiple
antennas, and each transmitting device has multiple transmit antennas. The system
discussed in this chapter is illustrated in Fig. 1. A Space Time Block Code (STBC) is used in
each transmitting device, and joint signal detection is performed at the receiver. We refer to
such a system as Multi-Device (MD) STBC-MIMO system. Generally in a MD-STBC-MIMO
system, the number of receive antennas is typically smaller than the number of all transmit
antennas used by all transmitting devices in the system. An example of MD-STBC-MIMO
would be the uplink multiple access communication system, where the number of receive
antennas at the base station or the access point is smaller than the total number of transmit
antennas at the mobile devices.
In this work, we address symbol detection in Multi-Device (MD) STBC-MIMO systems. As
will be discussed in section 3, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) detection, which reduced to
the Maximum Likelihood (ML) detection in the case of a priori equally likely symbol blocks,
minimizes the probability of detection error, and thus is optimal. However, a
computationally efficient algorithm for achieving MAP or ML detection is not known. Some
studies with sphere decoding (SD) algorithms exhibit that their expected computational
complexity grows polynomially with the problem size, say m, up to some value of m for the
cases of small constellation sizes (Vikalo et al., 2005), but it grows exponentially for the cases
of large constellation sizes. Also, for some sphere decoding algorithms, operation at a low
SNR requires inordinately high computation, although operation at a high SNR is efficient.
In any case, an algorithm with polynomial growth of expected complexity for all values of
the problem size, m, has not yet been found. In fact, Jalden et al. (2005) shows that even the
expected computational complexity of the sphere decoding grows exponentially with the
problem size in MIMO communication systems.
In this work, we present two evolutionary optimization methods, Biogeography-Based
Optimization (BBO) and Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) to solve the problem
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and Modulator
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3
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1
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Device K

STBC encoder
and Modulator

NT

NR

Fig. 1. A block diagram of a MD-STBC-MIMO system
of detection in a MD-STBC-MIMO system. Our simulation results show that BBO and EDA
can meet the best known detector (i.e., sphere decoder) with less complexity and has better
performance than other methods such as Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE), Vertical
Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) (Wolniansky et al. ,1998), Semi-Definite
Relaxation (SDR) (Nekuii et al. 2008), and genetic algorithm (GA).

2. System model
Fig. 1 shows an MD-STBC-MIMO system with one receiver and multiple transmit devices.
Each of the K mobile devices (information senders) has NT transmit antennas that apply
STBC, and the receiver’s front end has NR receive antennas. The multiple devices in the
system can cause co-channel interference. An IQ-modulation scheme (e.g. MPSK, M-QAM,
etc.) maps source information into complex numbers. Even if transmit devices each employ
an orthogonal space-time code, orthogonality among their signals cannot be guaranteed due
to the absence of coding across different mobile devices.
First, let us consider the case of single mobile device; i.e. K=1. The mobile device transmits
its signals through NT transmit antennas, and the receiver has NR antennas. We denote by T
the number of time slots in the space-time code block. We assume that the channel is quasistatic; i.e., the channel gain remains constant during each time block of data. We also assume
that the channel gain at each time block is known to the receiver. This assumption is often
used in the literature and is reasonable if training or pilot signals are used. A complex
NT×NR matrix H represents the MIMO channel and another complex T×NT matrix S
represents the input signal in the space-time code block. The relationship between the input
and output signal is
Y = SH + Z

(1)

where Y is the T×NR complex output matrix, and Z represents the additive white noise
matrix.
In analyzing the system with linear dispersion space-time coding, the relation between the
input and output of the channel is often expressed in another form (Hassibi et al., 2002) than
(1). We now briefly describe this alternative form. An input signal, denoted by matrix S, in
the space time block code (STBC) can be expressed as:
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Q

∑ ⎡⎣(α q + jβq )Cq + (α q − jβq ) Dq ⎤⎦

=
S
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(2)

q =1

where Q is the number of symbols conveyed in a space time code block, and αq + jβq,
q=1,…,Q are complex numbers that represent the Q symbols. (Note that αq and βq denote the
real and imaginary parts of a symbol.) Then, the Q symbols can be represented as a 2Qdimensional real-valued row vector χ , where components of χ are constituted by αq and
βq, q=1,…, Q. The real and imaginary parts of matrix Y� ’s components can be arranged as a
2TNR -dimensional real-valued row vector y. In this alternative form, χ and y are arranged
in such a way that their relation is expressed as:
y=χ Ω +Z

(3)

where 2Q×2TNR real-valued matrix Ω is derived from the component of matrices H, Cq, Dq,
q=1,…,Q, and Z is the 2TNR -dimensional real-valued vector representing noise.
In the case of multiple mobile devices, equation (1) is naturally generalized to
K

Y� = ∑ Sk H k + Z�

(4)

k =1

where the T×NT- complex matrix Sk is the input signal from mobile device k, and the NT×NRcomplex matrix Hk represents the channel from the kth device to the receiver.
Correspondingly, (3) is naturally generalized to

y = ⎣⎡ χ 1

χ2

⎡ Ω1 ⎤
⎢ ⎥
Ω2
… χ K ⎤⎦ ⎢ ⎥ + Z
⎢ � ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢⎣ΩK ⎥⎦

(5)

where χ k is a 2Qk-dimensional real-valued row vector that represents the Qk complex

symbols sent from mobile device k in a space time code block. Note that (5) can model the
case in which different mobile devices use different code rates Qk /T and different space time
K

codes. We denote by N S = ∑ k = 1 Qk the total number of symbols (from all mobile devices)
transmitted in a space-time coded block through all of their transmit antennas.

3. Signal detection
The detector at the receiver has to choose from M N S possible sequences of symbols
transmitted in a space-time code block, where M is the size of the symbol constellation
associated with the modulation scheme. ML detection is known to yield the lowest symbol
error probability in the case of a priori equally likely symbols. ML detection chooses

(

)

transmitted symbols ⎡⎣χ 1 , χ 2 ,� , χ K ⎤⎦ that maximize P y χ 1 , χ 2 ,� , χ K . In the case of additive

white Gaussian noise, Z, the ML detection is reduced to choosing the vector ⎡⎣χ 1 , χ 2 ,� , χ K ⎤⎦ ,
from M NS possibilities, that has the shortest Euclidean distance:
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K

y − ∑ χ kΩk

(6)

k =1

Defining b = log2M, and M as the size of the symbol constellation, the ML detection scheme
can be implemented by searching through all M NS = 2 bN S possible symbol sequences.
Performing such an exhaustive search to find the minimum of (6) is computationally
inefficient, especially for large NS. Computational complexity increases exponentially with
K

N S = ∑ k = 1 Qk , the number of bits per symbol, transmit antennas per device, and the

number of mobile devices (K). High-speed communication requirements demand a lowcomplexity detection scheme. For low-complexity near-optimal detection, in this chapter we
apply two population-based evolutionary algorithms, biogeography-based optimization
(BBO) and estimation-of-distribution algorithm (EDA), to this MD-STBC-MIMO detection
problem. The MD-STBC-MIMO detection problem is converted into a discrete optimization
problem that searches the space of M NS = 2 bNS symbol combinations. Namely, the receiver’s
MD-STBC-MIMO detection problem is to find the value of ⎡⎣χ 1 , χ 2 ," , χ K ⎤⎦ that minimizes
K

cost function y − ∑ k = 1 χ k Ω k

for a received signal y and the known channel condition

Ω1 , Ω 2 ," , ΩK . In section 4, we describe how we can apply BBO and EDA to the MD-STBC-

MIMO signal detection problem.

4. BBO and EDA algorithms
Population-based evolutionary algorithms (EAs) in general have been often used to solve
difficult optimization problems.
Candidate solutions to an optimization problem are
represented as individuals in the population. Most of the evolutionary algorithms are
inspired by the theory of biological evolution (e.g., selection, crossover, mutation,
recombination, and reproduction). In EAs the objective function value of a candidate
solution can be considered as the fitness of the individual in the concept of natural selection.
For the MD-STBC-MIMO detection problem, expression (6) can be used as the fitness
function, where the smaller value of (6) means the better fitness. If each candidate solution
n
being represented as a binary string, the search space is Is = {0,1} where n = NS log2 M. The
MD-STBC-MIMO detection problem can be converted into a binary optimization problem
by associating M NS symbols with 2 bNS bit strings. Each of the solutions has length, n =
N S log 2 M bits. In this section, we present a MD-STBC-MIMO detector that utilizes BBObased and EDA-based evolutionary algorithms.
4.1 BBO
Biogeography-based optimization (Simon, 2008) is a population-based, stochastic global
optimization EA, which is based on the mathematics of biogeography theory. Biogeography
is the study of the geographical distributions of biological organisms. Mathematical models
of biogeography describe how species migrate from one island to another, how new species
arise, and how species become extinct.
Consider an optimization problem:
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max x
F( x )
subject to x ∈ X
T

where x ≡ ( x1 , x2 ,… xm )
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(7)

is a vector and X is a constraint set. In the original BBO, each

candidate solution is represented by a vector variable of the optimization problem. In the
context of evolutionary algorithms, a candidate solution is also referred to as an
“individual,” and a group of candidate solutions is referred to as a “population” of
individuals. In BBO, each individual (candidate solution to an optimization problem) is
analogically considered as an island (habitat) in Biogeography. The fitness value, F(x), of
each individual x corresponds to the Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) of an island in
Biogeography. In Biogeography, features that affect HSI include vegetation, rainfall,
topographic diversity, temperature, etc., and these features are characterized by variables
that are called Suitability Index Variables (SIVs). As mentioned earlier, a candidate solution
T

x ≡ ( x1 , x2 ,… xm )

in optimization problem (7) analogically corresponds to an island (a

habitat) in Biogeography. Then, components x1 , x2 ,… xm , of x correspond to its SIVs, and
F(x) correspond to the HSI of island x. We will often use these terminologies to refer to a
T

candidate solution x ≡ ( x1 , x2 ,… xm ) , its components, x1 , x2 ,… xm , , and the fitness value of
a candidate solution x.
A good solution indicates an island with a high HSI, which are well suited as habitats for
biological species. An island with a high HSI tends to have a large number of species, while
an island with a low HSI tends to have a small number of species. An island with a high HSI
tends to have a low immigration rate because it is already saturated with species (Simon,
2008). Also, many species emigrate from high-HSI islands to nearby habitats, as animals ride
flotsam, fly or swim to neighboring islands. These habitats are said to have high emigration
rates. Suppose there are several candidate solutions to a problem. A good solution is
analogous to an island with a high HSI, while a poor solution is analogous to an island with
a low HSI. High-HSI solutions are more likely to share their features (SIVs) with other
habitats, which is analogous to emigration. Low HSI habitats tend to accept features of other
solutions, which is analogous to immigration. Through this kind of probabilistic evolution,
biogeography-based optimization searches for a good solution to an optimization problem.
We denote by λ and μ the immigration rate and emigration rate, respectively. Immigration
rate λ and emigration rate μ are functions of the island’s HSI (or equivalently, the number of
species), S, on the island. An island has the maximum possible immigration rate I when
there is no species in the island. As the number of species increases and the island becomes
more crowded, the immigration rate decreases because fewer species can successfully
survive immigration. The immigration rate is zero if the island has the largest possible
number of species that the island can support. Similarly, when there is no species in the
island, no species can emigrate from it, so its emigration rate is zero. The maximum
emigration rate E occurs when the island contains the largest possible number of species. In
short λ is a non-increasing function of HSI S, and is a non-decreasing function of S. Simple
examples would be the linear functions illustrated in Figs. 2a and 2b, which can be
mathematically expressed as
⎛

λ (=
S ) I ⎜⎜ 1 −
⎝

S
Smax

⎞
⎟⎟ , for 0 ≤ S ≤ Smax
⎠

(8)
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μ (S ) = E

S
Smax

, for 0 ≤ S ≤ Smax

(9)

Parameters and notations used in BBO are summarized in table 1, and the step-by-step
algorithm of BBO used for the purpose of this chapter is presented in Fig. 3. We use the
notation pi to denote the ith population member (island) and pi(s) to denote the sth SIV of the
ith population member.
λi

Immigration rate into the ith island in the population

μi

Emigration rate from the ith island in the population

Smax

The maximum number of species that a habitat can support

p

The population size (the number of islands in the population)

pi

The ith island in the population

pi ( s )

The sth SIV of the ith population member (island)

q

The probability of mutation

I

The maximum possible immigration rate

E

The maximum possible emigration rate

g

The number of iterations used as termination condition

Table 1. Parameters and notation of BBO

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Typical migration Model used for BBO (b) Low- complexity migration Model for
BBO
Various algorithms have been developed that use different migration schemes (Simon,
2008). The migration algorithm we use is basically a simplified version of the partial
immigration-based BBO. We used a linear, decreasing λ (immigration rate) curve with a
maximum of I and a constant μ (emigration rate) equal to E, as illustrated in Fig. 2b, in order
to reduce computation. This constant emigration rate reduces the process of selecting the
island that will emigrate to each island that is decided to accept immigration. Our
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preliminary results indicated that this computational simplification resulted in BER
comparable to the implementation of (Simon, 2008).
For each iteration g
For each island pi
For each SIV s
With probability λi , pi(s) is decided to accept immigration;
If pi(s) is decided to accept immigration, then
Select one island, pj, that emigrates to pi from the rest of the population with
equally likely probability;
Assign pi(s) = pj(s) (pj(s) emigrates into pi(s);
End If
Next SIV
NEXT Island
For each island pi
For each SIV s
With probability q, pi(s) is decided to mutate;
If pi(s) is decide to mutate, then
Replace pi(s) with a randomly generated SIV;
End If
Next SIV
NEXT island
For each island pi
Calculate HIS
NEXT island

Sort population
NEXT generation
Fig. 3. One generation of BBO pseudo code
BBO takes the advantage of mutation. In each island in each generation, each SIV mutates
with a particular probability. Simon (2008) introduces a procedure of assigning different
probabilities of mutation. His mutation approach tends to increase diversity among the
population. The aim of this scheme is to make an island with low HSI more likely to mutate
its SIVs. However, we use a less complex approach of equal probability of mutation, q for
all islands and all SIVs. Our results indicated that this equal mutation probability did not
much influence the BER performance in our symbol detection problem.
4.2 EDA
Unlike other population-based evolutionary algorithms such as the genetic algorithm, in EDA
the individuals are generated without the crossover and mutation operators. Instead, in EDA,
a new population is generated based on a probability distribution, which is estimated from the
best-selected individuals of the previous iterations (Larrañaga et al., 2001).
In general, conventional EDAs can be characterized and described by parameters and
notations (Is, F, Δ l , ηl, ps, Γ , ITer) , where
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Is denotes the space of all potential solutions (entire search space of individuals).
F denotes the fitness function.
Δ l denotes the population (the set of individuals) at the lth iteration.
ηl denotes the set of best candidate solutions selected from set Δl at the lth iteration.
ps is the selection probability. The EDA selects ps Δ l individuals from set Δ l to make
up the set ηl.
6. We denote by Γ l the distribution estimated from ηl (the set of selected candidate
solutions) at each iteration.
7. ITer is the maximum number of iterations.
In conventional EDAs each individual can be designated by a binary string of length n (ndimensional binary vector). We denote by a binary row vector X = (x1, x2,· · ·,xn), xi ∈ {0,1}
as an individual. In each iteration, an EDA maintains a population of individuals. We
denote by Δ l the number of individuals in population Δ l . Population Δ l can be specified
by the following matrix
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

⎛ X1 ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜ X2 ⎟
⎟
=
Λ ⎜=
⎜ # ⎟
⎜ Δl ⎟
⎜X ⎟
⎝
⎠

⎛ x11
⎜
⎜ x12
⎜
⎜ "
⎜ Δl
⎜x
⎝ 1

x21
x22
"
Δl

x2

(

xn1 ⎞
⎟
# xn2 ⎟
⎟
" " ⎟
Δl ⎟
# xn ⎟⎠
#

where superscript j in the row vector X j = x1j , x2j , x3j ,..., xnj

(10)

) indexes an individual in the

population. A typical EDA applied to the MD-STBC-MIMO detection problem can be
described in the following steps:
Step 0: Generate an initial population Δ0. The initial population (|Δ0| individuals) is typically
obtained by sampling according the uniform (equally likely) distribution (Larrañaga et al., 2001):
n

p (θ 1 ,θ 2 ," ,θ n ) = ∏ pi (θ i ),
i =1

(11)

pi (θ=
i 1, 2,..., n.
1)= pi (θ=
0)
= 0.5, =
i
i

(In accordance with Eqn. (11), in a typical EDA the joint probability distribution from which the
individuals are sampled is factorized as a product of n univariate marginal probability distributions,
each following a Bernoulli distribution with parameter value equal to 0.5.
For iterations l = 1,2, ...., follow Step 1 through Step 6:
Step 1: Evaluate the individuals in the current population Δ l − 1 according to the fitness function F.
Sort the candidate solutions (individuals in the current population) according to their fitness orders.
Step 2: If the best candidate solution satisfies the convergence criterion1 or if the number of iterations
exceeds its limit ITer , then terminate; otherwise go to step 3.
Step 3: Select the best ps Δ l − 1 =
ηl − 1 candidate solutions (individuals) from the current population

Δl-1. This selection is accomplished according to the sorted candidate solutions.
A simple example of the convergence criterion would be to terminate the algorithm if there is no
improvement of the fitness value in the iteration.

1
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Step 4: Estimate the probability distribution p (θ 1 ,θ 2 ," ,θ n ) on the basis of |ηl-1| best candidate

solutions. We denote this estimation by
Γl − 1 ≡ P(θ1 ,θ 2 ," ,θ n |ηl − 1 )

Step 5: Generate new Δ l − ηl − 1

(12)

individuals on the basis of this new estimated probability

distribution Γl − 1 . Combine these newly generated Δ l − ηl − 1 individuals with members of ηl-1 to
form a new population Δl .
Step 6: Go to step 1 and repeat the steps.
We followed the steps of the above pseudo code for our EDA implementation for the MDSTBC-MIMO detecton problem. In our experimentation, for estimation (12), we used the
simple scheme of estimating the marginal distributions separately and using the product
form
n

Γl −1 =
p(θ 1 ,θ 2 ," ,θ n |ηl − 1 ) =∏ pi (θ i |ηl − 1 )
i =1

(

⎛ ηl−1 δ x j = θ |η
n
i
l −1
i
⎜ ∑ j =1
= ∏⎜
ηl − 1
i =1 ⎜
⎝

) ⎞⎟

(13)

⎟
⎟
⎠

in order to generate the samples in the next iteration (generation), where δ is an indicator
function for the individual indexed by j in the set ηl-1.
⎧⎪1 if xij = θ
|ηl − 1 ⎨
δ xij θ=
=
⎪⎩0 otherwise

(

)

(14)

The use of a product-form distribution as in (13) is a part of our heuristic presented in this
chapter. In fact, the statistics of the candidate solutions in ηl − 1 may show correlations
among the variables x1 , x2 ,..., xn . From these statistics, we could construct an empirical
distribution (12) that captures correlations among variables, but that procedure would
increase computational complexity. In the future, we will study to find how much
performance improvement can be made by using such expensive procedures. Product-form
distributions like (13) in EDA should not be discredited a priori because the benefit of
searching variable correlations could, under particular circumstances, remain unclear (Platel
et al.,2005).
A typical EDA can get stuck in a local optimum due to premature convergence of the
probability distributions, or can be slowed down due to non-convergence of the probability
distributions. We present a method of avoiding these two problems. Our approach is to
apply a threshold on estimated parameters of the distributions. During the execution of a
typical EDA, some of the estimated probabilities P(θ i = 1|ηl − 1 ),..., i = 1, 2,..., or n, may become

0 or become very close to 0 at an early stage of the execution (at a small value of iteration
count l). In that case, the algorithm is not likely to explore the candidate solutions with
xi = 1 during the rest of the execution. In order to thwart such premature convergence, we

present an idea of adjusting the estimated probabilities P(θ i = 1|ηl − 1 ) , i = 1, 2, .., n after
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estimating these at each iteration. The adjustment in general can be regarded as a mapping
from set of n-tuples
Π≡

{

}

ηl − 1 ), P(θ 2 1|ηl − 1 ),..., P(θ=
1|ηl − 1 )) 0 ≤ P(=
θi 1|ηl − 1 ) ≤ 1,=i 1,..., n
=
=
( P(θ1 1|
n

to set Π itself. First, we address the problem that a marginal probability value, in the
estimated distribution, prematurely converges to 1. To avoid this, we set some
thresholds 0.5 < γ 1 , γ 2 ,..., γ n < 1 . At any iteration, if the probability value P(θ i = 1|ηl − 1 ) , i= 1,
2, …, n , is greater than γ i , we set that value to γ i −i.e., we set P(θ i = 1|ηl − 1 ) = γ i . This way,
some degree of randomness remains in the algorithm until the termination criterion is
satisfied. A simpler application of this idea is to set the same threshold γ = γ 1= γ 2= ...= γ n .
We can similarly address the problem that a probability value prematurely converges to 0.
We define thresholds 0 < γ1 , γ2 ,..., γn < 0.5 . At any iteration, if the estimated probability
value P(θ i = 1|ηl − 1 ) , i = 1, 2, .., n, is less than γi , we set P(θ i = 1|ηl − 1 ) = γi , so that some
degree of randomness remains in the algorithm until the termination criterion is satisfied. A
simpler application of this idea is to set the same threshold γ = γ1= γ2= ...= γn .

5. Computational complexity
A motivation for applying the proposed near-optimal algorithms to a MD-STBC-MIMO
problem is their low computational complexity. In this section, the computational
complexity of BBO and EDA for MD-STBC-MIMO symbol detection is compared with that
of MMSE, SD, SDR, V-BLAST, GA and the exhaustive search. The computational complexity

(

)

( )

of exhaustive search (an implementation of the ML detector) is O M NS or O 2 n , where
K

N S = ∑ k = 1 Qk , n ≡ N S log 2 M , so an exhaustive search is usually impractical for real-time

operations of symbol detection. A number of suboptimal detection schemes with better
computational complexity have been presented in the literature.
The worst-case complexity of SD is exponential, and its expected complexity depends on the
problem size and the SNR (Hassibi & Vikalo, 2005). The expected complexity of SD is

( )

( )

roughly O N S3 at high SNRs (Hassibi & Vikalo, 2005) and O N S6 at low SNRs (Damen et
al., 2000). MMSE is one of the sub-optimal detectors that involve inverting a matrix, and its

( )

computational complexity is O N S3

(Comaniciu et al.,2005). In V-BLAST, each iteration

requires either a Zero-Forcing (ZF) or MMSE operation, and the number of iterations is
equal to the total number of transmitted antennas. If the total number of transmit antennas

( )

in the system is equal to the number of receive antennas, then the complexity is O N S3 . If
the total number of transmit antennas in the system is greater than the number of receive

( )
SDR (Kisialiou et al., 2005) is O ( N ) .
antennas, then the complexity is O N S4

(Hassibi, 2000). The computational complexity of

3.5
S

Typically, the time complexities of population-based algorithms are analyzed in terms of the
number of function evaluations. The number of function evaluations in GA grows on the
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order of O(gp), where g is the number of iterations (generations) and p is the population size.
The number of function evaluations both in BBO and EDA also grows on the order of O(gp).
Now, let us consider the number of operations required for each function evaluation. Each
function evaluation computes expression (6). Recall that the dimensions of Ωk , χ k , and y
are 2Qk×2TNR, 1×2Qk, and 1×2TNR, respectively. Computing the term
about 4TN R

(∑

K
Q
k =1 k

) ≈ 4N TN
s

R

K

∑ k =1 χ kΩ k requires

operations. Computing the norm square of the difference
K

between two 2TNR-dimensional vectors as in y − ∑ k = 1 χ k Ω k requires about 6TNR arithmetic
operations. Therefore, the total number of arithmetic operations to evaluate (6) is on the
order of 4 N sTN R + 6TN R . Combining the complexities of these procedures, we can say that

the evaluation of functon (6) requires O ( N sTN R p ) operations in each generation (iteration),

where p is the population size. In each generation of GA, crossover and mutation
procedures are performed,
and these procedures take on the average
O ( pN s log 2 M ) = O ( pN s ) computer operations, where N S log 2 M is the length of the
binary string that represents a chromosome2. As can be deduced from the pseudo code in
Fig. 3, the average number of operations for migration and mutation in each generation
(iteration) of BBO is also on the order of O ( pN s log 2 M ) . The average number of operations
to estimate the probability distribution in each iteration of EDA is on the order of
O ( N s p log 2 M ) . The sorting of p individuals (chromosomes) in GA, EDA and BBO can be
performed in O ( p log p ) . Therefore, the number of operations in each generation of GA,
EDA and BBO can be expressed as O ( N sTN R p + N s p + p log p ) ≈ O ( N sTN R p + p log p ) .

6. Simulation results
In this section, we present the simulation results of the proposed BBO-based and EDA-based
detection schemes and their comparison with other detection techniques applied to the MDSTBC-MIMO system. The system model used in our simulations is depicted in Fig. 1. The
channels are assumed to be quasi-static, and different channels in the MD-STBC-MIMO
system are assumed to be statistically independent. In all our simulations, we used the
4−QAM modulation. Each point in the plots of Figs. 4−10 is a value averaged over multiple
independent simulation runs. In each simulation run, the set of transmitted
signals ⎡⎣ χ 1

T

χ 2 … χ K ⎤⎦ , channel matrices ⎡⎣Ω1 Ω2 � ΩK ⎤⎦ and noise Z are generated
randomly and independently. The main objective is to find the vector
⎡⎣ χ 1 χ 2 … χ K ⎤⎦ that minimizes (6). This experimental setup enables us to compare

different algorithms in terms of the performance averaged over different channel and noise
realizations. Some BBO and EDA parameters are kept constant through all simulations, such
as I = 1, q = 0.1, ps = 0.5. As mentioned in section 4.1, for BBO we assumed constant
emigration rate over all islands. In each simulation experiment, we set the BBO, EDA, and
GA to have the same population size and number of iterations for fair comparison.
2

In this discussion, we fix M, the constellation size of the modulation.
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The simulation results in Figs. 4 through 7 show the BER performance comparison between
MMSE, V-BLAST, SDR (Luo, 2010), SD (Hassibi & Vikalo, 2005), GA, EDA and BBO
detectors. The MD-STBC-MIMO system configuration, (K,NT,NR,M), is set to (4,2,6,4),
(5,2,8,4), (6,2,10,4) and (3,4,4,4,) for Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively. The Figs. 4, 5, and 6 use
orthogonal space time coding scheme (Alamouti, 1998). Fig. 7 uses a non-orthogonal space
time coding scheme (Boariu et al., 2003). BBO, EDA and GA parameters, (g, p), which denote
the number of iterations and the population size are set to (60,100), (100,100), (100,120) and
(100,150) for Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively. For these Figs., the total number, NS, of symbols
transmitted from all users are set 8, 10, 12, and 12, respectively. Thus, our BBO, EDA and
GA experiments have search spaces of 48, 410, 412 possible solutions. Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7
indicate that in the MD-STBC-MIMO system, EDA and BBO have significantly better BER
performance than MMSE, SDR, V-BLAST, and GA. BBO and EDA outperform other
suboptimal detection methods in all four Figs. and can achieve performance close to the
sphere decoding3 detector. While BBO and EDA have performances close to that of the
sphere decoding, they require much less computation. Table 2 shows the average number of
operations required by SD, EDA and BBO for Figs. 4 to 7. From Table 2 we can observe that
the average number of operations required by EDA or BBO is much smaller than the sphere
decoder.
Average number of operations
Fig. 4
SD

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

16,777,216 64,000,000 19,110,2976 19,110,2976

EDA or BBO

20,4000

42,0000

60,0950

752640

Ave.Number of EDA or BBO operations
Ave.Number of SD operations

0.0120

0.0065

0.0031

0.0039

Table 2. Computation complexity comparison
Intuitively, for any population-based evolutionary algorithm, the larger population size and
the larger number of iterations will produce the better results. However, the larger
population size and larger number of iterations both result in the more computational load.
Fig. 8 shows how the BER performance of BBO, EDA, and GA imporves as the number of
iterations increases. The BER results of other schemes (SD, V-BLAST, SDR, ZF, MMSE) and
the number of iterations (generations) in BBO, EDA, and GA are irrelevant, so we indicated
the BER results of SD, V-BLAST, SDR, ZF, and MMSE as horizontal lines in Fig. 8. For this
experimentation, we used MD-STBC-MIMO system configuration (K,NT,NR,M) = (4,2,6,4)
and an Alamouti space time block code. We assumed quasi-static channels and fixed the
SNR to 8 dB. Fig. 8 shows that the BER perfromance of BBO and EDA with the population
size fixed to 100 approaches the BER perfromance of the sphere decoder in less than 100

Due to heavy computational load of performing the Maximum Likelihood (ML) detection, which is
optimal, it is difficult to compare performance with the ML detector. We used sphere decoding as the
benchmark.
3
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iterations while the GA performance is nowhere close to that of the sphere decoder even
with 100 iterations.
Fig. 9 shows how the BER performance of BBO depends on the population size ( p) and the
number (g) of iterations. Thus, Fig. 9 exhibits the tradeoff between the population size and
the number of iterations required to achieve a desired BER in BBO. The MD-STBC-MIMO
system configuration was set (K,NT,NR,M) = (4,2,4,4), and we used an Alamouti code. We
assumed quasi-static channels and fixed the SNR to 8 dB. This tradeoff result is useful from
the system design point of view. Increase in the population size and increase in the number
of iterations each improves performance. While the increase in the population requires more
memory module of the hardware, the increase in the number of iterations require fast
processing in order to finish computation within a specified time. The tradeoff results such
as Fig. 9 can guide how to set the population size and the number of iterations on the basis
of hardware to be used. For example, if the hardware has high processing capabilities and
small memory space, then we can set the population size low and run more iterations of
BBO. Vice versa, if the hardware has large memory space and a slow processor, we can set
the population size large and run a smaller number of iterations to get the same BER
performance. We observe results similar to Fig. 9 for EDA.
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Fig. 4. BER performance comparison for (K,NT,NR,M) = (4,2,6,4) over quasi-static fading
channel. The (g,p) for GA, BBO and EDA is set to (60,100).
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Fig. 5. BER performance comparison for (K,NT,NR,M) = (5,2,8,4) over quasi-static fading
channel. The (g,p) for GA, BBO and EDA is set to (100,100).
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Fig. 6. BER performance comparison for (K,NT,NR,M) = (6,2,10,4) over quasi-static fading
channel. The (g,p) for GA, BBO and EDA is set to (100,120).
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Fig. 7. BER performance comparison for (K,NT,NR,M) = (3,4,4,4) over quasi-static fading
channel. The (g,p) for GA, BBO and EDA is set to (100,150).
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Fig. 8. How BER improves with the number of iterations in BBO, EDA, and GA.
(K,NT,NR,M) = (4,2,6,4). The population size is fixed to 100.
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Fig. 9. BER dependency on the population size and the number of iterations in BBO.
(K,NT,NR,M) = (4,2,4,4)

7. Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed two population-based evolutionary algortihms, BBO and
EDA, for symbol detection in the Multi-Device (MD) Space-Time Block Coded (STBC) Multi
Input Multi Output (MIMO) Communication System. The proposed BBO and EDA
algortihms have low complexity as compared with the sphere decoding algorithm, which is
the best known algorithm for STBC decoding. Thus, the proposed BBO and EDA algorithms
are suitable for high-speed real-time communications. In addition, compared to other
Evolutionary Algorithms like GA, BBO and EDA algorithms show significantly better
performance for the MD-STBC-MIMO detection. The proposed algorithms also show
consistently better BER performance-complexity trade-offs in comparison to existing
algorithms. Moreover, we believe that BBO and EDA for MD-STBC MIMO symbol detection
still have room to improve further in terms of performance-complexity trade-offs. For
example, we believe that BBO can be further improved by adjusting migration and mutation
procedures.
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1. Introduction
The multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques are anticipated to be widely
employed in future wireless networks to address the ever-increasing capacity demands. A
MIMO channel, typically modeled as a matrix with independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) complex Gaussian entries, provides multiple spatial dimensions for communications.
At high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), Shannon capacity can increase linearly with the minimum
number of transmit and receive antennas. However, achieving these dramatic capacity
gains in practice, especially for outdoor deployment, could be problematic. One severe
problem is the rank deﬁciency and ill-conditionness of the MIMO channel matrix H. This
is mainly caused by the spatial correlation due to the scattering environment and the antenna
conﬁgurations, and sometimes by the "keyhole" effect even though the fading is essentially
uncorrelated on each end of the channel. Therefore, the MIMO capacity may be greatly
reduced and adding more (co-located) antennas only wastes resources.
The distributed antenna is an efﬁcient way to solve this problem. In the downlink of a
distributed antenna system, antennas allocated at several base stations (BS) constitute an
antenna pool and can be used with a suitable MIMO transmission mode. Compared with
a conventional centralized MIMO system, the distributed (de-centralized) MIMO system
possesses many advantages, such as higher system capacity, better handoff performance,
lower outage probability and higher data rates, especially at cell boundaries. However, it is
also easier to be affected by phase noise (PN).
Oscillator noise stems from oscillator inaccuracies in both the transmitter and the receiver, and
manifests itself in the baseband as additional phase and amplitude modulation of the received
samples. The inﬂuence of oscillator noise on the signal depends on the noise characteristics
of the oscillators in the system and on the signal bandwidth. It is generally split in amplitude
noise and phase noise (PN). The inﬂuence of the amplitude noise on the data samples is often
neglected (Robins, 1982). The phase noise contribution of both the transmitter and receiver
can be viewed as an additional multiplicative effect of the radio channel, like fast and slow
fading.
* The chapter is supported by the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities in China
and the China Postdoctoral Science Foundation funded project.
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In centralized MIMO systems, the presence of phase noise is an important limiting factor
for a broadband system, i.e., a MIMO-OFDM system’s performance, and depends on the
quality and the operating conditions of the system’s RF hardware. In conventional mobile
radio systems around a carrier frequency of 2GHz, the phase noise constitutes typically no
severe limitation, however, when the carrier frequency goes up to a higher frequency, such as
15GHz, its effects were less negligible and hence had to be investigated in more depth.
In distributed MIMO systems, system performance are limited by independent PN at local
oscillators of Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas. Some MIMO techniques, such as
precoding, will suffer from independent PN as the orthogonality among sub-data-streams is
destroyed. This involves with both narrowband and broadband MIMO systems.
This chapter will deal with the phase noise in centralized and decentralized (distributed)
MIMO systems. The organization of this chapter is as follows.
Section 2 presents an overview of the phase noise effect and modeling of phase noise.
PN can be modeled as a sampled Wiener Process for a free-running oscillator, and an
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Process (a Gaussian process with zero-mean and bounded variance) for
a phase-locked loop (PLL) frequency synthesizer. In the following sections, we will consider
effects of either/both of these two types of phase noise.
Section 3 addresses the inﬂuence of independent PN in centralized and distributed MIMO
systems. We concentrate on narrowband systems applying linear precoding. In such a
scenario, independent PN gives rise to SNR loss at the receiver and induces interference
among sub-streams, and hence degrades the system performance. Then we discuss the
feasible synchronization schemes for frequency and phase synchronization.
Simulation results are then given in Section 4 and ﬁnally Section 5 discusses the future research
directions and concludes the chapter.

2. Phase noise model
In practice, a local oscillator (LO) can be realized with a free-running oscillator or with
a PLL synthesizer. To characterize carrier imperfections, we use a random carrier time
shift α(t) rather than the phase shift θ (t). A noisy LO output signal is then described as
x (t + α(t))(Demir, 1998; Demir et al., 2000; Mehrotra, 1999; Petrovic et al., 2007). The phase
and time shift at the carrier frequency f c are related by θ (t) = 2π f c α(t). To avoid confusion,
in the following α(t) can also be called phase shift, phase perturbation, or phase noise.
2.1 Free-running oscillators

The main sources of oscillator noise are shot noise, thermal noise and ﬂicker noise (also called
1/ f noise). The former two noise sources can be characterized as white Gaussian noise. The
1/ f noise is really a nonstationary process because it blows up at f = 0. For analytical
simplicity, a cut-off frequency is introduced, below which the spectrum deviates from 1/ f
and attains a ﬁnite value at f = 0, and thus the 1/ f noise can be modeled as a stationary and
colored stochastic process (Demir, 1998). The power in such 1/ f noise source is concentrated
at low frequencies, frequencies close to the carrier frequency.
Furthermore, the spectrum of the oscillator with colored noise sources has the shape of a
Lorentzian around the carrier, and away from the carrier, the colored noise sources contribute
terms that have a frequency dependence as 1/ f 2 multiplied with the spectral density of
the colored noise source, whereas the white noise sources contribute a term that has a 1/ f 2
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frequency dependence at remote frequencies. Unfortunately, up to now the 1/ f noise cannot
be described in time domain with a mathematical form, for this reason in the following we
only consider white Gaussian noise source.
If the noise source is white Gaussian, the time shift α(t) can be approximately described as a
Wiener or Brownian motion process:
√
(1)
α(t) = cB (t)
where c is a parameter describing the oscillator quality, and B (t) stands for a standard Wiener
process, i.e., an accumulated Gaussian random variable (r.v.) of unit variance. Therefore, B (t)
has the following properties:
1. B (0) ∼ N (0, 1);

2. B (t1 ) − B (t2 ) ∝



|t2 − t1 | × N (0, 1);

3. the variance of B (t) increases linearly with time, i.e. σB2 (t) = t.

As such the variance of α(t) also increases linearly with time, i.e., σα2 (t) = ct. In addition, the
autocorrelation function of α(t) is given by
E [ α(t)α(t + τ )] = c min(t, t + τ )

(2)

Consider the relationship between Wiener process and normal distribution. We have
α(t ) =

vc (t )  'u (t )

VCO

√ t � �
c
ξ (t )dt

(3)

0

t

x(t )

³

c

dt

D (t )

0

[ (t )

Fig. 1. Equivelent mathematical phase noise model of a free-running oscillator
Phase noise of both free-running oscillators and open-loop VCO can be described directly
with (3), as shown in Fig. 1.
The constant c cannot be directly obtained in practice. To evaluate the performance of an
oscillator, we are usually interested in the power spectrum density (PSD) around the ﬁrst
harmonic, i.e. PSD for f around f c . Let f m denote the offset frequency related to carrier
frequency f c . For 0 ≤ f m << f c , the single-sideband phase noise PSD L( f m ) (in dBc/Hz)
can be approximated as (Mehrotra, 1999)

L( f m ) ≈ 10 lg



f c2 c
π 2 f c4 c2 + f m2

For π f c2 c << f m << f c , L( f m ) can be approximated by
  
fc 2
L( f m ) ≈ 10 lg
c
fm



(4)

(5)
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Fig. 2. PLL block diagram
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Fig. 3. Equivalent mathematical model of PLL phase noise
i.e., L( f m ) and c are related by L( f m ) ≈ 10 log 10(c f c 2 / f m2 ). This approximation holds for
f m � 3dB bandwidth of phase noise (denoted by Δ f 3dB ). As θ (t) = 2π f s α(t), Wiener process
θ (t) can also be deﬁned as σθ2 (t) = 4πΔ f 3dB t, and
σθ2 (t) = 4π 2 f s2 σα2 = 4π 2 f s2 ct = 4πΔ f 3dB t

(6)

the constant c is therefore related to Δ f 3dB by c = Δ f 3dB /π f c2 (Petrovic et al., 2007). The
time-sampling of the Wiener process α(t), α[ n ], may ba represented in an integral-sum form
α[ n ] = α(n · Δt) =

=

√

c

√

c

n−1  Δt

∑

i =0 0

ξ (t� + i · Δt)dt�

n −1

∑ Wi (Δt)

i =0

=

√

c · Δt

n −1

∑ w [i ]

(7)

i =0

where Wi (Δt) ∼ N (0, Δt), and w[i ] is a Gaussian random variable, w[i ] ∼ N (0, 1). The
variance of α(nΔt) increases linearly with time, i.e., σα2 (nΔt) = cnΔt.
2.2 Phase-locked loop frequency synthesizer

Consider the basic PLL circuit in Fig. 2. Let αre f (t), αvco (t) and α pll (t) denote the PN of the
reference signal, the PN of the open-loop VCO and the PN at the output of PLL circuit,
respectively. αre f (t) and αvco (t) can also be modeled as Wiener process/one-dimensional
Brown motion process. The equivalent phase noise model of a PLL is shown in Fig. 3. The
input of the phase detector (PD) is given by
β(t) = α pll (t) − αre f (t)

(8)
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β(t) is one component of a multidimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Mehrotra, 2002).
The correlation properties of β(t) and αre f (t) are


E β(t1 )αre f (t2 ) =
E [ β(t1 ) β(t2 )] =

n0

∑ μi eλ min{0,t −t }
2

i

(9)

1

i =1
n0

∑ νi e−λ |t −t |
i 2

(10)

1

i =1

where n0 = 1 + ol p f , ol p f is the order of the low-pass ﬁlter. The calculation of parameters μ i , νi
and λi depends on the PLL circuit. The variance of the phase noise at the PLL output is then
obtained by

2
σα2pll (t) = E [ α2pll (t)] − E [ α pll (t)]

= E[α2pll (t)]

= E[(αre f (t) + β(t))2 ]
= E[α2re f (t) + β2 (t) + 2αre f (t) β(t)]
n0

= cre f t + ∑ (2μ i + νi )

(11)

i =1

The random differential equation of β(t)
β̇(t) = α̇ pll (t) − α̇re f (t)
√
√

= ccontr γ(t) + cvco ξ vco (t) − cre f ξ re f (t)

(12)

For the reference signal αre f (t) the PLL acts as a low-pass ﬁlter, whereas for the VCO signal the
PLL acts like a high-pass ﬁlter. The 3dB corner frequency for both ﬁlters is identical: ω G p ll =
2π f G p ll . To minimize the phase noise at the PLL output, the corner frequency has to be chosen
as high as possible. On the other hand, to keep the system stable, ω G p ll should not be higher
than 1/10 of the crystal frequency. The constants cvco at the control node of the VCO can be
√
calculated by cvco = ω G p ll /Kd , where Kd is the given phase detector constant. Equation (12)
is then rewritten as
β(t ) =

√

ccontr

 t
0

γ (t� )dt� +

√

cvco

 t
0

ξ vco (t� )dt� −



cre f

 t
0

ξ re f (t� )dt�

(13)

Sampling β(t) with a frequency 1/Δt and after some deviations, the discrete time model
follows as
√

√

β[ n ] = β[ n − 1] + Δt
ccontr γ [ n − 1] + cvco wvco − cre f wre f
(14)

It can be shown that α pll (t) is asymptotically a zero-mean Gaussian process (Mehrotra, 2002),
and the incremental random process α pll (t) − α pll (t + τ ) has the mean
μ (t) = lim (α pll (t) − α pll (t + τ )) = 0
t→ ∞

(15)
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and the variance



σ(t, τ ) = lim E (α pll (t) − α pll (t + τ ))2
t→ ∞

no


= cre f |τ | + 2 ∑ (μ i + νi ) 1 − e−λi |τ |

(16)

i =1

which is independent of t. Therefore, the cumulative phase-noise increment between samples l
and k of the received signal, Δθkl = 2π f c (α pll (kΔt) − α pll (lΔt)), has the characteristic function
(Petrovic et al., 2007)


ω 2o
no
− λ i | k − l | Δt
))
E e jΔθkl = e− 2 (c re f |k−l |Δt+2 ∑i=1 ( μi +νi ) (1−e
(17)

Algorithms for the calculation of PLL phase noise PSD are also given in literature (Mehrotra,
2002).

3. Phase noise in MIMO systems
3.1 MIMO system model

Consider a narrowband MIMO system with NT transmit antennas and NR receive antennas,
as shown in Fig. 4. The system transmission model is expressed as (Tse & Viswanath, 2004)
y = Hx + w

(18)

where x = [ x0 , x1 , . . . , x NT −1 ] T , x ∈ C NT and y = [ y0 , y1 , . . . , y NR −1 ] T , y ∈ C NR represent
transmit signal vector and receive signal vector at a symbol time, respectively (the time index
is dropped for simplicity). H = [hij ] NR × NT , H ∈ C NR × NT denotes channel matrix, where
hij represents the channel gain from transmitted antenna j to received antenna i, and is an
independent and identically distributed complex Gaussian random variable of zaro mean
and unity variance, i.e., hij ∼ CN (0, 1). | hij | is Rayleigh distributed and | hij |2 is exponentially
distributed with a unity mean. w = [ w0 , w1 , . . . , w NR −1 ] T denotes an Nr -dimensional complex
Gaussian random vector with zero mean and variance N0 , i.e. w ∼ CN (0, N0 I NR ), where I is
identity matrix.
3.1.1 Precoding based on singular value decomposition

Assuming the channel is known at the transmitter, the singular value decomposition (SVD)
of the channel matrix H
H = UΛV H
(19)

input

Fig. 4. MIMO system

data
processing

H
channel

data
processing

output
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where
Λ=



Λ1 0
0 0
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(20)

and the diagonal elements Λ1 = diag{[ λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λr ]} are the ordered singular values of the
matrix H, where
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λr > 0,
r = rank(H)
(21)

and the rank of H, r ≤ min( NT , NR ). In (19), U and V are NR × NR and NT × NT unitary
matrices, respectively, and satisfy UU H = I NR and VV H = I NT , U ∈ C NR × NR , V ∈ C NT × NT .
Since
HH H = UΛΛT U H
(22)
The squared singular values λ2i are the eigenvalues of the matrix HH H and also of H H H. The
SVD can be rewritten as
H=

r

∑ λi ui viH

(23)

i =1

i.e., the sum of rank-one matrices λi ui viH ’s. It can be seen that the rank of H is precisely the
number of non-zero singular values.
If we deﬁne
ỹ : = U H y
x̃ : = V H x
w̃ : = U H w

(24)

ỹ = U H HVx̃ + w̃ = Λx̃ + w̃

(25)

then we can rewrite the channel (18) as

where w̃ ∼ CN (0, N0 I NR ) has the same distribution as w and �x̃�2 = �x�2 . Thus, the energy
is preserved and we have an equivalent representation as a parallel of Gaussian channels (as
shown in Fig. 5)
ỹi = λi x̃i + w̃i ,
i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
(26)
where xi ∼ CN (0, σx2 ). The data transmitted on such a Gaussian channel construct a
data sub-stream. If the power is equally assigned to all transmit antennas and H is the

O1
V
pre-processing

VH

w1

On

min

wnmin

channel

Fig. 5. Singular value decomposition of a MIMO channel

U

UH
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time-invariant deterministic channel, then
r

∑ λ2i = Tr[HHH ] = ∑ |hij |2 .

i =1

(27)

i,j

If H is Rayleigh fading channel, and hij ∼ CN (0, 1), then
E



r

∑

i =1

λ2i







= E Tr[HH H ] = ∑ E |hij |2 = NR × NT .

It follows that

(28)

i,j

E [ λ2i ] = NR NT /r.

(29)

3.1.2 MIMO system with phase noise

In decentralized (distributed) MIMO systems, antennas are placed in different positions in a
cell, and can be seen as being mutually independent. Signals received by different antennas
are transmitted to a central processing unit via optical ﬁber. To minimize the cost, the RF unit
and the antenna(s) should be placed together. When multiple remote antennas form a virtual
cell, RF signals of different antennas have independent clocks. Given a MIMO system using
precoding based on SVD, in the following we will investigate the impacts of the dependent
and independent clocks on system performance.
Consider the narrowband MIMO system in Fig. 4. When there exists phase noise, we rewrite
(25) as
ỹ = U H ΘHΦVx̃ + w̃
(30)
where Φ = diag{[ e jφ1 , e jφ2 , . . . , e jφNT ]} and Θ = diag{[ e jθ1 , e jθ2 , . . . , e jθ NR ]}. [ φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φNT ]
denote the phase noise related to different transmit antennas, whereas [ θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θ NR ] denote
the phase noise related to different receive antennas.
3.2 Phase noise in centralized MIMO systems

In a centralized MIMO system, multiple transmit/receive antennas are placed together with
the same transmitter/receiver and so we have φ1 = φ2 = . . . = φNT = φ and θ1 = θ2 =
. . . = θ NR = θ. That is to say, at any instant phase noises at transmitter(s)/receiver(s) are fully
correlated, but φ and θ are statistically independent. Therefore, (30) can be simpliﬁed to be
ỹ = e j( φ+θ )Λx̃ + w̃

(31)

This is equivalent to the case of point-to-point communications: in transmitters, phase noise
can result in adjacent-channel interference and modulation errors; in receivers, phase noise
can result in demodulation errors and degraded sensitivity and dynamic range, such as
the rotation of signal constellation, and further degrade the system bit error rate (BER)
performance. The speciﬁcation, calculation, and reduction of oscillator noise are therefore of
great importance in wireless system design (Rohde & Netwkirk, 2000).
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3.3 Phase noise in decentralized MIMO systems
3.3.1 Identical transmitter clock, independent receiver clocks

Consider an uplink transmission in a distributed MIMO system, where all transmit antennas
share the clock and distributed receive antennas have independent clocks. We have then φ1 =
φ2 = . . . = φNT = φ and θ1 �= θ2 �= . . . �= θ NR , i.e., phase noises of different RF units are
mutually independent. Equation (30) can be simpliﬁed to be
ỹ = e jφ U H ΘHVx̃ + w̃

= e jφ U H ΘUΛx̃ + w̃

(32)

Precoding can be regarded as a generalization of beamforming to support multi-layer
transmission in multi-antenna wireless communications. Independent receiver phase noises
not only reduce the signal power, but also result in interference among sub-streams. Assuming
r = NR ≤ NT , the received signals of the ith data sub-stream are given by
NR

ỹi = λi x̃i ∑ | u li |2 e j( θl +φ) +
l =1

NR

r

∑

k =1,k � = i

λk x̃k ∑ u ∗li u lk e j( θl +φ) + w̃i ,

(33)

l =1

where the ﬁrst term on the right hand side (RHS) of (33) is the desired signal, the second term
is the interference introduced by phase noises. Since matrix U is unitary, hij ∼ CN (0, 1) and hij
is independent of phase noise, it follows that the element | u li |2 is independent and identically
distributed random variable, and satisﬁes
NR

∑ |uli |2 = 1

l =1
NR

∑ u∗lk ulj = 0,

l =1

for j �= k

(34)

According to the law of large numbers,
NR ×



1 NR
|u li |2 e j( θl +φ) −→ NR × E |u li |2 (cos (θl + φ) + j sin (θl + φ))
∑
NR l =1

(35)

Assume θl to be symmetrically distributed about 0, then E [sin θl ] = 0. Further we have
E [cos (θl + φ)] = E [cos θl cos φ + sin θl sin φ] = E [cos θl ] cos φ
E [sin (θl + φ)] = E [sin θl cos φ + cos θl sin φ] = E [cos θl ] sin φ

(36)

and from (34) we get
NR

∑ |uli |2 = 1

=⇒

l =1

when NR −→ ∞,

1
1 NR
|u li |2 =
NR l∑
N
R
=1

1 NR
1
|u li |2 =
NR l∑
N
R
=1

=⇒

E [| u li |2 ] =

1
NR

(37)

(38)
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The RHS of (35) is then simpliﬁed to be


NR × E | u li |2 (cos (θl + φ) + j sin (θl + φ))

= NR × E[|u li |2 ] E[cos (θl + φ) + j sin (θl + φ)]

= E[cos θl ]e jφ
Therefore,

2


 NR

2 j( θl +φ) 
 = ( E [cos θl ])2
 ∑ | u li | e

 l =1

The power of the desired signal

2


NR

2
2 j( θl +φ) 
PR,i =  λi x̃i ∑ | u li | e
 = λ2i | x̃ | ( E [cos θl ])2


l =1

(39)

(40)

(41)

Consider only the part of U H ΘU in (32). Denote C = U H ΘU. Since U H U = UU H = I and | eθi | =
1, the diagonal entries of Θ, e jθ1 , e jθ2 , . . . , e jθ NR , are eigenvalues of C, and the eigenvalue of CC H
is 1. That is to say, on either of parallel Gaussian channels the sum of the interference power
to other subchannels and desired signals equals to 1 (the square of λ is not counted).Then the
average power of the desired signals in (33) is given by


NR

E [ PR,i ] = E λ2i x̃i x̃i∗ ∑ | u li |2 e j( θl +φ)
l =1

=
=
=
=
=



NR

∑

m =1

|u mi |2 e− j( θm +φ)



NR ( NR − 1) 
1
2
2
2
2
j( θl −θm )
E | u li | | u mi | · 2� e
E [ λi ] E [| xi | ]
+
NR
2


1
NT NR P
NR − 1
+
E [cos(θl − θm )]
NR
NR
r2


NT NR P
NR − 1
1
+
E
cos
θ
cos
θ
−
sin
θ
sin
θ
[
]
m
m
l
l
NR
NR
r2


1
NT NR P
N −1
+ R
E [cos θl ] E [cos θm ]
NR
NR
r2

NT P 
2
+
(
N
−
1
)(
E
[
cos
θ
])
1
R
l
r2

(42)

where E [| x |2 ] = P/r is assumed, the average channel gain E [ λ2k ] = E [ λ2i ] = NR NT /r, and θl
is symmetrically distributed about 0. The average interference power from a parallel channel
to other channels is given by


N P
E [ PI,i ] = E [ λ2i ] E [| x |2 ] − E [ PR ] = T2 ( NR − 1) 1 − ( E [cos θl ])2
(43)
r
Deﬁne γ0 = P/N0 . The signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) is then calculated by
SI NRi =

E [ PR,i ]
1 + ( NR − 1)( E [cos θl ])2
=
E [ PI,i ] + N0
( NR − 1) (1 − ( E[cos θl ])2 ) + r2 /( NT γ0 )

(44)

It is shown that the independent phase noises worsen the received SNR and degraded the
overall performance of the communication systems.
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3.3.2 Identical receiver clock, independent transmitter clocks

Consider a downlink scenario where one mobile terminal receive signals from multiple cell
antennas. Now θ1 = θ2 = . . . = θ NR = θ, and without the loss of generality, assuming
φ1 �= φ2 �= . . . �= φNT , (30) is simpliﬁed to be
ỹ = e jθ U H HΦVx̃ + w̃

= e jθ ΛV H ΦVx̃ + w̃

(45)

Similarly, the signal received on ith parallel channel is expressed as
NT

ỹi = λi x̃i ∑ | vli |2 e j( φl +θ ) + λi
l =1

r

∑

k =1,k � = i

NT

x̃k ∑ v∗li vlk e j( φl +θ ) + w̃i ,

(46)

l =1

Also we get

E [ λ2i ] E [| x |2 ] 
1 + ( NT − 1)( E [cos φl ])2
NT

NR P 
= 2 1 + ( NT − 1)( E[cos φl ])2
r

E [ PR,i ] =

and
SI NR =

(47)

E [ PR,i ]
1 + ( NT − 1)( E [cos φl ])2
=
E [ PI,i ] + N0
( NT − 1) (1 − ( E[cos φl ])2 ) + r2 /( NR γ0 )

(48)

3.3.3 Independent transmitter/receiver clocks

From the analysis above, we can ﬁnd out that with the increase of phase noise, the
SINR degrades rapidly. Therefore, for a more generalized scenario where RF units of all
transmit/receive antennas have independent clocks, only the research on the condition that
θ << 1 and φ << 1 is meaningful. Under these assumptions, we have e jθl ≈ 1 + jθl and
e jφm ≈ 1 + jφm , and (30) can be simpliﬁed to be
ỹ ≈ Λx̃ + jU H Θ̄HVx̃ + jU H HΦ̄Vx̃ − U H Θ̄HΦ̄Vx̃ + w̃

(49)

where Φ̄ = diag{[ φ1 , φ2 , . . . , φNT ]}, Θ̄ = diag{[ θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θ NR ]}. When θl −→ 0 and φl −→ 0,
the fourth term on the RHS of (49) is inﬁnitesimal of higher order and can be ignored. The
second term is only related to receiver phase noise and has the autocorrelation matrix


E j2 U H Θ̄HVx̃x̃ H V H H H Θ̄ T U


= −U H E Θ̄HH H Θ̄T U · E[| x |2 ]


T
Θ̄
]
(50)
= −U H E Θ̄[h1T· , h2T· , . . . , hTNR · ] T [h1H· , h2H· , . . . , h H
U · E [| x |2 ]
NR ·

where E [| x |2 ] = P/r, and the channel matrix is assumed to be known, H = [h1T· , h2T· , . . . , h TNR · ] T .
Since phase noises are mutually independent, i.e., for i �= j, E [ θi θ ∗j ] = 0, the further
simpliﬁcation is given by


T
Θ̄
−U H E Θ̄[h1T· , h2T· , . . . , hTNR · ] T [h1H· , h2H· , . . . , h H
]
U
NR ·
 






= −U H diag E ||h1· ||2 σθ21 , E ||h2· ||2 σθ22 , . . . , E ||h NR · ||2 σθ2N U
(51)
R
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where σθ2l = E [ θl2 ] is noise variance. Since U is unitary matrix, the noise power introduced by
receiver phase noise is given by

 





 

P NR 
tr U H diag E ||h1· ||2 σθ21 , E ||h2· ||2 σθ22 , . . . , E ||h NR · ||2 σθ2N U · E [| x |2 ] = ∑ E ||hl ||2 σθ2l
R
r l =1
(52)
If the channel is independent and identically distributed and Rayleigh faded, and hij ∼


CN (0, 1), then E |hij |2 = 1, and (52) is rewritten as

 





 
N P NR
tr U H diag E ||h1· ||2 σθ21 , E ||h2· ||2 σθ22 , . . . , E ||h NR · ||2 σθ2N U · E [| x |2 ] = T ∑ σθ2l
R
r l =1
(53)
The third term in (49) related only to the transmitter phase noise, whose autocorrelation matrix
is calculated by
E [ j2 U H HΦ̄Vx̃x̃ H V H Φ̄T H H U]

= −U H E[HΦ̄Φ̄T H H ]U · E[| x |2 ]

= −U H E[[h·1 φ12 , h·2 φ22 , . . . , h· NT φ2NT ][h·1, h·2 , . . . , h· NT ] H ]U · E[| x |2 ]

(54)

For Rayleigh fading channels


tr U H E [[h·1φ12 , h·2 φ22 , . . . , h·NT φ2NT ][h·1 , h·2 , . . . , h·NT ] H ]U · E [| x |2 ] = NR

NT

∑ σφ2

l =1

l

· E[| x |2 ] (55)

Then the average SINR on the receiving side
SI NR =

≈
=
≈

E [ PR ]
E [ PI ] + N0
N
N
∑ri=1 E [ λ2i ] − NT ∑l =R1 σθ2l − NR ∑l =T1 σφ2l

NT ∑lN=R1 σθ2 + NR ∑lN=T1 σφ2l + N0 /E [| x |2 ]
l

NR 2
NT 2
1
1
NR ∑l =1 σθ l − NT ∑l =1 σφl
NR 2
NT 2
1
1
2
NR ∑l =1 σθ l + NT ∑l =1 σφl + N0 /( E [| x | ] NR NT )
1 − E [ σθ2l ] − E [ σφ2l ]
E [ σθ2l ] + E [ σφ2l ] + r/(γ0 NR NT )

1−

(56)

where γ0 = P/N0 . It follows that the average SINR is subject to the average of the variance of
phase noises at both transmitters and receivers.
3.4 Discuss on synchronization

The suppression of phase noise should be done by two ways: on one hand, making the noise
as low as possible during system design; on the other hand, suppressing and eliminating the
effects of phase noise by means of algorithms.
The MIMO system we studied here is a narrowband system. When receive beamforming is
used, the RF signal from the transmitter can be used as a reference signal in order to realize
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the synchronization in frequency and phase; whereas when only transmit beamforming is
used, frequency synchronization can be realized by synchronizing all transmitter carrier
frequencies with receiver, or using an extra transmitter as reference frequency. In the latter
case, a time-division periodical synchronization scheme is required in order to correct the
phase error induced by propagation. However, phase noise during the signal transmission
can not be eliminated, especially when joint transmit/receive beamforming (linear precoding)
is applied. Therefore, minimizing the noise during circuit design is a better way to solve this
problem.
In a distributed MIMO system with independent transmitter and receiver clocks, a common
independent RF reference signal is necessary. The meaningful phase noise estimation and
suppression can only be made for broadband MIMO systems.

4. Simulation results
Referring to (6), the variance of Wiener phase noise will increase linearly with time. Assuming
phase noises are independent and identically distributed, carrier frequency f c = 2GHz, and
the constant of an open-loop VCO cvco = 10−19 , the variation of phase noise variance σθ2 with
time is shown in Fig. 6 for a free-running oscillator. At t = 0.5ms, σθ2 ≈ 0.01, and if the average
of E [ σθ2l ] ≈ 0.01, the corresponding SINR will be less than 20dB. It should be emphasized that
different from application of single-layer beamforming (for point to point communication),
application of precoding demands on electronic devices with a better noise characteristics. It
is because independent phase noises result in not only the reduction of signal’s active power,
but also the interference among parallel channels.
Fig. 7 describes the phase noise characteristics of a PLL synthesizer. Within a time duration less
than 100ms, phase noise at the PLL output is determined by β(t), which is one component of
the variance bounded multi-dimension Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Therefore, the variance
of α p ll (t) approximates a constant. In a relative large observation time range, α p ll (t) will
depend on the phase noise of the reference signal α p ll (t). Furthermore, with a VCO of the
same quality, PLL output signal has a much better noise characteristic, and better performance
can be obtained by the system.
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Fig. 8 compares the phase noise variance of PLL synthesizers using reference clocks of
different quality. Obviously, the better the quality of the clock, the better the stability of the
PLL is.
In the literature (Mudumbai et al., 2007) the inﬂuence of independent phase noises on
a distributed wireless sensor network using transmit beamforming has been studied.
Application of transmit/receive beamforming can bring the potential power gain, but requires
the carrier synchronization in phase and frequency. In addition, if single-layer beamforming
is used(transmit/receive beamforming), independent phase noises at transmitter/receiver
will reduce the power gain, but no interference is introduced; whereas with precoding
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(joint transmit/receive beamforming), extra interference exits among sub-streams and further
worsens the receive SNR.

5. Conclusions and future research
In this chapter, we have investigated the effects of phase noise in centralized and
distributed narrowband MIMO systems, and discussed the feasibility of phase and frequency
synchronization. In centralized narrowband MIMO systems, the effects of phase noise
is similar to that in simple point-to-point communications, except that phase noise may
affect the accuracy of channel estimation and thus the channel capacity is overestimated
(Taparugssanagorn & Ylitalo, 2009).
The simulation results have shown that in distributed MIMO systems, independent phase
noises not only give rise to the reduction of power gain provided by transmit/receive
beamforming, but also induce the interference among parallel channels provided by
precoding. The signal-to-interference ratio decreases rapidly when the average interference
power increases. Therefore, in decentralized MIMO systems more precise devices are
demanded, which contradicts the low cost we expected. Furthermore, phase synchronization
in a distributed narrowband system raises the overhead cost. Even so, during data
transmission phase noise can not be corrected.
For a broadband system, overhead for phase noise estimation and mitigation is also a
challenge. It is a hot topic at the moment as well as in the future.
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A List Based Detection Technique
for MIMO Systems
SaiRamesh Nammi
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1. Introduction
It is well known that multiple transmit and receive antennas can signiﬁcantly increase the
data carrying capacity of wireless systems (1) - (3). Usually a multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) system requires a channel code to approach capacity (4). However, for such MIMO
systems, the optimal joint maximum-likelihood (ML) detection using exhaustive search is
too complex and is almost impossible. Motivated by turbo decoding (5), iterative detectors
and decoders, treating the channel code as the outer code and the space time mapper as the
inner code, have been commonly employed in the literature. Although the iterative decoder
structures are extensively investigated in the code theory literature, the design and role of
the detector structure still need investigation. In this context, the authors in (6), (9) studied
the iterative algorithm for MIMO systems using optimum soft-input/soft-output ML MIMO
detector. Unfortunately the optimal MIMO detector complexity increases exponentially with
the number of transmit antennas or/and the number of bits per constellation point.
In this chapter, we propose a novel threshold list subset detector (T-LSS) that extends the List
subset detector for iterative turbo MIMO systems (20). List based techniques have also been
considered by other researchers in various contexts. In (15), a list-sequential detector, based
on a modiﬁed stack algorithm, is discussed for MIMO systems. Detection over multiple input
multiple output channels for uncoded system using Chase (25) type of algorithm has been
proposed in (17), and for multiuser detection in spread spectrum systems in (28). The T-LSS
detector generates lists of candidate codewords based on the subset sum algorithm (22). The
T-LSS detector do not require any search radius as in LSD rather depends on the threshold
value. Second, the lists of codewords are generated at each iteration of the receiver by taking
into account the a priori information fed back from the channel decoder. Third, the candidate
codeword selection in T-LSS does not directly involve channel estimation as in LSD. Our
results show that for small average list sizes, the performance of T-LSS is almost same as full A
Posteriori Probability (APP) detection. Moreover, the average complexity of T-LSS is relatively
small. Using Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart analysis, we can design the optimal
list size per iteration. Our results indicate that we can reduce the complexity signiﬁcantly for
an iterative MIMO system by using T-LSS in the ﬁrst iteration and using very low list sizes
optimized using EXIT chart.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model. Section
III describes the T-LSS detector structure in the iterative framework. Performance analysis of
T-LSS is given in Section IV and Section V discusses the implementation complexity. Selection
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of turbo MIMO system.
of list sizes using EXIT charts is described in Section VI. Section VII discusses numerical results
of T-LSS. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VIII.
Notation: Bold upper case (lower case) letters denote matrices (vectors). The notations (·) T ,
(·) H , (·)∗ , E[·], Re{·} and Im{·} denote transpose, Hermitian, conjugation, expectation, real and
imaginary parts respectively. Ac is the complement of A, || · || is Euclidian norm, and (mk)
denotes m!/(m − k)!k!.

2. System description
Consider a MIMO system with Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas. At the
transmitter side, the input data bits are encoded by a channel code, randomly interleaved
and then mapped to modulation symbols before being transmitted by the antennas. Denoting
a block of information bits by the vector d and the transfer function of the channel code by
G, the output codeword can be written as c̃ = Gd, and c = Π(c̃) represents the interleaved
sequence of coded bits. The symbol mapper converts this bit sequence into an M-ary symbol
sequence as follows. Assume that c has LNt Mc elements, where Mc is the number of bits
per constellation point and L is a non-negative integer. The symbol mapper ﬁrst partitions
c into L subvectors, each of length Nt Mc , to form an Nt Mc × L matrix, C = [c1 , c2 ..., c L ],
where cl = [ c( l −1) Nt Mc +1 , c( l −1) Nt Mc +2 , ..., clNt Mc ] T , 1 ≤ l ≤ L, and ci is the i-th element of

c. Each subvector cl is then mapped to the symbol vector xl = [ x1l , x2l , ..., x lNt ] T through a
unique predetermined bit mapping scheme xil = F [ c( l −1) Nt Mc +( i−1) Mc+1 , ..., c( l −1) Nt Mc +iMc ],
1 ≤ i ≤ Nt . We call each sub vector cl a code bit vector. The elements of the symbol vector xl
are then transmitted by the Nt transmit antennas.
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Ignoring the superscript (l ) for simplicity, the received Nr × 1 vector r due to the transmission
of the Nt × 1 symbol vector xl can be written as
(1)

r = Hx + n

where H is a Nr × Nt complex MIMO channel matrix, and n is complex additive noise vector
whose elements are independent, complex-valued Gaussian variables with zero mean and
variance σ2 per each dimension.

3. Soft MIMO detectors
3.1 MIMO detector background

In the literature, different optimal and suboptimal structures have been studied. The
suboptimal detectors can be classiﬁed into linear and nonlinear detectors. Linear detectors
include zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error (MMSE) detectors, and the
nonlinear receivers include decision feedback, nulling-cancelling and variants relying on
successive interference cancellation. These suboptimal detectors are easy to implement but
their bit error rate (BER) performance is signiﬁcantly inferior to that of the optimum MIMO
detector (10). The authors in (12), (13) studied nulling-cancelling detector with iterative
processing.
There has also been considerable progress in using low complexity (near) ML detection based
on lattice decoding. In (19), a near optimal detection method is proposed using sphere-decoder
(SD) concept, which has low complexity at high SNR. The work in (4) extends the sphere
detector algorithm of (19) to coded MIMO systems with complex constellations. It is shown
that for good choices of the initial radius and for sufﬁcient list sizes, list sphere decoder
(LSD) in a concatenated system can achieve a bit error rate (BER) performance close to
capacity limits. However, the worst case complexity of LSD can be very high and the expected
complexity is polynomial with the number of transmit antennas (4). Besides, the LSD does not
exploit channel decoder information in generating the list of candidate codewords. Based on
semi-deﬁnite relaxation (SDR) of the ML problem, the authors in (14) proposed a soft Quasi
ML detection for MIMO systems.
3.2 Conventional soft MIMO detector

A typical iterative receiver structure consists of an inner MIMO detector and an outer channel
decoder. The MIMO detector calculates the log likelihood ratio (LLR) L D (ci |r) = log( P (ci =
1|r)/P (ci = 0|r)), for each bit ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ Nt Mc , and sends the extrinsic LLR values Lext (ci |r) =
L D (ci |r) − L A (ci ) to the channel decoder, where L A (ci ) = log( P (ci = 1)/P (ci = 0)) is the a
priori information. A direct computation of detector extrinsic LLR is performed as (9)

Lext (ci |r) = log

∑

c l ∈Ł

∑

c l ∈Ł

c i,1

c i,0

1 T
p (r| cl ). exp ( cl [i] L A,[i] )
2

(2)

1 T
p (r| cl ). exp ( cl [i] L A,[i] )
2


where Ł is a set containing all possible code bit vectors and is called the list. The set Ł ci,1
contains code bit vectors in the list with ci = 1, (l − 1) Nt Mc + 1 ≤ i ≤ l Nt Mc , L A,[i] denotes
T

the vector of all a priori values by omitting the bit i, cl [i] denotes the coded bit vector cl by
removing the i-th bit, and p (r| cl ) is the conditional probability density function (pdf).
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From (2), it is clear that an exhaustive search over all possible bit vectors requires computation
of (2) over a list Ł containing 2 Nt Mc candidate code bit vectors. This provides MAP detection
but its complexity is too high for large Nt Mc . In order to reduce complexity, the authors
in (4) extend the SD concept for coded turbo MIMO systems by generating a list of code
bit vectors from the detector to the decoder. Although the complexity is reduced, the list
generation process in (4) does not utilize the information fed back from the channel decoder.
Accordingly, the work in (34) modiﬁes the SD algorithm with a Finkle-Pohst MAP search,
which is repeated for each iteration. In general, the SD based approach relies on a search radius
that sometimes involves trial and error (4). Furthermore, many ﬂoating point operations,
including QR decompositions or Cholesky decompositions, are required in generating the list
of candidate code bit vectors. Therefore, we propose a different soft MIMO detector structure
that generates lists requiring only a few ﬂoating point operations and mostly comparisons.
Besides, instead of using a search radius, we use alternative parameters which are easier to
characterize.
3.3 Proposed soft MIMO detector

In our novel receiver structure, we reduce the list size signiﬁcantly so that the computation
of (2) is performed only for a few candidate bit words. Toward this end, we propose to
optimize the list from iteration to iteration. Thus, for the k-th iteration between the detector
(k)

and the decoder, Lext (ci |r) is computed as
(k)

Lext (ci |r) = log

∑

cl ∈ Ł ( k )

∑

cl ∈ Ł ( k )

c i,1

c i,0

1 T
p (r| cl ). exp ( cl [i] L A,[i] )
2
1 T
p (r| cl ). exp ( cl [i] L A,[i] )
2

(3)

where Ł( k) is the list of code bit vectors in the k-th iteration. Note that unlike 2, Ł( k) does
not usually contain all possible code bit vectors. The detector constructs the list based on the
LLR information {αi } for each bit. In the ﬁrst iteration, we use an initial reliability detector to
generate {αi }. For subsequent iterations, {αi } are obtained from the channel decoder. Thus,
our receiver consists of three components : (1) an initial reliability detector, (2) a list subset
sum detector and (3) a channel decoder as shown in Fig. 1. The initial reliability detector and
the list subset detector form the proposed MIMO detector.
3.3.1 Initial reliability detector

The initial reliability detector is used only during the ﬁrst iteration to assist in the generation
of the list Ł(1) . It consists of a linear minimum mean squared error (MMSE) detector. Such
detectors are known to have information lossless property (24). Other detectors namely zero
forcing (ZF), zero forcing with successive interference cancellation (ZF-SC), minimum mean
squared error with successive interference cancellation (MMSE-SC) can also be used to obtain
the initial reliability of bits. Let y = P H r be the Nt × 1 vector output of MMSE detector, where
P = (HRx H H + σ2 I)−1 H is the MMSE detector coefﬁcients (10), Rx = E [xx H ], and I is the
identity matrix of size Nr × Nr . Assuming MMSE output as Gaussian (21), the MMSE output
is used to obtain the initial reliability of the Nt Mc bits. The reliability of the coded bit ci is
measured by the magnitude of the log-likelihood ratio, log( P (ci = 1| yt )/P (ci = 0| yt )), where
t = �i/Mc �. As an example, for quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) with constellation
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√
√
√
√
points (1 + j)/ 2, (−1 + j)/ 2, (−1 − j)/ 2, (1 − j)/ 2 representing bit pairs (0,0), (0,1),
(1,1), and (1,0) respectively, Im{yt } and Re{yt } give the reliabilities of the ﬁrst and the second
bit respectively (32). Let us denote the reliability of the coded bits by {αi } and let αhi be the hard
decision of αi .
3.3.2 List subset sum detector

The list subset sum detector takes reliability values {αi } as input soft information to produce
a list Ł( k) of most likely code bit vectors. This list is used to produce extrinsic LLR Lext (ci |r)
for each bit ci . It consists of two parts : a list generator and an extrinsic LLR calculator.
List generator: The motivation of list based algorithms is that ﬂipping of αhi at a few bit positions
may produce the MAP code bit vector in Ł( k) of 3 with high probability. We use the MAP
metric of the transmitted vector c, denoted by J (c) as (27)
J (c ) =

∑ | αi | − ∑

i ∈ Sc

i ∈Scn

| αi | =

∑ | αi | − 2 ∑

i ∈U

i ∈Scn

(4)

| αi |

where U = {1, 2, ..., Nt Mc } is the set of bit positions, Sc = {i | ci = αhi , i ∈ U } and Scn = {i | ci �=
αhi , i ∈ U }. Since the ﬁrst term in (4) is independent of the value of c, J (c) depends only on the
second term ∑i∈Scn | αi |. Hence we need to ﬁnd set of vectors which minimizes the second term.
i.e. the perturbation vectors should be designed in ascending order of the sum S = ∑ i∈Scn | αi |.
That is the problem is equivalent to the subset-sum problem (22), where the objective is to ﬁnd
all subsets of a set of numbers that have sum less than or equal to a given number Vth . Let Ł( k)
be the set of all perturbation vectors whose reliability sum S is below a certain threshold Vth ,
and γ ( k) be the cardinality of Ł( k) . The choice of Vth will be discussed in the next section.
Let us deﬁne a vector pi as a zero element vector with a 1 at the i-th bit position. The weight
of the vector {αi } is deﬁned as w = ∑iN=t 1Mc | αi |. The list is generated as follows :
Step 1: Sort | α j |, j = 1, ..., Nt Mc in the ascending order. Set the size of the list Λ = 1, bit position
i = 1, ﬁrst term in the list v1old = [0 0 0...0] and the weight w1old = 0.
m
m + p , and modify the weight
= vold
Step 2: For each vector in the list m = 1 to Λ, create vnew
i
m
m
of each vector as wnew = wold + | αi |.
Step 3: Merge lists vnew and vold to form a new list vnew .
Step 4: If k = 1 i.e., in the ﬁrst iteration between the detector and the decoder, keep only the
vectors in vnew that have a sum less than or equal to Vth .
Step 5: If k > 1, then sort vectors in vnew in ascending order according to their weights wnew .
Truncate the size of vnew to Λ( k) , if the size is greater than Λ( k) , where Λ( k) is the maximum
size of the list, and set the value of Λ( k) to the size of vnew .
Step 6: Set vold ← vnew .
Step 7: Set i ← i + 1. Repeat Step 2 to 7 if i ≤ Nt Mc .
Step 8: Re-arrange the positions of the elements in each test vector in vnew back to their original
positions before Step 1, and then add each vector to αh to generate the test list Ł( k) .
(k)

Extrinsic LLR calculator : Once the list Ł( k) is available, the extrinsic LLR values Lext (ci |r) are
computed for each coded bit ci . For higher number of transmit antennas, computation of (3)
is very cumbersome, and max-log approximation is used as (4)
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(k)

T
1
1
max {− 2 ||r − Hx||2 + cl [i] L A,[i] }
2 cl ∈Ł(k )  c i,+1
σ
1
1
T
max {− 2 ||r − Hx||2 + cl [i] L A,[i] }
−
2 cl ∈Ł(k )  c i,0
σ

Lext (ci |r) ≈

(5)

After all the code bit vectors cl , 1 ≤ l ≤ L, have been processed by the MIMO detector, the
extrinsic LLR values associated with c are made available to the channel decoder as a priori
information after de-interleaving:
L A (c̃) = Π−1 { Lext (c)}

(6)

3.4 Channel decoder

The decoder considered in this chapter is a soft-input soft-output (SISO) convolutional
decoder based on the BCJR algorithm (30). This decoder is based on trellis structure, where a
branch metric computation uses the soft information L A (c̃) coming from the detector. Based
on forward and reverse recursions of BCJR, the LLR for each coded and data bit is obtained.
The a priori information L A (c̃i ) is removed from the LLR of each coded bit to produce extrinsic
information L ext (c̃i ). Finally, the extrinsic information is fed back to the detector as a priori
information after interleaving as
L A (c) = Π{ Lext (c̃)}

(7)

The a priori information L A ci for each bit ci is used by the MIMO detector as described in
Section III A. The iteration between the detector and the decoder are repeated to decrease the
BER. After the last iteration, the LLR of data bits are subjected to hard decision to produce
ﬁnal data decisions.

4. BER analysis of MIMO detector
In this section, we consider BER analysis of the MIMO detector. It is useful for two reasons.
First, it directly provides analytical performance results of the proposed detector when used
in an uncoded MIMO system. Second, we use this analysis to show selection of Vth used in
the list generation algorithm. We follow a procedure similar to (32). However, our ﬁnal results
are different from (32).
We consider QPSK modulation. The probability of an error e in bit ci can be written as
Pb,i =

1

∑ P (e| ci = u ) P (ci = u )

(8)

u =0

Assume bits 0 and 1 to be equally likely and P (e| ci = u ) to be same for u = 0 and 1. We can
then write Pb,i = P (e| ci = 0). When the MIMO detector uses Vth to control the list, we can
write
Pb,i = P (e| ci = 0, αi ≤ Vth ) P (αi ≤ Vth | ci = 0)

+ P(e| ci = 0, αi > Vth ) P(αi > Vth | ci = 0)

(9)
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Fig. 2. Effects of Vth on the BER of T-LSS based MIMO system.
Let us denote P (αi > Vth | ci = 0) as Pδ,i . When αi > Vth , the decision on the i-th bit is 1.
Hence P (e| ci = 0, αi > Vth ) =1. We approximate p(αi | ci = 0) to be Gaussian with mean
μ i and variance σi2 . Thus, we get, Pδ,i = Q((Vth + | μ i |)/σi2 ) where Q(.) is the Gaussian tail
probability (10). The evaluation of the term P(e| ci = 0, αi ≤ Vth ) is difﬁcult. However, it can
be approximately evaluated as follows.
Consider asymptotically large Vth , i.e., Vth → ∞. In this case, the list contains all possible 2Nt Mc
members. Obviously, in this case, P (e| ci = 0, αi ≤ Vth → PML ), where PML is the bit error
probability for a maximum likelihood detector. Even for a moderately large Vth , since we are
interested in the near-ML region of operation, we can still write P (e| ci = 0, αi ≤ Vth ) ≈ PML .
Therefore, from (9)
(10)
Pb,i ≈ (1 − Pδ,i ) PML + Pδ,i
The average BER can be written as
Pb =

1 Nt Mc
1 − PML Nt Mc
P
=
P
+
Pδ,i
ML
b,i
Nt Mc i∑
Nt Mc i∑
=1
=1

(11)

We have found this expression to provide accurate results in our extensive simulations. As
an example, Figure 2 shows our results for various values of Vth . The channel is randomly
generated and kept ﬁxed at an SNR of 10 dB. For the 2 × 2 system, the rows of the channel
matrix is are [1.3-j0.19 0.08-j0.16], and [0.84-j0.09 -0.85-j0.81] respectively. For the 4 × 4 system,
the rows are [0.27-j0.23 0.35-j0.21 0.21+j1.51 0.91-j0.52], [0.82+j0.46 0.40+j0.50 -0.69+j0.024
0.35-j1.202], [1.16+j0.56 0.38-j0.03 0.47-j0.27 1.11+j1.25], and [-0.02-j0.14 -0.15-j0.36 0.69+j0.75
1.16+j0.24] respectively.
The selection of Vth is done as follows. Suppose we want Pb to be within a fraction of � of PML ,
i.e., Pb = (1 + �) PML . From (11), we get
Nt Mc

∑

i =1

Pδ,i = (

�PML
) Nt Mc
1 − PML

(12)
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which gives
Nt Mc

∑

i =1

Q(

Vth + | μ i |
�PML
)=(
) Nt Mc
σi
1 − PML

(13)

Thus, Vth can be found by solving (13). The parameter PML is difﬁcult to obtain (31). We
propose to use interference-free error performance PIF in place of PML . This is given by
1 Nt Mc
1 Nt Mc 
P
=
Q( 2γi )
(14)
IF,i
Nt Mc i∑
Nt Mc i∑
=1
=1
where γi is the average received SNR for the i-th bit when only the symbol xl , l = �i/M �, is
present in the system and other symbols are set to zero. Since PIF ≤ PML , using PIF for PML
in (13) ensures an error performance better than or equal to (1 + �) PML . The parameters μ i
and σi are obtained as described in (32).
PIF =

5. Complexity analysis
In this section we describe the exact number of computations needed for T-LSS detector. The
complexity depends on
1. MMSE detector
2. List generator
3. Extrinsic LLR calculator
5.1 MMSE detector

Let Nv be the number of Vth values where (13) is evaluated. The calculation of Vth requires
about ( Nv + 1) Nt Mc + 3 multiplications and ( Nv + 1)( Nt Mc − 1) additions. the Q function
values can be obtained from tables or through a combination of tables and a few ﬂoating
point operations.
Total number of multiplications for computing HRx H H + σ2 I is equal to (1/2) Nr ( Nr +
1)( Nt + 1) assuming R x = σs2 I, where σs2 = E [| xi |2 ]. The number of addition operations
is equal to (1/2) Nr ( Nr + 1)( Nt − 1) + Nr . The number of multiplications and additions
for calculating (HRx H H + σ2 I)−1 H is equal to Nr2 Nt and ( Nr − 1) Nr Nt respectively. The
generation of MMSE detector coefﬁcients requires matrix inversion of size Nr × Nr . From (23),
matrix inversion operation requires Nr3 multiplications and Nr3 − 2Nr2 + Nr additions. Since
the MMSE detector gives reliability of received code vector of Nt Mc bits, the total number of
multiplications per bit is equal to ((1/2) Nr ( Nr + 1)( Nt + 1) + Nr3 + Nr2 Nt + ( Nv + 1) Nt Mc +
3)/Nt Mc and addition operations is approximately equal to ( Nr3 − 2Nr2 + 2Nr + (1/2) Nr ( Nr +
1)( Nt − 1) + ( Nr − 1) Nr Nt + ( Nv − 1)( Nt Mc − 1))/Nt Mc . Note that in the case of block fading
channels, these operations need to be done only once for the whole block. Then the number
of operations per bit will decrease depending on the block size.
5.2 List generator

The sorting operation in Step 1 is needed over Nt Mc elements. Hence the total number of
comparison operations are O( Nt Mc log2 ( Nt Mc )). This can usually be neglected compared

t Mc min ( j −1,log2 γ )
to the other comparison operations. Step 2 requires ∑ N
= 2γ( k) − 1 +
j =1 2
( Nt Mc − log2 γ( k) )γ( k) additions, since the list is restricted to a maximum size of γ ( k) ,
and until that size is reached, the list size doubles for every increase in i value in pi . In
Step 4, we compare the sum with Vth for each member in the list. Since the number of

(k)
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members doubles for every increase in i value in p i and half of the members in the list
each time have already been compared, we have a worst case number of comparisons as
2γ (1) − 1 + ( Nt Mc − log2 γ (1) )γ (1) . In Step 5, until i exceeds log2 γ ( k) , only (2i − 1) comparisons
are needed for a given i. This is due the special structure of the algorithm where the
members after merging in Step 3 remain in the form of two sorted lists. Therefore, the
cumulative number of comparisons till i exceeds log2 γ ( k) can be obtained by summing
�

(2i − 1) over i. Deﬁning γ( k) = 2n , where n = �log2 γ( k) �, the number of comparisons is
�

�

about 2γ ( k) − log2 γ ( k) . When i > log2 γ ( k) then the list doubles (after Step 3) for every
increase in the i value, but members remain in two sorted lists. We thus need to select
γ ( k) elements from 2γ ( k) elements available in two sorted lists. Thus, γ ( k) comparisons are
�

�

needed for each i when i > log2 γ ( k) . Thus, Step 5 requires 2γ ( k) − log2 γ ( k) + ( Nt Mc −
log2 γ ( k) )γ ( k) comparisons. In summary, if η iterations are used, the total number of additions
η
per bit is approximately (1/( Nt Mc )) ∑k=1 (2γ ( k) − 1 + ( Nt Mc − log2 γ ( k) )γ ( k) ). The total
number of comparisons per bit is about ηlog2 ( Nt Mc ) + (1/( Nt Mc ))(2γ (1) − 1 + ( Nt Mc −
η

�

�

log2 γ (1) )γ (1) ) + (1/( Nt Mc )) ∑ k=2 (2γ ( k) − log2 γ ( k) + ( Nt Mc − log2 γ ( k) )γ ( k) ).
5.3 Extrinsic LLR calculator

The extrinsic LLR values are calculated using (5). We can see that r − Hx requires Nr Nt
multiplications and Nr Nt addition operations for each member in the list. The norm
operation ||r − Hx||2 requires Nr multiplications and Nr − 1 additions. Multiplication by
T

1/σ2 requires 1 multiplication operation. The term cl [i] L A,[i] require Nt Mc − 2 addition
operations and the summation of the two terms require 1 addition operation. There are γ ( k)
η
comparison operations. Thus there are Nt1Mc ( Nr Nt + Nr + 1) ∑k=1 γ ( k) multiplications per bit,
η
η
1
( k ) additions per bit and 1
( k ) comparisons per
Nt Mc ( Nr Nt + Nt Mc + Nr − 2) ∑k =1 γ
Nt Mc ∑ k =1 γ
bit.

6. Iterative list detection for turbo MIMO systems
For MIMO systems concatenated with a channel code, the list size is controlled using Vth
during the ﬁrst iteration. Equation (5) is used to generate extrinsic LLR values that are passed
to the channel decoder via the de-interleaver. Since Ł( k) does not contain all the code bit
vectors, it may so happen for a few bits that they are either 0 or 1 throughout the list. In these
cases, we can set the LLR of that particular bit to some ﬁxed value such as +8 or -8 depending
on the bit reliability, or we can use the bit ﬂipping algorithm as in (28). In bit ﬂipping method,
there is a list size penalty. Once we obtain the channel decoder output information of all the
coded bits, they are passed through the interleaver to the MIMO detector. Since the channel
decoder outputs are more reliable than the initial reliability detector, the detector uses them
for subsequent iterations. In that case, the list size can simply be ﬁxed at the value provided by
the ﬁrst iteration. Fixed list sizes have also been considered in (20). However, further reduction
in list sizes can be obtained using an EXIT chart as described below.
6.1 List detector transfer curves

The mutual information transfer curve of List MIMO detector can be computed by assuming
2
a priori information L from the channel decoder to be Gaussian distributed with variance σA
2
and mean σA /2. The measure of information is computed between the a priori LLR and the
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true transmitted bits as well as between extrinsic output LLR and the transmitted bits. The
mutual information at the input of the MIMO detector is denoted as I A1 and at the output as
IE2 . The mutual information between transmitted bit x and the LLR L is given by (35), (36)


∞
1
p(l | B = b ) ×
∑
2 d =−1,1 −∞
i
2p(l | B = b )
log2
dl
p ( l | B = − 1) + p ( l | B = 1)

I ( B, L ) =

(15)

2 . The value σ for that particular
The measure of a-priori information is characterized by σA
A
measure of input mutual information I A is calculated using the relationship

J (σ) = I A1 (σA = σ)
where
J (σA ) = 1 −

 ∞ −( l −σA2 /2)2 /2σA2
e
−∞



2
2πσA

log2 (1 + e−l )dl

(16)
(17)

For every given value of I A , the MIMO detector is simulated to obtain histogram based pdf,
which is used in 15 to compute the mutual output information IE1 .
6.2 List optimization using mutual information approach

Since we would like to ensure convergence, the EXIT optimization is done under two worse
scenarios: (1) A low SNR value is used so that the list size found from the chart also works at
high SNR. In practice, charts pre-computed at several SNR values can be used. (2) The EXIT
chart assumes that extrinsic LLR is used both in the list generator as well as in the extrinsic
LLR calculator. This is required to simplify the EXIT plots. This, however, is a worse scenario
compared to the actual algorithm where full LLR is used in the list generator while extrinsic
LLR is used in the extrinsic LLR calculator.
Fig. 3 shows the EXIT characteristics for the MIMO detector using T-LSS and a rate 1/2
convolutional decoder with constraint length 7 with polynomials [147, 117]. From the
numerical simulations, the average list size for T-LSS is found to be 35. This is the list size in
the ﬁrst iteration. For subsequent iterations, the ﬁgure shows that the list size can be reduced
to 32 and 24, that can provide performance very close to a full list with 256 members.
Fig. 4 shows the EXIT characteristics for the case of Nt > Nr , In this case, the average list size
for the T-LSS detector is 81. The list size can be reduced to 48 and then to 32 for the second
and higher iterations. This can reduce numerical complexity signiﬁcantly.

7. Numerical Results and Discussions
A MIMO system with Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas is considered. We use a complex
Gaussian random MIMO channel. In our work, the channel changes for each code bit vector
although our technique applies to block fading channels as well. The channel information is
assumed to be known at the receiver only. QPSK modulation is considered for all the cases.
Unless speciﬁed, � is set to 0.01.
Fig 5 shows the BER plot of the MIMO detector (uncoded system) with symmetrical
conﬁgurations for 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 6 × 6 and 8 × 8 systems. Full search maximum likelihood
detector (MLD) results are also shown. It can be seen that with T-LSS we can reach the
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Fig. 3. EXIT characteristics for 4 × 4 MIMO system with LSS detector at Eb /N0 = 4.0 dB. Note
that average complexity for T-LSS is 35.
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Fig. 4. EXIT characteristics for 4 × 2 MIMO system with T-LSS detector at Eb /N0 = 6.0 dB.
Note that average complexity for T-LSS is 81.
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same performance as that of MLD. The average list Savg required for T-LSS symmetrical
conﬁguration is shown in Fig 6. We observe that we can get signiﬁcant reduction in the list
size at high Eb /No . For example, for a 4 × 4 system at Eb /No = 14dB, the average list size
equal to 18, as compared to 256 for MLD.
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Fig. 5. BER performance of T-LSS for symmetrical conﬁguration.
Fig 7 shows the BER results for a 4 × Nr system for different values of Nr . We note that
the T-LSS detector works for any of the combinations of Nt and Nr unlike the SD, or the
original vertical Bell Labs layered space-time (V-BLAST) algorithm. Fig 8 shows the average
list sizes of the T-LSS for these conﬁgurations. Reduction in the number of receiver antennas
results in a loss in diversity and, therefore, an equivalent SNR loss. Therefore, the beneﬁt does
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Fig. 6. Average list size per bit of T-LSS for symmetrical conﬁguration.
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not signiﬁcantly improve with an increase in SNR in the low SNR region. Nevertheless, the
average list size for the 4 × 2 system is reduced to 90 in contrast with the ML size of 256.
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Fig. 7. BER performance of T-LSS for 4 × Nr systems.
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Fig. 8. Average list size per bit of T-LSS for 4 × Nr systems.
The role of the parameter � on the average list size for a 4 × 4 system is shown in Fig 9. Note
that to get exact ML performance, we need a list size of 256 in this case. However, by relaxing
the requirement to (1 + �) PML , the list size is signiﬁcantly reduced. Thus at a 15 dB SNR,
we reduce the list size 17 times by targeting for a BER of 1.01PML instead of exact PML . The
complexity reduction depends on the SNR.
Fig. 10 shows the BER plot for the iterative MIMO system. A convolutional code with
polynomials as described in Section VI is considered. In the ﬁrst iteration, the list is generated
from the T-LSS algorithm. Subsequent iterations use γ ( k) obtained from the EXIT chart at 4.0
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dB (Fig 3). We observe that the BER performance of the proposed method closely matches
with full search MLD where a list size of 256 is used. For the proposed method, using list
sizes of 35, 32, 24 and 24 respectively in the four iterations, the number of multiplications per
bit is about 420 using Nv = 100. For the full list MLD, the number of multiplications per bit
is about 2688 that comes from the extrinsic LLR calculator. For larger number of antennas or
constellation sizes, the potential beneﬁt in complexity will be much more signiﬁcant.
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Fig. 9. Effects of  on the complexity.
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Fig. 10. BER performance of iterative T-LSS for 4 × 4 MIMO system.

8. Conclusions
A soft input soft output MIMO detector for turbo MIMO systems is presented. The detector
searches over a list of candidate codewords to ﬁnd the most likely codeword vector. The
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BER performance of the detector is analyzed, and a method to choose the optimal list size
is described. During the ﬁrst iteration, the detector uses a threshold value to limit the number
of list members, while subsequent iterations use list sizes obtained through EXIT analysis.
The numerical complexity of the detector is analyzed. We show that the detector provides
BER performance very close to the use of ML detector based receiver at signiﬁcantly low
complexity. Possible future work includes design of capacity approaching irregular LDPC
codes based on the proposed T-LSS detector.
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1. Introduction
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) communication technology has received recently
significant attention triggered by the rapid development of Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) broad-band wireless and high speed wireline communication
systems. Such systems are very sensitive to Narrowband Interferences (NBI) due to their
relatively low transmission power. This type of signal interference can be found in the new
unlicensed frequency bands, e.g., the Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM) band, coming from
systems such as Bluetooth or microwave ovens which interfere with OFDM based Wireless
Local Area Networks (WLAN), like Hiperlan II. Other examples of NBI, typical for Digital
Subscriber Line (DSL) communications, are strong Radio Frequency Interferences (RFI) from
short-wave radio, Citizen's Band (CB) radio and amateur “ham” radio which interfere with
Hybrid Fiber Coaxial (HFC) networks and high speed DSL. Ineffective shielding of a cable
network may also cause the ingress from external home electrical devices, such as cordless
phones, TVs and computers.
Let’s consider a strong NBI signal which resides within the same frequency band as a
wideband OFDM signal. In this case, severe Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) degradation is
likely to occur across all OFDM subcarriers due to spectral leakage of the NBI signal from
block processing in the OFDM receiver. In Fig. 1, the magnitude-squared of the received
signal samples X[ k ]

2

is plotted. For flat-fading channels it is straightforward to ascertain

the fact that the highest peak corresponds to the subcarrier affected by NBI, as shown in Fig.
1.(a). Fig.1.(b) shows that in frequency-selective channels the OFDM signal presents a large
dynamic range, and some signal peaks can have values close to the peak induced by NBI.
This observation indicates that the detection of NBI becomes difficult in frequency-selective
channels, especially if the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) is high (Giorgetti et al., 2005).
The presence of strong NBI causes nonlinear distortion in Automatic Gain Control and
Analog to Digital Converter functional blocks as well as spectral leakage in the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) process. Many subcarriers close to the interference frequency will
suffer serious Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) degradation. Therefore, NBI suppression is of
primary importance.
The issue of NBI suppression for OFDM systems has been studied extensively in recent
years, and a number of general approaches are proposed. Various Frequency Excision
methods, where the affected frequency bins of the OFDM symbol are excised or their usage
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avoided, have received specific attention. Often degradation in an OFDM based receiver is
beyond the reach of the frequency excision method when the SIR is less than 0dB. In such
cases other approaches, related to the Cancellation techniques that aim the elimination or
mitigation of the effect of the NBI on the received OFDM signal, are recommended. Linear
and Nonlinear filtering methods for NBI cancellation are also proposed.

Fig. 1. The magnitude-squared of FFT bins: |X[k]|2
Different specific approaches for NBI suppression are deployed in MIMO systems
depending on the type of channel. For wireless channels one major group of methods is
Block Coding (BC): Space Time and Space Frequency. It utilizes the properties of MIMO systems
over fading channels. Other methods such as adaptive beam-forming of the MIMO antenna
system and Forward Precoding at the transmission side are reviewed. In wire-line subscriber
systems methods such as Dynamic Spectrum Management (Level 3), Optimal Precoding and
Multi-channel Adaptive Filtering are applied.
In this chapter the major NBI suppression methods their performance, computational
complexity and application to different types of MIMO communication systems are
considered. Results of simulation experiments for wireless MIMO systems and for MIMO
DSL channels are analyzed. It could be seen that the methods have different computational
complexity and performance depending on the parameters of the MIMO system and the
communication channels.

2. Overview of NBI suppression methods
2.1 Frequency excision
This approach uses the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based frequency-domain excision to
remove the NBI. The DFT output of block of N FFT samples, rm ,n is given by:
rm , n =

N FFT

∑ rm, k e− j 2π kn/N

k =1

FFT

, k = 1,....NFFT

(1)

where m is the number of the OFDM symbol, n is the number of the subcarrier of the OFDM
symbol, rm , k is the digital complex baseband signal sample at the demodulator input for m.
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In the frequency domain, the NBI manifests itself as a peak in the spectra. Interferences can
be excised by comparing and limiting the magnitude of each frequency bin to a threshold.
The following method is used to determine the threshold. The mean value of the amplitude
of the frequency bins and its variance are computed (Jyh-Ching et al., 2004):

Tmean =

Tvar =

1
N FFT

⎡ N FFT
⎢
10 log 10 rm ,n
⎢ n∑
⎢⎣ = 1

(

)

N FFT

10log 10 rm ,n

n=1

N FFT

∑

2

−

1
N FFT

⎛ N FFT
⎜ ∑ 10log 10 rm , n
⎜
⎝ n=1

(

(2)

)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

2⎤

⎥.
⎥
⎥⎦

(3)

The threshold is determined according to:
1/2
Texcision
= Tmean − α Tvar
.

(4)

The scale factor α in the above equation is adjusted to maintain the threshold at some value
of the noise floor. Each frequency bin is compared to the threshold and, if it exceeds the
threshold, its value is held at the threshold. After the application of Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (IFFT), the signal is much less contaminated with narrow band interferences.
This method is characterized with relative high efficiency due to the fact that the FFT/IFFT
digital signal processing could be realized in real time. In addition, it is possible to excise
multiple NBIs without any initial limiting conditions. Drawbacks of this method are the
impossibility to fully suppress the interference signals because of the NBI interference with
the information subcarriers thus violating their orthogonality and the strong dependence of
the threshold on the type and conditions of the channel.
2.2 Frequency identification and cancellation
The discrete complex baseband signal for sample k at the input of an OFDM receiver can be
expressed as (Baccareli et al., 2002):
r ( k ) = st ( k ) * h( k ) + n( k ) + in ( k ) ,

(5)

where st ( k ) is the complex output signal for sample k of the transmitter, h ( k ) is the
complex impulse response for sample k of the channel, n ( k ) is the complex Additive White
Gaussian Noise (AWGN) for sample k and in ( k ) is n-th complex single tone NBI for sample
k. Initially the frequency position of the interference tone has to be estimated in order to
approach the problem of NBI identification. After sampling the received signal r ( t ) to
obtain r ( k ) , FFT must be applied to this sequence via a Goertzel algorithm or using a
butterfly lattice. It is important to note that appropriate setting of the sampling time T is a
fundamental step; therefore, to increase the frequency resolution, an eight times
oversampling in the frequency domain is proposed.
Assuming that the power spectrum properties of all signals constituting r(k) are known, the
narrow band interfering signal can be modeled as a complex sinusoidal tone:



j ωn k /T +ϕn )
=
in ( k ) α n e ( =
α n cos(ωn k / T + ϕn ) + jα n sin(ωn k / T + ϕn ) .

(6)
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in ( k ) = an cos(ωn k / T ) + jbn sin(ωn k / T ) .

(7)

Thus, it is clear that frequency domain processing is an appealing approach to estimate
frequency, because the spectral properties of r ( k ) are known.
This method is implemented in several steps. First the complex NBI frequency is estimated
by finding the maximum amplitude in the oversampled signal spectrum:

=
ωn arg ω ∈ L∞ max( PR (ω )) .

(8)

Then amplitude and phase estimation is done. A matrix form can be used to represent the
sampled interference (Baccareli et al., 2002):
in = M x .

The matrix M is defined as:


⎡ cos(ωn k1 / T )

⎢
cos(ωn k2 / T )
M=⎢
⎢
.......
⎢

ω
⎣⎢ cos( n kN / T )

(9)


j sin(ωn k1 / T ) ⎤

⎥
j sin(ωn k2 / T ) ⎥
.
⎥
.......
⎥

j sin(ωn kN / T )⎦⎥

(10)

The vector x gathers the coefficients an and bn :
⎡a ⎤
x = ⎢ n⎥ .
⎣ bn ⎦

(11)

And in is a column vector of the n-th complex NBI where N is the FFT length.
T

i n = ⎡⎣i( k1 ) i( k2 ) " i( kN )⎦⎤ .

(12)

Applying the Maximum Likelihood (ML) algorithm, the solution is given by (Iltis &
Milstein, 1985):

(


x = M TM

)

−1

MT r .

(13)


Here r is the input signal vector and x is the estimation of the complex amplitude of the nth complex NBI. The next step is to estimate the exact values of the amplitude, frequency
and phase of each of the harmonic interference signals. The algorithm uses the estimation
results from the first step as initial conditions of a Normalized Least Squares (NLS)
optimization procedure (Baccareli et al., 2002). The cancellation of the NBI is the last step.
The identified frequency, amplitude and phase of the interference in the received signal are
used for the synthesis of complex harmonic signals, which are subtracted from the received
signal:
M

j ω k /T +ϕn )
r=
( k ) r( k ) − ∑ α n e ( n
,
n=1

where ŕ(k) is the input signal for the OFDM demodulator after the NBI cancellation.

(14)
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2.3 Complex adaptive narrowband filtering
A NBI occupies a much narrower frequency band with higher power spectral density
compared with a wideband signal. It could be assumed that usually a wideband signal has
autocorrelation properties quite similar to that of AWGN. Therefore, filtering in the
frequency domain could be realized. In OFDM systems such linear filtering is performed at
the input of the demodulator. An example of such application is using an adaptive complex
variable filter section with independent tuning of the central frequency and the bandwidth
(Iliev et al., 2004). The transform function of such a filter section is defined as:
ˆ
( z) H=
H RR
=
II ( z ) β

−1
ˆ
1 + 2βcosθz
+ (2βˆ − 1)z −2
,
1 + 2(2βˆ − 1)cosθz −1+ (2βˆ − 1)2 z −2

(15)

2(1 − βˆ )sin θ z −1

βˆ
,
H RI ( z ) =
− H IR ( z) =
1 + 2(2 βˆ − 1)cosθ z −1 + (2 βˆ − 1)2 z −2
β̂ = β + 2βγ ( β − 1)

(16)

where the coefficients β and γ define the filter bandwidth and parameter θ controls the
central pass-band frequency ω0.
The proposed implementation has two very important advantages: first, an extremely low
passband sensitivity increases the resistance to quantization effects; second, the central
frequency and filter bandwidth can be independently controlled over a wide frequency
range. Fig. 2 shows the adaptive complex notch/bandpass narrowband system based on a
variable complex filter section. The band-pass variable complex filter section is tuned at the
NBI frequency, thus the signal y(n) represents the output of the filter which is in fact the NBI
signal. Further, the NBI signal y(n) is subtracted by the input complex signal x(n) which is
the additive sum of OFDM signal, NBI signal and AWGN. If perfect filtering is assumed, the
result signal e(n) is supposed to be NBI-free OFDM signal. Here e=
R ( n ) x R ( n ) − y R ( n ) and
e=
I ( n ) x I ( n ) − y I ( n ) are the real and imaginary output of the band-stop (BS) filter. The cost
function minimizes the power of the BS filter output signal [ e( n) e∗ (n)], where
=
e(n) eR (n) + jeI (n) .
ADAPTIVE
ALGORITHM

xR(n)
xI(n)

+

eR(n)
yR(n)

FIRST ORDER
VARIABLE COMPLEX
BP FILTER θ

yI(n)
+

eI(n)

Fig. 2. Block-diagram of a BP/BS adaptive complex filter section
The central frequency ω0 of the filter pass-band is precisely tuned by iterative update of the
filter coefficients applying an LMS algorithm:
∗

θ (n + 1)= θ (n) + μ Re[ e(n)y ' (n)] .

(17)
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Here μ is the step size controlling the speed of convergence, (*) denotes complex-conjugate,
y ' ( n ) is the derivative of y(n) = y R (n) + jy I (n) with respect to the coefficient subject of
adaptation.
2.4 Nonlinear filtering
Nowadays communication systems work in a saturated and noisy electromagnetic
spectrum. Many of the interference signals could be approximated as independent
stationary random processes with Gaussian distribution, but quite a lot of the radiofrequency interferences do not fit into this category. A big variety of impulse noises, to
which OFDM systems are quite sensitive, could not be considered as Gaussian and/or
stationary random processes. The system model has to take that into account to realize an
effective NBI suppression. Under the above conditions nonlinear filtering methods, such as
the two considered below, offer an improvement in NBI suppression.
a. Nonlinear ACM filter for autoregressive interference
Lets consider the received sampled signal from equation (8). In complex form the
narrowband interference {ik } is modeled as an autoregressive Gaussian process of order p,
i.e., assuming a model of the form (Hsu & Giordano, 1978), (Iltis & Milstein, 1985):
p

ik = ∑φi i k − i + ek ,

(18)

i =0

where {ek } is a white Gaussian process, and where the autoregressive parameters
Φ 1 , Φ 2 ,… , Φ p are known to the receiver. Under this model, the received signal has a state
space representation as follows:
wk ,

(19)

zk = Hxk + sk + nk ,

(20)

x k = Φx k

T

−1+

T

x k = ⎡⎣ik ik − 1 ... ik − p + 1 ⎤⎦ , H k = ⎡⎣ 1 0 ... 0 ⎤⎦ , wk = ⎡⎣ ek
⎡φ1 φ2
⎢
1 0
Φ =⎢
⎢ ... ...
⎢
⎣⎢ 0 0

... φp − 1 φp ⎤
⎥
... 0
0⎥
.
... ... ... ⎥
⎥
... 1
0 ⎦⎥

T

0 .... 0 ⎤⎦ ,

(21)

(22)

The first component of the state vector x k is the interference ik . Hence, by estimating the
state, an estimate of the interference which can be subtracted from the received signal to
reject the interference, can be obtained.
In (Masreliez, 1975) an Approximate Conditional Mean (ACM) filter for estimating the state
of a linear system with Gaussian noise and non-Gaussian measurement noise is developed.
The nature of the nonlinearity is determined by the probability density of the observed
noise. Under this assumption, the filtered estimate and its conditional covariance Pk and
�
x k are obtained recursively through the equations for state (23,24) and time (25) estimation:
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=
Pk M k − M k H T Gk ( zk )HM k ,

(23)


x=
x k + M k H T g k ( zk ) ,
k

(24)


M k + 1 =Φ Pk ΦT + Qk ; x k + 1 = Φ x k .

(25)

Here Gk and gk are the nonlinear components due to the non-Gaussian noise, εk is the error
signal and σ its variance defined by the following equations (Laster & Reed, 1997):
Qk = E {wk wk T } ,

gk( zk )
=

k( zk )
G=

(26)

1 ⎡
⎛ ε ⎞⎤
ε − tanh ⎜ k2 ⎟ ⎥ ,
2 ⎢ k
σ ⎣
⎝ σ ⎠⎦
1 ⎡
1
⎛ε
1 − 2 sech 2 ⎜ k2
2 ⎢
σ ⎣ σ
⎝σ

(27)

⎞⎤
⎟⎥ ,
⎠⎦

(28)

ε k = xk − H xk ,

(29)

=
σ 2 σ 2 n + HMk HT ,

(30)

The ACM filter here is seen to have a structure similar to that of Kalman - Bucy filter, as the
time-update equations (23), (24) are identical. Without the nonlinear functions tanh and sech
the recursive algorithm of Masreliez is reduced to the linear Kalman – Bucy algorithm
(Sampei 1997). From equations (24), (27) and (29) follows, that with the ACM filter the
decision feedback is realized via the function tanh, by correcting the measured value in the
interval [-1, 1]. The behavior of the filter depends on the variance of the error signal. When
the system is in a steady state, the variance is small and the nonlinear element in the
feedback determines the behavior of the filter. When the variance is high, the feedback is in
a linear working state and the behavior is similar to that of a linear Kalman-Bucy filter.
b. Adaptive nonlinear filter based on LMS algorithm
It has been shown in (Sampei 1997) that better interference rejection can be obtained by
using one or two-sided interpolation filter. For such a filter the following Widrow Least
Mean Squared (LMS) algorithm equations hold (Iltis & Milstein, 1985) (Johnson 1984):
T

X k = ⎡⎣ zk + N , zk + N − 1 ,... , zk + 1 , zk − 1 ,..., zk − N ⎤⎦ ,
T

θ k = ⎣⎡ a− N ( k ), a− N + 1 ( k ), ... , a−1 ( k ), a1 ( k ),..., aN ( k )⎦⎤ ,

(31)
(32)

where 2N + 1 is the length of the data window. In order to ensure independence of the
parameter µ (for control of the stability and convergence of the algorithm) from the input
signal level the equations are normalized as follows (Johnson 1984):
=
θ k θ k −1 +

μo
rk

ξk Xk ,

(33)
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Where rK is the estimate of the power of the input signal determined as
2

⎡

⎤

rk =+
rk − 1 μ o ⎢ X k − rk − 1 ⎥ .
⎢⎣

(34)

⎥⎦

The output signal of the filter εK, which is the error signal is defined as:


ε k = zk − zk ,

(35)

where žК is the predicted value of the NBI on the basis of L samples from the input signal zK.
By transforming the prediction error a nonlinear transversal filter for the prediction of zk is
obtained. The differential equation of the filter is in the form (Johnson 1984):
L


zk = ∑ ai ( k − 1) ⎡⎣ zk − i + ρ k − 1 (ξ k − 1 ) ⎤⎦ ,

(36)

i =0

⎛ ξk
⎜σ2
⎝ k

ρ k (ξ k=) ξ k − tanh ⎜

⎞
⎟⎟ .
⎠

(37)

Here ρk is a nonlinear function as the one used in equation (30) and σk variance of a Gaussian
random variable.
εk
Signal + NBI
+ AWGN

zk +

+

εk

ρk

Signal’ + AWGN’

+

źk

T
a1(k)

žk

źk-1

Х

T
a2(k)

žk

źk-2

T
aL(k)

Х

+

źk-L

Х

žk

Fig. 3. One-sided Adaptive Nonlinear Filter Based on LMS Algorithm.
A block scheme of an one-sided nonlinear adaptive filter, based on LMS algorithm is shown
on Fig.3. For the realization of the filter from equation (36) an estimation of σk and the tap
weight coefficients ai(k), has to be obtained using LMS algorithm (Carlemalm et al., 2004).

3. NBI suppression in wireless MIMO OFDM systems
Following some of the specific methods for NBI suppression in MIMO communication
systems are discussed, such as adaptive beamforming of the antenna system, forward
precoding at the transmission side and Orthogonal Space-Time Block Coding.
3.1 Adaptive beamforming of the MIMO antenna system
One of the fastest developing methods for noise suppression in modern MIMO
communication systems is employing adaptive antenna arrays in the transmit and receive
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side of the radio-communication system. A block scheme of an MIMO OFDM system with
adaptive beamforming is shown in Fig.4, where R is the number of transmit antennas, М –
number of receive antennas, N – number of subcarriers in the OFDM symbol, sk(t) 0 ≤ k < N
is the k transmitted normalized information symbol from block ‘t’ (Iserte et al., 2001).

Fig. 4. Block diagram of MIMO OFDM communication system with adaptive beamforming.
The control of the antenna array in the transmit side is done via a number of vectors
bk = [b1(k) b2(k)…bR(k)]T, with which the corresponding information symbols are multiplied
before the process of OFDM modulation. In the receive side after OFDM demodulation the
FFT demodulated information symbols yk(m)(t) for each subcarrier k, are multiplied with a
number of vectors for control of the antenna array аk = [а1(k) а2(k)…аM(k)]T за L ≥ Nt (Thung
et al., 2001):
H
H
H
=
rk (t ) a=
k y k (t ) a k H( k )bk sk (t ) + a k n k ( t ) ,

(38)

where H(k) is the matrix of the frequency response of the MIMO radio-channel, nk(t) is the
vector sum of NBI and AWGN, rk(t) is the signal at the output of the control block of the
antenna array of the receiver for the k-th carrier frequency. It is assumed that all the MIMO
channel state information (CSI) is available at the transmitter, including the statistical
characteristics of the narrowband and wideband noises. The maximum of the signal-to-noise
plus NBI is obtained when the receiver has characteristics equal to a matched filter in
relation to the communication channel (Wong et al., 2001), (Iserte et al., 2001):
SNIRk

{

}

MAX

⇔ ak =
α kR −n1 ( k )H( k )bk ,

where R n ( k ) = E n k (t ) n H
k (t ) is the covariance addition matrix of the NBI and AWGN.

(39)
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In the real systems there are limits for the total emitted power from all of the antennas. For
MIMO OFDM systems with adaptive beamforming of the transmission antenna system the
emitted power from all of the antennas for the k-th subcarrier is proportional to ║bk║2. The
goal of the optimization procedure is to find an optimal vector with emitted power weight
coefficients - bk for each antenna:
J( k )

MIN

(

=
SNIRk − λ ( k ) bk

2

− β (k)

2

),

(40)

where λ(k) are the eigenvalues, │β(k)│2 is limit of the emitted power from all antennas.
3.2 NBI suppression with low-complexity precoding at the transmit side
Methods based on forward precoding of the signal at the transmission side assume that the
wireless channel characteristics (narrowband and wideband noises included) are known in
advance at the transmission side. One recently proposed method of low computational
complexity is precoding at the transmit side with maximizing the diversity of the received
signals, Fig.5 (Rico et al., 2007).

Fig. 5. Block diagram of MIMO OFDM communication system with forward precoding
This approach uses the information about the type of the transmitted symbols as criteria for
the selection of optimal precoding matrix. The signal at the input of the receiver side is
given as:
y = HTx + n

(41)

where y is the vector [nr x 1] of the received signal, x - vector [nt x 1] of the transmitted
signal, H – matrix [nt x nr] of the communications channel, T – precoding matrix [nt x nr], n –
vector [nr x 1] of the complex additive noise signal at the input of the receiver. The
precoding matrix of the maximum diversity T is used for maximizing the energy of the
received signal and to suppress the interference signals. According (Rico et al., 2007), T is
defined as:
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where Мi,j is a sub-precoding matrix of identical dimensions to T, the function of which is
maximizing the energy of the received signal by using apriority information of the
transmitted symbols.
3.3 Space block coding
This type of block coding is used for improving the communications quality, including
better interference suppression. Transmitted information is coded and transmitted via
several antennas simultaneously to obtain maximum space diversity of the emitted signal.
The main idea of this approach is that if the error probability of receiving a message by
transmission over a wireless channel is p, with the simultaneous transmission of n
orthogonal copies of the message over n independent wireless channels, the total error
probability is pn. Hence, the use of space block codes leads to relatively lower error
probability or, under identical other conditions, to an increase of the channel throughput.
a. Orthogonal Space-Time Block Coding (OSTBC)
Alamouti (Alamouti, 1998) proposes an OSTBC transmit matrix for complex signals by
using two transmit antennas NT =2. The block diagram of an OSTB precoder is shown on
Fig.6. The proposed matrix is the only one which ensures maximum diversity equal to 2 in
the transmit side with code rate R=1:

⎡ S 1 −S 2 * ⎤
G2 = ⎢
⎥,
⎣S 2 S 1 * ⎦

(43)

Fig. 6. Block diagram of an OSTBC MIMO OFDM system.
At the receiver side the decoding is performed using the method proposed by Tarokh
(Tarokh, 1999), applying the maximum likelihood (ML) criteria. For NT=2, R=1 and coding
matrix G2, the decoded signal is described by the following equations:
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⎛
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(45)

where Ŝк for k = 1,2, is the estimation of the decoded signal for the k-th OFDM symbol at the
input of the demodulator, hi,j - transmitting coefficient of the channel from the i-th TX
antenna to j-th RX antenna, rP j – received signal from the j-the RX antenna for the time
interval of the OFDM symbol P = 1,2.
b. Space Frequency Block Code (SFBC)
There are many algorithms for the synthesis of Space-Frequency Block Codes. The algorithm
described below is characterized with maximum of the diversity coefficient and maximal
code rate R = 1 (Shao et al., 2003). Let’s consider the radio-communications system shown
on Fig.7, with M transmit and N receive antennas and number of subcarriers NC, NC>>M, N.
The synthesis of the space-frequency coding matrix C passes through several stages. At the
first stage, the vector of the input symbols s with dimension [NC x 1] is divided into groups
of G vectors {sg} with dimension [ML x 1]. At the second stage, each vector sg is multiplied
from the left with a coding rotational (CR) matrix Θ (Xin et al., 2001) with dimension [ML x
ML]. As a result of the multiplication a vector vg with dimension [ML x 1] is obtained. At the
third stage each vector vg is divided to L sub-vectors with dimension [M x 1], after which
each sub-vector is used for the synthesis of a diagonal sub-matrix DSg,k. At the last stage, all
GL sub-matrices from all G groups are interleaved, so that the space-frequency coding
matrix C show on Fig.8 is obtained (Shao et al., 2003).

Fig. 7. Block diagram of a MIMO SFBC-OFDM system.
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Fig. 8. Structure of the SFBC matrix C.
At the receive side the signal from each of the receive antennas is equalized, synchronized
and transformed to baseband. After removing the guard interval, the OFDM symbols are
demodulated via FFT and are fed into the space-frequency baseband decoder (SFBDC).
After combining the information symbols from group g for all N receive antennas the result
at the output of the combination scheme (MRC) is:
=
y g Σ −g1/2 Θ sg + ηg .

(46)

The decoding of the information symbols is performed by the method described in [459], by
applying the maximum likelihood criteria:

sˆ g = arg min y g − Hs g

2

,

(47)

where sg is the transmitted information signal and yg the decoded received signal at the
output of the combination scheme (Shao et al, 2003).

4. RFI suppression in MIMO DSL DMT communication systems
Some of the specific methods for RFI suppression in digital subscriber lines such as optimal
dynamic spectrum management of the signal (DSM Level 3), optimal precoding and
multichannel block adaptive filtering will be considered below.
4.1 Optimal dynamic signal spectrum management (DSM Level 3)
Dynamic spectrum management is a new promising alternative, based on optimal dynamic
management of the spectrum of each transmitter depending on the parameters of the
specific wire-line (copper cable) channel. Major practical problem of the proposed
algorithms for DSM is the extremely high computational complexity exponentially
proportional to the number of tones in the discrete multi-tone (DMT) symbols.
If we consider a MIMO DSL DMT communication system with independent transmission
channels, for each tone of the DMT symbol the following equation is valid:
=
y k Hk x k + n k ,

(48)

where yk is the vector of the received signals for tone k; xk is the vector of the transmitted
signals for tone k; nk is the additive sum vector of the background AWGN, crosstalk noise
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between the twisted pairs and RFI for tone k; Hk is the [NxN] dimensional channel matrix,
the diagonal elements of which are the transmission functions of the direct channels and the
rest are the transmission functions of the crosstalk; N is the number of twisted pairs in the
cable. The total transmission speed for subscriber n from the MIMO channel is:
K

Rn = ∑ bkn [bits ]

(49)

k =1

where bkn is the number of transmitted bits in the QAM symbol for subscriber n and tone k.
For a channel with two subscribers with limiting conditions for the maximal emitted power
and in conformity with the PSD mask for each of the DSL transmitters, the spectrum
optimization problem is the following (Cendrillon et al., 2003):
maxS 1,S 2 R2

for R1 ≥ R1t arg et ,

K

∑ skn ≤ Pn ,

(50)

n=
1, 2 .

(51)

k =1

The direct approach to solving the optimization problem (50-51) leads to an exponential
increase of the computational complexity. The computational complexity could be reduced
significantly by using a Lagrange unconditional optimization instead of the conditional
optimization from (50-51):
L=

K

∑ Lk +λ1P1 + λ2 P2 ,

(52)

k =1

(

)

(

)

Lk= wbk1 + (1 − w )bk2 − λ1sk1 bk1 , bk2 − λ2 sk2 bk1 , bk2 ,

(53)

(

(54)

)

maxS 1,S 2 L w , λ1 , λ2 , sk1 , sk2 ,

where w is the Lagrange optimization constant. The limits for the maximal emitted power
are imposed indirectly through the factors λ1 and λ2. The proposed method leads to the
division of the global optimization problem (50-51) to K independent Lagrange optimization
problems (53-54) with linear computational complexity (Cendrillon et al., 2003):
2

=
O(K ) K ( bmax + 1 ) .

(55)

4.2 Optimal precoding
Modern GDSL communication systems employ time, frequency, code and space
multiplexing to achieve maximum transmission speed in a cable channel. One of the
methods to achieve this goal is the design of an optimal linear precoder, that maximizes the
total quantity of transmitted information under the condition of imposed limits for the
Minimal Mean Square Error (MMSE).
Let us consider a complex model of a MIMO DSL channel (Perez-Cruz et al., 2008):
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y = snr HPx + w ,

(56)

where y is a n-dimensional vector of the received discrete signals; x is a m-dimensional
vector of the transmitted discrete signals, which are independent random values with zero
average and unit variance; w is a n-dimensional additive sum vector of the received signals
of the background complex AWGN and complex RFI; H is the [n x m] dimensional channel
matrix, the diagonal elements of which are the transmission functions of the direct channels
and the rest of the elements are the transmission functions of the crosstalk; snr is a scale
factor function of the total transmitted power; P is a [m x m] dimensional precoding matrix.
The precoding matrix P is obtained as the result of a nonlinear optimization problem for
maximizing the transmitted information and thus mitigating the RFI, under the following
limiting conditions:
maxP I ( x , y ) ,

{

}

{

(57)

}

Tr E[Pxx H P H ] = Tr PP H ≤ m .

(58)

The solution of the optimization procedure (57-58) is described through the equation:
P * = λ −1H H HP * E .

(59)

Here the parameters λ and the matrix of the Minimal Mean Square Error (MMSE) - E are
determined by (Kay, 2008):

λ = H H HP *E / m ,

(60)

H
E=
E ⎡⎢( x − E[ x|y ])( x − E[ x| y ]) ⎤⎥ .
⎣
⎦

(61)

For finding P, which is a global solution of the optimization problem (57-58), it is necessary
to find the local solutions for the different values of the signal-to-noise ratio. Another
computational problem is determining the MMSE matrix – Е, which is of an exponential
computational complexity. When the dimension of the Е matrix is big, instead of direct
computation for finding a representative estimation of the error matrix the Monte Carlo
method is used. After this the precoding matrix P is obtained using the iteration procedure
(Perez-Cruz et al., 2008):

(

)

=
Pk + 1 λ −1 Pk + μ snr H H HPk E ,

{

}

Tr Pk + 1Pk + 1 H = m ,

(62)
(63)

where µ is a constant and λ-1 is chosen according the condition (60).
4.3 Multichannel adaptive filtering
The algorithms for block-based multichannel transform domain adaptive filtering solve
specific problems in relation with the space-time interferences between the input signals of
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the adaptive filter. Two major approaches for the suppression of the space-time
interferences between the input signals are available: Frequency Domain Adaptive Filtering
(FDAF) and Transform Domain Adaptive Filtering (TDAF).
a. Multichannel FDAF
This method is based on the block approach in solving the multichannel identification
problem by forming each block from L consecutive samples from the error signal vector
e(n). The generalized description of a MIMO system leads to the solution of a system of
equations, by assigning one equation to each filter output q (Spors et al., 2009):
P

ˆT
e=
q ( n ) y q ( n ) − ∑ h p , q x p ,q ( n ) ,

(63)

p =1

The resulting matrix is transformed via DFT to a diagonal matrix. The error signal block
e(m) described in the time domain as a block with length L consecutive samples is:
=
e(m) [ e(mL ), e(mL + 1),..., e(mL + L − 1)]T ,

(64)

where m is the index of the block. The input signal of the system y(m) in the time domain is:
described in a similar way:
=
y(m) [ y( mL ), y(mL + 1),..., y(mL + L − 1)]T .

(65)

The algorithm requires DFT with dimension 2L which needs preliminary addition of zero
samples to the error signal and the output signal of the filter. The input signals in the
frequency domain are described as:
X(m) = [ X 1 (m), X 2 (m),..., X P (m)] .

(66)

It can be shown that the resulting normal equation for the MIMO case can be decomposed
into a series of independent multiple-input single-output (MISO) normal equations for each
DSL channel. Hence, the consideration of a MISO system is sufficient in the context of this
work. Under the above considerations a generalized FDAF algorithm for a MISO system
could be synthesized in the following four equations (Spors et al., 2009):

S(m)
= λ S(m − 1 ) + (1 − λ )X H (m)GX(m) ,

(67)

K(m)= (1 − λ )S−1 (m)X H (m) ,

(68)

ˆ (m − 1) ,
e'(m) = y '(m) − GX(m)h'

(69)

ˆ (m)= h'
ˆ (m − 1 ) + GK(m)e'(m) ,
h'

(70)

where S(m) is the co-variation matrix, λ the optimization constant; ĥ(m) the vector with the
estimations of the filter coefficients; G zero matrix for complementing the signal with zero
samples; К(m) is the vector with Kalman amplification coefficients.
b. Block-based Multichannel TDAF
Transform-domain adaptive filtering (TDAF) is a technique that performs the filter
adaptation in a transform domain. In the ideal case, the far-end signals will be decorrelated
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by a suitably chosen transformation. The ideal transformation can be deduced from the
covariance matrix Rxx(n) and is data-dependent in general.
The spatio-temporal decoupling consists of two steps: (1) temporal decoupling using a
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) based transformation and (2) a spatial decoupling using a
unitary transform. In order to derive a block-based algorithm for multichannel TDAF both
block-based FDAF and the concept of TDAF are combined in the following. The two stage
approach to TDAF separates the temporal decoupling from the spatial decoupling. Hence,
FDAF can be utilized for temporal decoupling combined with the concept of spatial
decoupling from TDAF. For this purpose the eigenvalue decomposition of covariance
matrix of TDAF is introduced into (Spors et al., 2009):

S(m) = A U(m)T(m)U H (m)AT ,

(71)

X(m) = X(m)A U(m) ,

(72)

where Т(m) is transformed covariance matrix and U(m) is an unitary matrix. Furthermore
introducing (72) into the error signal of FDAF (69) reads:
ˆ ( m − 1) .
e'(m) = y '(m) − GX(m)GU h'

(73)

Finally, the coefficient update is introduced by equation (74) where G, GU are constant
matrixes.
ˆ=
ˆ (m − 1 ) + GK(m)e'(m) .
h'
(m) GU h'

(74)

The algorithm defined by Eq. (67-74) constitutes a combination of the concepts of FDAF and
TDAF. The decoupling of the covariance matrix is performed in a two-step approach. The
DFT is used for temporal decoupling and an eigenvalue decomposition for spatial
decoupling. The temporal decoupling is performed in a very efficient manner by applying
FDAF. The required DFTs can be realized efficiently by the fast Fourier transform (FFT). For
an exact spatial decoupling, an eigenvalue decomposition has to be performed. However,
the derived formulation allows also the usage of generic MIMO filtering of the far-end
signals with the potential of finding efficient approximations of the exact solution. Fig. 9
illustrates a block-diagram of the algorithm exploiting these structures.

5. Comparison of NBI suppression methods
A comparison of some of the above described NBI suppression methods based on
simulation experiments is given below. Methods with relatively low computational
complexity were selected for practical reasons. The bit error ratio (BER) as a function of the
Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) is estimated and the simulation results for different MIMO
systems are presented.
5.1 Computational complexity of NBI suppression methods
Algorithm analysis (Knuth, 1997) stands for determination of the amount of resources (i.e.
time and storage) necessary to execute it. Most algorithms are designed to work with inputs
of arbitrary length. Usually the efficiency or running time of an algorithm is stated as a
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of TDAF algorithm.
function relating the input length to the number of steps (time complexity) or storage
locations (space complexity). Algorithm analysis is an important part of a broader
computational complexity theory, which provides theoretical estimates for the resources
needed by any algorithm which solves a given computational problem. These estimates
provide an insight into reasonable directions of search for efficient algorithms.
In theoretical analysis of algorithms it is common to estimate their complexity in the
asymptotic sense, i.e., to estimate the complexity function for arbitrarily large input. Big O
notation, omega notation and theta notation are used to this end. Usually asymptotic
estimates are used because different implementations of the same algorithm may differ in
efficiency. However the efficiencies of any two "reasonable" implementations of a given
algorithm are related by a constant multiplicative factor called a hidden constant.
Time efficiency estimates depend on what we define to be a step. For the analysis to
correspond usefully to the actual execution time, the time required to perform a step must
be guaranteed to be upper bounded by a constant.
The computational complexity of some scalar and matrix operations is listed in Tables 1 and
2. Here M(n) stands for the complexity of the chosen multiplication algorithm (Knuth,1998).
Based on such estimations the computational complexity of major NBI suppression methods
for wireless MIMO and MIMO GDSL systems are given in Tables 3 and 4. For the simulation
experiments the methods with lowest computational complexity are chosen.
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Function

Input

Algorithm

Complexity

Polynomial
evaluation

One polynomial of
degree n with fixed-size
polynomial coefficients

Direct evaluation

Θ(n)

Horner's method

Θ(n)

Euclidean algorithm
O(n2)
Two polynomials of
Polynomial GCD
degree n with fixed-size
O(n (log n)2 log log
(over Z[x] or F[x])
polynomial coefficients Fast Euclidean algorithm
n)
DFT, IDFT,
Circular
Convolution

m numbers, n-digit
each

Radix 2K FFT

O(m log(m))

Table 1. Complexity of some basic algebra functions.

Function

Input

Matrix
Two n×n-matrices
multiplication

Matrix
multiplication

One n×m-matrix
&
One m×p-matrix

Matrix inversion One n×n-matrix

Determinant

One n×n-matrix

Output
One n×nmatrix

Algorithm

Complexity

Schoolbook matrix
multiplication

O(n3)

Strassen algorithm

O(n2.807)

Coppersmith–Winograd
algorithm

O(n2.376)

Schoolbook matrix
multiplication

O(nmp)

Gauss–Jordan
elimination

O(n3)

Strassen algorithm

O(n2.807)

Coppersmith–Winograd
algorithm

O(n2.376)

Laplace expansion

O(n!)

LU decomposition

O(n3)

Bareiss algorithm

O(n3)

Fast matrix
multiplication

O(n2.376)

One n×pmatrix

One n×nmatrix

One number
with at most
O(n log n) bits

Table 2. Complexity of some matrix algebra functions.
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NBI Suppression Methods

Number of
Additions

Number of
Multiplications

Frequency Excision

6MN

4MN log(N)

Adaptive Linear Filtering
Identification and
Compensation
Adaptive Antenna
Beamforming

KMN

28MN+KMN2

Computational
Complexity
~O(КMN
log(N))
~O(КMN2)

2MN2

M (N+2)N3

~O(КMN4)

NA*

NA*

~O(КN(МS)3)
~O(КN(МS)!)

Optimal Transmitter Precoding

NA*

NA*

OSTBC M,S=2
M,S=3,4
SFBC

N(3MS – 1)
N(6MS+M – 1)
NA*

N(3MS +2)
N(7MS + 6)
NA*

~O(КMSN)
~O(КNG(МS)!)

Note: * number of additions and multiplications depends on the method used for matrix computation.

Table 3. Computational complexity of NBI suppression methods in wireless MIMO systems.

RFI Suppression Methods
Frequency Excision
Adaptive Linear Filtering
Identification and
Compensation
Dynamic Spectrum
Management Level 3
Optimal Precoding
Block-based Multichannel
FDAF
Block-based Multichannel
TDAF

Number of
Additions
MN+K
KMN

Number of
Multiplications
KMN log(N)
KMN+MN2

Computational
Complexity
~O(K2N log(2N))
~O(K(2N)2)

2MN2

KM (N-1)N3

~O(K(2N)4)

NA*

NA*

~O(КNМ3)

NA*

NA*

~O(КNМ!)

NA*

NA*

~O(КNML!)

NA*

NA*

~O(КNML4)

Note: * number of additions and multiplications depends on the method used for matrix computation.

Table 4. Computational complexity of RFI suppression methods in MIMO GDSL system.
5.2 Performance of NBI suppression methods for wireless systems
To evaluate the performance of NBI suppression methods in wireless systems, simulations
relative to complex baseband presentation are conducted, assuming standard MIMO OFDM
receiver. The information source is modeled by a generator of uniformly distributed random
integers based on the modified version of Marsaglia's “Subtract with borrow algorithm”
(Tezuka et al., 1993). The method can generate all the double-precision values in the closed
interval [2-53, 1-2-53]. Theoretically, it can generate over 21492 values before repeating itself.
The channel coder is implemented as a convolutional encoder with code rate is Rc = 1/2 and
Viterbi hard threshold convolutional decoding. A block interleaver - deinterleaver is
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implemented with and algorithm that chooses a permutation table randomly, using the
initial state input that is provided. The Orthogonal Space-Time Block Encoder (OSTBC) for
complex signals is realized using the methods described in (Alamouti, 1998), (Bernguer &
Dong, 2003). The number of transmit antennas NT and receive antennas NR can be set from
1 to 4. For 2x2 MIMO system, the code rate is Rc=1 whereas for 3x3 and 4x4 MIMO systems,
the code rate is Rc=1/2. The digital modulator block is implemented as a bank of NT blocks
each one performing 256-point IFFT. The OFDM symbol per each output channel consists of
128 data bins. Each OFDM data symbol can use different modulation formats. In the
experiments Grey encoded 64-QAM modulation format is used for each transmitter. After
the IFFT process, the prefix and suffix guard intervals are added. The MIMO wireless flat
fading channel is realized as given in (Bernguer & Dong, 2003). Channel estimation based on
optimal training preamble is adopted. In the OFDM block demodulator, the guard prefix
and suffix intervals are removed per each channel and 256-point FFT is applied. Finally,
OSTB decoding, 64-QAM demodulation and error correction decoding are made.
The excision method is applied to the MIMO OFDM signal with a complex NBI at each
input of the receiver. The signal is converted into the frequency domain by applying an FFT
at each input, oversampled by 8 and the noise peaks in the spectra are limited to the
determined threshold. After conversion back in the time domain the signal is fed into the
corresponding OFDM demodulator. For more precise frequency excision, FFT of higher
order than the one in the demodulator is applied.
For the realization of the filtering method a complex Adaptive Notch Filter Bank (ANFB) is
connected at the receiver’s input. The filtering process is applied independently at each
receiver input. The adaptation algorithm tunes the filters at each receiver input, in such a
way that the central frequency and bandwidth match to the NBI signal spectrum. In the
simulations, the central frequency of the notch filters is chosen to be equal to the NBI central
frequency, while their bandwidth is equal to 20% of the bandwidth between two adjacent
OFDM sub-carriers.
The frequency cancellation method is implemented in several stages as discussed in section
2.2. First, the complex NBI frequency is estimated by finding the maximum in the
oversampled signal spectrum per channel. Using ML approach, per each input, the NBI
amplitude and phase are estimated. Then a NLS optimization algorithm is realized, where
precise estimation of the NBI’s complex amplitude, phase and frequency are done.
Using the above general simulation model of an OSTBC MIMO system, different
experiments are performed, estimating the bit error ratio (BER) as a function of the Signal to
Interference Ratio (SIR). The NBI is modeled as a single complex tone, the frequency of
which is located in the middle between two adjacent OFDM sub-carriers. The MIMO
channels are subject to flat fading and background AWGN. The Signal to AWGN ratio at the
input of the OFDM receiver is 15dB. For comparison in Fig.10 the results for simulation of a
conventional Single Input Single Output (SISO) system employing different NBI
suppression methods are presented: frequency excision, frequency cancellation and
adaptive filtering. The experiments show that for high NBI, where the SIR is less than 0 dB,
all three suppression methods lead to a significant improvement in performance. It is
evident that the frequency cancellation method gives best performance, while filtering is
better than the excision method.
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Fig. 10. BER as a function of SIR for SISO channel
In the case of 2x2 and 4x4 MIMO channels the results are presented in Fig.11 a,b. It could be
seen that filtering with ANFB gives better performance for higher values of the antenna
diversity in the OSTBC MIMO system. The frequency excision method manifests good
performance for high SIR. It should be noted that the adaptive filtering and frequency
cancellation schemes lead to a slight degradation of the overall performance when SIR>0,
which is due to either an amplitude and phase distortion of the adaptive notch filters or to a
wrong estimation of the NBI parameters during the identification process. The degradation
could be reduced using higher-order notch filters or implementing more sophisticated
identification algorithms. The degradation effect could be avoided by simply switching off
the filtering when SIR~0. Such a scheme is easily realizable, as the amplitude of the NBI can
be monitored at the bandpass output of the filters (Fig. 2).
The results have outlined the fact that the Frequency Identification and Cancellation method
achieves the highest performance. However, the extremely high computational complexity
limits its applications to the hardware resources. In this aspect, the Adaptive Notch Filter
Bank offers a trade off between good performance and reasonable computational
complexity. The frequency excision method shows relatively good results and his main
advantage is its computational efficiency.

(a)
Fig. 11. BER as a function of SIR for 2x2 and 4x4 MIMO channels

(b)
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 12. BER, Throughput and SIR for 4x4 MIMO OSTBC single user communication
system.
The relation between BER, Throughput and SIR for 4x4 MIMO OSTBC OFDM single user
communication system in flat fading environment and constant AWGN level for SNR=20dB
is presented on Fig.12 where (a) is without NBI excision and (b) with NBI excision.
5.3 RFI suppression performance in wire-line systems
To evaluate the performance of RFI suppression methods, simulations are conducted
assuming typical MIMO DMT receiver. The implementation of the information source,
channel encoder, interleaver – deinterleaver and optimal linear precoder for complex signals
is the same as the one for wireless channels. For the simulations, the number of used cable
pairs is: N=[1,2,3,4] and the corresponding number of MIMO inputs/outputs is: K=2N-1.
The Digital Modulator is implemented as 8192-point Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT)
process. The DMT symbol consists of up to 4096 tones. Each DMT data tone can use a
different Grey encoded QAM modulation format depending on the Signal to Noise Ratio.
After the IFFT process, the prefix and suffix guard intervals are added.
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The MIMO wire-line channel model is realized in accordance with ITU-T Recommendations
G.993.2 and G.996.1. The DSL cable test loop is modeled for common mode excitation, using
the ABCD parameters block matrix. For experiments 26-gauge cable (AWG 26) is chosen.
The background noise with Power Spectrum Density (PSD) at -140 dBm/Hz is modeled
as Additive Complex Arbitrary White Gaussian Noise - Nc(0, 1). The model includes widescale frequency variations with standard statistics determined from measured actual Far
End Crosstalk (FEXT) and Near End Crosstalk (NEXT) transfer functions.
In the DMT Demodulator the guard prefix and suffix intervals are removed and 8192-point
FFT is applied. Further, Frequency Domain Per-Tone Adaptive Channel Equalization and
DMT demodulation are performed. Finally, OLP, 64-QAM demodulation and Error
Correction Decoding are implemented.
For the simulation of the Excision, Frequency Identification and Cancellation and Adaptive
Filtering method in the MIMO GDSL the same principles as in wilreless system simulation
are applied. The RFI is modeled as a complex single tone, the frequency of which is located
in the middle between two adjacent DMT tones.
Using the above simulation model of MIMO Gigabit DSL system, different experiments
have been performed, estimating BER as a function of the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR).
In respect to the number of used twisted pairs, four DSL systems are considered: Single
Input Single Output (SISO) VDSL2 (1-pair), MIMO GDSL: 2, 3 and 4-pair. The DSL channels
are subject to FEXT, NEXT and background AWGN with flat PSD at -140 dBm/Hz.
In case of 2 and 4-pair MIMO GDSL channel (Fig.13 a,b) the best results in terms of RFI
filtering are obtained for the highest value of channel diversity: 4-pair Gigabit DSL MIMO
system. The Frequency Excision Method manifests good performance for high SIR. It should
be noted that the adaptive filtering scheme and frequency cancellation scheme lead to a
slight degradation of the overall performance when SIR>0, which is due to the amplitude
and phase distortion caused by the adaptive notch filters or due to a wrong estimation of
RFI parameters during the identification procedure. The degradation could be reduced by
implementing higher-order notch filters or by applying more sophisticated identification
algorithms. Its negative effect can be avoided by switching off the filtering when SIR~0.
10-4

10-4

10-5

10-5

10-6

10-6

10-7

10-7

(a)
Fig. 13. BER as a function of SIR for 2-pair and 4-pair GDSL

(b)
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The results have outlined the fact, that the Frequency Identification and Cancellation
Method gives highest performance. However, the extremely high computational complexity
limits its application up to the available hardware resources. In this aspect, the Complex
Adaptive Notch Filter Bank turns to be the optimal narrowband interference suppression
technique, offering the trade-off between excellent performance and low computational
complexity. The Frequency Excision Method demonstrates reasonable performance
as well as high computational efficiency. Figure 14 presents the relation between BER,
Throughput and SNR for 4x4 MIMO GDSL DMT single user communication system for
SIR=-10dB (Cable 24 AWG, L=300m.), where (a) is without RFI cancellation and (b) with
RFI cancellation.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 14. Relation between BER, Throughput and SNR for 4x4 MIMO GDSL DMT single user
communication system.
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6. Conclusion
In this chapter some of the major NBI suppression methods were outlined. Their application
in different types of wireless MIMO and MIMO DSL channels MIMO was considered.
Using a simulation model the different methods were analyzed and compared in terms of
computational complexity and error rate improvement. The authors consider such an
approach to the comparison of narrowband interference suppression methods important for
correct overall performance estimation. Each method has a different computational
complexity and error rate performance depending on the type and parameters of the MIMO
system and the communication channel. Choosing a NBI suppression method for practical
implementation in most cases is a trade-off between good performance and lower
computational complexity.
From the general methods for NBI suppression – Frequency Excision, Adaptive Filtering,
Identification and Cancellation, the last gives best error rate performance. However, the
extremely high computational complexity limits its application up to the available hardware
resources. Complex Adaptive Filtering offers a trade-off between good error performance
and lower computational complexity. The Frequency Excision Method demonstrates
reasonable error performance as well as high computational efficiency.
The simulation results also show that the application of a general method for NBI
suppression along with one of the specific methods that are used in wireless MIMO systems
such as Orthogonal Space-Time Block Coding improves the error rate performance. Similar
is the case in wire-line subscriber systems where other specific methods such as Dynamic
Spectrum Management (Level 3), Optimal Precoding and Multi-channel Adaptive Filtering
are used.
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1. Introduction

The user’s experience of a mobile communication system entirely depends on the
performance of the bidirectional radio link between the base station (BS) and the handset.
Each mobile network operator creates a system of linked BSs located to provide coverage of
as large a physical area as possible. While the BS will typically be equipped with a relatively
large high-gain antenna and a transmitter cable for delivering some tens of watts of radio
frequency (RF) power, the handset relies on an antenna whose dimensions are severely
constrained by those of the handset in which it is fitted, with typical maximum effective
radiated power of 1 watt. With this said, the communication link quality, and hence the
user’s experience, can mainly get as good as the handset antenna performance.
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) has promised the potential for improved data rates
and signal quality (Foschini, 1998). The promised improvement in the system’s performance
comes at the expense of added challenges, especially from the perspective of handset
antenna design. An important aspect in the process of designing a multi-antenna handset is
the proper evaluation of its performance. Although the antenna itself can be seen as a
deterministic element, its performance becomes random once operated in a realistic,
random, environment and in the presence of the operating user. The key questions in
ensuring performance are: What are the parameters that need attention when designing the
multi-antenna system and how should the evaluation of this system be done?
In this chapter the author discusses some aspects that are fundamental for a pragmatic
evaluation of multi-antenna system. This becomes especially important to realize at the early
stages of a design process when the multi-antenna system is evaluated entirely or partially
through simulations.

2. The antenna as part of the propagation environment and of the handset
Let’s start our discussion by defining the antenna element as the transducer element that is
designed to transmit or receive electromagnetic waves. In other words, an antenna converts
electromagnetic waves into electrical currents and vice-versa. The interaction of the
propagation channel environement with the antenna is through the antenna complex field
radiation pattern, which in turn is scaled by the antenna efficiency. On the other hand, the
interaction of the RF front-end in the handset with the antenna comes down to the amount
of signal that goes through the antenna and the amount of signal that reflects back from it
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into the RF front-end. Therefore, when designing a system, it is necessary to consider the
antenna as an integrated part of both the propagation channel environment and of the
handset RF front end. Consequently, its evaluation should be as such.
Fig. 1 shows an illustration of this intergation. The blue parts show the handset elements
while the yellow part shows the propagation channel environement. The antenna part of the
diagram is shaded to reflect its integration into both the channel and into the handset. The
evaluation of the multi-antenna system throughout this chapter will be based on the
assumption illustrated in this figure.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the antenna as a common element of the handset and of the
propagation channel. The antenna can be tied to the channel through its coupling matrix Ф
and the field pattern F.

3. Evaluating the performance with partial Information
An advantages of evaluating an antenna system within a statistical channel model rather
than a deterministic channel model is it allows for the incorporation of the random aspects
that are likely to happen in a realistic communications situation (Ali,1 2008), (Ali2, 2008),
(Ali1, 2009), (Kanj, 2008), (Kanj1, 2008), (Lusina, 2008), (Lusina, 2009). As discussed later in
the chapter, these random elements of the environment could facilitate knowledge of the
parameter(s) that need attention during the design. In many evaluation scenarios reported
in the literature, however, only part of the antenna information – the antenna information
refers to the radiation patterns when discussing the interaction between the channel and the
antenna – is included into the statistical channel model. The incorporation of partial
information could very much lead to an inaccurate evaluation, as is illustrated below.
Fig. 2 shows the performance of a 2X2 PIFA-based antenna design when integrated into the
spatial channel model (SCM), (Technical specifications group radio access network, 2006).
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The channel settings are chosen as described in Table I. The effective radiation pattern of
each PIFA is uploaded into the channel code in four different test scenarios: (i) using the
default setting in the SCM, which assumes the upload of only one cut plane of the radiation
pattern in the 0 deg evaluation; (ii) uploading five equally-spaced cut planes in the
elevation; (iii) including eighteen equally-spaced in elevation cut planes; and (iv) uploading
the whole 3D pattern, i.e., taking all 180 elevation cut planes. In the fourth test scenario (iv),
a 3D-to-2D equivalent transformation is used (Kanj, 2009). The four test scenarios are
simulated in five different orientations of the handset with respect to the servicing BS. The
performance metrics are the correlation given in Fig. 2(a), the power transfer factor (Kanj,
2008) given in Fig. 2 (b), and the channel capacity given in Fig. 2(c).
Notice that the worst performance, i.e., higher correlation and lower power transfer and
channel capacity, is seen when including the minimum antenna information with the single
cut plane. The most optimistic performance is seen when more information is included with
the five cut planes uploaded. After a convergence test, it is found that at least eighteen cut
planes in the elevation plane are required to capture the majority of the antenna properties
and have a performance equivalent to that when the whole 3D pattern is included.
Although it may be argued that this performance is dependent on the particular antenna
and scenario being examined, we would most likely come to the same conclusion that
partial information would result in either a conservative or in an optimistic performance
prediction. Therefore, the 3D antenna properties need to be included in its evaluation and
not parts of it aforementioned.
Amongst the three performance metrics, the correlation metric seems to be the one that is
the least affected by the partial antenna information. Therefore, at this point in our
discussion, the channel power factor and the capacity seem to better reflect the antenna
properties within the channel than the correlation values. The author will continue to
examine the parameters that better describe the antenna performance as the chapter
progresses; in an effort to answer the question: What parameters should be considered when
designing a multi-antenna system?
Parameter

Setting

•

Carrier frequency

2 GHz

•

MS height

1.5 m

•

BS height

32 m

•

BS to MS distance

100 m

•

Realizations

10,000

•

Antennas characteristics

Equivalent 2D of the embedded patterns,
effective gain

•

Scenario

Urban macro-cell

•

Usage scenarios

Free space (FS), Voice (HH), Data (D), Head
(H)

Table I. Channel simulation parameters
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0 deg
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90 deg

135 deg
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0 deg

0.18

Power transfer factor

0.16

Correlation
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0.1
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0
3D-2D TF
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18-CP

135 deg
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1-CP

Test scenario

Test scenario

(b)

(a)
0 deg

Capacity (bits/s/Hz)

90 deg

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

45 deg

90 deg

135 deg

180 deg

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
3D-2D TF

18-CP

5-CP

1-CP

Test scenario

(c)
Fig. 2. Performance of a 2X2 antenna system when different percentage of the antenna
information is incroporated into the channel: (a) correlation values, (b) power transfer factor,
and (c) channel capacity

4. Propagation environment domination
As discussed in Section 2, the antenna is part of the communication channel and therefore
the channel characteristics would significantly affect the overall multi-antenna performance.
Even though the antenna itself is a deterministic element, its performance cannot be
predicted in a generalized manner and any predictions would have to be made under
certain assumptions of the propagation channel environment.
Let’s investigate the propagation environment looking at the parameters that mainly affect
the channel behavior, from an antenna stand point. These are the frequency, the scattering
richness of the environment, the antenna polarization, and the presence of the user. For this,
dipole antennas can be used where the channel matrix H, see Fig. 1, is constructed at three
frequencies, 700 MHz, 950 MHz, and 1880 MHz, for the four investigated scenarios shown
in Fig. 3. These are investigated in two cases. The first assumes a poor scattering
environment and the second assumes a rich scattering environment, as shown in Fig. 3. The
presence of the user’s head is also noted in each of the described test scenarios. As the
discussion is from the antenna view point, the un-normalized channel matrix is used in the
analyses (Kanj, 2008), (Suvikunnas, 2007), (Pérez, 2003).
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4.1 Channel capacity and power transfer
Channel capacity results for the described scenarios are given in Figs. 4-6, for both scattering
environment assumptions. The first observation that can be made is that the channel
capacities indicate a decline in the capacity as the operating frequency becomes higher when
operating in a poor scattering environment. This is true whether the user is present or not.
However, the same cannot be said for capacities in rich scattering environment scenarios,
where a fluctuating channel capacity is measured. This can also be seen when considering
the power transfer factor shown in Fig. 7. The highest power transfer is noticed at 700 MHz
in Fig. 7(a) with the poor scattering environment while a fluctuating channel power is
measured with the rich scattered environment; see Fig. 7(b).
Without loss of generality, with the channel being frequency-dependant one can expect that
the performance of a system would vary with frequency. Therefore, there would be a
frequency at which the performance trend of the multi-antenna system would go through a
turning point. Let’s try to apply this general statement on our defined test scenarios. Notice
that the capacity at frequency 700 MHz shows that the performance is comparable whether
the environment is a rich or a poor scattering one, and whether or not the user is present.
The capacity is slightly higher with the rich scattering environment but the system
performance is comparable. Also, the power transfer factor appears to be linearly associated
with the channel capacity in the poor scattering environment. Therefore, at this frequency
we can assume that the system performance is relatively independent of the scattering
environment; i.e., the antenna system properties are dominant in the performance equation.
On the other hand, as we go to higher frequencies, the channel power becomes less
associated with the channel capacity in the rich scattering environment; therefore, the
propagation environment characteristics are dominating the system performance. The
turning frequency in the performance occurs at 1800 MHz in the poor scattering
environment case, but occurs at a lower frequency (950 MHz) in the rich scattering case.
When the discussion comes to which polarization improves the multi-antenna system
capacity for a spatial multiplexing MIMO system, by intuition, one might think of the
cross-polarization choice. This has been indeed discussed widely in the literature
(Chuang, 1994), (Ogawa, 2001), (Valenzuela, 2007). However, in many of these research
investigations the user’s presence, the environment scattering richness, and the operating
frequency are not fully considered leading to conclusions that are based on partial
information. From the defined experiments shown in Fig. 3 and the related discussion, it
can be stated that a generalized statement on the best polarization choice cannot be made.
At 700 MHz, the user appears as a smaller object to the propagating wave. Therefore, its
effects are mainly shown in the power loss and do not disturb the propagating wave’s
characteristics much. Therefore, as the intuitive designer might plan, the x-polarized
multi-antenna design is the better choice. This, on the other hand, becomes less true as the
frequency of operation increases and as the channel scattering richness changes. As a
matter of fact, the user presence becomes more effective as we operate higher in frequency
where the channel properties become increasingly dominant. Therefore, a vertically
polarization choice could yield higher channel capacity in the presence of the user when
operating in a rich scattering environment. This effect could change significantly
in a poorly scattered environment, as shown in Figs. 4-6 (a) and (b), respectively (Ali2,
2009).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Test scenarios for a 2×2 MIMO configuration: (a) vertically cross-polarized dipoles
without the user head, (b) vertically co-polarized dipoles without the user head, (c) crosspolarized dipoles with the user head, and (d) co-polarized dipoles with the user head.
Illustration not to scale.
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Fig. 4. Capacity for the different tested scenarios at 700 MHz: (a) poor scattering
environment, and (b) rich scaterring environment
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Fig. 5. Capacity for the different tested scenarios at 950 MHz: (a) poor scattering
environment, and (b) rich scaterring environment
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Fig. 6. Capacity for the different tested scenarios at 1880 MHz: (a) poor scattering
environment, and (b) rich scaterring environment
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Fig. 7. Channel average power factor (dBm) at the three frequencies of operation for the four
investigated scenarios in free space (FS) and with the user head (H) : (a) poor scattering
environment, and (b) rich scaterring environment
4.2 Correlation
Since the environment is already included in the defined setting of Fig. 3, the correlation
values computed here will be based on S-parameters measured at the terminals of each
antenna (Blanch, 2003). Therefore, their values are expected to be, in general, low and reflect
a deterministic evaluation. The involvement of the environment on the correlation would be
included through the amount of signal reflected back into the system and the amount of
signal leaked from one antenna terminal into the other antenna in a given handset
configuration. These correlation values are shown in Fig. 8.
Examining the correlation values with the defined test scenarios comes with a general
interesting observation. That is, regardless of the test scenario, the correlation values
measure the highest at the lowest frequency of operation, 700 MHz. This can be expected
due to the Omni-directional pattern type of the antennas at this frequency. The observation
agrees well with the observation made before in Section 4.1 where the antenna properties
were found to be dominating on the performance at this low frequency of operation and not
the propagation environment.
Other observations can be made based on our defined test experiment but they cannot be
said to be general. Looking at Figs. 8 (a) and (b), as the environment scattering richness
changes from a poor scattering environment to a richer one, higher correlation values vary
from the vertically polarized test scenario to the cross-polarized scenario in the absence of
the user. The correlation values follow the same trend and alternate with frequency, as
observed with the channel power values and capacity measurements from Section 4.1.
In the presence of the user, the lowest correlation values are seen in test scenario (c) where
the antennas are cross polarized to each other, for both poor and rich scattering
environments. This agrees well with the intuitive choice of choosing a cross polarization
antenna configuration for improved system performance, which in this case is defined by
the performance metric of the correlation values. However, the channel power factor and
the capacity measurements given in Figs. 4-7 showed that this scenario performance is not
necessarily the best. Hence, once again, evaluating the system performance having the
correlation values as a main performance metric can lead to inconsistencies.
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Fig. 8. Correlation values at different frequencies: (a) vertically co-polarized dipoles without
the user head, (b) vertically co-polarized dipoles without the user head, (c) cross-polarized
dipoles with the user head, and (d) cross-polarized dipoles with the user head. Calculations
are based on (Blanch, 2003)

5. Handling of the antenna efficiency
A vital parameter in the communication system design is the antenna efficiency as this
directly plays into the antenna link budget (Ali3, 2008) (Aulraj, 2004), (3G Americas, 2010).
The antenna efficiency describes how much of the signal provided to the antenna terminal is
in fact being radiated to the destination. Of course, there is the orientation dependence
factor that is described by the antenna directivity, but this quantity is tied to the efficiency
and is scaled by it. The higher the antenna efficiency, the better the link margin, and the
more tolerant the handset antenna is to changes in the environment. Additionally, there are
other benefits from designing a high efficiency antenna as it would have a lower quality (Qfactor) value (Balanis, 1005) and hence can be expected to have less specific absorption rate
(SAR) readings. This leads to the following question: How should the antenna efficiency be
accounted for in the multi-antenna evaluation?
5.1 Evaluation setup
To investigate the proper handling of the antenna efficiency in multi-antenna system, the
PIFA based antennas discribed in Section 3 are used agian here. The effects of the change in
the efficiencies of these antennas on the link performance are emphasized through the
presence of a user and in different usage scenarios. The main usage scenarios considered
are: (i) Head only H; (ii) voice scenario with the user head and hand HH; and (iii) data
scenario D with the user’s two hands. The scenarios are shown in Fig. 9 where the phantom
head and the hand models are used to simulate the user.
To reflect realistic usage, the handset and the user are factored into the propagation channel
matrix, H as discribed in Section 2, see Fig. 1. The simulations are carried out having the
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discussion of Section 2 in mind where the channel matrix H is computed statistically and is
modeled with the SCM for an urban macro-cell environment but with specific antenna
properties at the handset. The antennas and the user are simulated through full-wave EM
simulations that are performed with a 3D solver, FEKO (FEKO, 2006).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Different usage scenarios: (a) Head only - H, (b) Voice with head and hand - HH, and
(c) data with two hands – D
5.2 Antenna efficiency in the presence of the user
The antenna patterns and efficiency definitions are not simple enough so as to be derived
directly from conventional pattern descriptions when the antenna is placed in the vicinity of
or on a lossy medium. This is due to losses in the medium that cause the waves in the farfield to attenuate more quickly and finally to zero. The antenna efficiency is proportional to
its gain (Balanis, 2005),

G (θ, φ) = η⋅ D(θ, φ)

.

Here, η is the total efficiency factor and D ( θ, φ) is the antenna directivity, which is obtained
from the antenna normalized power pattern that is observed in the far-field. Typically, the
antenna efficiency cannot be accurately computed with full-wave electromagnetic
simulators as the losses in the material and from mismatch are usually ignored. In fact, in
many EM simulators, η is set by default to 1, which corresponds to 100% efficiency, i.e.

G (θ, φ=
) D(θ, φ) .
For a more realistic presentation of the antenna performance into the channel for
prorogation model analysis, the gain G should be taken as defined in the first equation
where it is scaled by the antenna efficiency, and not as defined in the second equation.
Therefore, in our analyses, the measured antenna efficiencies are used and these are given in
Table II, where all losses are accounted for. As expected, the highest efficiency is measured
in the FS scenario since there are no losses into the user’s tissue or from losses as a result of
reflections back into the transmitter RF circuitry. The largest loss in efficiency is seen in the
voice scenario. Notice that as the near-field environment surrounding the antenna, in this
case the user, becomes asymmetrical with respect to the antennas. This is reflected in the
efficiencies of the two antennas where these become asymmetrical as well. The loss of
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efficiency, as will be discussed later, is reflected in the channel power transfer factor, and in
turn, on the link throughput.
Scenario
Free Space
Head
Head & Hand
Data

Antenna 1
45
35
15
23

Antenna 2
44.5
34
11
22

Table II. Measured efficiency (%) in different usage scenarios
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Fig 10. Correlation values: (a) without including the antenna efficiency, and (b) including
the antenna efficiency
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(a)
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Fig. 11. Channel power transferred in different usage scenarios at 20 dB SNR: (a) without
including the antenna efficiency, and (b) including the antenna efficiency
The correlation values are shown in Fig. 10 for the different usage scenarios with and
without including the antenna efficiencies at different oreintations of the user with respect
to the servering BS. Notice that including the antenna efficiency did not have a major effect
on the correlation values and in all user orientations. This is expected because the
correlation is mainly defined by the normalized far-field radiation patterns of the two
antennas. The performance of the correlation values can be predicted looking at the
behavior of the radiation patterns, see for example Figs. 13(d)-16(d).
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The channel power transfer factor with and without the antenna efficiency is given in Fig.
11. Two main observations can be made. The first is that power transfer factor is much less
than the actual amount when the efficiency is not included. For example, in the H case and
at user orientation 180o, the channel power is 1.5 dB which corresponds to a 0.5 dB decrease
from the maximum and this comes from the antenna efficiency being at about 35%.
However, it is not always the case that the reduction in the antenna efficiency can be linearly
reflected into the channel power factor. As discussed in Section 4, it depends how dominant
the propagation environement is and how the antenna radiation pattern interacts with the
propagation envirnment . In some scenarios, such as the H scenario, the pattern shape
would have a larger effect on the power especially since the pattern becomes directional due
to the user‘s head and the performance becomes much more related to the user‘s orientation,
see Fig. 14(d).
An important remark to make here is that accounting for the antenna efficiency cannot be
considered as a linear scale factored into the SNR as many might think . It needs to be a
weighted factor in accociation to the behavior of the antenna far-field radiation pattern,
which ties into the user‘s orientation (Ali, 2010).
5.3 Link analysis
Lets analyze the effects of the antenna efficiency at the link level and investigate the
performance of the system based on the antenna properties and the channel statistics. For
this, an in-house MIMO-OFDM system based on 3GPP Release 8 standard (TSG-RAN TR
36.211, 2009) is used for the analysis. The channel matrices output from the integration of
the EM and the SCM model, as discribed in Sections 2 and 3, are inputs into the link
simulator. The evaluation is based on the throughput of the system in the different usage
scenarios. Table III shows the simulation parameters of the LTE link simulator.
The link throughput in the different usage scenarios with and without the antenna
efficiencies at 0o user orientation is given in Fig. 12. Notice that it takes 5 dBs more to
achieve 1 Mbps moving from a FS scenario to the data scenario when efficiency is not
included. In reality, however, this would take more than 15 dB as can be seen from the
curves when efficiency is included. Furthermore, the difference in the performance is more
pronounced in the variation of the efficiencies in the different usage scenarios; see Table II.
Generally, including the antenna efficiency costs the system higher SNR to achieve the same
performance compared to the case when the efficiency is ignored, becoming more
pronounced with the higher SNR.
Parameter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MIMO Mode
Antenna configuration
Equalization
Channel Estimation
Modulation
Coding rate
HARQ
Correlation

Table III. LTE Link simulation parameters

Setting
Spatial Multiplexing
2×2
MMSE
known
16QAM
1/2
Enables (with one re-transmission)
Low
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Throughput (Mbps)

2.5
2
1.5
1

FS
HH
H
D
FS with η
H with η
HH with η
D with η

0.5
0
0

5

10
15
20
Sub-carrier SNR (dB)

25

30

Fig. 12. Link throughput in the different usage scenarios with and without including the
antenna efficiency and at 0o orientation
Notice that the link throughput showed a better performance of the voice scenario over the
H scenario when the efficiency is ignored, which aligns well with the correlation results of
Fig. 10(a). However, as we mentioned before, the correlation factor alone is not sufficient to
accurately predict the performance. Therefore, the combined channel power in addition to
including the antenna efficiencies is required. This is established in the black throughput
curves in Fig. 12 where the H scenario shows improved performance relative to the HH
scenario.

6. How deterministic is the multi-antenna design problem?
A handset antenna design can be thought of as a determanistic problem where its solution falls
into the average of the general statistical problem. From this prespective, the mobile network
operator would confine the handset manufacturer to an antenna performance with some
minimum requirments taking into account their network and the physical area that it services.
The change in the antenna properties can be significant depending on the operating
frequency and on the operational mode of the antenna. This is illustrated in Figs. 13-16
through the far-field radiation patterns. In all these simulations, the same multi-antenna
configuration is used that is based on a typical PIFA design. Nevertheless, its radiation
properties change significantly with the frequency and with the usage scenario. Assuming
that the propagation environement changes slow enough allowing us to neglect its effects,
the same antenna can easily have a performance that measures differently moving from one
usage scenario to another, or from one frequency to another. Therefore, our one
determanistic antenna design needs to solve the problem in multiple situtations.
Now including the propagation channel environement into the discussion, which, as
explained earleir in the chapter, could in some scenarios be the dominating factor in the
performance equation, the problem randomness becomes even more pronounced. With a
randomly changing and dominant environment, we are faced with the folowing challenge:
How well can we predict the performance of our multi-antenna system?
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 13. The total radation pattern in FS: (a) at 700 MHz, (b) at 950 MHz, (c) at 1880 MHz,
and (d) at 2.6 GHz

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 14. The total radation pattern in the presence of the user head: (a) at 700 MHz, (b) at 950
MHz, (c) at 1880 MHz, and (d) at 2.6 GHz
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 15. The total radation pattern in the data position: (a) at 700 MHz, (b) at 950 MHz, (c) at
1880 MHz, and (d) at 2.6 GHz

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 16. The total radation pattern in the voice position: (a) at 700 MHz, (b) at 950 MHz, (c) at
1880 MHz, and (d) at 2.6 GHz
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What we need to look at in the design of a MIMO antenna problem is the scalar parameters
that better describe the antenna performance. In other words, since the radiation pattern can
change significantly with the user and interact unpredictably with the channel, we cannot
really count on it as a design target. Hence, quantities that by definition depend on the
antenna radiation pattern, such as correlation; can become weak performance metrics in the
evaluation. On the other hand, quantities such as the antenna efficiency and gain are to
some extent controlled by the designer, of course, under the constraints of the laws of
physics. Hence, the target should be to design a high efficiency multi-antenna system rather
than a low correlation system and expect that the MIMO system performance would be
good.

7. Final remarks
Ideally, the performance of a multi-antenna handset ought to be measured with the actual
interaction of the antennas, the RF front ends, and the baseband processing elements. It also
is useful to test the device with a performance metric or the figure of merit consistent with
user operation and experience to provide a real-world metric. However, if the evaluation
needs to take place at an early stage during the design process – where modelling and
simulations are used – then careful measures need to be considered in the evaluation.
In evaluating a multi-antenna system it is important to include the complete antenna
information, or enough of it, into the performance analysis. Incomplete information could
very much lead to mistaken performance predictions. To this same point, the propagation
channel environment can be a dominating factor in the performance equation and, therefore,
its assumptions need to be laid out clearly as well. The performance in many cases would be
scenario dependant.
A multi-antenna system designed with the antenna efficiency in mind could yield a system
performance that is more likely to satisfy the performance requirements than a design that is
based on weak or random performance metrics, such as correlation values. The design
procedure could also be a simpler one. The key equation here becomes what would the
target antenna efficiency be? And if known, how would replacing a high-efficiency antenna
with two relatively lower efficiency antennas affect the multi-antenna system performance?
Key questions from the author’s view point yet to be answered.
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1. Introduction
The technology of mobile communication and wireless local network (WLAN) are
expending at a fast rate which is to assure that the end users reach a maximum data transfer
and a get a better of quality service. The MIMO system is introduced to improve the
communication system without having an additional transmit power or larger bandwidth,
this because the MIMO system can utilize the multipath propagation.
In [Agilent, 2008], there are three categories of MIMO system. The first system is spatial
diversity which can be obtain by spaced the antenna in a dense of multipath scattering
environment. The second category is spatial multiplexing where an independent data is
transmitted over different antennas. Third category is beamforming network. Generally the
MIMO system can be divided into two parts, which the first part is the digital signal
processing (DSP) and representing as Part A in Fig. 1. The second part is radio frequency
(RF) device and representing as Part B in Fig. 1. (Jensen & Wallace, 2004).

Fig. 1. Block diagram of MIMO systems
This paper is more focused to the RF section and antenna, the beamforming technique is
used to act as MIMO system. The term beamforming related to the device in which energy
radiated by an antenna that focused is focused along a specific direction in space (Mariadoss
etc. al. 2005). So, there are several types of beamforming such as Blass matrix, Nolen matrix
and Butler matrix (Desmond, 2001; Ahmad & Seman, 2005). The Butler matrix is used in this
project because it simple circuit and easy to be fabricated (Mariadoss etc. al. 2005).
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Fig. 2. An example of Butler matrix
Moreover, diversity technique was introduced in this measurement setup. The diversity is
used to reduce the fading issues and multipath problems (Duman & Ghrayeb, 2007). By
implementing diversity, the received power can be increased significantly, thus increasing
the capacity of the system. Polarization diversity, angle diversity and pattern diversity are
among the examples of diversity technique.

Fig. 3. The Concept of RF MIMO Front End Systems Measurement

(a) Transmitter Setup
Fig. 4. The Measurement Setup at (a) Transmitter (b) Receiver

(b) Receiver Setup
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2. MIMO channel matrix
Each of antennas in MIMO systems has its own vector. The transmit antenna vector is
represented as x and the receive antenna is represented as y vector. The MIMO channel
input-output relationship can be expressed as:
y=Hx+η

(1)

where the η is the noise and H is the MIMO channel matrix. The MIMO channel matrix size
is depending on the number of transmit and receive antennas. The channel matrix size can
be express as below:

⎡ ρ 11
⎢ρ
21
H= ⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢ ρ 41
⎣

ρ 14 ⎤
ρ 24 ⎥⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
ρ ij ⎥⎦

(2)

MxN

where M was the number of transmit antenna and N was the number of receive antenna.
The ρij was represented as the correlation between transmit power and receive power where
ith was the input port and jth was the output port signals. The ρij components were direct
depended on the physical characteristics of the propagation environment and also the
structure of the antenna array (Kermoal et al., 2000).
Correlation coefficient was a statistic method to measure the correlation between two
variables. The correlation coefficient can be calculated as:

ρ yx =

covyx

σ yyσ xx

(3)

The channel matrix, H will be analyzed for each type of antenna configuration which can be
referred in Appendix. The eigenvalues can be calculated to estimate the receiving power for
each eigen paths. The eigenvalues were calculated using eigen value decomposition (EVD)
technique. The calculated eigenvalues were related with the MIMO average channel
capacity by using the equation below (Hirayama etc. al. 2007):

⎡N
⎤
C ave ⎢ ∑ log 2 (1 + λ jSNR / N )⎥
=
⎢⎣ j = 1
⎥⎦

(4)

where N was the number of transmit because there was no setting channel state information
(CSI) at transmitter. λj was the eigenvalues from the matrix, H while the noise power of 76dBm was obtain from measurement.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1 Antenna separation comparison
Fig. 5. shows the average channel capacity for configuration A and B. The distance for this
measurement is set for 12 meters. Its shows that the average channel capacity for antenna
separation 12 cm are higher for both configurations. The average channel capacity difference
for antenna spacing between 12 cm and 6 cm for configuration A is 2.2848 bps/Hz and
configuration B is 2.473bps/Hz. For the entire antenna configuration can be referred to
Appendix.

Fig. 5. Average Channel Capacity for Normal Configuration
In Fig. 6 (a)., the configuration E shows a higher average channel capacity is 9.193 bps/Hz
with antenna separation is 12 cm and it is higher form others configuration. Fig. 6 (b). shows
an average channel capacity for polarization diversity applied to the receiver side. Two
configuration show high value which is indicated at configuration G and configuration I
with antenna separation 12 cm.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Average Channel Capacity for Polarization Diversity at Transmitter Fig. 6 (b).
Average Channel Capacity for Polarization Diversity at Receiver
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Fig. 7. shows the average channel capacity for both sides polarization diversity. The higher
values are indicated at configuration K, L and M. For L an M the antenna separation is 12
cm, meanwhile the configuration K antenna separation is 6 cm.

Fig. 7. Average Channel Capacity for Both Sides Polarization Diversity

4. Conclusion
As the conclusion, if the antenna spacing is double, the average channel capacity is
increased. When polarization diversity is applied to the system, its show that average
channel capacity is better than the normal configuration.
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1. Introduction
Future Wireless communication systems have to be designed to integrate features such as
high data rates, high quality of service and multimedia in the existing communication
framework. Increased demand in wireless communication systems has led to the demand
for higher network capacity and performance. Higher bandwidth, optimized modulation
offer practically limited potential to increase the spectral efficiency. Hence MIMO systems
utilizes space multiplex by using array of antenna’s for enhancing the efficiency at particular
utilized bandwidth. MIMO use multiple inputs multiple outputs for a single channel. These
systems are defined by spectral diversity and spatial multiplexing. MIMO describes the
ways to send data from multiple users on the same frequency/time channel using multiple
antennas at the transmitter and receiver end.
A transmitter/receiver system uses multiple antennas not only for transmitting data
between corresponding antennas but also between adjacent antennas. The data is received
in the form of MIMO Channel Matrix. A top level MIMO system (Joseph et al., 2007) is
shown in Fig.1.1. MIMO system is used in many applications like WiMax, Wi-Fi, WLANs,
and many more applications.

Fig. 1.1. MIMO System
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In recent years the telecommunications industry has experiencing a tremendous growth in
the area of wireless communication. This growth has been ignited the widespread
popularity of mobile telephones and wireless computer networking. But there are limits to
growth, and the radio spectrum used for wireless communications. Hence considerable
effort has been invested in making more efficient use of the resources. Using the spectrum
more efficiently caters for the ever increasing demand for faster communications since more
bits per second can be transmitted using the same bandwidth. Recent major industry
research focus in this area has been the use of multiple antennas for transmitting and
receiving instead of the single antenna systems. The uses of multiple transmit and receive
antennas, and efficient coding techniques could increase the performance of wireless
communication systems. The implementation carried is for 2x2 MIMO systems with good
channel estimation method and better coding techniques for better performance. The design
is carried till the backend VLSI flow. The design is to implementing 2x2 MIMO systems with
QPSK modulation technique and estimating channel coefficients using LS channel
estimation method.

2. Back ground discussion
Due to demand in the wireless products, the high data rates, capacity, accuracy, with less
hardware and the reliability of the system is a greater challenge. Hence numerous efficient
channel estimation and modulation techniques are to be modified for greater performance
of the overall system. In this, literature review is carried for different MIMO architectures
for different modulation techniques and the channel estimation methods.
In digital communication system the channel accepts electrical/electromagnetic signals, and
the resultant output is smeared or distorted version of the input due to the non-ideal nature
of the communication channel. Also the information-bearing signal is corrupted by
unpredictable noise. The smearing and noise introduce errors in the information being
transmitted and limits the rate at which information is to be communicated from the source
to the destination. The probability of incorrectly decoding a message symbol at the receiver
is often used as a measure of performance of digital communication systems. The main
function of modulator and the demodulator is to combat the degrading effects of the
channel on the signal and maximize the information rate and accuracy.
In digital modulation, information signals to be modulated is digital. Therefore, digital
information modulates an analog carrier and hence called as “digital modulation”. There are
basically three types of digital modulation techniques i.e Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK),
Phase Shift Keying (PSK) and Frequency Shift Keying (FSK). Phase Shift Keying is a digital
modulation technique which is one most used. In PSK modulation, the phase of the carrier is
altered in accordance with the input binary coded information. The PSK is further
subdivided into BPSK, 8-PSK, 16-PSK, QPSK, DPSK. In binary phase shifting keying the
transmitted signal is sinusoid of fixed amplitude .It has one fixed phase.
Chia-Liang Liu (Chia L.L, 1998) explained the impact of I/Q imbalance on QPSK-OFDMQAM Detection. The in-phase and the quadrature phase components are very important
component in QPSK. Any imbalance in these the performance of the whole system crashes
down at the detectors. Either the phase or the amplitude imbalances lead to the introduction
of ICI, there may be cross- talk between in-phase and quadrature channels.
Wout Joseph, et.al. (Joseph et al., 2007) proposed an algorithm for the performance study on
IEEE 802.16-2004 for different conditions like for different channel models and MIMO
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system. Different channel models are compared by applying different diversity schemes.
The goal is to analyze the performance of WiMax system. Performance study is carried for
2x2 and 2x1 MIMO systems. The configuration of WiMax transmitter and receiver are done
for MIMO and SISO. Initially a model was implemented in MATLAB/Simulink.
Yantao Qiao, et al. (Yantao.Q et al., 2005), has made a research on an iterative algorithm of
least square channel estimation in MIMO OFDM systems. The main objective of this paper is
an iterative channel estimation algorithm for MIMO OFDM. Compared to common least
square channel estimation, this has greatly improved estimation accuracy and, low pass
filtering in time domain reduces AWGN and ICI significantly. MIMO-OFDM is used in
mobile applications. Many techniques have been applied to the MIMO channel both in time
and frequency domains which increases the capacity and increase the reliability of wireless
link.
Cui.S et al., (Cui.S et al., 2004) proposed channel estimation in MIMO wireless
communication systems plays a key role in the performance of the space time decoders that
depends on the accuracy of the channel knowledge .In this paper the study of the
performance of the MIMO channel estimation using training sequence is carried out. The
Least Square, MMSE and new scaled least square approaches to the channel estimation are
studied and the optional choice of the training signals is investigated for each of these
techniques.
Sarod Yatawatta, et.al,(Yatawatta.S et al.,2005) proposed a solution for minimizing the
energy spent on during the channel estimation when subjected to known error and delay
when timing symbols are transmitted. The minimization of energy is carried by reducing
the hardware, also by using a low rank equalization at the receiver. A scalar energy
reduction at channel estimation is explained,
Benoit Le Saux, et.al,(Sanx.B.L, 2006) proposed a MIMO system with OFDM has greater
potential like reduction in inter-symbol interference, decrease in fading, increase in
bandwidth, and increase in data rates. The performance of MIMO system degrades due to
inaccurate channel estimation over frequency selective fast-varying channels. Pilot-aided
turbo channel estimation improved by addition of linear algorithm in the iterative process is
discussed. This improves the channel estimation and reduction in the use of number of
pilots.
Changchuan Yin, et.al,(Changchuan.Y et al.,2006) presents the theoretical and simulation
results for LS channel estimation in MIMO-OFDM based on 2 types of pilot structure i.e.
block type pilot and the comb-type pilot. The CSI is obtained by blind channel estimation
and pilot aided channel estimation. The pilot based channel estimation is based on LS or
MMSE criterion. LS channel estimation is more practical then MMSE because LS does not
require extra information about channel correlation and noise variance.
Riza Abdolee, et.al,(Reza A et al., 2007) proposed a method to reduce the computational
complexity of channel estimation algorithm for MIMO-OFDM. Channel estimation suffer
from high computational complexity. Solution for high efficient channel estimation and
simplified computational complexity is stated. Normal matrix inversion is solved using QR
decomposition method. This method is used to simplify LS method. The results show QR
decomposition can greatly reduce the complexity of LS channel estimation.
Deseada Bellido, et.al,(Bellido et al., 2007) proposed LS channel estimation algorithm for
MIMO-OFDM. This evaluation has been made using pilot design rules that guarantee a
bounded error level for the estimation. This method is used for estimation of the channel
matrix. Diversity technique is used for channel matrix. The capacity of channel depends on
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the knowledge of the channel matrix gains at the transmitter and receiver. The estimation is
carried out by transmission of set of pilot symbols known to transmitter and receiver.
Markus Myllyla, et.al,(Markus M et al., 2006) proposed a method for performance
evaluation of FPGA implementation of a LMMSE based detector for radio channels.
Complex part of high level 2x2 LMMSE detector blocks which is solved by CORDIC based
architectures.
Sudhakar, et al (Sudhakar et al., 2009) proposed a design method and FPGA implementation
of channel estimation and Modulation technique for MIMO system.

3. Problem definition/statement
While designing VLSI circuits for very efficient implementations the designer should
consider algorithmic and hardware architectures trade-offs. Rapid prototyping for such
applications will imply the short designs satisfying all the design constraints, such as timing
and silicon area. The wireless systems are operated under harsh and challenging channel
conditions. A 2x2 MIMO system is been designed, simulated, implemented, synthesized and
physical design is carried in macro level to tape out the design.
The aim of this work is VLSI implementation of LS channel estimation method and QPSK
modulation technique for 2×2 MIMO system. The design specifications are verified using
MATLAB. The RTL coding is carried for the design to be implemented on Xilinx FPGA.
Design synthesis and macro level physical designing is also carried out.
The main Objectives of the present work on MIMO Systems are
• To review literature on MIMO and its architecture,
various channel estimation
methods and QPSK modulation technique.
• To identify a channel estimation method for MIMO architecture.
• To model and simulate MIMO system with QPSK modulation technique.
• To implement and optimize MIMO System on FPGA.
• To verify MIMO system for its functionality.
The design methodology carried to meet the objectives is as follows. The flowchart is also
shown in Fig.3.1 that shows the design methodology followed for developing 2x2 MIMO
systems.

4. Least square channel estimation and QPSK modulation for 2x2 MIMO
systems
The MIMO system has multiple transmitter antennas and multiple receive antennas so that
the data is transmitted in parallel. This work demonstrates simple working of a 2x2 MIMO
system carried till backend of the VLSI flow. The MIMO system is designed with least
square channel estimation method and QPSK modulation technique.
In communication systems, channels are usually multi-path channels, which cause intersymbol interference in the received signal. As discussed in literature review various
detection algorithms offer a very good receiver performance and reduced computations.
Channel estimators require the channel impulse response. The channel estimation is based
on the known sequence of bits called training sequence which is unique for each transmitter.
Here the known training sequence is transmitted so that the channel coefficients are
obtained. There are different standards used for transmitting training sequence like IEEE
802.16 standard.
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Fig. 3.1. Flow Chart showing methodology carried for Design
4.1 LS Channel estimator for 2x2 channel
2x2 joint channel estimation is considered for the MIMO design. The channel is considered
to be ideal wherein noise is not taken in account. The sequence ‘x’ is taken from 2 different
transmitters and 4 channel paths are considered as shown in Fig.4.1. From each transmitter
unique training sequences are transmitted in concatenation with the QPSK modulated data.
The training sequence is transmitted for the identification of the transmitter from which the
data is obtained at the receiver end. Here diversity technique is used but the Alamouti
encoder and decoder is not used.
The 2x2 channel estimation block diagram is shown in Fig.4.1. Initially the training
sequence is transmitted so that the channel coefficients are calculated. First the transmitter is
made active and the training sequence is sent. The tx2 is made inactive i.e. nothing is sent
from tx2. The h11 and h12 channel coefficients are obtained. Then the tx1 is made inactive
and tr2 is sent through tx2. Then the h21 and h22 coefficients obtained by simplifying the
equations. The data obtained at the receivers rx1 and rx2 are shown by the equations (1)
and (2).
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Fig. 4.1. QPSK modulator/demodulator with LS channel estimation
y1 = x1 * h11 + x2 * h21

(1)

y2 = x1 * h12 + x2 * h22

(2)

After which the transmitted bits are decoded by multiplying y with the inverse of the 2x2
channel matrix h.
h-1 = y/x

(3)

4.2 QPSK Modulation technique for 2x2 channel
Phase shift keying is a digital modulation technique; perhaps one of the most used in
today’s digital communication systems. In PSK modulation scheme, the phase of the carrier
is altered in accordance with the input binary coded information. The PSK is further
subdivided into BPSK, 8-PSK, 16-PSK, QPSK, DPSK. In binary phase shifting keying the
transmitted signal is sinusoid of fixed amplitude .It has one fixed phase. The Fig 4.2 shows
wave form of phase shift keying. The QPSK is a phase modulation scheme, used in
constellation mapping. The constellation map of QPSK modulator is shown in Fig.4.3. Here
the input bits stream is converted into complex stream using equation (4) and where I and Q
both are in phase with I-out and Q-out respectively are shown in table 4.1. QPSK modulator
accepts the binary bits as inputs consider as a symbol and converts them into complex value.
QPSK takes only 4 symbols and generate its complex value in this fashion because the bit
rate is ½.
D = ( I +jQ)*KMOD where KMOD = 1/1.414

(4)
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Input Bits
00

I-out
-1

Q-out
-1

01

-1

+1

10

+1

-1

11

+1

+1
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Table 4.1. The Inputs and Outputs of QPSK Modulator

Fig. 4.2. Phase shift keying

Fig. 4.3. QPSK Constellation Mapping
4.2 Working of 2x2 MIMO system
The 2x2 MIMO systems have different blocks like QPSK modulator, ideal channel, channel
estimation block and QPSK demodulation. QPSK modulator takes the binary bits as input.
Here the inputs bits are taken as symbols. For example 00, 01, 10, 11 are 4 inputs symbols for
QPSK. The symbols are converted into complex values as shown in table 4.1. The complex
output of the modulator is appended with the training sequence at 2 transmitters. Here the
diversity technique is used to send the same data with different training sequences. The
channel coefficients are multiplied with the modulated data. Here 4 paths are considered for
2x2 channels as shown in Fig.4.1.
The channel is an ideal channel i.e. the noise is not considered. The reliability is increased by
employing the diversity technique i.e. transmitting the same information across multiple
channels. The redundant data is transmitted so that the fading can be reduced. If one of the
channel is not used or if the data is lost in space then the information/data can still be
recovered from redundant transmission over the channels and hence the reliability of the
communication system is improved.
The data transmitted from transmitter tx1 across the channels h11 and h12 and received by
both the receiver’s rx1 and rx2. Here the use of the available channels is done to increase the
capacity and reliability. Then the received sequence is taken into the channel estimation
block to find the estimated channel coefficients. The received data from LS channel
estimator block are the given to the decision block in the QPSK demodulator block to get
back the sent binary sequence. The transmitted sequence is then checked with the received
sequence at the QPSK modulator and the Demodulator block respectively.
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5. Simulation results
This section mainly deals with the simulation and VLSI implementation of 2x2 MIMO
systems. The results are analyzed and compared with the MATLAB values.
5.1 MATLAB simulation results
The specifications of MIMO system from MATLAB are shown below.
1. 2x2 MIMO Technique: 2 transmitters and 2 Receiver antennas
2. QPSK modulation technique
3. Number of bits transmitted 64bits
4. Number of iterations = 100
5. Signal to noise ratio SNR = [0:3:9] i.e. 0, 3, 6 , 9 in dB
QPSK modulated output is shown in Fig.5.1. Input binary data is sent through QPSK
modulator, the data taken into is in the form of symbols. The in-phase and quadrature
waveform and the QPSK modulated data are shown in Fig.5.1. The bit error rate with
respect to signal to noise ratio, the error rate goes on reducing as shown in Fig.5.2 (a). The
error rate goes on reducing from 100 to 10-1 as the SNR is increased from 0 to 10dB. As the
number of iterations increases the error at the output which is given as the difference
between the input and the output signal becomes as zero. The error plot is shown in Fig.5.2
(b) is for 100 iterations. There is a mismatch at 2 points and the difference is plotted. These
plots as shown in Fig.5.2 are for LS channel estimation method. As the number of iterations

Fig. 5.1. QPSK modulator MATLAB outputs

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.2. BER vs SNR plot and Error generation after 100 iterations
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increase the error reduces so that the BER vs SNR ratio goes on reducing and becomes
negligible. Whenever there is a mismatch between the input and the output sequence of
MIMO system then the difference is shown as the error.
The plots shown in Fig.5.3 are the input to a system is a random data generated using
‘randn’ in MATLAB. The random data generated is fed to the QPSK modulator. The data get
modulated and then the modulated output is sent through the QPSK demodulator. The
demodulated output same as input as shown in Fig.5.3. The plots as shown in Fig.5.3 are
from MATLAB. Here the input is taken as 64 symbols.

Fig. 5.3. The output of MIMO system and QPSK demodulated output
5.2 Modelsim simulation results
2x2 MIMO system is designed using Verilog-HDL and simulated in Modelsim. Each block is
separately verified for its functionality. Each block is synthesized and the integrated output
is also verified by implementing Xilinx FPGA. The top block of 2x2 MIMO system block
diagram from Xilinx is shown in Fig.5.4. All the blocks in 2x2 MIMO system like QPSK
modulator/demodulator, ideal channel and the LS channel estimation blocks are integrated
and the connections are shown in Fig.5.4, with inputs and the outputs.
The output of integrated 2x2 MIMO system design is as shown in Fig.5.5. The waveform
shows the 2x2 MIMO system output. Here the clock is applied and the reset is high then the

Fig. 5.4. 2x2 MIMO System in Xilinx
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Fig. 5.5. The 2x2 MIMO System output
system is made reset. Then the reset signal is made low and the enable signal is made high.
The inp[1:0] is the given the value as the required symbol to transmit. The training sequence
tr1 is given as +1 and training sequence tr2 is given as -1.Then the output bin_out[1:0] is
obtained as the input inp[1:0]. In Modelsim simulation the channel coefficients are
represented ‘z’ in terms of ‘h’.
5.3 VLSI implementation results
5.3.1 2x2 MIMO system
The design is implemented on Xilinx Virtex II-Pro board. The synthesis report is shown below.
Name of the device
Number of Slices
Number of Slice Flip Flops
Number of 4 input LUTs
Number of IOs
Number of bonded IOBs
Number of MULT18X18s
Number of GCLKs

Device utilization
3999 out of 4928
343 out of 9856
7603 out of 9856
18
18 out of 396
11 out of 44
1 out of 16

Table 5.1. Device utilization summary 2x2 MIMO system target device using 2vp7ff896-6
Timing parameters
Speed Grade
Minimum period
Maximum Frequency

Parameter values
-6
137.548ns
7.270MHz)

Minimum input arrival time before clock
Maximum output required time after clock
Maximum combinational path delay

39.872ns
3.692ns
No path found

Table 5.2. Timing Report of 2x2 MIMO systems
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The device utilization report from Xilinx is shown above table 5.1. The timing report is
shown below table 5.2 for the 2x2 MIMO system design. The device utilized is 2vp7ff896
with a speed grade of 6 and the slices taken are 3999 with a frequency of 7.2MHz.
5.3.2 QPSK modulator
The device utilization of QPSK modulator is shown in below table 5.3. It utilizes about 1
slice and its operating frequency is about 666.66MHz from DC. The timing report is shown
table 5.4.
Name of the Device
Number of Slices
Number of Slice Flip Flops
Number of 4 input LUTs
Number of IOs
Number of bonded IOBs
IOB Flip Flops
Number of GCLKs

Device utilization
1 out of 4928
4 out of 9856
2 out of 9856
8
8 out of 396
4
1 out of 16

Table 5.3. Device utilization summary of QPSK Modulator using 2vp7ff896-6
Timing Parameter
Minimum input arrival time before clock
Maximum output required time after clock
Maximum combinational path delay

Parameter values
2.246ns
3.615ns
No path founds

Table 5.4. Timing Report of QPSK Modulator
5.3.2 Ideal channel
The device utilization of ideal channel is shown in below table 5.5. It utilizes about 10 slices
and its operating frequency is about 400MHz from DC. This is a combinational block and
hence has maximum combinational delay of 9.05ns. The timing report is shown table 5.6.
Name of the Device
Number of Slices
Number of 4 input LUTs
Number of IOs
Number of bonded IOBs
Number of MULT18X18s

Device utilization
10 out of 4928
2 out of 9856
86
86 out of 396
3 out of 44

Table 5.5. Device utilization summary of ideal channel using 2vp7ff896-6
Timing Parameter
Maximum combinational path delay

Parameter values
9.055ns

Table 5.6. Timing Report of ideal channel
The device utilization of LS Channel Estimation is shown in below table 5.7. It utilizes about
4321 slices and its operating frequency is about 37MHz from DC. The timing report is
shown table 5.8.
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Name of the Device
Number of Slices
Number of Slice Flip Flops
Number of 4 input LUTs
Number of IOs
Number of bonded IOBs
IOB Flip Flops
Number of MULT18X18s
Number of GCLKs

Device utilization
4231 out of 4928
509 out of 9856
7956 out of 9856
218
218 out of 396
4
18 out of 44
1
out of 16

Table 5.7. Device utilization summary of LS channel estimation using 2vp7ff896-6
Timing Parameter
Minimum period
Maximum Frequency
Minimum input arrival time before clock
Maximum output required time after clock

Parameter values
142.444ns
7.020MHz
96.582ns
9.734ns

Table 5.8. Timing Report of LS channel estimation
The device utilization of QPSK demodulator is shown in below table 5.9. It utilizes about 6
slices and its operating frequency is about 500MHz from DC. The timing report is shown
table 5.10.
Name of the Device
Number of Slices
Number of 4 input LUTs
Number of IOs
Number of bonded IOBs
IOB Flip Flops
Number of GCLKs

Device utilization
6 out of 4928
10 out of 9856
101
16 out of 396
2
1 out of 16

Table 5.9. Device utilization summary of QPSK Demodulator
Timing Parameter
Minimum input arrival time before clock
Maximum output required time after clock

Parameter values
3.708ns
3.615ns

Table 5.10. Timing Report of QPSK Demodulator
The Table 5.11 shows the device utilization for each block in 2x2 MIMO systems.
5.4 Synthesis and timing verification of 2x2 MIMO system
The 2x2 MIMO system code is simulated in Modelsim and synthesized using Xilinx before
giving to Design Compiler for timing analysis. Design compiler is tools which synthesize the
design using the user given constraints, libraries and the RTL code. The clock to be specified
as a constraint for which approximately the design work is determined using Xilinx. A clock
of 50-60% from Xilinx is created for timing verification. Clock network delay or min latency
of 25% of the clock, uncertainty for setup is given as 10% of the clock, for hold 5% of the
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Block
No.of Slices
Out of 4928
No.of FFs
Out of 9856
No.of
4input LUT
out of 9856
No.of IOs
Out of 39
No. of Mux
out of 44
Frequency
of operation
in MHz

LS Channel
QPSK
Estimation Demodulator

433
2x2
MIMO
S/m

2x2 MIMO
for
2vp30ff896
device
1902 out of
13696
273 out of
27392

QPSK
Modulator

Ideal
Channel

1

10

4321

6

4231

4

-

509

-

343

2

2

7956

10

7956

8

86

218

101

18

27 out of
556

-

3

18

-

11

8 out of 136

666

400

7

500

7.2

13

3595 out of
27392

Table 5.11. Block wise Device utilization for 2x2 MIMO System
clock. An external delay is specified as 40-50% of clock specified. Then the compiled results
are checked for the setup and hold violations i.e. the slack is met or not. If not met the
constraints are again changed as per requirement. The design timing verification is checked
again. The libraries used are cb13fs120_tsmc_max.db and cb13io320_tsmc_max.db. These
libraries are set as link and target library.
Name of the Device
Number of ports
Number of nets
Number of cells
Number of references
Combinational area
Non combinational area
Net Interconnect area
Total cell area
Total area

Value Before Ungrouping
18
170
6
5
38888.750000
1902.000000
6541.367676
40790.750000
47332.117676

Value After Ungrouping
18
27550
26251
123
38888.750000
1902.000000
8807.866211
40790.750000
49598.616211

Table 5.12. Area report before and after Ungrouping
The total area is changed as the hierarchical design is ungrouped. The area is the constraint
which is increased when the design is ungrouped. The area occupied before ungroup is
47332µm2 and after ungroup the area is 49598µm2. The area report is shown table 5.12.
The power is the main constraint in any design. The power obtained from DC is the
approximate value. The total dynamic power is the power consumption of the design which
is 2.9289mW. Here there are 2 path groups and the timing is met. There is no violation
before ungrouping. For setup and hold the timings are met before and after ungrouping.
The power report is shown table 5.13.
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Type of the Power

Before Ungrouping

After Ungrouping

Cell Internal Power
Net Switching Power
Total Dynamic Power
Cell Leakage Power

1.8290 mW
1.0680 mW
2.8970 mW
224.1040 uW

1.8093 mW
1.1196 mW
2.9289 mW
224.1024 uW

Table 5.13. Power report
Cell
U3
U4
cha_est1
cv1

Reference
bufbd1
bufbd1
channel_est
channel_virtual

Library
cb13fs120_tsmc_max
cb13fs120_tsmc_max
40617.250000
126.250000

Area Attributes
1.000000
1.000000
h,n
h

qd41
qmm1
Total cells

qpsk_demod5_1
qpskmoddd_1

16.000000
129.250000
40790.750000

h, n
h, n

Table 5.14. The Cell report
The cell report table 5.14 shows the total number of cell in the 2x2 MIMO system i.e. 40790
cells. After all timing verifications the net list, ddc file and constraint file is saved to carry
out the timing verification in PT. Then after PT static timing verification is carried out. In PT
we get the exact timing report for both setup and hold.

Fig. 5.6. The 2x2 MIMO system Schematic after DFT from DC
Parameters
Area
Maximum Timing
Minimum Timing
Dynamic Power
Cell leakage power

Design Compiler
47332
0.97
0
2.897mW
224.10µW

After Ungroup in DC
49598
0.33
0.03
29289nW
224.1024 µW

Primetime
0.33
0.03
-

Table 5.15. Area, Timing, Power Reports
The design for testability (DFT) is carried on 2x2 MIMO system. The Fig 5.6 shows
schematic view of 2x2 MIMO system.The Table 5.15 shows the area, power and timing
reports obtained from DC and PT for 2x2 MIMO system.
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5.5 Physical design of 2x2 MIMO system
After synthesis, design is taken to the backend flow to tape out the design. This has inputs
generated from the front end ASIC design flow. This involves the floor plan, power plan,
timing setup, placement, clock tree synthesis, routing, design rule check, design for
manufacturability and GDSII. The Fig.5.7 shows the physical design flow that is to be
carried to tape-out the 2x2 MIMO systems.
Physical design flow is the back end flow in a chip design flow. Technology file
(cb13_4m_tlu.tf) is a file to be specified when we create a design library. This consists of
Layer Definitions, Via Definitions, Process Design Rules, TLU Parasitic capacitance models,
Preferred routing directions and units.

Fig. 5.7. Physical Design Flow
Design Libraries which utilizes the Synopsis database (Milky Way), which has .NETL specify
the net views, .EXP specify expanded net list views, .CEL specify the cell views, .FRAM specify
frame views and .TIM specify timing views. Gate-level net list consisting of inputs pads, output
pads and their logical connectivity. SDC file consisting of the design constraints specified from
Design compiler. The design is carried in Macro level. So TDF file is not required which consists
of boundary and pads/pins information. Finally, the output of backend physical design flow is
the routed net list, parasitic file and GDS. This GDS consists of static timing analysis, simulation,
logic equivalence check, and physical verification for final verification. Here 0.13µm technology
is used in Astro design flow. Astro is a physical design tool.

Fig. 5.8. Floor Planning of 2x2 MIMO System from Astro
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Fig. 5.9. Standard Cell Placement during In-Placement in Astro
Floor planning is first important step in back end design flow. The Fig.5.8 shows the floor
planning of the design. To have a good IC to be developed, floor planning should be perfect.
This phase consisting of planning and sizing of blocks and interconnects. Inputs of Floorplan define different control parameters like aspect ratio, core utilization.
Placement is the key step in physical design process. Poor placement consumes large areas
hence performance gets reduced. Inputs to the placement are set of blocks, number of terminal
for each block and net list. Main objectives of placement are to perform Standard cell
placement, perform logic and placement optimization, to meet the timing depending on the
placement and optimizing of the design and reducing congestion and crosstalk free placement.
The Fig 5.9 shows the placement of cell during in-placement. Pre-placement optimization
removes all wire load models effects to create a clean state. Perform zero wire load model
optimization and logic remapping. This reduces the total cell area by gate downsizing and
buffer remove which is introduced to remove the congestion i.e. collapsing high fan-out nets.
Also meet the setup timing. The high fan-out buffers are first collapsed and then synthesized
for quick placement as shown in Fig.5.10. Here the fan-outs considered are 20. Timing report is

Fig. 5.10. Standard Cell Placement During Pre-Placement in Astro
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checked for setup, hold, maximum capacitance, maximum fan-out and nets. The design is
carried up to the placement of the cells. The clock tree synthesis and the routing is not carried
for physical design. The DRC is also not checked for the design.
2x2 MIMO system results are explained in detail. The RTL code is synthesized implemented
on Virtex2Pro Xilinx board. Then design timing verification is performed using DC and PT.
The 2x2 MIMO system design is taken to physical design to tape-out.

6. Conclusion
The simple working of a MIMO system is carried till backend of the VLSI flow. The design is
simulated in MATLAB to arrive at the specifications. The RTL code is successfully simulated
in Modelsim. The design is synthesized and implemented on Virtex2Pro FPGA board. The
synthesis and timing is verified and the timing is met for both setup and hold in DC and PT.
DFT is also carried without timing violation. The top design takes about 3999 number of
slices out of 4928 slices i.e. in Virtex2Pro the device selected is 2vp7ff896 at speed grade of 6
with operating frequency 7.27MHz and minimum period of 137.548ns. Timing verified is all
met with positive slack with zero violations.
In the design the channel is considered to be ideal. In the future work the noise is to be
added and the estimation of channel using different channel models is to be carried.
Different channel estimation is to be simulated in MATLAB and then taken to the complete
VLSI flow. The frequency of the design is to be optimized. The complete backend flow has
to be completed till the tape-out of the design.
• Scope of the future work is to improve the design further for the noise to be included in
the channel and use any improved matrix inversion technique for improving the design
frequency of operation. This can be done using QRD algorithm.
• Iterative algorithm is applied for the design so as to reduce the effect of noise on data.
The iterative algorithms like Recursive LS, Least Mean Square, MMSE, etc. Channel
estimation and compensation for different channel models for delays is to be
implemented.
• Fixed point implementation of the design is to be carried out by obtaining the floatingpoint values from MATLAB because the fixed- point representation will be more
efficient.
• MIMO performance can be improved by using OFDM. By incorporating OFDM the
performance of the overall system can be improved.
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1. Introduction
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology has emerged as a promising
technology for achieving the high data rates of next generation wireless communication
systems. MIMO systems improve either the bit-error rate (BER) performance by using
spatial diversity or the date rate via spatial multiplexing. However, Maximum-likelihood
(ML) detection for high order MIMO systems faces a major challenge in computational
complexity that grows exponentially with the number of transmit and receive antennas. This
limits the practicality of these systems from an implementation point of view, particularly
for mobile battery-operated devices.
This reality motivated researchers to consider other suboptimal approaches for MIMO
decoding, such as Zero Forcing (ZF), Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) and VBLAST
(Proakis & Salehi, 1994; Guo & Nilsson, 2003; Myllyla et al., 2005). All of these suboptimal
approaches vary in performance and complexity. Recently, the sphere decoding (SD)
algorithm which is a tree-based search algorithm enabled the implementation of efficient
MIMO decoders that achieve near MLD performance together with reduced complexity
(Burg et al., 2005; Barbero et al., 2005; Khairy et al., 2009). Instead of the exhaustive search
over all possible combinations of the transmitted symbols, the SD algorithm reduces the
complexity by searching only over a finite number of symbols within a circle of radius R
centered at the received vector. While the SD approach provides a near ML solution, the
runtime measured by the required operations to find the optimum solution is highly
dependent on the received signal to noise ratio and the channel conditions. Consequently,
the SD algorithm experiences variable throughput problems as the search radius R for each
symbol varies according to the noise levels and the channel coefficients. Moreover, the
sequential search results in hardware implementations that are not fully pipelined.
To alleviate these problems, the fixed sphere decoding (FSD) algorithm was recently
proposed (Barbero & Thompson, 2006 b). The FSD algorithm achieves a fixed throughput
performance and enables fully-pipelined hardware by performing fixed number of
operations per detected symbol, independent of the noise level. The FSD algorithm is
performed in two stages where the first one is a pre-processing stage for the received
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symbols that incorporates a QR decomposition of the channel matrix for the MIMO system.
This pre-processing allows for employing a tree-based search algorithm at the second stage
that finds the optimal symbol which has the minimum distance to the received symbol.
In this chapter, we present an efficient FPGA prototype of the FSD that implements an
efficient QR decomposition of the channel matrix for a MIMO system using CORDIC array
techniques followed by the FSD tree-based search algorithm. This prototype provides an
improved hardware implementation in terms of area and throughput compared to up-todate published results in the literature. The FPGA implementation is incorporated with a
MATLAB simulation model of an OFDM based MIMO system to validate the hardware
design.
As a practical application, we employed the FSD in the receiver of the IEEE802.16e WiMAX
MIMO system. The IEEE 802.16e standard supports three types of MIMO space time codes
(STC), referred to as matrix A, B, and C. These STC codes achieve different levels of
throughput and diversity depending on the quality of the MIMO channels. We employed
the FSD as a STC detector to decode the different STC schemes. In achieving that, the
received signal is adaptively pre-processed according to the STC type prior feeding it to the
FSD. At the end of the chapter, we present the performance of a two by two STC-WiMAX
system with the FSD in terms of bit error rate and throughput. The results indicate that our
FPGA implementation achieves throughput values that satisfy the requirements of the
WiMAX standard.

2. System model
Consider the OFDMA-based 2x2 WiMAX MIMO system shown in Fig. 1. At the transmitter,
the input data is first encoded then modulated using QAM modulation technique. The STC
operates on input data symbols sequentially and distributes the data symbols to each antenna
path. The WiMAX standard supports three STC referred to in the standard by matrix A, B and
C, respectively. In particular, the STC matrix A achieves full diversity by employing the
Alamouti coding, while the STC matrix B achieves full rate by employing spatial multiplexing,
and the STC matrix C achieves full rate and diversity, by employing the Golden code. The
transmitter encodes the incoming symbol streams into two spatial streams using one of the
matrices A, B or C. The block of subcarrier mapping and PseudoRandom Binary Sequence
(PRBS) function denotes data truncation or puncturing, pilot insertion, and IFFT input
packing. Then IFFT is applied to generate the OFDMA symbol.
At the receiver, a FFT operation is first performed at each receive antenna, followed by
subcarrier de-mapping and PRBS. The STC Decoder is implemented using the MIMO FSD
decoder. The received signal, after performing the FFT operation, can be expressed as follows
 ൌ   

(1)

where s denotes the vector of transmitted symbols, n is the complex additive white Gaussian
noise of zero mean and variance No, and r is the received vector. H denotes the 2 x 2 channel
matrix where each element, hij, is modeled as Rayleigh fading channel. The channel matrix is
assumed to be perfectly known at the receiver.
We develop a rapid prototype of the system model of interest whereby the FSD algorithm is
implemented using Stratix II FPGA board and the rest of the system blocks are implemented
using MATLAB. Such prototype allows for testing the WiMAX MIMO detectors for several
OFDM systems with different FFT sizes.
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Fig. 1. WiMAX System Model

3. FSD algorithm
The Fixed Sphere Decoder searches over a fixed number of vectors within a circle of radius
C centered at the received vector r. This results in fixed complexity and hence fixed
throughput. The symbol with the minimum Euclidian distance to the received vector, s�FSD ,
can be obtained as follows,
s�FSD � ����min��S �� � �s�� � �� �

(2)

Root

Level 2
n2=4
Level 1
n1=1

Fig. 2. Tree Search for 2x2 MIMO system and QPSK
The FSD search for the transmitted vectors can be viewed as a tree search of N levels. Fig. 2
shows the tree for 2x2 MIMO system with QPSK modulation. Starting from the root, there
exists 4 branches corresponding to 4 QPSK symbols and for each node in the top level there
exists another 4 different branches. In general, the search process starts from level N. The
number of nodes considered per level is denoted as ni. (Barbero & Thompson, 2006 b)
showed that ni during the tree search satisfies the following relation
E�nN � � E�nN�� � � � � E�n� �
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where E[ni] represents the expected number of visited nodes per level i. The numbers of
visited nodes per level are pre-determined. All node symbols of level N are visited where
only one node per level is chosen for the next levels. Given that the channel matrix H can be
decomposed using QR to an upper triangular matrix R and a unitary matrix Q.

QHQ=QQH=I.

where,
as follows,

(3)

� � �R

Since Q is a unitary matrix, the expression given in (1) can be rewritten
�

�r � �s�� � ��H �r � �s�� � �y� � Rs��

(4)

s�FSD � ar��min��S �y� � Rs�� � �� �

(5)

� � �y� � Rs�� � ∑N
��� d�

(6)

d� � |b� � R �� s� |�

(7)

where y� � �H r
Hence the expression in (2) can be equivalently expressed as

The second norm can be expressed as sum of a partial Euclidian distance di where:

The partial Euclidian distance di can be evaluated as:

y�� � ∑N
����� R �� s�

where b� �
We note that using the QR decomposition of the channel matrix H, rather than the Cholesky
considered in (Barbero & Thompson, 2005 ; Barbero & Thompson, 2006 b), and subsequently
casting the FSD by Eqns. (5-8) leads to improvements in hardware and throughput as will be
proved in Section 6 and 7 of this chapter (Khairy et. al, 2009) . In the subsequent sections, we
first present an overview of the QR decomposition and the implementation of the FSD, and
then we present the decoding technique for the different STC matrices.

4. QR decomposition using CORDIC
The QR decomposition is done using CORDIC (Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer)
(Volder, J.E, 1959). CORDIC is used to rotate 2-point vector (x, y) by angle ζ� to a new
vector with coordinates (x', y')
x ′ � ��s� ζ� � � �x � y tan ζ� �

By selecting ζv as follows

(9a)

y ′ � ��s� ζ� � � �y � x tan ζ� �

(9b)

tan ζ� � ��� ,

(10)

The trigonometric functions of equation 9 are then implemented via right-shifts and
add/subtract operations only. The first step of the CORDIC algorithm is to express any
arbitrary angle ξ by a sequence of forward or backward rotations obeying equation 10 as
follows
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ζ � ∑� ρ� ζ�

(11)

� � ∏� cos ζ�

(12)

y��� � y� � ρ� x� 2��

(13a)

where ρv = ± 1. Throughout all these macro rotations, the multiplication by cos ζv can be
collected together into a single constant

The CORDIC algorithm can be seen as composed of stages performing mini rotations
followed by a gain correction. In general, at the mini rotation number i the new rotated
vector can be expressed as:

x��� � x� � ρ� y� 2��

(13b)

ζ��� � ζ� � ρ� � ����� 2��

(13c)

The CORDIC method provides a pipelined implementation of the given rotations using only
shifts and addition/subtractions. There exist two modes of CORDIC Units. The CORDIC vector
mode rotates the input vector by the angle necessary to align it along the x-axis. The result of the
vector mode is a rotation angle and a scaled magnitude of the original vector. The vectoring
function works by minimizing the y component at each rotation. The second CORDIC mode is
the rotate mode, which rotates the incoming vector by a certain angle. The QR is implemented
using systolic array as shown in Fig.3. The QR operation can be accomplished by a sequence of
circular row operations to nullify elements below the main diagonal of the matrix. The round
boundary cell performs the vectoring operation, i.e., it computes the angles needed for
annihilation of the incoming data samples. The boundary cell sends the angle values to the
inner square cells in the same row. The inner square cell calculates the new rotated sample
values based on the angle values given from the boundary cell.
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Fig. 3. QR Systolic Array for a 4x4 channel matrix
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5. Architecture and FPGA implementation
In this section we consider the architecture and implementation of the FSD for a 4x4 uncoded MIMO system with 16-QAM modulation techniques. The FSD tree search has [16, 1,
1, 1] visited nodes per level as going from the root of the tree until the leaf respectively.
Figure 4 shows the block diagram for the MIMO detector.

Fig. 4. FSD with QR and channel Ordering
The channel matrix H is assumed to be perfectly known at the receiver. The ordered channel
matrix as well as the received vector is decomposed to upper triangular matrix R and a
vector QHr using the CORDIC QR decomposition.
5.1 Channel ordering
Channel ordering is performed using the columns of the channel matrix H. Channel
columns are ordered in an iterative way according to the norm of each column. The received
symbol with the largest noise amplification is selected for level N as this level considers all
node symbols. For the remaining N-1 columns, we choose a channel column corresponding
to the received symbols with the smallest noise amplification (Barbero & Thompson, 2006 b).
5.2 CORDIC systolic array
The basic CORDIC unit is implemented using only adder/subtract and shifter units. It can
be adapted for vector mode and rotate mode by setting the sign of ρi.
A

B

Fig. 5. (A) Vector mode CORDIC. (B) Rotate mode CORDIC.
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For complex data, the boundary cell which performs vector mode consists of two real
CORDIC blocks. The first one rotates the vector formed from the real and imaginary parts
of the input, x, to set its imaginary part to zero producing an angle Φ. The second block
computes the angle Θ needed to annihilate the rotated real part of the first CORDIC block
against the stored one of the previous row.
The angle Φ calculated from the boundary cell is used to rotate both the real and imaginary
part of the input vector. Both the rotated real and imaginary part, with the stored real and
imaginary parts of the previous row, are rotated with angle Θ calculated from the boundary
cell. On the other hand, the inner square cell which performs the complex rotate mode
consists of three real CORDIC rotate blocks.
5.3 Fixed sphere decoder:
The search stages are composed of four pipelined levels and a decision unit. Considering 16QAM modulation scheme, level 4 computes the 16 different Euclidian distances D4. At levels
3 to 1 only the symbol with minimum di is chosen. The calculation of the 16 minimum
chosen branch distances ( the minimum branch distance for each node) at each level from 3
to 1 can be done fully parallel or sequential (Hess et al., 2007) or in between (Barbero &
Thompson, 2006 b). We chose to divide them into 2 iterations each calculates 8 different
distances. This approach increases the throughput of the system as we can detect a new
MIMO symbol every 2 clock cycles.

Fig. 6. Sphere Decoder Search stages
5.3.1 Level 4
Level 4 is the top level in tree after the root. At this level, the 16 different branch distances d4
are calculated based on equation (7). The sphere ALU for the exhaustive search SD in
(Barbero et al., 2006 b) which is used to calculate the branch distance is adapted and
modified to calculate the Partial Euclidian distance of the FSD algorithm. For 16-QAM
modulation, the partial Euclidian distance is calculated as follow
D� � �� � |b� � � �� s� |�

|2

D� � ���� � |s� |� � � |b� |� � � � ����s�� � b� �

(14a)
(14b)

The term |b4 is added to all the 16 partial distances. So, removing this term won't affect
the calculation since we are looking for the symbol with the minimum Euclidian distance.
The term R442|s4|2 is equivalent to 2|R44|2 or 10|R44|2 or 18|R44|2 since we adopt 16-QAM
modulation scheme. This calculation can be done using shift and add as shown in the
architecture of Fig. 7. Registers are inserted to divide the operation into two clock cycles.
5.3.2 Levels 3 to 1
Each node in the tree has 16 branches. We need only to find the symbol that minimizes the
distance di.
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Fig. 7. Architecture of Level 4 FSD

Fig. 8. Hardware Architecture for processing each node of Levels 3 to 1
d� � |b� � � �� s� |�

(15)

This is done by searching for the symbol si so that bi is closest to Riisi. This can be
accomplished using binary search by comparing the real and imaginary of bi with the
boundaries of the used constellation.
The calculation of the distance di is performed in parallel for 8 branches out of 16. Therefore,
2 iterations are required to perform all distance calculation and only two clock cycles are
required to perform the search of each stage. The calculation of bi, using (8), requires the
knowledge of the detected symbol of all the previous levels, Rijsj. Since we consider all the
symbols in level 4, calculation of R34s4 can be done in parallel with level 4 as shown in figure
9. The 16 values of R34s4 are calculated over two clock cycles since we use two iterations over
the parallel units for calculating the Euclidian distances.
For the case of b2 and b1, the calculation of Rijsj can't be applied in parallel with the previous
levels as only one symbol is considered for the previous levels 3 and 2. However, if we
consider equation (8) we can find that Ri4s4 can be pre-calculated in the same manner shown
in Fig. 9 which reduces the hardware area. Also, to reduce the hardware complexity, the
different values of Rijsj are pre-calculated, and then, using a multiplexer for each branch
distance unit we choose the one corresponding to the symbol sj. The architecture used for
calculating Rijsj is shown in fig. 10. We use shifters and adders instead of multipliers so the
hardware complexity is significantly reduced.
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5.3.3 Decision unit
The decision unit adds the branch distances of level 4 to level 1 and then searches over the
calculated 16 Euclidian distances to find the vector with the minimum distance. The
transmitted vector with the minimum Euclidian distance is selected as the detected FSD
symbol.

6. Symbol decoding
The WiMAX standard of the transmission scheme for two transmit and two receive
antennas includes three matrices that define the transmission format with the row index
indicating antenna number and column index indicating OFDMA symbol time (IEEE
Standard 802.16e, 2005). One of the following three transmission matrices can be used.
6.1 Matrix A:
Matrix A achieves full diversity, and hence, improves the bit error rate given a rate one. This
code is the Alamouti code.
���

s�

s���

�
�s���
�
s��

(16)

The two received vector symbols at two successive time symbols can be written as:
�

���

r�

���
r�
���

���

h��
h��

s�
h��
� � �s ��
h��
�

h��
h��

�s �
h��
� � � �� �
h��
s�

� r� �
h��
� r ��� � �h��
�
�
��� �
�r����� � �h��
� ���� � �h�
��
�r� �

h��
�
h��
s�
� � � �s �
�h�� �
�
�
�h�� �

�

r�

���
���

r�

They can be combined into a matrix equation as follow:
���

(17)

resulting in a modified received vector r � ��� and a channel matrix ����� . To use the sphere
decoder, the channel matrix H must be first decomposed using the QR.
����� � Q ���� R ��� � �Q����

Q����� � �

R����
�
O���

(18)

The sphere decoder is searching for the vector s that minimizes the following equations:
��

s�FSD � �r� ������S �r� � � ′ s� � �� ���

′
Q′H
��
��
��� ′
�r� � � ′ s� � �QH �r� � �s�� � ��� �� ′′H
� r � �R � s�
O
Q ���

(19)
��

(19a)
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So,
�

′
��� � � ′ s� � �y� � ��s�� � ��′′H
��� � � �

�

(19b)

Since the second term doesn't depend on the symbol s, so equation 19 can be written as
s�FSD � ����min��S �y� � ��s�� � �� �

(20)

′
where y���� � �′H
��� � � ���
The Hardware architecture required to decode the symbols coded by Matrix A is shown
Figure 11.

Fig. 11. Hardware Architecture for Matrix A decoding
The composed channel matrix H' is first ordered and then applied to the QR block. The
CORDIC systolic array is fed by a non square matrix H' of dimension 4x2. By using the
given rotation technique, the upper triangular matrix R and the vector y are obtained. The R
Matrix has a special feature of having the off diagonal element R12 set to zero at the last step
of the decomposition. Thus, R is a diagonal matrix. So the decoding process is simplified
since each symbol can be decoded independently. For each stage we are looking for the
symbol si that minimizes equation 7. This is accomplished by searching inside the scaled
constellation, shown in figure 12, for the symbol s so that Riisi is closest to bi.

Fig. 12. 16-QAM Constellation
We compare the real and the imaginary value of bi with the threshold levels 0, 2Rii and -2Rii
that define the boundaries of each symbol. This comparison is done using comparators and
multiplexers as shown in figure 13.
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Fig. 13. Binary search Architecture
Therefore, there is no use for the tree search of the FSD. Only two parallel binary search
blocks are required to find the transmitted symbols.
6.2 Matrix B:
Matrix B achieves spatial multiplexing with rate two employed for good channel conditions.
It is similar to 2x2 un-coded MIMO system. Hence, it can be decoded directly using the
traditional 2-level FSD. It doesn't require any additional adjustment over the usual FSD for
the 2x2 MIMO systems.
� � � �s

s�

���

�

(21)

6.3 Matrix C:
Matrix C achieves full diversity and full rate. This code is called the golden code.
��

�

�����

The received vectors are:

��
�

They can be combined as:

s� � �� � s���
s��� � � � s���

���

r�

���

r�

�

���

���

r�

���

r�

h��
h��

h
� � � ��
h��

� � s��� � s���
���√�
��� �� �
�� � s� � s���

h��
s � �� � s�
��� �
��
s� � � � s�
h��
� � s� � s�
h��
���
�
�� � s� � s�
h��

(22)
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Fig. 14. Hardware Architecture for Matrix B decoding
���

�r� �
h��
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h�� h�� �

r��� ′ � ����� ′ � s���

(23)

(24)

Although the system is 2x2 but we should use 4 Levels FSD to be able to decode the four
transmitted symbols. Pre-computations of the channel matrix H and the received vector r
have to be done to adjust them into a form suitable for the FSD as explained by equations
(23-24). A block diagram describing the decoding process is shown in figure 14.
The formed matrix H' and the vector r' are applied to the QR systolic structure to
decompose them into the upper triangular matrix R and the vector y. The QR
decomposition and FSD tree search is equivalent to the algorithms described in section 4
and 3 respectively.

7. Area report
The CORDIC algorithm is implemented with 9 iterations and 12 bit internal word length
while a 16 bit word length is used for internal data width of FSD. ALTERA STRATIX II
FPGA is used. The area report is given in Table I. Since, a new MIMO symbol is obtained
every two clock cycles, the throughput for 4x4 system using 16-QAM modulation is
calculated according to
Throughput = 4x4x (fclk/2)

(25)

Operation over a frequency of 100 MHz results in a throughput of 800 Mbps. Compared to
(Barbero & Thompson, 2006 b), we have achieved the double the throughput of the
presented FSD-1 and 33% increase in the throughput compared to the optimized FSD2.
Compared to the implementation of Ref. (Barbero & Thompson, 2006 b) given in Table I
(using Vertix II Pro XC2VP70 FPGA), the number of multipliers are drastically reduced
where only 2 multipliers ( 4 DSP Blocks ) are required for the FSD and no multipliers are
needed for the QR. Additionally, the proposed FSD requires less number of registers and
Look-Up Tables LUT's.
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QR-CORDIC

4x4 FSD

FSD1/2[5]

Target FPGA

EP2S60F672C3

EP2S60F672C3

Xilinx XC2VP70

Combinational
ALUTs/LUT
Dedicated
Logic Registers
DSP
Block/Multiplier
Memory bits/Block
RAM
Maximum clock freq.
Throughput

(5700)
11.78 %
(1520)
3.14%

(13,743)
28.2%
(1412)
2.94%

-

4

(16,119)
24%
15,332/16,855
23%/25.47%
(82)
25%
(82)
25%
100 MHz
400/600 Mbps

6080
< 1%
160 MHz
-

102 MHz
800 Mbps

Table 1. Area Report and maximum clock frequency of 4x4 MIMO FSD

8. Simulation results
We developed a MATLAB Model for the FUSC WiMAX MIMO system with 2 transmitting
antennas and 2 receiving antennas. A floating point simulation has been conducted for the
QPSK modulation scheme. Fig. 15 shows bit error rate (BER) versus Eb/No for QPSK for the
three different Matrices A, B and C. As seen, STC matrix A achieves the best BER but it only
achieves data rate 1. STC matrix B has a data rate of 2 but its performance is about 6dB
lower that Matrix A at 10-4 BER. Finally the STC matrix C has a full data rate of 2 and full
diversity on the expense of higher bit error rate compared to the STC matrix A.

Fig. 15. Simulation Results Matrix A, B and C
Fig. 16 shows that the fixed-point BER performance of the fixed sphere decoder when
employed to decode the symbols coded with Matrix A, B and C. The quantization effect has
been simulated for 16, 14, 12 and 10 data bits.
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Fig. 16. Fixed Point Simulation of FSD for Matrix A, B and C
Finally the quantization effect of QR is taking into effect, where 12-bits per internal data
word with 9 iterations have been used while a 16 bit data word is used for the FSD. Fig. 17
shows the degradation effect due to the quantization of the QR. This effect is apparent at
high SNR where the noise effect is negligible compared to the quantization effect. Yet, this
BER degradation at high SNR is less pronounced for the QR Decomposition than the same
effect if Cholesky - based inversion of the H matrix is applied (Barbero & Thompson,
2006 a).

Fig. 17. QR quantization effect on Fixed Point Simulation
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9. Conclusion
We have presented a FPGA architecture of the FSD as
system which achieves close-to ML BER performance.
adaptively used to decode the three different STC. The
higher throughput compared to (Barbero & Thompson,
multipliers and LUTs.

a MIMO decoder for the WiMAX
We have shown how the FSD is
presented FSD achieves fixed and
(2006) b) and uses less number of
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1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks are one of the most rapidly evolving research and development
fields for microelectronics. Their applications are countless, and the market potentials are
huge. However, many technical hurdles have to be overcome to achieve a widespread
diffusion of wireless sensor network technology [1].
This work presents the design and FPGA hardware implementation of a MultipleInput/Multiple-Output (MIMO) system for Wireless Sensors Networks (WSN). This system
will offer more parallel channels between the sensor nodes and the base station at the same frequency
band, thereby increasing spectral efficiency. The hardware design of the MIMO wireless sensor
network system has been described using VHDL (VHSIC Hardware Description Language).
The design has been simulated and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 10.1i software tools, then
tested in hardware level using Xilinx FPGA. The design offers remote monitoring system
with MIMO wireless sensor network.
Sensor networks differ from traditional networks in several ways, sensor networks have
severe energy constraints, redundant low data rate, and many-to-one flows. The end-to-end
routing schemes that have been proposed in the literature for mobile ad-hoc networks are
not appropriate under these settings [2]. A wireless sensor network has important
applications such as remote environmental monitoring and target tracking. This has been
enabled by the availability, particularly in recent years, of sensors that are smaller, cheaper,
and intelligent. These sensors are equipped with wireless interfaces with which they can
communicate with one another to form a network.
The design of a WSN depends significantly on the application, and it must consider factors
such as the environment, the application’s design objectives, cost, hardware, and system
constraints [3]. WSNs have great potential for many applications in scenarios such as
military target tracking and surveillance [4, 5], natural disaster relief [6], biomedical health
monitoring [7, 8], and hazardous environment exploration and seismic sensing [9].
Mobile Ad-Hoc and Wireless Networks Evolving Mobile Network concept known as
Multiple-Input/Multiple –Output, which has the potential to increase communications data
rates by 10-20 times above current systems data rates. Such systems can use
reprogrammable logic circuits, specifically Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), which
offers a cost effective and high performance hardware alternative to Application Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASIC) in low and mid volume products. Furthermore, FPGAs are
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becoming important building blocks in embedded systems design [10]. Nowadays many
system designs that used to be built in custom silicon VLSI [11] are now implemented in
Field Programmable Gate Arrays. This is because of the high cost of building a mask
production of a custom VLSI especially for small quantity [12]. In addition to the cost
effective, FPGA gives large number of inputs and outputs. The problem with FPGA was that
it is volatile; this means that once the power is switched off, the design will be erased, but
this problem has been recently solved by the use of the first non-volatile FPGA that has been
introduced by Xilinx in 2007, that is Xilinx Spartan 3 AN. The Spartan 3 AN FPGA has a
flash memory built on the chip, which keep the design even when the power is off.
With the rapid development of computer technology, the monitored control design of the
wireless sensor networks is becoming the core of the design for building automation system
[13, 14]. Real-time monitoring provides reliable, timely information of petroleum product's
status, important in taking decisions for petroleum production improvement. Evaluation of
petroleum production systems is a time consuming and difficult process because it means
performing visits to selected petroleum fields to be able to measure and register certain
physical, chemical and biological characteristics of the petroleum production areas [15]. For
remote monitoring, GSM network has been used for remote communications [16-19].
This research introduces a MIMO wireless sensor networks for a petroleum fields that has a
large number of parallel channel offered by Xilinx FPGA for the communications with the
wireless sensor nodes, in order to read the data simultaneously from the sensor nodes. The
target technology is XC3S1400 AN-5fgg676, which has 676 pines on the package; the design
has been synthesized and implemented using Xilinx ISE 10.1i.

2. MIMIO-WSN system architecture
A multiple-input / multiple-output wireless sensor networks system architecture
comprising N wireless sensor node and transceiver systems, where N is (I*J) sensor node
matrix. There are I-groups of sensor node, each group comprising J-sensor nodes, and each
group is communicating with the base station through a communication channel, with a
total of I-communication channel. There are I-sensor nodes that can communicate in parallel
with the base station through the I-communication channel. At the same time there are Itransceiver antennas at the base station. Figure 1 shows a block diagram for the system
architecture of the multiple-input / multiple-output wireless sensor networks. The main
controller for the base station has targeted the Xilinx XC3S1400 AN-5fgg676 FPGA, which
can be programmed with a design that contains up to 1.4 million of logic gates, with a
package of 676 input/output pines.
Around 600 pines from the 676 pines of the FPGA package are available for user
applications. Those large numbers of input/output pines are used to increase the number of
parallel communication channels. For each channel there are two pines that are required for
the communications, one for the data transmit and the other for the data receives. This
means that we have up to 300 communications channel, and thereby the number of base
station transceiver is also 300, which means that the (I) rows of the sensor node array can be
increased up to 300. The VHDL top-level model of the main controller in the base station is
shown in figure 2, where Rx1, Rx2,…., and Rx300 are the receiver end of the base station,
and Tx1, Tx2,… , and Tx300 are the transmitting end. In accordance there are 300 UART
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(Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) in the main controller of the base station.
The UART has been designed using VHDL as a component, and implemented on the
FPGA.
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Channel (I)

(I)
Wireless
Transceiver
Base Station

Fig. 1. IMIO-WSN System Architecture
A sensor node is a multi-functional unit performing many different tasks, from managing
acquisition to handling communication protocol schedule and preparing data packets for
transmission, after filtering, synchronizing and signal processing on data gathered from
sensors. Thus, each sensor node requires processing and storage capabilities. Figure 3 shows
a block diagram for the main components of the sensor node, there are six units in each of
the sensor nodes. The most important unit of the sensor node is the processing unit, which
has the main controller of the sensor node. The processing unit handle all the arithmetic and
logical operations, receiving data from the ADC, storing data, sending data to the network
protocol through the communications unit. The communication unit is a UART, and the
sensing unit is changing according to the application, they have a variety of sensing devices,
including security and pressure sensing devices and cameras.
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Fig. 2. VHDL Top-Level Design Model

3. Simulations results and efficiency
The VHDL models have been simulated functionally to verify the correctness of the
behavioral description for the models. Figure 4 shows the simulation results for the
processing unit in the sensor node. Where “clk” is the system clock input, “TS” is an input
bit-vector of 8-bit which represents the inputs from the sensing unit. Where the analog value
from the sensing unit has to be converted to digital value in binary representation using the
ADC; this binary value is represented by “TS” input. This part of the sensor node has been
tested using Spartan 3 starter kit from Xilinx, which has four seven segment digits built on
the board, the four seven segments are common anodes, and the cathodes for the four seven
segments are connected together in parallel. To display an output, you have to do a
multiplexing between the four seven segments. The signal "SSCATH" in figure 4 is the
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cathode output for the seven segment display on the system board, and "AN" is the anode
output for the seven segment, it is four bits that representing four digits, but only two of
them are used. The values on "AN" represent the multiplexing between the seven segment
digits, and the values on "SSCATH" represent the seven segment code for the decimal value.
The signal “LSD” and “MSD” are internal signal that representing the two BCD (Binary
Coded Decimal) digits of the senor reading. Where "LSD" is least significant digit and
"MSD" is most significant digit. Signal "T" is an output signal that indicates the high sensing
input and normal input. Figure 5 shows the simulation for the multiplexing between
different sensor nodes in the base station. Where “TSC” and “HSC” are two 8-bit inputs
from the analog to digital converter of the two Sensing Circuits, “Sel” is the selector input,
and “Q” is an 8-bit output of the multiplexer. If (Sel=’0’) then (Q = HSC), and if (Sel=’1’)
then (Q = TSC). The selector “Sel” is changing sequentially using binary counter. The MSB
of TSC, HSC, and Q are on the left, whether the LSB (Least Significant Bit) are on the right.
The increased number of parallel communications channel and multiplexing the inputs of
the base station system give high efficiency to our system compared to other system in the
literature, as well as reducing cost by using the FPGA devices.

Fig. 5. Simulation results for the multiplexing between different sensor nodes in the Base
Station
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4. Conclusion
A hardware design and FPGA implementation of a Multiple-Input/Multiple-Output system
for Wireless Sensors Networks has been introduced in this paper. The system has increased
the number of parallel channels and hence the number of sensor nodes. The system uses the
large numbers of Inputs/Outputs pines offered by the FPGA chip to increase the number of
parallel channels between the base station and the sensor nodes. The system was designed
using VHDL in a high level design method. All parts of the design have been tested in both
simulation and hardware level. The implemented design targeted the non-volatile Xilinx
XC3S1400 AN-5fgg676 FPGA for final prototype.
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1. Introduction
The use of multiple transmit and/or receive antennas, referred to as Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems, is one of the most promising transmission techniques for
achieving the high data rates demanded by the future wireless communication systems. This
assertion relies on the theoretical and experimental evidence that the capacity of a MIMO
system is considerably higher than that of a conventional single antenna system (Telatar,
1995).
Extracting the maximum capacity and diversity from the MIMO channel requires speciﬁc
coding techniques that spread channel symbols over both spatial and temporal dimensions
of the MIMO channel. The Alamouti code (Alamouti, 1998) is one of the most widely used
Space-Time Block Codes (STBC) because of its low encoding and decoding complexity, and
its ability to provide the maximum transmit diversity. For these reasons, it has been adopted
by the IEEE 802.16-2009 standard (WiMAX) for wireless local and metropolitan area networks
(IEEE Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks. Part 16: Air Interface for Fixed and Mobile
Broadband Wireless Access Systems, 2009), as well as in the recently approved IEEE 802.11n
(WiFi) next-generation wireless standard for Local Area Networks (IEEE Standard for Wireless
LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and PHYsical Layer (PHY) Speciﬁcations: Amendment:
Medium Access Control (MAC) Enhancements for Higher Throughput, 2009).
The utilization of the Alamouti code is limited to the case of two transmit antennas (i.e.,
n T = 2) but it does not impose any constraint into the number of receive antennas (i.e.,
n R ). However, information-theoretic analysis show that the signal structure imposed by the
Alamouti code reduces the capacity of the MIMO channel when there is more than one
receiving antenna (Sandhu & Paulraj, 2000). In the particular case of 2 × 2 MIMO systems,
this limitation is overcome with the utilization of the Golden code (Belﬁore et al., 2005).
The Golden code is another example of STBC and constitutes an appealing alternative to the
Alamouti code since it does not suffer from capacity loss and exhibits a reasonable complexity
cost.
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In spite of their attractive properties, STBCs need an outer channel code to approach the
theoretical capacity limit of a MIMO channel since STBCs provide little (or no) coding gain.
Remarkable coding gains can be obtained if a capacity-approaching binary encoder, such as
Turbo (Berrou et al., 1993) or Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) (Gallager, 1963; MacKay,
1999), is employed. In this chapter, we focus on a particular subclass of LDPC codes known
as Serially-Concatenated Low-Density Generator Matrix (SCLDGM) codes (Garcia-Frias &
Zhong, 2003), whose performance is similar to that of general LDPC codes but with very
low encoding complexity. Alternatively, Irregular Repeat-Accumulate (IRA) codes (Jin et al.,
2000) can also be used (ten Brink & Kramer, 2003; Yue & Wang, 2005), but SCLDGM codes are
preferable because their regular versions already approach the capacity limit.
Without using the aforementioned STBCs, the capacity of a MIMO channel can be
approached for an arbitrary number of transmitting and receiving antennas by spatially
multiplexing the output of a Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) scheme (Tonello,
2000; Zehavi, 1992), constructed with a properly designed capacity-approaching code, i.e.
with a capacity-approaching code speciﬁcally designed to match the EXtrinsic Information
Transfer (EXIT) (ten Brink, 2001) characteristic of the channel. The main difﬁculty when
implementing BICM with spatial multiplexing is the complexity of the detection stage. In
general, complexity of optimum detection (Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) computation) in BICM
with spatial multiplexing is considerably higher than that in systems using STBCs, and it is
only affordable for a moderate number of antennas and small constellation sizes.
When detection complexity grows excessively and the number of receiving antennas, n R ,
is higher than or equal to the number of transmitting ones, n T , there exist suboptimum
methods for LLR computation with near-optimum performance, such as ML or Maximum
A Posteriori (MAP) List Sphere Detection (LSD) (Hochwald & ten Brink, 2003; Vikalo et al.,
2004) or Soft Interference Cancellation with MMSE ﬁltering (SIC-MMSE) (Wang & Poor,
1999). However, when n T > n R , these high-performance suboptimum detectors cannot be
utilized. The reason is that either the underlying system of equations is underdetermined or
the decoding complexity grows exponentially with n T − n R . To overcome this limitation, high
data rate linear STBCs have been proposed under the name of Linear Dispersion (LD) codes
(Hassibi & Hochwald, 2002). In a sense, LD codes are an extension of V-BLAST for the case
n T > n R . Since the use of LD codes modiﬁes the EXIT characteristic of the resulting channel,
it is necessary to speciﬁcally design codes matched to this new EXIT characteristic.
It is not clear in the literature which MIMO signaling scheme, i) concatenation of channel
coding with an STBC or ii) BICM with spatial multiplexing, is better in terms of approaching
capacity. For a 2 × 1 MIMO system, concatenation with the Alamouti code may appear
preferable at a ﬁrst glance since it employs simpler detectors and can approach capacity using
conventional SISO optimized channel encoders. However, it is not clear whether this signaling
technique is able to outperform BICM with spatial multiplexing when employing channel
codes optimized for this speciﬁc MIMO conﬁguration and each modulation format. For a 2 × 2
MIMO system, concatenating with a Golden code seems the best option to avoid the capacity
loss introduced by the Alamouti code. Now, speciﬁc capacity approaching channel codes
should be designed and, again, it is not known wether this concatenated scheme performs
better than BICM with spatial multiplexing, or not. Finally, for a 3 × 1 MIMO system, either
concatenation with a LD code or spatial multiplexing can be used. In each case, a speciﬁc
channel code should be designed but the performance of these optimized coded modulation
schemes is unknown
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In this chapter we shed light into this controversy by comparing the performance of
the above-mentioned MIMO scenarios when SCLDGM capacity approaching codes are
employed. The data rate is two bits per channel use for the 2 × 1 and the 2 × 2 cases, and
one bit per channel use for the 3 × 1 scenario. We speciﬁcally optimized regular SCLDGM
codes for each system conﬁguration using EXIT analysis techniques and assess its ability to
approach the MIMO channel theoretical capacity limits.
A major contribution of this chapter is that performance evaluation is carried out not only
over synthetically generated, spatially uncorrelated, Rayleigh distributed, ﬂat-fading channels
(ergodic and quasi-static) but also over realistic indoor scenarios. Although computer
simulations are necessary and recommendable for wireless systems evaluation, they only
reﬂect the simulated environment rather than the actual scenarios in which wireless systems
operate. Channel models typically omit important issues such as quantization effects, power
ampliﬁer non-linearities, mutual antenna coupling, and phase noise. This is particularly
important when dealing with MIMO channels since the scientiﬁc community has not reached
a consensus on a reference channel model due to the extremely large number of parameters
to be considered.
For the experimental evaluation of the MIMO coded modulation techniques we have used a
MIMO hardware demonstrator developed at the University of A Coruña. The demonstrator
has been constructed from Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) modules, including the RF
front-ends. We also developed a distributed multilayer software architecture necessary for the
conﬁguration and utilization of the hardware platform. Different experiments were carried
out at the 5 GHz Industrial, Scientiﬁc and Medical (ISM) band considering different Tx/Rx
locations and antenna positions. The results are presented in terms of Block Error Rate (BLER)
versus Eb /N0 at reception and are representative of the performance obtained over a typical
indoor scenario.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2. describes the different
MIMO signaling techniques under consideration, namely, BICM with spatial multiplexing
or in concatenation with STBCs (Alamouti, Golden or LD codes). Section 3. explains the
utilization of SCLDGM codes in the schemes under consideration, and the optimization
procedure. Section 4. presents the results of computer simulations assuming an identically
and independently distributed (i.i.d.), spatially white, ﬂat-fading Rayleigh MIMO channel
(ergodic and quasi-static). These computer simulations corroborate the validity of the
designed codes and show that spatial multiplexing and concatenation with a STBC yield the
same performance. Section 5.describes the hardware and the experiments carried out to assess
the performance of the MIMO signaling methods over a realistic indoor scenario. The results
conﬁrm those obtained by simulations: the performance of systems employing BICM with
spatial multiplexing is the same as that when concatenating with a STBC. Finally, Section 6.
provides the conclusions of this study.

2. Coded modulation for MIMO channels
2.1 Encoder

Figure 1 shows the block diagrams of the two basic MIMO coded modulation signaling
methods considered in this chapter: Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) with spatial
multiplexing and channel coding concatenated with a STBC. We will assume that a stream of
information bits u = [u1 , u2 , ..., uK ] inputs a rate Rc = K/N temporal encoder (in our case
an SCLDGM encoder) to produce a coded bit sequence c = [c1 , c2 , ..., c N ]. This sequence is
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then Gray-mapped to a constellation carrying Mc bits per symbol, resulting in the sequence
s = [s1 , s2 , ..., s L ], with L = N/Mc .

u
K

SCLDGM
Rc = K/N

c
N

Gray
Mapping

s

S/P
Rs = nT

(a) BICM with spatial multiplexing

u
K

SCLDGM
Rc = K/N

c
N

Gray
Mapping

s

STBC
Rs

(b) Channel coding concatenated with STBC

Fig. 1. MIMO signaling schemes.
In the BICM scheme with spatial multiplexing (Fig. 1.a), the transmitted symbols sk are
serial-to-parallel (S/P) converted to produce the sequence of transmitted vectors s[k], k =
1, 2, ..., L/Rs , where Rs = n T is the spatial rate. BICM with spatial multiplexing is a good
option for signaling over a MIMO channel in the general case of n T × n R with n T , n R ≥ 2,
since, as we will see bellow, it is capable of approaching the capacity limits. However,
the complexity of optimum MAP detection, exponential in both n T and Mc , constitutes an
important limitation for a high number of transmitting antennas and/or modulation formats.
In this case, it is possible to employ suboptimum detection methods such as LSD (List Sphere
Detection) (Hochwald & ten Brink, 2003; Vikalo et al., 2004) or SIC-MMSE (Soft Interference
Cancellation with MMSE ﬁltering) (Wang & Poor, 1999). However, these methods either
require the observations to be fully determined (n T ≤ n R ) or have an exponential complexity
in n T − n R . This is an important limitation because n T > n R occurs frequently in practice (for
example, in the downlink of cellular communication systems).
When an STBC is concatenated after the constellation mapper (Fig. 1.b), the sequence s is
partitioned into blocks of Q symbols. Each block is then encoded into an n T × T symbol
matrix, S[k], which is transmitted using T channel uses, resulting in a spatial rate Rs = Q/T.
The mapping [sk , sk+1 , ..., sk+Q ] → S[k]nT ×T performed by the STBC greatly affects the features
of the MIMO system: it may change its associated capacity, the attained diversity, and the
complexity of the detection process, as well as the applicable detection methods.
Notice that, in spite of their differences, the two MIMO signaling schemes in Fig. 1 are closely
related. Indeed, BICM with spatial multiplexing can be interpreted as the concatenation of a
temporal encoder and a trivial STBC with Q = n T and T = 1.
2.2 Channel model

After transmission through the MIMO channel, the matrix of received vectors, X[k], is
X[k] = H[k]S[k] + N[k], k = 1, 2, ..., L/Rs ,

(1)
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where H[k] is the n R × n T MIMO channel matrix and N[k] = [n1 n2 · · · n T ], where each
column nt contains independent AWGN samples. For the simulations in Section 4. we will
assume a spatially uncorrelated, Rayleigh-fading MIMO channel where the elements in H[k]
are distributed as CN (0, 1). Under the ergodic assumption, the channel matrix changes each
time a new vector of symbols is transmitted, whereas under the quasi-static assumption,
it remains constant during the transmission of a whole codeword (i.e., H[k] ≡ H, k =
1, 2, ..., L/Rs ). We assume in both cases that the channel changes in an independent fashion
from one realization to the next.
For the experiments in Section 5., no assumption on the channel coefﬁcients distribution is
made. Since the delay spread in indoor channels is typically small, it is reasonable to assume
that the ﬂat-fading hypothesis holds true. Also, since neither the transmitter nor the receiver
is moving, the channel behaves in a quasi-static manner and remains unchanged during the
transmission of a data frame.
2.3 Decoder

In all the signaling methods we will assume that there is no Channel State Information (CSI) at
the transmitter, while the receiver has perfect CSI. In the experiments in Section 5.the channel is
estimated in a previous step assuming that all transmitted symbols are known at the receiver,
which yields to an almost perfect estimation of the channel.
Turbo-like receivers take as input the channel Log-Likelihood Ratios (LLRs), which have
different expressions depending on the channel model and the detector type. For the sake
of clarity, we will drop the time index k hereafter.
For BICM with spatial multiplexing, the information contained in the received vector x about
one of its bits, vk = ±1, is represented by the channel LLR, Lch , which is computed by the
optimum MIMO detector as
Lch = log

= log

P ( x | v k = +1)
P ( v k = +1| x )
P ( v k = +1)
= log
− log
P ( x | v k = −1)
P ( v k = −1| x )
P ( v k = −1)




∑+ exp

s∈Sk




−

�x − Hs�2
N0

+

n T Mc

∑

i =1

vi Li
2

�x − Hs�2 nT Mc v L
∑− exp − N0 + ∑ i2 i
i =1
s∈S
k



 − Lk ,

Lk

(2)

−
where S+
k and Sk represent the set of all transmitted symbol vectors s where bit vk = +1
and vk = −1, respectively. Note that the MIMO detector makes use of the bit Log Prior Ratio
(LPRs), Lk , which turn outs to be the output messages from the channel decoder.
When the Alamouti STBC is used concatenated with a channel encoder, optimum detection
can be performed in an independent fashion over the transmitted streams, thanks to the
orthogonality of the effective channel matrix. At the receiver, multiplying the observations
by the Hermitian of the channel matrix gives two new observations, x1 and x2 , corresponding
to an equivalent, spatially decoupled model. Then, optimum computation of the channel LLRs
for each stream, x, can be realized as
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Lch
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k

where F = �H�2F is the squared Frobenius norm of the channel matrix.
Optimum LLR computation for LD-coded MIMO systems can be carried out in a completely
analogous way to (2) just by considering the resulting equivalent channel model. Regarding
detection, the Golden code is also a linear code and, thus, the same equivalent observation
model as that of linear dispersion codes applies. In any case, this different equivalent channel
model has to be taken into account when performing code design.
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Fig. 2. Constrained capacity of 2 × 1 BICM with spatial multiplexing and in concatenation
with Alamouti STBC in the region of interest.
2.4 Constrained system capacity

Figures 2, 3 and 5 plot the constrained capacities of the different MIMO coded modulation
signaling schemes previously described for the cases of 2 × 1 (see Fig. 2), 2 × 2 (see Fig. 3) and
3 × 1 (see Fig. 5), respectively, over the spatially white, Rayleigh-distributed MIMO channel.
The target rates are 2 bits/channel use for 2 × 1 and 2 × 2, and 1 bit/channel use for 3 × 1.
We use the term constrained capacity to refer to the channel capacity when the transmitter
is constrained to use a speciﬁc modulation format (4-QAM, 16-QAM, etc.). This constrained
capacity is calculated by measuring the mutual information between the output L-values from
the detector, Lch , and their associated coded bits.
When n T = 2, the utilization of the Alamouti code as an inner code is very attractive
because it allows for spatially decoupling the ML detection, notably simplifying the overall
decoding procedure. The price to be paid is the spatial rate consumed by the Alamouti
code, Rs = 1, which forces the utilization of a higher order modulation to compensate for
the rate loss (16-QAM for Alamouti versus 4-QAM in the BICM with spatial multiplexing
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Fig. 3. Constrained capacity of 2 × 2 BICM with spatial multiplexing and in concatenation
with STBCs (Alamouti and Golden) in the region of interest.
scheme). Moreover, the imposed signal structure degrades the capacity of the equivalent
MIMO system: it is well known (Sandhu & Paulraj, 2000) that the unconstrained capacity
(i.e. with Gaussian input symbols) of a 2 × n R MIMO system with Alamouti coding is less
than or equal to that of the MIMO channel without Alamouti coding. This is also true for the
case of constrained capacity, as reﬂected in Figure 2 (top right) where the curve corresponding
to 16-QAM Alamouti presents worse performance than that of 4-QAM BICM with spatial
multiplexing. For the unconstrained capacity, the equality holds only for the case n R = 1
(Sandhu & Paulraj, 2000). From Figure 2 (top left), it is clear that Alamouti coding is a good
choice for 2 × 1 MIMO systems with constrained symbols, since in this case 16-QAM Alamouti
outperforms 4-QAM BICM with spatial multiplexing.
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Fig. 4. Constellation at the output of the 2 × 2 Golden code when using a 4-QAM
constellation at its input.
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When considering 2 × 2 MIMO systems, the Golden code is an appealing alternative to the
Alamouti code. The Golden code (Belﬁore et al., 2005) is a non-orthogonal 2 × 2 STBC with
full information rate (Rs = n T = 2) that provides a capacity improvement at a little increase
in complexity, as it can be seen from Fig. 3. This capacity improvement is due to the fact
that the resulting constellation at the output of the Golden encoder (see Fig. 4) resembles a
Gaussian distribution better than the input constellation. This effect is usually referred to as
shaping or constellation expansion (Forney, Jr. & Wei, 1989). Although the size of the resulting
constellation is larger, the Golden code does not introduce any redundancy because it employs
two channel uses for the transmission of four input symbols.
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Fig. 5. Constrained capacity of 3 × 1 BICM with spatial multiplexing and in concatenation
with LD STBC in the region of interest.
Finally, when n T > n R , the use of LD codes allows for the application of suboptimum
detection methods without much capacity penalty. Linear Dispersion (LD) codes (Hassibi
& Hochwald, 2002) are linear STBCs that transform the observation model to avoid
underdetermination, at the cost of a minimum capacity loss (see Fig. 5). A stacked, real-valued,
equivalent observation model can then be easily formulated (Hassibi & Hochwald, 2002).
Such an equivalent observation model is not underdetermined provided that n R T > Q or,
equivalently, n R > Rs . Thus, concatenation with LD codes constitute a good choice when
n T > n R , n T > 2, and optimum detection is not feasible. Notice also that, similar to the Golden
code, constellation expansion takes place at the output of an LD encoder, but it is controlled
because symbols are produced according only to speciﬁc sequences.

3. Capacity approaching codes for MIMO transmission
In order to approach the capacity of MIMO channels, both BICM with spatial multiplexing
and schemes based on concatenation with STBCs have to use an appropriate channel code. In
this chapter we focus on a particular subclass of LDPC codes known as Serially-Concatenated
Low-Density Generator Matrix (SCLDGM) codes (Garcia-Frias & Zhong, 2003), whose
performance is similar to that of general LDPC codes but with very low encoding complexity.
The convergence of any coding scheme can be predicted by tracking the mutual information
of the different types of messages exchanged between the components of the receiver. This
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can be efﬁciently done by considering the EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) function (ten
Brink, 1999) of each component. This procedure, termed EXIT evolution, has been successfully
applied to obtain good SCLDGM codes for the Binary-Input AWGN (BIAWGN) channel
(González-López et al., 2006a) and for MIMO BICM systems (Vázquez-Araújo et al., 2006;
2007).
The EXIT analysis is based on two assumptions. First, that each message can be expressed as
the output LLR of a Binary-Input AWGN (BIAWGN) channel, which allows for the calculation
of a bijection between the variance of the L-values and their associated mutual information,
i.e., I = J (σ2 ) and σ2 = J −1 ( I ) (ten Brink et al., 2004). Second, that the messages passed
between the components are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Under these two
assumptions, the EXIT functions of SCLDGM codes (and, in general, of LDPC-based codes)
can be easily calculated (González-López et al., 2007).
The EXIT function of the detector also needs to be calculated. Note that in BICM the channel
LLRs produced by the optimum MIMO detector (see (2)), Lch , that constitute the input to
the Turbo-like decoder, include the overall effect of the modulator, the channel and the
detector. The EXIT function, Ich ( I A , Eb /N0 ), depends on the channel Eb /N0 and the mutual
information of the messages from the decoder, which constitutes the input a priori information
to the detector, I A . The characterization of the detector is independent of any other decoding
module (ten Brink et al., 2004), so it can be obtained by measuring the mutual information of
the Lch messages in Monte Carlo simulations. It is important to highlight that any variation
in the model parameters (modulation, number of transmit and receive antennas) leads to a
different equivalent channel and thus to a different detector EXIT function. Consequently,
there is a different optimum code for each antenna conﬁguration and modulation format.
For Binary-Input AWGN (BIAWGN) channels, the detector EXIT function does not depend
on the information from the decoder, because each bit is transmitted in an independent
channel use. Furthermore, for Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) channels with perfect CSI at
reception and the usual constellations (i.e., PSK and QAM), Gray mapping results in an overall
effect of modulation, channel and demodulation with an associated EXIT function equivalent
to a BIAWGN channel, that is, only dependent on Eb /N0 (i.e., it is an horizontal line for each
Eb /N0 value) (Schreckenbach et al., 2003). Thus, optimal codes for BIAWGN are also optimum
for SISO channels and for any modulation, provided Gray-mapping is used. As a corollary of
this result, optimal codes for OSTBC-coded systems (in particular, Alamouti-coded) with Gray
mapping are the same as those optimum for the BIAWGN channel.
For the case of LD codes (for which, in terms of detection, the Golden code is indeed a
particular instance), the detector produces channel LLRs according to an equivalent channel
model. In this case, the EXIT function of the detector is different from the one corresponding to
BICM with spatial multiplexing over the same channel model. Consequently, optimum codes
for LD-coded systems differ from those obtained for BICM with spatial multiplexing systems.
Figure 6 plots the EXIT characteristic for 2 × 2 and 3 × 1 MIMO systems for either spatial
multiplexing or LD coding. They correspond to SNR values at each receive antenna (equal
to n T /N0 assuming each antenna radiates unit energy symbols) close to the convergence
threshold of the best code found in each case. Let us ﬁrst recall that the area property of an
EXIT function states that the area below the curve equals the system capacity for a Binary
Erasure Channel (BEC). This area property can be considered as approximate for the BIAWGN
channel assumed for modelling the input and output messages of the MIMO detector. For a
2 × 2 system operating at SNR = 2.0 dB, it is apparent that the EXIT function corresponding
to a Golden-coded system has a larger area below it than that corresponding to a BICM with
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Fig. 6. EXIT characteristics corresponding to the considered MIMO schemes for a 4-QAM
constellation. SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio at each receiving antenna (equal to n T /N0
assuming each antenna radiates unit energy symbols)
spatial multiplexing system, which is coherent with the capacity increase associated to the
Golden code. Note also that the slope of the two functions is different, which leads to different
optimum codes (cf. Table 1). For the 3 × 1 case, the EXIT function corresponding to BICM
with spatial multiplexing is located far below the one corresponding to the LD-coded system,
because the outer code rates are different (Rc = 1/6 and 1/2, respectively) for the same
overall information rate (1/6). Besides, their slopes are different. Both reasons justify that the
optimum codes for these two schemes are very different from each other.
Once we have obtained the EXIT function of the detector and the decoder, system convergence
can be tested by simulating the evolution of the mutual information through the iterations of
both components. For a ﬁxed Eb /N0 we start with all information values equal to zero and,
then, we iteratively compute their values. This is exactly what the decoding process does,
except for using the associated information of the messages instead of their actual values. We
say that the iterative receiver converges when we ﬁnd a sequence of information values that
ﬁnally leads to Io = 1, where Io is the mutual information associated to the a posteriori L-values
of the uncoded bits.
Table 1 presents the best regular SCLDGM codes obtained through EXIT analysis for
the different MIMO signaling schemes. The table also shows the convergence thresholds
predicted by this analysis, as well as the Constrained-input Capacity Limit (CCL)
corresponding to each MIMO transmission method. We have considered the antenna
conﬁgurations where concatenation with STBCs is more beneﬁcial: 2 × 1 for the Alamouti
code, 2 × 2 for the Golden code, and 3 × 1 for the LD code. In particular, the latter case
presents the characteristics of being a clearly asymmetric antenna conﬁguration (n T > n R )
as well as having a complexity low enough to appreciate the losses in i) capacity with respect
to BICM with spatial multiplexing and ii) performance of suboptimum methods with respect
to optimum detection in the LD-coded system. We have chosen these antenna conﬁgurations
as our testbench to assess the gains provided by STBC-concatenated systems. For each
antenna conﬁguration, we optimize the SCLDGM code to maintain the overall information
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Code n T × n R Modul.
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9

2×1
2×1

4-QAM
16-QAM

2×2
2×2

16-QAM
4-QAM

3×1

2 × nR
2 × nR

Any
Any

f1
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f2

Thresh Gap

f2

STBC

Rc

None
None

1/2 0.0150 3
1/4 0.0200 3

5
8

38 3.30
15 2.80

Alamouti 1/2 0.0200 3
Alamouti 1/4 0.0400 3

6
9

6
24

9
5
5

None
None

p

du du d p1 CCL (dB) (dB)

1/4 0.0275 3
1/2 0.0300 3

Golden 1/2 0.0250 3

3.87
3.57

0.57
0.77

-

-

12 1.30
32 1.56

1.90
2.02

0.60
0.46

-

2×2

4-QAM

38 1.42

1.87

0.45

4-QAM

None

1/6 0.0350 3

10 24 0.40

1.20

0.80

3×1

4-QAM

LD

1/2 0.0200 3

6

1.38

0.48

48 0.90

Table 1. Optimized SCLDGM codes for MIMO channels. “Thresh” stands for the
convergence threshold and “Gap” is the gap to the constrained-input capacity limit (CCL).
When no STBC is employed, a BICM with spatial multiplexing scheme is considered.
rate ﬁxed, so we can make a fair comparison between BICM with spatial multiplexing and the
concatenated schemes.
As we will see in Section 4., SCLDGM codes optimized for Single-Input Single-Output (SISO)
channels also exhibit good performance when used in concatenation with the Alamouti code
in 2 × n R MIMO channels (González-López et al., 2006b). This is not a surprising result
since the Alamouti code actually converts a 2 × n R MIMO channel into two parallel and
independent SISO channels. Recall that the detector EXIT function of Gray-mapped SISO
systems with all the standard constellations is an horizontal line (i.e. it is constant for any
value of I A ), resulting in the same optimum code for any constellation. This explains why we
do not specify the constellation and thus we cannot provide a threshold value for the Alamouti
case, since this threshold is different depending on the employed modulation and the channel
model.
The code design procedure described previously assumes an ergodic channel and an inﬁnite
block length. In (Yue et al., 2008) it is shown that, when optimizing for the quasi-static channel,
codes optimized for the worst-case EXIT envelope can provide a better performance. In our
case, however, the slope of the worst case envelope is very similar to that of the average EXIT
curve, so the codes optimized for both cases are practically identical. Thus, we will restrict
ourselves to ergodic optimization. We will show in Section 4.that the resulting codes present
an excellent performance when used in quasi-static channels and/or with ﬁnite block lengths.
Indeed, their gaps with respect to the outage limits when applied over quasi-static channels
are very similar to the gaps they present in ergodic fast-fading channels.

4. Simulation Results
Computer simulations were carried out to illustrate the actual performance of the obtained
SCLDGM coded modulation MIMO systems with data blocks of ﬁnite length over ergodic
and quasi-static channels. For ergodic channels, the observed thresholds are slightly worse
than those predicted, since EXIT function analysis assumes inﬁnite-length data blocks. Note
that the lower the code rate (Rc ) is, i) the higher the gap with respect to the Constrained-input
Capacity Limit (CCL) for the best code found, and ii) the higher the gap between the
theoretical threshold predicted by EXIT analysis and that observed in simulations. Similar
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Fig. 7. Performance of a 2 × 1 MIMO system with a data rate of 2 information bits per
channel use and i) SCLDGM + Alamouti code, ii) BICM with spatial multiplexing. Ergodic
Rayleigh fading. The block length is K = 10, 000 information bits.
conclusions hold for quasi-static channels when comparing actual performance with respect
to the outage probability limit.
4.1 Ergodic channel

Figure 7 shows the performance of several SCLDGM coded modulation 2 × 1 MIMO systems
with a data rate of two bits per channel use assuming an ergodic channel model. The block
length is K = 10, 000 information bits (we will also use this block length throughout all the
simulations in ergodic channels) and 5, 000 blocks are simulated for each Eb /N0 value to
obtain an adequate estimate of the Bit Error Rate (BER). The best performance is obtained
when using BICM with spatial multiplexing, 16-QAM and code rate 1/4 (code #2). For a
BER= 10−4 (which we will use as the target BER from now on) the required Eb /N0 is
4.0 dB, which is 1.2 dB away from the CCL and 0.43 dB away from the theoretical threshold.
Figure 7 also plots the performance obtained when using a concatenated Alamouti scheme
with 16-QAM and code rate Rc = 1/2, with the code optimized for the SISO channel (code
#3). The SCLDGM rate was raised up to Rc = 1/2 in order to maintain the data rate equal
to two bits per channel use. Not surprisingly, the performance of these two schemes is very
similar, because the capacity limit of a 2 × 1 system is the same irrespectively of whether
Alamouti is used or not. Regarding receiver complexity, however, it is obvious that decoding
in the concatenated scheme is considerably simpler.
The data rate of two bits per channel use can also be obtained using BICM with spatial
multiplexing, 4-QAM and code rate Rc = 1/2. Code #1 has been speciﬁcally optimized for this
particular situation and its performance is also shown in Fig. 7. Lowering the number of bits
per symbol in the modulator, Mc , is interesting because it yields to a considerable reduction
of the detector complexity. At the target BER, the required Eb /N0 is 4.55 dB (1.25 dB away
from the CCL for 4-QAM and 0.63 dB away from the predicted threshold). Thus, this case
maintains the same gap to the CCL as the 16-QAM case, but it exhibits a 0.5 dB performance
degradation due to the capacity loss resulting from changing the modulation format (see
Table 1). Figure 7 also illustrates the importance of designing SCLDGM codes for each speciﬁc
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Fig. 8. Performance of a 2 × 2 MIMO system with a data rate of 2 information bits per
channel use and i) SCLDGM + Golden code, ii) BICM with spatial multiplexing. Ergodic
Rayleigh fading. The block length is K = 10, 000 information bits.
coded modulation MIMO conﬁguration for BICM with spatial multiplexing. Indeed, observe
the serious degradation in performance when the SISO-optimized codes #3 and #4 are used
instead of the MIMO-optimized ones. In these cases, the required Eb /N0 is 5.25 and 8.0 dB,
respectively, so that the loss in performance with respect to the MIMO-optimized codes is
0.7 dB and 4.0 dB, respectively. From these results, we can conclude that code optimization is
more critical when the constellation size increases.
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Fig. 9. Performance of a 4-QAM 3 × 1 MIMO system with a data rate of 1 information bit per
channel use and i) SCLDGM + Rs = 1/3 STBC (LD code), ii) BICM with spatial multiplexing.
Ergodic Rayleigh fading. The block length is K = 10, 000 information bits.
The performance of a 2 × 2 MIMO system with a data rate of two bits per channel use is shown
in Fig. 8 for an ergodic channel model and i) SCLDGM (code #7) + Golden code, ii) BICM with
spatial multiplexing (codes #5 and #6). Although the Rc = 1/4 16-QAM BICM with spatial
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multiplexing system has the highest capacity (its corresponding CCL is at Eb /N0 = 1.30 dB),
the best performance is attained by the Golden-coded system (for which its corresponding
CCL is at Eb /N0 = 1.43 dB). This is explained because the best Rc = 1/4 code found for
the 16-QAM BICM with spatial multiplexing system has a threshold at Eb /N0 = 1.90 dB
(theoretically) and at Eb /N0 = 2.20 dB (in practice), which is worse than that of the best Rc =
1/2 code found for the Golden-coded system (threshold at Eb /N0 = 1.87 dB theoretically
and at Eb /N0 = 2.15 dB in practice). The Rc = 1/2 4-QAM BICM with spatial multiplexing
system shows worse performance, requiring Eb /N0 = 2.30 dB at the target BER, which is
consistent with its lower system capacity (CCL at Eb /N0 = 1.56 dB). We have also included
the performance obtained for these systems when the code is the optimum for a SISO model
(González-López et al., 2006a). The gaps in performance with respect to the MIMO-optimized
codes are signiﬁcant, especially for 16-QAM (0.3 dB for 4-QAM and 1.10 dB for 16-QAM).
Finally, observe the poor performance of the Alamouti coded system (1.25 dB worse than the
MIMO-optimized code) even when using its optimum code (González-López et al., 2006b),
which is a consequence of its system capacity loss.
Figure 9 shows the results for a 3 × 1 ergodic MIMO channel when using 4-QAM with a
data rate of one information bit per channel use and i) SCLDGM (code #9) + LD code, ii)
BICM with spatial multiplexing (code #8). The best performance is exhibited by the BICM
with spatial multiplexing system employing an Rc = 1/6 SCLDGM code (which requires an
Eb /N0 of 1.25 dB for the target BER). As explained before, using the LD code given by (36) in
(Hassibi & Hochwald, 2002) enables the application of suboptimum schemes such as LSD or
SIC-MMSE at the cost of sacriﬁcing capacity and, thus, performance. The degradation in actual
performance (under optimum detection) with respect to BICM with spatial multiplexing is
not severe (0.45 dB at the target BER) and is of the same order as the loss in capacity (the
CCL for BICM with spatial multiplexing is at Eb /N0 = 0.40 dB whereas for the LD code
it is at Eb /N0 = 0.90 dB). In addition, when the LD code is used, the gap of either MAP
LSD or SIC-MMSE with respect to optimum detection is fairly small (around 0.1 dB). This
corroborates the convenience of employing LD coding as a means of enabling suboptimum
detection methods when receiver complexity is a constraint.
4.2 Quasi-static channel

We have also studied the performance of SCLDGM coded modulation MIMO schemes
when transmitting over quasi-static channels. We employ the same codes as in the ergodic
channel, aiming at assessing if optimization for fast fading also leads to good performance in
quasi-static scenarios1 . Figure 10 shows the performance of an SCLDGM BICM with spatial
multiplexing scheme and an SCLDGM + Alamouti scheme over a 2 × 1 quasi-static MIMO
channel. The channel block length is B = 500 symbol vectors, which corresponds to K = 1000
information bits. As it occurs in the ergodic channel, the performance of the Alamouti scheme
and the BICM with spatial multiplexing and 16-QAM scheme are practically identical. The
gap to the outage capacity is approximately 1.0 dB in both cases. The ﬁgure shows that the
SCLDGM coded modulation scheme achieves maximum diversity, since the slope of the curve
is the same as that of the outage capacity.
On the contrary, it is apparent from Fig. 10 that BICM with spatial multiplexing and 4-QAM
performs worse (5 dB at a BLER of 10−2 ) than the other two methods. Notice the lower slope
1

Notice that optimizing for short quasi-static channels would require the development of a completely
different approach, which could be skipped if the codes optimized for ergodic, fast-fading behave well
in quasi-static environments.
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Fig. 10. Performance of a 16-QAM 2 × 1 MIMO system with a data rate of 2 information bits
per channel use and i) BICM with spatial multiplexing and ii) SCLDGM + Alamouti.
Quasi-static Rayleigh fading. The block length is B = 500 symbol vectors.
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Fig. 11. Performance of a 2 × 2 MIMO system with a data rate of 2 information bits per
channel use and i) BICM with spatial multiplexing, ii) SCLDGM + Golden code, iii) SCLDGM
+ Alamouti. Quasi-static Rayleigh fading. The block length is B = 500 symbol vectors.
of the BLER curve for BICM with spatial multiplexing and 4-QAM, which means that this
system is not able to extract all the spatial diversity available in the channel. We conjecture
two explanations for this: on the one hand, it may happen that the high rate of the channel
encoder (Rc = 1/2) and its subsequent mapping into 4-QAM symbols does not introduce
enough redundancy for the signaling scheme to obtain all the available spatial diversity; on
the other hand, the degree proﬁle of the channel encoder has been designed assuming an
ergodic channel and now the channel is quasi-static.
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Fig. 12. Performance of a 4-QAM 3 × 1 MIMO system with a data rate of 1 information bit
per channel use and i) SCLDGM + Rs = 1/3 STBC (LD code), ii) BICM with spatial
multiplexing. Quasi-static Rayleigh fading. The block length is B = 500 symbol vectors.
Figure 11 shows the performance of an SCLDGM BICM with spatial multiplexing scheme, an
SCLDGM + Golden code scheme and an SCLDGM + Alamouti scheme over a 2 × 2 MIMO
channel. The best performance is achieved by the SCLDGM + Golden code, although the
difference with the 16-QAM BICM with spatial multiplexing scheme is minimal. The gap
to the outage capacity is kept at approximately 1.0 dB for the Golden and the BICM with
spatial multiplexing with 16-QAM schemes and a little over 1.5 dB for the BICM with spatial
multiplexing 4-QAM scheme. The distance of the Alamouti scheme to the outage capacity
increases to 3.0 dB. Again, all SCLDGM coded modulation schemes achieve maximum
diversity. This demonstrates that the BICM with spatial multiplexing scheme is also suitable
for quasi-static channels, without having to resort to schemes that explicitly maximize the
spatial diversity. Similar results can be observed in Fig. 12 for a quasi-static 3 × 1 MIMO
channel with B = 500 symbol vectors (K = 500 information bits). The BICM with spatial
multiplexing scheme is able to achieve the same diversity as the LD scheme, and both have
very similar performance (approximately 1.0 dB away from the outage capacity).

5. Experimental Evaluation
For the experimental evaluation of the aforementioned schemes in a realistic indoor
environment we employed a testbed developed at the University of A Coruña (García-Naya
et al., 2010). A picture of the testbed is shown in Fig. 13. The testbed has been constructed
using Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) modules from Sundance Multiprocessor (Sundance
Multiprocessor, 2010) for the implementation of the baseband functionalities, and Radio
Frequency (RF) font-ends from Lyrtech (Lyrtech, 2010). The hardware of the testbed is
completed with a distributed, multilayer software architecture speciﬁcally designed to easy
the interaction with the testbed hardware (Fernández-Caramés et al., 2008; García-Naya et al.,
2010; García-Naya et al., 2008).
Figure 14 shows a block diagram containing the software and hardware elements utilized
at the transmit side to assess the aforementioned schemes. Once the discrete-time,
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Fig. 15. Block diagram of hardware and software elements at the receiver. Notice that at the
receiver, all four antennas are always utilized regarding of the scheme being acquired. Later,
during the evaluation step, the corresponding signals are employed according to the scheme.
complex-valued source symbols from the encoder are generated, the following steps are
carried out:
• The transmit frame is assembled. Basically, a preamble for time and frequency
synchronization as well as a small silence for estimating the power spectral density of
the noise are included. Then, for each transmit antenna (two or three depending on the
scheme):
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– Up-sampling by a factor of 15, resulting in 15 samples per symbol.
– Pulse-shape ﬁltering using a squared root-raised cosine ﬁlter with 12 % roll-off.
Consequently, given that the sampling frequency of the DACs is set to 40 MHz, then
the resulting signal has a bandwidth of 2.9867 MHz, which leads — according to our
tests — to a frequency-ﬂat channel response.
– The resulting signals are I/Q modulated to obtain a passband signal at a carrier
frequency of 5 MHz.
– Such signals are then properly scaled in order to guarantee that the same transmit
power level is achieved.
– Given the 16 bits of resolution of the DAC, the signals are properly quantized, obtaining
16-bit integer values for the samples.
– The resulting signal is then stored off-line in the buffer available at the hardware
testbed.
– When the transmitter is triggered, such a buffer is read cyclically and in real-time by
the DAC, which generates a signal at the intermediate frequency of 5 MHz.
– The resulting analog signal is sent to the RF front-end to be transmitted at the desired
RF center frequency. In our measurements we utilized 69 different carriers in the
frequencies ranging from 5 200 MHz to 5 250 MHz and from 5 480 MHz to 5 700 MHz.
At the receiver side, once the transmitter has been triggered the following steps are carried
out (see Fig. 15)
• The RF front-end down-converts the signal received by the four available antennas to the
5 MHz intermediate frequency.
• The signal is then digitized by the ADCs and, in real-time, stored in the buffer. Given that
the signals are being transmitted cyclically and in order to guarantee that a whole frame is
acquired, twice the length of the transmit frame is acquired.
• The signals are properly scaled according to the number of resolution bits of the ADC.
Notice that this factor is constant during the whole measurement campaign, thus not
affecting the properties of the channel.
• In the next step, time and frequency synchronization operations are carried out.
• I/Q demodulation and ﬁltering tasks take place. As a result, discrete-time, complex-valued
observations with 15 samples per symbol are obtained. With the resulting samples (prior
to the decimation stage) the instantaneous receive power as well as the instantaneous
power spectral density of the noise are estimated. During the evaluation stage, using all
instantaneous values estimated, the mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is estimated.
• After ﬁltering, the resulting signals are decimated, resulting in a single sample per symbol.
• Finally, the frame is properly disassembled, and the resulting observations are then sent to
the MIMO coded demodulator.
5.1 Measurement Procedure

We evaluated experimentally the performance of the aforementioned MIMO schemes in a
typical indoor environment (the research lab where the authors work at University of A
Coruña) with a separation between the transmitter and the receiver about 9 m, employing
monopole antennas both at the transmitter and at the receiver. The antenna spacing is set
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Fig. 16. Frame structure employed in the experimental evaluation.
to approximately 7 centimeters (determined by the separation of the antenna ports of the
RF front-end). We experimentally observed that the channel behaved as non time-dispersive
when transmitting with a bandwidth of 2.9867 MHz. This is an expected behavior since the
delay spread of wireless channels in indoor environments is usually small.
We designed the frame structure shown in Fig. 16 in which, at the beginning, a pseudo
random BPSK sequence (duration: 100 microseconds2 ) is used as a preamble for subsequent
time and frequency synchronization at the receiver. Next, a silence is introduced (duration:
19 microseconds) with the objective of estimating the power spectral density of the noise
at the receiver. Next, the eight blocks corresponding to the eight different schemes to be
evaluated are transmitted. Each block occupies 5 000 symbols, resulting in a duration of 1.875
milliseconds. In total, the frame takes approximately 15 milliseconds for the transmission.
Neither the transmitter nor the receiver were moving during the transmissions. Also,
experiments were carried out in a controlled scenario (at night) with no moving objects in
the surroundings. This ensured the channel remained unchanged during the transmission of
all the symbols corresponding to a frame containing the eight blocks.
Given that we know all transmit symbols and that we always measure in the high SNR regime
(SNR > 20 dB), we utilize all observations to perform a highly-accurate channel estimation.
Additionally, we checked if the channel actually changed from the ﬁrst to the last of the
eight blocks of the frame and we veriﬁed that the channel remained constant during the
transmission of the whole frame. Consequently, all eight schemes experience the same channel
realization, thus ensuring a fair comparison among them.
In summary, experiments were carefully designed to ensure that the channel is frequency-ﬂat
and quasi-static. This is crucial to ensure the proper performance of the decoding algorithms.
In order to simplify the evaluation stage, we always transmit at high transmit power level,
avoiding non-linear effects caused by the saturation of the power ampliﬁers and, at the same
time, guaranteeing an SNR value above 20 dB. This, on the one hand, ensures that the errors in
the synchronization will not cause a signiﬁcant impact on the observed results. On the other
hand, the estimates of the channel will be accurate enough to be able to evaluate the results
assuming perfect CSI at the receiver, thus not including the effects of the channel estimation
in the results.
With the aim of obtaining different channel realizations, we make use of the following three
techniques:
• Given that the Lyrtech RF front-end is frequency-agile, we measure at different RF carriers
in the interval ranging from 5 200 MHz to 5 250 MHz and from 5 480 MHz to 5 700 MHz
and spaced 4 MHz (greater than the bandwidth occupied by the signal), which results in
69 different frequencies, providing 69 different channel realizations.

2

the preamble is sampled at 40 samples per symbol, resulting in 1.12 MHz of bandwidth
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• For all 69 different frequencies, we measure at 7 different antenna positions. Such positions
are obtaining by moving the receiver in a distance in the order of a wavelength.
• Finally, given that none of the evaluated schemes makes use of all four receive antennas, we
utilize each set of receive antennas because they experience a different channel realization.
For example, when a 2 × 1 scheme is being evaluated, we obtain four different channel
realizations, one at each receive antenna. Similarly, when a 2 × 2 scheme is being evaluated,
two different channel realizations are obtained.
After all, depending on the number of receive antennas we obtain a different number of
channel realizations. In the set-ups that only use a single receive antenna, we have 69 × 7 × 4 =
1932 different channel realizations. In the set-ups that make use of two receive antennas,
69 × 7 × 2 = 966 different channel realizations are available.
It is interesting to examine the statistical properties of the measured channels. Figure 17
plots the histograms of the module and the angle of the estimated channel coefﬁcients for
the 2 × 2 measurements. It is clear from these histograms that the magnitude and phase
of the measured wireless channel coefﬁcients match quite well a Rayleigh and a uniform
distribution, respectively. Additionally, it is important to look at the spatial correlation among
the channel coefﬁcients. Towards this aim we stacked in a single 4 × 1 vector h the four
coefﬁcients of the 2 × 2 MIMO channel measured, i.e.,
⎡ ⎤
h11
⎢h12 ⎥
⎥
(4)
h=⎢
⎣h21 ⎦ ,
h22

where hij represents the complex-valued channel coefﬁcient between the j-th transmit antenna
and the i-th receive antenna. The covariance matrix of this vector is Ch = E[hh H ], where E[·]
denotes the expectation operator and (·) H represents the conjugate transpose operation. From
the measured channel coefﬁcients we estimated this covariance matrix and we obtained the
following matrix for their absolute values
⎡

1.028395
⎢0.018719
Ch = ⎢
⎣0.013984
0.028464

0.018719
1.156758
0.022994
0.018275

0.013984
0.022994
0.591004
0.029860

⎤
0.028464
0.018275⎥
⎥.
0.029860⎦
0.768709

(5)

Notice from (5) the low values of the non-diagonal elements which indicates that experiments
were carried out in a rich scattering environment that introduced a low spatial correlation
among the channel coefﬁcients.
In summary, the statistical properties of the measured channel are very similar to those of the
quasi-static channel considered in section Section 4.2
5.2 Experimental Results

Once the experiments were carried out and the received signals were recorded, experimental
evaluation of the MIMO coded modulation methods was done in terms of Block Error Rate
(BLER) versus Eb /N0 . Since the transmit power and the receiver noise level were ﬁxed during
each experiment, simulated AWGN was injected into the recorded received signals to change
the operating Eb /N0 value. Although the measurements were carried out at high SNR values
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Fig. 18. Testbed results of 2 × 1 BICM with spatial multiplexing and in concatenation with
STBCs.
and the target SNR is much lower than that of the measurements, we estimate the mean noise
power level of the measurements as it was explained above and we take it into account when
calculated the noise power level to be added in order to obtain the target mean Eb /N0 .
Figure 18 shows the experimental performance of the SCLDGM MIMO coded modulation
systems for the 2 × 1 conﬁguration and a data rate of two bits/channel use. Notice from this
ﬁgure that the performance of BICM with spatial multiplexing and 16-QAM is practically the
same as concatenating with the Alamouti code. This is in accordance with the constrained
capacity analysis in Section 2.4and the simulation results in Section 4.2that also showed that
both methods perform the same. On the contrary, it is apparent from Fig. 18 that BICM with
spatial multiplexing and 4-QAM performs worse (2 dB at a BLER of 10−1 ) than the other
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two methods. This performance degradation was also appreciated during the simulations
over a quasi-static channel (see Fig. 10). Notice the lower slope of the BLER curve for BICM
with spatial multiplexing and 4-QAM, which means that this system is not able to extract
all the spatial diversity available in the channel. We conjecture two explanations for this: on
the one hand, it may happen that the high rate of the channel encoder (Rc = 1/2) and its
subsequent mapping into 4-QAM symbols does not introduce enough redundancy for the
signaling scheme to obtain all the available spatial diversity; on the other hand, the degree
proﬁle of the channel encoder has been designed assuming an ergodic, spatially white channel
and these hypotheses are no longer true when dealing with the experimental channels.
Figure 19 shows the experimental performance of the SCLDGM MIMO coded modulation
systems for the 2 × 2 conﬁguration and a data rate of two bits/channel use. First of all, notice
that the slope of all the BLER curves is twice larger than that of Fig. 18. This is because the four
MIMO coded modulation methods are obtaining the full n T × n R = 4 spatial diversity of the
channel. Next, notice that from a practical point of view, the performance difference among
the methods is negligible. This is in accordance with the capacity analysis in Section 2.4and
the quasi-static channel simulation results in Section 4.2that also showed that the performance
difference among all methods is less than 1 dB.
Finally, Fig. 20 shows the experimental performance of the SCLDGM MIMO coded
modulation systems for the 3 × 1 conﬁguration and a data rate of one bit/channel use. Again,
note that the slope of the BLER curves is less than that of Fig. 19 but larger than than of Fig. 18
because the spatial diversity of a 3 × 1 MIMO channel is less than that of a 2 × 2 MIMO channel
but larger than that of a 2 × 1 MIMO channel. Also note that the performance of the BICM with
spatial multiplexing scheme is the same as that of the scheme concatenated with a LD code as
expected from the capacity analysis in Section 2.4and the quasi-static channel simulations in
Section 4.2.
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6. Conclusion
We have studied MIMO coded modulation transmission schemes using either BICM with
spatial multiplexing or concatenation of channel code with an STBC code, assuming turbo-like
decoding at reception. Our study aims to shed light at the controversy on which of the two
schemes is better to approach the capacity of MIMO channels. We have restricted ourselves
to the less complex scenarios: 2 × 1 and two bits/channel use; 2 × 2 and two bits/channel
use; and 3 × 1 and one bit per channel use. When using BICM with spatial diversity and
two transmit antennas, these target data rates can be achieved with either a rate 1/2 channel
encoder and 4-QAM, or with a rate 1/4 channel encoder and 16-QAM. With three transmit
antennas, the BICM with spatial multiplexing uses a rate 1/6 channel encoder and 4-QAM. For
the alternative coded modulation methods, the STBCs that were considered are: the Alamouti
code for 2 × 1 and 2 × 2 conﬁgurations; the Golden code for 2 × 2; and the Linear Dispersion
(LD) code for 3 × 1.
We have explained how to design regular SCLDGM codes for each speciﬁc MIMO coded
modulation system. Code optimization has been carried out for spatially white ﬂat-fading
Rayleigh ergodic channels. By means of computer simulations, we showed the ability of the
resulting MIMO coded modulation schemes to approach the ergodic channel capacity under
the practical constraint of ﬁnite length codewords. We also showed by simulations that the
optimized coded modulation signaling methods approach the outage capacity of quasi-static
channels except for the case of 2 × 1, BICM with spatial multiplexing, rate 1/2 and 4-QAM.
Performance evaluation was not limited to computer simulations with synthetically generated
channels. We used a MIMO hardware demonstrator developed at the University of A
Coruña to evaluate the MIMO coded modulation methods in realistic environments. Different
experiments were carried out at the 5 GHz Industrial, Scientiﬁc and Medical (ISM) band
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considering different Tx/Rx locations and antenna positions. The results were presented in
terms of Block Error Rate (BLER) versus Eb /N0 at reception and were representative of the
performance obtained over a typical indoor scenario.
Both computer simulations and experimental measurements showed that concatenation with
STBCs is not necessary in order to retain maximum system capacity and spatial diversity.
Simply spreading the output symbols of a BICM system among the different transmit
antennas provides the same optimum performance. The utilization of STBCs is only justiﬁed
to simplify the detection procedure when a large number of antennas and/or a higher
modulation format is employed. This is not the case in the scenarios considered in this chapter
where the detection complexity of BICM schemes is comparable to those using STBCs.
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